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REPORTS OF CASES

ADJUDGED IN THE

COURT OF CHANCERY
OP

UPPER CANADA,

COMMENCING IN NOVEMBER, 1863.

Dewitt V. Thomas.

Title—Supposed equity—Specific performance.

A supposed equity in a person who died in 1808, where the possessionof the property since that time has been enjoyed by anotC da m"ing It as his own and having a perfect legal title to it °s no ground
for refusing to enforce an agreement in which the conditKrece-
w. r^ff'

'^^' ^ P"'y '^^"''^ "^^«^' '"^'^e. and complete apKlegal title,' as even in the event of such equity exfsting a com
st^h^"cl%urSnc2;"^°--'^^

•' ^^"^ '^'^^ ^ ^^Pse o^f time. ^d\^nX

Statement—The facts giving rise to the present suit
are stated in the report of a cause between the same
parties at law, reported in Upper Canada Common
Pleas Reports, volume VIL, page, 563.

After the judgment there reported had been given
the plaintiff filed a bill in this court, asking a decree for
payment of the ^100 and interest, secured by the bond.

Mr. O'Reillu n n f„„ ii,„ _i__'.-i-A.— _ —ctit^, ^. \_,,j .yr in^ piaiiiiiri.

Mr. Prmi^oot, for defendant.
ORAITT. X. 1
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Judgment.—YAiJKovanisET, C—It seems that some
doubts existed as to the title of the plaintitfs to the lands
sold at the time the sale took place, and in consequence
the full value of the land was not then paid, but in lieu
thereof the defendant gave his bond, which recited that if

the said plaintiff should "shew, make, and complete a
perfect paper title to the land within two years thereafter,
conveying and assuring the same to the defendant, he,'

the defendant would pay to the plaintiff the further sum
of ^eiOO," and the condition of the bond was, " that if the
plaintiff did within two years from the date ot ^iie bond
shew, make and complete a good and perfect title to the
said land, in the opinion, and to the satisfaction of
Samuel B. Freeman, Esquire, and should and did con-
vey and assure the land to the defendant, perfectly and
unimpeachaMy, then theilOO wasto be paid." It seems
that the plaintiff 's title waa considered doubtful because
of the appearance on the registry of an outstanding
mortgage to one John Dewitt, and because of some sup-
posed equitable claim in one Patterson, the father of
the plaintiff Mary Dewitt. Within the period of two
years fixed by the bond, John Dewitt, the supposed
mortgagee, with his alleged mortgage, was produced
before the defendant and Mr. Freeman, and they both
came to the conclusion that he had no claim upon the
premises, and it is admitted on the argument that he
had none. The only other objection to the plaintiff's
title rested, and rests now, upon the supposed equity in
Patterson. He died in 1808, and his equity must there-
fore have been created not later than that time. There
is really no evidence that he had any claim upon the
property. It is pretended that he had bargained with
Durham, the grantee of the Crown, to purchase it, but
this is not proved ; and if it were, does any one imagine
that after a lapse of forty years, the possession of the
property all that time being in another claiming it as
one having a perfect legal title to it, such an equity
w—1„ .Jt! . vvogxiiacvi ux ciiiurcuQ m any court "/ I think
that the supposed mortgage to John Dewitt having been



MILLER V. START.—1863. 28

found within the twoyoare, to be worthless or non-exist-

ent, to the satisfaction of the defendant himself, who then

waived any release from John Dewitt, and the pretended

equity in Patterson, liaving in fact no existence, or

having long before disappeared, that the plaintiff did

within the two years show a good and perfect paper title,

consisting of the patent from the Crown, and the con-

veyance to him from the patentee in 1817. The legal

title was perfect, and there was uo equity outstanding,

and Mr. Freeman approved of and was satisfied with it,

as found by the jury in the action at law, and as appears
from his endorsement on the bond. Ifit was not intended
that I should take as evidence in this case the facts as

reported in the case at law (which report was used y
both parties on the argument) then I would give leave to

examine Mr. Freeman, who, I think, couid not havecome
to any other conclusion than the one stated. It was such
a title as this court would have compelled the purchaser
to take, within the language of his contract. And what-
ever technical strictness may have stood in the plaintiff's

way at law in suing upon the bond, no such embarrass-
ment exists here, in decreeing specific execution of the
only remaining term of a contract, which ti.e plaintiff

has substantially, if not literally, performed. Thedecree
must be for payment of the ^eiOO and interest, accord-
ing to the terras of the bond, with the usual legal rate

interest from the time the last instalment was payable.

Miller v. Start.

Mortgagee—Evidence— Costs.

In a suit by a prior against a mesne encumbrancer on the argument
of the cause, by consent, an affidavit was read which stated an
agreement on the part of the prior encumbrancer to be postponed
to the latter

;
when the court gave liberty to the plaintiflF to cross-

examine the deponent upon the statements contained in his affi-
davit which permission not being acted upon by plaintiff, his bill
was dismissed with costs.

Mr. Gray, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Prottrf/ooi and Mr. Wilkinson for the defendants,
other than Start, against whom the bill was taken
fro confesso.
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Judgment.-YAmovQBmT, C.-In this case the bill
must be dismissed with costs, as the equity wjiich the
p aintitf sets up against the defendant Taylor is dis-
placed by the evidence. There is an unfortunate con-
tradiction in the tostiraouy of the two professional gen-
tlemen, Messrs. Start and Gray, only reconcilable as towhat occurred in Mr. Start's office, on the assumption
that M Start took it for granted that all parties pre-
sent, including Mr. Gray, knew of the agreement by
which ZetpA had consented that the mortgage to him-
self should be postponed to the deed to Start. Start
swears that this was well understood between the parties
before they met in his office. It seems an extraordin-
ary arrangement for Leigh to have made, and only ex-
p .cable by h.s anxiety at once to get money, which Mr
Start was to advance and did advance out of his ownmeans on the express understanding that he was tohave a Iree title to the property to enable him to ra.'se

IZ7m V" '''P'^ '"'"'^'*' ^'' t«'"Porary advances.
While Mr. Gray and Start contradict one another as
to what passed in the office of the latter, another
witness, John Stan, in his affidavit, which it was eon-
sented should be read as evidence, swears positively
that Letgh agreed to be postponed to Start. When
this agreement was made he docs not say ; I offered tothe plaintiff the opportunity of cross-examining him
under a commission, as he resides in Buffalo, but thiswas declined, and I must therefore assume the affidavit
to be true, and so treating it, it turns the scale in
favour of the defendants.
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MucHALL V. Banks.

Champerty—Maintenance—Mortgagor and mortgagee—Assignment of
right to impeach a prior mortgage.

Where an assignment was executed by a puisne incumbrancer to
another, for the purpose of filing a bill to impeach a prior mort-
gage on the ground of fraud, and which bill was accordingly filed ;

the court, without determining what might have been the result of
a suit brought simply to redeem, or one instituted by the puisne
incumbrancer himself, dismissed the bill with costs, notwithstand-
ing the right to redeem formed one alternative of the prayer, it
being evident from the whole proceeding that the alleged fraud
was the ground upon which the plaintiff principally relied.

Statement.—Thia was a suit by Bichard Muchall
against William Banks, the Hon. George S. Boulton,
Samuel H. Qibbs, George Ley, Francis Dixon, Edward
Trevor Boulton, and James Sackville, praying a declara-
tion by the court, that, under the circumstances stated
in the judgment, plaintiff was the first mortgagee of

.
the lands in question in the suit : for a receiver of the
rents and profits, or for liberty to redeem the defend-
ant, George S. Boidton, and for further relief.

Evidence was taken by the late Chancellor Blake at
Cobourg, in the autumn of 1860, when the defendants
George S. Boulton and Sackville were examined on
behalf of the plaintiff, and the plaintiff was called and
examined on the part of the defendants.

Mr. Boulton's evidence was as follows :

—

" I knew William Banks in 1834 ; he was then in
my debt

;
I was employed to prepare a mortgage from

Wilham Banks to G. P. Banks in 1834. William
Banks told me that he was authorised to draw upon his
brother C. P. Banks .• he resided in England ; he never
was m this country, as far as I know. William Banks
told me that he was authorised to draw upon his bro-
ther, and instructed me to draw a mortgage from him to
C. P. Banks, to secure the amount to be advanced. The
mortgage now shown to me, marked " D,' is the mort-
-a- "—--- -.— i•^^..i^t<.ru« m my umuo, auu is m me

handwriting of Mr. Wilcox, then a clerk in my office.
The bills [of exchange] now shown to me, marked
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i

'

respectively A, B,C, were drawn by William Banks on
his brother C. P. Banks, and formed the consideration
lor the mortgage

; they were negotiated through me •

I
received the proceeds of them, and I have no doubt thevwere paid by C. P Banks indue course ; at least they
were never returned to me. William Banks remainedn this country five or six years after the execution of

Trn!i3'*^^^foon^'' 1"^ involved. I think he went toEngland in 1889, and returned subsequently for his
wife buti am not sureof that. I know the handwriting
of William Banks and James Sackville. The nanernow shown to me marked "E" is signed by thSse
parties respectively. I cannot say that I ever saw that
agreement before. The mill spoken of in tLt Igree-ment is situated on the property in question. The papernow shown to me. marked '< F," is a lease from myself

in^^-jr ^^^ \ ""^^ ^""^y «^««"ted by myself

dnn'tTi TM"'^^?,^''^"* ^^^ ^^y i* bears date. I

WJ/ p 1 *^^^*/
i''^'^

^* *^^* *^°^e of ttie agreement
between Banks and Sackville. I knew afterwards that
there was some agreement under which Sackville carried

unf f nn't'"' t1J-'^? ^f* ^^^^} *^^«^ «^^ ^^^ agreement
until now. I think it very likely that the rent in the
lease from myself to Banks was intended to cover the
interest on my two mortgages. The lease was made at

him off at any time, and wished the lease to secure him
the possession for some time certain ; the object was to
secure him a right to redeem in the event ot" his being

mirkpS^"^*- ^w-rr ^^^^P^P^r now shown to me^

Sff^ 1
^' '^J'^^'""'

Banks' letter to me. asking
for the lease. The paper now shown to me, marked

il, IS m my handwriting, and I have no doubt was
sent to me by Mr. Banks. I was not acting as Mr.Wilham Banks agent in paying his debts ; I paid
those debts no doubt but I was not an agent to settle
his affairs

: I think I must have endorsed the notes for

Tr!"?^ 1 .r °? "1®^/ recollection of the debts mentionedm the letter, but I am inclined to think that I hadbecome responsible for the debts in some way or other.
I do not know what the Bewdley lot spoken of in my
letter means.* It may havebeen a lot in Hope on which

IJf ?h"
"'^ evidence being read over

,

Mr. Boultonsaid. " I now recol-

acre lot, but so much ^f ft was u^lrwlreV^^^^^ ^Tsold to me. I think, for 6o acres or thereaCout^-
^^'^'^'^'<i^
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he had lived. He had also a claim to two other lots in
Hamilton. lobtained a title toone of the lots in Hamil-
ton from the Crown. I subsequently sold it. I cannot
tell what I received for it. It was either 30 or 31, in
the 7th concession of Hamilton. It must be now worth
ten dollars an acre. There is no doubt that the lot in
Hamilton was assigned to me to secure money due to
me. I do not think I had an assignment of any other
lots. Mr. Clarke got a title to the lot in Hope, I

think, but I am not sure. I cannot say whether the lot

in Hope was assigned to Clarke as a counter security.
Mr. Banks was in debt to me at the time he executed
the mortgage, and I credited him with the bills drawn
upon his brother, but I have no account of these trans-
actions. I paid other sums for William Banks since
the mortgage, besides the sums mentioned in my letter
ofJuly, 1839, but I have no account of those transactions.
The sums due to me by William Banks, exclusive of the
mortage, must amount to ^200 ; no part of that has
been paid. The paper now shown to me, and marked
" I," was signed by William Banks and myself, and that
account was settled about the time it bears date. I was
registrar of the county of Northumberland at the time
the mortgages to myselfand C. P. Bankswere executed.
I had large transactions with Mr. Banks ,• a large por-
tion of the money advanced by me to him lias never
been repaid. The deed now shown to me, marked " K,"
is the deed of the land in question from one Watson to
myself. I paid Watson the purchase money on behalf
of Banks, and the mortgage from Banks marked " L,"
was given to secure that amongst other debts. It never
was agreed that my mortgage should be subsequent to
the mortgage to C. P. Banks, I would never have
taken such security. The land was not worth it. At
the time the mortgage was executed the property mort-
gaged was valued at either ±'1300 or ±1500, but it is

not now worth that amount. It has been greatly im-
proved, but I would not give ±1200 for it as it stands.
The quantity of land falls far short of what it was sup-
posed. It is not more than 200 acres. I don't think
it would bring ±1000. The property is not worth the
debt and improvements. The mortgage from Williavi
Banks to G. P. Banks was not left in my possession.
It was left with Wilcox, who is a friend of Mr. William
Banks. Mr. Wilcox was at that time my articled clerk

;

he may have been at that time about twenty-three years
old. I think that the property was valued before the
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execution of the mortgage to Banks. It v.ns valued Ibeheve by Sidey and Fmdkner. Mr. FmJhTl'Ahen the judge of the Newcastle district cou Hewas a friend, and connected, I believe, with the Banksfamily and communicated, I believe, ;ith C.P.Banhsprior to the mortgage. The mortgage to me wasexecuted prior to that to Mr. C. P. Balks. Se mtsequent advances to Mr. Banks were not paid excentby the sale of the reserved lots. I cannoUell whatthe lots sold for, but I ,ot at least $8 an acre Thepapers now shown to me marked - M " and " N " arpthe mortgages from Banks to Clark, and the assian-ment of it from Clark to myself."
^

James Saekjille, on his examination, stated—"I am
marked h is an agreement entered into betweenmiham Banks and myself. WilliamBanks wished me
dahnt if'p^d^T ^ Y-^'^ *^* ^'' ^-^'^'^ had soSeclaim to it, and I saw him and enquired whether he hadany claim He replied that he Imd, and would expect

said, I did not think I could have anything to do with

from MrZT'^"T-\\'- ^r^' P^^^'^^^^ the llasefrom Mr. Bonlton, which has been put in. I know theproperty m question well. The dam is not upon themortgage property There are not more than 75 acre«of dry land upon the mortgage property. I paid Mr

s^buf'b%l.t ;t;:orr^^^^^^^^ ^^
*^^

The plaintiff being called by the defendants, stated-I am the plaintiff. In the winter of 1857, 1 1hSFebruary, I went to England, and knowing fS7ia«As well^ I went to see him. C. P. Banks thenresided at Bewdley, and inthe course of conTersaln

hrC^.^r^.t" "^ S^ T"^^ ^hich he had lent tohis brother and lost. He then wished me to try and

fhl^'i^TV?' !l''^-
^ *^^^" '^^^""^d *o have any

r„ ^^ .u^°
^'^^' *he matter, but after I returned toCanada the assignment from C. P. Banks to myself was

nofmTnV"r ^ ^'^- "°* P"^'«hase it. In tx^h it Inot mme. I am carrying on the suit for him. I haveno interest in it. I suppose he will pav fhe -c^f- ^f
the debt is realised I suppose he wiU p'ay^me soteSing
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handsome. We have not made any bargahi. He trusts
to my honour, and I trust to hi's. He made several
proposals to me when I was in England, but I declined
to accept them, and nothing definite was arranged. I

was surprised when the papers were sent. Thev were
Kent to me. There was a letter with them. I gave all
the letters to Mr. Cockhnrii. I can't tell whether it
said anything about the costs. I have paid money
towards the costs. I think that C. P. Banks proposed
to give me half the debt if recovered, but I did not
accept that. There was no arrangement as to the
amount I was to receive when the papers were sent. I
suppose he will carry out the proposal he made to me in
England, but I have no binding agreement. Even if the
suit fail, I expect something, i expect that I shall get
my expenses; but I am trusting to his honcmr. If the
suit should succeed, and C. P. Banks should refuse to
pay me anything, I would send the whole amount
recovered to him. I am not worth much, but I think I
am abio to pay the costs of the suit should it fail. .

Mr. Grickmore, for plaintiff.

Mr. O. D. Boultoii, for defendants.

Judgment.—Vankoughnet, C— [Before whom the
cause was heard.]—This is a bill filed by the plaintiff
with the main object of postponing the mortgage held
by the defendant G:orge S. Boulton, to the one under
which the plaintiff claims, on the ground that Boulton
bad obtained his priority by fraud—that he was the
solicitor of the mortgagee (from whom the plaintiff
claims by assignment) in the preparation of the mort-
gage, which bears the same date as Boulton's, and
which it was Boulton's duty to have registered prior to
his own, such being, as alleged, the intention of the
mortgagor at the time.

The bill also states that Boulton did not advance to
the mortgager the amount secured to him by the mort-
gage, and prays to have this investigated, and an account
taken, and that in the evoiit of Bonlton rctaiuiug his
priority, plaintiff may be permitted to redeem ; but the
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bill does not contain any offer to redeem. Had the-

bill been filed by the original mortgagee simply to

redeem Bovlton, and to release his security out of the

property, the court would have had to consider the two
defences which Bmilton makes now to redemption, viz.,

the Statute of Limitations, or the lapse of twenty years
since he had possession of the property under his mort-
gage ; and the appeal to the discretion to refuse redemp-
tion given to the court by tho Chancery Act of 1837 ;

the mortgage to Boulton having become absolute at law
for non-payment of interest prior to i,he passing of that

act. In the view I take of this case it is necessary to

refer to th'^ie grounds of defences only to show how the

mortgagor and mortgagee stood to one another, putting
the assignment to the plaintiff out of sight, or treating

it as void for the moment, at the time of bill filed; and
again how they si.od towards one another at the time of

the assignment, yi-isclearthatbothatoneperiodand at

the other they were in an antagonistic position, and we
are now to enquire how and under what circumstances
the plaintiff intervened and has become the actor in this

suit. So far back as the 7th of March, 1838, the mort-
gagor, William Banks, who had not up to that time paid
any thing on the mortgage to Boulton, then over-

due, writes to the latter that " the mill dam broke again
and damaged the mill, so that it will take a deal of

labour and expense to put into working trim. The
uncertain kind of tenure by which I have for some time
held the mill, has in a great measure cramped exertions

in making it beneficial to me, but I find it is my best if

not my only resource ; therefore, if you would guarantee
my quiet possession of it for three years upon my punc-
tually paying you in shape of rent the interest on the
balance I owe you, 1 would immediately take steps to
repair the mill and dam, and I trust would liquidate a
portion of the obligation I am under to you. The
present state of the country forbids my recommending
my brothers to invest more property in it. They had
better lose all I owe them. If you agree to this propo-
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rtition I will come in a few daj's and make the neces-

sary arrangements with you." In accordance with this

request Mr. J3ouiton, by indenture dated the 9th of April,

1838, executed to Hanks a lease of the property for

three years from date, at a rental of A'55 per annum

;

how estimated does not appear. The lease contains

covenants for payment of tho rent, and for yielding up
to Boulton at the expiration of the term quiet possession

of the premises without notice to quit, or other forma-

lities. One of the defendants, Sackville, who was ex-

amined as a witness, says that Banks had proposed to

him to workthe mill, but on hearing of Boulton's claim

he declined to do so, and that in consequence Banks
procured this lease, when he and Sackville then came
to an agreement. Banks, the mortgagor, appears

shortly after this transaction to have left the country,

and gone to England, whence he never returned. On
the 15th of July, 1889, Boulton writes to Banks the

letter which is relied upon as taking the case out of the

Statute of Limitations. It contains the following pas-

sages :

" I should be glad if you could make some arrange-
ment to pay my two mortgages, and if I got .£350 or
if400 down, I would wait two or three years if neces-
sary for the balance. However, should you not be
able to accomplish this, 1 trust you will authorize Mr.
Faulkner, and that your brother will do so likewise, to
relinquish all your and his claims to tho 400 acres
mortgaged. I could, by adopting proceedings in Chan-
cery, foreclose my first mortgage of i'GOO, unless tho
money, interest, and costs were paid, but I do not wish
to resort to such a step, and as I said before 1 trust
you and your brother will give me the relinquishment
if you abandon the idea of redeeming the property. I

annex a form of power (meaning power of attorney)
for your signature and that of your brother, in the
event of your adopting the latter course."

It does not appear that any response was made to

this letter, or that any further communication ever
passed between Boulton and William Banks, or his

brother, the other mortgagee, and we hear nothing
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further of them till we learn it from the evideuoe of
the plaintiff. Subsequently, lioulton treating the
property as his own, sold some portions of it to par-
ties defendants in this suit, some of whom have made
valuable improvements upon it. It is sworn that the
property, exclusive of the mill erected on it by the
defendant Sackville, is not worth more than i,' 1000, and
there is no evidence to increase this valuation.

The bill in this case was filed on the 14th June, 1869
under the circumstances detailed in the following evi-
dence of the plaintiff. [Here his Lordship read the
evidence of the plaintiff, above set forth.] The as-
signment has been lost or mislaid, and the letters
referred to as accompanying it are not produced. I
suppose it would not be argued that C P. Banks could
assign to the plaintiff the right to institute a suit to set
aside for fraud the priority of Boidton'a morgtage, or to
impeach the consideration between himselfand 5oji/toM
on the ground that the latter had neglected his duty as
solicitor, or had betrayed his client, or abused the
fiduciary relation subsisting between them. Proaser v
EdmundH [a), and a long train of cases, in which this one
shines as a clear elucidation of the doctrine by which
the courts repudiate such transactions, would render any
attempt of the kind idle. The most that can be argued
for IS, that the assignment to the plaintiff gives him a
right to redeem the equity of redemption, it being in the
eye of this court a substantial estate, which was con-
veyed away, even though the mortgagee disputes it.

However that might be in an ordinary bonafide sale of
such an estate for value, it was evidently not the chief
object nor purpose of the assignment here. If the
mortgagee,5anAs,whenhemet the plaintiff in themonth
ofFebruary,1857,wi8h6dmereIytoredeemtheproperty
or to dispose of his equity of redemption as second
mortgagee, why hold such a conversation as he then
did with the plaintiff ? Why then ask the plaintiff to try

(a) I Y. & C. 48.
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and get hia money for liiin '? Of courHe from lionUon.

Why heHitate in prosecuting his right to redeem, and
then selling the property to repay hitUHelf, if the pro-

perty would produce more than the first charge upon
it '? Because, I suppose, we may fairly assume from
the evidence that the property was not worth it. It

is clear, 1 think, from the evidence, that the equity of

redemption was not looked upon as anything, and the

frame of the bill leaves but little doubt of this. The object

of C. P. Bankn then, and the assignment which reached
the plaintifY in the manner he describes, was not to

redeem Jioultov'a mortgage, but to compel Boulton to

redeem him. It is clear, too, that the mortgagee and
bis assignee contemplated and intended litigation for

this purpose. The plaintiff says that when proposud to

him, in 1857, he decl'ned to have anything to do with
the matter, and that he refused several proposals made
to him in England, in reference to it, and he was sur-

prised when the assignment was sent over to him here.
He had not asked for it, had not purchased it, and yet
we found him adopting it, and carrying on this suit on
the strength of it. The mortgagee, Banks, was appa-
rently unwilling or unable, though one would not in-
fer he was poor, to carry on the suit. The plaintiff

would not have anything to do with the claim ; re-
fused every proposal ; has no fixed interest in it ; has
bargained for none ; but yet in the end acts in it, mak-
ing himself liable for costs, paying costs on account,
expecting a share of what is recovered, himself treat-
ing the whole proceeding as a means, not by which
money is to be paid out to Boulton, but by which
money is to be recovered from him. If this be not
both champerty and maintenance, or the latter, it sa-
vors so strongly of it that I think the court should not
retain the case. It is not the bona fide effort of a
claimant of an equity of redemption. It is an attempt
to maintain a lawsuit which a party has purchased,
contrary to law, or to the policy of the law ; or in
which he has no interest, but which the party having
the interest, if any exists, will not prosecute for

i.
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himself. Even if it could be held that this transaction,
though void as to the assignment of the right of
action against Boulton, would yet pass the equity of
redemption of C. P. Banks, and that the parties have

,

a right to say that it was all it contemplated, it can
be answered that any right to redeem in Banks was
and is disputed, and must be treated on the evidence
as having been considered both by Banks and the
plaintiff as in dispute and a doubtful right, and that
the assignment of it was a mere speculation, depend-
ing on the result of an anticipated or intended lawsuit.
The remarks of the Master of the Rolls in Gholmonde-
hy V. Clinton (a), shews how the court disapproves of
the dealing with such equities; and other cases of
similar import are to be found. I refer to the follow-
ing cases, in addition to those mentioned before, to
shew that the plaintiff should receive no relief. They
but make clear the law which is to be found in the
numerous cases referred to, and commented on there.
Wallis V. Duke of Portland (b), Reynell v. Sprye (c),
Stanley v. Jones (d), Sprye v. Porter (e), and Lord
CampbelVs observations at page 76. And also see the
argument in Jacob dt Walker, at page 55. Under these
circumstances I think the bill must be dismissed with
costs.

Duncan v. Geary.
Practice—Venue—Imperfect description of premises.

The absence of a venue in the margin of a bill is not a cau-s^ of

SwT/hJorSnir
'^^^"'"°'^ °^ ''^ ^^^"^^^^ wShVmrthI

^°thi'n™f°'^''^?v!'™
Of.* '"-^'•tgage, it is not necessary to state

iour^t ^If ?^ h.
'^^ ?«•"'=«»" be within the jucisdiction of the

°^i,-' 1 •" ?'e necessary that the one or the other should be

tTIHhV.
'
r"^'^"^»'°"

that will be presumed in favour of the b^
till the contrary appears.

Semble, that no venue being stated in the margin of the bill is an

This was a foreclosure suit, the bill in which had been
(a) 2 Jacob Ik Walk.

fi{c) 1 DeG. M. & G. 660,
(*) 17 E. & B. 58.

er, p. 135, (b) 3 Ves 494.
(d) 7 Bing. 369.
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<lemurred to, on the grounds mentioned in the head-

note and judgment. On the case being called on for

argument,

Mr. Taylor appeared for the plaintiff, and referred

to Story'8 Equity Pleading, sees. 487, 489, Drewy's
Equity Pleadings, page 87; Daniel's Practice, page
397, as shewing that the objections taken to the bill

were not grounds of demurrer.

No one appeared in support of the demurrer.

Jvdgment.—Vankouqhnet, C—This bill is for the
foreclosure of a mortgage. It describes the mortgagor
as of the township of Aldboro, and proceeds in the
usual way to the description of the premises, which is,

however, imperfect, being stated to be lot A, in the 6th
concession, without naming any township or county.

If it were necessary it might perhaps be assumed for

the purposes of pleading that the lot must be taken to
have been stated as in the township of Aldboro, that
being the only township named in the bill, and that for

this purpose it was sufficiently referred to by the article

"the" in the description "the sixth concession." The
defendant demurs to the bill on the grounds, Ist, that
no venue is stated in the margin of the bill. 2nd, that
it does not appear, nor is it stated that the property is

within the jurisdiction of the court. There is nothing,
I think, in either objection. The venue is no part of
the bill, in no way affecting the matter of it, the relief

prayed for, or the jurisdiction of the court. It is merely
required under the orders to be inserted as fixing the
place for the examination of witnesses, not even as
denoting the county where the proceedings are to be
carried on, or the cause heard. The absence of it may
be an irregularity which can be taken advaiitage of by
a motion calling upon the plaintiff to insert a^venue,
or to take the bill off the files for the want of it.
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It is not necessary to state the property or the parties
to be within the jurisdiction of the court. If if be
necessary that one or the other should be within the
jurisdiction that will be presumed in favour of the bill
till the contrary appears. I do not think the imperfect
description of the premises any cause of demurrer. In
England when a claim is filed on a mortgage it is simply
stated that by an indenture, &c., the plaiatiff is mort-
gagee of certain premises therein described, and this, I
think, is sufficient here, although the form given under
our orders (which, however, are not imperative in
regard to it) provides for a short description of the
premises. It may be more convenient, and particularly
for the plaintiff, that the form in this respect should be
followed, but as, the premises can be ascertained by
reference to the deed, sufficient certainty for the pur-
poses of the suit is afforded.

CoRBETT V. Meyers.

Stakeholder—Paying money into Court.

"^
hteVJfl ?"'!K°^^'^"'i'' H' 'II*-

""""^y •" the hands of a stake-holder held for the benefit of others, whose rights are to be disposedof by the court will usually be ordered into court stUlKchcase It must be clear that some of the parties litigant are entitledo the fund or a portion of it. VVhere, therefore leraln moneysthe proceeds of a policy of insurance which had been dSTsUedwith the attorney of a bank, for the purpose of being held in trustfor such bank, and with the proceeds to pay off the ifabi "ties ofthe party makmg such deposit to the bank, had beenS to andwere still in the hands of the attorney, and the deposit'^r wkhoutshewing what amount was due the bank, applied to h^ve themoney paid into court by the attorney; the court, under hecircumstances, refused the application.

This was a motion for an order on Archibald J.
McDonnell, the attorney for the Commercial Bank of
Canada, to pay into court a sum of money in his hands,
the proceeds of a policy of insurance on the life of the
late William H. Meyers, which had been deposited in
his hands, under the circumstances and for the pur-
poses mentioned in the head-note and judgment.

Mr. i2oa/ for plaintiff, in support of the application.
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Mr. Strong, Q.C., contra.

Wilton V. Hill (a). Re Bridgman (b), Dubless v.

Flint (c), Freeman v. Fairlie (d), McHardy v. Hitch-

cock (e), Whitmore v. Turquand (/), were referred to

by counsel.

Judgment—Vankoughnet, C.—In this case I refuse

the application. When money is in the hands of

stakeholders, having no interest in it, and held for

the benefit of parties whose rights are to be disposed

of by the court, it is almost of course to order the

money into court that the fund may be secured, but

even in such case it must be clear that some of the

parties litigant are entitled to the fund, or a portion

of it. Now what are the facts : Corbett receives from
William H. Meyers in his lifetime an assignment of a
policy of insurance on his life for ^62000 sterling, abso-

lute in form, but admitted by Corbett now to have been

taken and held as security for moneys owing to him
{Corbett), and for liabilities incurred by him for Wil-

liam H. Meyers the defendant and executor of WiMam
H. Meyers, denying that anything is due to Corbett

on the security of the policy, or that there are any out-

standing liabilities for which he can hold it, files a
bill to restrain the insurance company from paying,

and Corbett from receiving, the money.

The bill was filed on the 28th of September, 1857,
and beyond getting in the answers of the defendants,

by which Corbett claims a large sum to be due to him
on the policy, nothing has been done in the suit, in

which the respective claims of the parties on the policy

might have been long since settled, till February, 1861,

when there watj a consent to a decree, which has never,

however, been taken out. In the same year a decree

for the administration of the estate of William H.

(a) 2 DeG. M. Ik G, 807.
(c\ 4 M. & C. 502.

(«) n Beav. 73.

GRANT. X.

(b) 6 Jur. N. S. 1065.
{d) 3 Mer. 24.

(/) I J. & H. 296.

2
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Meyers was obtained at the suit of Corbett and his wife,
the sister and one of the next of kin of William -H.
Meyers, and on the 18th of January, 1862, a receiver
was appointed- In the meantime Corbett and Meyers
being respectively largely indebted to the Commercial
Bank, who had recovered judgment against them, ar-
range with the solicitor of the bank, Archibald J. Mc^
Donnell, against whom this motion is made, and with
the insurance company, that the insurance money
shall be paid into his hands to be held by him and
applied on the judgment of the bank so soon as the
shares of it to which each party is entitled is settled

;

the money is accordingly received by McDonnell, who
gives to Corbett the following note filed as exhibit
'*C" among the papers, and addressed to the plaintiff
Corbett

:

'I

"My dear Corbett,—Yon assigned me a policy on
your life, and a policy on Mr. Meyers life. I hold them
and the money to be received for them in trust for the
Commercial Bank, and to pay off your liabilities to the
bank so far as they go."

This is dated the 21st of June, 1859. McDonnell is

liable to the Commercial Bank as endorser on the paper
which forms thesubjectof thejudgment against Corbett.
The amount actuallydue to Corbett out of the insm-ance
money is not yet ascertained. This, (7or6e« alleges, was
to have been ascertained by arbitration, which has
fallen through. There ought to be, and I imagine can
be, no difficulty in arriving at this amount; it is not
suggested that there is. In the meantime McDonnell
acting for the bank to keep the judgment alive as a lien
upon Corbett's lands, issues first execution against
Corbett's goods, and obtains a return of nulla bond, with
the object only, so far as appears, of obtaining a writ
against lands, which accordingly issues. Beyond this
nothing is done to enfci e the judgment, which Mc-
~

- s>'vts,i.o nao nut lu bu prcssea on these insur-
ancemoneys beingplaced in his hands for the bank; and
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this would seem natural to be so, or why were the
moneys paid to him ? And now what takes place ?

Corbett and Meyers not having settled their dispute as
to Corbett's share, and neither party apparently tak-
ing much if any trouble to ascertain it, Corbett, who
has pledged, and in fact paid over, to the commercial
Bank through their solicitor for them this share, what-
ever it may be, turns round and asks to have the mo-
ney taken out of those hands in which he had placed
it, and paid into court : the stakeholder himself as
security for Corbett to the bank being personally liable,

and as holding the money for the bank being also
liable to it.

I cannot make such an order, and I refuse this
application with costs to McDonvell. I give no costs
to Meyers, who appears from the papers to have done
everything to delay this suit, and who has made but
little progress in the one instituted by himself. If the
sole question were the paying in of the portion coming
to Meyers as executor, after Corbett's claim was satis-

fied the case would be different, although Meyers has
pledged whatever personal interest he had in it to the
Commercial Bank, as Corbett has done.

As regards the question of interest, it is the fault of
both Corbett and Meyers that the fund is not paying
interest; or rather, has not long since been divided
and annlied to the payment of the debts of one if not
of both ui them. If it should eventually appear that
the stakeholder has used the money for his own pur-
poses (which is not pretended), he may be liable for
interest.
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McKenna V. Smith.

Fraudulent preference—Injunction

A debtor while indebted to one creditor, and alleged to be insolvent
assigned a note to another creditor for a bond fide debt. Subse-
quently both creditors brought actions to recover their respective
demands, but in order to enable one of them to obtain a first judg-
ment no defence was entered to his action, while the other action
was defended. The court (following the decision of Young v.
Christie, reported ante volume vii., page 312), refused an injunc-
tion to restram the first judgment creditor from enforcing the exe-
cution sued out on his judgment.

In this case an ex parte injunction had been granted
to restrain the defendant Hutty from proceeding to
sell the goods of the defendant R. C. Smith, with lib-

erty to move to continue the injunction to the hearing,
and a motion for that purpose was accordingly made
by

.

Mr. Barrett, for the plaintiff.

Mr. M. C. Cameron, Q.O., contra, referred to Ymng
Christie, and Ferguson v. Baird (a).

Jr^^fwen*—Vankoughnet, C—This is a motion to
continue an interim injunction to the bearing under
the following circumstances as appear by the affidavits

now filed on both sides.

E. C. Smith, one of the defendants, being indebted to
the defendant Peter Hutty assigned to him as a means
of securing and obtaining payment of his debt a note
for $300, made by the other defendant, J. M. Smith, in
favour of R. G. Smith, and by the latter endorsed. Upon
this note Hutty brought two actions, recovering judg-
ments severally against the maker and endorser; under
the judgment against the latter, he has seized personal
property to the value of about $1200, as alleged. At
the time of the delivery of this note to the defendant
Hutty, the defendant R. C Smith was indebted to the

(a) 10 U. C, C. p. 493.
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plaintiff on a note endorsed by defendant J. M. Smith,

past due, for about $800. The plaintiff shortly after-

wards put this note in suit. E. C. Smith entered a

defence to it, as he swears, to enable Hutty to get a

first judgment in the suit on the note endorsed by
him Smith, to which no defence was made. The de-

fendant R. C. Smith, it is alleged, was at the time of

the transfer to Hutty insolvent, and it does not appear

that he had then, or has now, any means out of which
the plaintiff can obtain payment.

The plaintiff files his bill, claiming that the transfer of

this note to Hutty was under the circumstances fraudu-

lent and void, and shall be so treated under section 17,

chapter 26, Consolidated Statutes of Upper Canada, and
that the judgment obtained under it should be vacated;

or that any thing realised under it should be paid over to

him the plaintiff ; or in effect that Hutty should lose his

priority as against the plaintiff, and that Smith's goods
should be subjugated to his, the plaintiff's execution.

There seems no doubt at present of the indebtedness of

B.C. Smith toHutty, to an amount of about £600. What-
ever question may arise as to the right of Hutty to press

his judgment against /. M. Smith, it seems to me there

can be no pretence for setting aside his judgment against
his principal debtor R. C. Smith. He might have taken
R. C. Smith's note and recovered judgment against him
on that, or on the account which Smith owed him. I

am asked to set aside this judgment against him, or to

take such action in respect of it that another creditor

may thus obtain priority. Why should that other credi-

tor have priority ? His debt does not appear to be
entitled to any preference over Hutty's. He has a judg-
ment against precisely the same parties, but later in
point of time ; and Young v. Christie very properly, I

think, decides that one creditor facilitated, another de-

— ./ 7 —

^

— ..j^.s..-v.u i-,-l. tiio vrx laiTT xii uUbctniiDjjHijuUg-

ment, affords no ground for interference. Why should
I hand over the defendant's, the principal debtor's,
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goods to the plaintiff in preference to Hutty ? What
right have I to select one from the other as against the
legal priority and right which that other has acquired •?

The statute nevor meant that. It meant to prevent frau^
dulent preferences and transfers of property, but it cer-
tainly has not furnished any machinery, nor indeed
given any power, by which its apparent objects can be
thoroughly effected. To take from one creditor whose
legal proceedings may be at fault, or whose debt may
have been preferred, and paid by the transfer to him of
property of the debtor merely to give to another, who
has an advantage in having pressed more rapidly than
tae other (creditors-legal proceedings in themselves
unimpeachable-does not afford a verv satisfactory mode
of preventing one creditor having the better of others
or applying a debtor's estate to the satisfaction of all
his debts. While the act endeavours to prevent the debtor
himself, when in insolvent circumstances, from helping
a particular creditor by any act ofhis own to a portion of
his property, it leaves it open to any such creditor by
active proceedings on his part, the debtor being passive
to sweep away the whole estate from all the other
creditors, however large and honest and old their
claims may be. In this case, however, as I have already
stated, I leave the plaintiff and the defendant Huttv
to maintain their relative positions at law.

w

McDoNOuan v. Dougherty.
Mortgage-Payment by mortgagor without notice of assignment

A mortgage was held by an assignee for the benefit of the assignor(the mortgagee, and the mortgagor, without not ce of ^nrh
and^or'^^HPr"'^ '°t^^ "T^^See fhfamount due on ^mortgage
I^LkT^^ ^'°'" ^'"^.^ discharge under the statute. Upon f bm'filed by the representatives of the assignee, who claimed t^e assignment to have been absolute, seeking tolnforce payment of the monlgage by sale or foreclosure, the court declared the mortyaeoS
^t^fJrf/^' '" P^-^'"^

"^'f""^
"^'^'"'"g a dischargeoEcur-ity from the mortgagee, and ordered the plaintiffs to exlc^te arelease of the mortgage, it being doubtful whether under the dr

,

cnmstances the discharge from the mortgagee would have the eff^tof re-vestmg the property in the mon^^p^or

The bill in this cause was filed by the widow and
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administratrix and the children of the late John Mc-
Donough against Charles Dougherty and Frederick

Louis Menning, setting forth that in 1857 Menning
and wife created a mortgage in favour of Dougherty,

which was duly assigned by Dougherty to the deceased,

with full power to use the name of Dougherty in suing

for and discharging such mortgage. That the title

deeds and papers were thereupon handed over to the

deceased by Dougherty, who afterwards, and on the

28rd of April, 1859, fraudulently executed a certificate

of discharge of the mortgage to defendant Menning,
which was duly registered on the same day, and prayed
the usual account, and order for Menning to pay, or in

default foreclosure or sale.

Statement.—The defendants answered the bill,

Dougherty alleging that he had not received any con-

sideration for the assignment to the deceased, who held
it only as trustee to sell for defendant's benefit.

Menning denied all knowledge of the assignment, and
stated that he had paid his money and obtained the
discharge of the mortgage in good faith.

An aflSdavit was put in at the hearing, proving a
letter written by the deceased to Dougherty, in which,
under date of October 12, 1858, he wrote as follows

:

"I received a letter from, [you,] dated September 18,

stating to me to let you know if I had done any thing
with the mortgage. I answered your letter directly,

and stated to you how I got along. I got two or three
promises at the time, and I am no better yet—I am
trying ray best. If you wish me to send it to you, or
try some time further, let me know."

The contention of the plaintiff was, that notwithstand-
ing this letter the mortgage belonged to the assets of the
deceased, the expression in the letter not being sufficient

to destroy the effect of the assignment.

1}
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Mr. Brough, Q.C., for the plaintiffs.

Mr. Make, for dofeiidant Menninrj.

Hiern v. Mills, (a) Worthington v. Morgan, (b)
Jones V. Williarna, (c) Roberts v. Croft, (d) Jones v
Smith, (e) West v. iZcuf, (/) Hewett v. Loo«m«rc, (r/)
Parr v. JchyM, (/<) Engerson v. 6'mt</t, (i) were refer-
red to.

Jtidgvient.—V\HKovQHnv;t, C—In this case the bill
must he dismissed, and with coets. There is no evi-
dence to sustain the charge of fraud against either of
the defendants; and the letter of McDonougn, the
intestate, proved by affidavit nnder order of the court
goes to shew tliat McDonough held the mortgage under
the assignment to him for the purpose ot disposing of
It for the benefit of the defendant Dougherty. Whether
he did so or not, however, there can be no claim
against the defendant Menning, who, in ignorance of
the assignment, paid off the amount of the mortgacre
to the mortgagee.

*

The assignment was not registered, nor was any
notice of it given to Menning, nor any thing made
known to him, sufficient to put him on enqiiirv. For
all that appears he acted in good faith, obtaining from
the mortgagee the necessary certificate of discharge of
the mortgage, which had been registered, it seems, in
the usual way. There may be some doubt as to the
efficiency of this discharge under the circumstances,
though the statute provides that it shall be given by the
person entitled to receive the mortgage money. On the
registry books Dougherty would appear to be so entitled,
and if McDonough merely lield the mortgage as his
agent under the assignment made to enable him to

(a) 13 Ves. 114.
(c) 30 Law. T. no.
(e) I Hare. -<'.

(g) 9 Hare, 449.
(«) Ante vol. ix, p. 16.

(*) 13 Tur. 316.
(rf) 30 Law. T. III.

{/) 2 Hare, 349.
'^

I Kay & J. 671.Xnl
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sell, then the Btatute would seem to be met by a dis-

charge executed by jMmijhcrty. As this, however, is

open to question, let the plaintiffs execute a release of

the mortgage. No relief is prayed against Dougherty

alone. The bill is merely for payment of the mortgage

by sale of the property, or foreclosure in the usual way.
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MuLHOLLAND V. HAMILTON.

Assignment for benefit ofcreditors— Stipulation for release of claim.

S.,by deed of assignment, executed by two of his creditors, conveyed
all his real and personal estate, except his household furniture, to
trustees, for payment of his debts, stipulating that after paying all

expenses, and until the trusts should be carried out, or the property
exhausted, the trustees should, before payment ot any of the debts
pay to him out of the moneys released from the estate the sum of

^375 a year for the support of his wife and family ; that creditors,
to have the benefit of the deed, must execute it within a limited
time ; that no dividend should be paid to the creditors till a sum
had been released sufficient to pay them 2s. 6d. in the /, and that
the creditors should release S. from all further liability. Two
creditors only executed this deed, and subsequently S. made
another deed to the same trustees, containing a similar release
from his creditors, who should become parties to it, and upon
similar trusts, with the exception of the reservation in his own
favour, which was considered questionable. The trustees acted
under the second deed, and though both were inoperative to pass
real estate, they proceeded to sell the lands ; and the plaintiffs,
the City Bank, became the purchasers, but the purchaser was
afterwards abandoned because of this defect in the deed of
assignment. Afterwards a creditor who had lodged an execution
in the sheriff's hands subsequently to the deed of assignment,
filed a bill praying to hive the first deed set aside, or in the alter-
native that he might be allowed to share in the proceeds of the
estate without complying with the stipulation for a release.

Held, (in accordance with the Bank of Toronto v. Eccles, reported
in Upper Canada Appeil Reports, volume ii., page 53.)

1st. That the stipulation for release did not invalidate the deed.
ind. That the provision for payment of a dividend might, under

certain circumstances, be considered unreasonable and fraudu-
lent ; and

3rd. That the second deed was not objectionable by re 'son of any
thing appearing on its face ; although the validity of the first deed
might be open to question. Under these circumstances the plain-
tiff was allowed to share under the deed in such portions of the
property as had not already been divided among the creditors
assenting thereto, upon his executing the deed. All other credi-
tors who had not deprived themselves of the right to come in
admitted on same terms.

Statement—This was a bill to set aside the deed of
assignment raade by the defendant James H. Smith,
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for the benefit of creditors, on the grounds stated in
the head-note and judgment.

Mr. Gait, Q. C, and Mr. Morphy for the plaintiffs.

Mr. Blake for defendants.

Jiuhiment.~YAmovQHi,Er, C.-In thiscase it appears
that one of tlie defendants, James Henry Hmith, being
largely indebted to the plaintiffs and others, on the
28th of August, 1857, executed a deed by which he
intended, and practically effected his intention, to con-
vey to two others of the defendants, Pollard and
Hamilton, all his real and personal estate, except his
household furniture, (to be retained for his own use,)
for the payment of his debts, according to certaili
priorities and provisions therein declared. By this
deed, besides providing for the retention to his own
use of his household household furniture, the debtor
also stipulated as one of the trusts of the deed, thai
after paying all disbursements and expenses in execut-
ing the trusts, and «arrying on or winding up the
business in which he had been engaged, and until the
trusts created by the deed should be completed or the
property exhausted, the trustee, should pay to him
before paymer-t of any of the debts, out of the trust
moneys released from the estate, the sum of .£375 yearlym such sums as they should think fit, for the support of
himself and family. The deed also provided that to
have the benefit of the deed the creditors must execute
it within a fixed time, and that no dividend should be
paid to the creditors in common till a sum had been
released sufficient to pay them 28. 6d. in the £, and for
a release by his creditors to Smith of ail his indebted-
ness to them. This deed contained no words by which
the real estate would or did pass at law. Two of the
creditors of Smith executed the deed as parties thereto.
It is Obiected tn ihia Aoa/i fVin* '* '" 1 '

- — I vu.-v iv IJ3 uiiicjiBuiiiioiii, ana
such as creditors ought not to be expected or called upon
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nds HtaUd ia
to sign, because of the reservations and provisions in

favour of the debtor, and also of the stipulation that

the creditors must execute within the time fixed, and
that no dividend was to be made till 3s. 6d. in the £
was realized, which might never happen ; and because

of the release insisted on. No fraud or improper mo-
tive in making the deed is charged. Subsequently to

the execution of this deed, and on the Slst of October,

1857, the defendant Smith executed another deed in

favour of the same trustees, containing the same pro-

visions for a release by his creditors, parties to it, and
upon the same trusts, with the exception that the

reservations in his own favour are expressly disal-

lowed, and are, as being of questionable validity, made
in the recital among others the reasons for executing

the second deed. The second deed contains the same
provision against the distribution of a dividend until it

reaches 2r. 6d. in the £; and it is equally inoperative

with tilt tirst deed to pass an estate at law in lae lands.

The bill is filed to set aside the first deed on the

objections already stated, excepting that the insuffici-

ency of the deed to pass real estate is not m-ged.

Indeed the bill in effect alleges that it did pass. The
second deed is not attacked by the bill. There does
not appear to have been any judgment or execution

against the defendant Smith at tho time of the execu-

tion of either of the deeds. They both recite uat he is

unable to pay his debts, as certain debtors are pushing
him and business is dull, and petting aside the provi-

sions and reservations by the first deed in his own fa-

vour, seem to have been honestly made. At least nothing
to the contrary appears. No creditor executed the
second deed. The trustees entered upon the execution
of the trust, and according to their allegations in their

answer, have disposed of all the personal estate, and
applied the proceeds in execution of the trusts as
declared in both the deeds, and attempted to dispose of
the real estate by a sale at public auction, at which sale
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the plainfciflfs, the City Bank, became the purchasers
of the whole or the greater part thereof. The trustees
are both insolvent. The debtor Smith states that he.
applied the furniture to the payment of a debt due to
a judgment creditor. It is alleged by the plaintiffs
that notwithstanding the second deed the defendants
the trustees, have paid to the defendant Smith about
a half year's allowance reserved to him by the first
deed, and that the trustees have squandered the pro-
perty, and will render no account of it.

At the time of the filing of the bill the plaintiffs were
judgment creditors of the defendant Smith, and had
issued executions which they had been unable to enforce
by reason of these deeds. The bill does not treat
either deed as insufficient at law to pass real estate,
though such is undoubtedly the case, and the objection
was urged at the hearing on the production of the deeds.

^I do not consider it necessary to pass any opinion on
the validity of the first deed, beyond saying that it is
questionable. If it was valid it is but confirmed by the
second deed, which takes nothing from it, but adds to it-
If It was invalid it passed nothing, and the second deed
therefore stands by itself, which alone in either view it
is necessary now to consider. It is true that there are
none of the creditors parties to the second deed, but the
two creditors parties to the first have not repudiated it
nor, if It be in itself good, can it well be understood how
they should when the only additional effect of it was to
add to the estate out of which alone they had consented
to be paid. The trustees, however, acted under the
second deed, and the plaintiffs the City Bank must I
think, be held to have acknowledged it, and assented to
it, if not to the first deed, by the purchase which they
made of the real estate exposed to public sale on the 9th
of February, 1859, fifteen months after the execution of
the deed; notwithstanding that on the 26th of August
lol.Qwingthoyabandoned their purchase, on the ground
and only on the ground, that they could not get a legal
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title to the land sold by reason of the defect in the

deeds already adverted to. Writs against the goods
and chattels, and against the lauds of the defendant

Smith appear to have been issued subsequently to the

deeds of assignment, but nothing was done upon them.
Those at the suit of the City Bank appear to have been
returned at the instance of the bank, through its counsel

or solicitor, by one or other of whom the sheriff swears
he thought he was informed that the bank intended to

proceed under the assignment. iSuhs^queutly both
plaintiffs appear to have issued writs against lands

and to have kept them alive in the sheriff's hands,'

without however attempting to enforce them.

I am of opinion that the second deed ought not to be
set aside; the length of time which has elapsed since its

execution, the action which the trustees have been per-

mitted in the meantime to take under it, the conduct of
the plaintiffs, the bank, both in reference to the execu-
tions issued by them against the debtor and their recog-

nition of the assignment itself thereby, and by the pur-

chase at auction already referred to, would go a long
way to remove any doubts which might have been raised

and sustained as to the validity of the deed, if urged
at an earlier period, and under other circumstances.
But I do not think the second deed is objectionable by
reason of any thing appearing on the face of it, or on
the evidence. The stipulation for a release cannot,
since the decision ot the Court of Appeal in the Bank
of Toronto v. Eccles, be treated as per se invalidating
the deed; and there is nothing in the evidence to shew
it to be more unreasonable than in other cases in which
it has been sustained orpermitted. Theprovision agaiufjt

the payment ofa dividend until it will amount to 28. 6d.

in the £ might, under certain circumstances, having
reference to the value ot the estate, &c., be considered
unreasonable, and even fraudulent : as, for instance,

under the first deed, where the debtor had a direct in-

terest in delaying or preventing the winding up of the

> , I
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.estate, in order tliat he might in the meantime receive

the ^6376 per annum; but when there is no such ap-
parent or possible object or effect, the provision can only
be considered as one of management, not absolutely

binding, and, if tending to unreasonable delay or reten-

tion of funds in hand, to be relieved against in this

court, and I do not therefore think it furnishes a suffi-

cient reason for setting aside the deed.

That the lands did not pass at law under the deed is,

I think, sufficiently clear, but the deed being in other
respects good, this defect creates no difficulty in this

court which can have it remedied, (a) It does not
appear when Smith disposed of or applied to payment
of his debts his household furniture. If subsequent
to the execution of the second deed, he and his trus-

tees must make it good to the estate. If the trustees,

fiubsequentfy to this latter deed, have paid any portion

of the estate to Smith, by way of yearly allowance or
otherwise, then he and they must be charged with it,

and a declaration to that effect must be made, and
proper enquiries directed.

The plaintiffs pray, and at the hearing ask to be
allowed to come in under the assignment, in case it be
held good. As the matter of this trust estate is now
brought under the cognizance and jurisdiction of the
court, I think I should deal with itcorapletely, and, after

all that has occurred, provide for the administration of
the estate. As already remarked, the plaintiffs have
not, by their bill, impeached the second deed, or taken
any notice of it, though set up in the answers. The
only action taken by them against the assignment, prior
to the filingof the bill, was the issuing executions against
the goods and against the lands of the defendant Smith,
and this certainly, under ordinary circumstances, might
be treated as an act so hostile as to deprive the plaintiffs

of any right to the benefit of the deed. When, however.

'-I

(a) Dilbrow v. Bone, 6 L. T. N. S. 71.
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'it is borne in mind that the plaintiffs could not issue

writs against lands until they had obtained a return to

the writs against goods; and that as the legal estate in

the lands remained in the assignor Smith, and that for

their security, and to retain their priority and position

with other creditors in case the deeds should not orcould

not be rectified by Smith, it might be necessary to issue

these writs, and that they do no more than this, not

urging the execution of the writs, I think I should not

liold them thereby debarred from their share of the

estate. A.8 was said by Yice-Chancellor Wood in

Whitmore v. Turqiiand, (a) each such case mu^t depend

on its own particular circumstances, and no rule can be

-so fixed as to apply to all. It is true that the bill

attacks the first deed, and endeavours to get rid of it

that the plaintiffs may be paid their debts in full, while

it asks in the alternative that failing this they may be
allowed toshareintheestatewithoutcomplyiug with the

terms of the deed for a release. No authority has been
cited to me to show that such a bill is properly framed,

and I am not sure that in now allowing the plaintiffs to

• come in I am not extending to them an indulgence with-

out, if not against, authority and precedent. It does not

seem consistent with the rules or principles of pleading

that a plaintiff should direct his whole statements to the

purpose of setting aside a deed, and then merely by a
prayer in the alternative ask, if in this he fails, to be
allowed to have the benefit of the deed, (b) This objec-

tion is, however, not made by the answers, nor is any
objection raised that any of the creditors who had as-

sented to the deed should be made parties to the suit, and
the plaintiffs do not attack the second deed, in fact

make no allusion to it. Although the record is verv
imperfect for any relief, yet, looking again at the
imperfection in the deeds, and the embarrassments

(a) I Johnson & Hemming, 444.

_ (6) Rawlings v. Lambert, i Johnson & Hemming, p. 458 ; Selby v.
Jackson, 6 Beav. 192.
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they have created, I am, with some doubt, inclined
to allow the pl&intiifs to share under the deed in such
portions of the property as have not already been
divided under the deed among the creditora who
assented to it and became entitled under it, and I
decree accordingly—the plaintiflfs executing the deed.
All other creditors who have not deprived themselves
of the right to come in under it to be admitted on the
same terms, (a)

I think the plaintiffs should not have any costs up to

the hearing, and it may be right that they should pay
costs to the defendants, but as that will depend upon the
conduct of the defendants themselves, to be ascertained
upon enquiry in the Master's office, I reserve their con-
sideratiou and further directions. The decree will
direct that Smith execute a proper conveyance, so as to
pass the legal estate in the land for the purposes of the
trust ; will provide for a receiver ; restrain the defend-
ants from further meddling with the property ; and
direct all propjr enquiries and accounts. Questions
may arise with other judgment creditors who have
executions against lards in the sheriff's hands, but
they must be dealt with as they are presented.

MURNEY V. COOBTNKY.

Practice—Motion in court which should he made in Chambers—Costs.

Where a party moves in court for what should properly be moved
for m Chambers, the court will not allow the party so moving any
costs of the application, even if the court feels itself called upon
to giant the motion.

This was a foreclosure suit, arid a reference had been
made to the master, who made his report thereunder,
finding an amount due the plaintiff, which report had
become ab8olute,no exception having been taken thereto.

A petition was afterwards presented by the defendant,
setting forth that the account had been taken on an

(a) Broadbent v. Thornton, 4 DeG. & S. 65,
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hambers—Costs.

improper basis, and produced a statement signed by
the mortgagee, under whom the plaintiffs claimed,
shewing that an amount considerably less than that
now claimed was due ; under these circumstances the
court directed a reference back to the master to
re-take the accounts on the footing of the memoran-
dum so produced by the defendant. In drawing up
this order, the solicitor for the defendant, instead of
referring it back to the master of the court, referred it

to the master at Belleville, where all the parties, as
also the witnesses to the transactions, resided.

The plaintiff, desiring to have the further accounts
taken before the master who had already investigated
them, moved on notice to set the order aside for irreg-

ularity, or to vary the same by directing the reference
to be to the master.

Mr. G. Boyd, for the motion.

Mr. Hodgins, contra.

Judgment.—YAmovamnET, C—This motion should
have been to set aside the order for irregularity, and
ought, strictly speaking, to have been made to the judge
in Chambers, it being properly a Chambers application

;

and the fact that the plaintiff has chosen to apply in
the alternative to vary the order by changing the
reference, which could only properly be done by the
court, I think, should make no difference; In strict-

ness the motion should be refused, but the defendant
consenting to waive the objection I have mentioned, T
will grant the application to change the reference,
instead of simply setting aside the order, which has
been taken out. Under the circumstances, however,

,
I will not give costs to either side. *

;^l
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* In a case before Mr. Vicfi.rhanrello'- E"-^"" rf ''••arc v t5-.-i—
where a motion was made m court to set aside a decree for irregu-
larity, his Honour, in granting tbe application, gave the party moving
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In be Kemp and Henderson.

Construction of submission to arbitration—Want of finality.

Where parties bound themselves to submit to the decision and
award of three arbitrators, concerning all matters in difference,

provided the award were made in writing by the arbitrators, or
any two of them, and it afterwards appears that one of the three
arbitrators dissented from an award made by the other two, and
that the arbitrators had made no decision regarding a promissory
note in difference between the parties, which had been bro"'(!ht

under their notice, the award was uet aside.

Statement.—Kemp and Henderson having differences

regarding some pecuniary transactions between them,

submitted all these to the decision of three arbitrators

chosen by them, and executed arbitration bonds to that

effect. These bound the parties to submit to the deci-

sion and award of the three arbitrators, provided the

same were duly executed by the thr-je, or any two of

them, by a day na,iued. On the hearing before the

arbitrators Henderson produced ,i promissory note

which he had against Kemp, as to vhich the arbitra-

tors made no decision, and Kemp was afterwards sued

on it.

An award was made in due time, executed by two of

the arbitrators, but the third dissented from it, and

never had agreed to it. A large sum of money was

awarded to Henderson in full payment and discharge

of all matters in difference between the parties. The

money was directed to be paid by instalments, and to

be secured to the satisfaction of the arbitrators, or any

two of them.

After the award had been made an order of court.

Argument.—Mr. Blake moved, on behalf of Kemp,

the costs, as of a Chambers application. On the point being men-
•hioned to the learned Vice-Chancellor, he thought that in strictness
the costs in court over and above a Chambers application of the

,
person answering the motion, should be deducted from the costs of
a Chamber^ application, and the excess, if any, only paid, but that
the shorter method would be not to give costs to either side. In
jUture, tuerefors, the rule v.'il! be acted on la Muffay v. Courtney.
See also, as to the question of apportioning costs, Cameron v.

Bradbury, ante vol. ix, p. 6i.
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io set it aside, on the grounds that it should have been
made by three arbitrators : that it was not final, by
reason of the promissory note having been left undis-
posed of, and because the arbitrators had directed the
money awarded to be secured to their satisfaction.
He argued that although the award might have been
good if executed by only two of the arbitrators, yet that
the bond of submission required it should be the award
of the three. He also contended that, as all matters
in difference had been referred, and the arbitrators,
had not disposed of the promissory note produced by
Henderson, and on which it appears Kemp had after-
wards been sued, the award was bad for want of finality.
He further argued that it was bad because it required
security to be given for the payment of the money
satisfactory to the arbitrators, which possibly Kemp
could not give.

Mr. 'McGregor, on behalf of Henderson, supported
the award. He contended that, even admitting the
bond of submission would bear the interpretation put
on it by the counsel for Kemp, the better and more
rational interpretation was, that the award was good
if made by only two of the arbitrators, and that it was
an unreasonable interpretation which required the
three arbitrators to make it, while it was admitted that
only two of them need execute it. He argued that
Kemp's mterpretation was wholly aside from the usual
course in such cases, and that the intention of the
parties was clearly otherwise upon the whole bond.

With reference to the alleged want of finality he
contended that the award was final on its face, and
that the court could not look behind that, unless there
was either fraud or mistake, neither of which was pre-
tendedm this case, and that Keiup could not be allowed
to raise such an objection, because the award might be
ple^^ded to an action on the note, Henderaon and not
Eemp was the loser. He also argued that directing
the giving of security no more avoided the award than

m i I
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directing payment of the money, which might be quite
as diflScult for Kemp, and that, under the circumstances
appearing in the affidavits, Kemp could give proper
security, and it was right he should.

Jvdgment— Esten, V. C—[Before whom the motion
was argued.] I think the award is void on the first

and second sjrounds. I am inclined to think that the
parties meant that any two might make an award, but
they have not said bo; and it is possible they might
have required the concurrence of the three arbitrators
in the judgment, but the execution by only two of the
award, and the safer course is to pursue their expressed
intention. The note for $160 was undoubtedly within
the submission, and was not taken into account or dis-

posed of. xt is true that the language of the award
being sufficient to include it, the award might be
pleaded as a bar to an action on the note, and that the
injury is to Henderson, and not to Kemp, but I cannot
hear Henderson advance this argument while he is

actually suing on the note and treating it as not
included in the award. The note therefore, remaining
unsettled, Kemp had not the consideration for which
he agreed to the reference, namely, the settlement of

all matters in difference, and therefore I think the
award is void. The third objection, namely, the
reservation of judici J authority would also, I think,

be fatal to the award ; but I do not see that the objection

is open to Kemp, the provision as to the security being
introduced entirely for the benefit of Henderson, who
must be considered as confirming the award. I think
that the award must be set aside with costs pro tanto.

I may observe that the arbitrators clearly had notice

of the note, and that it was claimed by Henderson, for

they left him to his legal remedy.
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Lowell v. The Bank of Uppeb Canada.

Equity of redemption—Sale of, under execution against executor of
mortgagor,

held, in accordance -vith the decision of the Court of Appeal, in the
Bank of Upper Canada v. Brough, reported in the Upper Canada
Appeal Reports, volume ii., page 95, that an equity of redemptionm lands is not saleable under an execution issued against the exe-
<:utor of the mortgagor.

Statement.—The bill in this cause was filed by
William Lowell against The Bank of Upper Canada
and The Roman Catholic Episcopal Corporation for the
Diocese of Toronto, setting forth that by an indenture,
dated 29th September, 1855, the lands in question
were mortgaged by Charles Fierson, Ira Spaulding,
and Roswell G. Benedict, to one John Thompson, which
in December, 1859, was assigned by him to the bank

;

that in July, 1857, Pierson, Spaulding, and Benedict
sold and conveyed a email portion of the premises to
the other defendants; that in May, 1858, Spaulding
ussigned his interest to Benedict, and in September, of
the same year, Pierson and Benedict mortgaged the
premises to plaintiff, for securing payment of certain
jnoneys, on the 1st September, 1859.

The bill further stated that under writs of execution
against the lands of Benedict and Pierson, respectively,
thesheriff sold and conveyed the equity of redemption
of these parties to the bank, who, it was submitted,
should be compelled, as ownere of the equity of re-
demption, to pay off the mortgage held by the plain-
tiff"; the bank declining to do more than consent to be
redeemed iu respect of their mortgage of the 29th
September, 1855, and prayed relief accordingly.

The bank answered the bill, setting up as a defence
that the execution under which the interest oH Benedict
was sold was one issued upon a judgment recovered in
an action against his executors; that under such sale no
interest passed to the bank, and submitted that the
executors of Benedict should have been made parties.
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The bill was taken pro con/etso against the other
defendants.

The cause was brought on by way of motion for
decree.

Mr. Blake for plaintiff.

Mr. Eoaf for the defendants, The Bank of Upper
Canada.

Judgment.—YAVKovQEmT, C—I think I am bonnd
to read the decision in The Bank of Upper Canada v.
Brough, in appeal, as establishing that an equity of
redemption is only saleable under a fi. fa. lands by the
sheriff, when the judgment and writ are against the
mortgagor. The judgment delivered by Draper, C.J.,,
appears to have been the judgment of the whole court
(high authority as his alone would have been) on this
head. The 4th clause of chapter 73, 12th Victoria,
seems to have had the especial consideration of the-
court, and it ranks heirs, executors and administrators
with assigns, against whom expressly the court holds
the remedy does not apply. In this case the judgment
was recovered against the executors of the mortgagor,
and the writ is against the lands and tenements of
Benedict, the mortgagor, which were in their hands.
We all know what doubts have been entertained by
ir.dny of the judges, of the propriety of the eariy
decisions which subjected the lands of deceased persons
to execution, upon judgments recovered against their
executors, and I think no judge or court would, now-
a-days, be disposed to extend to their operation interests
in lands of a kind not bound by them at the time those
decisions were come to. Here the judgment is not
against the mortgagor, nor his representative in the
equity of redemption—not even against his assignee of
it—but against his personal representatives, whose duty
it is to remove, if they can, the load off the estate, and
free it for the heir. The nxfif.ntnra hatra ..^ ;«««-«„<. ;„

the «3quity of redemption, and have no power to deal
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with, and have no right to call for a release or convey-
ance to themselves of the legal estate. If it be not
assailable in the hands of an assignee, who would
have the control of it, a fortiori, it seems to me free

from any procesB against the executors merely. I

need not r ir more particularly to the statute permit-
ting the sa.. of such interests, as to do so would be but
to repeat what already appears in the report of the case
referred to, of The Bank of Upper Canada v. Brmgh.
In my opinion, nothing passed to the Bank of Upper
Canada under the sheriff's sale.

[Subsequently the same question came up before the
full court, in the case of Beamish v. Pomeroy, when the
like views were expressed by the three judges.]

Smaet v. Cottle.

Mortgagee and mortgagor—Sale for taxes—Effect of mortgagee
purchasing land at.

Property which was subject to a mortgaRe, having been allowed to
run into arrear for taxes, was offered for sale by the sheriff, under
the wild land assessment law, at which sale the mortgagee
became the purchaser, and subsequently obtained the usual con-
veyance from the sheriff. The mortgagee afterwards instituted
proceedmgs against the mortgagor, to enforce payment of the
mortgage money and interest, whereupon the mortgagor filed a
bill m this court to restrain the action so brought against him
asserting that the sale by the sheriff had the effect of discharging
him from all further liability in respect of the mortgage debt.
1 he court, under the circumstances, refused the application the
effect of such purchase by the mortgagee being not greater than a
decree of foreclosure

; where, if after a final decree the mortgagee
proceeds to enforce payment of the mortgage money, it will
open up the foreclosure; and,

Semble, that after such a sale the mortgagor might have treated the
mortgagee as liable to be reueemed. and have filed his bill for
that purpose.

The bill in this cause was filed by William Lynn
Smart against Thomas John Cottle and Daniel G. Miller,
setting forth the purchase by plaintiff from defendant
Cottle, of certain lands in the township of Blandford,
upon which the plaintiff, after the conveyance to
himself, executed a mortgage to Cottle, for securing
the greater portion of the purchase money, upon which

I
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mortgage Cottle had sued and recovered judgment for
the portion of tho money due. The bill further 8et
forth the lands having fallen in arrears for taxes, and
the sale by the sheriflT, and conveyance by him to
Cottle thereof; also, that Cottle had assigned his judg-
naent to Miller, who was proceeding against plaintiff
thereon, which tho bill alleged was contrary to equity
and good faith; the judgment, as also the mortgage
havmg, by the purchase of the fee at sheriff's sale for
taxes, become merged in the estate so acquired, and
prayed an injunction agaiu4 further proceedings at
law, and for further relief.

The defendants both suffered the bill to be taken
agamst them pro confesso. On the case coming on to
be heard,

Mr. O'Reilly, Q. C, for the plaintiff, asked that a
decree might be drawn up in accordance with the
prayer of the bill, but

Judgment.—ViMKovQmiKT, C—I do not think there
IS any equity disclosed on this bill to warrant the court
making the decree asked for. If the plaintiff proceeds
at law, he will be treated as still mortgagee, and I
think he has a right to maintain that position, and
thus become trustee of the property bought at the
sale, and I question if this court would not so treat
him if the plaintiff had filed a bill, claiming a right,
under the circumstances, to redeem.
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MuNsoN ^ . Hall.

Partntnhip—Principal and Agent.

By articles of agreement entered info by several persons, it was
stipulated that one of them should furnish the premises, in which
to carry on the business at a stipulated rental, and capital for car-
rying on the business at a certain rate of interest. anJ that heshou d receive p ,1.,

;
^ted sum annually for his fme and expenses,and the othe ^, certs- ; tipulated sums, together with a certain

proportiono, lh« net pi.cts. Held, this contract had the effect of
creating a sj -ci •, agency, ot a partnership, between the parties.

Statement,— '^%f^ hv^ in this case was filed hy Roawell
Garter Munson t/ftainst Joseph Hall, praying an account
of certain partnership dealingB between them and cer-
tain other persons ; that an injunction might issue
against the defendant from collecting, alienating and
intermeddling with the assets of the partnership, and
that a receiver might be appointed on the grounds
stated in the bill ; that defendant was a citizen of and
resided in the United States of America, whither it

was alleged he was about removing the assets of the
firm, and had excluded the plaintiff from all arrange-
ments of the partnership affairs.

The defendant answered denying that a partnership
had ever existed between him and the plaintiff and the
other persons mentioned in the pleadings, and that
plaintiff, in actin; under the agreement, was so acting
only as the agent of the defendant. The agreement
under which the transactions took place was as follows

:

" This memorandum of agreement, made this first
day of January, 1862. between Jose^/t Hall, of Roches-
ter, New York, of the first part, and R. G. Munson,
Ira b. Otis, and G. R. Cook, of the second part, of the
^llage of Oshawa, Canada West, witnesseth, that for
the purpose of carrying on a manufacturing business
similar to that carried on by the party of the first part
during the past three years, the party of the first part
agrees to furnish the nremisfis. mnnhinprv ^r^^ Ln,\s.

now owned and occupied by him in the village of
Ushawa at an annual lease of $2,200, and also furnish

fit ^
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capital for carrying on the business at an interest of
seven per cent.; said Hall determining the amount and
kind of business to be done, and receiving a salary of
|500 per annum for time and for expenses to Oshawa
and about Rochester; extraordinary expenses to be
charged additional.

" The parties of the second part agree to render
their time and services in managing and conducting
the business carried on, receiving therefor each as fol-

lows: Said Munson $500 and one-fourth net profits;
said Otis $800 and one-eighth net profits ; said Cook
$800 and one-eighth net profits, at the expiration of
each year. This contract to continue in force three
years unless written notices be given by one of the
parties within two months of the expiration of each
year ; said party of the second part agree to furnish a
statement of the transactions of business each month.

" It is agreedbetween the parties that the machinery,
except the natural wear and tear, shall be kept in
repair at the expense of the business.

"It is further agreed between the parties that the
portion of premises now occupied hy A. S. Whitney &
Co. do not come into the possession of said business,
nor the rents, until the first day of July, 1862 ; but the
business shall receive a proportional cost of expense
furnishing power to said Whitney & Co.

" It is further agreed that the party of the first part
shall receive the capital advanced by him out of the
proceeds of iihe business first, and that the rent shall
be paid on the 1st July and 1st January of each year."

It appeared that Otis and Cook had assigned all

their interest under this agreement to the defendant.

The question principally discussed at the hearing
was whether a partnership had existed between the

parties, or whether they stood in relation of principal

and agent to each other.

The cause came on to be heard before his Honour
V. C. L'sten, at the sittings of the court in the town of

Whitby, in October, 1863.
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Mr. Blake, for the plaintiflf.

Mr. Fitzgerald for defendant.

After taking time to look into the evidence

Jjtf^gfweni.—EsTEN, V. C—Upon the question
whether the agreement in this case constitutes a
partnership or special agency different minds might
well arrive at different conclusions. The construction
of the agreement is extremely doubtful, and either view
might be adopted with much reasoi.. I am bound to
say, however, that I have great difficulty in distin-

guishing this case from Kurtsch v. Schenck. (a) I

think the agreement must determine the relation of
the parties, as the answer does not suggest that it was
not correctly drawn or did not truly express their

intention ; and, even if it did, the evidence is altogether
too slight to vary the written instrument. Upon the
whole, however, I incline to the opinion that it created
a special agency, and not a partnership. Fortunately
the result is the same, whichever construction is

adopted. The only difference that occurs to me is, that
in case of a partnership and in regard to unfinished
stock after a deduction for labour and expense bestowed
upon it by Mr. Hall, the whole value would belong to
the partnership, whereas in case of a special agency
the agents would be entitled only to a share of the
profit arising from the time, labour and expense
bestowed upon it previously to the termination of the
agency. I think the agents were entitled to shares of the
profits, and were liable to third parties as partners
upon the authority o; the cases cited by Mr. Fitzgerald..

Their right to a portion of the profits gave them an
interest in the things from which the profits are to
arise, namely, the debts and the stock unsold. They
have a right to see that the debts are judiciously and

IB
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J. N. S. Ch. 386.
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carefully collected, and the unsold stock, finished and
unfinished, disposed of to the greatest advantage so as
to yield the greatestamountof profit. This circumstance
alone, it would seem, would give a right to a receiver
and injunction. But Mr. Hall, acting doubtless in
good faith, excluded the plaintiff from this interest-
claimed tfaeproperty as his own absolutely, and insisted
that the plaintiff should look to him personally for his
remuneration. With regard to the stock remaining at
the termination of the business, I presume it must be
now nearly if not entirely consumed. No good would
be done to the plaintiff but much harm to the defendant
•oy stopping his trade in order to separate what remains
from the new stock, which, if effected, it would be
difficult to dispose of, and it would be better for the
defendant to use and account for it.

Declare that the agreement created a special agency
with a right to a share of the profits and a consequent
interest in the proper disposition of the stock.

Decree account of transactions to 1st of January,
1863, andof dealings with stock, finishedand unfinished,'
since. Master to apportion profits of unfinished stock
between old and new business, reserve fur ' Iier directions

.

A receiver will be appointed, and an injunction will
go as to debts due in respect of the year's business.

Carroll v. Perth.

Injunction against municipality— Void bylaw,

"^r^r^rl'^ln^
Complaining of the illegality of a by-law of a municipal

without moving therein to quash it, this court will refuse to
nterfere by injunction to restrain the municipality from proceeding
to enforce the provisions of their by-law.

"^-ccuiug

•• ""' "^'='-' "J E/v/w Carroll, and others, on
behalf of themselves, and all others, the ratepayers and
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inhabitants of the county of Perth against the county
of Perth

;
the Stratford gravel road, and several of

the township corporations praying, atnongst other
things, to have the by-law therein mentioned (and
known as by-law ISTo. 91) of the county, passed for the
purpose of constructing certain /oads in the county,
declared illegal and void, and to restrain the munici-
pality from acting on such by-law, and from making,
issuing, or negociating any of the debentures ordered
by it to be issued.

A motion was made upon notice, before his Lordship,
the Chancellor, for an injunction, in the terms of the
prayer of tne bill, which application was refused, liberty
being given, however, to the plaintiffs to put the cause
in the list of causes for re-hearing, and which, accord-
ingly, came on before the full court.

Mr. Strong, Q.C., and Mr. Blake, for the plaintiffs.

Mr. McLennan, contra.

The judgment of the court was delivered by

Judgment.—V&fiKOVQmmT, C—When this case was
before me on the motion for an injunction to restrain
the defendants from acting on their by-law, passed the
16th September, 1863, and numbered 91, 1 expressed
an opinion that the by-law was bad, on the ground
that it was not based on the assessment as made and
revised last before the by-law was passed, but I refused
the injunction at the instance of the plaintiffs,

because I thought they had not come for it as promptly
as they should have done, and had waited till after "a

terra in the common law courts had elapsed, during
which the validity ofthe by-law might have been tested
before one or other of those tribunals, specially charged
with the cognizance of such matters, and all necessity
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for the aid or intervention of this court have thus been
avoided. On this re-hearing my brothers, with myself, are
ofopinion that the by-law is invalid, on the ground men-
tioned, and we have not considered it necessary, there-
fore, to examine any other of the objections to it. They,
however, think that the plaintiffs may have been misled
by the action of the court in Smith v, Renfrew, before
my brother Esten, and by the absence, hitherto, of any
rule requiring parties to proceed at the earliest oppor-
tunity to obtain the action of a court of law, and that to
refuse intervention, therefore, in the present case, might
be acting somewhat hastily. I yield to this view, but
with some reluctance. The bill in this case was filed on
the 20th October. Nothing new has transpired since

:

nothing has been added to the plaintiff's case. A term
of the common law court intervened before this motion
was made, and a prompt application then and there
would have rendered the action ofthis court unnecessary.
Our jurisdiction in such matters, it seems to me, is

essentially preventive, and, tLarefore, ancillary. It
should only be invoked and employed where absolutely
necessary

; and this cannot be where the parties seeking
it might have gone to the proper tribunal, and had
removed or abolished the enactment which they ask this
court to restrain the use of till its validity can be ulti-

mately settled. The remedy by application to the
courts of law isspeedy and inexpensive, compared with
proceedings in this court. That remedy might have been
pursued last term in this matter, and this court relieved
of the trouble, and the pftrties of the expense, of an ap-
plication here. When there has been no opportunity to
apply to a court ot law, the exerci''^ -f the jurisdiction
of this court, by way of preventiou, n.ay be most salu-
tary, and even where there hasboen pportunity, andno
default in the parties applying, tae court may, under
special circumstances, deem it right to interfere; but
certainly not at the instance ofany rate-payer who might
have gone to law, and had the matter settled there,
instead of coming into this court, and placing it in th©
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embarrassing position ofrestraining action on a doubtful
by-law, which may be afterwards upheld by the court
which is moved to quash it.

Wrighi v. Turner.

Injunction-Overflowing land by water of mill dam-When damage
appreciable in equity.

*

'^hv°.r,fh5'^"'^ K^^'u^^r
'^^'''^ ^ "^'^^•° fl°^«<J '"to land ownedby another on which a former proprietor had erected a mill damby whicn the waters of the strean- vere forced back and ove^-

Jvt«nf nf ."C/r?
^'"^' °^ ^^^ adjc.ning land, damaging it to theextent of about £2 per annum.

In an action of trespass brought against the former owner of the

lf.hl5'h!fr' 1°' t" ^°!,°""' °^ *^^ '^"'^ «o damaged had estab-hshed his legal right, and now applied for a perpetual injunction.

"'IfAt"'
^'"'''""'

^.^^'^f''' \ C-. dissenting,] that the small amount

JitiZTJT^'T^ lu*^^
°^"^'' ^^^ °°t ^ ^"ffi^e'^t reason for

. Kr u^^ ^''f
^"^

P^L'^'"
'=°"''*' a°d that the plaintiff havingesabhshed a clear right both at law and in this court, was en^

titled to a perpetual injunction to stay further trespass.

The case of Graham v. Burr, in this court, considered.

Statement.—xae plaintiff was owner in fee of the
«outh-west quarter of lot No. 1, in the 4th concession
of the township of Orillia, over which a stream flowed
into land formerly owned by one St. George, who in
1854 enlarged a mill dam, formerly built on hia prem-
ises, by which the water of the mill stream was made
to overflow about two acres of the plaintiflPs land.

In June, 1855, the plaintiff reovered judgment
against St. George in au action of trespass for the
damage so occasioned, after which the I. fendant pur-
chased the mill site from St. George, and continued to
keep the dam at its former height.

The bill, after stating these facts, j. .-yed for a per-
petual injunction.

The matters alleged in defence are fully stated in
the judgment.
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3a
The cause was first heard by way of motion hr dccr<if-

before their Honours the Vice-ChaaceIiorj5.

Mr. Crichnore, for plaiutiflf.

Mr. llKtor, Q. V,., for defendant.

The following casei wer i cited by oouMBel, Graham v.
5?^rr, (a) Attorney-General v McLa^'ghUn, (b) Wood
V. Sutdiffe, (c) Wynatanhij v. /,ei/ (/I; Attorney-Gen-
eral V, i\ric/ioZ, (e) Attorney-General v. <Sf^e^eW (?a«
(Jompany, {f)Soltau v. DeHeld,(g) Thxymm v. OaAZey, (fe)

»i<>H/rfon V. TT/uie, (i) i2i%M;«^. v. iJofterte, (J) Sandys
V. i/wm?/, (A;) 5arry v. Barry, (I) BoUmon v. Lord
Byron, (w) C/tiW v. Dovglas, [n) and ^(iaww' Equity,

After taking time to look into the authorities.

Judgment—Eqttl^, V. C—Acting on the views
expressed by him in Graham v. Bun, refused to inter-
fere by injunction, the injury to the plaintiff being so
trifling as compared with the damage that must result
to the defendant by having a stop put to his works.

Spraooe, V.C—According to the evidence a portion
of the plaintiff's land is overflowed by back water from
the defendant's mill dam. The surveyors place the
quantity at about an acre and a quarter. Other witnesses
speak of the quantity as greater; the surveyors are
probably the more accurate. A surveyor examined for
the defendant says that surveysmade as this survey was.

(a) Ante vol. iv., p. i.

(c) i6 Jur. 75. S. C; 2 Sim. .

(d) 2 Swans. 333.

(/) 16 Jur. 677, and 22 Law J
(g) 16 Jur. 326.
(i) 3 Atk. 21.

(k) I Ir. Eq. R. 29.

(m) I Brown, C. C. 588.

r nte vol. I., p. 34.

.!6 Ves. 338.
vi. Chan. 811.
"

) 18 Ves. 184.
'„'. 4 Hare, 106 and 116.

rO * ;.-c. &W. 631.

{*>; 3 V^G. M. & G. 739.
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by magnetic observation, are apt, in that part of the
country, to be erroneous ; but it is not shewn that this
surveyisotherwisethancorrect. The plaintiffrecovered
at law m respect of the same tort.

The defendant objects that the plaintiffhas not shewn
his title with sufficient particularity. It is in evidence

to the plaintiff, and that the father and son together
have been

inpossessiontwenty-oneyearsrthedefendant
so far from objecting to want of title, calls the land in
question, m his answer, the plaintiff's land : and there
IS besides the recovery at law. I think that this objec-
tion fails.

•'

The other question in the case is, whether the damage
to the plamtiff is so small that this court ought not to
interfere by injunction. The annual value of the land
overflowed is sworn to be thirty-five shillings an acre.
Ihemillwasorigmallyconstructedwithaviewofhaving
en feet head of water; and at that head the plaintiff's
land would not be overflowed; but after the mill was
built It was found that it could not be worked to advant-
age without obtaining a greater head; such, at leastwas the opinion of the millwright employed by the then
owner, and he proceeded up the stream to ascertain
whether raising the dam would back water upon other
land than the defendant's, and he found, as he says, that
the water was already backed to near the division line •

and he thereupon advised his employer to get rid of the
place. The then owner offered it for sale, and upon
being asked as to the head of water said that he had ten
feet, and was entitled to three feet more. The place was
purchased and the purchaser, Mr. St. George, raised
the dam about four feet; and it was for the damage
occasioned thereby that the action at law was brought.
Ihe present defendant purchased from Mr. St George,

^*''««!tf*^''^''**''"^'*^^«'^fo'^er owner of the
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mill site built his mill knowingthat he had ten feet head
ofwater.and nomore—hisdam was built upon that calcu-

lation—and with only sufficient strength, as appears by
the evidence, to resist the pressure of water of no greater

height. Finding that they had proceeded upon a mis-

calculation, the owner sold, and the purchaser, upon the

bare assertion of the former owner of his right to raise

the water higher, constructed a dam four feet higher

;

and the answer to the plaintiff's suit for a perpetual

injunction is, that his act occasioned the plaintiff but

little damage.

In the case of Graham v. Burr, which has been refer-

red to in this case, my brother Eaten put the case of

unsubstantial damage, when all that the plaintiff could

really require, if not vexatious, was the preservation of

his legal right, which could be kept alive by an action

at law, brought once in twenty years, and my learned

brother thought that in such a case—a case of inappie-

ciable damage, as he called it in one part of his judg-

ment—the court ought not to interfere by injunction.

I do not think that such a case has arisen in this

court. I did not think Graham v. Burr such a case,

nor do I think this such a case by any means.

The injury occasioned to the defendant, although not

very great, is still a substantial injury. It would not be

reasonable to expect him to forego his right to compensa-
tion, that would be barred after six years, and for that

period would amount to about ^13; to say nothing of

the impossibilityof sayingtohim thathe ought to enforce

it only once in six years. If left to his common law

remedy it would be, to bring actions yearly, for that

could not be said to be unreasonable, at least every six

years, or lose the compensation to which he is entitled.

I cannot but think the common law remedy inadequate,

and I cannot say judicially that he ought to submit to

this infraction of his ordinary right to have the stream
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flow through his land unobstructed, and his land itself
freed from backwater caused by the defendant's mill
clam.

I may think, indeed, that the defendant would beactmgm amore accommodating and neighbourly spirit
If he accepted reasonable compensation, (which it is
said at the bar had been offered to him,) for a not very
grievous injury to the defendant, than by insisting
upon his strict rights; but the court is not at liberty
to refuse the ordmary relief administered in this court,
merely because it may think the plaintiff unreasonablem insisting upon it; and I think the remedy by in-
junction m such a case as this, a case of ordinary
lehef. The case of Marten v. Whicheh, (a) occurs tome as a familiar one in illustration of this point.

I have omitted to notice one ground of defence to
this bill, VIZ., that the land in question was overflowed
by natural causes, independently of the defendant's
dam. The evidence shews this not to be the case.

I thinktheplaintiff entitled toaperpetualinjmiction.

The Vice-chancellors thus differing in their opinions,
no decree was drawn up. and the case was afterwards
brought on for argument before the Chancellor Tl -
same counsel appeared for the parties. After taking
time to look into the cases cited

Vankoughnet, C, after stating that he had post-
poned delivering judgment, in the hope that a settle-ment might have beeneffected between the parties, said,
tk-t the defendant had proceeded very incautiously inxaismg his dam without ascertaining, as his predecessorm the ownership of the miU had done, what the conse-
quences might be to the land contiguous to the «tr.«m
wnich supplied the mill, and proceeded

:

(«) c. ft p. 275.

¥\
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I agree in the judgment of my brother Spraggc.

However hard the plaintiff's claim may be, and how-

ever exorbitant may bb the terms upon which alone

he is preparofl tn ,>•-.,, ^mise, still we must recognise

his right to aeai with his own land as he pleases, and

we cannot recognise a right in any stranger to deprive

him of it, or the use of it even though the quantity be

but an acre. It is a specific thing corporeal, capable

of occupation, of enjoyment, of valuation ; and if we

say that it is in itself too insignificant for this court to

look at, a man may lose his land to a trudpasser acre

by acre. The plaintiff succeeding in establishing what

seems to me a clear right, must (following the ordi-

nary rule) have his costs.

TowNSLEY v. Neil.

Void lease—Payment for improvements—Guardian of infant.

The guardiai-' ad litem of an infant, te„dut for life, wither ' the sanction

of the couic executed a lease for years, (luring the existence of

which the in. int died, anda application having been made in the

cause for an ord( on the tenant to deliver up possession, he was
ordere ^ to do so id on payment into court of the amount of rent

in ai ar he wa emitted K remove the buildings and erections

put by him on the property, (doing no damage to the re Uy,) but
the court refused to allow him o:it of such rents for any improve-
ments made by him upon the premises.

The point in qr -istion appears in the judgment.

Mr. Fitzgerald a- the application.

Mr. S. jL. e i Mr. Taylor ( >ntra.

Jvdgmeu..—Van koughnet, 0.— fn this Lctse an appli-

cation has been made that the ten. tt Gibbs be ordered

to deliver up possession of certain premises held by him

under a lease executed by one Dobaon, as the guardian

appointed by this court of Margaret Neil, an infant, and

in her lifetime one of the defendants in the case, but

now dead. Margaret Neil having but a defeasible estate

in the inheritance, it terminated on her death, and the
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property goes over to two infant devisees. I have
already ordered that Gihbs, having entered and claiming
to hold under Dobson, as the guardian appointed by this
court should deliver up possossion of the premises, and
be a lowed (doing no damage to the realty) to remove
any buildmgs or erections put by him on the land, and
any property he may have there, he first paying into
court the rent in arrear. It is now asked that Gibhs
may be allowr^ for any permanent and b( neficial
improvements he lias made in or upon the land—not
removeable-to bo deducted from the rent. Thepremises •

have been used as a brick yard, and Gibbs has now a
quantity of material on them in preparation for brick
1 have no reason to doubt that Dobson and Gibbs acted
in good faith in the matter of the lease, though it is and
was void ab initio. The guardian executed it without
any authority, and Gibbs himself seems to have ques-
tioned his right at first to make it, but it appears to
have afterwards satisfied himself that it was all correct

Persons, either officers or guardians, appointed by the
court, or those dealing with them, as such, have, how-
ever, very little claim to consideration if thev ace upon
an exercise of power beyond authority, for it is very easy
to ascertain beforehand what the court will or will not
sanction. There have been several cases and decisions
Irom Lord Oxford's case in 1 Chancery ..epor<,. oage
8, down to the case of Clark v. Metcalf, )>(>-• Mr
Vice-chancellor Esten, in which has been considered
the right to an allowance for lasting improvements
by a party who was in possession at^ainst the legal or
equitable title. It seems from an examination of these
authorities to be clear that where a party has wilfully
and without colour of right, ox any reasonable ground
for believing he had a right, and where a party has by
fraud procured [H.^session of land, and has chosen to
expend upon it his own money in improvements, how-
ever lastin.; or beneficial, o even necesspw to th-
mamtenanceof the property, he will not be entitled to<
any allowance for them at law or in equity.

1
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The cascB, on the other hand, in whicli such allow-

ances have beun made iire not so easily reconciled ; nor

Ih it easy to adopt or apply a rule for such allowance,

which will govern xuider all circumstances. Where the

legal or equitable owner of the estate stands by and

encourages, or, without any objection or assertion of his

own title, knowingly permits another, who believes him-

self entitled to the property, to expend money in

improvements upon it, he will be made to pay for those

improvements as a condition of his obtaining possession,

• and he may be compelled to this by a bill in equity

filed for the purpose, (a) The cases in which a trustee

actual or constructive will be allowed for such improve-

ments were reviewed by this court in Bevia \.Boulton,{b)

and there the trustee, although he became such by hav-

ing purchase, with notice, the legal estate in a property

subject to a trust whose existence he had disputed in the

suit.was allowed for permanent improvements as against

the infant cestui que trust. The case nearest perhaps

in its character to the present one is that of Edlin v.

Battlay. (c) There the devisee for a terra of 100 years

died, and no administration to his estate followed ; the

executor of the devisor, whose daughter he had married,

then entered and enjoyed the term till 1650, when he

sold to one who surrendered and took a new lease, and

laid out ^250 in building upon the premises. The

defendant who had married the grand-daughter of the

devisee, took out administration to her grand-mother's

estate, and recovered in ejectment upon the term for

100 years. Upon bill filed against him by the person

holding under the new lease, Grimstone, Master of the

Rolls, decreed that the latter should be paid for his im-

provements, and hold the land till so paid . The authori-

ties upon the question are cited in the case in 6th Hare,

already referred to, bn that case itself was disposed of

upon its own facts, wimout laying down any general

(n) Lord Cawdor v. Lewis, i Y. & C. Ex. 627 ; Master of Clare

Hall V. Harding, 6 Hare, 273.

(6) Ante vol. vii., 39. (c) 2 Levinz, 152.
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rule. In Sednwkk on Damages, at pago 12(], it is said
that in an action for mesne profits, unless where u
party has held by violence or fraud, he may shew in
mitigation of damages the value of improvements
made by him upon the property. . Mr. Mayne, in
reviewing this statement in his work on damages, at
pago 265, says that no English authority can be found
for such a doctrine, and seems to think the only relief
was in equity, as in the case of Gmcdor v. Lewia.

The course pursued in the American courts seems
the more reasonable one, and not wrong on any prin-
ciple of law. In action for damages I do not see why
the jury may not, as well as a court of equity, make
all proper allowances. There ought to be no neces-
sity to drive the defendant to another tribunal to
obtain them.

The difficulty in the present case is, that the tenant
had no legal or equitable title under the lease which
Dohson executed to him, Dohaon having no estate in
the land, and having no authority to make a lease save
with the sanction of the court, which he did not obtain.
Then he could not make a lease for a greater estate
than the infant had; and her estate having deter-
mined by her death, tlio lease, even if good in its
inception, fell with it. If a party risks a lease depen-
dent for its duration upon the life of the lessor, he
can clearly have no equity as against the reversioner
or remainderman for the value of any improvements
he may have made while lessee. The lease in this
case does not provide for the payment to the lessee of
any improvements. On the contrary, it provides that
the lessee shall drain and level the lot at his own
expense, and also assist one William Toionaley to till
in a certain gully referred to in the lease; and further,
that he the lessee will leave the premises in good order
and will leave the ground fit for building purposes.

Upon the whole I think I cannot extend the order

',
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which I have made allowing the tenant to remove his

buildings, erections, and property from off the premises,

on paying the arrears of rent into court, and doing no

damage to the freehold.

Dickinson v. Duffill.

Mortgage—Fraudulent conveyance—Judgment creditor.

There being disputed accounts between A. and B. an action at law

was commenced by the former against the latter prior 'o February,

1859. In December of that year B. executed a mortgage for ;£'i30

to one H., to secure to him the payment of a debt of /30, but

principally with the object of raising money upon it with which

to pay off another indebtedness. There being a mistake in the

description, and )•!. requiring more money 'ban this mortgage

would cover, another mortgage (for ;^2oc) was executed for these

purposes. Both of these instruments were held by H. for sale, in

ordor to raise the required amount, and he withheld them from
registration till he could find a purchaser. On the 22nd of

September, i85o, A. recovered a judgment, which he registered

the same day. Hearing that A. was about to enter judgment, H.,

on the day of entering the judgment, and before the entry thereof,

though so far as appeared, without the knowledge of B., registered

the mortgages for the avowed purpose of retaining his priority.

Shortly after the registration H. returned the first mortgage to

B., intending to use ^he second one only, and endeavoured

immediately afterwards to sell it, and had contracted to do so for

the bond fide purpose of rai.siug money wherewith to pay off the

claim of A., though the object was not accomplished. Besides

the lands covered by the mortgages, B. owned other available real

estate worth more than sufficient for payment of his debts, as

also a quantity of household furniture. On a bill filed against

B. & H., impeaching the mortgages as having been made volun-

tarily, without consideration, and with intent to defeat and delay

creditors, held, that these charges were not supported, but the

plaintiff was allowed to redeem on payment of the amount for

which the mortgages were a subsisting security, and paying H.
his costs of suit.

Esten. V.C, dissenting, who thought for all in excess of /30, and
interest, the mortgages were fraudulent and void.

Statement.—The bill in this cause was filed by Wil-

liam Dickinson against Henry Holland Duffill and

Geoffrey Hawkins, praying, under the circumstances

therein stated, and which are suificiently set forth in

the head-note and judgment, that the mortgages held

by Hatvkins on the property of Dtifill might be

declared fraudulent and void, as against the plaintiff,

and a sale of the premises embraced in such mortgages

in default of payment of what might be found due to

plaintiff in respect of his judgment against Duffill.
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The defendants severally answered the bill, denying
all fraudulent intent in creating the mortgages to

Haivkins.

Tho cause was brought on for hearing before his

Honour Vice-Chancellor Esteii, when, after argument,
a decree was made, declaring Hawkins entitled to be
paid £S0, and interest, and his costs as of a redemp-
tion suit ; all other costs to be paid by defendants to

plaintiff; and that the mortgage securities were fraud-
ulent and void for all in excess of such sum of ^30 and
interest.

The defendant Haivkins, being dissatisfied with such
decree, set the cause down to be re-heard before the
full court.

Argument.—Mr. Strong, Q. C, for plaintiff, con-
tended that not only was the plaintiff entitled to the
relief given by the decree, but that both the mortgages
should be set aside in toto ; the transaction between
the defendants is not truly set out in the instruments,
which are clearly void as against creditors. The first

mortgage, for A' 130, has been registered, although on
the statement of Hawkins, it was shewn to have been
superseded by the subsequent security for .i;200 ; and
both having been registered on the very day that he,

as attorney for Diiffill was aware of the costs at law
having been taxed prior to entering the judgment, the
object could have been nothing else than to delay and
hinder the plaintiff in the recovery of his judgments.

Mr. Brotigh, Q. C, for Haivkins.

The evidence in the case shews that Dujfill thought,
and always insisted, that plaintiff was his debtor; it is

improbable, therefore, that the transaction between
himself and Haivkins was entered upon with any such
intention as is imputed to him. The bill charges that
the mortgages were wholly void, as having been made
without any consideration. Now it is shewn that as to
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the £20, there was a good bona fide consideration.

Under these Circumstances, the decree should have been

simply to redeem Hawkins on payment of principal,

interest and costs, the amount of which, less the costs

of contesting the validity of the mortgage deeds, must be

repaid by Dufflll to the plaintiff, together with what shall

be found due in respect of his own claim, or in default,

the property sold, or DuffilVs interest therein foreclosed.

Judg^nent.—Vankoughnet, C— Upon the amended
bill in this case a decree has been made declaring

fraudulent and void the mortgages which the bill im-

peaches except as to i'30 and interest. It is important

to examine certain of the allegations in the amended

bill, and, in the view I take of the case, those also in

the original bill. The first three paragraphs of the

amended bill set out the recovery by the plaintiff on

the 22nd of September, 1860, and the registration on

the same day of the two judgments against the defend-

ant DnffiU. The foiu:th paragraph alleges that at the

time of the commencement of the said action, the

defendant Biiffill was "eised in fee of, or otherwise well

entitled in fee to divers lands, tenements, and heredit-

aments in the city of Toronto, and in the county of

York, and amongst other parcels ofland, of the lands and

heraditaments comprised in the two several mortgages

hereinafter mentioned. The fifth paragraph of the bill

alleges that Duffill is now the owner of the said lands,

tenements and hereditaments,subject to the said judg-

ments. The bill then sets out a mortgage, executed

by Duffill to the defendant Hawkins, dated the 24th

December, 1859, of certain other freehold property in

the city of Toronto, to secure ^130, and interest, and

then auother|raortgage executed by Duffill to Hawkins,

dated 23rd January, 1860, of certain freehold property

in the city of Toronto, to secure ^200, and interest, and

that both the said mortgages were registered on the
oo^,^ ,i„.,r «* Tr»„,.«.^,iv„„ 1 «ijr» rri,„j. „i. j.i,« j..'..-

times of making the said mortgages plaintiff was a
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creditor of Diiffill, for the debt in respect of which he
afterwards recovered thejudgment secondly before men-
tioned. The bill then proceeds in the tenth paragi-aph
to state, "that at the respective times when the said
mortgages were so made, Duffill was not in any way
indebted to Hmvkins, and there was no consideration
given by deiend&ut Hawkins to Duffill for said mortgages
but the said mortgages were purely voluntary, and made
and executed for the purpose, and with the intent of
defeating and delaying the plaintiff, and other creditors
of Diiffili:' The bill then alleges knowledge by Haivkins
of the proceedings in the suits in which the plaintiff

recovered judgments, and of the judgments, although it

does not allege that those suits were pending when the
mortgages were given, or that at the time of taking
those mortgages Hawkins was aware of any indebtedness
of Duffill to plaintiff, other than as such knowledge may
be implied from the statements of the bill. The bill

then proceeds, "Your complainant, therefore, charges
that the said mortgages are fraudulent and void, as
against your complainant, and the other creditors of the
said Duffili;' and it claims, at all events, a right to
redeem the said mortgages. On looking at the bill, as
originally filed, we find the eleventh paragraph of it

putting the charge of the fraudulent concoction of the
mortgages in different language, alleging that the
mortgages were made by Du(/ill, and held by Hawkins
for the purpose of defrauding the creditors oi Duffill, and
the tenth paragraph charges that before the mortgages
were made, the actions wherein the judgments were
recovered by the plaintiff were commenced, and
that Hawkins, as attorney, therein for DuXfill, knew of
them. The twelfth paragraph ofthe original bill charges,
that had the said mortgages been made in good faith, and
for valuable consideration, Hawkins would not have kept
them unregistered until the day on which plaintiffs'

judgments were registered, and it does not set up any
ngiiL to rcuuem. It will thus ba seen that as against
Hawkins, at all events, fraud and notice are more
strongly charged in the original than in the amended
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bill : and that the bill, as drawn originally, and as
amended, charges fraud in the creation, not in the
registration of the mortgages, the original bill alluding
to the delayed registration, not as an act fraudulent in
itwlf, but as an evidence of fraud in the inception of the
instruments

; and while the original bill seeks relief

purely on the ground of fraud, the amended bill claims
the alternative relief of redemption. Looki >g on the
amended bill as that on which alone the plaintiff must
succeed, we find that the whiole statement or charge of
fraud is contained in its tenth paragraph, already quoted,
and consists of but two allegations, each of which is

distinctly disproved. The first of these allegations,

viz., that the mortgages were purely voluntary, and
without consideration, is negatived, not merely by the
evidence, but by the decree itself, which provides for

redemption. The rule of this court, as indeed of all

courts is, that a plaintiff must recover "secundum
allegata et probata," and most emphatically was it

enunciated by Lord Westhury, in 8 Jurist N. S.* I

apprehend there is no case to which it applies mure
strongly than to a case where alleged fraud is made
the baaia for relief. I think the plaintiff is not at liberty

to shift from the case which he has made by his bill, and
at the hearing claim to have the mortgages avoided,
because the ait of registering them was calculated to

hinder and delay creditors, and that it is, therefore, to be
treated as a fraud, even if such an act, with such an
intent, could avoid instruments good in their inception,

and valid at the time of theii completion, a question
not necessary for me to consider in the opinion I have
formed. I think the plaintiff's charge of fraud fails, and
that the proper decree would have been simply to declare
the mortgages a valid Becurity for the amount due to

Hawkins, and covered by them, and to have decreed
redemption. This is in effect all the plaintiff now gets

except the costs of an unsuccessful «>ttempt to sustain

his charcTfi of fraud and this h- mi

*Thomas v. Hobler, p. 125.
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on bill and answer, or on filing replication, and setting
down the cause to be heard on motion for decree without
evidence, other than the answers afforded, for he would
have found distinct passages in the answer of each
defendant entitling him to such relief. Not content
with this, however, the plaintiff went into evidence, and
on that evidence we find the following facts sustainingm my judgment completely the statements in the de-
fendants' answers -that there being disputed accounts
between tue plaintiff and the defendant Duffill, an
action at law was commenced by the former against the
latter, prior to February, 1859, to recover the balance
vvhich he claimed in his favour—that this was ir
April, 1859, referred to Mr. Anderson, as arbitra-
tor, but the reference lapsed—that it was entered
for trial at the fall assizes of 1859, and the record
withdrawn-that Duffill commenced an action against
the plaintiff, as I understand, in respect of the
same matters claiming a balance in his favour-
that both these actions were on the 2l3t and 26th
of December, by judges' orders of those dates respec-
tively, referred to Mr. Dalton as arbitrator, and went
on together before him until the 13th September, I860,
when Mr. Dalton found a balance of f36 18s. Od. in
the plaintift"s favour—that this amount with the costs
of both actions, interest, sheriff's fees, and some costsm Chancery swelled into a liability by Duffi,ll for
4112 10s. 4d-that Dum did not acknowledge or
believe j". any such indebtedness to the plaintiff, but
honest:,)- thf l:, at the plaintiff owed him—that Duffill
residiu;.» in Quebec (the plaintiff also residing out of the
junsdiccioa) executed the mortgage of December, 1869
to secure the plaintiff, but principally with the object of
ra-.bing money upon it to pay off an indebtedness (as
stated by the answers) to the building society—that
there being a mistake in the description of the property
covered by this mortgage, and Duffill requiring some
UIO-.0 money, the inoitgage of January, I860, was
executed for the same purposes as the other mortgage,

%
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and to obtain some more money than it would procure

—

that these mortgages were held by Hawkins, who
resided in Toronto, {Duffill residing in Quebec,) for sale

to raise money on them, and that he withheld them
from registration till he could find a purchaser—that,

hearing the plaintiff was going to enter judgment on the

award in his favour on the 22nd September, 1860, he
on the sameday and before the entry of the judgments,
though without, so far as appears, the knowledge of

Duffill, caused the mortgages to be registered for the

express purpose of keeping the priority he had over the

judgments—that shortly after the registration he re-

turned the first mortgage to Dm^/Z, intending only to use

the second one —that for ^200—that he did endeavour
immediately afterwards to sell this one, and had con-

tracted to sell it for the bona fide purpose of obtaining

money wherewith to pay off these very ju-'-rments of the

plaintiff—that at the time of the execution of these

mortgages no debt from Duffill to plaintiff was ascer-

tained—that it does not appear that then or since

Duffill owed any one but the plaintiff and the Metropoli-

tan Building Society, to whom, on the 1st January,

1860, he owed $446 E —that as the bill alleged, he
owned, besides the lands covered by these mortgages,
divers other lands in Toronto and the county of York,

and the whole of these lands, so far as they are shewn,
were worth at least $4,400, subject only to the debt of

the building society for $446—that at the time of the

mortgage Duffill had also household furniture insured

for $1,200, though it does not appear how long it

remained in Toronto, but probably till Mrs. DuffiU went
to Quebec in the autumn of 1860. It thus appears that

the mortgages were made as well to secure the defend-

ant Hawkins the payment of ^30, which Duffill owed
him, as for the bonafide purpose of raising money to pay
off the only other debt which Duffill then knew or

thought he owed, viz., that to the building society, and

and not with the slightest intent of defrauding the
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plaintiff or any one else. And yet it is only upon alle-
gations charging the contrary of these facts, as I at
east find them, that the plaintiff can succeed. Th^
law does not imagine fraud, nor for the purpose of
establishing it will the court give the plaintiff the bene-
tit of a case which he does not make. The charge of
fraud here made is actual, positive fraud, viz.. that
the mor gages were voluntary, without consideration,
and made for the purpose and with the intent of de-
feating and delaying creditors. I have shewn that
this charge is not supported by the proof, and it is
necessary that the charge should be treated as one of
direct positive fraud, for every element of presumptive
or constructive fraud is not only absent but is removed
by the billitself, for it alleges that Duffill had and now
owns divers lands, etc.. other than those covered bv
the mortgages; and it does not allege that these
other lands were not amply sufficient for payment

of his debts, or could not be got at and made available
therefor just as readily as the lands under mortgage •

and wanting in this allegation, it endeavours to fetter
the disposition by the owner of his property on a
charge that he has made it to hinder and defeat his
creditors. Obviously a mere charge in the bill that
such disposition was voluntary and without considera-
tion would have been insufficient, and I doubt if the
additional charge should be read, framed as this bill
IS as anything more than that Duffill, having plenty
of other property which from the allegation on the one
hand, and the want of allegation on the other as to
the sufficiency of it for his debts he may be fairly
deemed to have had, chose to withdraw these particu-
lar lands from the reach of his creditors that they
might not dispose of them. It is true that the pur-
pose for which the mortgages were made have partially
failed Money has not been raised on them, and the
plamtiff as in any other case of a subsequent incum-

,., ciitxu.-a vo rcaeem on paymentof the amount
for which they are a substituting security, and this I
think should be the decree, the plaintiff paying all

I j
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costs—I must add that this litigation appears to me
to have been very unnecessary, and might all have

been avoided had the plaintiff before filing his bill

inquired of the defendant Haivkina what he claimed on

the mortgages ; and if Hawkins had not told the truth

or had refused information, neither of which courses,

judging from the evidence, wjuld, I think, have been

pursued, he might fairly have been made responsible

for the consequences thereoi'. The plaintiff chose,

however, to assume the whole thing to be fraudulent,

and hastily filed his bill.

Judgment.—Esten, V C, while disclaiming any

intention of imputing anything like moral fraud to

either of the defendants, particularly in so far as any

such charge would apply to the defendant Hawkins,

against whom, if made, no one who knew Mr. Haivkina

v,'ould for amoment believe; at the same time stated that

subsequent discussion of the case had failed to satisfy his

mind that the creation and subsequent registration of

these mortgages under the circumstances appearing

in evidence in this cause, could in the eye of a

court of equity be considered otherwise than as a

legal fraud ; and as having been made to hinder and

delay the plaintiff and others, creditors of Duffill.

With all respect, therefore, for the contrary view, he

retained his former opinion.

Judgment.—Spragoe, V. C, concurred with the

Chancellor.
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Teeter v. St. John.

ViurioHi contract-Appeal from masters report-Property subject tomortgages ordered to be sold—Practice.

Although the court will not interfere with any bargain that oartiescompetent to contract may. since the repeal of the usu?y laws^makefor the payment of interest, still in case any dispute in reference tosuch contract exists, it is the duty of the court to see that the

f„Y.rl';'V"^
agreement for the payment of exorbitant rates ofinterest, clearly understood what the bargain was before effMitw.I

L'r£:;?
'°''- ."^^^'^'

'^f'^^'''^'
°° the loan of money it wisagreed to pay at the rate of two per cent, a month in advance. Tndthe lender m making up the account contended that the agreementbeing that .t should be paid in advance was the same as two a"d ahalf per cent, a month, and insisted upon his right to chargeKsum the court directed the master to allow at the rate of two oercent the effect of the interest being payable in advance noThSv'ing been explained to the borrower

"vauto not nav-

A decree for sale of property was directed at the suit of a surety of

^f*^^^^^^?-
I" P'-oceeding to take the accounts it apiwared^at the mortgagee had paid off such prior incumbrances, and the

^.M u? '^"^i"^ "^Z
^°*=?"°* *"°^«d f'™ credit for the sums sopaid, although no direction to that effect was given by the decree

Innfi^Jf
^/' ""'"""« **'5^ ^' •^'«'««" *>*" ^nd the mortgagee he wasentitled to receive credit for the gross amount? produced at ThIsale without any reference to the sums so paid to the prior incum!brancers. appealed from the master's finding in this respect • thecourt dismissed the appeal with costs.

^^ '

Where the correction to be made in the Masters finding is simple areference back to him for that purpose need not be directed -fhe

appeaT'^'
^''^'^''°" ''^^ ^ ""^^^ ^y'the order drawn up oA thi

^\^t tg':^«™«'»t entered into by the lender. borrov,.er, and a surety

}^ll
J'j^S'"^"^

J«^!f
t the surety should " .land as additionalZ

<:ollateral securityfor the payment ofsuch mortgages, to pay and makeup any deficiency that might arise or exist sho'-Id It at any timebTcome

eSTtn h
''" '*' '"''^ ^'"^^' ^'" "'""• '^''' '^^ surety wasentitled to have an account taken, the prop-rty sold and creditgiven on his judgment for the amount realised before he could becalled upon to pay any thing

: and that the surety v/as not boundm the first instance to pay off the creditor and take an assignS
jluhStSn^ ^'^ ^"P"^^ °^ P^'^^^'^'"^ ^«--* »»- p"^-i!

Statement.—"^his was a suit by Conrad. Teeter against
Samuel L. St. John, John E. Terrybemj, William W.
Henry, and James Henry, the object of which suffi-
ciently appears in the judgment.

Mr. Blake for the plaintiiT.

Mr. Strong, Q.C., and Mr. Eodgins for St. John.

Mr. WelU for the defendants Henry and Terryherry.
GRANT X. g
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Judgment.—Vankoughnet, C.—(Before whom the

case was heard.) This is a bill £led bv a surety against

the creditor, the principal debtors, and co-surety, pray-

ing for relief in a variety of shap»58, but mainly that

the property of the principal debtors held by the cre-

ditor in security under an agreement raad 3 by all those

parties on the 12th of December, 1869, may be sold and
the proceeds applied in payment of the debt due to the

creditor, and that the amount of ^hat indebtedaesii

may be aec' rtained und the principal debtors ordered

to pay it off, and that the plaintiff may liave contri-

bution from his co-sm-ety.

The defendants, the Henrys, having become largely

indebted to the defendant St. John; ard the other

defendant Terryherry and the plaintiff being co-sureties

for a portion of the indebtedness for which judgment at

law had been recovered against them ; and the Henrys
being also indebted to one Gibbons on two judgments,

and St. John having agreed to pay these off and to

advance the defendants, the Henrys, some other moneys
on their executing fresh securities to cover the old and
the then created indebtedness, the following agreement

was made between all parties to this suit

:

" This indenture, made the 12th day of December, A.
D. 1869, between William W. Heni-y, Jaw ; Hcm^y,
Conrad Teeter, and John E. Terryberry, ot Grimsby,
of the one part, and Samuel L. St. John, of the town of

St. Catharines, of the other part.

Whereas the said Samuel L. St. John, on or about
the seventeenth day of September last, recovered a
judgment against the said parties of the first part, for

one hundred and fifteen pounds or thereabouts. And
whereas one William Gibbons on or about the twenty-
ninth ofSeptember last,recovered twojudgmentsagainst
the same parties for eighty-three pounds ten shillings

and four pence each. And whereas the said judgments
are wholly unpaid and unsatisfied. .

And whereas the said St. John has agreed to pur-
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chase and take an assignment of the said judisnentg
so recovered by the said miUam GiU,,^, i^dTt to
enforce the said ludgments or any oi th.em for one yearfrom the date h 'eof as hereaftp -ent.^med.

And whereas th(, said St Jon ., tak- a two certainmortgages on the farms of the h ,d i . .,iam W. Henry

in nv r^f i"/('t.*''
'®.?^^ said jcidgments and certain

other debtH that the said William \f. and James //.«•«
owe h. said .9^. John, with the consent an. ^ concurrencf
ot all tho Raid parties of the first part, which is testifiedby their being parties hereto.

And whereas the said parties of the first part have
eonsented and agreed that such judgments shall stand
as additional or collateral security for the payment ofsuch mortgages, to pay and make up any deficiency
that n ->t arise or exist should it at any time become
nt^cesHj.

,

V to sell the naid farms or either of them onthe said mortgages or either of them.

f^ri^l'"
^"t"re witmmsah that the said parties

liv i r i.^'''i'^'T""*.^°'^ ^^^^ to and with the

TIaI' u ' ^*' *^^ «aid judgments shall and maystand for he purpose aforesaid, and be enforced for thepurpose above mentioned at the expiration of one yearfrom the date hereof. And that should any difficulty
arise or exist on the sale of the said farms or either ofthem, that they will contribute to make up such defi-
ciency to the amount of such judgments but no further.

And the said St. John covenants and agrees to andwith the said parties of the first part, that he will not
enforce the payment of such judgments, except for thepurpose of making up any deficiency that may exist

Sr of them.
^^''^" ^" *^' '"^^ '^''^^^^'' ''

Theproperty secured bythemortgage from IFm.ffmr?/
to St. John has been sold and produced the sum of
$6000. The other property has not yet been sold,
though a sale of it has been attempted. It is contended
however for thedefendant St. John, that the plaintiff has
no right to force him to sell the property held in security,
and that the only course the plaintiff can take is to

i

f«
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IP

redeem St. John, take an assignment of the securities,

and then deal with them himself. However this might

be in an ordinary case of principal and surety, and

in dealing with the rights arising out of that simple

relation, the cases of Seabourne v. Powell, (a) Parttons v.

Briddock, (b) Wright v. Morley, (c) shew that a surety

has more extended rights and remedies than the defen-

dant here would give him. Yet, I think the rights of

these parties should be disposed of by the agreement

of the 12th December. The sureties are by its express

terms only to pay the deficiency after the sale of the

property. The judgments against them, and which may
be incumbrances on all this property, outstanding as

they still are, were to be paid at the end of the year, or

so much of them as would cover the deficiency. Now
surely it was not in the contemplation of the parties,

nor can it be the fair intendment of the agreement that

the sureties at the end of the year were to be called

upon to pay the judgments, and that the property was

not to be sold, the proceeds applied, and the amount of

the deficiency thus ascertained. Every party to an

agreement may be an actor under it, and I think that

the plaintiff has a right to the action of the court upon

the agreement in question. It is then contended for

the defendant that the plaintiff must be bound by the

amount stated in the mortgages themselves, subject to

the alteration therein made by the endorsements on the

mortgages, and that at all events the Henrys, and not

the plaintiff, are the properparties to ask for an account,

as they cannot be bound by an account had at the

instance of the plaintiff. This latter position must be

abandoned, as the //mn/8now,>at the hearing, through

counsel, consent to taking the account and to be

bound by it. The Henrys, equally with the plaintift",

would be bound by the amount named in the mortgage,

unless fraud or clear mistake was shewn. Then is there

any evidence here bywhich the account can be opened '?

(a) 2 Ver. n.
(c) II Vesey, 12.

(6) 2 Ver. 60S.

f%
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The transaction of the 12th of December appears to
have been a most hurried one; no account seems to
have bet-F. prepared orrendered. Theonlj information
which tlie debtors, princfpal or surety received of the
amount which 67. John rcpiired the mortgages to be
executed for, and ofthe mode in which it was made up
was given by St. John himself in the evening cf the day
on which the agreement was signed, he reading of/ the
suras as he had calculated them from a small memoran-
dum book in which they appear confusedly entered in
pencil. The mortgages had been executed only a short
time, when St. John himself discovered that they con-
tained wrong amounts, and he sought to remedy this by
an endorsement in one case and an j»dditional mortgagem the other. Nor is this all : on his examination he
admits that in mistake he has charged interest at the
rate ot two and a half per cent, a month for about two
months longer time than he should have done The
account therefore must necessarily be re-opened and
.e-cast, and in doing this I direct that the interest
be charged and allowed at only two per cent, per
month, tor it appears to me on Mr. Ci»me'« evi-
uence tliat the parties, the mortgagors, did not under-
stand they were to pay more. Two per cent, a month
was all that wasspoken of, although it wasdaid that it was
tobetwopercent.inadvance. What this term advance
meant or what was to be the effect of it does not appear
to have been explained to or understood by the parties
and I .jertainly would not underetand it if I had not been
informed. It seems monstrous that the court should
lind Itself called upon to order interest at two per cent
per month to be allowed

; but as this was the contract of
the parties there is no help tor it. While I disavow any
right or intention to interfere with any bargain parties
competent to contract may now make for the payment
ot interest, I nevertheless think that, in case of any dis-
pute, the court is called upon to see that the parties to

.... vn^^suitam, iaius cieariy understand
what their bargain is before effect is given to it. And

K r
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80 with respect to the interest charged at the rate of

four per cent, per month upon thejadgments over due.

I do not think it clear tha'b the parties understood this

estimate from the figures given them by St. John , and

as to that I direct an enquiry. With reference to the

$924.50 paid Mr. Gibbons as Jiis claim upon the judg-

.lents recovered by him, it may or it may not have been

too much, but as St. John paid this sum for the Henrys,

and at tlieir request, lie cannot be made to lose by any

overcharge Mr. Gibbons may have made. As regards

the interest to be paid after the mortgage money falls

due, I do not find any authority which, as the law now
stands, would warrant mo in deciding that parties may
not agree that interest shall then become or be treated

as principal, and bear any rate of interest stipulated for.

I therefore direct that the account be taken for the

purpose of correcting the error in the time for which

interest was calculated ; that that interest be reduced to-

two per cent, per month; that the master enquire

whether the Henrys or the sureties understood they

were to pay interest on the judgments overdue at the

rate offour per cent, per month, or if not, then at what

rate, and ifno rate was understood or agreed upon thon

to calculate interest at six per cent, perannum up to the

date of the mortgage, and add it to theoriginal amounts;

that the property be immediately sold under the autho-

rity of the court, and the proceeds properly applied

;

that the plaintifiB and defendants, other tha'i St John^

pay to St. John the deficiency, if any, after such sale,

to which he may be entitled; that any thing the

sureties have paid or may pay be re-paid them by the

Henrys ; and that the sureties do make contribution,,

the one to the other, for any thing the one may have

paid, or may pay, more than the other. All parties to-

liave liberty to apply.

Under the decree drawn up on this judgment the

uccouiitn uetween tiis parties were tukon uy tuc tnastcr

who made his report, from which both the plaintiff and
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defendant St. John r-ppf-aied on the grounds stated
by the Chancellor in diopobing thereof.

Mr. Kerr for the plaintiff.

iJ'r. Downey for St. John.

/j«//7»jcm<.~Vankouohnet. C—The first ground of
appeal is that tiie master has allowed four per cent, per
month on the judgments referred to in the decree and
pleadings. When the case was beforeme on the hearing,
I did not considerthe evidencp sufficient toestablJsh that
the defendants the Henrys had agreed to pay four per
cent., and I referred it to the master for enquiry. The
same witness who was examined at the hearing was
examined before the master, and he now swears posi-
tively that the Henrys agreed to pay four per cent, per
month, and understood that they were to pay that rate.
He was the only disinterested person present at the
agreement. The master heard his testimony and gives
it credence, and finds accordingly. I cannot say he
is wrong.

The second ground of appeal is.that vue master has
allowed 20 per cent, on certain balances, whereas the
decreo does not direct any such rate. This also involves
the last ground of appeal, which is, that interest has been
computed on interest. The mortgage provides for pay-
ment of a gross sum on the 27th October, 1860 and
mterest thereon after the rate of 20 per cent, per
annum from that date, so long as the mortgage money
remains unpaid. In this gross sum is included interest
at the rate of 24 per cent, per annum from December
1859, when the mortgage was given, and it appears as
part of the principal money. No doubt this under the
old law would have been usurious. Now the legislature
has left every party free to stipulate for such rate of
interest as he pleases. The court should be astute to
see that any party agreeing to such exorbitant rates
fullyunderstands what he is about, and is not the victim
of duress, or undue influence in the sense in which that
term is understood as giving a right to relief in this
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court. The mere fact that a creditor refused to wait for

payment of his debt, unless his debtor stipulated to pay
a high rate of interest, the latter having the option of

choice, would not constitute duress or undue inlluence.

It is not pretended here that the Henrys did not under-

stand that they were agreeing to pay this 20 per cent.,

or that they did not agi*ee to pay it. This being so, the

court, however much it may sympathise with the victim,

cannot relieve him of the load with which he has
burdened himself. It is true that the court will not
allow a mortgagor, under cover of his mortgage, to

secure any collateral advantage, not properly the sub-

ject of mortgage, as the cases cited by Mr. Kerr show ;•

but a rate of interest stipulated for is not a collateral

advantage ; it is the almost necessary incident to a
loan and a proper subject of the security.

The thu-d ground of appeal is, that the master has
allowed to defendant moneys paid by him for the

Henrys not authorised by the decree. These moneys
were paid in this way : on the property of William

Henry was a mortgage to a building society, and
another to one Osborne, and on the firm of James
Henry was a mortgage to Osborne. Both of these

mortgages were paid oflF by the defendant St. John,

and the result was that he got so much less from the

sales of the property. The plaintiff contends that

St. John is bound to give credit for the pross proceeds

of the sale, without deducting the prior charges which it

was necessary to pay. The defendant says that the

property would have brought just so much less as was,

or perhaps by a great deal less than was, the amount of

the prior incumbrances. The master has allowed the

defendants these payments, in effect, crediting only the

difference between them and the proceeds of the sales,

although the decree does not specially provide for taking

this account, but direct the defendant to be charged
with the sum of $6,000, proceeds of sale of William

*Thonpson v. Leith, 4 Jurist, N, S. logi : Cope v. Cope. 2 Sa!k.

449 ; Brodway v. Morecraft, Mosely, 247.
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Henry'B farm, without any provision for deductions.
Still I think the master was justified in allowing them.
The incumbrances had to be paid, and the property
was worth juHt so much less than was charged on it.

The master, too, has taken the account of them in the
way most favourable to the plaintiff, for had he
deducted them from the gross amount of the receipts,
and credited only the balances, the remaining debt
to the plaintiff would have borne interest at 20 per
cent.

;
whereas the master deducts the gross receipts

from the plaintiff's mortgage debt bearing 20 per
cent., and carries on the credit to him of the amount
of these incumbrances paid by him at only six per
cent. It is admitted, as I understand, that in the
account brought into the master's office by St. John,
he shewed the credits were appropriated as allowed!
But even if he had not, I do not see anything of which
the plaintiff can complain in the manner in which the
credits wero appropriated. The plaintiff is only liable
to the extent of the judgments against him, and upon
those judgments the master has properly allowed the
sum of f100, realized from the sale of the plaintiff's
goods, thus leaving him liable only to the amount of
the balance. I think this appeal must be dismissed
with costs.

The cross appeal must be allowed. The judgments
were to stand as a security for payment of any balance
found due to St. John to the amount due on the judg-
ments. The amount due on the latter being smaller
than the amount due St. John, they must stand as a
security accordingly, and the master was wrong in
declaring them satisfied. It will not be necessary to
go back to the master to make this correction. It can
be done by the order to be made on this appeal, of
which the respondent must have his costs.

M
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Stinson V. Moore.

Residuary titatt-r-Rt-division of tttate.

A testator devised to his son a certain named lot ; the residue of his
estate, after certain other specific devises, he directed to be divided
between his two brothers and sister, amongst whom, after the
death of the testator, the nroperty was divided, in which division
by mistake the lot devised to the son was included, which was
allotted to one of the residuary devisees as part of his share, who
devised the same to his sons, and who, on discovering the mistake
which had been committed, applied to those interested in the
residuary estate to have the mistake rectified, when it appeared
that some of the other residuary devisees had sold portions of
the shares allotted to them, by reason of which a re-division of
the estate was impossible, and a bill was thereupon filed praying
for compensation for the loss sustained by reason of the mistake
in thus allotting the devised lot. The court, under the circum-
stances, ordered a valuation to be made of the residuary estate,
at its present value, one-third of which, with interest from the
date the first division was made to be contributed rateably by the
other residuary devisees, or their representatives, or if desired by
either of the parties with an account of rents and profits received.

Statement.—1h\a was a bill by Thomis Stinson,

Abraham Stinson, and William Stinson, against Hugh
Moore, John Robert Hunter, Richard Martin the

younger, Ebenezer Stinson, William Hatton and Eliza-

beth his wife, and John Stinson an infant, praying,

under the circumstances set forth in the head-note for

judgment for compensation for the loss sustained by
them.

As against the infant defendant it appeared at the

hearing that the bill was not sustainable on anyground.

Mr. Proudfoot for plaintiffs.

Mr. R. Martin for defendants Martin and Moore.

Mr. Blake for defendants Hatton and Ebenezer

Stinson.

Mr. Adams, for the infant defendant. In addition

to the cases mentioned in the judgment of Gresley v.

Morli'if (a), Uppington v. Bullen {b), were referred to

bv counsel.

{a) 4DeG. &J. 78. (6) 2 D. & W. 184.
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Judgment.—yAmovanifET, C. (before whom the case
was heard).—One John Stinson by his will devised to
his son John a particular lot of land known as the
Land Lot—having been purchased by him from one
Colonel Land, and over which ho had executed a mort-
gage. After certain other specific devises he devised
the residue of his property to his executors to be equally
divided between his brothers Samuel tiuA Ehenezer and
his sister Elizabeth, wife of the defendant John Hatton.

The devisor dying, a division of this residue was
made between the brothers and sister with the sanction
of the executors, but in it by mistake was included the
Land Lot which had been specifically devised. This lot
forming part of one of the parcels set apart as a third fell
to the Bhare of Samuel. Samwcidied.having first devised
this Land Lot so taken as part of his share to his sons
the plaintiffs. After his death the mistake was dis-
covered, and the plaintiffs sought to have it rectified

;

but the other residuary devisees under John's will hav-
mg sold portions of the shares which had been allotted
to them under the will, a revision of the estate was
impossible.and hence the present bill is filed against the
two surviving devisees of the residuary estate of John
for compensation. The first question that arises is as
to the right of the plaintiffs as devisees of Samuel of
the Land Lot to demand this compensation.

It is contended that the heirs of Samuel alone can
do this. The same question would of course arise in
case a re-division were possible and were asked for.
The ground on which compensation or a re-division of

'

the estate would be grantedis, that Samuel or his estate
IS entitled to something in lieu of the lot which had
been m error assigned to him out of the estate of John
Samuel has devised this lot for which something is to be
given in exchange. If, owning the lot. he had before
hiB death agreed with a third party that that third party
might, at his option and by a time which had not

i^m^
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t'lapaedat his death acquire this lot, giving in exchange
for it another, and had then deviHed this Land Lot, I

Hupposo there could he no doubt that hia devisee would
take it, and on the option of the third party being
exercised to acquire it, would be entitled to the lot to be
given in exchange. The analogy is not a perfect one,
but it helps to the consideration of the position in which
the devisees here stand in relation to that which is to be
given in the place of the Land Lot. That lot the testa-

tor intended them to have. They cannot have it, but
there is something to be given to the testator's estate in

lieu of it. It seems to me most equitable that that some-
thing they should have, and in the absence of any direct

authority on the case, for it is said none is to be found, 1

am disposed to give it to them, and if necessary thus
make a precedent ; as was said by Lord Cranworth, in

Htump V. Galry (a), cited in the argument of this case,

but distinguishable from it. Then as to the mode of

estimating thecompensation ; the plaintiflfs contend that
they are entitled to be paid the sum at which this

particular property was valued when the division was
made with interest from that time, as was given in the
case of Dacre v. Gorges {b). On the other hand, the
defendants allege that all property has fallen very
much in value since the division which took place in

1856, and that the shares then allotted to them are not
worth the sums at which they were estimated. In Eng-
land land does not fluctuate in value as it does here.

The land in question in Dacre v. Gorges was apparently
farm land, and I aesume had not changed in value.

It was not alleged that it had, and the defendants,
• although the mistake was palpable and easy of correc-

tion, and no difficulty by intervening death or change
of ownership had taken place, refused all redress. If

there is to be a re-division of the estate there would be

necessarily a new valuation, unless the property to be
divided was of equal value throughout. It is notorious

that all real estate in cities and towns has crreatlv fallnn

{a)3DeG.M.&G.623. (6) 2 S. &S.454.
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in value since 1856, when it was much inflated. The
plaintiffH nhould not get any more than they would get
on a re-division of the estate, were that to be made, and
I think, therefore, that, if desired by the defendants, the
propel ty must be estimated at its present value for the
purpose of ascertaining the shares of each of John,
devisees, and compensation made accordingly and
rateably by the defendants, with interest on the amounts
which may be thus awarded to tbo plaintiffs from the
time the tirst division took place, or. if either party
prefer it, with an account of the rents and prolits re-
ceived by the defendants ; the plaintiffs' share of then
to be ascertained.

Considering that the mistake was mutual, that
Samuel, taking the Land Lot, was more to blame than
the others in not having at once, when it became
his, made himself sure of the title to it ; that had this
been done by him, all the expense, trouble and delay of
these proceedings would have been saved ; I will not
charge the defendants with wilful neglect or default in
taking the account of rents and profits : neither will I
charge them with the costs of this suit. They do not
appear to have denied the plaintiffs' right to something
doubtful as that right in the plaintiffs was • Nnt neither
they nior the plaintiffs appear to have been o.e to agree
what the compensation should be, and th« plaintiffs
have claimed more than I think them entitled to. The
plaintiffs can have no relief upon the mortgage already
referred to as covering the Land Lot, and which has
been assigned to the plaintiff Abraham. To mix up a
claim of Abraham in his own right with the claim for
compensation would beunitingdemandstotallydistinct
and create confusion. Besides, the plaintiffs have
already submitted to a demurrer to this head of relief
The only relief granted being that of compensation to
these plaintiffs in their own right against the defen-
dants, Hatton and Ebenezer Stinson, individually, the
bill mnaf. ho AiarnioanA „_ ;.- » .> .

*^
,,.n.„nva £13 agaiuai sne executors and

John Stinson with costs. The latter could not in any
view have been a necessary party to the suit.

1 -IV. . t . II

i f -Si. ^1
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Wbihs V. Ferrie.

Sptcific perfonnanci—Dtath of vindor btfori eomphlion of (onviy-

antt—Cotli—Infantt.

The vendor of real estate had died l>efore the execution of the con-
veyances, and hii infant heirs tiled a bill praying; for a specific

performance of the contract, which the defendants (the vendees)

admitted and expressed their willingness to carry out but for the
obstacle created oy the death of the vendor leaving his heirs-at-law

infants. The court under the circumstances made a decree for

specific performance of the agreement, hut without costs to either

party. The costs of the infants to be defrayed out of the balance

of purchase money payable by the defendants.

This was a suit by the infant heirs of a vendor of

real estate seeking specific performance of the contract

entered into by their ancestor with the defendant. The

defendants answered tho bili,admitting the contract, and

expressing their willingness to complete it, and alleging

that they had always been ready and willing so to do,

but from the circumstance of the vendor having died

leaving the plaintiffs minors, they had been unable to

execute the necessary conveyance. At the hearing of

the motion for decree.

Mr. Fitzgerald, for the plaintiffs, asked that a decree

might be made as prayed with costs to be paid by the

defendants, who having been in default as to several of

the payments of the purchase money should be held

liable to bear the costs of the proceedings.

Mr. Burton, Q.C., for defendants, submitted that

this was not a case in which to give costs, the inability

of the plaintiffs to make a title rendered it advisable

that the defendants should not pay up the instalments

which fell due after the death of the vendor. The

impossibility of obtaining a title except through the

aid of the court was the reason why the contract had

not been sooner completed.

Hanson v. Lakv. (a) Hinder v. Streeten, {b) Smith's

Chancery Prac, p. 1062, were referred to by counsel.

Judgment.—Vankouohnet.C.—In this case thevendor

(n) 2 Y, & c. c. c. 338. (b) to Hare, 18.
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(lied.thovendoosnotheinRiiHk.faultattlu. time. Bvthe
contract the vondccB wero to bo entitle.l to a conveyknco
before payment of the inBtahnentn renmining unpaid
at the death of the ven.lor. and tlieno were to be
Hecured by mortgage back. The vendor dying, the
vtndoe or hiB assignee could not obtain u deed except
hrough the instrumentality of thiH court, the heirs ataw of he vendor being infants who have iiled their

bill for the comi,lotion of the contract. The defendants
admit the contract and state they have always been
ready and wilhng to carry it out, but for the reason
above stated could not obtain a title. It is true that
Uioy tnigh have filed a bill themselves for the purpose,
ut m that case costs would have been incurred as in
his. The difficulty has been caused by the act ofGod, and not of either party, and I think there should

I'e no costs on either side, the defendants not having
unnecessarily occasioned any by their conduct, (a)

The infants' costs should be paid out of the balance
of the purchase money payable by defendants.

Harrison v. Jones.
uth clause of Chancery Act-Pay,nent for improvements.

under a!^thecl?«a„ces''-^h^^^^^^ '»'« ^^^^^
to the master to take thl n«,iJi ?' *"^'^f''"^e- "Pon a reference

^^r^^-a^MSi^ir^

it open to himtto^oVaoru^/h^^'^^^^^^^^^^

This was a redemption suit, in respect of a mortgage
which had become absolute before 1837, and a decreehad been pronounced therein for the usual reference

^ he master m 1856; and in 1858 the defendant
Mulraney, who. with Bennett, had become entitled tothe mortgage securityjmjl^hrick dwelling-house ou

,. I
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i

the property. The master made a report allowing

credit to the mortgagor for payments made after the

transfer of the mortgage.

On the cause coming on for further directions, the

allowance of this payment was objected to. And it

appearing that no enquiry had been made as to improve-

ments, the decree then drawn up, amongst other things,

directed the master to enquire as to improvements.

The master considering himdelf bound by this decree

and the act establishing the Court of Chancery to

allow for improvements, allowed to the defendants the

value of all they had made upon the property, stating

that he did so because he considered himself so bound.

From this report the plaintiff appealed.

Mr. Roaf for the appeal.

Mr. Blake contra.

Jtidgment.—Esten, V.C—It appears that originally

the master made no allowance for improvements, and
that he has allowed the improvements entirely on
the footing of the act 7 William IV., chapter 2, and
the decree or judgment of my brother Spragge. The
decree or judgment did not direct any allowance for

improvements, but committed the matter to the judg-

ment and discretion of the master, and the act of

parliament referred to appears to have no bearing on
the case, as it only committed to the discretion of the

court what decree to make under the circumstances of

this mortgage, and others in the same plight, without

a strict adherence to the rules of law ; and it appears

that these improvements were made more than

twenty years after the passing of the act, and in the

face of a dpcree ordering a redemption. It appears

to me that this case must be governed by the

ordinary rule, and I do not understand that that rule

justifies an allowance in respect of a dwelling-house
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built on the mortgaged premises without the consent ofthe mortgagor. It does not appear what Bennett's
improvements were, but a larger amount is allowed to
himih^niomiraney, and as the master originally
disallowed them, and appears to have proceecled onmistaken grounds in allowing them by his subsequent
report, I thmk it right to refer it to him to review such
report in respect of the allowance for improvements,
not meaning to express any opinion as to whether they
should or should not be allowed wholly or in part, far-
ther than I have already done. With regard the
interest the case of Walton v. Bernard (a) settled thatwhere the mortgagee has been in possession, and has in
consequence, been charged with rents, he must be con-
sidered as applying them to the discharge of arrears of
mterest, so far as he was entitled to charge such arrears
upon the premises-that is, for six years previous to the
accruingoftherent. The master should have computed
mterest for six years before the commencement of thesmt; but m charging occupation rent he should have
considered it as apphcablo to the arrears of interest
chargeable at the time the rent accrued. I refer it to
the master, therefore, to review his report in these
particulars.

'J

GRANT X.

(<») 3 Grant. 358.

e
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Ferguson v. Kilty.

Mortgage—Nqtice—Demurrer—Practice.

In a bill filed by the administrators with the will annexed and credi-
tors ot B. it was alleged that on a sale of lands by B, to K. the lat-
ter executed a mortgage to secure the purchase money, but that by
the fraud and design of B. such mortgage was withheld from regis-
try, and that the lands were subsequently sold by K, to two pur-
chasers—who, before the conveyances to them were executed, or,
at all events, before the payment of their purchase money—had
notice and were well avfare that K. had not paid his purchase mo-
ney and had given mortgage therefor, and that they, fraudulently
intending to cut out such mortgage, had caused the conveyances to
themselves to be registered. The bill further alleged that neither
of these purchasers had yet paid their purchase money, and claimed
that the mortgage to B. should be fastened on the land as a charge
prior to their conveyances, and failing that relief that the amount
payable by them to K. in respect of their purchase money respec-
tively might be ordered to be paid to the plaintifls on account of the
mortgage money due under the mortgage from K. The purchaser
demurred generally to such bill for want of equity, which on argu-
ment was overruled : the court holding that the plaintiffs were
not bound to wait till the purchase money payable by the pur-
chasers was over-due before taking proceedings ; and that in cast,
of notice before the execution of these conveyances the mortgage
would take precedence thereof; or if only before payment, the
purchase money payable by the purchasers could be claimed by the
plaintiffs.

Where a bill has been amended, although usual, it is not absolutely
necessary that a demurrer should be addressed " to the amended
bill."

A bill was filed impeaching sales to purchasers on the ground of notice
of the prior incumbrance—a mortgage for unpaid purchase money

—

and praying to have the conveyance to the purchaser postponed to
such incumbrance, or in the alternative that the money still due
might be paid to the plaintifls. On the hearing it was made to
appear that the purchases were made bondfide and without notice ;

that one of the purchasers had paid nearly all his purchase money
at the time of sale and given his promissory notes for the balance

;

and that the ot*'er had given a mortgage to secure his unpaid
purchase money ; and both submitted at the hearing to pay such
amounts as were still unpaid to the plaintiffs or as the court might
direct. The court, under the circumstances, granted tbe alternative
relief prayed ; directing the money due by the one purchaser on
his mortgage to be paid to the plaintiffs, and the amount due on
the notes of the other to be also paid to them on production of
the notes to be given up to the maker ; but ordered the plaintiffs
to pay to the defendants, the purchasers, their costs of suit, and
refused to the plaintiffs any costs as against the vendor, he never
having opposed the relief to which they were entitled.

The bill in this case was filed by Duncan Ferguson

aiid John McDonald against Henry James Kilty,

Richard W. Towner, and William S. Wilkins praying,
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under the circumstances stated in the head-note that

«tLdT"'-'°-^"
"' "''"'""'' -'8'" ^ "- "Si e,:!W ed to priority over the conveyances to Tou-ner and

J r.J?"'' "''' 'hat plaintiiTs might hdechu-ed en .tied to the amount of purchase money stUldue by them m respect of tlieir several purchases

a^ZinTt Jf"' ""rr" '"^ »"«'-' ''"*Xas against afcj,, was taken pro can/es.o. On theoommgmof the answers plaintiffs amended theirMto which the defendants To,.ner and WiUcin. put in ageneral demurrer for want of equity.
1 « » «

Argumnt -On the argument Mr. Jlforj,;,,. for the
plamtiifs objected that the demurrer should lavb^en to the amended bill, the defendants havingalready answered the original bUl, a demurrer to «therefore was irregular.

th^l'Zf'
''"

"""T"^
'^ thedemurrer, contended that

n« 1 1 T^^' ^"'^"*^"" ^" *^^ bill that the moneypayable by Towner was overdue, the allegation conUmedm I was merely descriptive, that is. Lt money

futme day He also contended that the plaintiffs hadno equity to the relief prayed : they alleging hat theconveyance to Bradley was fraudulent, an^d which theycan only impeach as creditors of Bradley, not as hispersonal representatives, while as creditors they do noshew themselves entitled, the bill not alleging thaexecutions have been placed in the sheriff's hands

',^t'^'''
V. Aylwin («.). Smith v. Byron (b), Jones vStraford (e) Metcalf.. Herrey (d), i,„V '

'chy Pr
vol. 1, pp. 276, 472-8.

'

Judgment-Y^movwHET [before whom the demur-rer was argued) .-On reading theflrst threeparag^^al
onh^amendedMl^ewould suppose that the^l|c

(a) 15 Ves. 79.
(c) 3 P. W. 79.

(b) 3 Madd. c;

{d) I Ves. 248.
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of the plaintiffB was to set aside the deed from Bradley

to Kilty as fraudulent and void as against creditors,

ard certainly a case for that purpose is sufficiently

stated ; but the plaintiffs, the administrators, and also

creditors of the estate of Bradley proceed in their bill

to adoi this fraudulent transaction, and ask the ben-

fit of it. It was not argued by Mr. Roaf in support of

the demurrer, that it was not in the power of the plain-

tiffs, as administrators, to do t^is and so bind the other

creditors ; but the demurrer, w^ich is general for want

of equity, is rested on other gi-ounds. The plaintiffs

allege that on the sale by Bradley to Kilty the latter

executed to his vendor a mortgage to secure the pur-

chase money of 4J1750 ; that this mortgage was by the

fraud and design of Bradley not registered until the

plaintiffs themselves registered it after his death ;
that

intermediately Kilty sold the land in two several par-

cels to the defendants Towner &nc\ IfiiA;i»s, respectively,

and that they, before the conveyances to them, or be-

fore payment by them of their purchase money, were

well aware that Kilty had not paid his purchase

money, and that Kilty had given a mortgage therefore

and that, fraudulently intending to cut out the said

mortgage, they caused the respective conveyances to

them to be registered, and that they were registered

prior to the registration of the mortgage. The bill

charges that neither of these two defendants has yet

paid his purchase money, and it claims that the mort-

gage should be fastened on the land prior to the

conveyances to them, and that failing this, the purchase

money payable by them respectively may be paid to

the plaintiffs on account of the mortgage money. The

demurrer is general for want of equity, and I think

must be overruled. The plaintiffs, under the allegations

in their bill, have at least a right to the purchasemoney

due by the defendants Toivner and Wilkins. It is ob-

jected, that it is not alleged that this money is overdue,

but I apprehend the plaintiffs are not bound to wait

for this event, and no authority is cited to shew that
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they are. They may obtain a decree fastening this
money as payable to themselves, though probabJy at
the risk of costs, if t' ey have been precipitate, and
the defendants have not improperly denied their right
to it.

Notice of the existence of the mortgage is charged to
have been had by them prior to the conveyances, or
before payment of thdr purchase money. In the one
case the mortgage would take precedence of the con-
veyance, as I understand the law of this court; in the
other, only the purchase money payable by them could
be claimed.

It was objected, that the demurrer should have been
addressed "To the amended bill," as the original bill
had been answered. A bill may be so amended as to
be demurrable, and the defendant must have the right
to demur to it in that state. In practice, it is usual for
the defendant to apply his pleading to "the amended
bill," but I am not aware that it is absolutely necessary
to do so. There is but one bill in the cause. It is the
bill, however or how often amended, and when a
defendant demurs to an amended bill, he is demurring
to the bill in the state in which it then is, and not as it
stood originally, for as such it has ceased to exist.

After this judgment had been given on the demurrer,
the cause was taken down for the examination of wit-
nesses before his honour Vice-Chaneellor Spragge, at the
sittmgs of the court at Brantford, in the spring of 1863.

Mr. Kerr for the plaintiffs.

Mr. Wood for defendant Towner.

Mr. VanNorman for defendant Wilkins.

The defendant Kilty did not appear.

iiiM
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Counsel for defendant admitted that as between the

deceased and Kilty the whole transaction was colour-

able ; but that as between Kilti/ and the other defendants

no ground waslaid for charging them with notice. They

contended, however, that neither Bradley in his life-

time, nor his representatives after his death, could be

heard to assert that the sale by him was fraudulent.

The cases principally relied on are mentioned in the

judgment of

Spbagge, V.C.—At the close of the case, at Brant-

ford,! expressed my views upon the case as it then

appeared to me. I have since examined the authorities,

and considered again the pleadings and evidence, and

the result has been to confirm the opinion I then formed.

The plaintiffs come into court in two characters ; as

creditors ofthe eat&te ofBradley, charging the alienation

irom him to Kilty as void under the statute ofElizabeth

;

and as personal representatives of the estate of Bradley,

being administrators with the will annexed.

To the first ground, it is a sufficient answer that the

plaintiffs are not judgment creditors with execution

issued, and so have no locus standi in this court, under

the case ofSmith v. Hurst, (a) and the cases which have

followed this decision.

As representatives of Bradley's estate they come
upon a mortgage made by Kilty to Bradley prior in

point of date, but subsequent in point of registry, to the

conveyances to defendants Towner and Wilkins. The

bill alleges notice to both defendants, and some evidence

is given of notice to Towner, none of notice to Wilkins;

but plaintiffs ask a decree against both, on the ground

that they have neither of them paid the whole of their

purchase money. That point, however, is settled against

(a) lo Hare, 30.
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tlio plaintiffs by the caae ol Ferras v. McDouaUl, (a)wluchdeculeB that a purchaser having a prior registered
conveyance does not stand upon the same footing as apurchaser who has not registered, but that if he is apurchaser for vah.able consideration he is protectedami It IS nnmatorial whether the purchase money hadbeen wholly paid at the time of notice given.

I understand it is not disputed that both Towner andIVdkinsave purchasers for value; there is evidence ofpayment by To.ouer of a part of his purchase money amortgage being given for the balance. The bill treats
both as purchasers for valuable consideration, and praysm the alternative that the unpaid purchase money bpaid to the plaintiffs instead of to Kilty.

As to notice to Towner: there is no evidence of noticefrom a quarter which under the rules laid down in the
authorities could affect him with notice as agains" hi
registered title, and he denies notice explicitly by haanswer Upon the question of notice, therefore! the
case fails as against Towner, as well as against Wilkins.

mS'JiTV'' -^^ alternative prayer, To^cner sub-

to Kilty the unpaid purchase money secured bv themortgage, if such decreecould properly be made. WiL
kins m his answer states that the amount of his pur-chase money was $1350, of which he paid $1000 in

eaTh fo^tf *t'^\"" '''' *^^ P----T noteseach foi $75, and he submits to pay the same under the

pSiffs
''"'" '" *^' ^'"^'''' ^^''''''' *« *^«

The bill alleges that the whole of the mortgage debtfrom Kilty to Bradley is unpaid, and it is Len 'ro
eo^i^sso against Kilty. L think such order may pro-
perly be made. The debt from Kilty to Bradley is fov

(aJ 5 Grant, 310.
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unpaid purchase money, and would form a lien upon the

land, and I apprehend, upon the unpaid purchase money
of the land so sold when sold to an innocent purchaser ;

unless as my brother Estm thought in Bahhi-in v.

Dui(jnan, (a) the lien is excluded by the taking of the

mortgage for the purchase money ; but even if so, the

mortgage itself is an express charge upon the land, and

the mortgage debt may, I apprehend, be followed into

the unpaid purchase money of the land sold by the

mortgagor to an innocent purchaser, and such would

probably be the case whether the mortgage was for un-

paid purchase money or for any other debt. The result

is that the plaintiflfs have an equity to receive the balance

of the purchase money due from Towner and IVilkina

;

in the case of the latter, however, only on production of

the notes.

The Decree drawn up on this judgment declared the plaintiffs

entitled to so much of the purchase money agreed to be paid by
Towner and Wilkins to Kilty as remained unpaid. Reference to
Brantford to take accounts of what remains due on mortgage from
Towner to Kilty and payment ordered in six months : in default a
sale. Also an account of what is due by Wilkins in respect of his

purchase money and payment to plaintiffs according to the terms of
his promissory notes upon production and delivery thereof to Wilkim.
Also an account of what is due on mortgage from Kilty to Bradley
giving credit for what shall be paid by Towner and Wilkins, and what
shall remain due to be paid by Kilty to plaintiffs. Towner and Wilkins
to have their costs, including reference. No order as to other costs.

(a) Ante vol. vi., p. 595.
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NicoL V. Tackaberry.

109

Easemml -Parol contract for conveyance o/-Costs-Rit,arian pro-
prietor.

A bill was filed by the owner of a mill. alleRins a verbal a«reeinentv.th the propnetor „f land adjoining, for the right to penShe water of a stream running through his land and which was

hrlrro"""^ '^^ '""'.°f ""-' »''"'""'^' '" c-onsideration o wh chhe was to open up a road across his farm, for the use and convemenceof suchland-owner; but no writing u^s ever drawn upevidencing the agreement. The owner of the land subseauent^vsold and conveyed this estate, and his vendee insTitu ted proceed.ngs agamst the mill-owner for damages, by reason o the pennSback of he water, whic:h had the e/Tect of overflowing a consider^able portion of his land. The evidence in the cause behig positive

fh. rn'!? *«'-^«'"t"t 'o permit the panning back of the water andthe road across the farm of the plaintiff having been used bv thepronrietor of the land, and his vendee, the courf decreedTspec fie

u'[£Zcosts
" '''"' ^«'-««'"«"'- 1'"'. "nder the circumstKs'

Statement—1\ns was a bill by John Nicol against
John Tackaberry, seeking to enforce specific perform-
ance of a parol agreement, which it was alleged had
been entered into in the year 1853, between the plain-
tiff and one Charles Kinler, whereby it was agreed
that, in consideration of the plaintiff allowing a "road
to be opened up through his property from the land of
Kinler to a point designated, he, Kinler, would give to
plaintiff, his heirs and assigns, permission to pen
back the stream used for driving the plaintiff's mill
upon the land of Kinler to such an extent as might be
necessary for the proper working of the mill. It
appeared from the evidence in the cause that before
the agreement, and since, dining the time Kinler
owned the property, plaintiff had been in the habit of
damming back the water thereon, and instances given
of Kinler using the road referred to after the agree-
ment. It further appeared that Kinler subsequently
sold to the defendant, who had instituted proceedings
against plaintiff for flooding his land. Thereupon the
present bill was filed, praying an injunction to restrain
the defendant from proceeding at law, and that he
might be ordered to convey the right of so penning
back the water to the plaintiff, on the ground of n- ^e.

both actual and constructive, to the defendant, oi „ae
bargain between plaintiff and Kinler.
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The defendant answered the bill, denying all know-

ledge of the alleged agreement, whereupon evidence

was taken before his Honour Vice-Chancellor S/>mf///c,

and a motion was subsequently made before the Vice-

Chancellor upon such evidence, as also several

affidavits which had been filed in the cause for an

injunction as prayed by the bill.

Ar<jimcnt.—'Mv. Blake and Mr. McCarthy for the

plaintiff.

Mr. Stromj, Q.C., and Mr. E. O'Brien, contra, con-

tended that this was a case in which, upon the evidence

here adduced, specific performance would not be en-

forced, and the evidence having been taken viva race,

the case ought to have been brought on for hearing at

this stage of the cause, the fact of the case being

doubtful was not sufficient to warrant the court in

interfering by way of injunction. LeTargey, D'Tuyll;

(a) Ridgimy v. Wharton; {b) Sitgden's Vendors and

Purchasers, 13 ed., page 126 ; Fry on Specific Per-

formance, sees. 229 and 835 were referred to, and

commented on by comisel.

/jid(/Hie»«.—Spragge, V.C—The evidence before me

in support of the case made by the bill is weak—so

weak that if this were the hearing of the cause, and

I had before me all the evidence that the plaintiff has

to give, I should feel that it was not sufficient ; not

such as I could safely found a decree upon ; and that

I should be obliged to dismiss the bill.

The plaintiff's case at present rests mainly upon the

evidence of John Foster, of whose desire to tell the

truth I have no doubt. What I doubt is, whether I

can safely trust to the accuracy of his recollection.

He first speaks of a conversation between Kinler, the

former owner of the land, since purchased by the

(rt) Ante vol. i., page 227. (b) 3 D. M. & G. 677.
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defendant and tho plaintiff. Ht- says they wore makiniz
a bargani about the water and the road ; the road beina
ftcrosH plaintiff's broken lot ten. and the water spoken
ot lionig the right of the plaintiF to back-water. But
he says that ho did not pay much attention to what
they said, and that they di.l not. .so far as he knows
come to an agreement at that time. He proceeds to
Hay that a sliort time afterwards he saw Khder and
iisked him how he and the plaintiff had made out, when
KnUer said that the plaintiff had given him the road
an( ho had given the water. Foster says that at the
earlier of these conversations others were present and
named Brazil, Hounh and Irvine. To what extent this
privilege of backing water was to extend he does not
say.

The only other person who gives evidence uf the
alleged agreement is one Samuel McConnell, whose
evidence certainly impressed me much less favourably
tlian that of Foster, and whose veracity is moreover
impeached. I do not think it safe to rely much upon
his evidence. However, what he says is this, that he
was working on the road on broken lot ten, and asked
hmkr what he was giving Xicol for the road, and
that Kinler said he was paying him no money, but
Kivmg him the privilege of the water for the road.

There is no doubt that tho road across broken lot ten
was opened, and that Kinler ^oi the benefit of it, but I
can hardly say that that is referable solely to the
agi-eement set up by the plaintiff, for the plaintiff him-
self at the same time obtained the benefit of a road
across a portion of Kinler's land, and the one may
have been the consideration for the other. At the time
spoken of by Foster, Nicol had built his grist mill and
was putting up a saw mill, and a road from his mill
across a portion of Kinler's land to a pinery was
convenu-nt if not indispensable to him, and by agree-
mei... ... ..,,^^,. ^i,e paitiua ue was to have the use of it
for drawing saw logs to his mill.
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The oiJy matorial evidence at present in favour of the

plaintiff iH that of Foster and M((hnndl. On the

other hand, there is the evidence of Kdward Lee, John

Ilaifden, and Ann Kinler, of language and conduct ou

the part of the plaintiff after the ailegod agreement

not consistent, as it api)oars to me, with the existence

of such an agreement. There is, hesides, the evidence

of Kinler, to whicdi, however, I am unahle, from the

manner in which it was given, to attach much weight.

Mi

There is also this circumstance, that of the three per-

sons present at the supposed hargain, besides Foster, I

have his evidence only ; one Hough it is sworn is in

Ireland, and a commission had been issued to take his

evidence, the other two are not accounted for. It may
be that the evidence of Hough will t^atisfactorily estab-

lish the agreement alleged. In the meantime the

defendant should be allowed to proceed with his action

at law to judgment. I think upon the case as it stands

execution only should be stayed. The plaintiff should

be prepared to bring on hia cause for hearing at the

next hearing term. If this were the hearing of the

cause, I should go into the question raised by Mr.

Strong. At present I think the bill sufficient, and I

see no good reason why an agi'eement being in relation

to an easement should for that reason not be specifically

performed. There ison the other hand much force ir

his observatidn on the necessity of the plaintiff estab-

lishing an agreement definite in its terms before he can

ask <;he court for its specific performance.

y

Snb^j^ .'rl'y the commission referred to in the

judgiiv^ -'.c , -s rpLii ned from Ireland with the evidence

of Ai'-x.n-"' •• Jiough tak? thereunder, the effect of

which uppea; , in the judgment on the hearing of the

cause,which was brought on to be heard upon the plead-

ings and evidence before his lordship the Chancellor.

Mr. Blake and Mr. McCarthy for the plaintiff.
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Mr. Strong, Q. C, and Mr. 0$ler for defendant.

For the plaintili it was alleged that in conBequenco
of the agi < oraent noi iiaving been reduced to writing,
he had be< n un.ler the impression that ho had not the
powei of enforcing it against Kinler.

Theanswerofdefendant.althoughdenying knowledge
of theagreement.adraits that Kinler had made Huch an
offer as is alleged in the bill ; and although vague at
first, the contract has been rendered certain by the
use of the easements agreed to be gi-anted by the
parties respectively.—/^tirrf v. The Birkenhead Dock
Co. (a) The evidence, especially that taken under the
commission, proves distinctly.the agreement as alleged,
and establishes clearly the right to the easement as
agahist Kinler; and it is shewn that Tackaberry had
notice sufficient under all the circumstances of the
case to deprive him of the right to set up the defence
of purchase for value without notice.

For the defendant it was contended that there was
not evidence sufficient to enable the court to pronounce
the decree asked for; that taken under the commission
did not render the case much, if any, stronger than
whe'T it was before his honeur the Vice-Chancellor.
Thf (• ^ ;. no evidence now of any one who was present
at the contract which it is alleged was made, but only
of casual conversations passing between the parties
subsequently. Upon such evidence it would be unsafe
to decree specific performance, but in this case there
never was a binding agreement at any time. Whatever
the arrangement may have been, it was intended that
a writing should be drawn up evidencing the bargain
between the parties before it should be considered as
finally concluded.

If the bargain should be enforced!in the unqualified I tMl^tl

(a) 6 Jur. N. S. 140.
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terms in which the witnesses s; eak of it, the defendant

may lose the whole of his farm, for no limit is put as to

the height of the dam or the duration of time for which

plaintiff is to have the easement.

The utmost that is attempted to be established is a

parol contract partly performed. Now possession to be

considered a part performance of a parol agreement

must be referable to that contract, and not to anything

else; here it was admitted plaintiffwas in the enjoyment

of this same easement, before it is pretended any agree-

ment was spoken of. Part performance does not apply

to the acquisition of incdrporeal rights ; now here this

is a mere easement, which by law could only pass by
grant ; it never could pass by livery of seisin.

But assuming that the court will apply the doctrine of

partperformance to easements, there is no evidence here

to establish the agreement. No evidence is given as to

the width or direction of the road : and the fact of

defendant having used the road proves nothing, it may
have been by permission of the owner of the soil; at all

events, it is not necessarily referable to any contract.

Mortal v. Lyons, (a) Rice v. O'Connor, {b) Price v.

Salisbury, (c) Reynolds v. Waring, (d) Pain v. Coombs,

(/) were referred to; the last mentioned case it is admit-

ted makes against the defendant, but Lord St. Leonards

disapproves of the view suggested by it, in his last

edition of Vendors and Purchasers, page 162. Counsel

also relied on the fact of the defendant's title being a

registered one, which would be affected by nothing less

than actual notice, constructive notice being insuffici-

ent for this purpose.

Mr. Blake, in reply, referred to Webster y. Webster, (/)

as being a much stronger case as to ihe effect of notice

Here the road was actuallythan is sought for here.

(a) 8 Ir. Ch. 112.

{c) 9 Jur. N. S. 838.

(e) I Del. & J. 46.

sion.

(b) II Ir. Ch. 510,

(d) Young, 346.

(/) 31 L. J- 655.
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laid out and used, which does away with any vague-
ness in the agreement, ifany ever existed. The registry
acts do not apply, and besides, this defence is not set
up by the answer, and the rule is. that it should be
pleaded. He also referred to Smith v. Baker, (b)
Judgment—VAf^KovoHiiKT, C—This is one of that

unsatisfactory class of cases in which it is sought to
enforce, specifically, performance of a parol agreement
Where parties will not reduce their agreements to
writmg, they ought not to be surprised that the court
hesitates to perform them. The clearest evidence of
the terms of the agreement must be furnished, and themmd of the court thoroughly satisfied of them, and
the part performance relied upon to take the case out
of the statute established to have been under and in
pursuance of the agreement before the court will inter-
iere It is, I think, to be regi-etted that this exception
to the application of the Statute of Frauds is now-a-
days upheld. Looking at the fallability of human
testimony, arising either from the bias of those who
feel an interest in the matter;^ or from the want of
attention and indifference of those who feel no interestm It, and are therefore looked upon as most reliable,
though they have never sought to fasten in th^ir
memories facts to which they are called to depose
scarce any case will leave the judge free from more or
less doubt m his mind. In times shortly after the
passing of the statute, where part performance was per-
mitted to remove a case from its operation, the art of
writing was not so generally practised as now. Men
had been accustomed by open acts of change of posses-
sion, unaccompanied by writing or deed, to deal with
real estate, and it might well have been considered a
hardship in many cases to deprive illiterate men of
rights, which, notwithstanding the statute, continued
thus to be created. Now, men have no difficulty in
reducing or procuring to be reduced into writing thf^W
bargains. I suppose it woukTbeimpossible in any area

(i) I Y. & C. C. c7^.

wM
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of four miles in this country to find even a small number

of settlers or inhabitants not one of whom could write.

Nevertheless the law which permits execution of parol

or rather oral agreements partly performed, is as fixed

now in our jurisprudence as the Statute of Frauds itself.

I have then toenquire whether in this case the plaintiff's

case is made out, and, after some hesitation, I have come

to the conclusion that he is entitled to a decree, to which

he is largely helped by the defendant's answer. The

bill alleges the agreement to have been in consideration

that the plaintiff would allow a public highway io be

opened up through his lot ten, in the fifteenth concession

of Tecumseth, from Kinler's lot on the soiith of it to the

township line on the north of it ; Kiuler would allow

the plaintiff, his heirs and assigns, the privilege of

penning back the water of the stream up to and through

Kinler's lot, to such an extent as might be necessary

for the due and proper working of a grist mill and saw

mill. The defendant in his answer does not deny that

he ever had notice of this agreement, but that he never,

at any time before or after his agreement with Kinler

for purchase, was aware that any such agreement had

been entered into. Now that the words " he never was

aware" were used deliberately, and were not intended

to cover want of notice, is manifest from the statement

that up to and at the time of swearing his answer he was

not aware of the agreement, though of course he had

notice of it by the bill. It is true that he also says

that he never heard anything about a road being given

by plaintiff to defendant for the water privilege, but no

weight can be attached to this paragraph of the answer,

because it also covers the whole time down to the

swearmg of the answer. In the eighth paragraph of

the answer, is the following statement :
" I say that

in the month of March, A.D. 1860, said Kinler came

to me and said, that he had offered the privilege of

flooding the north half of said lotnumber ten to plaintiff,

either to sell it or to let it or to trade it for a road, but

that plaintiff made him no answer except by abusive
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language, and that he would therefore sell it to,and that
he sold the said privilegeto me." The importance ofthese
two extracts from the answer will be seen when the fact
is mentioned, that at least three years before this time
a road had been constructed across the plaintifi^'s lot,
from the defendant's lot, to the town line, thus giving
the defendant access which he could not otherwise.thau
by a very circuitous route to the travelled highway,
have had, and that the defendant himself did .he main
pa>t ofthe workofmakingtheroad,and had actually been
usiiigit. Here thenwe have an absence of denial ofnotice
by the defendant. We have an admission as against
himself, that Kinler had offered the plaintiff the water
privilege for the road, and we have the fact that Kinler
actually had long before the defendant's purchase ob-
tained the road. This seems to me to render the parol
evidence of the alleged contract more reliable than it
would otherwise have been. Can any one doubt that
if Kinler had offered the water-privilege for the road,
the plaintiff being ready to give the road as is proved
by his having given it, would have refused that offer so
important and so valuable to him ; and does it not lead
to the conclusion that the offer was actually made and
was accepted; and that there was this trade of the
water-privilege for the road? I think the evidence
taken since the first examination of witnesses before
my brother Spragge in connection with that evidence
and the circumstances referred to above sufficiently
make out the plaintiff's case. The evidence taken un-
der the commission is very positive, but of itselfwould
not to my mind justify a decree for the plaintiff. It is
open to the objection, applying, to all evidence so taken
and standing unsupported, that it is given with the
knowledge that however false, it subjects the witness to
no penalty in human tribunals. It is objected that
the extent of the water-privilege to be allowed to plain-
tiff IS not clearly established. This is a difficultv. nnd
will always be a difficulty, in such cftses where the
quaHtityof la,nd which may be overflowed is not stated.

GRANT X. yj
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or where the height of the dam is not fixed, or the quan-

tity of water that may be used is not ascertained be-

forehand ; and in this case the plaintiff, in the absence

of clear proof entitling him to anything more, must be

content with a use of the water not more extensive than

he had in 1856, when the bargain seems to have been

made. It is also argued that the consideration is not

properly stated—as it was a private not a public road

that was bargained for. The evidence is that there was

to be a road through plaintiff's lot ; it does not appear

from it whether it was to be a road for Kinler'a exclu-

sive use or not, and I read it that he was to have free

egress and ingress from and to his lot by a road which

the plaintiff declares to be a public road ;
and this

seems to me to comply with the bargain on his part.

Again it is alleged that there is here no such part per-

formance as will take the case out of the statute, and

Mr. Strong maintains this position very ably, but it is

really not so much a case of part performance as of

complete performance on both sides. It is true that the

plaintiff did not enter upon the enjoyment of the water

privilege under the agreement, as he had this by as-

suming it previously; and there was nothing for him

to do after the agreement but to remain in possession

or enjoyment of the easement. The defendant got the

road, the plaintiffretained the easement: the agreement

was performed. There may be in some cases difficulty

in shewing a part performance when that rests merely

in the enjoyment of an easement.and still more in prov-

ing constructive notice by the enjoyment which may

not be of a character visible or tangible to the extent

to which the right totheeasement has been purchased;

but that difficulty does not arise here, and the plaintiff

is not put by the answer to proof of notice, of which,

however, there is some evidence. I may observe in

addition that the defendant does not allege by his

answer that he has paid his purchase money.

Upon the whole case, I make the decree without

costs, as it is not unreasonable in such a case for a
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defend?.nt to compel proof of his agreement by a party
who has no writing to show for it, and who can only
establish It by calling together witnesses scattered in ail
directions, and of whom or whose statements the defend-
ant cannot be expected to know any thing ; and in this
case the more especially, where the testimony given at
the first examination was, by my brother Spragge, con-
sidered insufficient to establish the case, and the plaintiff
was let in to further proof.

''111

Kains v. McIntosh.

Principal and surety-Purchase by plaintiff in name of agent-Fraud
and extortion.

for

fraud ^KoS'.!;" '"*"" '» '"""»« oo the ground oi

Statement—This was a suit by William K. Kaim
against Jamea Mcintosh, upon a mortgage given by
defendant to plaintiff, for securing payment of the
amount of a certain judgment against defendant and
one Mattheiv E. Annis in favour of plaintiff, for ^228
18s. 6d., with interest and costs, or so much of such
judgment as might remain due after applying the
proceeds that might be realized from the sale of Annis'
interest in certain other premises; the bill then aUeged
the sale of such interest on the 2nd of Mai-ch, 1860
for £170, for which alone defendant was entitled to
credit on his mortgage, and asked for the usual reference
and accounts, and sale in default of payment.

<
. li '9
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The defendant, by his answer, set up that in 1856 he

had sold certain real estate to Annia for $8,000, $1,600

of which he paid and satisfied on the day of sale, thus

leaving $1,400 due, for which Annis gave a mortgage

on the property, payable in two instalments, and also

giving his two promissory notes (for $1,000 and $400)

collaterally with the mortgage; that plaintiffhad bought

the same from defendant, and as the notes were made
' payable to order, defendant had endorsed the one for

$1,000 due to plaintiff, but which the defendant alleged

was done solely for the purpose of transferring the note,

and on theunderstanding that the defendant was not to

be liable thereon, and that plaintiff had undertaken,

after proceedings had been taken on such note, to stand

between defendant and any proceedings in'respect of it;

that about six weeks afterwards defendant was served

with a bill in this court to enforce the judgment which

had been recovered by plaintiff against Annis and

the defendant inthat action in which defendanthadmade

no defence, in consequence of plaintiff's undertaking

and assurance. In that suit a decree was obtained for

sale,andthe property embraced in the mortgage assigned

to plaintiffwas sold, and knocked down at public auction

to one Thomas Kains, a brother and agent of plaintiff,

who conveyed shortly afterwards to plaintiff. In the

meantime, and previous to such sale, defendant had

executed the mortgage in question in this cause, but

which the defendant alleged he had been compelled to

execute, as his only chance of escape from utter ruin.

It appeared that plaintiff afiei-wards sold thisproperty

to one Moore for $2,100, plaintiff having had to pay

$400 on a prior mortgage to one Muir, and the

answer set up that Annis had given his note for $200,

in order to obtain a stay of proceedings against him,

which the plaintiff accepted, sued and recovered judg-

ment upon against Annia ; this the plaintiff, on his

examination, denied, swearing that the $200 was given

by Annis to obtain a stay of proceedings on the $400

note, not on the note for $1,000.
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The defendant had also asserted in his answer that
AnnU had tendered to plaintiff $600, as part payment
of the $1,000. but this the plaintiff positively denied
on his examination. The evidence of one George Mc-
intosh tended, however, to estabUsh the fact, as he
swore that he was present when Annis tendered some
money to Kaim; that he had counted $500 when
Kains saying he would not accept it, Annia rolled up
the money and went away; and subsequently offered
and paid Kains $20 for a stay of proceeding for three
months, to enable Annis to make up the deficiency.

The case came on to be heard before his Honour
Vice-Chancellor Esten.

Mr. Blake and Mr. Abbott for plaintiffs.

Mr. Roaf for defendants.

Argument.-T!he plaintiff's right to recover was
objected to on the ground that defendant was not to
be held liable for anything until Annis' property had
been sold

:
that the sale which had been made was

not a valid one, and that plaintiff having put it out
of his power to assign to the defendant in the event
of his paying the amount due by Annis under his
mortgage, tho effect was to relieve defendant from all
further liability.

That time had been given in consideration of
the $20 for three months : that this having been
unknown to defendant until lately, and since the
recovery of the judgment, the defence was now open
to him: that the mortgage in this suit having been
extorted from the defendant, the court would not en-
force it, and that plaintiff should be bound to give
credit to defendant in this suit for the amount realized
upon the sale to Moore, if the court should be of
opinion t..at plainaff was entitled to any relief.

For the plaintiff it was contended that the pbjection
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as to the invalidity of the sale under the decree against

Annia and Mcintosh could not be raised in this suit

;

if such an objection were tenable, it should have been

raised in that suit, not now : that defendant is not in

the position of a surety ; his endorsement of the note,

and in respect of which the judgment was recovered

against him was for a consideration ; and as to the

amount received from Moore, plaintiff was now willing

to treat that sale as having been made under the

decree in that suit.

The other points relied on appear sufficiently in the

judgment of

EsTEN, V.C—I think the usual decree should be

pronounced. During the time of the account and the

six months allowed for payment, the defendant will have

an opportunity of applying in the other suit to annul the

sale, and then to apply in this suit to stay the proceed-

ings, but at present I must deem that the security of

^?imahasbeen realised and that the balance is claimable

on themortgagein question. It is not contended that the

defendant was not to be liable on his endorsement. No

reliable evidence whatever exists of the fact, and the

object could have been easily secured by an endorse-

ment without recourse if such had been the intention.

The plaintiff was justified in not accepting the $600 if

it was ever tendered to him, and the refusal was indeed

acquiesced in, for Kaina offers $20 to delay proceedings

for three months to enable him to raise the rest of the

instalment. It is said, but not proved, that the plaintiff

did not delay for the three months, which, if true, would

have been a defence to the action. It is said, however,

that this agreement discharged the defendant, who was

only secondarily liable. Supposing such to have been

the case, it afforded a complete defence to the action.

It is said, however, that it has only recently become

known. The defendant does not say this, and I think

that with reasonable diligence it might havebeenknown,
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but the defendant does not raise the defence, but suflferg

judgment to be obtained against him, and when a suit
is commenced on the judgment suflfers the bill to be
taken pro confesso against him, and when his property
is about to be offered for sale makes this mortgage in
order to gain time. T think that this objection cannot
be allowed. It is said that a note for $200 was given
in order to procure a stay of proceedings on the judg-
ment for a year, but Annis and Mr. Abbott differed in
their evidence on this point, and an instrument in
writing which exists on the matter was not produced
or accounted for, and under these circumstances it is

impossible to attach any weight to this objection,which
indeed was not urged in the argument. It is insisted,

by the learned counsel for the defendant who argued
his case with much ability that defendant paying
$1000 was entitled to an assignment of the mortgage
so far as it secured the $1000, and that the plaintiff

having placed it beyond his power to perform this duty
has discharged the defendant. But this view, I think,
cannot be sustained. Defendant by giving the mort-
gage consented to a sale of Kains' lands pubject to
Muir's mortgage and to the plaintiff's mortgage as re-

gards the $400, but free from the mortgage of $1000

;

and if a proper sale had been effected he could not
claim the assignment of the mortgage which indeed
he had waived. He says that the sale is improper
and therefore this right has not been waived, but he
refrains from applying to discharge the sale and there-
by encouraged the plaintiff to deal with the property
and to place it in its present position, and cannot
therefore, I think, in this suit object that the sale was
invalid, and insist upon the assignment of the mort-
gage as to the $1000, but the sale so far as it stands
must be taken to be good and the right to an assign-
ment of the security relinquished.

It is, however, insisted that the mortgage was pro-
cured by fraud and extortion, but of this fact I can see
no evidence whatever, and I may observe that it is

I
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rarely that effect can, be given to such a defence ;
ami

that the more convenient course is to institute a suit

in order to annul the mortgage, for which the defend-

ant has had ample opportunity, the mortgage having

been executed in February, 1860, and the present suit

not having been commenced until May, 1862. It is

complained that the balance remaining due after real-

izing Annia' interest has not been ascertained or noti-

fied, but defendant could easily have ascertained what

it was and tendered the amount, or enough to cover

what could be due,, but he has not taken a single step

for this purpose, and I do not see, therefore, why the

plaintiff should not have the full benefit of his security.

An offer was made during the argument to treat the

Hale to Moore as a sale under the decree, or to resv.".re

the land itself. If the plaintiff is willing to abide oy

this offer the defendant can avail himself of it, other-

.wise he must apply to discharge the sale m the other

suit The usual decree must be pronounced, in fact,

perhaps, the plaintiff might fairly claim to be paid the

costs occasioned by the defence, which has failed.
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Whittemore V. Lemoine.

125

Ante-nuptial a^reemtnt—Trustee and cestui que trust—Parlies—Costs.

A memorandum was produced, which was partially destroyed by fire
the purport of which was, that W, undertook to settle the property
of his mtended wife as her guardians should require; this was
proved to be in the handwriting of W., and to have been seen in a
perfect state since the decease of W., and, as the witness believed
signed by VV., and that before the marriage he had produced and
read a paper similar, so far as the memorandum went, to it
After the marriage the wife's property was all sold, and the proceeds
apphed by W. to the purpose of his business, who subsequently
and while in a state of insolvency, assigned to the cashier of a bank
a policy on the life of himself (W.) in trust, to pay certain bills of
his in the hands of the bank, and after payment thereof, to hold thf
moneys to be received nn the policy for the benefit of his wife and
children, but in the event of W. paying off the bills, to re-assign the
policy to him, or as he should appoint. W. having died, the trustee
received the insurance money, paid those bills, and claimed a right
to apply the surplus in paying off other liabilities of W. to the
bank. Upon a bill filed by the widow and children of VV. against
the trustee, the court thought the ante-nuptial agreement suffi-
ciently established, and ordered the trustee to pay over the
balance with interest

; and that the trustee, being the cashier of the
bank,who had thusreceived the benefit of the moneys,he sufficiently
represented the bank, and it was therefore not necessary to make
the institution itself a party to the suit ; but under the circum-
stances directed all parties to the cause to receive their costs out
of the fund.

Statement—This was a suit by Margaret Whittemore
and her four infant children, against Benjamin H. Le-
moine and John Herbert Mason, setting forth, that in
1858 the late Ezekiel Francis Whittemore,ihe husband
and father respectively of the plaintiffs, executed to the
d6fendant,as cashier of La Banquedu Peuple,an assign-
ment on a policy of insurance on the life of himself for

$5000, in trust first to pay certain acceptances of
Whittemore then in the said bank, and the surplus, if

any, to hold for the benefit of his widow and children
;

but if such bills were paid during his life-time, then to
re-assign the property to him, or as he should direct.

Some one or more of the bills having been paid by
Whittemore,the defendant applied for and obtained pay-
ment of the insurance money after Whittemore a death,
.wjth which he paid off such oi the bills remaining
unpaid as the assignment was intended specially to

,CQirer, and applied the remainder towards payment of
^ertaip other liabilities of Whittemore to the bank ; that

M
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such application thereof was in violation of the trusts

of the deed assigning such a lilo policy to Lemoine.

The bill alleged that the trusts declared in favour of

the plaintiflfs were made in compliance with an agree-

ment executed by Wkittemore previous to iho mai-riage,

and that relying thereon Mrs. Whittemore had surren-

dered a valuable real estate left her by her father.

The bill prayed that the trusts of the deed might

be established, an account directed, and payment to

plaintiffs ; or that Lemoine might be ordered to account

to the estate of Whittemore, of which the defendant

Mason was the administrator, and as such made a

party to the bill.

The main facts of the case, other than the ante-

nuptial agreement, were not disputed. As to that, a

portion of a written instrument, partially destroyed by

tire, was produce 1, which was shewn to be in the hand-

writing of Whittemore, dated the 6th of April, 1848,

and was as follows:
—"7 hereby agree to sign a mar-

riage settlement conveying and securing to my intended

wife Miss Margaret Johnson, all the property made to

her by the xvill of her father, * * late Mr. Robert

Johnston, * * any time after our marriage that it

may be required of me by her guardians, or either * *

them, reserving to me * * * control of the."

Alexander Manning was examined as a witness. He
swore, that shortly after the death of Whittemore, in

looking over the papers of deceased, with his widow, he

had found this writing, which was then complete, was

in the handwriting of, and as he believed, signed by

deceased : since that time a fire had occurred at the

residence of Mrs. Whittemore : that Mrs. Whittemore

had received under the will of her father some valuable

real estate in the city of Toronto, all of which had been

sold by Whittemore, and the proceeds applied by him
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to thfi purposes of his business : that frequently, during
his life-time, Mrs. Whittemorc had refused to execute
deeds either releasing her dower or for the purpose of
alienating her estate, unless a proper settlement were
made, when on receiving assurances that such would
be done, she signed the necessary papers. Another
witness, Parks, who was married to a sister of Mrs.
IVhittemore, swore, that before her Tiarriage, Mrs!
Whittemore resided in his house : tliat on Wkittevwre
prupoHing to marry, he had waited on him and spoke as
to securing his intended wife in her estate, when he said
he would make provision for that ; that a short time
afterwards he came to the house of witness with a
written paper which he read, the purport and effect of
which were similar to the paper produced, so far as that
goes

;
and that Whittemore had frequently during his

life spoken to witness of the insurances on his life as a
means of providing for his family.

It was admitted at the hearing, that at the time of
executing the trust deed Whittemore was in insolvent
circumstances.

Mr. Hodgins, for the plaintiffs, contended that it

was sufficiently established that the marriage had been
solemnised on the faith of the contract, and Whittenwre'a
insolvency when the deed to lemoine was executed was
not material. Mrs. Whitternore'a own property greatly
exceeded in value any thing that could possibly be
obtained from her husband's estate, including the
property obtained by her in the suit oiRoas v. Mason, (a)
in this court.

Mr. McGregor, for Lemoine, submitted to pay the
balance remaining as the court should direct, but con-
tended the evidence was not sufficient to entitle the
plaintiffs to succeed ; the personal representative was
the party properly entitled to it.

.' .1

(a) Ante vol. ix., p. 568.
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Mr. McLennan, for the administrator. The evidence

is not sufficient to deprive Whittemore's estate of the

benefit of this fund. He contended that the writing

purporting to be an agreement to settle was not suffi-

ciently prove^, and the trusts of the deed itself provided

that in the event of his being alive when the bills it was

made to secure were paid, that the policy was to revert

to himself. This could not be looked upon as a valid

and bindingdeed of trust. Underallthecircumstances,

he contended that the fund properly belonged to the

personal estate of the husband.

Thompson v. Webster, (a) Harman v. Richards, (h)

Jenkin v. Vaughan, (c) Goodwin v. Williams, (d)

Buckland v. Rose, (c) Norcutt v. Dodd, (f) Shears v.

Rogers, (g) Williams on Exors. (h) were referred to

by counsel.

Judgment.—Vankouohnet, C.— [Before whom the

case was heard.]—I think the ante-nuptial agreement

established ; though in its terms it is somewhat doubtful

in consequence of the destruction of a portion of the

memorandum relating to them. It seems that the

plaintiff, Mrs. Whittemore, owned a valuable property in

Toronto at the time of her marriage with the deceased

Ezekiel Francis Whittemore; and I think under the

agreement referred to this was to be secured to heruse. It

was of course so far secured that it could not be parted

with without her assent, but it seems from the evidence

that at the solicitation and under the influence of her

husband, she did part with it on the promise made by

him that he would make it good to her by securing to

her other property in lieu, of it. No specific security

was named, but it seemed that Whittemore looked to

policies of insurance on his life as a means at least of

(a) 4 Drew. 628.

{t- 3Drsw, ,534. pi
10 Hare 81.

(e) Ante vol, vii„ p. 440.

r«-) 3 B. & Ad. 362.

(h) Vol. i., pp. 670 & 1557, vol. u., p. 1560.

) A.r :2!.

Cr. & Ph. 100.
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providing for his family, if not for executing the obliga-

tion he had come under to his wife. In January, 1858i
he assigned the policy in question to the defendanii

Lemoine, in trust to pay off certain negotiable paper on
which he was liable, and the balance, if any, to his

wife and children in case he died before the paper was
paid ; and in case he in his life-time paid the paper,
then to re-assign the policy to him. Whittemore died
before all the paper was paid ; and a portion has been
paid out of the assurance moneys received by the defen-

dant Lemoine, who has in his hands a balance which
he submits to pay as the court may direct. There is

no direct connexion between the promise of Whittemore

to his wife and the trust declared in her favour in the
assignment to Lemoine; but looking at all that had
passed, I think I am justified in finding that Whittemore
intended that trust as an execution of his promise, and
that I should give the wife, or rather the widow and
children, the benefit of it. It is true that Whittemore
was insolvent at the time of the assignment, though he
might not have been aware of it; but one of his highest
obligations under the contemplated settlement, and his

promises subsequently, was to his wife, whose property
was sold for the purposes of his business. It is also

true that in the assignment of his policy there is a
provision that in case the paper was paid in Whittemore'

8

life-time the policy was to be re-aseigned to him. But
I think no argument against the trust in favour of the
wife can be drawn from this. Lemoine had been selected

as trustee from the mere accident of his being cashier
of the bank by which was held the bills whose payment
the policy was intended to secure. He would not have
been selected, and would most probably not have con-

sented to have become trustee for the plaintiffs but for

that circumstance, and had Whittemore got the polfcy

back he could have appointed another trustee for Ms
wife. I had some doubt as to whether Lemoine, who
was the trustee for Whittemore, and also trustee foi*

the bank, was entitled to his costs, as he admits tMi

V
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the moneys in his hands were appropriated by the bank

to other indebtedness of Whittemore ; but considering

the doubt which he might reasonably entertain as to

whom the moneys were payable, and his submission

to the order of the court, I think he should have his

costs with the other defendant, the administrator, out

of the fund, which I think, however, must be paid over

with interest, as Lemoine admits that the bank has

been using the money. It is not objected that the bank

should be a party, and it seems to be agreed that they

are sufficiently represented by their cashier Lemoine.

FiNLAYSON V. MULLARD.

Redemption—Pleading—Costs.

Where a suit is brought for redemption and the defendant sets up an
absolute conveyance by way of answer, to which the plaintiff

simply files a replication, without amending his bill to impeach the

conveyance, he cannot do so in evidence. Where, however, a cause

was brought to a hearing under such circumstances, and the evi-

dence was such as to create a strong suspicion of the bona fides of

the transaction, the court gave the plaintiff, who had purchased
from the alleged mortgagor, liberty to amend by making the mort-

gagor a party, with a view of impeaching the deed, and reserved

the costs until the cause came on again ; and the bill having been

amended in accordance with such permission, and again brought on
for hearing, the court, although unable upon theevidence to grant

the relief asked, refused the defendants their costs up to the original

hearing, in consequence of the untruthfulness of their answers.

The bill in this cause was filed by Henry M. Finlayson

against Jonah Muljxird and Joseph Rogers, praying

redemption, under the following circumstances: it

appeared that the land in question belonged to one

Ross, under a piurchase from government, upon which

the whole purchase money had not been paid at the

time of the transactions in question. Ross transferred

his interest in this land to the defendant Rogers on the

13th of March, 1856, by an instrument absolute in form

but intended by way of security. In July, 1869, Rogers

sold and conveyed it to the defendant Mullard by way

of absolute sale for $660, the whole of which is not paid.

Muftorrf paid the rem^i luder of the purchase money due

to the government and obtained the pai;eut. Finlayson
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having obtained judgment against Hoss for $70, pur-
chased his interest in the land in question, and received
a conveyance of it in March, 1860, in consideration of
this debt and of some law expenses he had paid for

Ross, and of two village lots worth $100, subject to the
mortgage to Rogers, which he undertook to discharge,
aud which was supposed to amount to about $250.
The consideration paid by the plaintiff amounted in all

to $450. The bill simply stated that the conveyance
to Rogers was made for securing a debt due to him by
Rogers, without stating that it was absolute in form,
and charged that Mullard had notice whenhe purchased
the land from Rogers that he had only a redeemable
interest, and prayed redemption in the usual form.
Mullard,m his answer, insisted that he was a purchaser
for valuable consideration without notice, and Rogers
insisted that he purchased the land absolutely from
Ross, as appeared from an instrument signed by him in

October, 1859, and otherwise. Evidence was entered
inio at length, on both sides, from which it appeared,
and was not denied by counsel, that the original trans-
action between Ross and Rogers was a mortgage. This
also appeared from the fact that Ross remained in
possession of the land after the transfer in 1856, and
from the conduct of Rogers at an interview on the land,
when Ross, Rogers, Milliard, and two persons of the
names of Bulmer and Taylor were present ; the fact was
proved by the testimony of Bulmer and Taylor, who
were disinterested and above all suspicion ; and from
Roger's behaviour on this occasion, it appeared that the
transaction then existing between them with reference
to this land was a mortgage, and it also appeared that
Mullard then had notice that Rogers had only a mort-
gage title. Mullard at this interview offered topurchase
Ross' interest for $650, and Rogers strongly pressed
the sale, but Ross refused to accept less than $1000 for

the land. Immediately after this, Rogers, behind Ross'
back, sold and conveyed the laud absolutely to Mullard,
for $650, the sum that Ross had just before refused,

•V Si >'

ll!

I
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and in October following procured Rosa to come to his

tavern, where a settlement was sworn by a witness

{Copp) to have taken place between them, when it

appeared that a balance of $707 was due from Ross to

Rogers, and an instrument was signed by Ross and
Rogers, in form only a certificate, but capable of being

used in connection with the former writings as evidence

of an abfi<>lute sale of the property which Rogers had
some time previously sold and conveyed to Mullard.

The cause came on to be heard before his honour V. C.

Esten, upon the pleadings and evidence.

Mr. Fitzgerald, for the plaintiff.

Mr. A. Crooks, Q. C, for defendant Rogers.

Mr. G. D. Boulton, for defendant Mullard.

The points relied on sufficiently appear in the judg-

ment of

Esten, V. C.—The instrument which was signed

byRoss and Rogers was ofa somewhat singular character,

in form a mere certificate, but designed, as I think, in

conjunction with the previous transfer by way of security

of March, 1856, to establish an absolute sale of the

property which Rogers had a month or two before sold

and conveyed to Mullard, and was probably procured

by him in order to support the sale to Mullard, and

perfect his title. Whether this transaction was a bond

fide hdXe, as Rogers contends, or was intended by way
of sale, in order to satisfy Rogers' debt in preference to

Finlayson's, who was then proceeding against Ross for

the recovery of his debt, and had obtained judgment ; or

was merely colourable, and intended solely to hinder and

delay Finlayson in the recovery of his debt, it was

equally bindingupon Ross ; andiJo^ershavingpreviously

sold and couveyei the land to Milliard, it would feed

and support that sale, and the subsequent transfer to the
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tttan«T"r*
"«^«««^"Iy be inoperative. It is true thatthe transaction m question was attended by circum-stanc ,hxch make it very doubtful whethei^it couTdbe sustained, among which I may notice that ItossZ^

Illiterate; that he merely desired Copj. to draw up arecerp or certificate; thatalthough it was read to him?does not appear that it was explained to him tha
It would operate as an absolute sale, contrary to il

and that the fact of the previous sale to Mullard, under

LTT T''.*''*
'^^^ been proved, was notdis'

closed to Ross by Rogers on this occasion. It would bepremature, however, to express any decided opinionon thispomt. The transaction must stand until itTaabeenimpeachedand overthrown, and so Ions as ts «nL

01 March. 1860. It has been attempted to assail this

tZTfTlu 'J
?'"''' ^"^^"^^ '' h-« ^ot been mpeached by he bill, but this. I think, was not allowab^

an abfnlT""
'"' '^ ^'''' "°^ the defendant set u;an absolute conveyance, and the plaintiff simply file areplication without amending his bill, he me^ I

whTn'th: L ?'•
'"*

°'i'l"^^
^^ '''^'' -'Jbecannitwhen the fact is proved, shew that it is not in point of

aside. This is the course adopted by the plaintiff on

trZT °'''T- ^^' ^'" ^°«« ^^ -^Peach thetransaction xn question. The plaintiff cod^
a suit for that purpose; he must join /?«.,, whose e^^dence would then be excluded. He asks leave, howeveramend hi3 bUI for the purpose of impeaching tS
^antlhS .'/'"' V' ^P-P---in whfch togrant that indulgence. The suit will not be altogether

thItZt ";
'*^" b^.««««««ary to insist, and to provetha the first transaction was a mortgage. It is truethat the plaintiff's neglect to amend his bill rendersTt

necessarytoreverttoananteriorsta^e.«,n^ t-v., J!
tVT'FT"^ * r°°^ ^^'' b«ttheconduct^of7he
defendan^s^has^not beau commendable. They should

8

^
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have admitted the original tranaaction to have been a

mortgage, and relied upon the transaction of October as

constitutingjin conjunctionwith the previous transfer.an

absolute sale, and had the plaintiffs attention been

directed to this case, he might have been led to amend

his bill for the purposeof impeaching a transaction thus

relied upon as forming the foundation of the defendants'

title. I therefore think that the plaintiff should have

liberty to amend his bill for the purpose of impugning

the tranaaction of October, 1859, if he shall so desire,

for which purpose he must join Rosit as a party. I

make no order as to costs, which will abide the event.

In accordance with the leave given to amend, the

plaintiff amended the bill by adding Ross a plaintiff,

impeaching the transaction of October, 1859, in the

manner suggested, and the case was again brought on

for hearing on the amended pleadings and additional

evidence, when the same counsel appeared for the

parties respectivel3^

Judgment.—^siETX, V. C—I have perused the origi-

nal and amended pleadings, and the former and ad-

ditional evidence in the case—I except, of course, the

evidence of Ross, which was offered at the hearing but

was decided by me to be inadmissible. Ross is, in form,

the real plaintiff : FinUyson can be joined only for the

purpose of obviating any objection which might be

founded on the transfer to him of the subject matter

of the suit. He had no interest, was not entitled to

call a single witness, and could not of course call his

co-plaintiff Ross, in form the real plaintiff. The case is

not free from suspicion; but I think enough does not

appear to warrant the court in annulling the sale to

Rogers. I decided at the former hearing that the in-

strument of the 10th of October, 1859, combined with

the previous transfer by way of mortgage, constituted

an absolute sale of the property in question, and that it

was incumbent upon Ross to overthrow this transaction
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befo. an, relief could be obtai^^^

It appears that in July. 1859, when this property

«age Held by Rogers, as was perfectly known both to

uos^ll ^ f^? '"^ ^"^^^^' ^'^^^ ^««» l^owerer

«1000 for he property, and disputed the amount

^rn%9on ^f.?' "I^'^"
^'' ^'^^^^^^^ *'^^t "ot morethan $200 could be due to him. Immediately afterthisoccurrence i2o^... bargained with Mullard forTe sakof the property to him for $650-the very mn titRoss had refused to accept. It is said by the defending

TJ:i7rrf ^^ ^'^r^' ^^^ no'eWdenVet-
ot t^s fact, for I reject Albert Rogers' evidence as

Z^Z '°
'""''T'-

"^'^^^ "- '^« afterwardTthe
transaction occurs between Rogers and Ross whichforms thesnbject of this suit, upon which occasTon io.7

Im I \'f'':'''' '^ '^'^ ItogersrZZn

him $707.34, and to have been very willing to accent adischarge of that debt as a full considerafion for ?heabsolute sale of the property for which three mon^^before he had demanded $1000. It looks very xnucbas Ifi2o^.,, was determined that a sale should be effectedto Mullard for $650, perfas ant nefas, and as if havt^

trom hmi the instrument of the 10th of October
1869, in order to enable him to perfect it. perhaps bypei^uadrng h.mthatit was necessary for the'proteciouof the property against Finlayson's exec-^ticn; rZmtending the transaction to be merely colourable buiJo^m mtending to avail himself of Ross' fears to

Stiff at T.^^^^^plaintiff, and whether under such circumstances Ross
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could obtain any relief I will not express any opinion.

No legal adviser qertainly was present on behalf of

jRo««, nor indeed on behalf of Rogers. Rogers states

both in his evidence and in his affidavit upon production

of papers, that he delivered to Ross upon this occasion a

number of notes which he held against parties made to

himself and others, and amounting to more than $707

39 cents. Gopp on the other hand states that no

papers were produced. The notas might have been

delivered before Gopp entered the room, but it is not

probable that they would have relied on memory to

furnish the items when the notes were at hand; either

it is untrue that notes were delivered, or Gopp must

have entirely forgotten the circumstances. In point of

fact the land was not seizable under execution. It had

not been granted by the Crown. There was no reason

to fear Finlayaon's execution; but this might have been

unknown to both parties. Ross might, fearing Finlay-

son's execution, have applied to Rogers, who might

have convinced him by producing notes that he owed

him $707.39, and Ross might have been willing to

make an absolute sale of the land in consideration

of the discharge of this indebtedness in preference to

permitting a sale under FinUyson's execution. He

must have known that he was dealing with the land

on the occasion of making the settlement on the 10th

October. The instrument, Go]^ says, was read to him.

He afterwards admits to KiM that he had sold the land

in question to Rogers, and that he had paid him for it.

At this time Finlayson was pursuing Ross keenly. He

first endeavoured to obtain from him an order upon

Rogers, no doubt supposing that Rogers had purchased

the land, or owed part of the price. Failing in thia

attempt, he issues a judgment summons, examines Ross,

and asks him whether he cannot furnish an order upon

Rogers. Upon these occasions Ross resists Finlayson'

s

efforts, and is evidently upholding the sale to Rogers

with all his power. He afterwards sells to Finlayson

for less than one-half of what he had insisted upon
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getting in the July previous. He was conscious of
having dealt with Rogers respecting the property in a
manner that rendered it impossible to demand for it,

what he had previou'^ly requu-ed, and instead of im-
peaching the transaction with Rogers himself, he sells
the right to do so to Finlayson, who is in fact the real
plaintiff. Upon the whole, although the transaction in
question is not, as I have already said, free from sus-
picion, I think the safer course is to dismiss this bill •

which must be without costs to the original hearing on
account of the untruthfulness of the answers in denying
that he first transfer was a mortgage, and Mullar/s
knowledge of it

; both which facts are clearly proved
but with costs from that time.

•".
\

Craig v. The Gore District Mutual Fire
Insurance Company.

Iquitable defence-Effect of raising it at law.

If an equitable defence be properly raiser! at U^^, »„j a- j-
upo... the adjudication caLot be revfewed in ^i,if

^''j^^l^ted

Statement—This was a suit against the Oore District
Mutual Insurance Company and one of the directors
thereof, seeking to impeach certain Claims of the com-
pany, on the ground of constructive fraud, and alleging
thatimproper charges had been made against the plain-
tiff, in respect of interest. In opposition to the relief

sought,thedefendantssetupthatthesamefactshadbeen
raised by the plaintiff by way of defence to an action
at law brought against him to recover these demands.

The facts of the case are wholly unimportant as
regards the present report.

Mr. Roof, for the plaintiff, now moved to restrain
proeeeumgs on the judgment at law.

Mr. Crooks, Q. C, and Mr. Blake, contra.
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Jtidgment.—EBTi^u, V.C— [Befce whom the motion

waa made.]—It is contended that the matters urged in

the bill were raised at law, by way of equitable defence to

theaction.andthejudgmentofacourtoflawpassedupon

them. If an equitable defence be properly raised at law,

and adjudicated upon, the adjudication cannot be

reviewed in this court. But when this equitable defence

is not properly raised atlaw.and consequentlyjudgment

passes against it, I do not see that the party entitled to

the benefit of it should be precluded from rais'ug it in this

court. The only equitable plea in the present casewa s the

first one; the third is a legal plea ofusury in contravention

of 16th Victoria, chapter 80 ; the first piea does not offer

the defence in the shape in which it is raised in this suit.

It merely insists that Hamilton, as a director, was

incapaciated from exacting excessive interest from the

company, insisting that Cooke was a trustee for him, not

insisting upon the incapacity of Cooke, as assignee of a

chose in action to claim what his assignor could not

claim, and not insisting upon the incapacity of Cooke

to claim any benefit arising from his employing a

directorashisagent,andplacinghiminapo8itioninwhich

the duty to himself conflicted with his duty to the com-

pany. Moreover, I do not see how the court of law could

administer effectual relief in the absence of Hamilton.

The object of the present bill being to impeach transac-

tions, on the ground of constructive fraud, arising from

a fiduciary relation of an agent, Le seems to be a neces-

sary party to the litigation. The only remaining question

is, whether the suit is properly constituted ; but as a

resolution is produced.authorising the prosecution of the

suit in the name of the corporation, and the question is,

therefore, only one of costs of the proceedings to this

time, as I should certainly permit an amendment on

proper terms ; and as I am anxious to dispose of the

injunction motion, and have little time at the present

moment to consult the authorities on this poiiit, which

are numerous, I shall reserve the question permitting

the record to be amended by the substitution of the

corporation as plaintiff.
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Ledyabd V. McLean.

189
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into subdivisions ; and the master having required a list of all

persons who had opened and worked wells upon the property
with a view to making them parties in his otiice ; and taking an
account of what they owed respectively in order that they might
be bound thereby ; and that the defendant might thus acquire a
lien on their portions of the land for the sums so to be paid by
defendant. Hi-ld, on motion by way of appeal from this direction
of the master, that tuich other purchasers were not proper parties :

nor could the defendant thus acquire any lien upon their property,
or, in the absence of a request, any claim a^.-iinst the parties for

re-payment of the amounts advanced on their accounts, there being
no legal liabdity on his part to make such payment. .And, Quart,
if even he could thus acquire such lien or claim, whether they
would in that case have been proper parties.

Where the parties to a cause had produced and examined their wit-

nesses at Toronto, all of whom resided at a distance therelroui, and
in close proximity to one of the circuit towns, the court, while
awarding the general costs of the causa \.r> the defendant, refused
him the cc^ts of the attendance of his witnesses.

Statement.—This was a bill by Thomas Douglas Led-

yard against Tliomas McLean, setting forth that in the

month of March, 1860, one William Foord, of Ennis-

killen, being seized in fee of certain lands in that

township, agreed with one James N. Scatcherd to grant

him the right and privilege to enter thereon t' bore

and dig for oil therein, which agret rsient was reduced

to writing by Scatcherd, and was embodied in two

separate instruments, which were executed hy Foord and

Scatcherd,&nd were in the words and figures foUoviug

:

" This indenture madi this the thirteenth day of

March, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and sixty, between William Foord, of the

township of Enniskillen, in the county of Lambton, and
province of Canada, yeoman, of the first part, and
James iV. Scatcherd, of the city of Buffalo, in the
state of New York, one of the United States of

America, of the second part, witnesseth that the said

William Foord for and in consideration of the rent

and agreements hereinafter mentioned to be paid
and kept by the said James N. Scaffkerd, he the said

William Foord liath demised and doth demise, and to

farm let unto the said James N. Scatcherd, his execu-

tors, administrators and assigns the right and privilege

to enter into and upon the east half of the east half of

lot number eghteen in the second concession of the

township of KninskiUen, in the c unty of Lambton and
province aforesaid, for the term of fourteen years from
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the (late liereof, and to boro and dip for oil on anv part
of the Haul lot or hereby domiHed premisen except as
hereinafter nientioned, that in to say, the lessee, his exe-
(uitors, adminiHtrators and asBi^m, afirees that he will
not bore or diK for oil on any part of the east half of
the east half of lot eighteen that maybe under crop ofany kind, until the amount of damages likely to be sus-
tained as to such crops shall bo paid or tendered to the
lessor, or the amount of such damage mav by agreement
of the lessor and lessee be referred to and estimated by
three of the councillors of the said township, and in
either case the amount of damages shall be paid or
teiulered before commencing to boro or dig where such
crops may be, and the lessee is hereby given the privi-
lege ot egress and regress of and from said demised
premises for himself, his executors, administrators and
assigns, his and their servants and agents, horses
and carriages, teams and conveyances at all times dur-
ing the said term necessary for the free and ample
enjoyment of the privileges hereby granted and the
right to take for his and their own us^ '.

,,{ {>, aefit all
the oil he or they may find. To ha . .tnd to hold the
premises and privileges hereby doniised unto the lessee.
1118 executurs, administrators and assigns, for the full
and complete term of fourteen years fram the date
ftereot. Yielding and paying the sum of one dollar perannum if demanded, and thi receipt of the first vear's
rent is hereby acknowledged. And the lessee'cove-
nants with the lessor to pay rent and to lill up any
well he mo-y dig or bon for oil and not use, and that he
will deposit with the lessor the sum of fifty dollars be-
fore commencing to dig or bore: such sum to be held
by him as a guarantee that the above mentioned wells
or holes shall be filled upagun by the lessee. And the
lessor covenants with the lessee for quiet enjoyment of
said demised premises free of all incumbrance and
claim whatever during said term : proviso for re-entry
by the lessor m case the lessee shall not commence to
dig or bore a well within eighteen months from the
date hereof. In Witness," etc.

" This a^eement made between WilliaviFocyrd,of the
township of Enniskillen, county of Lambton, and prov-

bcatcherd, of the city of Buffalo, in the state of New York,
one of the United States of America, gentleman, of the
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second part,witnesseth that whereas the said party of the
first part hath leased unto the said party of the second
part the privilege of boring and digging on the oast half
of the east half of lot number eighteen, in the second
concession of the township of Enniskillen aforesaid, for
the term of fourteen years, said lease being dated on
the thirteenth day of March, one thousand eight hun-
dred and sixty ; the said party of the first part agrees to
sell and convey by deed without incumbrance or dower,
at any time or times during the said period of fourteen
years he may be required to do so by the party of the
second part, a good title unto the said party of the
second part, his heirs and assigns, for the consideration
hereinafter mentioned, a roadway from any wells the
said party of the second part maydig or bore to the side
road on the east side of the said half of the east half of
lot No. eighteen : said wadway to be laid out in the most
direct way from said well or wells to the side-road, pro-
viding the creek does not interfere ; also sufficient land
for the working such well or wells, said conveyance to
be made when the said party of the second part com-
plies with the conditions agreed to beperformed by him.
The party of the second part agrees to payunto the party
of the first part, his heirs or assigns, the sum of one
hundred dollars for the first well he may work for oil,
and the sum of fifty dollars per acre for the land neces-
sary for the working such oil well or said roadway : the
party of the second part agrees to pay to the party of
the first part the sum of fifty dollars for any oil well he
shall work after the first one, and the sum of twenty-five
dollars per acre for any land necessary for working said
well or wells : it is understood that boring or digging
for oil is not to be understood as a working of wells for
oil. In witness," etc. Audthe latter of such instruments
was duly registered in the registry office of the county
on the 5th of April following: that Scatcherd entered
into possession, and without any title other than that
obtained under these agreements, surveyed and laid off

the premises into subdivisions,and that defendant claim-
ing under Scatcherd, claimed the right to one of such
subdivisions [lot No. 1] : that Foord, by deed of bargain
and sale, in August, 1862, sold and conveyed the said
fifty oores to T)laintiff: that defendant, under such
assignment from Scatcherd, claimed exclusive right of
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poasession to such sub-division, and had commenced
certain permanent buildings for the purpose of refining

the oil obtained on the land, which plaintiff insisting he
had not the right to do, caused him to be served with

notice, " that as owner of the east half of the east half

of lot eighteen in the second concession of Enniskillen,

fifty acres, I hereby forbid you to erect any buildings

or structures whatever upon any portion of the said lot,

(signed,) T. D. Ledyard," and caused a similar notice

to be inserted in the newspaper called the Oil Springi

Chronicle, published within half a mile of the premises.

The bill prayed, amongst other things, to have the

true construction of the agreement between Foord and
Scatcherd, under these instruments declared, and the

rights of plaintiff and defendant determined, and for an
injunction to restrain continuing or using or suffering

or permitting to be used or continued on the premises

any buildings or erections put up or made thereon; or

from sinking any tanks on the same, and from using

any already sunk thereon.

The defendant answered the bill, claiming the right

to do all that he had done en the property, as assignee

of Scatcherd, from whom he had purchased in good
faitli and to whom he paid the price of $1200, and
went immediately into possession under such assign-

ment, which possession he had retained ever since, and
had expended large sums in developing the well of oil

on it, and erecting buildings, machinery, and tanks

necessary for the efficient working of such well : that

before bill filed, he offered to do all things necessary to

become the absolute purchaser of the premises, and
submitted by the answer to pay any thing plaintiff

might be found entitled to under the instruments ; and
prayed a specific performance of the agreement so far

as said acre is concerned, and a declaration that defen-

dant was entitled to the full and undisturbed possession

thereof.

The plaintiff having filed a replication putting the

If \ lllS't.

' m

m
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cause at issue, evidence was taken before the court at
considerable length, for the purpose chiefly of establish-
ing whether or not the defendant was requiring a deed
of a greater portion of the property than he was entitled
to claim under the agreement.

Mr. Brough, Q. C, and Mr. Blake, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Roaf for defendant.

Haywood v. Cope, (a) Stuart v. The London and
North Western Railway Company, (b) Hook v. McQueen,
(c) McLaughlin v. Whiteside, (d) Webb v. The Direct
London and Portsmouth Railway Company, (e) Milnes v.
Oery, (f) Hall v. Warren, (q) Gourley v. The Duke of
Somerset, (h) Jackson v. Jackson, (i) Meynellv. Surtees,

(?) Sanderson v. The Cockermouth and Workington
Railway Company, {k) Pembroke v. Thmpe, (l) Great
Western Railway Company v. The Desjardins Canal
Company,(m) Norivay \.Rowe,{n) Chethamv. Williamson

,

(o) Bainbridge on Mines, pp. 84 and 250; Fry on
Special Performance, 90, were cited.

t/?M«pwe?i«.—SpRAGGE,V.C.—The question in this case
arises upon two documents; bearing date the 15th of
March, 1860. The parties to which are William Foord,
of Enniskillen, and James W. Scatcherd of Buffalo. By
the one document Foord demised to Scatcherd the right
and privilege for fourteen years to enter upon 60 acres of
land in Enniskillen, the property of Foord, and to bore
and dig for oil on any part of the land, and to take for

his own use and benefit all the oil that he might find;
the rent reserved was one dollar a year, if demanded'.

(a) 25 Bear. 140
{c) Ante vol. ii., p, 490.
(e) I D. M, & G. 521.

Ig) 9 Ves. 605.
(t) I S. & G. 184.
{k) II Beav. 497.
{m) Ante vol. ix., p. 503.*

(0) 4 East, 469.
•Since reversed on appeal

(6) r D. M.&G. 721
(d) Ante vol. vii., p
(/ ) 14 Ves. 400,
(A) 19 Ves. 429.
{j)3S.&G. loi.

(/) 3 Swan, 437.
{n) ig Ves. at p. 156

573-
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In one part of the instrument the 50 acres are called
the demised premises. That instrument, taken by itcelf,

conveyed valuable privileges to Scatcherd for a merely
nominal consideration. By the second document Foord
agreed to sell and convey to Scatcherd at any time or
times during the said period of fourteen years, a road-
way from any wells that Scatcherd might dig or bore, to

a side-road on the east side of the land, *' also sufficient

land for the working such well or wells," and Scatcherd
was to pay " the sum of $100 for the first well he may
work for oil, and the sum of $60 per acre for the land
necessary for the working such oil well, and the said
road-way," and " tb*^ '^nu, of $50 for any oil well he
shall work after tJ « ui^i one, and the sum of $25 per
acre for any land . ..cidsary for working said well or
wells, and the road-way."

Scatcherd divided 26 acres of the 50 into acre lots,

each lot running from the east side-road, to the rear of
the land, forming a narrow strip, having a frontage of
from 80 to 100 feet. The defendant is the purchaser
from Scatcherd of his interest in one of these lots ; the
plaintiff is the purchaser from Foord of the 50 acres,

subject to the interests created by the instruments to

which I have referred.

There is an oil well upon this acre ; it was at first, or
soon afterwards, what is called a flowing well, produc-
ing as much as 600 barrels of crude oil in a day, when
worked for twelve hours, from which the defendant's
witnesses infer that it was capable of producing twice
that quantity, if worked through the whole twenty-four
hours. In the autumn of last year it gradually failed

as a flowing well, and in January last ceased to flow, and
has since been converted into what is termed a pumping
well. While it was a flowing well, the defendant put up
buildings and machinery for the refining of the crude oil,

sufficient, indeed, only for refining a small proportion of

the crude oil produced. At that period the demand for
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oil waa very si- .all, in proportion to the quantity pro-

duced ; and the price of crude oil consequently so low

as in the opinion of some of the witnesses, not to be

remunerative, while at the same time refined oil sold

at a remunerating price.

The bill asks for a construction of the agreement, and

for an injunction mandatory as to buildings, machinery,

and tanks, already erected and placed, and to enjoin

future erection'^! The prayer of the bill is obviously

too large, and I understand what is asked at the hearing

is only against the refinery, and that the defendant be

confined to such space as is absolutely necessary for the

working of the well, it being considered, as I understand,

that the defendant is entitled to such space as may be

necessary for separating the oil from the water, with

which it is mingled when taken from the well, for which

purpose tanks are necessary for handling and barrelling

the oil, and teaming it off the premises.

The defendant, on the other hand, contends not only

for a refintry, but for sufficient space to prevent the

sinking of other wells; which might interrupt the

supply of oil to the defendant's well.

The plaintiff contends that the effect of the instru-

ments between Focrd and Scatcherd is only to confer a

license to dig wells on a certain piece of land, and that

there remained in Foord a right, himself, to dig and bore

wells for oil. Taking both the instruments together,

for 80 they must be read, as forming one agreement, I

incline against this construction, but practically, it

makesnodifference as tothe defendant, for I think, upon

the evidence, there being already one well upon the de-

fendant's acre, the boring for a second within its limits

would seriously endanger the continued production of

oil from this well, and so be in derogation of the license.

On the other hand, I think the defendant claims too
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much ; and first, as to the refinery. Eefining oil, and

selling it refined, may be a more profitable use of the

oil well than selling the crude oil, but the defendant

must be confined to what has been stipulated for, viz.,

sufiicient land 'or working the well, or, as is expressed

in other parts of the agreement, land necessary for

working the welL I think a refinery something beyond

this and that it bears much the same relation to working

an oil well as smelting ore taken from a mine does to

working a mine. That it is not a necessary adjunct is

proved by the circumstance of the greater number ofthe

wells in the neighbourhood of the one in question,1)eing

worked without refineries, and of this well, when at its

largest production being worked, as to the greater pro-

portion of its produce, without the refinery. As a fact,

too, many refineries are distant from the oil wells.

The evidence, as to the quantity of land necessary for

the working of the defendant's well, is conflici.ing ; but

there is evidence that he does occupy and use fully an

acre in working it, and that, according to the evidence

of witnesses, without waste of space. It was put to the

witnesses whether space might not be saved by making

the tanks deeper, or by placing them in tiers, one above

another ; but I think it was shewn that neither one nor

the other would be advisable. It may be possible that

some small space might be saved, but in construing the

words used in the agreement, "sufficient" and "neces-

sary,"we mustlookat them in connection with the value

of the land, and of tue article produced from it, which

was the subject of the contract : for instance, if it were

proved that twenty feet square might be saved by the

expenditure of sglOO, I think the court ought not, for

that reason, to say that the twenty feet square is not

necessary for the working of the well. But then a

portion of the land so occupied and used is covered by

the refinery; upon calculation I find about one twenty-

fourth of an acre. When the defendant's was a flowing

well, he actually occupied about one acre and a half of
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ground, he and his neighbour occupying portions of

one another's land, and it is in evidence that oneperson

having a well producing considerably less than the

defendant's, and who already had half an acre of land

with it, procured an additional half acre, and found it

not more than sufficient. This included a refinery. If

the defendant's well was now a flowing well, I should

say upon the whole of the evidence that if I confined

the defendant to less than an acre, I should be putting

upon the agreement a more strict and straitened con«

structiou in regard to quantity of land than the parties

themselves contemplated,and than was reasonable; and

I mayobserve here that in fixing the price for the land

that might be required, it was by the acre. I do not

mean that if Scatcherd, or those claimirg under him,

should shew an acre and a quarter, for instance, to oe

necessary, he would be warranted in taking two acres;

but it tends to shew that very few fractional parts of

an acre were not in the contemplation of the parties.

But apart from that, supposing it proved that a full

acre was reasonably necessary, and was used, and that

one twenty-fourth part of the acre was used by the

refinery, I do not think that I ought to conclude that

twenty-three twenty-fourths of an acre was all that

was necessary for the well, without the refinery, and

restrict the defendant to that quantity.

The defendant, doubtless, disposed his buildings and

tanks, and his space for barrelling and teaming, and the

like, with a view to the well and its produce continuing

what it was when a flowingwell. The parties, when they

made this contract, and the purchaser, when acting

under it, were dealing with a new thing, and ought not

to be held to consequences which could not be foreseen.

From the evidence I judge that wit^^ the present

capacity of the well half an acre of land would be suffi-

cient for working it ; but does it follow that the de-

fendant is to be restricted to that quantity ? So far
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as the plaintiff's bill is concerned, apart from the cross-

relief prayed by the answer, I should say, certainly

not. The defendant properly occupied and used an

acre ; and supposing him only a tenant for the fourteen

years, the court would not lend its aid to his landlord to

compel the removal of buildings and tanks so properly

put up, because, from altered circumstances, contemp-

lated by AO one, a less space and smaller buildings

would not suffice. But there is anotLer reason, it can-

not be told that this well may not become again a

flowing well by natural causes, by deeper boring, or

otherwise, and be restored to its former capacity ; or

that the like quantity may not be obtained from another

well upon the defendant's acre. Tl- are siurely can be no

equity in the plaintiff under such circumstances to have

any of these erections removed. Further, the defend-

ant elected and actually ofT3red to purchase early in

November, 1862, when the well in question was still a

flowing well, and the plaintiff refused to sell, except

upon terms not according to the contract. Foord agreed

to sell and convey from time to time during the fourteen

years, and the defendant's right to purchase is not

denied. I should say the defendant's rights must

stand now as they were then ; otherwise the plaintiff

would profit by his improper refusal to perform Foard's

contract. For these reasons I have no doubt as to the

propriety of denying the relief prayed by the bill.

With regard to decreeing specific performances to the

defendant, as prayed by the answer, I do not think the

case governed by Smith against the municipality of

Port Hope. In that case specific performance was not

prayed by the answer, but, as I understand from the

note of my brother S«ten, compensation in lieu thereof;

andwhat was prayedwas upon circumstances independ-

ant of the transaction upon which the bill was founded,

and so not within the general order. This case seems

to me to come within the general order, the right to

relief (if any) growing out of the same transaction

GBANI X. 9
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which formed the subject matter of the bill. I think,

too, that the facts necessary to make out the defendant's

title to relief appear sufficiently in the answer ; and I

see no reason for putting the defendant to file a bill.

Specific performance is resisted on the ground that

the contract is too uncertain to be executedby this court.

I think this objection is not sustainable. In Hook v.

McQueen, (a) the contract was for the sale of lot 16,

and as much of lot 17, as should require to be flooded

for the purposes of working a mill on lot 16. My
brothern Eaten held it not too uncertain to be executed,

thinking that a jury or the master would be competent

to determine the quantity of land on lot 17,. which it

would be necessary to flood for the pm )ose of working

any saw mill that would be reasonably erected on lot 16.

In the cases of leases of mines or licenses to sink

mines, it must be necessary todetermine the same point,

for such lease or license carries with it the right to use

so much of the surface as may be necessary for working

the mines.

Again, in contracts respecting oil springs, it was

scarcely possible from their novelty to define before-

hand what quantity of land would be necessary for

working them. An^ the contracts would almost neces-

sarily be in th shape, in that respect, in which this is

made. And tue court, adopting itself to the exigencies

of mankind a ; they arise from time to time, ought, I

conceive, so to deal with new subjects as they present

themselves as best to effectuate the intentions of the

parties, and not to allow rules and principles applicable

to a different state of circumstances to interfere with

the exercise of its jurisdiction whenever in its judg-

ments it can be usefully exercised.

—

Taylor v. Sal-

mon, (h)

There is another reason why this objection should not

(a) 2 Grant, 503. (6) 4 M. & C. 14.
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prevail, namely, that the court will not entertain such
objections when it can execute the agreement, after the
expenditure ofmoneys upon the faith of the agreement,
although it might otherwise have sustained the objec-
tion. Sir William Grant acted upon this principle in
Gregory v. Mighell, (a) where upon an agreement for a
lease, the rent was to be fixed by arbitsation, the tenant
was let into possession and expended moneys upon the
land. Sir William Grant said, " he (the defendant)
*' must have known that the expenditure was made upon
the faith of the agreement. It " (the agreement) "

is

in part performed, and the court must f\nd some means
of completing its execution." I refer also to the lan-
guage of Sir John Stuart in Meynell v. Surtces.
It is clear from the evidence that Foord was well aware
that largeandexpensive improvements were beingmade
by the defendant, and that he made no objection to
them.

,

The defendant in this case cannot be recompensed
except by the performance of the agreement in specie;
and it is upon that ground I conceive that the court
proceeded in Gregory v. Mighell, and also in Storer v.
The Great Western Railway Co., (b) in Sanderson v.
Cockermouth and Workington Ry. Co., (c) and other
cases of that class, although in these later cases the
court probably would not have decreed specific perform-
ance if the works contracted for had been upon the
plaintiff's own laud. In the latter case the matter to
be ascertained was, as in this case, what was necessary
for certain purposes. Therailway company being about
to sever the plaintiff's land by their railway, agreed to
purchase the necessary portion of land, subject to the
making such roads, ways and slips for cattle as might
be necessary. Lord Langdale was not deterred by the
difficulty of the enquiry. He observed, "It must be
admitted that it is very difficult to execute an agreement

(a) i8 Ves. 328. (6) 2 Y. & C. C. C. 748.
(c) II Beav. 497.

31
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expressed as this is ; but the difficulty does not seem to

me to be such as to make it proper for this court to

decline exercising jurisdiction over the matter in dis-

pute between the parties. The railway of the defend-

ants severs the plaintiff 's land—divid(o itiuto two parts.

Under the agreement as expressed the plaintiff is

entitled to havo^such road-ways and slips for cattle as

may be necessary. The word ' necessary ' must receive

a reasonable interpretation ; and I consider the expres-

sion to mean, such roads, ways and slips for cattle as

may be necessary and proper for convenient communi-

cation between the several portions of the plaintiff's

What is to be determined in this case is less difficult

than the enquiry directed in the case before Lord

Langdale, and would be less difficult if the enquiry were

at large, but all that I have to determine is, whether

an acre is unnecessarily large. I think as I have

already intimated, that I must measure the necessity

and the sufficiency by what the well has been and

what it was when the defendant elected to purchase,

and what, it may be again, and that not narrowly

or illiberally, but, in the spirit of Lord Langdale's

judgment, consider what may be necessary and proper

for the convenient workiup of the defendant's well.

In the case of lessees and licensees of mines, their rights

to the use of surface land for working the mines are

also construed liberally. I think the defendant entitled

to a conveyance of the one acre of land purchased by

him from Scatcherd upon the terms of the agreement

between Foord and Scatcherd.

One point, however, ought to be provided for, namely,

the payment to be made in the event of the opening of

future wells : that I think may properly be made a

charge upon the land conveyed.

The defendant is entitled to the general costs of the

cause, Duc i luust eji-wpt izoui vti-^-.i^, ^«w * ..!»i—

•

I should do at the hearing, the costs of the attendance

of the witnesses at Toronto.
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Decrte.—DucLARz, that the plaintiff is not entitled to the relief
prayed in his bill of complaint filed in this cause. Declare, that the
defendant is entitled to the specific performance of the agreement in
the bill in this cause mentioned, in so far as lot number one in the
said bill mentioned is concerned, and that the said defendant is

entitled to the full use and undisturbed enjoyment of the said lot
number one in the said bill mentioned ; order and -" xreo the same
accordingly. Order and decree that the said plaint do convey to
the said defendant said lot number one in the said 1 mentioned,
free and clear of all incuml-rances, but subject to a c! "irge in favour
of the plaintiff, giving him a lien upon said lot numbjr one, for the
payment by the defendant to the plaintift of the sum of fiftv dollars
for each and every well whicli may be sunk and worked on said lot
number one, in the said bill mentioned, the conveyance to be settled
by the master, all proper parties to join, &c,; the master to take an
account of what, if any thing, is due and owing from the defendant
to the plaintiff, under and by virtue of the agreement in the said
bill mentioned, and to tax to the defendant his costs in this suit,
except witness' fees, &c.

In proceeding under this decree, the plaintiff brought
into the master's office a claim for the opening of the

several wells which had been opened and worked on the

whole 60 acres, insisting that before he could be com-
pelled to convey the acre to defendant he should be

paid at the rate stipulated for by Foord'a agreement
with Scatcherd. To this the defendant objected, unless

the accounts were properly taken in the presence of the

parties so chargeable in respect of such working of the

wells. Thereupon the master issued a direction that,

"It appeared that there were other wells sunk on the

premises in the agreement in the bill in this cause men-
tioned, by persons or parties to this suit who ought to

be parties : the plaintiff is to bring in a statement

verified by affidavit shewing the names of the persons

who have sunk the said other wells." Whereupon the

plaintiff gave notice of motion to rescind or vary such
direction of the master, on the grounds that the paid

persons were not necessary or proper parties to this

suit, either to be made in the master's office or other-

wise ; and that if necessary then, that the required

statement of their names should be directed to be

brought in by the defendant.

Mr, Bhke, for the motion.

Mr. Roaf, contra.
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J^finent.—Spraoge, \. C.—The decree does not

eeem to conclude the question now raised, though I

judpo from the wordiilg of it, that it was assumed that

all the defendant was liable for to the plaintiff was

what is due in respect of the well or wells, roadway, and

land necessary for working the wells upon tho acre

purchased by him. The master is directed to take an

account of what, if any thing, is due from tho defend-

ant to tho plaintiff under and by virtue of the agree-

ment in the bill mentioned. If under the agreement

the plaintiff is entitled before making a conveyance of

this acre to be paid what is due under the agreement

in respect of any part of the land, which is the subject

of the contract in the bill mentioned, it must be pay-

able by the defendant, as he is seeking specific per-

formance, and in that sense be money due by him to

the plaintiff under the agreement. There is nothing

upon the face of the agreement to shew that the

parcelling out of the 60 acres, the subject of the con-

tract, was contemplated. No provision is made which

would place the purchaser of a part in a different posi-

tion as to payments or otherwise, than Scatcherd would

have been if he had retained the whole ; if there were,

I might be able to come to the conclusion, that the

sub-purchaser of a portion was to be dealt with in re-

gard to that portion, apart from the rest ; as there is

not, I must see what Scatcherd'b rights would be if he

had made no assignment, and were not asking for

specific performance in regard to the acre in question,

for he cannot, of course, confer upon his assignee rights

which he would not have himself : the rights of the

other party to the contract cannot be affected thereby.

Supposing, then, no assignment ; Scatcherd, besides

working the well on the acre in question, would have

opened and worked several other wells, and having paid

for the well, roadway and necessary land comprising

the acre, but having paid nothing in respect of the other

wells,—for to test the question it is proper to assume

nothing paid,—he comes for a conveyance of the acre:
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and I may say hero, that I incline to agree with Mr.
Roaf, that upon a well being opened and worked, the
stipulated amount for well, roadway and land became
presently payable, and Scatcherd or his assignee became
entitled to a conveyance. Scatcherd then, in the case I
have put, having worked, say a dozen wells, and having
paid for only one, comes for a conveyanc oi tii-t acre
comprising the one, being in arreor for the other ele m.
This is unreasonable, and is not within t,hi terms of
the contract, but rather against them, for ;

' U.,-. > ory
words of the contract Scatcherd was only eii .tied to a
conveyance when he had complied with the conditions
agreed to be performed by him.

Scatcherd, as I read the agreement, was entitled to a
conveyance as soon as he had opened and worked a well
and had paid therefor, and for the roadway and neces-
sary land

; and so from time to time in regard to other
wells, but not I think while in arrear for any ; and
McLean, deriving his rights from Scatcherd, can stand
upon no better footing ; he is not of course bound to
pay the moneys, that as between himself and others,
are due by others, but if he elects to have a conveyance
he must pay the price which, by the agreement under
which he claims, is stipulated for.

With regard to these others being made parties in
the master's office, I understand the d.lendant to place
it upon this ground, that if parties they would be bound
by the amount which the master should find to be due
from them respectively, bound that is, as between
themselves and the defendant : and it is further put
that the plaintiff would be entitled to alien for moneys
so paid upon the parcel of land in respect of which
they are paid.

I

As to these other parties being bound by an account
so taken : it is not shewn that moneys so paid would
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ere? te any legal liability on the part of such other par-

ties. It would be if any thingmoney paid to their use

;

but unless there is a request or a legal liability to pay,

no debt as a general rule is created by a payment, and

of course no lien would attach. I am not prepared to

say that they would be proper parties, if the account

would be binding upon them ; but if not binding upon

them, to make them parties would be merely futile. If

therefore what the master has required is in order to

make these other persons parties, I think his direction

is wrong. I do not find his certificate among the papers

—I take it for granted that he has given one. There

can be no costs of this application to either party.

m ni
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The Bank of Upper Canada v. Shickluna.

Fraudulent assignment— 13 Elizabeth, chapter 5—Provincial statute

20 Victoria, ch. 57

—

Seizure of mortgage by sheriff.

S., by arrangement between himself and H., the owner of the equity
of redemption under a mortgage made by G., released the security
without any consideration paid therefor by H . or G., and discharged
H. from liability. On a bill filed by an execution creditor of S.,

charging that at the time of this release S. was indebted to him,
and was in embarrassed and insolvent circumstances, praying that
the discharge might be declared void, as being within the statute
13 Elizabeth, chapter 5, under the provisions of the provincial act
20 Victoria, chaptesfy, and for toreclosure or sale, and an order
against H. to pay the deficiency.

Held, that the interest of a mortgagee is of a nature to bring it within
the statute of Elizabeth, if it can be seized under the 20th Victoria,
or can be compulsorily applied to the payment of his debts, and that
a discharge of it without consideration is " a gift or alienation "

within the prior statute : that the mortgage would have been
seizable haci it not been discharged : that when the mortgage is

actually seized by the sheriif, and the mortgage debt is to be
received, the sheriff, perhaps, must sue, and the creditors are, under

.
the statute, entitled to the same remedies (with that one exception)
as an ordinary assignee : that when the mortgage debt w,'is to be
realized othe. wise than by the sheriff suing, it lies upon the court
to see that it is realized for the benefit of the party entitled : that
the discharge of the mortgage, and the arrangement between H.
and S. had the effect of releasing G. from liability, though the
release might be declared void, and the mortgage set up again, and
therefore, that G. would not have been a proper party.

Where a person in business being liable to a bank as endorser for
others to about ;f6,5oo, and on his own account to about ;^3,50o,
and liable otherwise to a large extent, made a gift of a mortgage
which he held upon real estate for ;^250, by releasing the claim to
the owner of the equity of redemption, (his assets at the time
being much more than /io,ooo,)and subsequently his indebtedness
to the bank was doubled, an 1 afterwards a judgment was obtained
by the bank, and execution issued out against him for /6,855, in
respect of moneys due at the date of the release. Held, that these
facts did not bring the case within the 13th Elizabeth,

This was a bill by the Bank of Upper Canada against

Lewis Shickluna and Thomas Lees Helliwell, praying

to have a discharge of mortgage declared fraudulent

and void as against the plaintiffs, who were execution

creditors of defendant Shickluna, and that the same
might be set aside ; an account taken of what was due
on their judgment and execution, and in default of pay-

ment, a sale.

The cause came on for the examination of witnesses.
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and hearing before his honour Vice-Chancellor Spragge,

at the sittings of the court at Niagara, in November,

1863.

Mr. Roaf for plaintiffs.

Mr. Blake for defendant Helliwell.

The bill was taken pro confesao against Shickliina.

The facts proved in the cause, and the points relied

on by counsel, sufficiently appear in the judgment of

Judgment.—Spbaoge, V.C.—The plaintiffs filed their

bill under the statute 13 Elizabeth, as creditors of the

defendant Shickhma. In September, 1857, Shickluna

held amortgage made by one Gunning, upon certain pro-

pertyin the town of St. Catharines, on the 2nd of August,

1865, in which property thedefendant iTeHMteW acquired

the equity ofredemption between the above dates. On
the 21st of September, 1857, Shickluna discharged

this mortgage without any consideration paid by Gun-

ning or by Helliwell ; in fact made a present of the

amount of the mortgage money to Helliwell. The bill

alleges that at that time Shickluna was indebted to

the bank in upwards of ^£6000, and was in embarrassed

circumstances; and n^ possessed of sufficient means to

pay his debts in full ; and seeks to bring the transaction

within the statute of Elizabeth, under the provisions of

the Provincial Statute, 20 Victoria, chapter 67, which

enables a sheriff, having the execution of a writ oi fieri

facias against goods to seize inter alia mortgages

belonging to the execution debtor. The plaintiffs re-

covered judgment against Shickluna on the 7th of

January, 1858, for the sum of ^6,856 158. Id., being

in respect of moneys due at the date of the release of

the mortgage. A writ of Jieri facias against goods

was issued on the same day and placed in the hands of

the sheriff. This was followed by a writ of fieri
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facias against lands, and an alias writ against goods i

and by an order attaching debts due from Helliwell to

Shickluna ; and plaintiffs state that they would have
been entitled to a similar order against Gunning^ but
for the discharge of the mortgage.

The bill prays that the discharge of the mortgage
may be declared void, as against the plaintiffs, for

foreclosure or sale of the mortgaged premises, and for

an order upon Helliwell for payment of deficiency

upon sale.

I think first that the interest of a mortgagee is of a
nature to bring it within the statute of Elizabeth, if it

can be seized under the statute 20 Victoria, or can be

compulsorily applied to the payment of debts, and
that a discharge of it is a gift and alienation within
the former statute. I think the question is whether
the mortgage would have been seizable if it had not
been discharged, and that the question must be an-
swered in the affirmative. It is true that after the dis-

charge no money was payable by the mortgagor to

Shickluna ; but if this discharge intercepted the oper-

ation of the common law writ, that itself, I apprehend,
would be a ground for coming to this court.

I think a bill by the creditor is proper. Where a
mortgage is actually seized by the sheriff,- and the

mortgage debt is to be recovered, the sheriff may under
the statute, and perhaps must, be the party to sue.

But I think the statute necessarily goes beyonc^ this.

It transfers the right of receiving the mortgage money
from the mortgagee to the mortgagee's execution cred-

itor ; and with it I conceive by necessary implication

the ordinary remedies of the mortgagee to enforce pay-
ment, with at most, this qualification, that if he sues for

the mortgage debt it shall be in the name of the sheriff,

iue snerin is omy a trustee lor tiioae entitled, and ins

name is only prescribed to be used in one event. The

lit
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creditor or creditors are in effect beneficial assiguees,

under the statute, and entitled, I think, to the same

remedies (with the one exception) as an ordinar}^

assignee.

The mortgagor might be insolvent, so that an action

against him would be a barren result of the seizure by

the sheriff; or, he might remove or destroy buildings or

otherwise impair the rights of the person holding the

place of the mortgagee, if the rights and remedies of

the mortgagee are not transferred by the seizure. It

is clear that no rights remain in the mortgagee hiaa-

self. His only right was to receive the mortgage

money, and that (whatever hands it passed into)

passed out of his hands. Those rights must continue

to exist somewhere. I cannot conceive where, unless

in the party entitled to receive the mortgage Jioney.

It is suggested that others may be entitled in priority

to the plaintiffs, and that if the money came to the

hands of the sheriff he would at his peril pay it to the

party entitled. That is a good reason for thp sheriff,

being the party to sue where the mortgage money i& to

be sued for ; butwhen the mortgage debt is to be realized

otherwise, it only lies upon the court to see that it is

realized for the party entitled.

It is contended that Gunning, the mortgagor, ought

to be made a party, and that Helliwell is not a proper

party. If Hellitvell is properly a defendant for the

purpose for which he is made a party, namely, to pay

deficiency upon sale, then Ounnvng is not a proper

party.

As a general rule it must be conceded that a mortga

gee has no direct remedy against the assignee of the

mortgagor, because there is no privity between them.

But I should at least doubt whether the rule would hold

goou '•nuSVQ tiic assignee uau y uis own ac« uSxeabed

the remedy against the mortgagor himself; and this
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might be done with the concurrence of the mortgagee,
and the mortgage afterwards pass into the hands of a
third person by assignment from the mortgagee.

The rule against a direct remedy is only a technical

one. Put the case of a sale subject to a mortgage.
The original mortgagor is still liable to the mortgagee,

and the purchaser of the equity of rede::aption is liable

to him ; he is bound to indemnify him against the

mortgage debt ; the mortgage debt is payable by him,
but the person entitled to receive It cannot enforce

payment against him , but suppose these two to concur
in discharging the mortgagor, and the mortgagee then
assign without notice to his assignee, I suppose this

court would disregard the want of privity, and hold

that the act of discharging the party primarily liable

would raise an equity in the assignee, and make those,

party to the act directly liable, otherwise a material

part of the remedy of the holder of the mortgage would
be gone.

To apply the case, I have put to this case ; Helliwell,

as between himself and Gunning was the party to pay
Shickluna. By arrangement between Shickluna and
Helliwell, both Helliwell and Gunning were to be dis-

charged, (indeed unless Gunning were discharged,

Hdliwell's discharge would be only nominal,) and
HelliweWs land was to be discharged from the incum-
brance. The discharge as to the land, I assume for

this argument, was ineffectual, the mortgaged premises

remained liable; but Gunning was oifectually discharged,

a point which I assume for the present. The plaintiffs

acquire the right to receive the mortgage money, and to

enforce payment of it by the ordinary rights of a mort-

gagee, with the exception of the discharge of Gunning
by the joint act of Shickluna and Helliwell. I hardly

think it can lie in the mouth of Helliwell to set up the

want of privity between the plaintiffs and himself,

when he was party to an act which defeated the remedy

i ' %
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ime

against Ounnmg, and when he was in any event ihe

proper party to pay the plaintiii".

I incline to think that Gunmihj is effetiiinlly dis-

charged from liability. The release of the mortgn re

may be declared void, and the mortj^age set up agi in

as> between tba parties t';; the release, and it yet may
be ineqiiitabl ' f leatore the liability of a third person,

not a party to t'M; vcif aRe, and )i would be so, I think,

when his position If aiserGd by the release, as it neces-

sarily was if tbt no ijage was in arrear at the date of

the release, ur became bo afterwards. His right was

to pay off arrears iii discharge of his own liability, and

sue Helliicell at law ; or to file a bill in this court to

compel Welliwell to pay off the arrears. The release

would prevent his taking the first course, and would,

of course, bo an answer to a bill in this court. To

reinstate his liability after this lapse of time would be

a great hardship upon him. He can only be reached

tJ. trough the right of Shickluna, and I should say it

would be inequitable to revive Shickluna'srighta against

him. I should say, also, that he has, probably, a better

equity, in regard to his liability, than the plaintiffs

have ; but it is not necessary to say that, for it is Helliwell

who sets up that the plaintiff's proper remedy is against

.
Gunning, and not against himself. If the sheriff had

sued Gunning under the statute, for the recovery of

the mortgage money, I incline to think that Gunning

would, under the circumstances, have a good equity to

restrain him. Further, if Helliwell is the proper person

to pay, and not Gunning, it is an additional reason for

the plaintiffs' coming to this court, for in no other court

could they obtain any ^ 'ief.

No point was made of the right of the plaintiii^ .

attach the mortgage debt as a debt due by Gunning r,

8kl"kh. I'l, a right defeated by the release of the moi't=

gage.and which debt could,through the attachment,have

been compulsorily applied to the payment of Shickluna s
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diil't to the plaintiffs, and therefore I make no observ-
ation upon it, especially as I am with the plaintiffs

upon the point that it is within the statute of Elizabeth,
and that he has a remedy in this court when the
mortgage is seizable by the sheriff.

To come now to the principal question in the case,
whether Shickluna's liabilities and his means of payin^
them at the date of the release of the mortgage were
such as to bring the case within the statute of Elizabeth.
If I had examined this point of the case first, I should
not have felt called upon to dispose of the question
raised under the statute of Victoria, because I have
come to the conclusion that the facts do not bring the
case within the statute of Elizabeth.

The case is a peculiar one in more respects than one.
In the first place the gift is to a stranger, which is said
to be pnma facie a badge of fraud. But on the other
hand the gift is not, as is ordinarily the case, of the
whole of the donor's estate, but of something like a
fortieth part of it, if not less. Again, in most of the
cases the donor or settlor is found supporting the gift

and showing his solvency when it was made : but in
this it is plain that he is trying to show himself insol-
vent

;
and that what he did was in fraud of creditors.

And the donee labours under this fm-ther disadvant-
age, that the bank liabilities of Skickluna were increased
(by endorsements shortly after the release of the
mortgage) from $40,000 to $80,000, an amount largely
in excess of his assets ; and his solvency is spoken of
by those who examined the state of his affairs after he
became certainly insolvent—with reference, it is true,
to the previous state of his affairs ; but whose evidence
could scarcely fail to be coloured by looking through
the medium of their present insolvency : they gave
their evidence with perfect fairness, but I apprehend
if there had been no subsequent increase of liabilities

their impressions of the state of affairs might have
been more favourable.

It*!
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1 have examined carefully what were the liabilities

of Shickluna at the date of the gift, and what were

his means of meeting them.

His liabilities to the bank amounted in round numbers
to $40,000 : of which his endorsements for Ranney
amounted to $13,000, for Chisholm to $12,300, and for

Eobinson to $600 ; making his own proper debt $14,000

and his liability as surety $25,900.

Near the close of the case, after witnesses on both

sides had been examined, Shickluna's bookkeeper, Mr.

McKeown, was re-called ; having in the meantime, as

I understand, prepared from Shickluna'a books a state-

ment of liabilities on other accounts, which was put

in. This shows liabilities beyond those to the bank to

a considerable amount—excluding the mortgage on the

farm, the farm not being among the estimated assets.

and excluding also a mortgage on two brick cottages, the

estimate of their value being beyond the incumbrance.

The further liabilities shown by this paper

amount in round numbers to $7,500

Adding his own proper liabilities to the bank ... 14, 100

Makes his own debts amount to 21,600

Adding his liabilities as surety 25,900

$47,600

Next as to Shickluna's means of meeting these liabili-

ties : of these we have three estimates. I will take first

one which I find upon the books of the bank, and

which was prepared at the office at St. Catharines, for

the information of the home office.

That makes Shickluna'a assets of the value

of $47,300

To which should be added the mortgage in

question 1,000

$48,300
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Mr. Ecclea, the solicitor of the bank, thinks

some of the items valued too highly. Taking

their value at what they would probably have

brought if sold in execution, he would reduce

the estimate by about 9,000

Leaving the value at $37,000
He says at the same time, that if time were given upon
sales, or opportunities waited for, the property would
have brought much more.

The othertwo estimates were prepared byMr. Benson^

towhosejudgmentand opinion in thematter greatweight

is due. They were prepared in 1859, but would hold

good, he says, for 1857. The first is, of what in his

opinion the properties would have brought at sheriff 's

sale ; the other was not, he says, what the properties

would have brought upon a speculative sale, but what
he thought could have been obtained, upon a sale on
time, say, one-fourth in hand, and the balance by instal-

ments at three or four years, as sales could be effected.

The first gives the value of the assets, (exclud-

ing the schooner Pride of Canada, which

was acquired after the gift) at $33,600
This I take to have been a rather rigid

estimate. Mr. Eccles seems inclined to

value one of the properties, (the dry dock,

ship-yard and houses in the ship-yard,) at

a higher sum, by 5,000

And the schooner Merritt, at more by 600
To which add the mortgage in question ... 1,000

$40,100
Mr. Benson's other esti:>??i:e, excluding the

Pride of Canada, anJ ^^j schooner Mary,

acquired afterwards, and not in the other

estimate, gives the value of the whole at.. $51,100

To which add the mortgage in question... 1.000

GRANT X.

$52,100

10

H
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All of these estimates leave out the debts due to

Shickluna, which Mr. Benson thought to be consider-
able, but which McKeown thinks were of nr> great
value.

Taking together the bank estimate, as reduced by
Mr. Ecde.<, and Mr. Benson's sheriff's sale estimate,
without X\ Eccles' addition, but adding the mortgage
in questicu the value of the assets might be taken to
beneiily $39,000
from which he withdraws the mortgage in

question i^qOO

., $38,000

I propose first to try the case by the strict test of
taking the value of Shickluna's assets at theix- sheriff's

sale Vb.lue.

The above sum exceeds his own proper indebtedness
by the sum of $16,400, and is loss than his whole
liabilitiee, on his own account and as surety, I v the
sum of $9,600. I think a distinction ust be made
between a man's own ^ ner d bts and ..a liabilities as
sm-ety for others. The value of his estate is not dimin-
ished by the amount of these latter liabilities, butonlv
by the amount to w uich L- d rbxnedy over v ' ild be value-
less

; and so, if the assets of Ranney, of C.ishoL.i, and
of Robison, available to the creditor as ^ •. ooy, could
realise the above sum of $9,600 S' ' Wmh- would not
be insolvent. I have no evidence or. his precise
point, but it bes appear 1aat Shickl •'«

c ite suffered
no actual loss by his suretyship for Ranney and Robison,
end only a partial loss by Ghisholm. Ranney made an
assignment, and the $18,000 for which Shickluna was
surety, was a preferred claim, and, as I gather from
the evidence, was paid in full. The assignment, I

believe, was after the gift in question ; if before, it

would have been stronger for the Bolvency of Shickluna's
estate. Robison paid h's note to the bank, and Chis-
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holm's debt was compromised after Shickluna had
doubled his liabilities to the bank. Shickluna'a estate
was in danger, because the principal debtors might
fail him, and just to the extent to which they might
fail him. It is scarcely possible to estimate how much
the value of his estate was thereby diminished. Judg-
ing by the event, it was only diminished by so much
of the Chiaholm debt as ChisMm himself ^'i\ not pay

;

but taking the whole of that amount from the value of
the estat,

, there would still remain a surplus of over
$4,000, after withdrawing the mortgage money m
question.

But I have, thus far, taken a stricter view in regard
to Shid Una's ability to pay his debts than, consider-
ing the. 1 queblion at issue, ought to be taken. The
question i6 not whether if his estate were brought to
the hammer pon a forced sale it would have realized
enough to uavo pp'd off all his liabilities; but the
question lo one of ^dolent intent to delay, hinder or
defraud creditors ; u.d there being no direct evidence
of fraudulent intent, as is the case in the majority of
instances, the court looks at the circumstances under
which the gift or alienation is made, and therein, the
amount of debts, and the means of paying them are
extremely important, as furnishing data from which
the court may infer a fraudulent intent under the
statute, or the absence of such fraudulent intent. I
think upon that head, the true question is, what, iu
the sound and sober judgment of the owner of property
he might honestly and reasonably believe it to be
worth. To ascertain that, we must take the opinion
of others, and in that view I doubt if the larger esti-

mate of Mr. Benson is excessive.

It is not necessary, however, to p- to nearly so large
an aiaount to negative all inference of fraudulent
intent under the statute.

The evidence does not lead me to believe that Shick-
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Itma, at the time of this gift doubted, or had reason to

doubt, hig own ability to meet ail hie liabilities, or the

Bufficioncy of his estate for the purpose. Whatever his

motive for making the gift, whether that imputed by

the bill, ortl.at alleged by the answer, or whatever it

may have been, I do not believe that it was to defraud

or delay his creditors ; nor have I reason to believe

that his then creditors were thereby defrauded or

delayed in respect of any debts then existing.

What has occurred since is confirmatory of the view

that I have taken. Shickluna had sold his dock, ship-

yard, and appurtenances, for $60,000. If that money

had been paid his resources would have been ample;

if not paid, they would again fall into his hands. The

latter event occurred, and he resumed his business.

He has been and is a skilful and successful ship-

builder, and he has reduced his liabilities at the bank

from 180,000 to between $30,000 and $40,000 and he

has done this, retaining the dock and ship-yard ; and

as far as appears, solely from the profits of his busi-

ness. It is scarcely conceivable, that in September,

1857, he could in his then position have given away

$1,000, in order to defraud his creditors.

This suit is rather his suit than that of the bank.

This is manifest from the evidence of Mr. Barwick,

and it is his interest, just to the extent of the mort-

gage money and interest, that it should succeed. I

think the case made by the bill fails, and that the bill

must be dismissed with costs.
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In rb Stewart.

Stewart v. Stewart.

Mortgage—Covenant—Extcution creditor.

A mortgagee after the death of the mortgagor has a right to prove
npon the general estate for the whole amount of his claim, and to

hold his security for any amount that the general estate may be
insufficient to pay ; and the fact that a simple contract creditor hat
obtained judKment against the personal representative upon which
he has placad an execution against lands in the hands of the sheriff

will not affect such right.

Statement.—This was an administration suit, under

an administration order made in Chambers. After the

usual accounts had been taken, and a decree on further

directions made, one James Austin presented a petition

stating that under and by virtue of an indenture

bearing date the 9th day of May, 1860, made between

Andrew Stewart, the testator of tlie first part, his wife

for the purpose of barring her dower of the second

part, and the said James Atistin of the third part, the

petitioner was a mortgagee of the lands comprised in

the mortgage for securing the sum of £250 and interest.

And that in the said mortgage there was a covenant

by the said Andrew Stewart for the payment of the

moneys secured thereby, and praying to be allowed to

como in and prove his claim notwithstanding the

master's report and decree on further directions. On
that petition an order was made allowing the petitioner

to go in before the master and prove his claim against

the estate of the testator. And it was referred to the

master to take an account of such dcbc and to settle

the priority of the said James Austin, boiween him
and the creditors of the testator who had proved their

claims, and to tax his costs properly incurred under

the mortgage in the petition mentioned. And it was

ordered that the said James Austin should have the

same benefit of the deed as if he had proved his claim

under the same and ^ een included in the report.

The master made his report under that order on the

4th March, 1864, finding that there was due to the

13 i
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petitioner ^6227 12s. 6d on his mortgage security and
that as to the lands comprised in the mortgage he was
first in priority : but in case the mortgaged premises

were insuflBcient to pay the debt of the said James

Austin, that the creditor Thomas Haggart, who had
recovered judgment against the executor of the said

Andrew Stewart on a simple contract debt, and placed

an execution against lands in the hands of the sheriff,

had priority over the said James Austin as to such

deficiency, if any, on the general estate of the testator,

and that the said James Austin had priority for such

deficiency of his debt, next after the said Thomas Hag-
gart on the general estate of the testator.

From this report the petitionerJiame*^Matin appealed

on the ground

—

1st. That the master should have found that the

paid Jam£s Austin had priority over the creditor Thomas
Haggart on the general estate of the testator, and

—

2nd. That the master decided that the said Jam^s
Austin must first resort to the mortgaged lands for the

payment of his claim, and that he had a lien on the

general estate only for the deficiency afier exhausting

those lands.

Mr. Roaf, for Austin contended that he was entitled

under the covenant in the mortgage deed to rank upon
the general estate for the whole debt, and hold the

mortgage for the deficiency, if any, after sale. Mason v.

Bogg, (a) Tipping v. Power, (b) Tuckley v. Thompson, (c}

are direct authorities in favour of the claim here set

up. He also referred to Williams on Executors, 900,

901.

Mr. Barrett, for the plaintiffs, submitted to any order
the court might make.

Haggart, the execution erediior, did not appear.

(a) M & C. 443.
(c) I J. & H. 126.

(6) I Hare, 405.
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Statement.—EBTEii,Y.G.—It is very clear, upon the

authorities cited, that a mortgage with a covenant may
prove upon the covenant, against the general estate,

and hold his security until he be paid all that is due

to him. He cannot be compy'led to realize his secu-

rity, or have it valued and prove for the balance.

Upon the other point, it seems clear that a creditor

having obtained judgment against the executor does

not thereby gain priority except over debts of equal

degree; the executor being bound to pay the creditor,

who has exerted the greatest diligence ; but the priori-

ties otherwise remain as they were at the testator's

death. Supposing therefore a decree for administra-

tion after such a judgment, it would seem right to re-

strain execution for the benefit of specialty creditors

entitled to priority. Supposing execution to have
issued upon the judgment before the decree, I should

still think it right to restrain proceedings at any time

before sale, in order to protect the priority to which
the specialty creditor is entitled. Indeed if a specialty

creditor is entitled to priority over ajudgment obtained

against the executor, it would seem necessary at any
stage of t '18 cause to stay proceedings on the judgment
so far as might be necessary to preserve the priority

of the specialty creditor, which would be virtually gone

if a sale were permitted.

This object would be obtained by ordering the sheriff

to pay the money made on the execution into court ; I

have never, however, known an instance of such an
interference; but at all events, in the administration of

the assets, the specialty creditor, Austin, is entitled to

priority over Haggart, the simple contract creditor,

who has obtained judgment against the executor. The
circumstance that he has delivered a writ to the sheriff

if no sale has taken place can make no difference.

Bt>tVl fiYfteTifinna +.VlAVofnro rrmuf ha oUnxtji^A
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Mathers v. Helliwbll.
Mortgagor and mortgagee—Assignee of equity of redemption—Agree-

ment by mortgagee to extend time for payment of mortgage money.

On the purchase of an estate, subject to a mortgage, the purchaser

agreed to pay off the security, and subsequently agreed with the

mortgagee for an extension of time for five years, within which to

pay off the incumbrance, agreeing in consideration thereof to pay

an increased rate of interest, and covenanted that he would "well

and trvly pay or cause to be paid unto the said W. M. {the mort-

gagee), his executors, administrators, or assigns, the said interest

upon the said sum of jfgoo, quarterly, as aforesaid, so long as the

said forbearance shall continue, and until the said principal money

isfully paid and satisfied." On a bill filed to enforce payment of

the incumbrance, held, that the assignee was personally bound to

pay only the intermit on the debt, and that by reason of the exten-

sion of time to the assignee, who had become the party primarily

bound to pay, the personal liability of the mortgagor therefor had
been discharged.

Statement.—This was a bill by the widow and execu-

trix of WiUiavi Mathers, against John Hellkvell, Mary

Towndey and Thomas Nightingale, setting forth that in

December, 1855, Mrs. Townsley had executed a mort-

gage to the testator on ten building lots in the village

of Yorkville, for securing i£500, v/ith interest at six

per cent., in five years: that in September, 1856,

Mrs. Townsley executed a second mortgage on the

same property for securing ^400, and interest at the

same rate, payable in December, 1860, the interest on

both securities being payable quarterly : that in De-

cember, 1857, Mrs. Townsley agreed with the defend-

ant Helliwell to sell him nine of the said lots so

mortgaged, for the sum of ^£1,800, the respective sums

of ^500 and ^400 so secured by the said mortgages

being part of such consideration money : that in Feb-

ruary, 1861, the testator, at the request of Helliwell,

agreed to extend to him the time for payment of the

principal sums of ^500 and ^400, and by indenture

bearing date the 16th of that month, prepared and

executed by Helliwell, he covenanted in consideration

of such extension of time to pay to the testator interest

on the principal moneys at the rate of eight per cent,

per annum, on the respective days named for payment

of such interest in each and every year,or until, within

such five years, Helliwell should give three months'

notice to determine such forbearance, and he thereby
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charged the eaid premises with the said sum of ^900,

and interest thereon at eight per cent., snch indenture

containing a covenant by Helliwell as set out in the

head-note.

The prayer of the bill was for payment of the amount

to be found due under the two mortgages, and in default

a sale of the nine lots so conveyed to Helliwell, and a

personal order against him and Mrs. Townsley for any

deficiency, and in the event of plaintiff failing to realise

such deficiency against them personally, then that it

might be raised out of the other lands conveyed to

Nightingale.

The defendant ffe?Zii^«M answered the bill, admitting

the statements thereof generally, but denying that it

was ever agreed between him and the testator that he,

the defendant, should be liable for more than the interest

on the principal sum of ^900, and submitted that under

the circumstances he was liable for no more than such

interest.

Mrs. Townsley answered, admitting the execution of

the several instruments, and alleging that under the

arrangements between Helliwell and herself, she in effect

became surety tor Helliwell for the due payment of the

principal money and interest, and submitted that the

effect of Mathers agreeing to extend the time to him

was to discharge her from the payment thereof.

The defendant Nightingale also answered the bill,

but nothing material to the question turned thereon
;

and it is not considered necessary for a proper under-

standing of the case to state the facts at greater length.

The cause was set down for hearing on the pleadings

and aumiooions of the several instrnments.
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Mr, Qwynne, Q.C, for plaintiff, referred to Pordage - 'IM
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V. Cole, (a) Seddcii v. Senate, (b) Bandy v. Cartwright, (c)

Deering v. Harrington, (d) Sampson v. Enterhf, (e)

Saltoun V. Houatoun, (/) Earl of Shrewsbury v. QoiiM,

(g) Webb v. Plummer, (h) James v. Cochrane, (i) Bacon'$
Abr. Covenant, B., Addison on Contract*, 49 and 50,
to shew that under the circumstancee a covenant to

pay the principal would be implied.

Thimbleby v, Barron (k) establishea that an agree-
ment to forbear suit does not suspend the right of
action, the breach of the agreement only giving a right

to maintain an action for damages ; and that therefore

Mrs. TownsUy was not discharged, as she could at any
time have compelled proceedings to be taken against

Helliwell, or filed a bill in her own name to compel him
to pay off incumbrances.

Mr. Turner, for defendants Nightingale and Town-^ley,

contended that under tiie decision in McPherson v,

Dickson, {I) Mrs. Townsleif was clearly relieved from all

further liability, she beii. r a surety only for Helliwell

Helliwell, in person, submitted the question to the
court whether under the facts any relief could be given
to the plaintiff, as against him, other than an order to

pay the interest on the principal sum due, at the in-

creased rate, and which was the only liability he ever
intended to assume, and which the testator understood
and knew was the effect of the arrangement into which
he entered.

After looking into the cases cited

Judgment.—Vankoughnet. C.—In this case I am
asked to make a decree for sale of the premises, and in

{a) I Saund. 319,
(c) 8 Ex. 913.
(e) Q B. & C. 'io'!.

{«) 2 B. & Al. 487.

(j) 7 Excl). 170.

(/) Ante vol, iii, p. 183.

(b) 13 East, 63.
(d) 3 Keb. 304.
{ f\ I Sins. -f.'^'?.

(h) 2h.i AiL"V46.
{k) 3 M. & W. 210.
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case the amount realised by such sale be insufficient to

pay the charge, to order that the deficiency be paid

either by the defendant Helliwell or by the defendant

Mrs. Townsley. Mrs. Towmley having mortgaged the

premises to the testator, subsequently sold them to

the defendant Helliwell, he undertaking to pt«,y off this

mortgage as part of the consideration money for his

purchase. Subsequently, the defendant Hellmell

applied to the mortgagee for an extension of time

for the payment of the money so secured, and this

was agreed to on Helliwell covenanting to pay interest

upon it at the advanced rate of eight per cent, until

the principal was re-paid. Mrs. Townsley, the mort-

gagor, was no party to this arrangement. Helliwell

did not undertake to pay the principal money, and he

swears that he never intended to do so, and that it

was not no understood between him and the mortgagee

;

and yet the mortgagee was not at liberty to exact the

principalmoney under five years, as agreed upon, unless

the interest was in default. HelliwelVe liability, if any
personally, to pay, is upon an implied covenant, and that

a somewhat doubtful ono, {James v. Cochrane,) or under

his arrangement with Mrs. Townsley. I do not feel

called upon to execute it here. I think under our orders

that it is only in a plain case and one of actual contract

that this court should exercise the functions of a court

of law and direct payment of the mortgage money. The
ordinary remedy of the mortgagee in this court is fore-

closure or sale, and except under the orders referred to,

he could have no other. Then a:' agiinpl Mrs. Townsley^

I think I should give no relief Hdiiwell undertook

with her to pay oflf the mortgav ' Laor.ey which she had
contracted to pay. Her equitj Ti-b to compel him to

do this and relieve her. Behind her back the mortgagee

agrees with him that thiti money shall not be exacted

for five years, on certain terms. Her equity is to

compel Helliioell to pay of? the mortgage. The mort-

gagee, without her assent, binds himself that Helliwell

shall not be compelled to do this, and that he will

not receive it for five years beyond the time the money

B43! !.il .
>gi«l**jj»
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is payable, and agrees with him that it shall be expressly
charged on the land.

I think that in the face of this agreement he can no
longer insist on anypersonal liabilitybyMrs. Townaley.

Waterhouse v. Lee.

^Vill-Settingaside-Uuducinfluence-.Practice-Openingpublication.
The mere fact that influence was exercised by a wife or other personover the mmd of a testator is not of itself sufficient to invah^date awill, such influence must amount to a control over his mind, sub-

lt^:;f^"'"t
• '"' ^/" '° '^^ ''^^''^ of another, so that theXument

executed as his will is not m reality his will, but that of anotherthe question m such case is, in what sense is the document the %yjli

years of age, withm the year preceding his decease made four wills,the two last on the 27th July and 8th September, and on the 14thof the same month died, and it was shewn that for some time hehad been in a state of physical weakness, and suffering fromdisease of the brain
; the medical and other testimony, howeve?^going to establish that at the time of the execution of hf^U hewasof a sufficiently sound and disposing mind to make a will; thatthe will of the 27th July was made by him while absent from hishouse the latter while there, and under the control of his wife

Th. Jnc*^^'.-*'^"'? H*^
him entirely under subjection, and by whomthe instructions for his will were given, and in whose presence the

Sj^t^.w^P'^T*"'^ ^° ^r f°'- execution, the evidence alsoshewing that for a long time he had been unable to resist herviews with regard to any matters of business: and there beingnothing to indicate any desire on his part to change the dist>osi-

fiwf^irf^'^ "^^^ ^y '^^ ^'^ °f A'y 'he court, upon i MI
Sii 1/ • "/."'P^K^' ^^' ^,«'«Je the will of 'September, as havingbeen obtained by the exercise of undue influence by the wife andestablished that of July as being the proper last will of the tesUtorand ordered the widow-, who was largely benefitted under the wilof September, to pay the costs of the cause.

After judgment had been given in a cause, an application was madeto open publication, on the ground that since the decree had beenpronounced, it was discovered that a material witness in the causewas beneficially interested in the setting aside a will which it wasthe object of the suit to have declared void, and had entered into

fh"/rf^ir"* M u^'^^T'^y 'J'^
plaintiffs from the costs: but asthe result would have been the same had that witness' testimony

^u A^f the case, the court refused the motion; but offeredthe defendant who applied, liberty to give evidence to establishthe fact of interest m the witness, in order that in the event of thecause going to appeal, his evidence should not appear there as»af of an unbiassed witness.

This was a bill by Ann Dawaon Waterhouse, wife of
Rohort Waterhouse, by Garrett Lee, her next friend
^iiii viizii iivu iuiani cniiareu by tiieir next friend the
said Eobert Waterhouse

.; also Sarah Jane lee, Francia

J; V
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E. Lee, Mary C. Lee, WiUiam Lee and Charles Lee,
infant children of Edward R. Lee, by their father, their
next friend

; also GarreU Lee, Edward McCoUum and
Edward W. Nation, against Frances Lee, Henry Lee,
and his eight infant children, Fanny Wood and Jane
Donahue, children of the late Jane Wood, Edward
Wood and Henry Wood, also children of the said Jane
Wood and Farrell Donahue, husband of the said Jane
Donohue, Edward R. Lee and Robert Waterlimse.
The parties, other than the plaintiffs McGollwn and
Nation, and defendant Frances Lee, being the descend-
ants (and their husbands) of one Edward Lee, the
testator in the pleadings named, the defendant Frances
Lee being the widow, and McCoUum and Nation, trustees
and executors named in the will of the testator, pray-
mg to have a will made by him in July, 1859, declared
to be his last will and testament, and a will signed or
executed by the testator on the 8th of September of that
year set aside and declared void by the decree of this
court.

The facts are fully stated in the judgment.

Argument.~Mr. McDonald and Mr. Blake for the
plaintiffs.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, for the infant defendants in the
same interest.

Mr. Moivat, Q. C, Mr. Grickmore, and Mr. McCrea,
for defendants.

Judgment-^VRKQo^, V. C.-It is in evidence that
the testator made no less than four wills within the
year preceding his death, one in January, 1859, one in
the following month, one on the 27th July, and one
on the 8th of September. He died on the 14th of the
same month.

The plaintiffs claim under the will of July, the prin-
cipal defendants under that of September.

it al

il
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The mass of the evidence given has been in relation

to the testator's state of mind at the time of the execu-

tion of the last of these wills. I have read this evidence

over more than onoe, and have compared different

passages in which there are real or seeming discrep-

ancies, and I have found it exceedingly difficult to come
to a conclusion entirely satisfactory to my own mind.

I have before me the evidence of four persons who
were present at the execution of the will, and I havo
had the advantage of hearing the whole of the evidence

given. All of the witnesses present at the execution of

the will concur in stating that the testator was in po; saes-

sion of his mental faculties, and if what they narrate as

passing did in truth occur, it will leave but little room
for doubt that he was of sound and disposing mind

;

though of great age~in his 82nd year—in a state of

great physical weakness, and suffering from disease of

the brain.

The will is a short one, and may be read over

deliberately in »i,^out four minutes. What is stated to

have passed is thiu :—The will was twice read over to

the testator by Mr. George Duck, who had been long
and intimately acquainted with him, andwho had acted
for him in business matters for the previous twenty
years, and the testator, it is stated, gave the following

proofs of his mental capacity

:

He desired Mr. Duck to sit on that eide of him on
which his hearing was least defective.

He desired a portion of the will to be repeated, in

order to his seeing what provision was made for his

wife.

He noted the clause which bequeathed to his son
Edward $1,100, and a mortgage of $1,000, as giving

f100 more to him than to his son Henry, and while
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yielding to Mr. Duck's remark that it was as well to

leave it, as it was but a trifle, he observed that it was
more than Edward deserved.

He asked for the use of Mr. Duck's spectacles, in

order to sign his name, and finding them unsuitable,
sent for his own.

These circumstances are spoken to by Mr. Duck, and
by the witnesses to the will, Sexton and Mason, though
they do not agree perfectly in the whole of the narra-
tive, the two latter stating that the question as to the
provision for the wife was put after the reading of the
first clause, while Mr. Duck places it after the first

reading of the whole>ill. Mr. Duck also describes the
physical condition of the testator, after the execution of

the will, as one of exhaustion, while the others appear to

have thought him but little fatigued. They also dift'er

somewhat as to the time when the reading of the will

commenced, and when its execution was finished, and as
to the time occupied in the discussion, and there is an
apparent difference between Mason and Mr. Duck, as
to how and when the will was produced, occasioned pro-
bably, I think, by the testator having been in the room
with Mr. Duck previously to his going in just before
Mason, though I confess the greeting between him and
Mr. Duck, as stated by Mason, looks as if the two were
then meeting for the first time that day.

These differences, however, would not at all lead me
to doubt the general accuracy of the narrative of
all, still less to think that the circumstances deposed to

were a mere fabrication. They are, of course, fair sub-
jects for comment, but where the honesty of narrators is

beyond question, we seldom find a perfect agreement in

their recollection ; and if we turn to the evidence of tiie— ...— , ,,...,,._.j ,.^, aiiai- liu^ an equiiiiy

marked difference in recollection, and I may as well
refer to it now. Dr. Eolles states that whi n he and

1
1'
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Dr. Henderson saw the testator on the 9th, he proposed,
in order to test bis cousciousness, that he should be

asked to lend the doctor some money, and that he

answered with a vacant look, " money, money, what's

money ?" while Dr. Heiiderson, in reference to the same
suggestion, says the question was, " will you lend Dr.

Rollea five dollars, and that the testator made no answer
whatever." There are other small points of difference

between them, but no one would think on that account

of questioning he perfect truthfulness of tho narrative

given by each.

An attempt has been made to impeach the credit of

two of the witnesses to whom I have referred, Mr. Buck
and Mr. Sexton. With regard to the former, the

sustaining evidcist;" ;^oes,in my judgment, greatly out-

weigh that whiab iiQjieaches him, and the latter rests

upon no suffii ' . (it grounds, as explained bythe witnesses
themselves, and th' re is the fact of his having been

elected to offices of trust and honour repeatedly by those
who were the best qualified to judge of his respectability.

I think the evidence fails to impeach his credit. I

cannot say the same as to the evidence impeaching the

character of Sexton. I think it is impeached so far

that it would be unsafe to rely upon it. Some witnesses

speak of him as wholly unreliable, and wilfully false ;

others, as of a gossiping disposition, careless whether

what he said were true or false.

The characters of Mason and Henry Lee were not

impeached. The evidence of the latter struck me as

loosely and carelessly given ; not in a way to command
implicit confidence. Mason was a young man of con-

siderable intelligence • he exhibited, I thought, a strong

bias in favour of the widow Lee, but thv3re was nothing

in the evidence to lead me to the belief that his evidence

was not truthful in the main, though somewhat coloured

periiaps by his bias in favour of his mistress.

The validity of the will of September does, after all,
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rest largely in my judgment upon the evidmce of Mr.
Dui'k; and it wi:^ be proper, therefore, before going
further, to examine some points of his evidence, and
aee how it squares with tiiat of others. He gives
evidencoof a visit wl.ich he paid to the tcotator on the
6th, two days befor.^ the execution of the will. He
describes his mind as wandering on that day, and unfit
for business; n d as to his bodily s+rength, he says
that he v sitting down, and was plainly unable to
rise. Sextoa and Henry Lee were both present on this
occasion

;
they differ f? >m Mr. Dud as to Lee's mental

condition, but I ilo nor think much of that, as they
agree with him as to what Lee talked about, and a man
of Mr. Duck's intelligence and education might detect
mental aberration in a person conversing with him,
while others, sucl. men as Henrn Lee and Sexton, might
fail to observe it, but so f»r fr n, agreeing that Lee
was unable t rise, they say that he went with Mr. Duck
out of the room, and Sexton says that Mr. Duck drew
a note from him to Lee, which he, Se-ton executed;
and Henry Lee thinks that ^'v. Duck drew a paper.'
The drawing the note may acimit of thi: exnlanation,
that it was for the interest on a mortgage, the time
for payment of which it had been previously agreed
should be extended, and this was a matter of a kind
which Mrs. Lee, who was also present, had been in
the habit of attending to as much, per? aps, as her
husband. The other point T cannot reconcile ; either
party could have any motive to mis-state the faot, and
certainly it would not help Mr. Duck's theory of Lee's
capacity on the 8th to shew his incapacity, mentally
or bodily, on the 6th. Sexton, a reckless, untruthful
man, and Henry Lee, a careless, weak man, might
invent these circumstances, as lending probabilrCy to
Lee's capacity on the 8th, or Mr. Duck's recollection m ay
have failed him

; but I feel it to be a difficulty in the ca.4e.

-fK. V Rio TJnu ut<aci pumis upon wincu Mr. Duck's
veracity is impeached, one his alleged denial of a will
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having been executed ; upon this he and Edward li.

Lee, son of the testator, are at issue. It seems to me
that such a denial is scarcely probable, for we find Mr.

Duck on the 9th arguing with Dr. Holies as to Lee's

capacity the day before, when, as he acknowledged, a

Trill had been made ; but then Edward li. Lee was not

present until after the discussion had commenced, and

if Luck really felt great anxiety that the will of the 8th

should stand, he might conceal it from Edward, lesi

the latter should use his influence with his father, in

the event of consciousness returning, to supersede this

will by another.

Mr. Dtick is also impeached as to the fact of his

going to Lee^s house on the evening of the 8th. There

is evidence that he did go up that evering, and with

Sexton. He says himself he did go up the next evening

or the evening following. He was not warned that he

would be contradicted, nor were the circumstances

pointed to of his meeting Sexton in Morpeth, and
accompanying him up the lane, and besides, he may
have meant by the "next evening" not the evening of

the next day, but of the same day. He admits that he

vent up once, and it is not proved that he went up

more than once.

«

A third contradiction may be mentioned, upon which

he and Mr. Wittrock are at issue, Mr. Wittrock saying

that at the meeting after the funeral, Mr. Duck advised

Mrs. Lee not to have the will read in Mr. Wittrock's

presence.

The evidence to show want of mental capacity on the

8th, consists in part of medical testimony, and in part of

the evidence of members of the family and neighbours

who visited Lee. Dr. Holies and Dr. Henderson saw

him together on the 9th. Dr. Smith saw him for a few

nriuutes on the morning of the 10th. The two former

agree that when they saw him his mind was a blank;
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and judging from his then appearance, and from the
description of his appearance when Edward saw him
the previous afternoon, and when Thomas McCollnm
saw him the previous day, they considered it in the
highest degree improbable that ho could have been of
disposing mind, at the time the will is supposed to have
been executed

; but still. Dr. Rollea adds, not impossi-
ble

;
and he gave an account of a remarkable ^ase that

had occurred in his own practice, of .a man in the prime
of life who met with an accident by which his skull was
fractured

:
a portion of the brain was removed, and

his pulse fell to forty-two. His family were anxious
that he should make a will, and the doctor examined
him repeatedly to ascertain if his mind was in a fit

state for it
;
for a time he could not be got to collect his

ideas sufficiently, and the doctor did not think that he
would, but the doctorwas afterwards sent for and found
that he had become rational ; his pulse was at fifty-two,
and he stated clearly the manner in which he wished to
dispose of his property ; a lawyer was sent for, and to
him he repeated his wishes clearly and rationally ; in
half an hour afterwards he was raving, and died in
about three weeks of softening of the brain ; Dr.
Rollea adds that he thinks Lee being rational on the
8th even more improbable; taking into account his age,
and the description of his state given by McCoUum and
by Edward R. Lee. He says at the same time he is

satisfied that he musthave been in a very different state
on the 8th from what he was when he saw him on the
9th, as his signature to the will indicates memory. He
says further that his state on the 8th as described by
Edward R. Lee must have been different from his state
on the <Jth; that on the 8th there was action of the brain
and excitement which might have followed the exertion of
business in the morning ; and his condition on the 9th
may have been prostration following upon it. The brain
certainly, he says, must have been in an exceedingly
disturbed state, unut for business at the time described
by Edward R. Lee on the 8th, but it might have been 9'!l1

,

U
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rational two hours before. He thinks, taking McCoU
lum's account of him on the 7th, that half an hour's

attention to business on the 8th was as much as his

mind could bear ; but still he adds, it is impossible to

say. Upon Mr. Duck's evidence, as to the ex9cution

of the will, being read to Dr. Holies, he says, that tak-

ing it to be correct, he should say that Lee may have

been competent to make his will on the 8th at the

time named by Mr. Dvch, and that the mental exer-

tion may have caused such disturbance of the brain as

is described by his sou Edward.

Dr. RoUo.s gave his evidence with becoming caution,

and while giving his opinion as a man of science, spoke

by no means positively. He observed before referring

to the case in his own practice, that in some cases the

brain will recover itself wonderfully for a time. And
Dr. Henderson, although expressing «i more positive

opinion than Dr. Rolles, still observes :
" Diseases of

the brain are certainly almost incomprehensible, and
some of the best physicians are at fault in relation to

them." He mentioned that he had one case similar

to Lees in his own practice. Dr. Smith saw Lee for r

few minutes only, and without being permitted to

speak to him, his evidence coincides in general with

that of the other medical men.

There are points upon which the medical men do

not agree. Dr. Rolles thinks that a signature indicates

memory, and that a man could not sign his name from

mere habit. Dr. Henderson does not agree in this.

He says a person might write his name without being

conscious of what he was doing. They differ in opinion

also as to the disease of Ihe brain under which Lee was
suffering. Dr. Henderson thinks it was effusion of serum

upon the brain ; Dr. Rolles thinks it was p-obably ossi-

fication of the arteries of the brain. And Dr. Henderson

thinks a lucid interval ^ore probable in the latter

disease than in the former. The point is material not
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merely as ditnini8hing,?oniewhat the value of the medical
testimony, but in Mb, that if Dr. Henderton had
thought \Tith Dr. ff,oVe9 as to Urn nature of the disease,

his opinion against the probability of a lucid interval
would have bee.i less strong than it is. And he and
Dr. Smith differ essentially as to the effect of excite-
ment upon a person labouring under disease of the
brain

; Dr. Henderson thinking that it would produce a
lucid interval. He says the mental energy was due to
the nervous excitement, and would fail with it; while
Dr. Smith says, it is possible that after a sleep he might
be conscious for a sh^rt time, but if so, any excitement
would cause delirium and a relapse into stupor. There
is one remark of Dr. Henderson, which may be applica-
ble to this cause, "He would be more likely to be clear

upon matters to which he had applied his mind hQiova
hifl illness than upon other matters."

The disease of the brain under which Lee was labour-
ing had been of some standing, ior some months in

the opinion of Dr. Relies, covering a period it would
appear when Lee was considered rational by his neigh-
bours, and capable of transacting business ; it does not
appear to have affected him very seriously until the
end of August.

I judge from the evidence of the medical gentlemen,
that as a mere matter of science apart from the evidence
of what actually passed on the 8th, they would all have
pionounced against there being an interval on that
day during which Lee could have been rational for

so long a period as is described by the witnesses. This,
however, is after all only a matter of opinion, and that
upon a matter ofacknowledged difficulty. But I incline

to doubt whether the time actually occupied could
really have been so long. AH that they describe as oc-
curring, even if occurring with some pauses, and con-
siderabledeli beration^could scarcely have ofounisfl more
than half an hour : that is, from the commencement

n
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It

of the reading of the will to its execution. And with
the filling up of blanks and other preliminaries the
whole time occnpied could scarcely have reached an
hour. It is not probable, indeed, that Lee's mind was
applied to the business of making his will for so long a
period. It is not likely under the circumstances that
time would bo needlessly wasted, and feeling the im.
portance of getting the busitieas completed, the time
would naturally appear longer than it really was. No
one seems to have consulted a time-piece: each esti-

mates it for himself, hence the difference of their
estimates

; and hence, as I think is probable, the idea of
a longer time than was really occupied.

The medical men formed their opinion not only from
what they saw, hut also from the evidence of what was
seen by others both before and after the signing of the
will, but still they had not some means ofjudging which,
as they or some of them, say, would have been of
material assistance in forming their judgment. None
of them had previously attended Lee in his illness,

and there was no post mortem examination.

I should myself, independently of medical testimony,
have arrived at the conclusion, that neither on the
morning of the 7th, when seen by McCollum, nor on
the afternoon of the 8th, when seen by his son Edward,
was Lee in a sound state of mind ; but I am not con-
vinced by the medical testimony, or otherwise, that he
may not have been in such a state on the morning or at
noon or early in the afternoon of the 8th, whichever
may have been the time of day at which the will was
executed. If the medical witnesses had said the thing
was impossible, 1 mast still have exercised my judg-
ment between facts sworn to, and matter of scientific
opinion

;
and facts may be established by such clear

and convincing testimony in the face of opinion evi-
dence by scientific men, that they must be accepted as
established, although, in the opinion of those well
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qualified to form a scientific opinion, they are held to
bo improbable or oven impossible.

I think the medical testimony does establish the im-
probability of Lee being in a rational state of mind for
more than a short time on the 8th. I nhould myself,
from hearing the evidence of Etlnard li. Lee and
McGollum and of Coll, to which latter I will refer pre-
sently, have thought it very improbable, and I must
only form the best judgment that lean as to whether the
evidence given is of sufficient weight to prove that that
did in fact occur, which it is improbable should occur.

If the evidence in favour of the will had been only of
its being read over and listened to, and assented to by
Lee, and that in the opinion of those present he per-
fectly understood it, and was of sound and disposing
mind, I should think such evidence insufficient to rebut
the improbability. But several circumstances are
stated xvhich shew Lee not to have been a mere passive
instrument

; but to have himself exercised memory and
will, and Dr. Henderson himself says, "If what has
been read of the evidence of Mr. Duck, Mason and
Sexton, be true, he must have had a disposing mind."

Now these curcumstances did really occur ; or they
were matters of sheer fabrication, as to which it is well
observed by Mr. Beat, that " falsehood in human testi-
mony presents itself much more frequently in the shape
of misrepresentation, incompleteness, or exaggeration,
than of total fabrication." There is this also to be
taken into account, that Lee had been in the habit of
doing business with Mr. Duck for some twenty years,
and the disposition of his property by will, was a
subject to which his mind had been fi-equently applied ;

and it is reasonable to suppose that applying his mind
to a familiar subject, and with a person familiar to him
as a man of buHinARR. fh^ro to/miM v,« v..,„v, i i...--

upoiLhia mental, faculties than if either the subject of

m
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business or the person with whom it was transacted

were new or strange.

With respect to the evidence of Coll. It is only

material, if he is correct in supposing that his visit was
on the 8th, and not on the 7th. I have no doubt of his

honest intention to tell the truth, but he was upwards

of eighty years old, and spoke of the 8th as the day

only from memory. If he were correct no will was

executed at all on the 8th, or if at all, it must have been

in the interval between his leaving after dinner and the

arrival of Edward about three o'clock. It is said that

it could have been on no other day than the 8th that

this visit of Coll was made, and the evidence is referred

to as shewing that it could have been on no other day.

I think there is nothing to shew that it was not on the

7th ; the only difficulty is that he, in his evidence, and

Tlwmm McColban in his, each states that he went to

Lee's about nine o'clock in the morning ; but McCollum

remained there only a few minutes, and Coll may have

supposed it to be about nine, when it was a quarter or

half past ; and besides, the description of Lee'a state as

given by each very nearly corresponds.

Another point made in the case is that th'; will made
by Lee on the 8th of September ought not to stand,

by reason of the undue influence exercised over him by

his wife.

The existence of a very considerable degree of influ-

ence on the part of the wife is shewn by the evidence, and

such influence was manifested in various ways ; the

withdrawing his business from McCollum, who had

managed it for him for some time ; his revoking the

power of attorney given to his brother Garrett Lee, are

instances of it. It is possible, certainly, that Lee may
have untruly attributed these things to the influence of

his wife, but it is not probable. There are other circum-

stances which indicate the existence of such influence,
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or rather perhaps a power in Mrs. Lee, which she felt

enabled her to disregard his wishes : the servant man
Mason being allowed to sit at table, although his doing
80 was distasteful to his master; the opening and
destroying of letters addressed to him by his daughter
while living at a distance ; the same, as the evidence
leaves no room to doubt, in regard to letters addressed
to him by his son Edward from Iowa, and addressed
by him to the same son ; his being sent to his bed-
room, although it was dark, when taken homo by Gar-
rett Lee and Fanny McGolbnn ; and in proof of feeling

his position in his own house irksome to him, is the
fact of his seeking to live away from it, and making
proposals to that effect at one time to his son Edward^
at another to Thomas McCollum.

There is also evidence of much cruel neglect on the
part of Mrs. Lee, which appears to me material in more
views than one. It indicates a feeling on her part that
her power was such that she could treat him as she
pleased; and it is an argument against the proba-
bility of its being his own desire and will to deal very
liberally with her in the disposition of his estate. Her
answer to the suggestions made to her to call in medi-
cal advice, that it was no use, that doctors were only a
bill of expense ; and her bespeaking his grave-clothes
several days before his death, were indications of cal-

lous indifference on her part : only material, however,
as shewing an absence not of affection only, but of
all kindly feeling, a state of feeling which he could
searcely have failed to have observed before, and which
renders improbable a favourable disposition to her in

his will. The will of the 27th July, made away from
his own house, does not deal liberally with her, but
the reverse ; and he then, if the evidence is to be
believed, evinced a desire to leave her as little as
possible. There is also evidence that he felt

keenly, at any rate before his last illness, the
treatment which he received in his own house. Dur-
ing his last illness we do not find him in a state of

GRANT X. 12
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mind—unless indeed during the execution of the will

—

to express what his feolingH were coherently, but some
indication of tiiera may |)erhapH be found in his

answer to his son Edward, upon his romindinR him
that ho was already at home upon his expressing a
desire to go home, "No, I am not at home, this is a
prison."

I take the law to to bo that mere influence exercised

by a wife or other person over the mind of a testator

is not of itself sufficient to invalidate a will, that it

must amount to a control over his mind, subjecting his

mental will to the desire of another ; so that the docu-
ment executed as his will is not in reality the expression

of his will, but that of another. The question is in

what sense was this document the will of the testator?

In the first place I observe that the document was
not drawn from any instructions given by the testator;

they were given by the wife and consisted in a will,

the one of February, being sent to a legal gentleman
with instructions to draw a similar, substituting in a
bequest to Edward a mortgage from one Kitchen for

the one from Sexton. This would not invalidate the

will provided the testator deliberately and of his own
will adopted it, but it is all the more necessary that

this adoption should be shown, and that clearly and
satisfactorily.

In the next place it is material to consider who were
present. There were present Mrs. Lee, Mr. Duck,
Henry Lee, Sexton and Mason, not one unless it were
Mr. Duck to counteract the influence of Mrs. Lee, or

free him from such control as she had over him.
Henry Lee, Sexton and Mason, as I have no doubt from
the evidence, each for his own reasons desiring that

the will should be executed. Mr. Duck probably hav-
ing no interest one way or the other, but being never-

theless upon a friendly footing with Mrs. Lee, and this

fact known to thu testator.

mM
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In this proaonoo ami undor tlioso circuiiiBtaiicoB wa«
the tcBtator oalled u|khi to lionr road, and oxecuto the
will placed k'foro hiin. Ho was 82 yoarrt old ; ho was
Biitrorinj^lroin dittouHooftho brain, which had then iiiado
such proKrwa as to render him incapahlo, except at rare
intrrvalft, of transactiiiif husinouB, and his physical
debility was extromo. Ho know (it ho had mental
capacity to execute a will) vhat the document presented
to him had been prepared under instructions troui his
wife, and that it was her wish, not to say hor will, that
he should execute it. I am quite satisfied from the
evidence that ho could not in his then state resist her
dictation. Thoiiuestions which he put,andthoob8orva.
tions he made, while indicatiuf^montal capacity, are juet
such as he knew would be aj?roeablo to her. The man
who in health succumlMjd to hor control in matters which
he would fain have seen otherwise; and wUme remedy
was not to control his own house, but to look for an
asylum elsewhere could not, it is morally impossible that
hecouid,haveoppo8od her will when thedocumont which
purported to be his will was presented for his execution,

titill it may be said, his will and intention as to the
disposition of his property may have accorded with hers.
But wehavesume indications of the contrary. There is

every reason to think that the will of the 27th July
made such disposition of his propert s he really
desired to make. It Is true that he denied having made
that will, but it is just what a man like him would do,
to save himself from the importunity or persecution of
his wife, just as he desired those who were cognizant of
it being made to keep it secret ; but he never cancelled
it, or asked those who kept it to give it up to him, as
was the case with the power of attorney to Oarrett Lee .•

he took precisely that course which he would be likely
to take if he wished to preserve it ; he left it in the
hands of those who would take care of it, and he con-
cealed and denied its existence.

i .
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There is no evidence of any change of intention until
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aftorhiadiaeaw Secainosongaravatod that he manifested
uninistakablo sijjris of a docayod iiitolloct, nor indoed
any wliatevcr up to Im death, unless upon the occaaion
of the execution of the will of September. I do not
notice what he uaid on the 6th, for from Dnck'i account
of his state on that day it would be wrong to attach any
weight to it. So far, then, as wo have evidence, bis

mind remained unchanged after makingthe will ofJuly
until he ceased to have a mind. Supposing his mind
the same up to the time of this will being presented to

him, we come to a time when we cannot ascertain what
his mind or his intention was ; we see what it had been
up to that time, we see nothing to change it, and we see
no more. The evidence, therefore, and thejust cotiolu-

sions from it are against the position that his will may
have accorded with that of his wife.

We have nothing to shew that the document executed
expressed his will. A good deal to shew the contrary. A
good deal to shew that it expressed the will of his wife,

and that she possessed and exercised a control which
impelled him to give expression to her will in the paper
to which he put his name. Upon the evidence, there-

fore, I feel obliged to pronounce against the will of the
8th of September.

I see nothing to impugn the will of the 27th of July
;

its due execution and the sound and disposing mind of
the testator are sufficiently proved ; that will therefore

will be established.

The decree will be accordingly ; with costs to be paid
by Mrs. Frances Lee : the plaintiff must pay the infant

defendants their costs, and have thera over against
Mrs. Frances Lee.

After this judgment had been pronounced, a petition

was presented by Mrs. Frances Lee to open publication,
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in order that evidence miKht be given, Hliewing that
the defendant, /v/Mvir«f /?./.<•», who had been examined
on behalf of the plaintiffH, and waH a material witness
in support of the case made by the bill, had made an
arrangement with the executorH and trustees named in
the will of July, whereby he was to be permitted to
carry on proceedings in their names, he agreeing to
indemnify against all costs, and upon such evidence
being taken, the cause might be again set down to be
beard.

Mr. Mownt, Q. C, and Mr. CrUkmore in support of
the petition.

Mr. Strong, Q.C., Mr. McDonald, and Mr. Crichnorc,
contra.

Judffinent—QvnjiQaii, V.C—This is a petition sub-
Btituted by our general orders for a petition for leave
to file a supplemental bill in the nature of a bill of
review, upon facts discovered since the decree. The
petition is presented by the defendant Frances Lee.

The decree establishes the will of 27th July, 1859, as
prayed by the bill, the bill impeaching a subsequent will
of the 8th of September in the same year on the ground
of mental incapacity at the time of its execution, and of
undue influence on the part of Frances Lee, I pro-
nounced against the will of September on the latter
ground, having arrived at the conclusion, after a good
deal of hesitation, that the testator had mental capacity
to make the will.

'' I

ii

ii>

The petitioner now seeks among other things, to
introduce evidence to impeach the mental capacity of
the testator at the time of the execution of the will of
July. By her answer she questioned the fact of its

i.i— ,—I H..,,.gt(, ,.ij«6 ir vj.ct;«icu, ii was ouiameu
through undue influence exercised by Thomas McCollum,
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Garrett Lee, and others ; it was no part of her case that

he was mentally incapable, in fact such a position would

have been suicidal, for it is certain from the evidence

that his mental capacity was greater at the date of the

will of July than at the date of the will of September.

The point is not only not in issue but inconsistent with

the issue, and the evidence offered is weak and incon-

clusive.

The petitioner proposes to introduce new evidence

upon the fact of the execution of the will of July; the

will was executed in duplicate, and one only was pro-

duced at the examination. It is now suggested that an
inspection of the other will shew that the signatures of

the two are not by the same hand, and both are now
produced. To me the signatures appear to be the

same, each page is signed, making five signatures on
each duplicate. There are points of difference certainly,

but they are as great between those on different pages

of each instrument as bet'veen the two sets of signatures,

with perhaps an exception, the last upon one of them,

wiiich looks as if written when the hand was weary.

The suggestion is that the will is forged, and that the

forgers took the extraordinary course of repeating the

signature ten times, and using the hands of two different

persons to do it. It is suggested that it is unlike what
is his proved signature to other documents, none are

produced, nor is there any evidence to the fact. I

should be slow to believe in the forgery of this will in

the face of the evidence as to the fact of its execution.

We have the express evidence of the subscribing wit-

nesses, one of whom, Matthew Scott, seemed to me to

b6 entitled to perfect credit, as above all suspicion of

interest or motive in the matter, and I do not doubt

the evidence of the other witness Thomas McGollum ,-

and their evidence is confirmed by that of Frances

McGollum,, who deposes to the testator expressing his

intention before, and his satisfaction afterwards in

regard to this will.
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Another point upon which it is sought to introduce
new evidence is as to the absence of that controlling
inHuence which I attributed to Mrs, Lee at the time of
the execution of the will of September. Most of the
evidence offered is mere matter of opinion, and most of
it might with due diligence have been produced in the
course of the examination which occupied four days

;

or at any rate before the hearing. Two instances of con-
duct are given in order to negative influence in the wife

;

one in the month of August, before his death, when one
Kitchen asked him to endorse upon his mortgage an
extension of time which he had agreed to g , and Mrs.
Lee seconded the request ; he is said to have turned
to her and said, " Fanny, what have I done to Mr.
Kitchen that he should doubt my word?" and to have
refused to make the memorandum. Another instance
is that Mrs. Lee was speaking boastfully of one of her
sons being a banker in the States, when her husband
told her to hold her tongue. The witness thinks this

was in the summer of 1859, and he adds that he was
a man of firm mind in his earlier days.

It w&s in the end of August, the last day of the
month I think, that Lee was attacked with the serious
illness that so soon terminated his life, Tho latest of
these two occasions was before this, and they seem to
me mere ebullitions of petulance that weigh almost
nothing against the many circumstances which are
disclosed in evidence shewing the existence of a con-
trolling influence which at the time of the execution of
the will Lee felt to be irresistible ; and there is this to be
said in regard to the character in which the petitioner

now represents her late husband, that in her answer
ahe swears, that if he executed the will of July, she
believes that he was led and induced to do so by frau-

dulent and undue and improper influence and coercion,
exfirnigfid nvpr him 'n' Vf/.r'/}//«w /a-,-««« t -- j

others, and that if he executed that will he did so when
in McCollum'a house, and when wholly in the power

fi
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and under the influence of himself and others. It is^

hardly consistent with this that he was a man of so

much firmness as to negative the idea of a controlling

influence on the part of his wife, under the circum-

stances under which the will of September was exe-

cuted. I doubt if any of the facts referred to in my
judgment as evidencing such influence are so strong

as these allegations in the sworn answer of Mrs. Lee.

Another point remains to be noticed. Edward E.
Lee, a son of the testator, was a material witness for the

plaintiffs. It now appears upon evidence laid before me
upon this petition, that since judgment was given in thia

cause he has stated that an arrangement had been made
between him and the executors named in the will of

July, to hold them harmless as to costs if they would
allow him to use their names as plaintiffs, and further^

that if the suit were decided in favour of the plaintiffs,

the executors were to assign their executorship to him,
and that he was to have the winding up of the estate

;

and it is also in evidence that he has thrown out hints

about making an arrangement with Mrs. Lee for a
division of the property, and setting aside the will of

July, and has indulged in threats, intemperate and
absurd ones, against McCollum and Garrett Lee, two
of the executors.

Certainly if such an arrangement as is spoken of had
been provrd before the hearing I should have attached

less weight than I did to the evidence of Edward R.
Lee, if I did not hold him to be an incom^vjtent witness,

but at the same time I should, as I have no doubt, have
arrived at the same conclusion without his evidence

;

and now, upon reconsideringmy decision, lam prepared

to say that, putting his evidence out of the case, I should

hold as I did hold, as to the exercise of undue influence

by Mrs. Lee at the execution of the will of September.

Such an arrangement as is alleged between Edward
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R. Lee and the executors is even now not proved ; of

course his statements are no evidence against the plain-

tiffs. But the petitioner may desire to appeal from the
decree, and if she should, it is not fair to her that the
evidence of that witness should form part of the evidence
in the cause against her, with all the weight which
should be attached to it as the evidence of an unbiassed
witness, if in truth it was given under the circumstances
alleged. I think my proper course will be to allow
evidence to be given upon that point, and upon that
point only, and the cause can be again heavd pro forma,
or such further evidence can be taken to form part of
the evidence in the cause.

The order under the old practice would be for leave
to file a supplemental bill in the nature of a bill of
review, and would be made upon payment of the usual
deposit.

$\

Habrold v. Wallis.

CoHiideraHon ofwill—Exemption ofpersonalityfrom payment of debts.

Where a testator directed his debts to be paid out of his '• estate,"
then bequeathed to his widow an annuity of ;floo, to be paid out of
the proceeds of his "estate." and also bequeathed to her all his
personal property

; then directed that the whole of his pro -rty
• shouJd be sold by his executor at the death of his widow, and

finally, empowered his executor to sell such portions of his property
as he might think best, for the purpose of liquidating any just
claims due by the testator, at any time that the executor might
find It necessary to do so. Held, that the debts were charged
upon the real estate as the primary fund.

The bill in this cause was filed by some of the legatees

of the testator, Samuel Harrold, against his executor,

and some members of the testator's family, praying,
among other things, for the construction of the following

portions of the will, namely. " My will is that my funeral
expenses and just debts shall be paid out of my estate

by my executor. I hereby bequeath to my beloved
wife the sum of ^100 a year, to be paid to her out of

the proceeds of my estate. 1 also give and bequeath to

her all the personal property that I n. .y be possessed of
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at the time of my death. Also, my will is, that at the
death ofmy wife the whole of my property shall be sold
by my executor. I also authorise and empower my
executor to sell such porticns of my property as he may
think best, for the purpose of liquidating anyjust claims
which may be due or become due by me, and at any
time that he may find it necessary to do so, and to
gi\ such titles as would be given by me if alive."

Mr. Hodgina, for the plaintiff, contended that under
this will the debts shou'^ be borne by the real and
personal estate lateably.

Mr. McGregor, on behalf of the widow, who was a
defendant, argued that upon the whole will it was
clearly the intention of the testator to throw the debts
on the real estate, and exonerate the personalty.

Judgment.—Yavkovqbubi:, C— I think upon the
whole context of the will the testator's intention was
to exempt from payment of his debts the personalty
bequeathed to his wife. He gives her the personalty
absolutely. What then does he mean by the word
"estate," out of which he directs his executor to pay
his debts and funeral expenses? I think he means
his real estate, which he directs his executor to sell.

The word "property" in the clause immediately follow-
ing the bequest to his wife means the same thing,
because he does not intend his executor to sell at his
wife's death the property which he had given her
absolutely, and, moreover, in directing the application
of the proceeds of the sale, he speaks of the improve-
ments done by his sons on the property, and this could
only refer to realty, and he gives his executor full

power to effect sales. Though with some doubt, I
think the debts are charged upon the real estate, as
the primary fund.
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Christie v. Do'.vker.

Mortgage—Cuviimnf to pay—Sale, order for deficiency on—Statute
of Frauds.

M. being owner of the equity ot redemption verbally assented to an
arrangement tliat " In consideration of the said Mclnnes having
promised to give his personal covenant for the payment of the said
balance of ;^3oo (due on the mortgage) in three years Irom loth
February last, with interest to be paid half yearly as a collateral
security, I will procure him an extension of time, as aforesaid, on
receiving said covenant from him," which was embodied in a
memorandum signed by the solicitor of the mortgagee, but without
his authority. Proceedings «ere accordingly delayed on the mort-
gage for three years, on the faith of this promise; and the
mortgagee subsequently instituted proceedings in this court to
obtain a sale of the premises, and that M. might be oidered to pay
any deficiency arising on such sale of the premises. Held.that there
was not any absolute binding agreement to give the time : that as
part of the agreement (that as to giving the covenant) was to be
performed within a year, but the mortagee's part embraced a
penod of thrfce years, (as did also M.'s in regard to the time for
payment,) whether the Statute of Frauds would stand in the way of
the plamtifTs recovery. Quare that had M. performed his part of
the agreement,the mortgagee could have beau compelled to execute
his, and that a personal order for payment of the dehciency isonly
made by the court to avoid circuity of action, and in aid of a legal
right, but only when that right is clear.

Statement.—This was a suit seeking to obtain a de-

cree for sale of mortgaged premises, and the usual
order for payment of deficiency in the event of the
sale not realizing sufficient to pay the amount which
should be found due to the plaintiff under the circum-
stances stated in the head-note and judgment. The
cause came on to be heard by way of motion fora decree.

Argument.—Mr. Gicynne, Q. C, for the plaintiff,

contended that the defendant Mclnnes having agreed
to execute the covenant to pay off the mortgage in three
years, and having, by the forbearance of the mortgagee,
obtained the time stipulated for, the court would com-
pel him now to do so—the court, under such circum-
stances, will treat him as having performed his portion
of the agreement, citing Innes v. Dunlop, (a) Price v.

Seaman, (b) White v. Parkin, (c) Foster v. Allan8on,(d)

and Addison on Contracts, pp. 21 and 38.
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(a) 8 Term R. 595.

(c) 12 Ea. 578.

(6) 4 13. & C. 525.

{d} 2 Term R.479.
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Mr. Strong, Q. C, for Mclnnea, resisted the decree
asked for, so far as any personal relief against him was
concerned, as there was nothing binding in the agree-
ment as to either party until the covenant was executed.
He relied also on the Statute of Frauds as being a
complete answer to the case made by the bill ; the
agreement not being to be performed within a year,
and the order of court under which relief was here asked
only applies to an ordinary case between mortgagor
and mortgagee, or, where the right is clear and undis-
puted. Mclnnea could not have compelled an exten-
sion of time until he had given the covenant ; until
then the plaintiff was at perfect liberty to proceed, and
there is nothing to shew that the plaintiff would ever
have given the time, although his solicitor had chosen of
his own accord, but without his sanction or authority,
to undertake that the time would be extended. The fact
that the three years have been allowed to elapse without
proceedings having been instituted was merely acci-
dental, a forbearance which Mclnnea could not have
claimed or enforced.

Under these circumstances, the only decree the court
will make will be the ordinary one for sale or fore-

closure, as the plaintiff may elect to take, giving no
personal relief as against Mclnnea.

The other defendants did not appear; ae against
them the bill was taken pro confeaao.

Judgment.—YAHKOvamET, C—The plaintiff asks
for a sale, and that the defendant Donald Mclnnea,
the owner of the equity of redemption, by assignment
from the mortgagor, may be ordered to pay the de-
ficiency, if any, on the sale, on the ground that he
verbally assented to the arrangement contained in the
following memorandum of receipt for arrears of inter-

est, and ;£25 of the principal money secured by the
mortgage, signed by the solicitor of the mortgagee,
and delivered to Mclnnea, viz., "In considera-
tion of the said Mclnnea having promised to
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give his personal covenant for the payment of the said
balance of ^800, due on the mortgage, in three years
from the 10th February, with interest to be paid half
yearly, as a collateral surety; I will procure for him an
extension of time as aforesaid, on receiving said cove-

nant from him." Mr. Robertson swears that he several
times afterwards called upon Mclnnes, who always
promised to execute the covenant, and that on the
faith of these promises he delayed taking proceedings
on the mortgage until thereby Mclnnes has in fact

had the three years' forbearance.

To this claim upon Mclnnes personally it is objected,

first, that there was no absolute binding agreement by
plaintiff to give time, but only an agreement to do so
conditional on Mclnnes executing a covenant to pay,
and that until that was done the plaintiff was at liberty

to proceed at any time on the mortgage, and that it

was only on obtaining this covenant that Robertson
was to procure from the plaintiff the extension of time
for three years : that had the plaintiff proceeded at
once upon the mortgage, Mclnnes could not have set

up the agreement, which was only to operate when he
had done something which has never yet been done,
and that the plaintiff might never have given the time,
notwithstanding Robertson's undertaking.

Secondly, that the agreement, being for something to
be done at a period beyond a year, required under the
Statute of Frauds to be in writing ; that Mclnnes never
signed any writing, and it is not proved that Robertson
had any right to sign for the plaintiff.

Thirdly, that a personal order, as it is called, for

payment of the deficiency is of recent practice, and
only made by the court to avoid circuity of action and
in aid of legal right, but only when that legal right is

dear.

I think I should not make any order in this case, and
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that the construction put by the defendant upon the
memorandum in writing, signed by Robertson, and its

effect, is correct. It is true Mclnnea has had the benefit
of the three years, but that was because the plaintiff

chose to let the time run on without procuring the
proper undertaking from him.

As regards the Statute of Frauds, Mclnnea' part of
the agreement, as to the giving the covenant, was to be
performed within a year, indeed at once, but the plain-
tiff's part was to embrace a period of three years, as
was also Mclnnea' in regard to the time for payment,
and it would probably be found that the statute stood
in the plaintiff's way. Had Mclnnea performed his
part by delivering his covenant, the plaintiff, I appre-
hend, could have been compelled to execute his.
Donelhn v. Bead, (a) Souch v. Strawbridge, (b) Cherry v.
Heming. (c) I do not think it a case in which I should
do more than make the ordinary decree, leaving the
plaintiff to proceed at law if he thinks he can succeed
there.* I give no costs of this contention to either
side. Mclnnea has evaded his engagement, and is
only entitled to such consideration as I feel compelled
to give him.

(a) 3 B. & Ad. 899. (J) 2 c. B. 808.
ic) 4 Exch. 631.

*See also Mathers v. Helliwell, ante p. 172.
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THE
The Canada Permanent Building Society v.

Bank of Upper Canada.

Building Society—Injunction—Laches.

Held, following the ruling of the Court of Queens Bench in theFarmers and Mrchan.cs' Building Society y. LangstaffrepoSU C.Q.B., volume ix.. page 183. that a building society may

dent and treasurer for the purpose. ^

Although plaintiffs had been guilty of great delaj in applying to thiscourt for an injunction to restrain the sale of lands under an execution at law. yet a sufficient case having been made out for anenquiry, he court granted the writ on an interlocutoi^ motionthe plaintiffs undertaking to proceed to an examination of wh^
forthwith )!L°"f»'"°"'^*^**"[.^"''^*''

^^^'^ ^"d ''earing the causeforthwith thereafter, paying the costs at law incurred by reason ofpostponing the sale, and paying interest from the time the sale wasto have taken place until the time of making a decree in the ca^ein the event of the sale failing to realize Inourh to Jay the full'amount of the claim under the execution.
^^

The facts appear sufficiently in the judgment.

Argument—Mr. ^Spencer, for the plaintiffs, moved
on notice for an injunction to restrain proceedings on
an execution issued by the Bank of Upper Canada
against the defendant Bletcher.

Mr. G. D. Bovlton and Mr. Hewson Murray contra.

Vankoughnet, C—On motion for an injunction t6
restrain the sale under execution in the bill mentioned,
it was objected : 1st, That the plaintiffs should have
sued in the name of their president and treasurer and
not in their own name. 2nd, That by reason of laches
they had lost their right to the special aid which an
injunction affords. The first objection is disposed of
by the case of the Farmers' and Mechanics' Building
Society v.,Langstaff{a), in which it was expressly ruled
that the society might sue in its own name.

The second objection has great force, for no explana-

.
!*

f ifl

(fl) 9 Q. B. U. C. p. 183.

y^^^F^tfvx^fty-HEff^^y *^*"s^5!f!
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Ill

tion is given of tlie delay in filing the bill. It is said

that the plaintiffs never heard of the writ being in the

sheriiT's hands until recently, and that ho could not, or

at all events would not be likely to have known of it until

the advertisement for sale by the sheriff, which appea'-ed

in a Port Hope paper on ths Ist of August last, and in

the Canada Gazette on the 9th of August, and was con-

tinued in these papers until the 24th of October last.

The plaintiffs or their officers may not have seen this

advertisement, but there is no affidavit to that effect

;

and there is on this ground very great difficulty in

gi-anting the present motion. On reading the different

affidavits, I cannot but feel that it was the intention of

all parties that the interest of Bletcher in the lands

should he freed from incumbrances in order that a title

might be made to the plaintiffs on the security of which,

in part, money was to be advanced by them, whereout

the bank was to receive $4,000 on account of Bletcher'

s

indebtedness to them. This sum was according to one

of the affidavits, the actual value of his interest in the

property. Mr. McLeod, the agent for the plaintiffs,

swears positively to the conversations and negotiations

between himself and the solicitor and agent, with the ex-

press object understood, and assented to by all parties,

of freeing Bletcher'8 interest in the lands from all charges

thereon. In answer, Mr. Hubidge the solicitor swears

that these had relation only to two of the judgments

against Bletcher. But in this he seems to be mistaken,

as he furnished Mr. McLeod with a memorandum of

four judgments on the application of McLeod (as he

swears) for a list of all incumbrances held by the bank

on all lands of Bletcher. It is probable that both par-

ties are right to some extent. While McLeod applied

for and got a list as he supposed, and as I think it

most likely Mr. Rubidge intended, of all judgments

against Bletcher, Mr. Rubidge and Mr. Smart, the bank

agent, in their interviews on the subject, spoke alone

or chiefly in reference to two of the judgments on

which the $4,000 was to be applied, and hence the
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two things may be confounded. Mr. McLeod being
principally concerned in getting a statement of the
mcumbrances which Mr. Rulrnhje gave as four in
number, and not two, as he swears, and Mr. Rnbidqe
and the bank agent being principally concerned in
obtammg the $4,000 and applying it; each party
bemg thus most intent upon , and now recollecting best,
that which principally concerned him. Indeed, it will
probably turn out that the judgment now in question
and being against one Bolkan, Harris and Bktcher
was entirely overlooked. The bank agent swears he
wasnot aware, untilayear after thetransaction with the
plaintiffs, that this judgment formed alien on Bletchefs
land, B.n^ Bktcher's name being last in the suit asaparty
would not attract Mr. Ruhidge'a attention on looking at
his docket. Upon the whole there seems a sufficient case
made out for inquiry

; but in consequence of the delay
I can only grant the injunction on the ten ;3 that the
plaintiffs shall proceed to the examination of their
witnesses within one month after answer filed, such
examination to be had before myself or one of the
other judges if he will take it, and the cause to be
brought on to a hearing forthwith afterwards ; that
the plaintiffs pay any costs which may be incurred at
law in postponing the sale, and do also undertake to
pay mterest from the 25th of October to the time of
decree made in the cause in the event of the plaintiffs
in the execution faUing to realize enough on their exe-
cution to pay. I do not understand Bktcher'a part in
the matter, as from his affidavits he appears desirous
tiiat the execution should proceed.

aBANI X
18

--l'..
fOn^-AJW^M/Mi
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Campbell v. tMiTH.

Practict—Sitting atidi salt of landi by shtriffundirfi.fa.

This court will, in a proper case, set aside a deed for lands improp-
erly sold by the (sheriff under common law process, and will not
leave a party to his remedy at law alone.

Statement.—This was a bill filed hy Robert Campbell

against Benjamin Walker Smith and Thomas Fletcher

Park, setting forth that the plaintitT, as a discharged sol-

dier of the 48th regiment, had obtained a Crown patent

for 100 acres of land in the township of Innisfil, situated

within five miles of the town of Barrie, and had en-

tered into the possession thereof, and subsequently

became indebted to one Tliomaa Craig, who in the year

1857 recovered judgment against plaintiff for i;126 8s.

lid.; and in March, 1868, issued a^./a. goods directed

to defendant Smith as sheriff of the County of Simcoe,

on which £10, part of the claim, was made ; and that

afterwards, and in December, 1858, aji.fa. lands was

issued on the said judgment directed to the same sheriff

endorsed to levy £110 8b. 9d. debt, and £5 12b. 2d.

costs, which was duly placed in the hands of such

sheriff, under which writ the sheriff seized the said

100 acres ; offered the land for sale, and knocked the

same down to the defendant Park as such purchaser,

for ^12 10s., and subsequently executed to defendant

Park a deed of conveyance thereof. The bill furi'ier

alleged that Park was the bailiii of the sheriff, and iiM
the sale to him at such sum was a sacrifice of the i^nd,

which ought not to have been made, and impeached

the same as being fraudulent and collusive ; and that

1^ ^intiff for a long time after such sale was not aware

thik <r bfi'l been effected.

J-hv t 'a;.)' was to have the sale declared void and

th'( (i 'j; 'V* nee set t.s le, or that payment to Park of

£Vl iOs. iie might be ordered to re-convey.

The defendant Smith answered the bill, denying the
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fraudulent practices imputed to him, and as n ainst

him the hill had heen dismissed for want of prosecution.

As against Park the hill was taken pro amfeaao. On
the cause coining on to be heard pro confcaao,

Mr. Tilt, in' the plaintiff, asked that a decree in

accoidauto with the terms of the prayer might be

drawn up.

yHfi'/Hit'M/.—EsTEN, V.C., after looking into the plead-

ings and authorities, directed the decree to go as prayed

;

and ordered the defendant Park to pay the costs.

FaiSEB V. LociE.

Appropriation ofpayments—Altering mortgage.

An appropriation of payments made by the creditor for the first time

on bringing the account into the master's office and apparently on
the very day on which it is brought in is too late.

If money is not expressly appropriated by the party paying it, the

party receiving it may appropriate it even upon a claim which he
cannot enforce by suit.

Before the face of a mortgage is altered by reducing the amount
secured, there must be clear evidence by which to act.

This was an appeal from the master's report on the

grounds stated in the judgment.

Mr. Taylor, for the defendant, who appeals.

Mr. McGregor contra.

JtwZj/wetti.-VANKouGHNET.C—This wasanappeal from
the master' 8 report on two grounds : first, that he should

have disallowed .^116 part of the principal sum men-
tioned in the mortgage on the ground that it was for

usurious iutcrcBi ; and Beconuly that the master should

have credited on the amount of principal and interest
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actually secured by the mortgage the different sums
paid on account by thei mortgagor, and should not have
allowed any portion of it iu payment of the four per
cent., excess of interest beyond six per cent., and
which, after the mortgage fell due, the mortgagor had
agreed to pay for forbearance. I think the master was
right in treating the mortgage as a valid security for
the amount appearing on the face of it, the evidence
offered not being sufficient to impeach it. The only
witness called was the mortgagor Wilson, who had a
strong interest in reducing the amount ; and he merely
swears that he thinks that the ^eilG was for excessive
interest

; and he speaks of a book in which the manner
the amount was made up is entered. But this book is
not called for or produced. The mortgagee is dead,
and before the face of the mortgage is altered, there
should be clear evidence by which to act. On the
second objection I think the master was wrong. Between
the passing of the statute 16 Victoria, chapter 80, and
the statute 22 Victoria, chapter 85, doing away with
all limitation on interest, Fraser, one of the executors,
agreod with the mortgagor not to enforce payment of the
mortgage money then overdue in consideration of receiv-
ing interest at the rate of ten per cent, per annum.
This agreement, though not absolutely illegal, was not
one that could be enforced. Subsequently to it Wilsmi
paid several sums on account of the mortgage debt or
transaction to the plaintiff, not appropriating any of
them to principal and interest. Fraser, on the part of
the plaintiffs, brings an account into the master's office

showing when these moneys were received and how he
had credited them. And it was in this way : on the
right-hand column of the account stands entered the
principal money secured by the mortgage, and in the
left hand column appear as credited on this principal
sum the several sums paid by Wilson. No allusion is

made in the account so far to the additional four per
cent., or indeed to any rate of interest ; but in a note
on the paper brought into the master's office, as shewing
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this account set out in the way I have mentioned, is a
calculation of the four per cent, interest, the amount
of which is there deducted from the gross sum cred-
ited to Wilson, and the balance there stated as the pro-
per sum to be credited on the mortgage. This is done
for the first time on bringing the account into the mas-
ter's office, and apparently on the very day on which it

is then brought in. In my opinion it was then too
late for the plaintiffs so to appropriate the moneys
paid to them. If they had as they received the moneys
carried the balance, after deducting the extra four per
cent, interest, to the credit of the mortgage, or per-
haps if they had made the appropriation before bring-
ing in the account, they could not have been called to
account for the difference. But this is not what they
did. They have expressly credited in the account kept
by them all the moneys received upon the principal
sum secured and bring the statement into the master's
office, and then ask the master in effect to allow as
set-off for them four per cent, extra interest. The
master cannot do this, and they have not themselves
done it when they could. If money is not expressly
appropriated by the party paying it, the party receiv-
ing may appropriate it, even upon a claim which he
cannot enforce by suit. Here the plaintiffs as they
received it appropriated it in the manner I have men-
tioned

; and the court will not help them now to what,
but for the recent changes in the law, would be usuri-
ous interest. The report must therefore go back to
the master to be dealt with in accordance wiuh this
opinion, (a)

A pii "ff .^J-if"^
V. Lains, 3 B. & C. 165 ; Philpott v. Jones, 2 Ad.
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Clarke v. McElroy.

Practice—Married woman's answer.

Until the time for answering has expired, the plaintiff is not at lib-
erty to sue out an order for a married woman, defendant, to an-
swer separately from her husijand ; and in such a case if the wife
put in an answer jointly with her husband, it is binding upon her
whether the suit be in respect of the wife's separate estate or not.*

Where husband and wife had jointly answered and demurred to a
bill which demurrer was overruled, and the order drawn up al-
lowing the same extended the time for the husband to put in his
answer, but was silent as to the answer of the wife or the joint an-
swer of husband and wife, held, notwithstanding, that under such
order the husband and wife were at liberty to put in a joint answer.

Statement.—This was a motion adjourned from
Chambers, to discharge an order, obtained ex parte

by the plaintiff, for the wife of the defendant McElroy
to answer separately. On the motion coming on in

Chambers, counsel for the defendants contended that

Mrs. McElroy having already put in a joint answer to

the bill, could not be compelled to put in a separate

answer, which view the learned judge who heard the

motion was inclined to adopt ; but it having been
stated that his honour Vice-Chancellor Esten had
adopted the view contended for by the plaintiff, the

motion was adjourned into full court, and Mrs. Mc-
Elroy, at the suggestion of the learned judge, put in a
separate answer, subject to the right of the judge to

call therefor.

Mr. Blake for the defendants.

Mr. Proudfoot contra.

Calloiv V. Howie (a), Olive v. Ca^-ew (b), Griffith v.

Wood (c), Pawlet v. Delaval (d), Hughes v. Evans (ej,

Reeve v. Dalhy (f), Sigel v. Phdps (g), Owden v.

* See the same point, Elliot v. Hunter, Chancery Chambers Re-
ports, page 158.

(a) I DeC, & Sm, 531. {b) 4 J. & Hem. 199.
(c) 2 Vcs. 3r. 452. {dj 3 Ves. Sr, OOj.
(e) I Sim. 185. (/) 3 Sim. 464.

(g) 7 Sim. 239.
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Campbell, (a) Walker v. Parker, (b) Pudwick v. Piatt,

(c) Elston V. Wood, (d) Brown v. Hayward, (e) Cooper's

Equity Pleadings, 30, 31, Story's Equity Pleadings, sec.

71, Smith's Chancery Practice, 6th ed, 324, were,

amongst other authorities, referred to.

The judgment of the court was delivered by

Vankoughnet, C.—In this case the husband and
wife had put in a joint answer to part of the bill, and a
demurrer to his residue. The demurrer was over-

ruled, and an order taken out so declaring, and giving

to the husband and wife leave to answer, limiting a
time for the husband's answer to be put in, but not for

the wife's, nor the husbands and wife's. i3n the same
day the plaintiff obtained in Chambers ca; parte an
order for the wife to answer separately. We are of

opinion that under the first named order the time for

the husband and wife to answer was extended, and
that under it they were at liberty to answer jointly, as

they have since done. Until the time for so answering

has expired, no practice or authority has been shewn
to us which warrants the plaintiff in obtaining an
order for the wife to answer separately, and we are

therefore of opinion that the order obtained here for

that purpose was improper, and must be discharged,

and the separate answer filed under it, at the suggestion

of the learned judge in Chambers, be taken off the file

according to the understanding had at the time. The
plaintiff contends that even though a joint answer be

put in, yet it is, and is to be treated as the answer

of the husband alone, and that, therefore, he is entitled,

as a matter of course, to demand a separate answer

from the wife. There is language in some of the books

of practice which favours this view, and it appears that

my brother Esten in one case on an ex parte motion

•4^1

(a) 8 Sim. 551.
(c) II Beav. 503.

(e) I Hare, 433.

(b) 2 Keea, 59.
(rf) 2 M. & K. 678.
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adopted it; but it seems to us that it rests on no
authority.for none such hasbeen found, notwithstanding
the great industry displayed by counsel on both sides

in searching for precedents and cases. It is also con-
tended by the plaintiff that the joint answer of husband
and wife does not bind the wife, but that the separate
answer would in matters relating to her separate estate.

No authority for this position is to be had. According
to the case of Brown v. Hayward, neither the joint nor
separate answer would bind the wife ; while, according
to the cases of Callow v. Hotvle, and of Clive v. Carew,
in neither of which was the case in 1 Hare referred to,

the joint answer of husband and wife binds her. Con-
sidering the obscurity which surrounds the whole
subject, and that my brother Eaten did on one occasion
follow the course which the plaintiff claimed the right

to pursue here, we think the motion should be granted
without costs.

Hope v. Beard.

Trustee—Costs.

A trustee of lands for payment of debts paid the debts without
exercising the power of sale for that purpose, and took a release
from the cestui que trust to himself, which release was held void
and an account directed. Under the circumstances, neither fraud
nor neglect to account havings been established against the trustee
who had accounted as such in the master's office, and the property
or the produce thereof being forthcoming for the benefit of the
estate, the court directed the trustee to receive his subsequent costs
as m ordinary cases, as between solicitor and client.

Upon this case coming on for further directions, Mr.
Roaf, for plaintiff, asked that defendant might be
ordered to pay the costs.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, contra, contended nothing had
been established against the defendant, which would
warrant the court, under the authorities, in charging
the defendant with costs; but, on the contrary, the
result of the enquiry before the master was such as
entitled him to receive his costs.
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Judgment.—YAKRovQBiijsrr,C—The facts of this case
appaar in the judgment of Mr. Vice Chancellor Esten,
as reported in the eighth volume of Mr Grant's reports',
at page 380. No costs were given up to the hearing, and
the subsequent costs, which are now in question, were
resei-ved. By the decree, the defendant was declared to
be still a trustee for Mrs. Hope of the lands in the bill
mentioned, which had been devised to him in trust to
sell, if neces8ary,for payment ofdebts; although inl851
Mrs. Hope, with the consent of her husband, had sold
and released all her interest in the lands to the defendant
byan instrument which the learned judge who pro-
nounced the decree held to be inoperative, because it

wanted the formalities required by law for the passing
of the estates of married women. Notwithstanding
that this instrument is set up in the answer, it is neither
in the bill nor in the evidence impeached as having been
improperly obtained, although in the judgment referred
to, it.is stated tliat it does not appear that the defendant,
before obtaining it, had communicated to the plaintiff
the receipt by him of a considerable sum, produced by
the manufacture of bricks out of the land. The allega-
tions in the bill of fraud, and of neglect to render
accounts by the defendant, are not proved. The de-
fendant iias, as trustee, accountedin the master's office
for these landb, or the produce of them. 1 think that
he should have his costs, as in ordinary cases of an
accounting trustee, as between solicitor and client,
subsequent to the decree. He does not appear to have
been guilty of any fraud. He might by a proper
instrument, instead ofthe one he acted on, have obtained
the wife's estate in the premises. There has been no
loss, the property or its proceeds being forthcoming.

I

ii
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Templeton v. Lovell.

Wild land taxes—Sale of landsfor—Setting aside.

In 185 1 a party purchased 50 acres of land, upon which he settled

and paid the assessmehts for 1852, and subsequent years, but the

assessment for 1851 had not been paid, for the amount of which

{£2 IS. gd.) twenty-four acres of the property were sold in 1859
by the sherifif, under the warrant of the treasurer for the wild land
aesessment, when the same were purchased by one of the bailiffs

in the employ of a former sheriff. The portion sold was worth
£•; los. per acre. Although there was not any direct evidence of
combination amongst the audience to prevent competition, still

their conduct was such as to lead to that opinion.

The court under the circumstances, following the cases of Massing-
berd v. Montague, (ante volume ix., page 92,) and Henry v. Bur-
ness, (ante volume viii., page 345,) set the sale for taxes aside upon
payment of the amount which would have been required to redeem
the land within the year, and interest since that time ; or the

amount might be applied in part payment of the amount due upon
a mortgage created on the land by the purchaser at the sale for

taxes.

Statement.—This was a bill by Frederick Templeton

and others, against, Samuel Lovell and William Willis,

the latter liaving become mortgagee of the property in

question from Lovell, for the sum of twenty-five pounds.

The sale which it was sought to impeach took place

at the same auction a^ the sale which was set aside in

Maasingberd v. Montague, in the report of which case

the facts sufficiently appear.

Mr. Blake for the plaintiffs.

Mr. Roaf for defendant.

Judgment.—Speaqge, V. C.—The sale in question

took place in April, 1859, being the same sale at which

the lands ol Masaingherd, the sale of which was brought

in question in the suit of Maaaingberd v. Montague,

were sold.

The plaintiffs were the owners of a parcel of land a

little over 50 acres, in the township of Dorchester,

about six miles from London. The land was purchased

in October, 1851. The taxes for 1852, and for several

subsequent years, up to the year of the sale, as I under-

stand the evidence, were duly paid. The sale was for

non-payment of taxes for the year 1851. The taxes fo

v
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that year amounted to 268.; adding ten per cent the
treasurer's warrant was for ^2 Is. 9d., and for tins sum
twenty.four acres of the plaintiflf's farm were sold • the
defendant Lovell, formerly in the office of the' late
sheriff, being the purchaser. The value of the twenty-
tour acres is proved to be about 56200.

In Masaingherd vMontague, the Chancellorcharacter-
ized this sale as, though perhaps, in a less degree than
some others, one of those in which the rights of owners
arosacrificed to thecupidity of bidders, who, by arrange-
ments among themselves, contrive to get for trifling
sums, chargeable on the property, whole lots of land
when one-twentieth, and often one-fiftieth part should
suffice for payment. I have not seen the evidence givenm that case, but the evidence in this case does sup-
port what his lordship says in that case, that there is
much evidence to shew that at periods of the sale
arrangements were made by those present not to com-
pete for particular lots.

There is not direct evidence of combination, as there
was in Henry v. Bumess, but there was that course of
conduct among a large proportion of purchasers at the
sale which led men of intelligence present at the sale to
inter that there was such combination. I refer particu-
larly to the evidence of McBeth and Holland. The
evidenc ofBarker and Wigmore goes far to lead to the
same conclusion; and what is stated by McBeth and
Holland h sufficient to justify the inference they drew.
Competition was not only discountenanced, but was in
some instances punished, by bidding against the offen-
der, so as to reduce the quantity of land to so small an
amount as to be useless. I think the language of the
Chancellor is not too strong when he designates such a
sale as a mockery, and a conspiracy to deprive the owner
of his property.

I observe from the evidence that the sheriff had not
made himself acquainted with the property to be sold.

!' '.
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He was unable to give any explanation to the audience,

in regard to the land to be sold ; or to discharge the duty

imposed upon him by statute, to sell first that portion of

the land which in hisjudgment it is most for the advan-

tage of the owner to sell. I have already observed

upon this omission on the part of sheriflFs, and I am
glad to find that the Chancellor has done the same in

the case to which I have referred. Not only is tue

owner injured, but the purchaser is unable to exercise

those rights which the law gives him ; for suppose himto

have purchased fifty acres out of one hundred, and

waste and destruction to be committed over fifty acres,

how is he to know that it is upon his purchase, when

the part he purchased is left undesignated for a year

after his purchase.
^

When the sherifi" did designate the twenty-four acres

that Lovell was to get, he assigned him the best part of

the lot, and which was worth at the time £7 10s. an

acre. One acre was worth more than three times over

the amount of the taxes. I do not mean that a

purchaser could be expected to pay the taxes for a third

of an acre, or for an acre of the land, and I dare say

the position is correct that less would probably be bid

for a redeemable than for an absolute interest, but still

the quantity sold in this case was in monstrous dispro-

portion to the purchase money.

In Henry v. Burness (a) I commented at some length

Apon these sales fortaxes ; upon theproceedingsatthem,

and upon the duties of the sheriff, and upon the law

which, in my judgment, is applicable to them. I think

this case is brought within the principles which govern

such cases, and that the sale cannot be supported.

The defendant, Willis, is a mortgagee of Lovell for a

small amount, £25. His denial of notice is not quite so

specific as it ought to be. What he is charged to have

(a) Ante vol. viii., p. 345.
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had notice of is of the facts constituting the plaintiff's
equity to set aside the sale; not that the plaintiff had
asserted any title or claim, I desire to express no opinion
upon tliHt

:
but the denial by the answer, though not

spdcihc, covers the whole ^ eriod in which notin,* could
affect him, and there is no evidence, whatever, of his
hav,ng notice. I think I cannot properly remove thisT ^r^f'.

"* *^** ^'''^ '^^"^^ ^« ordered to pay it
off. The decree can easily be put in such a shape as to
enforce the payment of the money, by what is now the
process of the court to compel payment. The plaintiff
must pay Willis his costs.

The plaintiff must pay to Lavell the amount which
he would have had to pay if he had redeemed within

t^,r^'' ^'i^
^"'«rest since

; or he may pay it to
WtUis m reduction of his mortgage; and each party
18 to pay his own costs. The plaintiff has relief upon
substantially the same terms as the plaintiff had in
Henry v. Burness.

II

ii

'

|,

rm

LoGiB V. Young.

LoGiE V. Austin.

Wild land taxes-getting aside by sherifffor-Duty of sheriff at.

In the first-named case the bill was filed by Alexan-
der Logie against Archibald Young. In the other by
the same plaintiff against James Austin, praying, under
the circumstances stated in the judgment, to h«vo e-
tain sales of wild lands for taxes" set aside on the
ground ofcombination to preventcompetition,andother

fr-' >.l
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improper practices by the defendants and other persons

attending the sale.

Mr. Mowat, Q.C., and Mr. McLennan, for plaintiff,

referred to Henry v. Bumess, (a) and Massingberd v,

Montague, (b) contending that the present cases clebrly

came within the same principle as governed the court in

disposing of those cases, and that the gross disproportion

of land sold and the amount due thereon showed so

great a case of hardship that the court would if possible

grant the relief prayed.

Mr. Roof for defendants. The mere laadequacy of

price is not snfl&cient to invalidate the sale, and nothing

appeared in the evidence to show that defendants had

participated in any of the improper practices com-

plained of.

Mr. Mmvat, Q.C., in reply

Judgment.—Spragge, V.C.—The land-tax sale at

which the defendant was a purchaser of the lot of land

in question was commenced on the 11th of October,

1859, and was continued ou the following day, and by

adjournment on the 4th of November, The lot in ques-

tion was purchased on the second day. The amount

of the taxes in arrear was $45.17 ; the purchase was of

the whole lot, 200 acres, being lot 23, in the fourth

concession of Sombra, sworn to be worth $800.

The sale is impeached on the ground of combination

among the audience at the auction sale to prevent com-

petition, and thereby obtain whole lots for the arrears

of taxes, without regard to the value of the lots, on

which the taxes were due.

.

The evidence of what took place ou the two first days

named is of very much the same character as in H&nrv

(a) Ante vol. viii., p. 345. (b) Ante vol. ix., p. 92.
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V. Burness; bnt withont any direct proof of actual
combination, except among three individuals. Th©
means taken to prevent competition were, however, of
the same nature; and there is good reason for the
inference drawn by some of the witnesses, that there
was a tacit understanding among bidders not to oppose
one another; to allow whole lots to be purchased
whatever their value, upon the understanding that if

they did so, they were to be allowed without competition
to obtain whole lots themselves. The cries " it is not
your turn," or "you got a lot a little while ago,"
" don't bid against me and I'll not bid against you,"
" wait for your turn," and the like, were frequent; and
Saul^ono of the witnesses, states that there were one or
two instances ofcompetition being checked by a remon-
strance from one of the speculators : " Let us not cut
each others' throats—let us each have whole lots—100
or 200 acres, as the case may be, and not run it down ;"

and the others, he adds, seemed to acquiesce in that.
And there was also the samechecking of competition by
bidding down to so small a quantity as to be useless.
Upon this point one witness, Sullivan, says, " there
were frequent instances of persons bidding, as it was
supposed out of their turn; and then the lots were run
down to a small quantity, and they would throw them
np." One witness was paid for bidding, the object
being, as he says, to make the turn come round sooner
to those who employed him.

f.

I refer more particularly to the evidence oi Sullivan,
Ireland, Saul and McMullen, which I think is not very
materially varied by other evidence. Others certainly
speak of seeing less of such practices, and others of seeing
none; and several express their belief that there was no
combination, and say that they were not deterred from
bidding; and that others had an opportunity of bidding
ifthey pleased. But it appears to me very evident that
such practicesmusthavepre vented that wholesome, feir,

and free competition, which is the very essence of a sale
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by auctiou. All the witnesses ppeak of the extreme
eagerness to be the first bidder, if bidder it can be

called, when a large number call out together at the

earliest possible moment, " I'll take that lot." This is

as unlike an auction sale as possible. It assumes the

absence of competition, that a position of advantage
will be conceded to him who is first in the field for the

prize, and that unless he has too recently obtained a

similar prize, he is to have this one unopposed. In

such a case the amount of purchase money and the

value of the land have almost nothing to do with one
another, but there is instead a sort of division of spoils,

80 faraa a set nmong the bidders can make it so.

It appears to me to be the plain duty of the sheriff

when he sees the intention of the legislature thwarted

by such practices, to declare to those guilty of them that

he will not continue the sale under such circumstances,

and thai he will postpone it until a fair sale can be

obtained. At the beat, owing to the large quantities of

land thrown into the market by these sales for taxes

there will alwt ; a be great sacrifices and great bargains

;

that ought to be enough, without increasing either, by
the unfair, unscrupulous practices which are proved in

this case.

Suppose a sale, not for taxes, but of large estates of

many thousands of acres, brought to the hammer by
trustees for their sale: suppose lands differing greatly

in value, say from one to forty dollars per acre, as lands

sold for taxes do vary in value : suppose them set tip in

lots of one or two hundred acres, and all at the one

upset price of the minimum value, a dollar an acre

;

(an improvident courae, but not more improvident than

the offering for sale by the sheriffwho is a trustee for their

sale, of lands without being able to inform purchasers as

to their quality or value :) and suppose further, a com-
bination or tacit understanding among buyers not to

compete with one another, and means employed to pre-
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A

vent competition in others, such as are disclosed in

regard to the sale in question, the object being, in the
case I have supposed, to obtain lots the most valuable
at a dollar au acre, without regard to their value being
thirty or forty. Such proceedings would shock the
conscience of any right thinking man, and I believe it

is only because men have been familiarised for a number
of years with the like practices at sales for taxes, that
their perception of the wrong has been blunted.

In regard to those tax sales, I adhere to the views
which I expressed in Henry v. Burneaa.

I must say, in justice to the defendant, that the
allegation in the bill which charges him with being au
active participator in the improper practices to which I
have referred is entirely without foundation. It is clear
from theconcurrenttestiraony ofmany witnesses that his

language and demeanour were unexceptionable. This,
however, as I held in Henry v. Burness, does not alter
the legal consequences of his purchasing under the
circumstances that he did. Since I have decided that
case, the same point arose in Richmond v. Evans, (a) and
I desire to refer, in addition, to an authority cited in

that case, Jenkins v. Jones, (b)

I think relief should be granted in this case upon
the same terms as in Henry v. Burness, adding
interest from the expiration of a year from the date of
the sale.

In Logie v. Austin, his honor stated that the same
observations as he had made in Logie v. Young applied
to this case.

1

m
(a) Ante vol. viii., 320. (6)6Jur. N. S. 391.
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LoGiE V. Stayneb.

LoGiE V. Jamieson.

Setting aside sheriffs salefor taxes—Breach of duty on part of sheriff.

At a sale of Jand for taxes, the sheriff not having made himself
acquamted with the land, its situation or the quality of the soil, was
unable to correct an erroneous impression that prevailed among the
audience at the auction as to the value of a lot, in consequence of
which property that was worth ;f40O was sold as ifdoubtfully wortti

On a bill filed to set aside the sale, held, that such omission of duty
on the part of the sheriff was not a sufficient ground to disturb
the sale to an innocent purchaser.

Held, also, that it would not be inferred that a sale which took place
according to adjournment in the month of November, was neces-
sarily afifected by practices, on the part of the audience to prevent
competition, which had been carried on at the sale in the month of
October preceding, and from which the sale in November was
adjourned.

Statement—In the firet named suit the bill was filed

by Alexander Logic, Benjamin G. Garrett, and Robert
JR. ilfosiertow against Thomas A.Stayner; in the second,
by Alexander Logie against Thomas Jamieson, praying
to have certain sales of lands for taxes made to the
defendants in the month of November, 1859, declared
void, and the deeds thereof executed by the sheriff set

aside on grounds similar to those mentioned in the
last case.

Mr. Mowat Q. C, and Mr. McLennan, for the
plaintiffs.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, for defendant Stayner.

Mr. Blake and Mr, E. Crombie, for defendant
Jamieson.

The points relied on appear sufficiently in the judg-
ment of.

Judgment—Bprxqoe, V.C—The sale complained of
in this suit took place at the adjourned sale of the 4th
of November, 1859. The evidence of practices on the
part ofthe audience to prevent competition is very much
weaker as to the adjourned sale than as to the sales which
took place on the 11th and 12th October.
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At the adjourned sale as well as at the previous one
it was the practice of several of the audience, upon a lot

being put up by the sheriff, to call out, « I'll take that
lot;" but beyond that there was, I think, an absence
of the devices to prevent competition which prevailed at
the previous sale, if indeed that was a device to prevent
competition, and not a habit acquired at the previous
sale. I say this with the exception of one lot, a lot in

the township of Dawn. The bidders for that lot were
WUliam P. Vidal and Jehu Davis, and perhaps some
others

; and as to that lot there was perhaps some little

noise and confusion. Upon its being first put up, the
sheriff was uncertain who was the last bidder, and
passed it over for a while, selling some other lots in tlie

meantime. Davis says that when he bid for the Dawn
lot two or three told him not to break the lot—not to
run it down. He names Mr. Vidal and another ae
having called out to this effect, and two others as having
spoken to him privately. He says he was paid some-
thing to withdraw from competition. This however
seems not to have been known either to the sheriff or
to Mr. Vidal. Mr. Vidal states that, which is probably
the explanation of what took place in regard to the
sale of this lot, he had previously owned part of the
lot; and that upon his shewing this it was recog-
nised by the audience as a reason (I say nothing in

favour of the soundness of it) for not bidding against
him.

Davis says further, " some of the lots would be run
down : " one would say, «* I will let you have that lot

and you must let me have another, or words to that
effect,and thelotwould not be bid down." But upon cross-

examination he qualifies, if he does not contradict this

;

and upon i-e-examination he does not re-affirm it. He
does not say whether he was at the previous sale; if he
was, I think he was confusing them. I was not very
favourably impressed with his evidence: there seemed
some exaggeration about it, and it varied somewhat
according to the party by whom he was examined.

!ii

U
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David Brown, who was at both sales, and who was
present during the whole time of the adjourned sale,

says it was more quiet than at the October sale: that
there was no shouting or clamour : that what he had
stated as to the cry, " it is not your turn," and the like,

was in reference to the October sale; and that he
heard nothing of the kind at the adjourned sale.

Mr. Adams also was present at both sales, and says
he heard no noise or dispute at the adjourned sale,

except between Jehu Davis and Mr. Vidal about a lot
in Dawn ; and that he does not recollect at the ad-
journed sale any of the cries said to have been uttered
at the previous sale. The evidence of Stevenson, who
purchased for Mr. Stayner, but who gave his evidence
very fairly, and of Jamieson, is much to the same effect.

I do not think that upon the evidence I can come to
the conclusion that at the adjourned sale there was
any thing to prevent competition, except as to the
Dawn lot, and as to that for a special reason.

It is urged that the sale in November ought to be
affected by what took place at the sale in October. I
cannot agree in this, even if it were open under the
pleadings—which it is not. It is possible, certainly,
that some may have been deterred by what took place
in October from going to the sale in November, but I
cannot say that such cuuld be a legitimate consequence;
or that I can infer that such would be the case. I think
it would be going too far to set aside a sale upon such
a hypothesis. The evidence was taken as a matter of
convenience in all the four suits at once. If purchases
at the sale in November had alone been impeached I
should have had no hesitation in refusing to take evi-

dence in regard to the conduct of the sale in October,
unless more connexion had been shewn between them
than is shewn by this evidence.

It remains for me to consider the effect of the omission
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of duty on the part of the sheriff to acquaint himself
with the lands that it is made his duty to sell ; the
situation of the land, the quality of the soil, whether
improved or not, and the like. The importance of such
information is well illustrated by the sale of the lot in
question. Stevenson, who purchased for the defendant,
thought it badly situated, and had not marked it for
purchase. He was the only bidder. One of the
audience observed that he could get a canoe from one
of the Indians to visit the lot, and Stevenson thought
he had made a bad bargain. It turns out to be worth
something like $1,600 ; the taxes were about $77. The
sheriff was unable to correct the mistaken impression
about the lot, so that it was sold as if doubtfully worth
$77, when in truth it was worth about twenty times as
much.

i-tfV

m

It was brought to sale under circumstances which
amounted in my judgment to a breach ot duty on the
part of the trustee for sale ; but the purchaser was
innocent, and such beingthe case, the sale, I apprehend,
cannot be disturbed, and Davey v. Lurrant, (a) before
the Lord Justices, is an authority to that effect.

I cannot therefore see my way to granting any relief

in this case, and must dismiss the bill with costs.

In Logie v. Jamieson his honour stated in addition
that the foregoing observations applied to it, except
that when the lot sold to Jamieson was offered for sale
nothing appeared to have been said either in favour or
disparagement of the property.

(a) I DeG. & J. 331, 558.
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SCHOLFIELD V. DiCKENSON.

Wild land taxes—Duty of sheriff' at salesfor—Practice—Laches.

Qtioere—Whether a sheriff at a sale of land for taxes ought to permit
a whole lot or piece of land to be sold in the first instance, where
the value is greatly disproportioned to the amount of taxes due,
without adjourning the sale, or taking some steps to protect the
interests of the owner.

Quaere, also, whether a sheriff is justified in proceeding with a sale
of hnd for taxes, when the audience evinces a determination to
pun; base nothing but entire lots.or act in any other way inconsistent
with a proper sale.

The several cases which have occurred where sales for taxes have
been set aside, on the ground of intimidation, or other undue
practices preventing fair competition, approved ofand concurred in.

Where the owner of land had not paid any taxes thereon for ten
years and did not redeem within the year, and suffer«I four years
after the sale to elapse before taking any steps to impeach the sale
which had been made of his land, held, he was precluded by his
laches from obtaining relief, supposing him to have been other-
wise entitled to it.

It appearing on the evidence, though not mentioned in the pleadings,
that the purchaser of land at a sheriff's sale for taxes was a mort-
gagee of the property, held, in dismissing a bill filed to set aside
the purchase on the ground of undue practices at the sale, that it
was unnecessary to reserve liberty to file a bill impeaching the
sale on the ground that he was disqualified as mortgagee to effecit
the purchase for his own benefit.*

Statement.—This suit was instituted by Chancey
Scholfield against Joshua B. Dickinson, setting forth

that on the 13th of August, 1839, a patent for lot 14, in

the 2nd concession of Enniskillen, had been issued in

favour of one William Green, who, in February, 1846,
sold and conveyed 100 acres thereof to the plaintiff.

That some time in June, 1861, plaintiff learned for

the first time that the sheriff had, in November, 1857,
sold the said 100 for arrears of taxes for the years 1847
to 1856, inclusive, at which sale one William R Hill
became the purchaser, for the sum of £% 17s. 7d., and
who, on the 13th of February, 1860, obtained fron the

sheriff the usual deed of conveyance, which was duly
registered in the registry office of the county on the

*See also Smart v. Cottle, ante page 59.
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14th of February, 1861, and was onlv discovered in
June following, as above stated, on the occasion of a
search being raadeinto the title when plaintiff'was about
to sell the land

; that on the 29th January, 1861 Hill
conveyed to the defendant by deed of quit claim, regis-
tered 14th February, 1861. The bill charged that%t
the sale an agreement had been entered into between
the parties present, in order to prevent competition
whei^by the Innd of plaintiff", worth ^500, had been
knocked down f o Hill for the small sum of taxes due
thereon

;
and that by reason of the alleged practices the

sale was void, of which the defendant had notice before
obtaining his conveyance

; that defendant had in Febru-
ary, 1861, created a mortgage on the said premises in
favour of the wife of one John Scely, for £75, which
mortgage the plaintiff contended the defendant should
be ordered to discharge.

Statement.—The prayer of the bill was in accordance
with these statements, and that the defendant mio-ht
be ordered to pay the costs of the suit.

The defendant, by his answer, denied all knowledge
ofany of the alleged undue or improper practices at the
sale, or that such had taken place ; and stated that after
the sale. Hill had transferred his right to Seely, from
whom the defendant had purchased ; but afterwards, the
deed by the sheriff having been .....de to mil, he in
pursuance of the bargain between Seely and defendant
conveyed to defendant, whereupon defendant went into
possession, where he has remained ever since, makino-
large and valuable improvements : he also set up the
defence of purchase for value without notice, and that
the aches and delay of plaintiff had been such as to
preclude him from obtaining relief.

The defendant had been examined on behalf of the

'Vu'"'tt
"" "'' "' "^^ evidence he stated that

Mr. Mill said to me there could be no doubt about the

I
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validity of the tax sale ; that he could obtain the title

cheaper by bidding for the lot than by foreclosing: the
mortgage he held. » * * j thought that if the

sheriff's deed failed, I could rest on the mortgage.
* * * I have Seely's bond to get the mortgage
assigned to me."

The other portions of the evidence necessary for the

understanding ofthe facts appear in thejudgment.

Mr. Eoaffor plaintiff.

Mr. Blake for defendant.

Henry v. Burneas, (a) Masaingherd v. Montague, (6)

and the cases therein cited were referred to.

Judgment.—EaTE^,Y.C.—The present case differs

from those which have occurred previously, of the same
nature in some degree. Here is no evidence of any con-
spiracy to prevent competition. On the contrary, there

was much competition of a certain kind ; that is, to be
the first bidderwhen the lot was exposed for sale. There
was also an understanding gradually adopted by the
audience in the course of the sale, without previous

concert, that there should be a sort of rotation in

purchasing lots, and when this understanding orarrange-
ment was infringed by a pei-son endeavouring to get
more than his share of land, or a lot out of his turn, the

others, in order to punish him, and drive him into an
observance of the arrangement, bid down the lot. The
witness, Watson, seems to think that some sort of

combination might have existed, but the other evidence

tends to negative it, and I cannot say that anything of

the sort is established, different from what I have men-
tioned. What certainly did exist was, a general

detei-mination not to purchase less than a whole lot,

arising in a great measure from uncertainty as to the

(a) Ante vol. viii., p. 345. (6) Ante vol. ix., p. 92.
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value of the lots, and an impression that they wore of
little value. Among, probably, several hundred sales,
not more than two or three 'istances occurred in which
the whole lot or piece of land offered for sale was not
purchased for the taxes. The sheriff is authorized to
sell only what is sufficient for the payment of taxes, and
expenses, and he is directed to sell such part of the lot
as may be most conveniently sold for the owner, and
the part sold must be specified in the certificate which is
to be given immediately after the sale. The sheriff,
therefore, is supposed to be acquainted with the lands
which he exposes for sale, and he is bound to exercise
his judgment for the benefit of the owner, in selecting
the part to be sold. His duty is also, no doubt, to
exercise a sound discretion in conducting the sale,in order
to prevent the sacrifice of the property, and to secure as
good a sale for the owner as circumstances will permit.
In the present case I am quite sure that Mr. Sheriff
Flintoff, was only anxious to do his duty to the best of
hispower,andhe probablyfound it a very difficult ta8k,in
the face of the difficulties created by the conduct of the
audience, to maintain the requisite degree of order, or
to conduct the sale in a proper manner. I consider it to
be settled by previous cases, with which I entirely agree,
that wherever an attempt ismade to prevent fair compe-
tition, by concert or intimidation, any sale affected by
it will not be sustained by this court. It may, indeed
be questioned whether the sheriff would, in any case',
be justified in allowng the whole lot or piece of land,'
charged with the taxes, to go for a very small part of the
value in the first instance without an effort, by reserving
the lot, or adjourning the sale, to protect the interests
of the owner; or in allowing a sale to proceed in the
face of a determination manifested by the audience to
act in a manner inconsistent with a proper sale as
where they evince a fixed resolution to purchase none
but whole lots, especially where it arises in some degree
from uncertainty as to the value, it being the duty of
the sheriff, as it appears, to make himself acquainted

GRANT X. 26
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with the value of the property. It is unnecessary,
however, to decide these points on the present occasion.

Supposing it to have been the duty of the sheriff, under
the cu'cumstancea of this case, the audience appearing
determined to purchase none but entire lots, not to have
proceeded with the sale, and that a sale effected under
such circumstances was improper, and ought not to be
sustained, I think that the delay which has occurred is

sufficient to preclude the plaintiff' from obtaining the
relief to which, perhaps, he would otherwise be entitled.

The object of the suit is to set aside a sale, on account
of the improper manner in which it was conducted.
Such a suit should be brought with reasonable prompti-
tude, but in the case of these tax- sales the obligation to

proceed with promptitude is increased by the fact that
the sale in the first instance is nothing more than a
mortgage, and that by redeeming the estate within the
year, the whole object of a suit may be gained. In the
present case the plaintiff suffered ten years' taxes to
remain in arrear, in fact I apprehend that he never
paid any taxes at all upon the lot in question, or at all

events not more th^n one year's taxes. He did not
redeem the lot within the year, and he suffered four
years to elapse after the sale before he sought to impeach
it. It is of great importance that these sales, if liable

to question, should be impeached with promptitude.
They are public transactions, in which the public repose
confidence, and dealings take place with respect to the
property after it has become unredeemable, without
apprehension, and much hardship may be inflicted upon
purchasers who, perhaps, have not paid then: whole
purchase money, as in the present case, and who, there-
fore, cannot defend their purchase on the ground of the
want of notice. The defendant does indeed insist that
Seely had no notice, but it is not proved that he paid a
valuable consideration for the property, although there
can be no doubt that he did. I think that the bill

should be dismissed with costs. It appears from the
r^istrar's abstract that Mr. Hill held a mortgage on
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the land in question at the time he purchased it at the
sale for taxes. The bill does not proceed on the ground
of any incapacity of Mr. Hill to purchase for his own
benefit, or otherwise than subject to redemption. Indeed,
It does not mention the mortgage at all. If the plaintiff
should bo advised that he is entitled to relief on this
ground, the dismissal of the present bill will not pre-
clude him from seeking such relief, nor is it necessary
to reserve liberty to him to proceed for that pm-pose.

MoRRELL V. Ward.

Dow V. Ward.

Mortgage payable in lawful inoney of the United States of America,

A mortgage being payable in lawful money of the United States of

^nT.?^\V^^
^°^^^' thereof in seei<ing toiforiclose is entitled onfyto claim the amount in the current money of that country or its

Xetm?; L'JVirptfon'.^^^"''
"^'^^ ^^ P^^--- - - -3. ^^-

^ foHowed;'-
^"^'^' '^ ^- ^- ^- ^- ^- P^8^ «7. approved of and

Statement.—This was a suit for foreclosure of a
mortgage made at the city of New York, and which
had, since the institution of the suit, been assigned to
Dow; Ward being the person now interested in the
equity of redemption.

The mortgage, which was sued upon, bore date the
8rd day of January, 1859, and purported to be made
between William Henry Morrell of the city ofNew York,
merchant, of the first part, and Thomas Morrell of the
same place, of the second part, whereby W. H. Morrell,
in consideration of $12,000, currency of the United
States of America, conveyed to Thomas Morrell in fee
certain lands in Ottawa, with a proviso thereunder
written that the same was "upon the express condition
that if the said party of the first part, his heirs, execu-
tors, administrators or assigns, or any of them, do and

",

—

7", ''v r'v» ^^ v-ctase tu uu piiia, uaio the
said party of the second part, his executors, administra-
tors or assigns, the just and full sum of twelve thousand

**'

i"

t" ;l
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dollars lawful money of the United States of America,
with interest thereon after the rate of six per cent, per
annum, on the days and times, and in manner follow-

ing, that is to say, the said principal sum is to he paid
as follows : one thousand dollars in two years Trom the
date hereof, three thousand dollars in three years from
the date hereof, three thousand dollars in four years
from the date hereof, and five thousand dollars in five

years from the date hereof. The interest on the above
is to be paid to the said party of the second part in

Imvful money of the United States of America, annually
on the third day of January in each and every year."

In other respects the deed was in the usual form.

The defendant answered the bill, and the cause came
on for the examination of witnesses and hear>g before

his lordship the Chancellor at the sittings of the court

at Ottawa in September, 1863. The only question in

the cause being whether the defendant was liable to be

called upon to pay any greater amount tb an the sum
due in American currency upon the face C'f the mort-

gage would produce, when converted into current funds

of this province.

Mr. Lewis for the plaintiff.

Mr. Campbell for the defendants.

Jiulson V. Griffin, (a) Trimhy v. Vignier, (b) Am-
truther v. Adair, (c) Mayne on Damages, page 117,

Story's Con. of Laws, vol. 2, pp. 264, 260," were

referred to.

Jiulgment.—Vankodghnet, C.— [After stating the

mortgage as above set forth.]—The only question

presented to my notice in this case was whether

or not the defendant was entitled to pay, and the

plaintiff bound to receive, the amount secured by

the mortgage in lawful money of the United States

of North America, and according to the value

of that money at the time the mortgage money
became payable. I have delayed giving judgment

(a) 12 U. C. C. P. R. 430.

(«) 2 M. & K. 513.

(b) L. J. N. S. C. P. 246.
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in the case, as I have frequently intimated to the
parties since it was heard before me, because I was aware
that a similar question was engaging the attention of the
common law courts, and it was of importance that there
should in such a matter be, if possible, uniformity of
decision, ,j. consequence of the daily and important
business transactions between this country and the
United States. It is only within the last week tl at I
have been able to see the judgment of the court of
Common Pleas, delivered last Hilary Term in the latest
case in which the question has been discussed here,
the case of Craniford v. Beard, and I concur in the
judgment delivered in that case. The case before me
is a stronger one for the application of the principle
adopted in Crawji^rd v. Beard than the facts in that
case presented. This is evident on reading the lan-
guage of the mortgage, as already set out. In addition,
both mortgagee and mortgagor were residents of the
city of New York at the time of the execution of the
mortgage, which was made there. I am of opinion,
however, that the mortgagee has this additional op-
tion or right after default, viz., either to take his
money according to the value of the current or lawful
money of the United States at the time of default
made, and money payable, or at any time subsequent-
ly, when he is paid or tendered his mortgage money.
It was contended before me for the mortgagee that he
was entitled to be paid in Canadian currency, or in
other words, to receive a dollar in silver or gold, ac-
cording to the denominational value of such coin for
every dollar in amount of or in the mortgage. This, I
think, is not the contract ofthe parties, and that the mort-
gagee has no right to go to this extent ; but short of
this, he has a right or option, as indicated, which I do
not see, if he desires to employ it, can be worked out at
present, on any material before me. It has not been
discussed, and I suppose the proper time for discussion
upon it will be in the masters office, when it is ascer-
tained there when default was first made. Then will
also arise the question as to the consequences of any

m •'
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one default, whether the whole mortgage money became
payable then, and what would be the effect as to the

rate of exchange at that time. None of these ques-

tions having been yet raised, it is only for the first

time when a decree comes to be made that the difficulty

of providing for them now is seen. The widest powers
of enquiry should be given to the master, and further

directions reserved, the plaintiff to have his costs.

Stuart v. MoNab.
specific performance—Conditional rescission of contract.

In 1850 S. agreed with M. for the purchase of 100 acres of land, and
they entered into a written contract. S. having paid part of the
purchase money, applied to M. offering the remainder and requir-
mg his conveyance. M. then stated that he had no title to convey,
offered to pay back the money received, and allow S, to remain
in quiet possession of the land. This was done, and the written
contract was given by S. to M. to be rescinded. M. then con-
veyed the land to his son, who, with knowledge ot these facts,
brought ejectment against S. At the trial the written agreement
was put in as evidence against S., and was held to be an admission
by him of the title of the plaintiff at law, and a verdict was accor-
dmgly recovered against S.

On a bill filed for the specific performance of the original contract,
and to stay the action at law, AWrf that the rescission of the con-
tract was only conditional, M then undertaking not to disturb the
plaintiff in possession ; that the use made of the ontracf at the
trial at law re-established it as aga nst M. and hiL, co-defendant,
and that the plaintiff was entitled u a decree for specific perform-
ance, and to a perpetual injunction against the actioi! jit law.—
[Spragge, V. C, dissenting.]

Statement.—The bill in this cause was filed by John
Stiiart against John McNab, the elder, nad John Mc
Nab, the younger, and set forth that on the eleventh
day of February, 1860, the defendant, John McNab,
senr., contracted in writing with the plaintiff for the
sale to him of the west half of lot No. 86, in the 5th
concession of the township of Osgoode, for the sum of

£60, payable in certain instalments. The plaintiff

was then, and had since been in possession. The bill

then alleged a fraudulent tran fer from the elder Mc-
Nab to his son, and stated that an action of ejectment
had been by the son brought against the plaintiff, in

which the said agreement had been used as an admis-
sion of tuc title of McNab, the elder, through wiiom
the pla.xitiffni law claimed.
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The bill etatud nothing about the conditional agree-
ment for rescission, referred to in the head note and
judgment, and which the defendants in their answers
relied in ns an absolute rescission of the contract.

The bill charged that the younger McNab had notice
ot the agreement, and that the action at law was brought
in fraud and collusion, and pniyed that the contract
might be specifically performed, and the action of
ejectment stayed by injunction.

The cause was heard, and evidence taken by his
honour Vico-Chancellor Esten, at Ottawa, dnrin'* the
apring of 1863.

Mr. Leea for the plaintiff.

Mr. Campbell for the defeiidants.

Judgment,—EsTEix, V.C.—The plaintiff has proved
his agreement. It ie admitted by the answer, and a copy of
the instrument itself is proved by Mr. Lees. It was in
the defendants' power, and should have been produced
under the order. The agreement is complete and
certain, and such an one as this court will enforce.
It has been acted upon in the fullest manner to the
present time. The possession taken previously was
continued under the agreement, and it is not pretended
that any notice was ever given, calling upon the plaintiff
to fulfil the agreement, or in default, that it should be
considered at an end. In fact no default could be
imputed. Iam inclined to think that the whole purchase
money was paid; certainly a portion of it was, and the
plaintiff was prepared to pay the balance, had it been
required. The only defence that is or can bo offered to
the suit is, that the contract was absolutely rescinded.
It was incumbent on the defendants to establish this fact
by evidence. The evidence which they have adduced
for the purpose was not of a satisfactory nature. It

ti-'i
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consisted ofadmissions or statements made by the plain-

tiff many years ago, nine, seven, and two years. The

evidence was, I think, truthful, but from the very nature

of it could not be relied upon as accurate. There is no

doubt, however, that the money which the plaintiff paid

under the contract was re-paid to him, and this is the

strongest fact in the defendants' favour. The defend-

ants have produced in evidence certain affidavits of the

plaintiff, and they must be taken as evidence, in

conjunction with the other evidence in the case. These

affidavits and the other evidence appear to me not to

establish an absolute rescission of the contract, but

rather to lead to the conclusion that it was agreed

between the parties that the plaintiff should not require

a deed from John McNab, the elder, which it appears

hewasunwillingtogive, butthathe should be permitted

to remain in the undisturbed enjoyment ofthe property,

under a previous J,itie which he had acquired, and which

was considered detective. The plaintiff continued in

possession for more than ten years afterwards, and

when, at the end of that time, John McNab, the elder,

in violation of this understanding, proceeded to deprive

the plaintiff of the possession, I think his rights- under

the contract revived, and no objection can be made to

the specific performance of it, supposing it to have been

still subsisting. The plaintiff has proved his case, and

the defendants have failed to establish the absolute

rescission of the contract upon which they relied as a

defence to the suit. It was not inco rrect, I believe, in

point of pleading, to proceed on the original contract

which had been re-established, without mentioning its

suspension or conditional rescission, but the plaintiff

ought not to have alleged the payment of the purchase

money, and to have omitted all mention of its re-pay-

ment; on the contrary, he should have offered to pay

what was due. I do not think that what occurred at

thp trial was of an^ im'^'ortancei On the one hand the

defendants were entitled to produce the agreement as evi-

dence of an acknowledgment of title, without affirming
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it, and on the other the plaintiff was entitled to defend

the possession by any pleas which the rules and prac-

tice of the court permitted, without prejudicing his

equitable rights. He should, however, h9,ve sought

the aid of this court in the first instance, and there-

fore cannot be allowed his costs at law. Both parties

have been wrong in their pleadings, the defendants

far more wrong than the plaintiff. They have assert-

ed in their answers an absolute rescission of then-

agreement, which their own evidence, so far as it

proves anything, does not establish, but the contrary.

The plaintiff has not, as he ought to have done, ad-

mitted the repayment of the purchase money, and
offered to pay it. Under these circumstances, I think

he is entitled to a decree, but without costs. The title

being accepted a specific performance is decreed. The
master is to ascertain what is due in respect of the

purchase money and interest, which is to be paid, and
a conveyance executed. The evidence of John McNah,
the elder, was offered on behalf of his co-defendant,

but rejected.

A decree for specific performance was drawn up in

accordance with the jucljment, with which the defend-

ants being dissatisfied, they applied for and obtained

an order to re-hear the cause, which accordingly came
on to be argued before the full court.

Mr. C. S. Patterson and Mr. J. C. Hamilton for the

plaintiff.

Mr. Fitzgerald for the defendants.

The following cases were referred to in the argu-

ment : Robinson v. Page (a), Price v. Dyer (6), Clive

V. Beaumont (c), Doe Boulton v. Walker {d}, London
and Birmingham Railway Co. v. Winter (e), Healey

y. Ward (f).

(a) 3 Russ. 114,

(c) I DeG. & S. 397,
(e) I Craig&Ph. 57.

(A) 17 Ves. 356.
(rf) 8 Q. B. U. C. 571.

(/) Ante vol. viii., p. 337.

1*

inl
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Judgment.—Vankoughnet, C.—Whether the agree-

ment of 1852 is or is not to be treated as a substitu-

tion of the agreement of 1850, this much seems clear

on the evidence ; that the elder McNab, being doubtful

of his ability to make to the plaintiff such title as was
stipulated for by the agreement of 1850, agreed with
the plaintiff that they should abandon that agree-

ment, and that the plaintiff should receive back his

purchase money, and McNab should not interfere with
his possession ; in other words, should not use his

title for that purpose. What does McNab do ? Ten
years after this arrangement he makes a deed to his

son, who thereupon commences an ejectment against

the plaintiff, and at the trial supports his title to re-

cover by bringing forward his father as a witness, who
as such, produced the agreement of 1850, signed by
Stuart, as evidence of the plaintiff's title at law to

recover, and thereupon does recover. Prima facie, it

was evidence of the plaintiff's title ; but if the subse-

quent arrangement of 1852, as alleged in Stuart's affi-

davits (which the defendants here use), had been
shewn, the first agreement would never have been
treated at law as an admission of title. I think the

defendants ought not to be allowed to use that agree-

ment for the purpose of turning the plaintiff out of

possession, and deny the plaintiff the protection of it

in this court. I think we may fairly treat the defend-

ants as having themselves considered the arrangement
of 1852 as wiped out (as certainly it was violated by
their action in attempting to disturb the possession)

;

and that the agreement of 1850 was thereupon re-

vived and in force. The defendants' answer is not

supported, because, at most there was a substantial

agreement, not an absolute rescission. I think the

plaintiff should have his costs in this court, as the

conduct of the defendants has been most inequitable.

EsTEN, V, G-, reraained of the opinion esnressed by
him on the original hearing.

Spbagge, V. C—The conclusion as to the facts
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arrived at by my brother Esten.who heard the evidence,

is, that no absolute rescission of the contract of 1850
was proved. I think we ought not to disagree with this

conclusion unless it is made very clearly to appear to

us that it is erroneous. I think the conclusion correct.

What the defendants have set up by answer is an
unqualified rescission ; what they have proved is a sub-

stituted agreement by parol. This may be looked at in

two views. The defendant may shew a parol agreement
to rescind a prior written agreement ; or he may prove
any agreement or dealing which may shew the court

that it would be inequitable to perform the agreement
of which spec'i^r leiformance is sought. But suppose
in shewing s reement or dealing, or in evidence of

other facts g. .-u oy the plaintiff, it is made to appear
that upon the case disclosed it is not inequitable that

the plaintiff should have specific performance of his

agreement, I apprehend the court might give it.

Another view is this; the defendant does not prove
the absolute rescission which he sets up; but a substi-

tuted agreement, and an acting under it. And it is also

made to appear that the defendant has himself violated

the substituted agreement in a way which entitles the
plaintiff to some relief. I incline to think that the court

might properly give such relief, as under the substituted

agreement and the facts proved, the plaintiff might
appear to be entitled to, if satisfied that the whole
facts are before the court. I do not think anything is

proved in this case (unless it be the use made by the

defendant of the original agreement at the trial, which
I will refer to presently) which entitles the plaintiff to

say that the original agreement is revived. There does
not appear to have been any stipulation that it should
revive upon the violation by either party of .he substi-

tuted agreement. I do not think, as a point of law,

that it did revive ; and it might be very inequitable

that it should. As far as appears, full justice would
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be done *o the plaintiff by giving him the benefit of

the subst iuted agreement. I could not, therefore, in

the face of the substituted agreement proved, give him
specific performance of an agreement which he had

agreed to set aside. I think the most he could be

entitled to would be to put him to accept such relief as

he would be entitled to under the substituted agree-

ment under the penalty of the dismissal of the bill.

I think the course I have suggested the utmost the

plaintiff '^an askj if be can ask that, unless the court

sees that it would be equitable upon the whole of the

facts disclosed to decree specific performance of the

original agreement ; or feels that it can properly dis-

card the evidence given in proof of the substituted

agreement. That evidence was received, I believe,

without objection. Perhaps it could not well have been

objected to, because it was offered in proof of the

alleged agreement to rescind absolutely, which it

failed to substantiate. Upon the facts disclosed, I

cannot see that it would be equitable to give specific

performance of the original agieement.

With regard to the use made at the trial in the eject-

ment suit of the original agreement ; the purpose for

which it was used was to shew admission by Stewart of

title in McXab at its date. He was not setting it up as

a subsisting agreement ; and the proceeding in which

he used it was avowedly in opposition to it. In that

respect it was like the receipt used by the lessor of the

plaintiff in Doe Boulton v. Walker. Boulton used it

to prove admission of title, and proved at the same trial

that it was no longer a subsisting agreement. This

shews, I take it, that using an admission contained in

an instrument does not involve an allegation that the

instrument is still in force as an agreement; and if Doe
Boidton V. Walker is correctly decided, the court would

have received the first agreement in question as an ad-

mission of title, even though the substituted agreement
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had been also proved, because the substituted agree-

ment did not displace, or in any way affect, the fact

admitted by the first agreement. It might, if set up,

have been an equitable defence, but that is all. I can-

not see that McJS'ab is estopped by anything that oc-

curred «,c that trial from shewing the true facts of the
case.

Unless the evidence of the substituted agreement is

to be altogether discarded, I cannot see my way to de-

creeing specific performance of the first agreement

;

and I confess I do not think it ought to be discarded,

although it did not prove precisely the issue set up by
the defendants, for it nevertheless involved it, for the
substitution of one agreement for another involves the
rescission of that other.

The first difficulty that I feel pressed with in the
case is the giving of any relief at all upon the present
pleadings and evidence. The plaintiff proceeds only
upon the original agreement, which agreement I think
is proved to be not now subsisting. His bill is now
more like a declaration at law, stating his case not as
it is, but as it once was, leaving the defendant to plead
in confession and avoidance. But as it is, upon the

answer coming in, I think he ought to have stated

upon the record by amendment (if he could do so) the
whole case, as it ought to have appeared on the original

bill. He would indeed be met by the difficulty that he
was making a new case, a difficulty that actually oc-

curred. But this only shews that he ought to have
stated the whois case, the first agreement, and the one
substituted for it, upon his original bill.

My difficulty is, that if specific performance of the

substituted agreement were given, the court might be
doing injustice to the defendants ; for the substituted

agreement is not set up by them as the true agree-

ment, and is only proved incidentally.

I think both parties wrong. The plaintiff in setting

'• "1
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up an agrefiment, which was gone ; and the defendants,

in setting up a simple rescission instead of the substi-

tuted agreement. I think the best course, upon the

whole, will be to dismiss the bill without prejudice to

the filing of another, and to give costs to neither party.

Per curiam.—Decree affirmed

re-hearing dismissed with costs,

dissenting.]

and petition of

[Speaqge, V. C,
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EOGERS V. ShORTIS.

243

Ancknt document-Proving deeds-Petition of right-Purchase for
value without notice.

^' Sa.v'''Xf °'^c7
'" ^°"°'='ifo'- ^00 acres of land, executed inrebruaiy, iS.-'.r, to Shore a bond for a deed. The oetition for aocation and the bend were executed by mark, and b he bondthe obhgoris described as of York, labourer. In May tne patent

ItsSi" ^f •• ^''^^^^ •" '^^ P°^^«^«''^" °f SAoSotly after

krrl !"n/ofr' :r* "''° possession in 1828, cleared about seven

f -fwhA/^^'^'^'^r^y/^-'",^.^" '^ '° ^^^ possession of theplaTn

d;;;h nf% A ^^^ benefit of ,t up to within a short period of thedeath of Shore, which took place in ^ ^,49. The plaintiffs claiming

fhe iTh'1 '7 °L,*'''°'T' ^J^''
'^^' ^^'° obtain a conVeyareo^f

Mrr^' A
P'^^"<=«d the patent. The defendants S/,o4-5 andMcCabe produced a conveyance purporting to have been made bvand signed "James MeKenny," ^ow of the townshirof Niagara&c., yeoman to James Smith, dated 7th September, 1833 and aconveyance from Smith to Short's, dated In May. 184? 'bo"h ofwhich were registered No oral tc.timcny was given of the identitv

th ^'tM^'
'^ *^^- ^^^'^ '° S"'"

'
^''^ 'he lofatee of thi Crown"and no evidence of its custody rluring the thirty years which had

ofTn'eofThlatteSnf'r'^"'''^"^
'"' '''' si^n'ature aSd Seathot one of the attesting witnesses were proved, and the absence ofthe other witness was accounted for.

''osence ot

"ihJ, rn?*"i''*.*
^^^ '^•^^ ''.°'" ^'^^- 1" S"'''* Jid not come withinthe rule that an ancient document proves itself.

Second, that there was sufficient primd facie proof of its execution

Third, that such proof must be taken to include that the partv bvwhom the deed purported to be executed was no only a pWn of

^^w K ^?°'^^"i
'^« ''^^"*'"' P^rso" i° whom was vested the estatewhich the deed purported to convey.

^'in''.*^; K^' IP"/?^^'^'"' .^I'hough he may have notice, is entitledto the benefit of the position of the party under whom he claimswhere such party was a purchaser for value without notice

As to whether the presumption that a man is presumed innocent cfraud until proved guilty is sufficient to rebut the presumption ofthe execution ofa fraudulent deed raised by the proof of theSwriting of an attesting witness.—g««re.
uioimenana-

In a proceeding to obtain relief in such a case, the proper course ofprocedure is by bill and not by petition of right.-S^c
Under the circumstances above set forth the bill was dismissed

[a^wT^Su^S.^
''''''''' ^° ''^ ^ -- ^"^ - - P-eed1t

The bill in this cause was, filed by Alice Rogers,
Margaret Shore, and Bridget Delaney, claiming as co-
heiresses of John Shore, deceased, against Edward
Shortts, Thomas McCabe, her Majesty's Attorneii-Gen-
eral for Upper Canada, and ethers, praying under the
circumstances therein stated, and which are fully set
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forth in the judgment, for a decree declaring that the

alleged deed from James McKenny to James Smith was

a forgery, and the same given up to be cancelled

;

that the defendant Edward Shortis did not take any

interest in the premises under the conveyance from

Smith ; for an injunction to restrain cutting timber by

McCabe, for an account, and for further relief.

The defendants answered the bil', and evidence was
taken in the cause.

Mr. C. 8. Patterson and Mr. J. C. Hamilton for the

plaintiffs.

Mr. Blake and Mr. Kerr for defendants Shortis and

McCabe.

Mr. S. Itichards, Q.C., for the Jittorney-General.

Judgment.—Spragqe, V.C.—The plaintiffs claim

under one John Shore, and their case is that one

James McKenny, being entitled as a settler in Upper

Canada, to a grant of 100 acres of land, and having

an order in council therefor, Shore purchased from

him his claim ; and that McKenny, on the 5th of

February, 1827, executed a bond to Shore conditioned

for the conveyance of the 100 acres to be located and

granted. In the bond he is described as of York,

labourer. The land was located in the t jwnship of

Albion, b( "ng the east or north east half of lot twenty-

one, in the sixth concession, and a patent therefor to

Jaines 31 Kenny, described as of the town of York,

yeoman, bearing date the 19th of May, was issued.

It was in the possession of Shore shortly after its

date, and was probably taken out by him. It is now
produced by the plaintiffs.

Shore went into possession of the land in 1828, and

cleared some seven acres ; he left it after about three

years, leaving it in possession of the plaintiffs and

their mother, who had the benefit of it for a number of
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years, how many does not exactly appear, but I think
nearly up to the death of John Shore, which took place
in 1849.

The execution of the bond from McKenny to Shore
and the possession and dealing with the laml are proved
as I have stated. The plaintiffs, therefore, if heirs of
John Shore, have made out a case of equitable owner-
ship of the lands in question.

The case of the defendants Edward Shortia and
McCahe is, that Shortis was a purchaser for value without
notice, and that McCahe was so likewise. They produce
a conveyance purporting to be made by James McKenny,
described as " now of the town of Niagara," &c., yeoman,
dated 7th September, 1833, to James Smith, of the
township of Cavan, yeoman; and a conveyance from
James Smith, by the same description, to Edward
Shortis, dated 7th of May, 1849. Both conveyances
were registered on the 8th of May, 1849. The considera-
tion for the conveyance to Shortis was ^6150, and that
sum is proved to have been paid at the time of its

execution. There is no oral testimony of the identity
of the grantor in the deed to Smith with the locatee of
the Crown.

It is contended that the conveyance to Slwrtis ^rovea
itself. It is produced by the defendants and bears
date a few days more than thirty years before its pro-
duction in court. But there is no evidence of its custody
in the meanwhile, and I think there is not sufficient to
bring it within the rule that an ancient document
proves itself, (a) There are the names of two attesting
witnesses to the instrument, William Hall and James
King. The signature and death of the latter are
proved. As to the other witness the evidence of
Mr. Croivther, taken in a trial at law between

(a) Doe Neale v. Samples, S. A. & E. 151 ; Evans v. Rees, 10 A. &
t.. 151.

. t,
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McCabe and the plaintiffs and others, is received by

consent. It proves, though not perhaps very strictly,

that Hall, the witness to the conveyance, had been a

clerk in the registry office ; that he was a man of in-

temperate habits ; that he had gone to the States long

ago ; and had not since been heard of. I suppose bj

the consent, and the abseii' of comment upon the

evidence, that I am to take it as proof tliat the evidence

of Hall is not procurable. I would refer upon this point

to the case of Doe Wheeldon v. 1 'aid. {a) This appears

to be prima facie evidence of the execution of the con-

veyance, not only by a person calling himself James

McKenny, but by James McKenny himself, and by the

James McKenny who had the legal ownership of the

land conveyed. This seems to be established by

several cases. Barnes v. Trompoivsky, (b) and Adam v.

Kerr, (c) are among the earliest cases. In Nelson v.

Whittall, {d) the question arose whether it was not

necessary to prove the signature of the party executing

the instrument. The action was on a promissory note

attested by a witness, and Mr. Tindal contended for a

distinction between such a case and the case of an

instrument under seal, as in the latter case the witness

undertakes to prove something beyond the mere signa-

ture, viz., that the instrument was sealed and delivered

;

and he admitted that in the case of deeds, proof of the

handwriting of the witness when he is dead or beyond

the jurisdiction of the court is sufficient. In that case

Mr. Justice Bayley expressed the difficulty that he felt

with regard to such proof; that it does not connect

the party with the instrument. He observed, "If

the attesting witness himself gives evidence, he would

prove not merely that the instrument was executed, but

the identity of the person so executing it ; but the proof

of the handwriting of the attesting witness establishes

merely that some person assuming the name which the

(a) 3 C. & p. 613.

(c) I B. &. p. 360.

(b) T. R. 265.

{d) I B. & Al. 19.
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inBtrument purports to bear executed it ; and it does
not go to establish the identity of that person ; and in
that respect the proof seems to me defective."

In that case there was some evidence of identity •

but I have quoted the words of Mr. Justice Bayley be-
cause they go to the root of the ejection in this suit.
In Page v. Mann {a), decided some ten years after-
wards, the instrument to be proved was an agreement
for a lease; and the only proof was the handwriting
of the attesting witness. This was objected to as in-
sufficient

; and the opinion of Mr. Justice Bayky in
NeUon v. rr/u«aZi was referred to; but Lord Tenterden
held the evidence sutiicient. In Mitchell v. Johnson (b)
the same learned judge held the same opinion. lu
Kay\. Brookman (c) the instrument to be proved was
a deed constituting a mining company, in which the
defendants were proprietors, and the only proof was
the handwriting of the at<,esting witness, who was be-
yond seas; and it was held sufficient by Chief Justice
Beat.

In Walli8 V. Delancey (d) there were two attesting
witnesses to a bond executed in New York ; and the
first evidence offered was proof of the handwriting of
one of them who was resident in America. It was ob-
jected that the handwriting of the obligor also should
be proved. Lord Kenyon agreed to this, and it was
proved. A second objection was that the other wit-
ness was not accounted for, and that was done. This
case can hardly be taken as establishing that, when
both witnesses are accounted for, it is lecessary to
prove the handwriting of the party to the instrument.
That would be at variance with the principle of the
other decisions. And in Adam v. Kerr the point ex-
pressly arose and was overruled, Mr. Justice Butler
observmg that the handwi-iting of the attesting wit-

(a) Moo. & Mai. 79.

(c) lb. 286.
(6) I Moo. & M. 176.

(d) 7T. R. 266, n.c.
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ncBB, when proved, is evidence of everything on the

face of the paper vhich imports to be sealed by the

party. In a case before Sir Nicholas Tindal, Doe
Wrighty. Tatham (a), only one of the two attesting wit-

nesses was accounted for.whichthe learned ChiefJustice

held insufficient, as not being the best evidence ; and

he placed the proof of the handwriting of attesting

witnesses upon this ground, that it raises a presump-

tion that the witnesses had witnessed all that the law

requires for the due execution of the instrument.

In the Court of Probate the rule is the same as at

common law, the court proceeding upon the maxim,
omnia presumunter rite ease acta. I venture to think,

therefore, that the objection of Mr. Justice Bayley is

not sound in principle : for the identity of the party

by whom the instrument imports to be executed is

proved when the handwriting of dead or absent attest-

ing witnesses is proved, though it is only proved by

secondary evidence ; otherwise, Mr. Justice Buller and

Sir Nicholas Tindal must be wrong in the principle

upon which they proceeded, and the Court of Probate

is also wrong in the maxim upon which they proceed.

Several of the cases to which I have referred are cited

by Mr. Stuart in his book on conveyancing (vol. 3, p.

358), under the head of " Evidence necessary to sup-

port abstracts of title." If the same rules apply, as I

see no reason to doubt that they do, in proving the

execution of conveyance in a chain of title, the proof

must be taken to include that the party by whom a

deed is imputed to be executed is not only a person

of that name, but the identical person in whom is

vested the estate which is purported to be conveyed.

Having got thus far, it remains for me to consider

whether there is anything in this case to rebut the

primd facie evidence that the conveyance to Smith

was executed by James McKenny the locatee of the

(a) I A, & £. 21.
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Crown. There are three pointa upon which doubt is
thrown upon his identity—his signature to tho con-
veyance, his place of nl)ode, and the evidence as to his
death. His petitionfor a location and his bond to -S/tor<?,

both dated early in 1827, are executed by his mark,'
while the conveyance to Smith and the receipt for pur-
chase money endorsed as signed "Jnmea McKennyr
The signature is that of a person ..'-> writes slowly
and with difficulty. We all knr ,v, iroiu vhat we see

^ frequently in court at the examin; ti-. of wi. lesses, how
apt such persons are to prefer ual-uft tb.ir mark to
signing their names : but it is t -gbu,ed also that
between these dates, about three years and a-half, ho
may have learned to sign his name. I think it not
improbable. He was a young man in 1827, and had
just come to this country, where education was much
more general than in the country which he had left

;

and there are some, probably many, who have learned
to write their names and nothing more. It is a thmg
easily acquired, and relieves a man from the shame
which some feel at being obliged to make their mark
only. Or he may have learned more, though I should
judge from his signature but little if any more. I
observe in this connexion that one of the witnesses,
Benjamin Roadhouse, who has signed his name to his
deposition, says in his evidence that Shore had some
writings which he told him were a bond and a deed,
but that he,Roadhoii8e,co\ildnotie&dihem; an instance
of an illiterate man being able to write his name.

If this signature is not genuine, the person who got
up this conveyance took a strange method of palming
ofif a fictitious instrument for a genuine one. I will
refer here to the difference of residence. In his peti-
tion for location he is described of the township of
York; in his bond to Shore, "of York," meaning the
then town of York, where, as appears by the evidence
of Bradley, he was then residing; and in the deed to
Smith he is described as now of the town of Niagara.

p i
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So, if this instrument be fictitious the concocter of it

unnecessarily made difficulties in his own way. He
would naturally make the points of resemblance as

close as possible, and not unnecessarily raise questions

for enquiry and doubt. At the Crown Lands Depart-

ment he would find the petition of location presented by

a marksman, and a patent issued to James McKenny
of the town of York. The department was then in this

place, and the enquiry easy both for himself and for

the purchaser from him; why embarrass himself with

the questions which might so probably arise upon these

points of difference ? The description of place of abode

has to me an air of genuineness about it ; he had lived

in the township and in the town of York, and he is

described as now of the town of Niagara, implying a

former residence elsewhere.

It may be suggested that the concocter of a fictitious

instrument may have made these points of difference

advisedly, in the belief that if the instrument were

called in question they would be viewed as I have viewed

them. But it is obvious that such a person would

desire to avoid any question at all ; and would rather

trust to apparent conformity than to a possible solution

of difficulties.

The evidence of the death of McKenny the locatee is

very slight. It consists only of reports that he was

dead, and which may have arisen from his removal

from Toronto. There is ao evidence of his removal,

but it consists with the description in the conveyance

to Smith. If indeed he is dead, as is suggested, and

without heir there would be an escheat to the Crown.

One question has occurred to me upon the point of

the execution of the conveyance. If he executed it he

was guilty of a fraur) upon SJiore, and the law presumes

that a man is innocent of fraud until proved to be guilty

of it; and the question k, whether that presumption is

I
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sufficient to rebut the presumption of the execution of

the deed by McKenny the locatee, raised by the proof

of the handwriting of the attesting witnesses. The
point was not raised in argument, and I incline against

it, though I think I have seen it laid down that the

presumption in favour of the genuineness of an ancient

deed is rebutted where the execution of it would be a

fraud in the party by whom it purports to be executed.

The point I have suggested is not free from doubt.

Assuming it to have been proved that the conveyance

to Smith was executed by McKenny, the locatee and
patentee of the lot, Shortis was entitled to the position

of a purchaser for value, without notice, and had the

legal estate ; and McCabe is entitled to the benefit of

Shortis' position, although he may have had notice, of

which there is some evidence.

In Jonea v. Powles (a) the protection of a purchaser

for value without notice was carried much further than
it is necessary to carry it in this case. The rule was
clear that the protection of the legal estate, and perhaps
of an equitable estate also, extended to defendants pur-

chasers for value without notice, where their title was
impeached by reason of some secret act or matter done
by the vendor, or those under whom he claimed, and
who, but for such secret act, would have been capable

of passing some estate ; {b) and in that case, which
was a case of title derived through a forged will, it was
held to apply : also, in the words of Sir John Leach,

to cases in which the title of such purchaser was "im-
peached by reason of the falsehood of a fact of title,

asserted by the vendor, or those under whom he claims

when such asserted title is clothed with possession, and
the falsehood of a fact asserted could not have been
detected by reasonable diligence." Lord St. Leonards
puts it that a ftona^fZepurchaser for value without notice

ir4t ii:

(a) 3 M. & K. 581. (6) Bowen v. Evans, 1 J. & L. at p . 264
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is entitled to the peculiar favour and protection of a

court of equity, as it is impossible to attach any demand
upon the conscience of a man who so purchases.

It would have been an act of prudence and caution,

certainly, in Shortis to have required the production

of the patent from the Crown, but its absence may have

been excused, and if not, the omission would not affect

him v.ith the plaintiffs' equity. It is said that he

purchased at an undervalue. He purchased this land

without seeing it, as he was in the habit of purchasing

other lands, and forming his opinion of its value only

from its locality. There is nothing very unusual in

this, and if some of the land purchased should turn

out of considerably more value than the price given

for it, it is clear, I think, that the purchase cannot on
that ground be impeached, provided it is bona fide,

and without notice of the title of others.

Upon these grounds I have come to the conclusion

that I must dismiss the plaintiffs' bill, and as against

the defendant Shortis with costs. I shall give costs

to McCahe, also, but I have no doubt, from the evidence,

that he had notice of Shore's title and possession, and
improvements, and his purchasing with such notice is

conduct which I think should disentitle him to costs.

I dismiss the bill without prejudice to the filing of

another. I do o because I have had to decide the

question between these parties upon a legal presump-

tion, and I desire to leave it open to the plaintiffs to

shew, if they can, that the conveyance to Smith was not

in fact executed by Jamea McKenny, the locatee and
patentee ofthe land. Ithink Iought not to concludethem
by one trial, so to speak of that issue. If, however,

they file another bill, they should first pay the costs of

defendant McGabe in this suit. He ought not, I think

to be called a second time to defend his title without

payment of the costs attending hia first defence;
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andthe time for filing such second bill must be limited

to one year ; and if, in the meantime, the plaintififs

desire to try the question at law, my judgment is to

be without prejudice to their doing so. Indeed, apart
from these points of the plaintiffs' case in which my
opinion is against them, the question would be quite

as proper for a court of law as for this court, but I

wish to leave it open to the plaintiffs to proceed in

cither court, as they may be advised.

I have not felt it necessary to decide some other
questions raised in this suit ; but with regard to the
mode of procedm-e by bill in this court, instead of by
petition of right, as I give the plamtiffs leave to file

another bill, it is proper to say, though without pre-
judging the question, that the inclination of my
opinion is against the objection.

IKS
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FrICHT V. SCHECK.

Setting -aside Crown patent—Laches—Suppression offacts—Right of
pre-emption.

The lessee of the Crown conveyed his intetest to other persons the
right to one portion, after going through several hands, became
vested in one F., who died, leaving a widow and several children •

the w:dow havmg married again, joined with her husband in as-
signing the p-tion of the land bought by F. to one C. who sub-
sequently agreed to sell to S. On applying to a conveyancer to
prepare the necessary writings he recommended that a transfer
should be taken directly from the lessee of the Crown to S. for the
purpose of simplifying the title, which was accordingly done and
thereupon S. applied to the Crown Lands Department to pur-
chase, producing to the department his transfer, a certificate of a
surveyor, and an affidavit by himself that there was not any ad-
verse claim, no mention being made of the previous transfers or
the possession of the intermediate transferees, or of the fact that
the uncle of F's heir at law had intimated to S. that the heir did
claim It. Upon this application S. was allowed to purchase and
apatent therefor was issued to him in January, 1853. In 1863 a
bill was filed by the heir at law of F.. seeking to set aside this
patent, as having been obtained by the fraudulent concealment of
the facts by S.. when, applying for the grant to himself. It ap-
peared that the plaintiff had left this country before attaining his
majority, and went to reside in California, and immediately on his
return instituted proceedings. The court under the circumstances
although acquitting the defendant of all actu?l or inten'ionai
fraud in the matter, declared the patent void, in order that the
Crown, with the full knowledge of all the facts, might deal with
the case as should be deemed right, and ordered S. to pay the
costs of the suit

; the delay which had occurred in commencing
the suit being accounted for by the inability of the plaintiff arising

,

from his poverty, and his absence from the jurisdiction.

Statement.—The facts of this case, as appeared from
the pleadings and evidence, were, that one Joseph
Hughson, in the year 1833, obtained from the govern-
ment the promise of a lease of the lot in question—lot
No. 10, in the 6th concession of Blenheim, a clergy
reserve. He paid the patent fee, went into possession,
and sold and transferred the east half of the lot to
Thomas Kitchen, who entered into possession and
made improvements on the south-east quarter of the
lot, and then sold and transferred it to George Clarke,
and delivered to him the transfer he had received
from Hughson. He afterwards sold and transferred
the north-east quarter to one Molloy. It was pro-^ed

by the evidence of Kitchen himself, that written
transfers were signed by Hughson to himself and
by him to Molluy ; and he and Molloy paid
valuable considerations respectively for the land
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purchased by them respectively. 3folloy went into pos-
session of the north-east quarter, and made improve-
ments, and it was alleged sold it to one Tripp, who it

was shewn had entered into possession of it and made
improvements, and agreed for the sale of it to George
Fricht, the father of the plaintiff, and delivered posses-
sion of it to him. Whether written trantfers were
signed by Molloy to Tripp, and by Tnpp to Fricht, the
evidence did not shew. Tripp and Molloy both left the
province, and were supposed to be dead. George Fricht
entered into possession of the north-east quarter, and
remained in possession of it durag the remainder of .is

life. After his death his widow, who had married a
person of the name of Schermerhom, joined with him in

selling and conveying the north-east quarter to Josiah
Campbell, who was examined as a witness, for a valuable
consideration, which he paid. He entered into posses-
sion, and in the year 1846 agi-eed for the sale of the
north-east quarter to the defendant Scheck for $450,
which was paid. Upon this occasion Campbell delivered
to Scheck some back transfers, a^ tbey were called, of

the land, which he had received from Schermerhom and
his wife. A Mr. Jackson was employed to draw the
writings on the occasion, and he recommended that for

the purpose of simplifying the title a fresh transfer
should be obtained from Hughson, which was done,
and two dollars was paid to him tor his trouble, and
thereupon Scheck paid his purchase money to Campbell
and obtained the transfer from Hughson and. another
from Campbell. Scheck stated in his answer and evi-

dence that he handed the back transfers which he had
received from Campbell to Mr. Jackson ; but he stated
to George Clarke, the uncle of the plaintiff, who was
examined as a witness, that he delivered them to Mr.
Carroll, the government agent. At all events, they were
not forthcoming, and if they were delivered to Mr.
Jackson, who died before the suit, were probably de-
stroyed as useless, after the transfer was obtained from
Hughson. The evidence shewed that there had been

'^1
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several of them, and they were supposed to have leer,

the transfer by Kitchen to Molloy, and the transfer by
Schermerhorn and wife to Campbell, and prol-iibly trsu. j-

fer from MiMoy to Ti'^pp, and from Tripp to Oeomr
Fricht. At the time of the defendant'?; purchase nbout
twenty acres of the land h^A been -

i ared, some dry
timber remaining upon about six acres of this twenty
acres, and a log house had been built, ,.nd ^ enct^: had
been erected, ami the land had been cultivate .^ aa a
farm l>y the succfissive occupants. At the time of the
beariu^^ it wa'; shewn to be in u much better state than
it was at ».ho k lue of tits defendant's purchase; that it

was nearl\ ^^i cleared, and better fences ha.r' been
erected. !?--htrk, in 1848, applied to the government to
purcbaae the laud, and upon that occasion presented the
assignment be had obtained from Hugh8on,diCcovQ.ii nied
by a certificate of Mr. Smiley, a provincial surveyor, and
an affidavit, merely stating the occupation of Sche-k,
the improvements, and that there was no adverse claim.
These were the only papers presented by Scheck to the
government, and no mention was made of the previous
transfers of the land or of the occupation of George
Fricht, or that the land was claimed by the heir of
George Fricht, although George Clarke, the uncle of the
heir, had, when Scheck was about to purchase from
Clarke, gone to him purppsely, and informed him that
George Fricht's heir claimed the land; upon which
occasion Scheck remarked, that he did not think much
of the heir's title, or did not fear it. Upon this appli-
cation Scheck was allowed to purchase at fourteen
shillings per acre, and a patent issued to him in January,
1853. Patents had been previously granted of the
other parts of the lot, all of them being granted tr the
patentees, as the assignees of Joseph Hughson, ,;..

original lessee, and by virtue of the promise mi - to
him by the gove -• ent, and its acceptance £r \< i =

, of
the patent feeii. ^i;e plaintiff, who is the el^ ^ ' son of

George Fricht, was born in February, 1838. In > em-
ber, 1868, when he was twenty years and nine ui.' t *^>
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old, he left this country, and went to reside in Califor-
nia, where he remained five years, and whence he
returned in the fall of 1863, when he immediately com-
menced this suit. His uncle, George Clarke, swore
that he never had any means until his return from
California, when he possessed $200. He was brought
up by two uncles, and his brother and sister were
brought up by George Clarke and their grandmother,
respectively. The object of the suit was to set aside
this patent, as having been obtained by fraud, and
through error on the part of the government. The
question was, whether Scheck was guilty of fraud in
withholding from the government all knowledge of the
previous transfers which he had in his possession,
and of the occupation of George Fricht.

The cause came on for the examination of witnesses
and hearing at the sittings of the court held at Wood-
stock, before his honour Vice-Chancellor Eaten, in
April, 1864.

Mr. Wood for the plaintiff.

Mr. Barrett for the defendant.

Judgment.—Ebtets, V. C—It is perfectly clear that
the sale was made to Scheck, as the supposed assignee
of Hziglison, by virtue of a right or privilege of pre-
emption usually extended by the favour of the Crown
to lessees of clergy reserves, and their assignees. It

was as an assignee of Hughson that he was allowed
to purchase. At this time, however, Hughson had
made a transfer of the whole east half to Kitchen. The
assignment of Hughson, therefore, to Scheck conveyed
nothing. Scheck was not the immediate assign of
Hughson. Had he disclosed to the government
the transfer by Kitchen to Molloy, which he had in
his possession, the occupation of George Fricht,
the purchase of Campbell, from the widow of George
Fricht and her second husband, and his own
purchase from Campbell, all which facts he knew,
the government would in all probability have

! i
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instituted an inquiry, and would have learned the
assignment made by Iluglison to Kitchen. The title,

therefore, founded upon this assignment, would have
fallen to the ground. Sch^'ck would then have been
obliged to build his title upon the purchase from Camp-
hell, but the government would have seen that in the
absence of a will of Georqe Fricht, for which it would
have called, that this was no title at all. We cannot
say what the government would have done under these
circumstances, but it is highly reasonable to suppose
that they would not have granted Scheck'a application,

but would have protected the right of Fricht'a heir. In
this case a material suppression was practised hy Scheck,
and the government allowed him to purchase in error
and mistake. I think that Scheck, being forced to make
title under his purchase from Campbell, and being un-
able to rely on the assignment from Hughson, in fact

claims under George Fricht, whose title was the only
title that Campbell pretended to have, and therefore is

compelled to admit the title of George Fricht'a heir.

This necessity obviates the objection raised to the de-

duction of the plaintiff's title, in consequence of the ab-
sence of assignments from Molloy to Tripp, and froD"

Tripp to George Fricht. No laches, I think, can be
objected to the plaintiff. He was only eight years of

age when Scheck purchased, and only fifteen when the
patent issued. He departed the country before he at-

tained his age of twenty-one years, and his departure
seems to have been a reasonable and hona-Me act, and
done, probably, with the intention of obtaining means
to assert his rights, of which he was destitute. His
uncle, although protecting his interests, and assisting
with his advice and personal exertions, does not seem
to have been able to extend to him any pecuniary as-

sistance. He paid some of the witness' fees, but with
money supplied to him by the plaintiff. Scheck must
necessarily account for the possession until the plain-
tiff attained tweuty-one, that is during twelve years,
and may as well account for the remainder of the time.
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It is probable that what he has done to the land was
for the most part done during the twelve years. I

think that it is my duty to declare this patent void, so
as to enable the Crown to deal with the case with full

knowledge of the facts, as in its justice and wisdom
it may deem right. I cannot relieve Mr. Scheck from
the payment of costs. He obtained this patent through
what this court must regard as a fraudulent suppres-
sion of fact, although probably he thought in his igno-
rance that he was acting properly, and did not intend
to commit any actual fraud.

I took an opportunity of reading over the Evidence
taken under the commission before I left the court-
house, and the rest of the evidence was taken by my-
self, the most material parts of which were read and
referred to several times during the argument. I
therefore do not find it necessary to call for the papers
before pronouncing my judgment. I may observe,
with reference to some technical objections that were
raised to the admission of the evidence under the com-
mission, that I should have arrived at the same con-
clusion had that evidence not been taken.

Graham v. The Northern Railway Company.
Riparian proprietor—Injunction.

The fact that a riparian proprietor has recovered nominal damages
at law estab ishing his legal right, does not necessarily entitle himto an injunction to restrain the injury complained of The exer-

?h!f °Vm"^"'J'^'"'°°
is discretionary, depending very much onthe reality and irreparable nature of the injury complained of,and when no mala fides exists, on the balance of inconvenience

'

Z^rT'JrTf- ^ "railway company had constructed tanks which
^It ?,

ftlled from a stream running through the plaintiff's land for

morp?h^l*^^" '°t°"'°J'^"''
•" d°*°g ^'hich they did not abstract

t^f c/Ji
°°t^'ghtieth or one hundredth part of the water inhe stream, the company refused to restrain the company fromusing me water of the stream, and dismissed a bill filed for that

lu'J^!\ ''°'"J
act^Mthstanding that the plaintiff had for thesame act, recovered a c diet at law. with one shilling damages •

The facts of this case, and the authorities princi-
pally relied on by counsel, are stated in the judgment.

But soe Wright v. Turner, ante p. 67.

if
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Mr. Strouii, i^. C, /jr plaintiff.

Mr. Gull, Q. C., and Mr. G. D. Boulton, for defend-
ants.

Judffmeut.—EsTEif, V.C—The facta of this case are,
that the plaintifi owned in <' Uio*o the yeiir 1859
lot No. 77, in ihe Ist concession of the township of
Whitchurch, throu^'h which the stream which is in

^iuestion in this suit flows. This stream never fails,

and seldom varies in depth or quantity. It flows also
through lot 76, where it is crossed by the Northern
Railway, on an embankment. The stream is con-
d'lcted through this embankment by means of a cul-

vert, which is faced with wood, stone, and iron, so
that the water in its passage does not come in contact
with the earth of the embankn? -nt. There is a flap

at the mouth of the iron tube or culvert, connected
with it at the top by one hinge, and capable of being
fastened ui the bottom, but which is never done except
in cases of necessity

,
and it floats at all other times on the

surface of the water, as it issues from the culvert. At
this point thero is a tank, hose, and wheel and pump
hose, belonging to the defendants; the water-wheel
driven, I presume, by the strer a, works a pump by
which the wati s rai. i throu

, ^ an iron pipe, close

to, and actually m the water, to a cistern sixteen feet

from the ground. From this cistern it is conducted
through pxpus m^ae of pine, und ; grouiid, aiong the
railway, by the side of the track to the station -,i

Aurora, where it is discharged in+ o cistern used for

supplying the engines with ^^- ^,et. t the tank on lot

76 there is a water pipe whit -et as the water, not
needt d into the stx dam ; and th> «.nk at the station

there is what is called a bull-cook, by means of whi^'

when the cistern is full, the ingress of the water is

stopped, and the surplus water is then returned by the

waste-pipes, at lot 76, into the stream. There is a drain

at the station, hv whinh ihn TOnota.wofov tnliirtli Afn*\a

from the hose after supplying the engine is carried off.
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The plaintiff had, many years before the erection of
these works. huiJt a dam upon the lot, and thereby
collected the wat.r of the stream into a pond which he
stocked with fish, and from which he obtained fish for
the use of his family for many years: the fish have
disappeared for the last four or fivo years. A Mr
Gurnell, who owns lot 79, lower down the stream than
tiie plaintiff's lot, and has a tannery there, into which
the water of the stream which crosses this lot also
originally flowed from its natural he^ ht. and without
any dam to heighten it, observed some years ago a
failuve of the water to the extent, as he thinks, of one
half, and was obliged to construct a sort of dam, in order
to raise the water, that it might flow into the tannery,
as before, which it would not have done without the
d;.m. Another witness, one Hartwick, states that he
wat m treaty with the plaintiff at one time, about a
yea.- h1 a-half or two ^ears ago, for the purchase of
his supposed mill site on this lot, but he made it a
conditj .hat the water should be no longer abstracted
by thp iefandfl s. He states that the mill site was
spoiled entirely he abstraction, and that the quantity
of water m the stream was diminished by it one-half
Gurnell thinks that the present diminution is to the
extent of only one-thu:d, and it is attempted to account
for this variation by attributing it to the prevention of
waste at the station. An n tion was brought by the
plaintiff against the defendants for the abstraction of
the water, and the injury to his fish pond, and he
obtamed a verdict, with one shilling damages. The
evidence given at the trial shewed considerable waste
at the Aurora station, and from that time tb.> ball-cock
has been m use in order to prevent it, and at present no
waste occurs. We have theadvantnge on this occasion
of the scientific evidence of Mr. Keefer and Mr. Fleming
and of Mr. Risky, who confirm- the tatements of the
two ormer gentlemen. The statements of Mr. Keefrr
and Mr. Fleming substantiaUy agree. Mr. K^efer
gauged the water passing over the plaintiff's dam, and

•
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which formed tho whole body of the stream, except

what was abstrncted by the defendants. He then

measured accurately the quantity of water which the

pipt) at the station was capable of discharging, if at

work the whole time to the full extent of its capacity, and
he ascertained that the defendants could not, with their

presf nt works in full operation the whole time, abstract

more than one fifty-fifth part of the stream. Mr."

Fleming makes the quantity which the works of the

defendants, if in full operation the whole time are

capable of withdrawing, one forty-second part of the

whole stream. The quantity actually abstracted, how-
ever, is not much more than half the quantity which the

works are capable of abstracting, as appears from the

evidence of both these gentlemen. I have carefully

examined the cases' of Lord Norhnry v. Pitcher, {a) and
of Miner v. Gilmour. (b) The former case decides that

water may be convlyod by a riparian proprietor to a

distance, and to a different property from that in respect

of which he is a riparian proprietor, and that a fortieth

part of the stream was not an unreasonable quantity

to abstract for this pm-pose. The latter case enunciates

the doctrine, new so far as I am aware, that for the

ordinary use of the water of a stream, that is, for

domestic purposes, a riparian owner may withdraw
any quantity of water from the stream he may require,

without regard to the effect it may have on the riparian

owners below him. The case, which is a very import-

ant one, and entitled to the greatest weight, draws a

distinction, not that I am aware of so plainly stated

any where else, between the ordinary and extraordinary

use of the water of a stream, characterising the use
of such water for domestic purposes, and for cattle, as

the ordinary use which may be practised to the

utmost extent that may be required, without regard
to its effect on others, but distinctly intimating that

the water of a stream may be used by *^he riparian

illll llllt, ilILIi.lUlIUll.

(a) L. T. Rep. 1863, p. 685. (b) 12 Moo. p. C. Ca. 131.
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however, that he inflictB no betisible injury on hia ueigh-
boura above and below liim. The doctrine respecting
the ordinary use of water may, perhaps, require this
(lualification, that the use must be on the land in respect
of which the riparian ownership exists, and possiblv
within a reasonable distance of the stream. It would
seem unreasonable that the owner of a house situate
several miles from a stream should, by bargaining with
the owners of the intermediate lands, or even by con-
ducting the water through his own land, abstract almost
the whole water in the stream, for the purpose ot
supplying his house or his cattle with water at that
distance. In the case of Lord Norbury v. I'itcher the
water was used for domestic purposes, and therefore,
according to the doctrine propounded in the case of
Miner v. Oilmour it would seem that any quantity
might have been diverted ; but, inasmuch as it was
required for the use of a dwelling house on another
property, at a distance from the stream, it might have
been considered that for this reason the abstraction must
be confined to a reasonable quantity. In the present
case the water isundoubtedly diverted for extraordinary
purposes, namely, purposes of trade, and therefore,
although the distance of the point at which the use takes
place from the stream seems no objection, yet the
diversion must be confined to a reasonable quantify, and
must be such as not to inflict any sensible injury on
other riparian proprietors above or below. The quan-
tity that can be abstracted has been ascertained by scien-
tific measurement tobeatmost aboutafiftieth partof the
stream, but the quantity actually withdrawn does not
much exceed half that quantity." In the case of Lord
Norbury v. Pitcher, it was decided tlu.t the abstraction
of about one-fortieth part of a stream furnished no cause
of action. The plaintiff has no mill power ; he has only
eleven-twelfths of a horse power, and a six horsepower
is required to drive a mill with one run of stones. He
way aave power eafficiciit to raise watef fur the supply
ofhis house, or . drive a turning-lathe, but the diver-

.
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sion practised by the defendants does not diminish the
power for this or any other purpose. So says Mr.
Keefer, whose opinion. I think, is conclusive on this

point, and Mr. Fleming most fully concurs with him.
The plaintiff's witnesses, so far as they are entitled to

credit, must be mistaken on this point. It would be
impossible, therefore, to sustain the right to an injunc-
tion on the mere abstraction of the water, and the
learned counsel for the plaintiff, accordingly, based it

upon the recovery of the verdict, arguing that the
injunction followed as a matter of course upon the
recovery, and that the legal right being established, any
invasion of it^ although attended with no sensible
injury, and although only nominal damages would be
awarded for it by the jury, will be enjoined, inasmuch
as the only alternative is to bring action after action for
the redress of the grievances thereby sustained, and the
case of Graham v. Burr in this' court was cited in sup-
port of that proposition. There are dicta in the case of
Graham v. Burr which may, perhaps, countenance this

doctrine, but the facts of the case did not call for a
decision of the point. The majority of the court
thought that the plaintiff had sustained substantial
injury, or, at all events, such injury as the court
ought to prevent by the exercise of its extraordinary
jurisdiction, inasmuch as it appeared that he had a
water-power on the land, which the acts of the defend-
ant destroyed, or greatly deteriorated, which water-
power, although that fact was not deemed essential, he
was endeavouring to put to a profitable use. I do not,
myself, accede to the doctrine that a recovery at law
establishing the legal right necessarily infers the right
to an injunction. I think the exercise of this jurisdic-
tion is always discretionary, depending very much on
the reality and irreparable nature of the injury com-
plained of, and, where no mala fides exists, on the bal-
ance ofinconvenience. I do not think that it would ne-
cessarily follow that an injunction must issue, oven where
substantial damages would be recovered at law, much
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h^, where the damages would be merely nominal, and
wucre no real injury had been sustained. I may re-
mark, m reference to one observation that fell from
the court, in the case of Graham v. Burr, that the
darkemng of an ancient window is deemed in this
court not only a substantial, but an irreparable iniurv
inasmuch as it affects the daily comfort of life. Where
however, the damage is substantial, and the party ag-
grieved may reasonably bring continual actions at
short mtervals for the redress of the grievance, it may
be very proper to grant an injunction after repeated
trials, although the wrong act may not in the abstract
be of such a natm-e as to be properly deemed irrepar-
able. But my Impression is that the court ought not
to interfere by injunction to the gi-eat injury of the
defendant where no mala fides exists, and where the
injury is nominal, or very slight, although if real and
substantial it would be deemed irreparable. The pre-
sent case, however, does not call for the application of
these principles. The verdict which has been ren-
dei-ed m the action at law must, with reference to the
facts as established by the evidence in this case, have
been founded on the waste of water which was proved
a tlie trial to have taken place. It is utterly impossi-
ble chat It could have been founded on the mere ab-
straction which was not sufficient to furnish any
ground of action. The verdict was recovered in Octobei-
18ol. Mr. Cumberland states in his evidence that
remedies were immediately applied to prevent a recur-
rence of the waste for the future, and Mr. Fleming statesm his evidence that no waste now occurs at the Am-ora
s atiou. He also states that no niversion can take
place to any material extent beyond what the present
works are capable of effecting. In this statement he
reters to the possible leakage between the tank on
ot 76 and the station at Aurora. It is conceded that
the injunction can be based only on the verdict,
ana must oe confined to the jury which the verdict
wasmteiided to redress. But that injury has ceased
to exist and had ceased to exist long before the

'ii
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commencement of the present suit. It would be quite

wrong, I think, to grant an injunction under such cir-

cumstances. With regard to the destruction of the

fish, I suppose that the plaintiff had a right to make
a pond on his property, and to stock it with fish, and

that the operations of the defendants really caused the

destruction of the fish by fouling the water, it would
be proper to restrain the continuance of this injury,

which could be effected, probably, without much diffi-

culty or expense, by compelling the protection of the

embankment at and for a short distance on either side

of the stream by means of sods. But I think the evi-

dence is wholly insufficient to show that the works of

the defendants have caused the destruction of the fish,

and therefore I think that the case of the plaintiff

entirely fails ; that he has shewn no title whatever to

relief, and that the bill must, consequently be dis-

missed with costs.

]m

Hart v. Bown.

Mortgage—Description of land—General and particular description.

Held, that a general description being wholly insufficient, and the
particular description by metes and bounds which followed not
being a falsa demonstratio added to a complete description, but
an entire description in itself, governed.

Whether a boundary intended by a grant from the Crown might be
varied or departed from by subsequent acts and acquiescence of
parties interested in the position of such boundary, who would be
accordingly bound.

—

Qiiare.

Statement.—This was a suit for redemption. The
facts of the case sufficiently appear in the report on

the original hearing, ante vol. vii., page 97. Upon
the enquiries then directed, the accounts between the

parties were taken, and with the view of ascertaining

the amount due on the mortgage the master at

Hamilton ascertained and stated the position of the

periphery of the Toronto military reserve men-
tioned in the mortgage with regard to the parcel

of laiid also mentioned and desciibeu tlierein

by metes and bounds ; and he found what effect
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the position of the periphery had under the said mort-
gage in determining the amomit chargeable thereunder.
The description in the mortgage was as follows :

—

" A certain parcel of land in the city of Toronto
forming a portion of a block of land formerly granted
to William Halton, Esq., which said parcel of land is

described as containing by admeasurement one acre of
land be the same more or less, being composed of part
of lot denominated letter J., in the said township of
York, now part of the said city of Toronto, and bounded
on the north by Lot street, on the south by the garrison

or military reserve, and on the east by the lands
owned by William Botsford Jarvis, sheriff of the Home
District, which said parcel or tract of land is butted
and bounded or may be otherwise known as follows

:

that is to say, commencing at the distance of twenty-
one chains, more or less, on a course sputh seventy-

four degrees west from the north-west angle of Peter
street, and on the south side of Lot street, thence south
seventy-four degrees west three chains seventeen links

along the south side of Lot street aforesaid, thence
south sixteen degrees east three chains seventeen links

more or less to Simcoe street, thence north seventy-

four degrees east along the northern side of Simcoe
street aforesaid three chains seventeen links, more or

less to the western limit of the lands now owned by
the said William Boicford Jarvis, thence north sixteen

degrees west along the said limit three chains nineteen
links, more or less, to the place of beginning."

The master held that there being a general certainty

of the thing granted within certain defined limits

followed by a further description, the first description

governed, and he mentioned the following authorities as
supporting this view and holding it to be the correct

one, his report was based upon it. Rawle on Cove-
nants, 523 ; Doe v. Kennedu. (a) Joiner v. Cnlhorni>.. (h\

(a) 5 U. C. B, R. 402. {b) II U. C. B. R. 631.
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Mahoney v. Campbell, (a) McCollum v. Wilson {b).

From this finding of the master the defendant ap-

pealed.

Mr. Brough, Q. C, and Mr. Snellimj, for the
defendant.

Mr. Burton, Q. C, for the plaintiff.

Argument.—For ihe defendant it was contended that
there was a double reading of the above description—
the plaintiffs contending and the master reportirtg that
the general description applied to the specific acre, the
defendant on the other hand arguing that it applied to

the whole lot denominated letter J., and that therefore

no conflict arose between the general and particular

description, and it was contended on the defendant's
behalf that, admitting the reading of the description

by the plaintiff to be the correct one the jia'^ticular de-

scription was not erroneous—that it was necessary;
that the general description only gave a part of a larger

parcel referred tc in the general description, and did
not define what pa.-t ; that the particular description
by metes and bounds was necessary, the general de-

scription being imperfect because there was another part
of the whole lot within the same general bounaaries,
and therefore that the particular description controlled

the general description, and was intended to govern,
and that the general description being wholly insuffi-

cient and the particular description which followed not
being a falm demonstratio added to a complete descrip-

tion, was an entire description in itself.

The following authorities were cited

:

Doe d. Smith v. Gallway, (c) Dyne v. Nutley, (d) Doe
d. Ashford v. Boive, (e) Do,: Hubbard v. Hubbard, (/)

(a) 15 U. C. B. R. 396.

(c) 5 B. & Adol. 43.

W3B. &Adol. 453,

(*) 17 U. C. B. K. 572,

(H) 14 C, B. 122.

(f) 15 g. B. 227.
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Thomas v. Thomas, (a) Doe d. Parkin v. Parkin, (b)

Bfoicn's Maxims, 562 et seq.

Judgment.—Este:^, V. C—It is evident that the
particular description was intended to govern^

The government gave only an easement to the public.
They might intend to reserve the ±000 yards, although
it would pierce Dundas and other streets, intending to
allow the public to use them as streets : that is, to have
an easement.

I think that the intention of the mortgage was to
secure the value of the corner, assumed, I think, to
have been cut off at the time of the sale to Eckerlin.
and all damages, costs, &c., which Mr. Bown might
reasonably sustain by reason of that or any other
action; as for instance, larger damages might be
recovered from him than could be recovered from Win-
niett ; and there might be extra costs. The parties
were, however, not satisfied that the corner was suffi-

ciently defined in the action, and therefore they agree to
refer it to arbitration to ascertain how much it was ; and
if it exceeded what was comprised in the words more
or less, that Winniett was to pay the value. They might
find that nothing was cut oft", or nothing exceeding what
was signified by the words more or less, in which case
Winniett would pay nothing; and I think it must be
intended that Bown had conveyed to Dick in the same
terms that Winniett had conveyed to him, and had
covenanted in the same way, and was consequently liable
under the same circumsta^.o 3-, -.nd therefore if the peri-
phery should be found to have cut off nothing material,
Bown would incur no d^raagcs, &c., except, perhaps^
extra costs. I think it must be intended that V/innictt
intended to secure Bo'm against all reasonable damages
arising from that or any other action ; although exceed-
ing what might have been recovere,J for himself; and

I

'i

{a)6T,R, 671, {b} 5 Taunt, 321.
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that Boion took the mortgage, and refrained from legal
proceedings on that understanding. The decree there-
fore seems to have been rightly conceived, and the
true question is, \vhether the periphery cuts off any
material quantity of land from the acre in question.

I have perused the evidence. I think that the
grant to Sir W. Halton conveyed the land to Bathurst
street, and that the reference to the distance from the
gai-rison, even if untrue, did not vitiate this clear de-
scription, although the Crown,ifdeceived,might perhaps
have avoided the grant ; but that it is conclusive evidence
of the centre of the circle. This view would by a short
process of argument entirely support Mr. Dcmm' view
whose only mistake was, I think, not to have assumed
a point a thousand yards from Lot street as the centre
of this circle, and rejected Mr. Crookshank's informa-
tion, so far as inconsistent with that state of things, as
slightly inaccurate, or as shewing a slightly inaccurate
position of the posts. But this point seems immaterial.
The government seem in their subsequent surveys
to have placed the centre of the circle further north

;

but this could not of course invalidate or in the
slightest degree affect the grant to Sir Wm. Halton,
and the land to the road between 18 and 19 still re-
mains in him or his representatives, unless it has been
surrendered to the Crown. Probably the facts would be
sutficient to justify a presumption of a surrender to the
Crown. Sir Wm. Halton evidently acquiesced in the
result of the subsequent surveys. He conveyed to
Fitzgibbon according to those surveys, therefore the
land between the point at 26 chains and the road be-
tween 18 and 19, even if it remained in Sir Wvi. Halton,
did not pass to Fitzgibbon, and could not pass from
him to Winniett or from Winniett to Eckerlin. In fact
Fitzgibbon carefully follows the description in the deed
from Halton to himself. A little care would have shewn
both Winniett and Eckerlin that Winniett could not
convey what he purported to convey, but probably the
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deeds were only examined to ascertain that the title was
good; and description was not accurately regarded.
Eckerlin evidently intended to purchase to Siracoe street,
for it was an acre square that he purchased, and unless
the lot extended to Simcoe street it would be anything
but a square that he would acquire. The mortgage
admits that there was an error in the description, there-
fore cadit questio. Broivn's survey admittedly accords
with Halton's deed to Fitzfjibhon and Fitzrjibhon's to
Winniett. The corner in question therefore was never
in fact conveyed to Eckerlin, but was intended so to be,
and therefore there cannot be a doubt that something
is due in this respect on the mortgage. The matter
must therefore go back to the master, who must deter-
mine what amount of damages Rees would have
recovered had the action proceeded. The other accounts
will follow ex consequentia.

TlSDALE v. ShORTIS.

specific performance—Costs.

Where a purchaser filed a bill alleging that his vendor could notmake a good title to lands agreed to be sold, but at the hearing
waived a reference as to title, admitting the same to be good the
court at the hearing ordered the plaintiff to pay costs.

This was a suit by the purchaser of lands seeking a
specific performance of the contract which was entered
into ii. the year 1856, when the plaintiff went into
possession and so continued until 1861, when the last

instalment of purchase money having fallen due the
vendor Sliortis instituted proceedings at law to compel
payment according to the condition of the bond
executed by the plaintiff securing the payment of the
purchase money; thereupon the presant bill was filed

against the vendor and one Jones, to whom as collateral
security he had assigned the bond of the plaintiff.

Upon motion an injunction was granted restraining the
action at law, the plaintiif paying mto court the amount
of purchase money and interest. In the bill the plain-
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tiff charged that the vendor could not make a good title
but at the hearing, to avoid an enquiry as to the title"
admitted the same to be good.

Jones disclaimed all interest in the subject matter of
the suit, and it appeared that after bill filed he had
re-assigned the bond to SUortis.

The case was heard by way of motion for decree.

Mr. McKenzie for plaintifi".

Mr. iio«/ for defendant 5/jor<is.

Mr. C. Jones for defendant Jones.

Judgment-EHTEi,, V. C.-I think that th . plaintifi
should pay the costs of the suit. Although in his bill he
asserts that the defendant Shortis cannot make a good
title, at the hearing he waived the reference as to title
and admitted that the title was good. The defendant in
his answer stated that he never informed the plaintiff
thathewastheabsolute owner, and he believes the plain-
tiff knew at the time of his purchase that his title was
equitable. He also states that the plaintifl-never applied
to him to perform the contract or shew a good title.
Under these circumstances I think that I mu^ intend
the defendant could always shew a good title, and that
It the plaintiff nad applied to him to shew a good title
with the bona/ide intention of paying his money if the
title should appear good the action at law and the suitm equity would have been prevented. This course he
ought to have adopted, instead of which he suffers the
action to proceed, and prefers filing a bill, probablvfor
the purpose of gaining time. The only fault that^can
be imputed to Mr. Shortis is, that he did not before he
commenced the action for ths purchase money offer to
produce an abstract, but the plaintiffshouldimmediately
have said that he was ready to pay the money upon a
good title being shewn, which would have been imn-sodi-
ately done before any costs of any consequence had
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been incurred. Mr. Jones appears to have re-assigned
the bond after the commencement of this suit, and was
therefore a proper party to the suit at its commence-
ment; when he simply re-assigned and disclaimed
without more the plaintiff was justified in bringing him
to a hearing, if he could have got costs against him •

but as I think he must pay costs it is immaterial.

The Attorney-General v. Jeffrey.
Trustee and cestui que trust-Presbyterian Church of Canada in connectwn with the Church of Scotland-Kirk session

^'''•liUlcf.t^
situate in Cobourg were conveyed to certain parties, and

wM fh^r,"'T °fi''\P''"J'yt^rian Church of Canada in conne^hnwith the Church of Scotland in Cobourg- upon trust for the use ofhat congregation, who erected a church thereon and used and en-joyed the same until the disruption of the Presbyterian Church ofCanada in 1844. similar to that which had previously occurred fnScotland. In Canada, as there, the Presbyterian Church b™«
hnStnTCchl7P'-r •^'^"'"^ it3 identity whh the PreT
SpSh. ti? »^ f

Canada, m connection with the Church of

ChuSofr?nn^^'°''?''^^^cnurch of Canada,' similar m princ p e to the Free Chnrrh nf

SKdheiS t?.h''''=°"^^^«^^'°'
^' CobouTralm?st"unani-mousiy adne ed, and they continued to use the same church a^hitherto unt. 1857, there being in the interval no co^™tion of

if sStltTi" Ph-
"'''' °^ """"^^^

''J
connection wi°hThlcCch

th^f rhTr^i,
^° •

'5
y^*"" .^^''*'" "residents professing to belong to

estate SevoLT'.'K'^
'° '^^ '"^'"'''^^ *^"^'««« to have theS

themfh^y,!.!'" 'f?
P"[:P°s«s intended by the donor by allowing

reWH n*^*'w^°' *^? P"""?"^" °f'-«"g'o"s worship
refused. On an information and bill filed by the Attorney-Generaland certain persons 60 claiming to be entitled to the use of thesaid trust estate the court declarld that the only persons entitSito the use of the said church were those in communTon wUh SChurch of Scotland, and the fact that there had cS to be aKirk session" at Cobourg was immaterial.

Meld also, that the congregation for the use of whom the trust hadbeen onginally created having ceased to exist, any new co™grega-lon in connection with the Church of Scotland, which mieht beafterwards organized were proper objects of thegff^^ aXo be

of«nv nr ^'°°S"^'='''^.''y
*^^* *^« P'-^^e^t should bi a Continuationof any previously existing congregation.

>-"u"nuauon

This was an information and bill by her Majesty's
Attorney-Geneml for Upper Cauda, and Andrew S.
Arnott, John McKenzie and William Buller against
Andreio Jeffrey, Thomas Scott and Peter Mci. illnm,
praymg under the circumstances appearing in tlu^ I sad-
note and judgment, that it might be declared that the
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defendants held the lands in question in trust for the

sole and exclusive use of the congregation at Cobourg

in connection with the church of Scotland; luat the

defendants might he ordered to permit the said congre-

gation to have such sole and exclusive use, enjoymtiit,

and control of the trust proi)erty ; and that the defend-

ants might be ordered to give possession of the truat

property to trustees duly appointed for that purpos(

by the congregation : an injunction to restrain the

defendants from further misusing and misapplying the

trust property, and that they might be charged with

an occupation rent in respect of the possession of the

premises since 1844.

The defendants severally answered, and a replication

having been filed putting the cause at issue, evidence

was takeri before his honour Vice-Chancellor Esten.

the effe' >, v-f. which is stated in the judgment.

Mr. >Sirfh,/i, Q. C, and Mr. Blake for the plaintiffs.

Mr. Proudfoot for the defendants.

The AttorneyGeneral v. The Earl of Craven, (a)

The Attorney-General v. The Ironmonger's Company, {h)

were, amongst other authorities, referred to.

Judgment.—Esten, V. C.—The facts of this case are,

that in 1833, Mr. Rattan conveyed the land in question,

which is situate in thetown of Cobourg, to the defendants

and one Burnett, since deceased, and "the Kirk session of

the Presbyterian Church of Canada, in connection with

the Church of Scotland in Cobourg," upon trust for the

use of that congregation. The church was built mainly

by means of the contributions of the congregation, and

used by it as n place of worship without dispute or diffi-

culty until the year 1844, when a disruption occurred

in the Presbyterian Church of Canada, following and

reaemblino' that which occurred in the Church of Scot-

(a) 21 Beav. 392. (6) Cr. & Ph. 208.
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land ; aud the Presbyterian Church of Canada became
divitled into two churcheB, one retaiuiuR its perfect

identity with the Presbyterian Churcli of Canada in

connection vitli the Church of Scotland, the other

forming a new church called " the Presbyteriau Churcli

of Canada," which is identified it principle with the

Free Church in Scotland. The congregation at Cob'

adhered to the said church, almost if not quite to a .

.

and continued to use the church that had been built

upoi the piece of land in queation without interruption

until be year 1859, when a petition or memorial was
presented by certain persons r( siding in Cobourgor its

neighborhood.au 1 belonging to the Presbyterian Church

of Canada in connection with the Church of Scotland, to

the Presbytery of that Diurch at Toronto, within whose

jurisdiction Cobourg was, requesting them to ve-organize

the congrofration at Cobourg in connection with the

Church of Scotland, and no take steps for the recovery

of the Ohurch there for its use. In fonsequence of

this apj^lication a deputation was ai>pointed to meet the

congregation at Cobourg, in order, in the language of

the resolution, " to counsel and encourage laem " in

their present difficult a. This depi^ 'atiou, consisting

of Mr. McKerras, Mr. Douglas, und Mr. Dmnutoun,
accordingly visited Cobourg, and met a number of per-

sons, who assembled on the occasion at the houH- of Mr.

Butler, when, after divine service had been jjertormed.

the usual and proper form was followed of re-organizing

a congregation, and from that tin. j the presbytery of

Toronto has continually recognized thit congregation,

and has appointed ministers to perform divine service to

them once in three weeks, but the sacrament has not been
administered tothem since their re-organization. It does

not appear where divine service has been usually per-

formed to the congregation since 1855), but it has not

been performed in the church in question, which has

been constantlyused for divine worship since be disrup-

tion by the cougttigatiou of the new church m the same
way as before until the present time. The congi'egation
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II a
•

at Cobourg in connection with the Church of Scotland
consists of between twenty and thirty persons. It has
no permanent minister or elders, and consequently no
Kirk Session. It does not appear how many persons or

indeed whether any persons in Cobourg adhered to the
Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection with the

Church of Scotland during the interval between 1844 and
1859. Many of the persons who subscribed the memorial
which has been mentioned, in 1859, appear now to be-

long to the new church. Dr. Barclay's evidence shews
that a congregation may subsist without a permanent
minister or elders, without in short a Kirk Session

;

that many congregations exist in this state, and that

it is the practice for the presbytery of the boimds to

appoint ministers from time to time to officiate, and
occasionally to administer the sacrament to them. The
connection which subsists between the Church of Scot-

land and the Presbyterian Church of Canada in con-
nection with it is, and always has been, simply one of

regard and affection. It implies no spiritual jurisdiction

or authority ; the Presbyterian Church of Canada en-

joys, and always has enjoyed, perfect independence.
The question on which the Church of Scotland became
divided was in this coimtry purely abstract and specula-

tive, namely, whether or not it was lawful for the church
to submit to the interference of the temporal courts in

enforcing the right of patronage : but I presume it is

possible that the general question of the lawfulness of

submitting to the interference of the temporal courts

in spiritual matters might take a form in which it would
interest the Presbyterian Church in all parts of the
world. The Free Church congregation have professed

to elect trustees in room of the defendants Scott and
McCallum. The defendant Jeffrey has become person-

ally liable for a portion of the debt incurred for the

erection of the church ; and he claims to be indemnified

against this liability incase the court should think fit to

grant any relief in accordance with the prayer of the

information nrJ bill. Upon these facts I do not doubt
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that it is my duty to pronounce a decree according to
such prayer. The case is, I presume, governed by that
of the Attorney-General v. Bain, heard before the late
Vice-Chancellor Jameson, in this court. It may be that
the grantor in this case did not exact as a condition
that a connection should be maintained with the Church
of Scotland, and that if the Church of Canada had
simply without any discussion discontinued such connec-
tion its title to the property might jiot have been affec-

ted. But it is an undoubted fact that the gift was to a
branch of the Church of Canada in connection with the
Church of Scotland. That church became divided into
two parts, one of which has been erected into a new
and different church, of which the congregation at
Cobonrg now enjoying the use of the building in quee-
tion is part and parcel.. It appears to me to be no more
entitled to the benefit of the gift than a congregation of
the Church of England, or of Methodists or Baptists
would be. The power of alteration given by the trust
deed does not extend ;his length; and I agree with Mr.
Strong that if this had been the simple state of the
case, the Attorney-General might require that the sub-
ject of the gift should be withdrawn from its present
possessors and applied to some charitable purpose as
cognate as possible to its origioal object.

I see no reason to doubt tliat the gift was made v;ith

a general charitable intent. TJie learned counsel for
the defendants indeed did not contend that the congre-
gation now in posbession were legitimate objects of the
donation, but that the original congregation which
constituted its proper object had ceased to exist, and
that the subject of the gift was a sort of hareditas
vacans, which might be seized and appropriated by the

^
first possessor; but I do not agree to this argument, and
I think that the only question is, whether the subject of
this gift is to be applied cy prea, or is to he surrendered
to the congregation at Cobonrg, in connection with
the church of Scotland. I am satisfied that I shall be

QBAHT X. 18
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acting accordin^^ to tho intent of the donor in hold-

ing that the gitt was not confined to the congre-

gation existing at the time it was made, or to any

continuation of that congregation ; that it will ))e

perfectly within tho Bcopo of the gift to devote tho

subject of it to a «\ew congregation in connection with

the Church of Scotland, organised soma years after the

dissolution of the old one. Tho only question, then, is

whether such a congregation exists. On this point the

evidence of Dr. Barclay Id material. No ovje can be

more competent to express an opinion on the subjei't,

and he states that a congregation has always been

recognised by the presbytery of Toronto as existing at

Gobonrg since 1859. It is said that the congregation

has no kirk session, but Dr. Barclay's evidence shews

that a kirk session h not essential to the existence of a

congregation. The circumstance that tLe grant was to

the trustees and the kirk session seems unimportant.

There was then a kirk session, but the estate, I appro-

hend, vested in the trustees alone. The trust, however,

was for the Church of Canada, in connecti''-' with the

Church of Scotland in Cobourg, and the ci Ration at

present subsisting at Cobourg in connection with the

church ofScotlandseems tome to satisfy that description

.

It iscontended that the bill in this case mustfail, because

the plaintiffs have all acquiesced in the breach of trust,

of which it complains. And the case of Cairncroas v.

Lorirner (a) was cited in sup )ort of this position. I

think, however, that no caso of acquiesence is estab*

lished. I attach no importance to these parties having

been members of the Free Church congregation during

the interval. It cannot be said that they acquiesced in

what they oould not prevent, and it would have been

very hard that they siiould not be able to partake of the

spiritual advantagefl to be obtained by uniting with this

congregation in public worship, and in the Holy Com-
munion, without forfeiting all right and interest under

(a)7jur. 149.
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thiB gift. For aught that appears they may have heen
the on'ypfrsous in Cobourg desiring to be members of
a congi-ei^ation in connection with the Church of Scot-
land during the interval, and it must be deemed to have
been, or at all events they might have deemed it to be,
out of the question that the subject of this gift should
have been dedicated to the use of three persons. I

cannot hold their forbearance to institute proceedings
under such circumstances to amount to acquiescence.
The estate appears to be still vested in Scott and Mc-
Galium, in conjunction with Jefrey. The congregation
which affected to displace them, not being objects of
the trust, their action in that respect must have been
inoperative. No such relief can be granted to Mr.
Jeffrey as he asks, with respect to his itd nnnification
against the liability he has incurred. Whether he has
any lien for his mdemnification on the fabric of the
church I express no opinion ; but whatever remedy he
ever possessed in this r-jpecthe still retains. He con-
tinues a trustee of the charity estate, and will not be
divested of that trust without such indemnification, if

any, as he might alwajc have claimed. He cannot
expect to stand in a better position than if he had al-
ways adhered to the trust upon which he held the
estate

;
by departing from the trust, although I have no

doubt he acted conscientiously, he cannot acquire a title

to indemnification, which he would not otherwise have
possessed. I think a decree ahould be pronounced,
declaring the congregation at present existing at
Cobourg, in connection with the Church of Scotland,
and any congiegatiou from time to time existing there
in connection with the Church of Scotland to be the
true objects of the trust, with the necessary directions.

' ii

No costs can be awarded against Scott and McCallmn,
and it is doubtful whether Scott must not be dismissed
with costs. An enquiry seems necessary to ascertain
whether or not he has ceased to be a trustee, nor do I
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think that any oosts can be awarded against Jeffrey.

The decree, therefore, must be without costs to tlie

heairing.

Drcr^f—Declare that the church, building, and hereditaments

in the pleadings mentioned ought to be considered as bound in equity

by the trusts and provisions of the indenture of the 14th day of Au-
gust. 1833, in the pleadings mentioned, and that according to those

trusts and provisions divine worship and service in the said church
ought to be conducted by a minister or licentiate belonging to, and
in full communion with, the Presbyterian Church of Canada, in

connection with the Church of Scotland, and that no minister or li-

centiate of any other description ought to be upon any occasion al-

lowed to officiate therein. Let the defendants, Andrew Jefirty.

Thomas Scott, and Peter McCallum, be restrained by the order and
judgment of this court from wilfully or willingly permitting or allow-

ing the said church to be used for any other purpose than divine

worship or service in connection with, and according to the rites,

forms, and usages of the Presbyteriac Church of Canadr, in connec-

tion with the Church of Scotland, by a minister or licentiate be-

longing to and in full Qommunion with the Presbyterian Church of

Canada, in connection with the Church of Scotland.

And let the said defendants be restrained in manner aforesaid

from in any way hindering or interrupting any minister or licentiate

in full communion with the Presbyterian Church of Canada, in con-

nection with the Church of Scotland, from conducting divine wor-

ship in the said church, according to the rules, forms and usages of

the said Presbyterian Church of Canada, in connection with the

Church ot Scotland.
Order that so soon as a kirk session of the Presbyterian Church

of Canada, in connection with the Church of Scotland, is formed at

the tov/n of Cobourg, that the said defendants do then forthwith,

deliver up the possession of the church to such kirk session.

Refer it to the master to enquire and state whether the defendant,

Scott, hath ceased to be a trustee under the said indenture, and if so,

when and how ha so ceased to be such trustee ; and if he has so

ceased to be a trustee, whether any person, and who, has been ap-

pointed, and now is a trustee in his place or stead, and if the master

shall find that the said defendant Scott has ceased to be a trustee,

then reserve further directions, and the costs of the said defendant

Scott; but if the master shall find that the said defendant Scott

still remains a trustee, then let there be no such reservation ; and
in that case this court doth not think fit to make any order as to

the costs of the defendant Scott. And this court doth not think fit

to give any costs up to the bearing of this cause in any event as to

the defendants Andrew Jeffrey and Peter McCallum.
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Thompson v. Luke.

Apptal from masttr's report.

An appeal from the masters report, after it has been absolutely con-
firmed by lapse of time, will not be entertained without leave first
given on special application.

Parties \yho have no further interest in the maiter to which the
master s report relates cannot appeal from it.

This was an application made tooliange the priorities
of incumbrancers found by a report of the master at
London on the alleged ground that a change as to
their priorities had buen made in engrossing the report
after it had been settled.

Mr. S. Blake for the incumbrancer who claimed
|iriority.

Mr. Freeland contra.

Judgment.—EkSTEn, V. C—This application is in

effect an appeal from the report after it has been
absolutely confirmed by lapse of time, and should not
be allowed without leave being first obtained on special
application. It is also, I think, irregular, as being made
in the names of parties who have no further interest
in the matters to which it relates. I am sure it has
been decided, and I think by the Vice-Chancellr f

England, although I have been unable to find the c,

that if it appears that a suit is prosecuted in the son,
name of a party who has transferred his interest, it

will not be permitted to proceed ; this is a sound rule.
Either of these grounds would be sufficient to make it

proper to refuse this application with costs. If such a
special application as I have alluded to should bo made,
it would be material to consider the eflfect of lapse of
time which, unexplained, would amount to evidence of
acquiescence, sufficient to mnkn it. nrnnoi-fo rofnaa o,,«h

application. It would also be proper to ascertain the
circumstances under which the schedule was amended,

f
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M mentioned in Mr. Abbott's affidavit, since, if done

with Mr. McDougalVa consent, or with knowledge of,

or the means of knowing, the circumstances, the parties

whom he represents would be bound, and could not

obtain any further alteration. As to Miller's judg*

tnent, it would not be proper under any circumstances

to make any chanj^e, inasmuch as it appears from the

affidavit of Mr. Hamilton, uncontradicted, to have

been paid by the parties liable under it; in which case

it has become extinct, even if paid by a surety, and can

form no longer a charge upon this estate. Should an

order be made upon any further application as to the

other judgment, it would be proper to include in it a

direction for enquiry as to payments, so as to afford

parties interested an opportunity of contesting the

claim.
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McDoUOALL V. BfiLL.

888

Infancy—Sttting atidt procitdings in former luit—Fraud—Cottt—
Infant pUiiniiJtf.

The general rule is clear that an infant plaintiff is, equally with an
adult, bound hy proceedinKa in a luit instituted by him.

On a bill filed by one of two infant plaintiffs in an administration suit,
(after attaining majority) seekmg to impeach the proceedings
therein on the ground of fraud,

Held, that the fact that the plaintiffs in that suit, as also the trustees
and the executor, had been represented by one solicitor ; the
omission from the decree of any direction as to wilful neglect or
default on the part of the defendants therein ; a material diflerence
between the decree, and the decree on further directions as to the
lands ' irected to be sold for satisfaction of debts; a purchase ijy

the solicitor so acting for the several parties of a valuable portion
of the estate, did not of themselves evidence fraud and collusion

;

and the plaintiff having in the same bill asked to have it declared
that certain lands were held in trust for him, and that he was en-
titled to a conveyance thereof or an order of the court vesting the
same in him, and to have certain title deeds delivered up to him,
it appearing that the plaintiff would, in a suit framed for that pur-
pose, have been entitled to this relief, made a decree in his favour
to this extent, notwithstanding the misjoinder of parties not in-
terested in this portion of the relief prayed, who did not object

:

the court desiring not to put the plaintiff to the necessity of filing
anew bill, but under the circumstances ordered the plaintiff to pay
the costs of all parties.

In a suit hy cestui que trust against his trustees seeking, amongst other
things, to obtain a conveyance of lands, it was alleged that three
lots of land had been conveyed to trustees for the plaintiff and his
sister, one of such lots having already been conveye 1 by the
trustees to a purchaser at the request of the cestuis que trustenl.
The conveyance to the trustees, without expressing any trust.
The court, under the circumstances, presumed that a trust had
been declared as to all the lots, and gave relief to the plaintiff as
to the two lots still vested in the trustees, and which the court
held might be vested in the plaintiff by the decree in the cause,
under the statute.

This was a bill by Oeorge P. McDougaU against

Catherine Bell, John Bell, Gharlea Goxwell Small, George

P. Dickson, John C. Griffith, Robert John Turner,

and Edmund Mount; Catherine Bell being sued as

administratrix of Tlmnas Bell, deceased, who, with

the defendants Small and John Bell, had been ap-

pointed executors and trustees of and under the will

of the late Peter McDougaU; the defendant Mount had
been the husband of the deceased sister of the plaintiff,

to whom and the plaintiff, their father, the late Peter

It. ."I
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McDougall, had devised his estate as tenants iu common.
Diclcton and Griffith were made parties, as executors of

CharUi Thomp4on, deceased, who had acted as the next
friend of the infants in the administration suit now
sought to be impeached, and the defendant Turner had
acted as the soHcitor for the several parties in the

manner stated in the head-note and judgment, the
purchase by whom was also sought to be set aside.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, and Mr. Harrison for plaintiff.

Mr. Hoof for defendant Turner.

Mr. Crickmore for the defendant Small.

Mr. Turner (Mr. Roaf with him) for the Bell estate.

The facts of the case, and the points relied on, suflS-

ciently appear in the judgment of

Spraooe, V. C.—This bill impeaches the proceed-
ings in the old suit of McDougall v. Bell, on the ground
of fraud.

The bill in the old suit was filed as long ago as Sep-
tember, 1888. The present plaintiffand his sister then
infants were named as plaintiffs, by Charles Thompson
their next friend. The bill was filed against the trus-

tees under certain settlejients, and under the will of

Peter McDougall / and against the same persons as
executors of his will; against Ross, a trustee of a
certain bond for £888, for the benefit of the widow and
children of McDovgall; and ag&inst Christiana McDou-
gaU the widow, mother of the plaintiff, as against the
holders of certain mortgages against McDougall, one of

whom had commenced suit upon his mortgage, making
the other mortgagee a party defendant. The bill was
fni* H.n aj>Ot\nnt. anoinat- fV>i» i-tnicitr\f\a rtr\A n^^f,,,t^—r, -_.

J

for other relief.
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I do not find, from any of the papers, when the
plaintiff camo of age : he alleRCH that he was still an
infant in February, 18fi2, when an order of revivor was
obtained in the former suit by his sister, then Mrs.
Mount, and her husband. This bill was filed in April.
1861

:
I gather from the evidence that he had been of

age several years before that date. As to his not being
bound by the proceedings in the former suit by reason
of his infancy there is this passage in the bill : sub-
mitting that the pioceedings in the former suit being
collusive and fraudulent are not binding upon him, he
adds, •• he being at the time of said proceedings an
infant under the age of twenty-on. years, and having
in no way consented to or adopted said proceedings,"
I take the general rule to be clear, that an infant i$

bound by proceedings in a suit in which Le is plaintiff.

If indeed this plaintiff was not bound by the former
suit, he would be in a better position than if he had
been a defendant

; for the six months after attaining
full age must have elapsed several times before he
filed this bill.

This bill, then, as to matters adjudicated upon in
the former suit, can be sustained only on the ground
of fraud

;
and it is filed upo . *';at ground : and seeks

upon that ground the same ta^uiry and relief against
the trustees and executors as if nothing had been dis-
posed of in the former suit.

The bill states several charges of fraud ; it chai-ges
that the next friend was a debtor of the estate, and
tiled the bill in the interest of Thomaa Bell or at his
instigation

: of this there is no evidence whatever.

The bill refers also to the proceedings themselves,
as evidencing fraud and collusion. One point is that the
plaintiffs, and the trustees and executors, were repre-
sented by the one solicitor; that while the decree refer-
red it to the master to take an account of the dealings of

il
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thofie (lefendantB with the real ami personal estate it

omitted any direction as to wilful neglect and default

;

that no proper investigation was made into the accounts
of the testator, and that a large araeunt of good debtn

are alleged to remain uncollected; that there is a differ-

ence in the decree, and in the decree pn further direc-

tion, as to what landb of the testator are directed to be
sold ; that Mr. Turner, solicitor for the plaintiffs, and
for the executors and trustees, wa^ allowed to purchase
a valuable portion of the estate for himself, and in

trust for others, among them Thoims Bell, whomade an
affidavit in favor of the sale, Turner acting for all par-

ties HI the matter : then follows this allegation, the
"said bill of complaint was filed by said Charles

Thompion, in collusion with said trustees, or some or
one of them, and in fraud of your orator, and of his

said sister and mother, with a view to obtain certain

property belonging to the estate of the late Peter Mc-
Dottgall, or for the purpose of obtaining a fraudulent

account against your orator." The bill contains also

a charge against Thomas Bell in respect of a leasehold

:)roperty in King Street, in the city o; Toronto, but
which has failed for want of evidence, and is abandoned.

Upon the first point I must assume that the bill was
properly filed , and inasmuch as a suit was pending
upon mortgages against the estate amounting as ap-

pears by the pleadings to ;f1700, a bill for the admin-
istration of the estate would be advisable imless there

was suflicient personality to pay off these moi-tgages.

The bill was filed by Mr. Price, as solicitor ; adult

defendants chose afterwards to employ the same soli-

citor
; and it is to be observed, and I think it a very

important fact, that the mother of the infant plaintiffs

chose to employ the same solicitor ; no collusion is

charged with her, but on the contrary in the passage

1 have just quoted from the bill, it is charged that

the bill was filed in fraud of her and her children. If

it were so, it was in her power, and it was her duty
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to liRvo applied to the coart tor an enquiry whether tho

suit was for tho l)enefit of her childron ; itiBtoad of

which she acqnioHcos in tho suit, and appears in it by the

!*ame aolicitor as tiled the bill. The (]nostion before me
is not whether it was advisable for a solicitor to reprc-

rtenttheexccutors and trustees as well as thoplaintiifsand

their mother. The name of tho same solicitor appears

upon the records of the court as actinj; for these various

parties. I believe it was a practice not discountonanced

by the court either in Enji^land or here; and I can

scarcely suppose that the fact of tho solicitor so acting

was unknown to the then head of the court, tor it was tho

practice ofthose days, more than it is now, for the solici-

tors in causes to attend as such in court, especially at

the hearing ofcauses. As an instance of solicitors being

allowed to represent different interests, I may mention

that upon the petition of June, 1844, presented in the

name of the plaintiffs, to authorise the sale to Mr. Tur-

ner, Mr. Tumer^s own name appears on the petition as

solicitor, and it appears also upon the petit! >n of Aug-
ust, 1846, lor the confirmation of that sale, and a

modification of the first order ; and in the body of the

first petition it is stated that he had acted in the suit as

solicitor, and for and on behalf ofother solicitors for the

plaintiffs, and other parties in thesuit,and in prosecuting

the decree. The common " answer " to both these peti-

tions is signed by the then Vico-Chancellor. Nor is it a

question before me whether the solicitor ought to have
been allowed all the costs taxed to him, either in classes

of costs, or in items : the question is simply one of

fraud, with which the bill seeks to aftect not the solicitor

only, but the trustees and executors ; and my opinion

is, without expressiug any opinion as to the propriety of

what was done, that it is no evidence of the fraud

charged in the bill.

I think, too, that the omission in the decree to direct

an enquiry as to wilful neglect or default is not evidence

of fraud. The decree, indeed, could not have contained
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such a direction, witliout a case being made for it by the
bill. The bill was framed by the plaintiflTs solicitor

before, so far as appears, he was retained by the
executors, and was settled by counsel.

That the accounts were not properly investigated, and
that good debts were allowed to remain uncollected are
mere assumptions. I asked the learned counsel for the
plaintiff if he was prepared to point out any specific

instances of Uiismanagement or neglect, and be said he
was not.

The difference between the decree and the decree on
further directions as to the lands directed to be sold for

the satisfaction of debts, is no evidence of fraud ; it was
the act of the court, and I must assume was done upon
good and sufficient grounds.

The sale to Mr. Turner was expressly authorised by
the court, and I may add, that while objected to by the
bill on the ground of fraud and collusion, it is not
objected to as a sale at an undervalue, or that it was an
improvident sale. The plaintiff has produced no evi-

dence upon either point. The evidence that has been
given upon it, in this cause, is by Mr. Turner in support
of its being a sale for the value of the land.

The difference between the directions as to the land
to be sold, and the sale to Mr. Turner, are points ad-
judicated upon, and can be no evidence of fraud ; and
I find no evidence offraud—the only point before me, in
the proceedings objected to by the bill, and to which I
have adverted. Nor is there even any error pointed out.
It follows that the decrees, order, and proceedings in the
former suit, McDougaU v. BeU, must stand as res judi-
cata. I have not thought it necessary to discriminate
between the three executors and trustees, though in

truth Thomas Bell was the only one who took anv
active part in the proceedings, the others having, as
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they alleged, never acted in either capacity ; and hav-
ing put in their answer and disclaimer, the accounts
and discharges are in the name of Thomas Bell alone.

In addition to the charges of fraud to which I have
adverted, the bill charges that the trustees or Thomaa
Bell neglected their duty in allowing waste upon real
estate, and large quantities of timber to be wasted; and
that, although a receiver was appointed in the suit,

"yet that the said Thomas Bell continued to act therein,
and to manage and control said estate." It is also
charged that other real estate y - been wasted or al-

lowed to be sold for taxes, but v/i which there is no
evidence.

The land as to which evidence of waste has been
given consists of 600 acres in the township of Toronto,
upon which there was a saw-mill, on the river Credit.
By indenture of May, 1836, McDougaU conveyed this
land, together with some town lots in Niagara, to Thomas
and John Bell, and Mr. 8mall,in trust, to apply the rents
and profits, after his death, for the benefit of his infant
children, until they should come of age. The bill prayed
inter alia for an account of the rents and profits of the
real estate come to the hands of the trustees, or of any
or either of them, or by their, or any or either of their

order, or for any or either of their use ; and the decree
directs an account of rents and profits in the same
terms as the prayer of the bill : the trust deed is ex-

presslyreferred to in the bill and the decree. The decree
directs the appointment of a receiver of the rents and
profits, with the usual direction that the tenants are to
attorn

; and the decree provides that the receiver is to
be at liberty to lei and set the estates from time to
time, with the approbation of the master. The receiver
was appointed on the 2nd of August, 1839. The mas-
ter's general report under the decree was signed on the
6th of May, 1842. It appears to me that all up to that
date is res judicata. It is sought to charge Thmnas
Bell with the waste after the appointment of the

*
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receiver, on the ground which I have stated from the
bill

; but the evidence really amounts only to this, that
the receiver frequently consulted Mr. Bell, and that
Mr. Bell made some bargains with tenants. The re-

ceiver adds that he and Bell consulted Mrs. McDou-
gall, who he says generally signed the agi-eements. I am
afraid from the evidence that the timber on the property
was consumed and the land thereby greatly injured by
unscrupulous tenants ; but this seems to have been
chiefly, if not wholly, after the appointment of the re-

ceiver, and for that I apprehend Bell could not be
answerable.

There was another trust deed, besides the one to
which I have referred. It conveyed to the same trus-
tees the land afterwards sold to Turner. Both of the
trust deeds are set out in the old bill, with the trusts.
The prayer of the bill, and the direction of the decree,
which I have referred to, apply to both. It is urged
now at the hearing that no account has been taken of
the trusts, and that the plaintiff is now. entitled to an
account of the dealings of the trustees, at any rate, with
the exception of those taken in the former suit. But
the only objection taken by the bill is, that an account
ought to have been directed as to wilful neglect and
default, and it is plain that such direction would have
comprised all that the plaintiffs could have been entitled
to, or that the present plaintiff can be entitled to now,
for the trust is only to receive and pay over rents and
profits : to direct now an account of the dealings of
the trustees with these lands, would be in effect to vary
the decree made in the former suit.

It is said that the legal estate in the lands in the
township of Toronto, and in the town of Niagara, is still

in the trustees, and that it should be vested in the plain-
tiff; and that the title deeds should be delivered to him;
the plaintiff seems entitled to this. I understand Mr.
Strong is of opinion that a declaration of this court will

be suflScientto vest the estate. I RnnnnoA th^ Hoovop mq^'

properly contain a vesting order to operate under the

fl
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statute to vest the estate in the plaintiff. It does not
appear that any application has been made for a con-
veyance.

By an amendment made to the bill long after the
answerswere in, and abouttwo months after the hearing
of the cause, it is alleged that two town lots in the City
of Toronto were conveyed in March, 1844, by the late

Mr. Justice Hagerman, to Thomas Bell, as trustee for
the plaintiff and his sister, as co-devisees under the will
of their father; and that Bell conveyed one of these
lots to a purchaser at the request of the plaintiff and
his sister. At the hearing plaintiff's counsel asked for
the conveyance to Thomas Bell, but it was not produced.
A copy of the memorial of it is produced by the plaintiff',

but the memorial shows only a conveyance of the three
lots to Tliomas Bell, and express no trust. It is con-
tended that a trust is to be inferred as to all the lots,

from a conveyance of one of them by Bell, as a trustee.
By indenture of 27th December, 1855, one of these lots

was conveyed to a purchaser; Thomas Bell, the
widow of McDougall, the plaintiff, and Mount and wife,

(the latter being the plaintiff's sister,) being the
granting parties, and the conveyance recites that Bell is

a trustee of the lots conveyed, for the plaiatiff and his
sister. •

The three lots being conveyed together to Thomas
Bell, the inference would be, I think, that they were
conveyed to him in one character ; in his own right as
to all, or as a trustee as to all. It is shewn that one of
them was conveyed to him as trustee, and we have
nothing to rebut the presumption that all three were so
conveyed. Bell's devisee has put in no answer to the
allegation that her husband was a trustee as to all, and
does not produce the conveyance. The presumption, I

think, is, not only that Bell held the lots as a trustee,

but that the trust appears upon the face of the convey-
ance to him. The plaintiff .c-ias entitled to relief as to

tJ:
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the two lots not conveyed ; to have a declaration that
they are held in trust, and to a conveyance or vesting

order, and for dalivery of title deeds. Strictly, the
introduction of this matter into the bill was not proper.

It is a misjoinder of suit, as it is matter with which
Mr. John Bell and Mr. Small have nothing to do ; but
no objection is made on that ground, and I do not think
it necessary to put the plaintiff to file a new bill.

It ought not, however, to affect the costs of the suit.

The plaintiff fails in all that was really in contest

between the
i,

^rties, and must pay the costs.

Bedson v. Smith.

Mortgagor and Mortgagee—Agent—Practice—Costi.

An agent being appointed to receive money for another, must, in the
ordinary course of business, be his agent also to give a receipt for
the money.

The owner of an equity of redemption filed a bill impeaching the
mortgagae's title on the ground that no money was advanced, but
the court being of opinion that the evidence was sufiScient to estab-
lish the fact of payment, directed, at the option of the defendants,
that the bill should be dismissed with costs, or the usual decree
made for redemption upon payment of what should be found due
upon a reference to the master.

The facts appear sufficiently in the judgment.

Argument.—Mr. McLennan for plaintiff.

Mr. Fitzgerald for defendants.

Jkiflfwwni.—Spraogb, V. C—It is clear from the evi-

dence that the mortgage, Jones toRoach, and the assign-

ment by jBoac/i,were only a mode of borrowing money
from a third person forthe \x&QoiJme8,Roach being only
anominal mortgagee, his assignee being the only lender,

and JoneB the only borrower ; and it is clear also that

the transaction tt)ok this shape in order to enable Jones

to borrow at more than legal interest. Whether Hirst,

the assignee, was cognizant of this is another question,
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and would only be material in the event of the represen-
tatives of Hirst's estate being redeemed.

McLf d, whose misconduct has occasioned this suit,
was the agent of Jones in negotiating the loan ; the
two leading questions that arise are, whether he was his
agent to receive the mortgage money; and whether the
mortgage money was in fact paid to him by Hirst It
is also made a question whether there was not that, on
the face of the mortgage and assignment, which ought
to have put Hirst upon enquiry.

I think that McLeod was the agent of Jones to
receive the money. Jones himself, in his examination,
speaks as if McLeod was not only to negotiate for a
loan, but to receive the money. Eoach is more explicit

:

he was a friend of Jones, and requested him to become
a nominal mortgagee, to which he assented somewhat
unwillingly. Jones explained to him why the transaction
was to take that shape, viz., to evade the usury laws;
and gave him to understand that the money he wished
to borrow was to go to Mr. Duggan to pay for land

;

and Eoach adds that the money was not to be paid to
him, (Roach,) but that McLeod was to get the money
and pay it to Mr. Duggaii. Roach says this in hfs
evidence in chief for the plaintiff; and I take it that his
statement was acquiesced in, for he does not seem to
have been questioned as to how he knew that McLeod
was to get money. The inference, I think, is that he
was so informed by Jones.

From the nature of the transaction, too, it must, I
thmk, have been McLeod that was to receive the money.
He had in his hands the mortgage and the assignment,
the latter with the name of the assignee blank, but exe-
cuted by Roach. Roach certainly was not to receive
the money. He says so expressly ; and Jones could
not receive it from the lender, for it was essential to
the arrangement that he- should not appear as the bor-

GRANT X.
, l^
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rower. My conclusion is, that McLeod was Jonet"

agent to receive the money to be borrowed ujion the

mortgage and assignment.

Upon the question whether Hirst did in fact pay to

McLeod the money which he was to advance, the only

evidence, beyond the receipt in the body of the assigu-

inent, is a receipt in the handwriting of McLeod for

i*238 10s., theamount of the mortgage money. McLeod
himself has absconded and is not to be found, and Hirst

is dead. I incline to think the evidence sufficient.

McLeod was Jones' agent to receive the money, and
must have been his agent to give a receipt for it—for

to give a receipt for money paid is in the ordinary

course of business. It seems doubtful whether an
admission of the receijit of goods, by an agent appointed

to receive them, is evidence against his principal, the

purchaser. It was held sufficient at nisi prius by Mr.
Justice BuUer in Bif/c/s v. Jjawrence, (a) but it went
off in banc upon another point ; and in Bunnernian v.

Eadenim (b) doubt was thrown upon the ruling of Mr.
Justice Btdler. But this case seems distinguishable

on the broad ground that the authority to the agent is

always construed to include all the necessary and usual

means of executing with effect the authority conferred,

and the giving a receipt, being usual when money is

paid, he had authority to give it, and if so, it is the

receipt of the principal by his agent.

It is urged that the receipt is not for the amount
which was to be advanced, but for the face of the mort-

gage, from which a discount was to be deducted ; and

that it therefore loses its value as an admission ofmoney
being paid. But is not proved against Hirst's estate

that less than £2S8 10s. was to be advanced. I may
suspect it, but I cannot say that it is proved; and if it

were, the receipt would still, I apprehend, be evid'^'^:e

of the advance by Hirst of the amount, whatever it was.

(a) 3 T. R. 454. (6) 7 T. R. 663.

". 4
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that wft8 to be advanced, it being part of the arrange-
nieiit upon that hyputhesin that an acknowledginont
was to be given for tiio sum expressed to be advanced,
but wliich eould not be given until the sum really to
be advanced was aetnaliy advanced.

But I incline to think further that proof of the actual
advance of the niortgugo money does not lie upon the
defendants, but is to be presumed from the circum-
stances. The morttrage and assignment were registered
by McLcod, and a receipt by the registrar, dated 27th
October, 1853, that ho had received these papers for

registration, is produced from the hands of Hirsts
representatives. The i)re8umption is, that Mcleod
would not have pla(^ud this paper in the hands »i Hirst
(as I have no doul)t fr.im the evidence that he did)
without atthos'une time receiving the mortgage money.
The receipt bears date the following day, and is strong
evidence, beyond the presumption coupled with the
registrar's receipt, its date, and its being found in the
hands oi' Hirst, that the money was actually paid.

A statement put in writing by Mr. Duggnn, and
signed by McLcod on the llth of March following, is put
in. I do not see how I can even look at'it.

In the assignment from Roach, which is a printed
form, the name of the assignee was, as I have said, left

blankj and the name ofJolui Hirst was afterwards filled

in as the party of the second part, I should say by
il/cLcofZ, comparing the name with the name now in the
receipt for the mortirage money, not by John Hirst
himself, as suggested in the bill. In one of the recitals

a blank left for the name of the assignee is not 'illed

lip, but it is quite intelligible without it. < I have no
doubt that it is a good equitable assignment.

But it is objected tliat there is tliat upon the face of
it, and upon the face of the mortgage, which should

'!•
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have pnt Hirst upon enquiry. I have no reason to sup,
pose but tliat the assignuiont was taken to Hirst in the
shape in which it now is, with the iinme of the assignee
filled in as a party, and only omitted from a recital, which
omission, if ho observed it at all, would appear to be, as
it really is, unimportant. The mortgage itself seems
duly executed, and it is witnessed by McLeod. The
only omission is the name of a witness to the receipt for
mortgage money ; the receipt is signed by Jones. I

take it to have been simply an omission without any
object, and that it passed unobserved, for McLeod woufd
not have hesitated to put his name as a witness to the
receipt by the mortgagor. But suppose Hirst had
enquired, he would have been informed of nothing,
either by Jones or Roach, to induce him not to advance
the money, or not to pay it to McLeod, for the instru-
ments were, I have no reason to doubt, intended to be
perfect, and were placed in McLeod'a hands in order
that he might receive the money.

It is urged, further, that Hirst made no enquiries as
to the property, its value, or other particulars

; that he
did not investigate the title, or examine the registry
office. I suppose these points are urged as circumstances
of a suspicious nature, and tending to throw doubt upon
thebonajides of tho transaction. But I do not know
that he did not do all these things; and if he omitted
any, I do not know that more can be said than that he
acted with less caution than a prudent man of business
would have done. It is^said he did not get the mort-
gage and assignment into his possession, but that is

explained
;
he got the registrar's receipt that he held

Ihem for registration, and the registrar sent them to
McLeod incautiously, I should say, without produc-
tion of the receipt. I do not see that McLeod had any
authority to act for Hirst in any part of the trans-
action.

•J •

It may be, certainly, that Hirst did not, in fact,
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advftnco Hio .nortgft.o;o .noney, but I think, upon the
ovidc.ico before me, I must come to the conclusion that
ho did advance it.

The defendants, representatives of //,-,•««, claim tliat
the plaintiff should redeem, or that the bill should be
dismissed, and the plaintiff foreclooed. Nothing was
said about this at the hearing. It may not bo intended
to ask It. If it is it may be mentioned again ; if not,
the bill will bo dismissed with costs.

Subsequently the case was spoken to by Mr. Fitz-
iierakl, for tho defendants, contending that they were
entitled toadecree for redemption, withoutdrivingthem
to tile a bill in another suit to foreclose. In the event
of plaintiff not paying what should be found due, the
bill would then be dismissed, the effect of which
would be to foreclose the plaintiff of all title.

Mr. McLennan, for the plaintiff, contended that all
the defendants were entitled to was a dismissal of the
bill, leaving them to proceed in a suit to be instituted
by them to foreclose the plaintiff's equity.

After taking time to look into the point, his honour
said the decree might go as asked by Mr. FitzgeraU.

On proceeding to settle the minutes of decree, the
solicitor for the defendants wished inserted a direction
that plaintiff should at once pay the costs other than
those of an ordinary redemption suit up to the hearing

;

and the usual reference to take accounts, &c., which the
registrar declining to do, the point was mentioned to
the Vice-chancellor, but his honour thought that, under
the circumstances, the proper course was to draw up the
usual decree for redemption, if the defendants desired
It, or dismiss the bill as stated in the iudgment.

The defendants ultimately el

dismissing the bill with costs.

d to take a de :e,

%\

1
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McAnNANY V. TlilNJICLL.

t

Dower—Sale of widow' s rinht to dou;r underfi.fn.—Coiti.

A right to ilower ia not saleable un<l«!r execution agoinst the lands ot
a dowress. Till dower is asslRned, she has not either an estate in
the land, or even a right of entry ; m-ither does her interest comt-
within the meaning of the words, (in Con. Siat. U. C. ch. rjo, sec. 5,)
"a contingent, or executory, or a future interest, or a possibility
coupled with an interest.

"

Where the only defence set up by the defendant failed, and the ground
on which the court decided against the iilaintiflf was not taken, or
even pointed to in any manner by the answer, the court, though it

dismissed the bill, refused the defendant his costs of the suit.

Statement.—"^1x19, was a hill filed by the plaintiff as
having acquired, by virtue of a sheriff's sale and deed,

the title to dower of Arfuvn Smith, as against the
defendant, who claimed under, or to whom Robert
Smith had conveyed the land after his marriage with
Agnes. The prayer of the hill was, that the dower of

Agnea might he set out or assigned.

For the defence it was attempted to be shewn that
the land had been sold by liohrrt Smith prior to his

marriage, but this defence was not sustained in evidence.

•

The cause was originally heard by way of motion for

decree, before his honour Vice-Chiincellor Spnifme, who
pronounced a decree in favour of the plaintiff. The
defendant thereupon set the cause down to be re-heard
before the full court.

Mr. Strong. Q. C, for plaintiff.

Mr. English for defendant.

JwfZ(/»ie?i^—Vankoughnet, C—The only position

taken before us by the defendant was, that the land out
of \yhich dower was sought had been soldby the husband
prior to his marriage with the widow, whose right to

dower the plaintiff claims to have acquired by virtue of

a sheriff's sale and deed. As such assignee, he asks that
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thedower may bo Hctoutor assiprned. We wereof opinion
at the close of the argument that the alleged Halo wan
not supported in proof, and that this, the only dofonce
urged to us, failed. The court, however, doubtod
whether the eheriflf could sell this right to dowor, and
having given the learned counsel for the plaintiff an
opportunity of sustaining the sale if he could, and heard
his argument thereon, we are of oi)inion that the sheriff's
sale did not pass any interest to the plaintiff. It is

clear that at common law such a right would not be sale-
able, nor would be under the statute 5 George II., pro-
viding for the sale of lauds in the colonies. The widow
has no estate in the land till the dower is assigned to
her. She has not even a right of entry. The freehold
falls at once upon the heir, who holds it in its entirety
till the dower is assigned. Until then the widow really
has nothing in the land. She merely has a right to
procure something, i.e., dower. &. ae cannot, until assign-
ment, enter upon the land, or any portion of it, or assert
any description of right in it, except by action to procure
an assignment. She is a mere stranger to it, and like any
other stranger, a trespasser, if she ventures upon it.*

The right she may never assert. She may not choose
to disturb the heir or interfere with his freehold ; and if

she does not, who at law can do it for her ? I asked in
the argument if there was any instance to be found of
an assignee of a dowress bringing a writ of dower in
his own name. None such was shewn, and I am not
aware of one. This being the position of a right to
dower at common law, it is nevertheless contended that
it may be sold under the 6th section of chapter 90, of
the Consolidated Statutes of Upper Canada, as being a
contingent, an executory, " or a future interest, or a
possibility coupled with an interest in the land." We
think not. Looking at the character of the inchoate
interest which a widow has before the assignment of

1

*rark on Dower, 2 & 3. .?.8; Small v. Angel, 7 Mod. 40 ; Rex. v.
Painswick Burr. S. Ca. 783 ; Kex. v. Berkswell, i B. &C. 542 ; Rex.
V. Ihe Inhabitants of Northweald Bassett, 2 B. & C. 724.
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her dower, wo do m^i think it falls within tho moanin«
of the words quoted. .7 it is a.i interest at all, it in not
a future, but a present interest. It is not contingent or
executory in the sense in which the legislature use
those words, because it is only by reason of the exorcise
of the riglit being dependent on her own will that it
can. if at all, bo called contingent or executory. Those
words we think must be treated as having been used
by the legislature in reference to certain estates and
interests well known to the law as expressed or con-
veyed by them, among which a right to call for an
assignment of dower was never classed. It is clearly
not a possibility coupled with an interest, nor is it a
right of entry which does not arise till the assign-
ment has been had.

We think, therefore, that the plaintiff has acquired
no right to demand eu assignment of dower, and that
his bill must be dismissed, but without costs, as not
only did the sole defence set up fail, but the ground on
which our judgment rests was not even pointed to by
the defendant.
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Inolis v. Gilchrist.

term, proposed by the mortKaKor Under this stie^-fff." '.k*

the master s report,
s^s^- ^u •*n appeal :rom

''c!Jre?t'':!!!d fhA^ "P-n which he had taken the account was

Statement.-ThiB was a suit for redemption, in
which, by consent, the usual decree had been drawn
up, referring it to the master at Cobourg to take the
account between the parties, in pursuance of which
the master made his report, finding the whole amount
of principal and interest secured by the mortgage deed
due to the defendant. From this report the plaintifT
appealed on the grounds appealing in the judgment.

Mr. /?ort/ for the appeal.

Mr. Blake contra.

J^ulgment.-Y^iiKOVQmET, C.-In this appeal from
the master's report it is contended that the master
was wrong in allowing to the defendant, the mortga-
gee, as properly sec-red by the mortgage, a certain
sum which the plaintiff, the mortgagor, who seeks to
redeem, had paid off on the mortgage, and had after-
wards, at the distance of nearly two years, re-borrowed
on the oral understanding that it was to be considered
as of the original charge created by the mortgage; or

-. „ ..^^..uo, ct= 11 ii uati never Deen repaid, the re-
ceipts of the mortgagee therefor having been agreed

•: fe
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to be returned to him, and some of them, but not all,

having been in fact returned to do away with the evi-

dence that any rayment had been made by the plaintiff.

It would seeni under such a state of facts, but equi-

table, that the plaintiffs estate at law, being forfeited,

and gone irremediably (he having been ousted by an

action of ejectment) he should not be allowed to enforce

the recovery of it here except upon the terms of paying

all moneys which he had received on the security of it

and had agreed to charge upon it whether by deed or

parol ; and yet I do not feel myself at liberty upon the

authorities as they stand to enforce any such doctrine.

It is a maxim of equity that he who seeketh equity

must do equity, but the application of this maxim has

been very limited in decided cases. In earlier times it

was indeed held that a mortgagor could not redeem

without paying all that he owed to the mortgagee whe-

ther secured, or intended to be,or not to be secured by

the mortgage. Demandray v. Metcalf (a). See also a

review of the authorities in Jones v. Smith (b), the judg-

ment in which case itself was however reversed by the

Lords on appeal. This doctrine has, however, been

exploded, but still remained the question, whether when

there was an express agreement, though by parol, to

charge the land with an additional sum, the mortgagor

could redeem without complying with his promise. In

most, indeed nearly all the cases, the contention has

arisen on a bill filed by the mortgagee to foreclose, and

in suchcaseafter the judgments in Sheppard v. Titley{c),

and Ex parte Hooper (d), recognized authorities, it can-

not be admitted that the parol agreement should have

effect. It is argued, and with reason, that the mortga-

gor, coming to redeem, is in a different position ; but

I can find no authority, I mean no decided case for

the distinction, much inclined as I am to make one for

such cases. None such has been cited, and the nearest

(a) Pre. Ch. 421.

(c) 2 Atk. 348.

(6) 2 Vesey, 372
{d} I Mer. 7.
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in point that I have met with is that of Newhy v.

Cooper, {a) where there was a Inll to foreclose, claiming

an additional charge by parol agreement, and a cross

bill to redeem on the foot of the original mortgage.

It is true that it does not appear that the parol agree-

ment was proved, but still the account ordered was,

without further enquiry, confined to the sum originally

secured by the mortgage. None of the many learned

text-writers on the subject draw any distinction on this

head between a bill to foreclose and one to redeem,

and yet one must suppose that the question would have
engaged attention, and been discussed, and with some
result, if the distinction was considered tenable. I can-

not therefore admit it, and so far must disallow the

master's report. This was the only objection argued

before me, though I confess myself unable to under-

stand how the master has calculated the amount he

finds due to the defendant on the first mortgage. As I

understand the evidence of the defendant, who was
examined by the plaintiff, the second mortgage was
given to secure as well as the sums which had been paid

on the mortgage and re-advanced by the defendant to

the plaintiff (though of course they were not the same
specific moneys, the re-advance being nearly two years

after the payment) as the additional sum advanced on
the execution of the second mortgage. I suppose as

the parties have raised no argument upon this portion

of the evidence, it is understood between them how
the fact is. I must say, however, that I think the

defendant's evidence unsatisfactory.

The defendant being dissatisfied with this judgment,
set the cause down to be re-heard before the full court.

Mr. Roaf for plaintiff.

Mr. J. Armour and Mr. Blake contra.

(a) Finch, ijg.
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Judgment.—Esten, V. C.—It seems to me that where

parties agree for valuable consideration not to set up the

real facts they are estopped. I think the effect of the

conduct of the parties in this case is, that they agree

not to prove the payments, not only upon the original

transaction, but upon the consent decree. I am, there-

fore, of opinion that the master was right in the principle

upon which he took the account.

Spragge, V. C.—I have come, after some hesitation,

to the same conclusion as my brother Esten. I think

it is only an application of the principle that a party

shall not be permitted to shew the truth of a matter,

when his dealings and conduct have been such as to

make it inequitable for him to prove it. It is in the

nature of an equitable estoppel. What is necessarily

to be implied from the giving up of the receipts is an
agreement by the mortgagor that the payments evi-

denced by them were not to be proved, and I think that

the position of the mortgagee was changed upon the

faith of that agreement. It was intended that the

mortgage should show upon the face of it a mortgage

debt not diminished by the amount of the receipts,

and that what the mortgage deed so shewed should be

incontrovertible ; the inference is, that but for the

agreement the charge would have been preserved upon
the land in some other way. I think that the mort-

gagor must be taken to have agreed that if the mort-

gagee would not require him to execute a further charge,

he would not give evidence of the payments, and that

the mortgagee, upon the faith of that agreement, ab-

stained from requiring the execution of a fm-ther charge.

The plaintiff is not put as in Shepherd v. Titley to

establish a charge upon parol evidence. The question

of fact is, whether there has been a payment on the

mortgage, which the mortgagor does not shew, and
which the mortgagor attempts to establish by parol,

and this attempt is met by the doctrine of equitable
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estoppel. I do not very well see why it should not be
applied to such a case ; a party may be estopped by con-
duct, because, after such conduct, it does not consist
with good faith that he should shew the truth. Here is

an agreement by necessary implication from the fact of
the surrender of the receipts, and founded upon valu-
able consideration . It is surely against good faith that
he should shew the payments he had agreed not to

prove, and thus defeat the object we must assume
both parties intended to effect.

With regard to the rebate of interest during the
interval between the payment and the re-advance we
must assume, I think, that it was in some way provided
for by the parties, whether by being taken into account
in the interest to be paid on the re-advance, or in what
way is not material.

Judgment.—VAiiKOVQumT, C—I find great difficulty

in distinguishing this case on principle from Sheiyherd
V. Titley, but I think the conclusion at whichmy brothers
have arrived is in accordance with justice and honesty,
and therefore I concur in it. The giving up of the re-

ceipts implies an understanding that the plaintiff would
not insist upon the payments evidenced by them. This
view was not suggested on the original argument before
me

;
still it is carrying the doctrine of estoppel very far.

If a man agrees not to set up the Statute of Frauds, that
agreement cannot be urged against the statute ; every
man, when he makes a verbal promise, impliedly under-
takes as much. Then this re-loan was more than two
years after the payments. How is the interest in the
meantime to be dealt with ? Is the plaintiff not to
be allowed to shew the payment and the time of the
re-loan to get rid of the interest in the meantime, and if

the evidence is admissible for this purpose, must it not
be open to any and every use that can be made of it?
I have great doubt, but, as already stated, yield to
opinions which seem to me to enforce honesty.
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Austin v. Story.

Mortgagor and Mortgagee—AppUcatiun of insurance money paid ?o
murtgctgee.

Where a mortgage deed contains no provision as to the application
or appropriation of insurance money coming to the hands of the
mortgagee before the time appointed for payment of the money
secured by the mortgage, he is not bound to apply it in reduction
of the sum secured, or the interest accruing thereon, until the
expiration of the time allowed for payment of the mortgage money.
In such a case the mortgagor would be entitled to have the money
expended in re-building the premises, and re-placing all parties
as near as may be in the situation in which they stood before the
fire occurred.

Statement.—The plaintiffin this cause filed a bill, pray-

ing, in the alternative, for foreclosure or sale of the

mortgaged estate, setting forth that the buildings on the

property had been insured for ^1^250, and the policy of

insurance had been assigned to the plaintiff; that the

buildings having been subsequently destroyed by fire,

the amount covered by the policy had been paid over

to the plaintiff ; that £155 for interest had accrued

due, and was still in arrear, and unpaid. A demurrer

for want of equity, on the ground that the insm'ance

money should have been applied in payment of the

overdue interest, and thus have rendered a suit impos-

sible, had been, after argument before his lordship,

the Chancellor, overruled, and thereupon the defendant

filed the usual note or memorandum, disputing the

claim of the plaintiff.

On proceeding to take account, and draw up the

decree under the orders of January, 1863, a question

arose as to the time at which the insurance money
should be credited to the defendant, the plaintiff insist-

ing that the proper course was to compute interest up

to the day appointed for payment, and then give

defendant credit for the amount so received. The

defendant, on the other hand, contended that the inter-

est accrued due before the insurance moneywas received

should be first paid out of it, and the residue applied in

reduction of the principal ; or that the whole amount

received should in the hands of the mortgagee carry

interest at the rate of ten per cent., as reserved by the
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mortgages, or if not entitled to this, that six per cent,

should be allowed.

The mortgage deeds contained a covenant to keep
the buildings insured ; in other respects they were in

the ordinary form.

There being no direct authority on the point, the
registrar directed it to be spoken to before the Chan-
cellor.

Mr. Roof, for the plaintiff, referred to Davidson's
Precedents, page 784,- note/, where it is stated, "It
is not very usual, and is not very fair towards the
mortgagor to stipulate that moneys received under an
insurance shall be applied in payment of a debt, as
such an application may leave the mortgagor without
the means of rebuilding his premises. Insurance
moneys ought to be applied in replacing all parties in

the situation in which they stood before the fire, and
such is the rule in the absence of special stipulation."

Here the plaintiff is satisfied with the secm*ity he
holds

; and the advances having been made at a time
when money carried a higher rate of interest than it

now does, it may be impossible, or at least difficult, to

invest at the rate secured by these mortgages. If the
defendant desires to invest the insurance money, it is

for him to ta''e the trouble of procuring a suitable

investment, and not throw upon the plaintiff the risk

as well as trouble of looking out for one.

Mr. Henry O'Brien contra. The rule as enunciated
by Mr. Davidson in the note quoted is avowedly for

the benefit of the mortgagor. Here the difficulty is

overcome by his seeking to have the money applied in

such a way as is stated to be most prejudicial to his

interests.

/?t%men«.—Vankoughnet,C—I agree with Mr. Roaf
*•- -N
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that under the circumstances of this case the mortga-

gee is entitled to interest without any abatement in

consequence of his holding the insurance money paid

over to him in respect of a portion of the mortgaged
premises. The insurance money stands, or should

stand' in lieu of so much of the security as it covered.

It should properly be used to replace the property in

the position as nearly as possible in which it was at

the time of the fire. The mortgagee is entitled to

have his security kept up in value by it as far as it

will go ; the mortgagor is entitled to have it expended
on the property. The mortgagee, unless by express

stipulation, cannot, I apprehend, himself lay out the

money, at all events, when he is not in possession of

the premises : neither, I think, can he invest it in any
other way without* the assent of the mortgagor. Here
the mortgagor consents to the mortgagee taking the

insurance money : no arrangement is made in regard

to the use and application of it ; it remains idle in the

hands of the mortgagee, who, if he retains it, will be

bound, however, to apply it in reduction of the amount
found due him on bis mortgage.

Latham v. Crosby.

Conveyance obtained byfraudulent misrepresentation—Duty of intend-
ing purchaser as to making representations—Purchase by an agent.

L., a3 daughter of a U. E. Loyalist, had been granted a lot of land,
but left Canada for the United States of America in 1825, where
she has resided ever since. Various persons took possession of
the land, and improved it so that it was worth /'a,500. C. sent
his agent to L. in Michigan, to treat for the purchase of her inte-

rest in the land. This agent made numerous false representa-
tions as to the position and value of the land, and as to the inten-
tions of his principal in regard to the purchase, and thereby
induced L. to convey her interest in the land to C. for an incon-
siderable sum. On a bill filed to set aside this conveyance, as
having been obtained through fraud and misrepresentation, held,

that the representations made by the agent were material, and to
be considered in weighing the bona fides of the contract, and under
the circumstances was ordered to be cancelled.

t

Statement.—The original bill in this cause was filed

by Mrs. Mary Latham against Hiram Croihy, and set
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forth that the plaintiff was a British subject, the
daughter and heiress of one O'Brien, a U. E. Loyalist,
and as such was entitled to a grant from the Crown,
and on the 5th of August, 1811, received a patent for

lot No. 7, in the 7th concession of the township of
Reach, which patent was issued through the agency of
Mrs. Latluim's former husband Richard Bristol, and
without her knowledge; that in 1825 the plaintiif,

then Mrs. Bristol, and her husband left the province,
and she has ever since resided in the United States.
Mr. Bristol soon after died, and his widow married one
Ira Latham, whom she also survived; that about the
year 1823 one John G. Ensign entered into possession
of the premises, has since sold and conveyed various
portions of them, and that by reason of the improve-
ments upon the property made by Ensign, and such
sub-purchasers, and the general increase in value of
real estate, the lot was worth at least i'2,500. The
defendant, Hiram Crosby, in the month of March,
1859, sent his agent, William Ketckum, to Mrs. Latham,
then residing in Fayette county, Michigan, to buy her
right to the land, so granted to her. Ketchum informed
Mrs. Latham that she had an old claim to the lot, but
that for various reasons this was almost worthless, and
that Crosby was willing to give il50 for the claim, in
order to test the titles to other lands in which he was
interested, and which were similarly situated, this
:.tiing his sole object in the proposed purchase; that
the land was a swamp, and worthless except to the
owner of adjoining lands, to whom it might be useful
for pasture, and the wood that could be got thereon,
and that supposing a good title to the lands were
obtained it would not be worth ^160. The plaintiff,

Mrs. Latham, being old and infirm, and having no
knowledge of the land, except through the statements
of Ketchum, on which she reUed, executed a deed of
quit claim of the premises in favour of Crosby, and
received as the consideration therefor £6 5s. Od., in
cash, and the bond of Crosby for i'50, payable when
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quiet possession should be ( btaiued. Mrs. Latham
having been led to make enquiries discovered that tlie

representations made bv Ketchwn were false, and that

the land was in fact improved and very valuable.

Soon after obtaining the conveyance Crosby com-
menced an action of ejectment against Ensign, and the

other occupiers of the lot. Mrs. Latham being in-

formed of this, and at the solicitation ol" the several

parties concerned, on the 20th of November, 1860, for

^250, conveyed all her interest in the land to Anson S.

Button, as trustee for Ensign and the sub-purchasers.

Mr. Button was added as a co-plain tiflf to the amended
bill, and Ketchum was made a defendant.

The bill prayed that the conveyance to Crosby might
be cancelled, and the action of ejectment restrained.

The facts, as established by the evidence in the cause,

are sufficiently stated in the judgment.

The cause came on to be heard before his honour
Vice-Chan eel lor Esten.

Mr. A. Crooks, Q.C., Mr. Blake, and Mr. Ince for

plaintiffs.

Mr. McMichael and Mr. Fitzgerald for the defend-
ants.

Jiidgment.~EsTo:ij, V.C—This suit is brought to set

aside a sale made by the plaintiff, Mary Latham, to the

defendant, Hiram Crosby, of a piece of land known
as lot No. 7, in the seventh concession of the town-
ship of -Reach. The purchase was made through the

agency of the defendant, William Ketchum. It is

alleged to have been effected by means of fraudulent

misrepresentations and concealment, practised by the

agent, Ketchum, and he is added as a defendant,
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although having no interest in the property, in order to
make him Hahle for cos :s. The plaintiff, Mary Latham,
was the daughter of one 0«/er, a United Empire Loyalist,
and as such was entitled to a grant of land, and this lot
was granted to her in that capacity by letters patent a
great many years ag. . She married one Bristol, who
became insane, and was removed to an asylum in the
United States before the year 1825. The plaintiff, Mary
Latham, was in this province in that year ; but in the same
year followed her husband to the United States, where
he afterwards died without having recovered his reason,
and the plaintiff, Mary Latham, never returned to this
country after her departure from it in 1825. One
Ensign entered into possession of the lot in question
in the year 1823, and he, and others claiming under
him, have been in possession of it ever since. He had
cleared more than half of it by the year 1859. He had
cultivated it as a farm, and had sold and conveyed
portions of it in village lots, and in the year 1859, and
at the time of the purchase in question, the purchasers
of these lots were living in houses built upon them, as
their homes, and they formed part of the village of
Epsom. The lot is fairly estimated to have been worth
at this time $10,000, that is $50anacre. The convey-
ances to thepurchasers ofvillage lots had been registered
and this was all that appeared on the registry in respect
of the lot at the time of the purchase in question.
There had been, many years before, a sale of the lot for
taxes, and Ensign had upon that occasion purchased it,

but had never succeeded in perfecting the purchase, or
in obtaining a deed from the proper officer, who refused
to make it on account of there having been on the lot at
the time of the sale sufficient goods and chattels to yield
the requisite amount for satisfaction of the taxes in
arrear. There was, however, a certificate of the sale
lodged in the proper office. This was the state of the
lot as to value, title and possession in March, 1859,
when the sale in question took place., The defendant,
Crosby, heard in the end of 1858, that the rightful
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owner of the lot could not be discovered. He imme-
diately thought of purchasing it. He made enquiries-;

he examined the registry ; the old county registry in

Toronto, and the registry in Whitby, and made notes

;

he knew when he employed the defendant Ketchnm,

to purchase the lot, that Ensign had been in possession

of it a long time ; that part of it was cleared ; that parts

of it had been sold and conveyed by Ensign to other

persons ; that their conveyances were registered ; that

that part ofa village stood upon the lot, and that a nuv ober

of persons were living on it as their homes : he Lfiys

that " he told Ketchtim considerable of what he had
mentioned about the lot." I think it must be intended

that he told Ko.tchum all he knew about the lot, and
that Ketchum knew as much as he did aboiat it when
he started on hia mission. Ketchum proceeded to

Michigan, and having discovered the plaintiff, Mary
Latham, entered into a negotiatio^^ with her for the

purchase of the lot and finally purchased it from her

for the sum of $225, of which $25 were paid at the time

of the purchase, or shortly afterwards, and $200 were

secured by a bond, to be paid on Crosby obtaining

possession of the property, or compromising with the

persons in possession of it. There is some mystery

about the terms of the purchase. The terms finally

adopted were certainly not those originally proposed.

Whetherthepurchase money originallyoffered was $600
or $300 is uncertain. Ketchum says that meeting with

continual and unreasonable objections On the part of

Mrs. Weston, the daughter of the plaintiff, Mary
Latham, who was acting for her mother in the business,

he broke off the negotiation, and threatened to depart,

and that he renewed negotiations and concluded the con-
tract on much less favourable terms than he had
originally proposed, at her earnest solicitation. What-
ever may be the truth of the matter, I am perfectly

satisfied that Ketchum never had any intention of

leaving Jonesvillc»wituout getting the lot on some terms
or other. During the negotiation it was perfectly clear
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to KetcJmm that neither the plaintiflf, Mari, Latham,
nor Mrs. Weston, nor Euficne Latham, a son of Marif
Latham, who also took part in the negotiations, knew
anything about the lot. They applied to him for in-
formation about it. He doubtless might have refused
to give any, saying that he was buying, and they were
selling, and they must satisfy themselves. If ho had
done this, there would probably have been no contract

;

they would have, put an end to the negotiation, and
enquired for themselves. He undertook to answer their
questions, and the question is, what information he,
so undertaking, became bound to give, and whether he
performed the duty that devolved upon him under such
circumstances. I think that, undertaking to answer
enquiries, and give information to enable the persons
with whom he was dealing to contract with him, he
became bound to tell them everything that he knew or
had heard, and, of course, it was his duty not to mis-
represent anything. Did he perform these obligations?
I am satisfied that he knew everything that Crosby
knew. He was his confidential agent ; Crosby had no
concealment from him ; it might be important that he
should be as fully informed as possible of the facts so
far as they were known. Crosby had no motive for
concealing anything from him ; they certainly had
conversations about the lot. Crosby admits that he told
him that Ensign was in possession of it, and had sold
portions of it, and Ketchum certainly knew that the
purchasers were residing upon it, and I think he knew,
also, that Ensign had been in possession for a long
time

;
had cleared a portion of the lot ; that part of a

village stood upon it, and that the conveyances to the
purchasers were registered. Is it credible that Crosby
concealed from Ketchum the result of his searches in
the registry? Mrs. Weston particularly enquired of
Ketchum as to the occupation of the lot, and expressed
unwillingnesp, to deprive any one of his home. I am
afraid she deserves little credit for this feeling. If it

existed at all, it soon gave way to the love of gain. But
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she put tho question, and probably with some dogreo

01 flincority at tho time, and I think it became Ketchum's

duty, if he chose to an^wor at all, to answer it cor-

rectly to the l)est of his information and belief. The
substance of his communication we gather from the

evidence of Mrs. Weaton, Kutjcnc Latham^ Mr. Barber,

the lawyer who prepared the instruments, Mr. Grerfonf,

his clerk, and his own answer. I would not attach

much weight to the evidence of Mrs. Weaton if it stood

alone ; 1>ut in this respect it is corroborated by the

evidence of the other witnesses, and is no doubt true.

The evidence, combined with the answer, shews what
he did communicate, and also what he did not com-

municate. I think he expressed to them that the lot

was in a back and unsettled part of the country ; that

it was wild and in a state of nature, unfit for farming

purposes ; that there were some persons in possession

who claimed under a sale fo;: taxes, but that he con-

sidered them as squatters. He said that he had never

seen the lot, and spoke entirely from information.

His account is not perfectly intelligible. A squatter,

I ^-reourae, is a person who settles on land without any
title, or pretence of title to it ; but a person who claims

under a tax sale has a perfectly good title if the sale was
a valid one. 1 presume, therefore, that Ketclmm meant
that although the persons in possession claimed under

a tax title, it was to the best of his belief worthless.

His description of the occupation seems to have re-

moved all objection on the score of depriving people of

their homes. On this representation Mrs. Weston, after

much disputation on other points, entered into the

contract, and concluded the sale. She must have been

satisfied that the occupants were persons whom it

would be no injustice to drive from their temporary

dwellings. Whatever notion the description of a squat-

ter claiming under a tax title ought to convey to any
Imind, she evidently considered from his representations

that such an occupant was entitled to no consideration

or indulgence. Was all this a correct representation
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of the matter according to Ketchnma information and
belief ? I think not. What ho certainly ought to have
stated was, that a person was, and had been for some
time in possession of the lot, and that ho had dealt with
it as the owner, and had sold portions of it, and that
several other persons were also in possession. This infor-

mation would have probably led to enquiry, which
might have elicited material information ; but, taken by
itself, what would his hearers infer from it'? certainly
that in all probability the lot was to a certain extent
cleared and cultivated, and that persons who had pur-
chased and paid for portions of it were living upon it as
their home. I think, also', that he knew, and could and
ought to have stated that their conveyances were regis-

tered
; that Emifin had been in possession for a long time,

and had cleared part of the lot, and that part of a village

stood upon it. In either case it was a very different state

of things from what Kctchimi had represented when he
described the property as a wild lot, in a state of nature,
unfit for farming purposes, with only some squatters on
it, who claimed under a sale for taxes. I think this was
a positive misrepresentation, and a concealment of the
truth, and it is impossible to say that the plaintiff, Mary
Latham, had she known the truth so far as Ketchtm
could disclose it, would have entered into the contract.

It was, therefore, a material misrepresentation and
suppression of fact, which vitiates the contract, and
imposes upon the court the duty of annulling it, and the
ileeds founded upon it. I do not attach much weight to

the inadequacy of the consideration. I think that some
uncertainty may have attached to the title, and I think
it is ver> probable that Kctchum^ when he said he would
not give $5 for the lot himself, alluded to the state of

the title. At the same time, I do not think that either

he or Crosby entertained any serious apprehensions as
to the title, and the assertion of Kctchum with regard to

the S5 was in fact a misrfinrfiHfinf.ntmn Tt. ia in'1iar>n+,.

able that parties acting in good faith, and enquiring for

themselves, must protect their own interests, and a
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bargain will not be annulled, however advantageous it

may prove to one of the parties ; but if either party
undertake to make a representation which is to influence
the other party, he must observe the most perfect good
faith in making it, and any departure from this in a
material point will render the contract void in the eye
of this court. It is also clear that whether a party
represents a matter in a way which he knows to be un-
true, or represent it in anyparticular way, without know-
ing whether it is true or not, the effect is the same. I

should observe that Ketchum in the early part of his
life had resided many years in Markham, which is the
adjoining township to Eeach, where this lot is situated.

It is diificult to suppose that a man of his shrewdness
and experience had not formed a tolerably correct idea
of the value of this lot. He was as competent to judge
of it as Crosby, and he certainly had formed some idea
of its value, and thought it worth at all events §2,000.
Ketchum's credit was impeached by evidence, and this

evidence was met by counter evidence. I do not think
it was of much importance. His evidence is indeed in-

admissible. I have however read it. I have also read
the affidavits and the letters. Some objection was made
to the suit on the ground of the time .that had elapsed
after the commencement of the suit, and after a demand
had beenmade for security for costs without any jn-oceed-

ings,and after the correspondence that occurred between
the parties during the interval, with a view to a com-
promise, but I see no ground for the objection. The suit

appears to have been commenced by Mrs. Latham be-

fore she had had any negotiations with Button. After
thecommencement of the suit she came to an agreement
with Button, and made a conveyance to him of all her
interest, in trust for himself, and the parties who
became interested in the laud, and then the suit was
prosecuted in their joint names. It is, however, the
suit of Mrs. Latham, as the right which she had of
invoking the aid of this couit to annul the sale could
not be transferred to another, but must be enforced by
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herself. Button, however, was joined as a co-plaintiffm order to obviate any objection founded on the dealing
between them. The conduct of Mrs. Weston and T W
Bristol in the matter has been very reprehensible!
1 hey appear to have played one party against the other,m order to extort from each as much as possible for
themselves; but it does not appear how far Mrs
Latham was a willing party to these proceedings. She
is a very aged woman, and appears to be completely
under the government of her children. I think the sale
should be set aside with costs, as against both defend-
ants. The money paid must be repaid, but may be set
agamst the costs. The estate must be re-conveyed to
xMrs. Latham, or as she may direct. No account of
rents, I presume, is required.

The defendants being dissatisfied with the decree
thus pronounced, petitioned for and obtained the usual
order for rehearing before the full court. The same
counsel appeared for the parties respectively.

Smith V. Kay, (a) Reynell v. Spi-ye, {h) Nuclei v.
Atherton, (c) Hawlina v. Wickham, (d) Campbell v.
Fleming, (/) Fry on Spec. Per. 112, were, amongst
other authorities, referred to by counsel.

Judgment.—YA^KOVQuj^iET, C—In this case I am of
opmion that the decree must be sustained. I was, at
the close of the able argument of Mr. McMiehael
for the defendant, much impressed with the mannerm which he had dissected and presented to the
court the evidence in relation to the representations
of Ketchum, the agent of the defendant, in the
negotiations with the plaintiff, Mrs. Latham. A
full consideration since of that evidence has how-
ever convinced me that previously to the comple-
tion of the bargain for the purchase of the laud,

(a) 7 H. L, Ca. 750. (b\ 1 D. M. ft G '^qi
(^M 7 Jur. N. S. 777.
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Ketckim misrepresented to the plaintiff both its con-
dition and its character. That he knew the truth as to
these, I cannot doubt, after the statements obtained
from the defendant himself on his examination. Crosby
swears that he and Ketchum had talked about the pur-
chase of the land and discussed the price to be offered

lor it previously to the offer made by the latter to the
plaintiff, and that he told Ketchum most of all that he
knew about it (the land.; That he Crosby at the time
knew all about it, its occupation, character, and the
nature of the title asserted by those in possession of it,

was, I think, established by his own examination. That
the plaintiffwas ignorant that she had any title or claim
to this land, and was also ignorant even of its existence

and of its character and situation, when Ketchum, as
agent for Crosby, Approached her with an offer of pur-
chase ,is also sufficiently clear from the evidence. That
she relied wholly on Ketchum's statements in regard to

them, also, I think, appears. Ketchum was under no
necessity to give any information. He might have
remained silent, and said if the plaintiff would sell on
the chance or in ignorance he would purchase. But
he does not do this. He withheld for a time information
as to the locality of the lot. In answer to a remark of
Eugene Latham, proposing to visit Canada and enquire
about it, he tells him that he could not find the land,

and that it would hardly pay him to visit it ; that it

was not worth while to bother about it; that it was in

a state of nature, and hardly fit for farming purposes
except a small portion of it ; and he dissuades him
from doing so. He speaks of the land as of little or

no value, when Crosby himself admits that he consid-

ered it at the time worth from $2,000 to $3,000. It

was argued that this representation related only to the
value of the claim or title which might never be estab-

lished ; but it is clear from the evidence that this is not
so, for Ketchum stated that Crosbys object in making
this purchase was to use the title acquired thereby as a
test title, by which 1 assume he meant that by means of
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it he might ascertain whether other lands similarly cir-
cumstanced as to title could be secured ; that for this
purpose Crosby was wiUing to give $300 for the land

;

the land itself was of no value, not that the title was
of no value, because we cannot suppose that he travel-
led from Canada into the state of Michigan to hunt up
the owner of a title which was of no value and offer for
it, as a test title, $300. Ketchum also misrepresented
the nature of the occupation of the land. I have no
doubt that he had learned from Groshy the truth as to
this, but whether he had or not he chose to make
statements in regard to it which were untrue, and his
principal must suffer the consequences. Ketchum was
several days employed in negotiating for the land, and
appears to have skilfully used all the arts which those
seeking to obtain a good bargain are in the habit of
employing; and he succeeded at the time, though he
had to deal with a shrewd, clever woman, Mrs. Weston,
the plaintiff's daughter, with whom, acting for her
mother, the negotiations were carried on. Mr. Fitz-
gerald urged very forcibly that the agreement of com-
promise made at the house of the plaintiff between her
and the defendant in the early part of 1858, and be-
fore the agreement subsequently come to in the office
of Messrs. Cameron and McMichael, in Toronto, al-
ihough not reduced to writing, should be a bar to'any
rehef, as though it was not in writing, Crosby was
ready and willing and offered to carry it out, and the
plaintiff therefore, having no difficulty in procuring
Its execution by Crosby, should be bound by it, and be
taken to have abandoned her right to impeach the
original transaction of purchase. I should have been
much inclined, speaking for myseif, to go with the de-
fendant's counsel in this view, had I found that any
such agreement had been proved. The evidence in
regard to it is that of Mrs. Weston, and of her brother

t..ma-,riH..n... bho swears that tho proposed arrange-
ment was made by the defendant and her brother
Willard 0,t her mother's house ; that she herself took

'M
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little part in it, and was in and out of the room while
the discussion was going on. The brother swears that
there was no final arrangement there : that the negoti-
ations then opened were continued and concluded at
Toronto, but that Mrs. Latham did not assent to them.
Although it is probable that the mother placed herself
entirely in the hands of these two of her children in
all the negotiations and transactions which took place
in regard to this land, and that they acted with her
full assent, if not knowledge, throughout, still the evi-
dence is not sufficient to bind her by any act of either
of them after the sale. She may or may not have
known and approved of the letters written by Mrs.
Weston, and put in evidence. I hope she did not ap-
prove of all that was written and done, for no language
can be too strong to condemn the trickery and double
dealing of both brother and sister tJiroughout.

The other members of the court concurring, the pe-
tition of re-hearing was dismissed with costs.

McCuLLOCH V. McCuLLOCH.
Ali>nony-How far the English rule as to allowing onc-third of income

IS applicable to this country.

'^^X^^f^'^r^''^ 'T ^u^
°^?^'' °^ ""^^^ estate of the annual value ofabout /II2 165., but sub act to a debt of /roo. He had alsohousehold furniture and farm stock, and he worked his farmthe piainnfl, with her eight children, lived apart from the defen":ant on account of h.s cruelty, and with no means of support savesuch as might be obtained by way of alimony. On a reference lothe master lo fix permanent alimony, he allowed At loTper a^num On appeal this sum was increased to »8o ptr annum.

Statement.—The bill in this cause was filed by his
wife against the defendant, who was a farmer, owning
a farm of 150 acres, subject to a mortgage of about
^100

;
also a village lot, renting for £4 10s. per an-

num, and farm stock worth more than £nO. Interim
alimony had been allowed at the rate of £37 lOi. per
annum.

On a reference to the master at Whitby directed by
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the decree, he had fixed the same amount as perma-
nent ahmony. This would be about one-third of the
annual value of the defendant's estate, making no
allowance for the value of hia labour.

On appeal, it was shewn that defendant's eight chil-
dren with the plaintiff, their mother, were forced by
the defendant's conduct to live apart from him • that
the eldest child was a girl of sixteen, the voungest an
mfant m arms

; all of the eight are with their mother
dependent entirely upon the sum to be received as
ahmonyfortheirmaintenance,andthatthesumallowed
was msufficient for the support of the plaintiff alone.

It was argued that the rule usiaally followed In
England of assigning one-third of the annual income to
the wife IS not invariably to be followed: though often
a proper sum in England, where the husband's income
IS large, is not applicable to cases like the present,
where the estate is small, and the personal industry of
the husband is necessary for the family's support.

Mr. A. Crooks, Q.C., for the plaintiff, who appeals.

.
Mr, Doivney for the defendant.

^

The additional facts of the case, and the authorities
cited by counsel, appear r"flflciently in the judgment of

Spraqge, V.C.-The bill, which is for alimony, is
taken 2yro confesso, and a decree for alimony, by reason
of the cruelty of the husband, was pronounced on the
9th of February last. It appears that the wife, with
her eight chUdren, the eldest a girl of sixteen, the
youngest a child a little more than a year old, left her
husband's house on the 3rd of November last, and that
they have since lived with her father, except that
recently the eldest giii has left. The health of the wife
IS, as appears by the evidence of her father, so bad

iil
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as to render her helpless, and to require medical
attendance. Of the children, two only are boys, one
eight, the other six years old.

The defendant is a farmer, the proprietor of 150
acres of land in the township of Scarboro,' of which
about 110 are cleared, and under cultivation, the whole
farmed by himself. He has also horses and farming
stock, and implements. He has also a cottage, and
small lot, worth, as he says, about $200, and which is

worth, to rent, some $18 a year. He appears to be in

debt to the extent of about $400, or perhaps a little

more. The annual value of his property appears to be
somewhere about $450 ; the interest upon its value
exceeds that amount. The master has allowed for

alimony $150 a year. This is complained of as too
small, and I agree that it is so. It is suggested that
the master has proceeded upon the principle of allow-

ing for ahmony a per centage upon the annual value
of the husband's estate ; it is said one-fifth, and it is

conceded that what is allowed is about one-third. To
proceed upon such a principle is, in my judgment,
erroneous, and particularly so when the wife and
family are in fact supported by the labour and skill of
the husband ; if any proportion were taken as the scale

of allowance, the annual value of that labour and skill

should be added to the annual value of the husband's
property; in many cases it is the principal source of
the income, and in many more it is the whole.

Regard must be had, as the decree expresses it, to

the station in life, and position of the parties, and also
to the nature of the property of which the husband is

possessed. A per centage upon the annual value of the
husband's property will very rarely, in this country,
form a just measure for the allowance of alimony; it has
been discarded in numerous cases, among them is the
case of Severn v. Severn, (a) and is not followed in

(a) Ante vol. vii., p. igg,
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England, where the adoption of it would not do justice
to the wife, or the wife and children. Two instances
of this are the cases of Whihlon v. Wliildon, (a) and
Wilcocks •

.
Wilcocs. (b) The court now proceeds

upon the sounder principle of looking to what is just
and reasonable under all the circumstances. The
language of the decree furnishes a proper and safe guide
for the discretion of the master.

The adoption of the rule I have observed upon
operates with peculiar hardship in this case. The wife
is forced, by the cruelty of her husband, to leave his
house, and to seek shelter in that of her father, where,
with seven children—herself sick and helpless—he is

now living. For the support of herself and children
the scant sum of !$150 a year is allowed, while to the
husband,notburthened with the support ofany children,
double that sum is left besides the house which, but for
his misconduct, would have continued a shelter for all,

and besides, the value of his own skill and labour, as a
farmer, to the benefit of which all are entitled.

It is a most unequal division, and, I apprehend, could
only have been made by the master, under the idea that
he was bound to fix the amount of alimony by a scale
measured by the annual value of the husband's pro-
perty. I think the sum proposed to be allowed is v^ery
reasonable. The plaintiff's father says he thinks it

would take ^75 or ^80 a year to maintain herself and
her family. I think the larger sum would be a moderate
amount. It was suggested that I should fix the amount
to be paid, instead of referring it back to the master.
I therefore fix it at ^80 a year, to be paid from this
date, and at the times mentioned in the master's
report. Liberty wUl be reserved, as was done in
Severn v. Severn, to both parties to apply to the court,
as they may be advised^ should the circumstances of
the case alter, and the defendant must, in that case,
pay the costs of the application.

P

8*; M

n

(«) 5 L. T. N. S. 138. (b) 30 L. J. Prob. 205.
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What I see in this case leads me to remark that in
cases of this nature the court looks to the possibility of
the parties living again together. The husband, as I

see by his affidavit, expresses an anxious wish that this

should be the case. His cruel conduct is attributed to
imtemperance

: he is described by two of his neighbours
as kind, affectionate, and inoffensive in his disposition.

A thorough reformation in his habits may lead to that
reunion with his family which he professes «o earnestly
to desire.

McI'all v. Faithorne.

Specific performance—Compensation for deficiency in quantity of land

A parcel of land having been surveyed and laid oflf into buiidiuK lots
the same was afterwards offered for sale by public auction, when
M. became the purchaser of two of such lots at an aggregate sum of
£70. The plan, by which the property was sold, contained a memo-randum on the margin that the same was drawn upon a scale of
four chains to the inch ; in reality the plan had been made upon a
scale of three chains to the inch, which however, was not discover-
ed until after the conveyance had been executed,and the purchase
money paid. Thereupon the purchaser M. filed a bill praving re-
payment of a proportionate amount of the purchase money or a
conveyance of a sufficient quantity of the adjoining land to make
up the dericiency. The court, under the circumstances, considered
that the plaintiff was not entitled to the relief asked, and dismissed
his bill with costs ; but

Scmble, that if the conveyance had not been made, or the purchasemoney not fully paid, he would have been entitled to be relieved
in this court.

Statement—The bill in this case was filed by David
McGall against RoheH F. Faithorne, statingthat in 1855
a parcel of land in the town of Snrnia, known as the
Maxwell estate, and belonging to the defendant's wife,
was surveyed and laid out in village lots by the defend-
ant, and a plan of the property purporting to represent
the premises in the proportion of four chains to an inch
was made and duly registered in the proper office.

That the plaintiff and others attended an auction sale of
the property, and 'bid for various lots as laid down on
the plan. The plaintiff became the purchaser of two of
the lots for the aggregate sum of ^£70. The sum had
been since paid by the plaintiff, and a conveyance made
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to him

;
that npon measurement the plaintiff discovered

that the plan was inaccurate, having been drawn on ascale of three instead of four chains to an inch andhe lots purchased therefore contained one-f urth essland than plaintiff was entitled to, but this had nobeen discovered until after the conveyance to the plainhffhad been executed and money paid as stated. The

defendant for re-payment of one-fourth ot' the purchas!money and his refusal to pay the same, and prayed thitthe defendant mi.ht be ordered to pay such sum. being

of land h
'
'' " ^""^ '^' ^'^^^^°^y '"" ^^« q"«ntity

adjdnin
'^"''"^'"^ ^ '"®«^«°' P^^t^on of the land

fh'^^TTl
""' ? '^^' '^' plaintiffhad already sued

the defendant m the County Court for damages causedby the alleged defic ency, in which suit a vldict hadbeen given and judgment entered in favour of the
defendant: that the words "scale four chains to theinch were mserted by accident in the margin of theplan exhibited at the sale, but that the plaintiff was not
hereby mxsled as he otherwise knew the quantity ofand contained in each lot. The defendant denied that

ir.m^r'^^ ^"^ '^i"^**^^^ ^«"«^o° ^^^ case
stated by the bill and alleged that it was at any ratewithm the jurisdiction of the County Court.

•Mr. Fitzgerald for the plaintiff.

Mr. Crickmore for the defendant.

The authorities cited are referred to in the iuda-ment of « J""S

Spkagge. V C.-This bill is filed by a purchaser of
real estate, who has paid his purchase money and
received his conveyance, with usual covenants for t,-fl«
lae biJl IS for compensation, on the ground of aUeged
deficiencym the quantity of land contracted to be sold •

GRANT X.
21

'
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the sum claimed is P.23 Qa. 8d ; and the bill prays that

the defendant, the vendo/, may be ordered to pay that

sum, or, in the alternative, to convey more land to

make up the deficiency.

The sale was by auction, and v^as of *own lots accord-

ing to a plan, noted upon the face of it to be upon a

scale of four chains to an inch : in fact the lots were

laid out and staked on the scale of three chains to an

inch. The plaintiff was the purchaser of one lot on

one street and another lot on another street for the

aggregate price of £70. It is not shewn that the

defendant could make the lots of the size described in the

plan—that he has now the adjoinii.g land to do so : it

is not alleged that he hao, or that the contract was for

anything but these particular lots. A money compen-

sation, of which the amount claimed is the maximum,

is all that can be had upon this bill.

I think the plaintiff cannot maintain a bill in equity

for this purpose. The map which was distributed

among the bidders at the sale is treated properly

enough, I think, as a representation ; and if the con-

tract had not been executed—if the conveyance had not

been made, or the purchasemoney not fully paid, I appre-

hend the plaintiff would be entitled to relief in this court.

Butherethe contract is fully executed, and the plaintiff's

remedy is, I think, at law. In Newham v. May, {a)

Chief Baron Alexinder, while deciding against the

plaintiff upon the evidence, expressed a strong opinion

upon ilear and intelligible grounds, I think, against

such a bill. The bill in that case was for compensation

on the ground of untrue representation as to the annual

rental of the estate sold. In that case, as in this, the

bargain had been executed, and the purchase money

paid ; fraud was charged in respect of the representa-

• tions made, as it is by this bill. The Chief Ba ron said,

" The eases of compensation in equity have grown out

(a) 13 Price, 749.
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respec of conlracta for the purohase of re.l propertywhen ,t « often aacillwy, a, incidentally necesaLyfo
effectuate decrees of specific performance. This W
of fraud by means of misrepresentation, raising a dryqneshon o damages, in effect a mere money demand "

L T^ V « 7 ° */ observations o.' Lord EUon,m Toddy. Oee. (a) and of Lord Cotte„lu„n in Saim-

.^Tet«edr/'\'^r
S'-^-»-* »mts theTwas set ed that such a bill as this cannot be sustained

not be filed by the purchaser simply for compensation •"

Lrs .';" *T° "r'""' ' '"» »^ "" -ample, »d
CrZoT '° '"'"' '• """"' (* "»'- -^"0

It is now settled that compensation cannot be prayedas an altemafve relief, in a bill for specific perfor:mance. I cannot see any sound distinction betweensuch a prayer, and a naked prayer- for oompen'ri on

sen ation It is put for the plaintiff that the wholecontract has not been performed, inasmuch as T le squantity of land was conveyed than was contracted fordo not agree m this
: the subject matter of the con-'tract was oertam specific lots, and those lots have been

ti(r?bm'J"'L*fT^! ^ """ °' op'""- '""at tie plain-
tiffs bill ought to be dismissed. But apart from the

dene Th
°'J"™^««». I doubt if upon the whleridenee the case made by the biU is sustained. Of o^ethmg Iam satisfied, and I thini that I ought in jus&ehe defendant to say so, that the fraud cSagamst hrm by the bill is disproved. The billZ!u.

sed vviih costs.

Ves.
(c) V. &p. 235 (14 Ed.)

273-
(6) 5 M. & C. I.

{d) 2 D. G. & J. no.

;4'

I-'

I ^ 11
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w.

Lawbon v. Moffatt.

Attignment for htnefit of crtditors—Priority of Claims—Accommoda-
tion debtor.

£. L. being embarrassed in business in June, 18^7. made an assign-

ment of his goods, lands, &c., to trustees, giving preference to

certain creditors. Afterwards E. L., wishing to resume business,

proposed that the goods and personal estate shovijd be re-conveyed
to him, and time given under certain conditions for payment of the
debts, the lands being conveyed to two creditors in trust fur all.

This was agreed to by the trustees and most of the creditors, and
re-conveyances were executed. The plaintiffs were endorsers on
paper of E. L., held by M., a creditor, preferred in the first assign-

ment. M. refused to execute the re-conveyances unless plaintiffs

renewed their liability to him on the paper then overdue, which
they did, and M. then signed the re-conveyances. Plaintiffs had
afterwards to pay the notes held by M., whereupon they filed their

bill, claiming; to stand in the place of M., as preferred creditors

under the original assignment.
H*ld, that under the circumstances they could not claim such

friority, or the priority provided for them by the first assignment,
ut must rank pari pflssu with the other creditors.

Statement.—The bill in this cause was filed by John

and Joseph Lawaon, against Lewis Moffatt, Alexander

Murray, and Edward Lawson, setting forth that on the

24th of June, 1857, the defendant, Edward Latv8on,v}&B

indebted to William McMaster ii the several sums of

.£225 Os. 8d, and £228 48. lOd., &ecure<i by promissory

notes, endorsed by the plaintiffs for the accommodation

of Edward Lawson. That Edward Lawson, having

become embarrassed in business, did, by indenture

between said Edward Lawson, of the first part, John

Qardhouse, of the second part, and the several creditors

of said Edward Lawson, of the third part, convey all

his personal estate to said Qardhouse, in trust. First,

to collect and get in all the personal property, and

convert it into money. Second, to receive the rent of

the real estate, and to sell so much of it as might be

necessary. Third, to pay all costs and charges inci-

dental to the trust, and the winding up of the estate, and

the wages then due to clerks, &c. Then follow trusts

as to payment of several preferred creditors; then "to

pay to Messrs. John and Joseph Lawson^' {the plaintiffs)

Zii€ ciinounx JOT icnicfi Ziicy nave oecoTnc iiaois jot

the said Edward Lawson, on endorsements to William
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McMaster, of the city of Toronto, Esquire. ,ay about
i466; and in the next place to pay to all the
creditors of the said Edward Luwson, who shall execute
these presents within three months from this date the
amounts which may be due to them respectively " These
two promissory notes fell duo respectively on the 27th
of June, and the 27th of September, 1867.

In December, 1857,it was agreed between the parties
to the assignment that the trustee should convey all the
said real estate to the defendants Lewis Moffatt and
Alexander Murray, as security for the payment to the
several creditors who should execute such conveyance of
the amounts due them

; and such conveyance was
executed accordingly by the defendants, and by Oard-
house, and several creditors, including Mr. McMaster,
Messrs. Mofatt and Murray acted under this assign-
ment, and collected a consi-Ierable sura for the benefit
of the creditors. Thn .nmumg personal estate was
also then given up to jbdward Lawson in order that he
mightre-commence business. The defendants set up that
Mr.McMaater refused to execute the last mentioned con-
veyances till the plaintifls removed the notes held by
him, then overdue, which tley did, and that the
plaintiffs, as well as McMaster, then abandoned the
preferr- d position assigned McMaster, under the first
assignment, and could only claim the position given by
the second.

The plaintiffs had to pay the sums due on the two
notes to McMaater, and claimed to rank on the estate in
the same position as Mr. McMasterhoi^ under the first
assignment.

The facts of the case are more fully set forth in the
judgment.

The cause was heard first before his honour Vice-
Chancellor Esten.

(

-^
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Mr. McMichael and Mr. Fitzgerald for plaintiffs.

Mr. A. Crooks, Q. C, for defendants.

The cause was then ordered to stand over, in order

that certain creditors might be added to represent the

creditors generally.

The bill having been amended by adding John Gard-
house, the younger, Conyngham G. Taylor, James
Stevenson, and William T. Mason, as defendants, was
again brought to a hearingwhen the following judgment
was delivered by

EsTEN, V.C—The facts of this case are th&i,Edward
Lawson, one of the defendants, in June, 1867,made an
assignment of his property, real and personal, to one
GardJwuse, upon the usual trusts, for the payment of

his debts, and the payment of the surplus to himself.

One of his creditors was McMaster, who held his notes

endorsed by the plaintiff for £453. Three or four of

the creditors were preferred by the assignment, in the

payment of their debts, and alnongst them were the

plaintiffs, who are brotfiers of Edward Lawson, and
co-partners in trade, in respect of their endorsation on
the notes held by McMaster. The plaintiffs were
informed of the preference given to them by the assign-

ment, and assented to it, as did most of the other
creditors although only four or five, not including the

plaintiffs, executed it. The assignment did not give

satisfaction to the creditors, and another and different

arrangement was planned, which consisted in the

personal property comprised in the assignment being
surrendered to Edward Lawson, for his own use, and in

the conveyance of the lands to the defendants Moffat
and Murray, subject to redemption on Edward Lawson
pdying the creditors the amount of their several debts,

in three years, by six half-yearly instalments, to be

secured by asmanypromissory notes. All the creditors
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acceded to and executed this deed, excepting McMaster
and two small creditors. It was greatly desired, how-
ever, by Edivard Lawson to procure the concurrence of
McMmter, and application was made to him for that
purpose, but he refused compliance, unless the plaintiffs
would endorse the new notes to be given to him in the
same way as they had endorsed the notes which he
held. The plaintiffs were requested to endorse the notes,
but they refused, lest it should prejudice their position
under the first assignment. Repeated applications were
made to them for that purpose, but they steadily re-
fused, for the same reason. At length it was suggested
by Edwurd Lawaon that Mr. McMichaeVa opinion
should be taken on the subject, and he and his brother,
Thomas Lawson, accordingly applied to that gentleman
for that purpose. He give it as his opinion that the
plaintiffs,by endorsingthenew noteB,would not prejudice
their rights under the first assignment. This opinion
being reported to the plaintiffs, they yielded, and en-
dorsed the notes intended for McMaster, whereupon he
became a party to the second an-angement. Every
obstacle being now, as was considered, removed, the
arrangement ras carried into effect. The personal
property thatremained was delivered to EdivardLawson
and thenceforth used by him in his business as his own,
and the lands were conveyed to Mossrs. Mofatt and
Murray, subject to redemption on payment of the debts
at the times appointed. The object of this arrangement
undoubtedly was to allow Edward Lawson further time
to pay his debts, and afford him an opportunity of
retrieving his affairs: since it restored to him his
personal property, and gave him a chance to redeem
his real estate, of which he remained in possession in the
meantime, so that he was enabled to continue his busi-
ness as before, without much or any apparent altera-
tion. The plaintiffs undoubtedly knew that their en-
dorsation was required by McMaster befnrft he would ac-
cede to the second arrangement, and theygave it in order
to induce him to become a party to it. They knew the

ilM

i
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general tenor and effect of this arrangement ; that the

personal property was going to their brother ; the real

property to the creditors. They knew, also, that their

brother received the personal property, and continued

to conduct his former business. Satisfied, however,

with having reserved their rights under the first assign-

ment, they did not interfere with the course that mat-
ters followed, but permitted them to proceed according

to the will of the other parties concerned, until the
notes held by Mr. McMaster, and endorsed by them,
matured, when, after some delay, and the renewal of

some or all of the notes from time to time, they finally

retired them all, and then proceeded to assert their

rights under the original assignment of June, 1857.

Meanwhile Edward Lawson having attempted to rally

from his difficulties, had failed, and the personal effects

which had been surrendered to him in pursuance of the

second arrangement had become dissipated. He had
also, in the interval, made a further arrangement with
his creditors, whereby he surrendered to them his equity

of redemption in the lands, and they discharged him
from their debts. A sale had also been effected of the

lands, or part of them, to John Gardhome, junior.

These transactions had been conducted under the advice

of the same gentlemen who act as solicitors for the
plaintiffs in this suit. It does not appear that the

plaintiffs knew anything of them until some time after

they occurred. Having paid the notes upon which they
were endorsers, the plaintiffs claim the priority pro-

vided for them by the deed of June, 1857. This claim
is resisted by the trustees and creditors claiming under
the deed of December, 1857.

It is quite clear that the plaintiffs became entitled to

the benefit provided for them by the deed of June, 1857.

Their assent to this deed is clearly proved by the

evidence of Edward Latvson. To deprive them of the

benefit it provided for them, it must be shewn either

that they agreed to abandon this deed, or that they
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impliedly confirmed the deed of December, or that they
acted in some way which would make it unjust to
enforce the provisions of the deed of June in their favour.
That they expressly adopted or confirmed the deed of
December cannot for a moment be maintained, nor is it
mdeed pretended. It is said, however, that they ought
to have objected to it, and that not having done so they
must be deemed to have acquiesced in it. But surely
it cannot be contended that the plaintiffs, by simply
remaming quiet, and not objecting to the deed of
December, adopted and confirmed it. If the plaintiffs
upon healing of the execution of the deed of December^
had simplv i mained silent, it could not have been
conten- lat their rights under the deed of June
had t ^iected. Any objection, therefore, to their
enforcing these rights must be founded on their conductm reference to their endorsation of the new notes given
to McMaster. I consider them as stipulating when
they affixed their names to these notes that it should
not prejudice or affect their position under the first
assignment; that their rights under that assignment
should remain wholly unaffected by it. This is the sole
act of theirs which can be urged as amounting to a
renunciation of their rights under the original assign-
ment; but how can it be regarded in that light when
it was accompanied by an express reservation of those
rights? The creditors and trustees must adopt the
whole act, and cannot insist upon any part of it only to
tne exclusion of the rest. Suppose the plaintiffs had
been wholly unaware of the execution of the second
assignment, of course it must have been conceded that
theur rights under the first deed were wholly unaffected.
They give their endorsation to the new notes to be deliv-
ered to McMaster, but stipulate uno Jlatu that it shall
not prejudice their rights under the original assign-
ment

;
must not the effect be the same ? If it is not the

same it must be because the act which they did was of
such a nature as necessarily to prejudice their existing
wghts against their will, and contrary to their expressed
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intantion. It is said that they must have known that

so soon as they gave their endorsation the deed would

be carried into effect, and the personal property delivered

to Edivard Lamon. At the time they learned the exe-

cution of the new assignment, and were requested to give

their endorsation, this assignment had been executed

by all the creditors but themselves, McMaster, and two

small creditors. The real property was already con-

veyed to Moffatt & Murray, the personal property

already vested in Edward Lawson. McMaster and

the plaintiffs, however, had a right to insist that the

prior deed was still in force as to them, but ^cMaster

being willing to give his adhesion to the new deed, upon

having the endorsation of the plaintiffs, they gave it

with that view, retaining their own rights under the

prior deed. If they had not expressly reserved these

rights, it might be deemed that they had renounced

them in furtherance of the new arrangement, but

such an inference cannot be drawn from what they

actually did. The only difference was, that whereas

before McMaster, as well as themselves, could insist

upon the prior deed, that right was now confined to

themselves, which, however, amounted to the same

thing, for they and McMaster were identified. The

other creditors had executed the deed, not knowing

whether McMaster and the plaintiffs would execute

it or not. They would have been bound by their exe-

cution had neither of them executed it, and must be

equally bound if one of them executed it, and not the

other. The other creditors could not be deceived or

misled, for they had already fixed themselves when the

transaction in question occurred. If they desired to

prevent the surrender of the personal estate until the

assent of all parties interested had been obtained, they

shouldhave enquired whether or not it had been obtained-

If Gardhouse would not deliver the personal effects with-

out the consent of McMaster and the plaintiffs, before

McMaster's execution of the deed, he would equally

withhold such delivery after McMaster's execution, until
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the plaintiffs' assent should also be obtained. After

McMaster's execution of the deed, the plaintiffs retained

the right to enforce the prior deed, so far as they were

concerned. It may be conceded that when the personal

p'-spertywas surrendered to Edward Lawaon, this court

might by a proceeding quia timet have interfered for its

preservation. But the other creditors could not require

this interference at their hands for their benefit. It

was a matter which concerned only themselves. The
whole estate was liable to them, and if the real estate

was sufficient for their indemnification, they were not

obliged to interfere for the benefit of the other credi-

tors, in order to preserve the personal property. The
other creditors could have thrown them on the per-

sonal property had it pleased them to do so. Not be-

stirring themselves to guard their own rights, they

cannot complain that the plaintiffs did not interfere

in their favour.

Upon the whole, I think the plaintiffs are in the same
position as if they had been absent from the country

when thewhole business relative to thenew arrangement
was transacted, and had returned, and finding matters

in their present state, had determined to assert their

rights. Under such circumstances the existence of those

rights could not be denied. But although the plaintiffs

knew of this transaction while it was proceeding, and
in a measure took part in it, yet they guarded their

existing rights expressly, and have, I think, been guilty

of no omission or neglect which should deprive them of

them. I adhere to the views expressed upon the former

argumenton all points except the supposed acquiescence

of the plaintiffs. I thought upon that occasion that the

plaintiffs, not interposing until the personal property

had been dissipated, had precluded themselves from

seeking satisfaction out of the real estate. This point

was thought not to have been effeotuallv raised on the

pleadings as they then stood, and the plaintiffs were

directed to add some of the other creditors as parties

;
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very much in order to enable them to supply the defect.

But it does not appear to me to be raised any more
pointedly than it was. However, I think upon more
mature reflection that it cannot be maintained, and that

the plaintiffs are entitled to the preference which they
claim in regard to the. difference between the dividend

to which McMaster would have been entitled under the

second assignment had the plaintiffs not retired the

notes, and thewhole amount of his demand, which differ-

ence forms the whole matter in dispute. I do not

think it can be contended that the demand secured by
the first deed has become extinct, and a new debt con-

stituted by the substitution of the new notes for the old

ones. I think the plaintiffs are entitled to their costs.

The defendants, feeling aggriev 1 by the decree

drawn up under this judgment, se* the cause do\snto

be re-heard before the full court, when the same co m-
sel appeared for the parties.

Browne v. Gross, (c) Stone v. Godfrey, (h) Graham v.

Birkenhead, dec. Railway, (c) Loder v. Clarke, (d) The

Life Association, dc, v. Siddall, (e) Warrant v. BUnch-
ford, (/) Lewin on Trusts, 775, were referred to by
counsel.

Judgment.—Vankoughnet, C.—I think the plaintiffs

have by their own act disentitled themselves to the

relief which they claim in this case. The facts upon
which my judgment rests are few and simple. One
Edward Lawaon, being embarrassed in business, made
an assignment to trustees for the benefit of creditors,

and in so doing gave preference to certain claims

against him, and to a liability which the plaintiffs had
incurred for him as endorsers upon his paper, held by a

creditor,McMa^ter. Subsequently ^(iM;ar(iiau;«o«,de8ir-

(<i) 14 Beav. 165.

{c) 2 McN. & G. 146.

(c) 7 Jur. N. S. 785

{h) 3 M. D. & G. 7G.

(d) 2 McN. & G. 382.

(/) 9 Jur. N. S. 424, S. C, 32 L. J. Ch. 237.
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ing to resume business in the hope that on getting time
from his creditors he might pay off all his indebted-
ness, proposed to them to give him three years for this

pui'pose, and to restore to him his property conveyed
by the deed of assignment. This property consisted of

a stock in trade of merchandise and of real estate.

The creditors generally and the trustees under the as-

signment, agreed to this proposition, and the latter

executed a deed, to be p'gned also by the creditors,

transferring back absolutely to Edward Laivson, the
personal property and reconveying to him the realty

subject only to the payment of his debts. McMaster,
who was a creditor of Edtcard Lawaon for upwards of

i'400, refused to sign the deed for carrying out this

arrangement, unless the plaintiffs would renew their

liability on Edtoard Lawaon'8 paper, which he then held
overdue, by endorsing fresh notes payable at the times
proposed by Edward Laioaon under the new arrange-
ment x-eferred to. The plaintiffs at this time were lia-

ble to be sued by McMaater upon the overdue paper
;

Edward Lawaon applied to them to endorse the new
notes which he was to give to McMaater. He was to
give notes also to the other creditors payable at the
same time. The plaintiffs at first refused, and for

some time hesitated to comply with this request, and
as they say, took legal advice, and were by it informed
that by such endorsation they would not forfeit the
rights secured to them by and under the deed of assign

ment. Being applied to several times, and being urged
to endorse the notes to McMaaterin order that his assent
as a creditor might be obtained to thenewarrangement,
•hey ultimately did so, and then changed this liability

from a present immediate one to one three years distant.
It is abundantly clear on the evidence, and particularly

on that of Joaeph Lawaon, one of the plaintiffs, that it

was considered of the utmost importance, if not neces-

sity, to get McMaater'a assent to the new or second ar-

rangement in order that it might be effectually carried

through. It is certainly not stated by any witness io

distinct terms that this arrangement would not have
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been completed bythe other creditors had not McMaster
assented

;
but this at least appears that it was consid-

ered a very great object to procure his assent, and
withojit it it w?,s uncertain whether the proposed new
arrangement would be effected ; that Ihe plaintiffs were
aware of this, and for this reason, known to them, were
importuned to endorse, and did endorse, the fresh
notes to McMaster in ord'-r to induce and procure him to
sanction this arrangement, and to sign the deed con-
firming it, that thereby the objects oi their brother
Edward Latvson, of which they had full knowledge,
might, if possible, be accomplished. Of this object,'
and of the mode of accomplishing it, by restoring to
him, Edward Lawson, the very property on which they,
the plaintiffs had.under the deed of a8signment,security,'
the plaintiffs, at the time theyendorsed these new notes'
were fully aware. They endorsed them for the very
purpose of enabling Edward Latlmn to get back this
property from his trustees by procuring McMaster his
creditor, to whom they were collaterally liable to sanc-
tion it

;
his objection, till removed by this endorsation,

being the only obstacle in the way. And yet, after
having brought this about, after having, in fact, done
the only act necessary to effect it, they come into court,
and say that this property thus given up to Edivard
Law8on is subject to the trust in their favor, under the
first deed. I think they have no such right ; they aided
in procuring the restoration to Edtcard Lawson of the
property which they now claim a right to, and to have
beenheldintrustforthem. They didnot act in ignorance
but in full knowledge of the facts, and their subsequent
conduct shows that they were not surprised, but were
really assenting, certainly not objecting, parties to the
use and disposal by Edward of this very property.
With their knowledge, almost immediately after these
endorsations, he was in possession of it, dealing with it;

^nd this continued without remonstrance or claim on
their part until after the lapse of three years, when
they had to pay the paper in full, and it then occurred
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to them to file this bill. They consented to the compro-
mise or arrangement of this debt, made by McMastcr,
when was obtained hissignature to the deed, consequent
upon the endorsation of the paper; and, in ray opinion,
they have as against the trustees, or the estate, only the
same rights as McMaster himself has, or could have
claimed as a creditor. It makes not the slightest

diflference in my mind that they intended to preserve or
claim their position under the deed securing them.
Parties cannot prosecute intentions or expectations
inconsistent with their acts.

Judgment.—Esten, V. C, stated that although he
was not prepared to retract the judgment delivered by
him on the original hearing, he felt himself compelled
to admit that the subsequent discussion of the case, and
the clear opinion expressed by his lordship the Chan-
cellor, and which was concurred in by his honor Vice-
Chancellor Spragge, had tended to create much doubt
in his own mind as to the correctness of the views then
expressed by himself. He therefore desired to be un-
derstood as giving no judgment on this re-hearing.

Speagge, V. C, concurred in thejudgment delivered
by the Chancellor.

Per Curiam.—Decree reversed, and bill filed in court
below dismissed with costs.

m

11.!'

Subsequently, on speaking to the minutes, counsel
suggested, that as the bill was for an admiwistration of
the trust estate, as well as a declaration that plaintiffs

were entitled to rank as privileged creditors, and it was
desirable that the estate should be so administered, the
decree might be allowed to stand for that purpose.

Ordered accordingly.

if

h
t ?f
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Htman V. Roots.

Mortgage tacking.

R. mortgaged lot iS to E. to secure /2047. R. afterwardi mortgaged
lot 17 to C. to secure ^100. R.'s equity of redemption in lot 17
was attached by/. /a. lands in 1851, but before sale >f it E. pur-
chased and received an assiginent of C.'s mortgage ; after this the
sherifl sold R,'s equit> s redemption in lot 17 to L. On a bill filed
by the representatives of E. to foreclose both mortgages, held
that they were entitled to tack and be redeemed, if at all, as to both
mortgages.

Statement.—The bill in this cause was filed by Ellis

W. Hyman and Elijah Leonard against Henry Euots,
setting forth that by an indenture of mortgage dated the
19th ofJune, 1854, made between the defendant, of the
first part, one E. P. Ellis, now deceased, of the second
part, and Sarah, wife of the defendant, for the purpose
of barring her do^ver, of the third part, the said E. P.
Ellis became mortgagee of park lot No. 16, on the
north side of York Street, in the city of London, which
mortgage was registered on the 29th day of August,
1854, and was made to secure payment of ^62047 10s.,

and interest, of which a large sum was overdue.

The said E. P. Ellis departed this life in the month
of January, 1860, having first made his last will and
lestament, whereby he gave and devised the said

premises, and all his interest in the mortgage, to the
plaintiffs, wb-> are the executors of the will.

That by another indenture of mortgage, dated the
27th of April, 1855, made between the defendant, of
the first part, Sarah, his wife, to bar her dower, of the
second part, and one Thomas Carling, of the third part,
and under an assignment thereof from said Carling, the
plaintiffs are mortgagees of certain other freeliold

premises, being the northern portion of lot No. 17, on
the north side of Fork Street, west, in the said city of
London, for securing the sum of dBlOO, and interest, of
which about ^30 is still due.

The bill prayed that the amounts due on the mort-
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gages might be paid and in default of pavraeut for
foreclosure.

The bill was taken pro confeaao for default in answer-
ing, and the usual foreclosure der^ree, with reference to
the master at London, Wi. made on the 2ud of Septem-
ber, 1862. The plaintiffs so. 1 after presenting a petition,
stating that they had ascertained that sinco the making
of the decree the defendant's interest in a portion of the
mortgaged premise:* had been sold by the sheriff of the
county of Middlesevi^der writs of execution against
the defendant's lands to one William L. Lawrason, who
had, however, i >urcha8ed in iryi9,t'iorLawrence Lawrason,
and praying that the said William and Lazvr^nce
Lawrason might be made parties.

William and Lawrence Lawrason having been added
as parties, with liberty to plead, tiled their joint and
several answer, setting forth that under the writ against
the defendant RootSy the sheriff had sold that part of
lot No. 17, comprised in the said second mortgage, and
that William L. Lawrance had purchased the same on
the 16th of October, 1862, in trust for his co-defendant
Lawrence Laicrason; that the said writ of execution
had been placed in the hands of the sheriff for execution
before the assignment of the said second mortgage from
Garling to the plaintiff, and before the plaintiff had
acquired any right or title to the premises sold.

The defendants contended that they were entitled to
redeem the mortgage on lot No. 17, without redeeming
the other, and that the one suit could not be properly
maintained against both parcels of land ; they also
denied all knowledge of the assignment f"om Garling to
the plaintiffs, and stated that the sheriff's deed was
registered on the 17th of October, 1862, and before the
assignment was registered, if it were registered at all.

Mr. Roaf and Mr. Meredith for the plaintiflB.

GBANU. X. 22
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w

Mr. Fifzgerald for the defendants Lawraion, cou-

tended that althungh the rule was that a mortgagor, or

tliose claiming under him, could not redeem one ot

several moiigaged estates without redeeming both,when
held by the same person still, as here, the txtlooi Ellis

. as to lot 16 was acquired subsequently to the lodging of

the writ under which Laurraaon purchased his interest,

that rule would not hold good as againBt him.

Mr. Roaf/in reply, in addition to the cases mentioned

in the judgment, referred to Vint v. Padgett, (u) to

shew that no such distinction existed in favour of a

party standing in the position of this defendant.

Judgment.—Spraqoe, C.—The principal question

arguad is, whether the plaintiflfs, as tlie holders of two
mortgages on separate properties, made by defendant

Roots, are entitled to insist upon being redeemed as to

both, if at all, or whether Lawraaon made a quasi party

upon petition is entitled to redeem one of them.

The first mortgage, Roots to Ellis, was of one pro-

perty which may shortly be called lot 16 ; date, 19th

June, 1854. The second mortgage, Roots to Carling,

was of another property, which may be called lot 17

;

date 27th April, 1865. Assignment of mortgage,

Carling to the plaintiffs, 8th May, 1862. Sale by
sheriff under execution ofequity of redemption of Roots,

in lot 17, Lawrason the purchaser, 6th September,

1862.

Conveyance by sheriff to Lawrason alleged in the

answer to be registered.

It^is admitted that the writ of execution was in the

handsofthesheriffbefore theassignmentfrom Carlingto

the plaintiffs.

It is not denied that as a general principle the holder

(a) 4 Jur. N. S.. 454 C. S., on appeal lb. i 122.
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of two mortgages, given for distinct debts . upon separate
properties, is entitled to insist upon being redeemed as
to both. In tlie early case of milir v. Luij,j, (a) it was
ooniined to cases where the equity of redemption re-
mained in the same hands ; but it was subsequently
held to apply to the case of a purchaser, without notice,
of the equity of redemption n the premises comprised
in one of the mortgage .. it ^ -s so held in Cator v.
Charlton, cited in Jo, ^a wSnuh; (b) in Collett v.
Munden, cited in the s-m pJace. in which it is said,
" the case of the assigns, ts vm better than that of
the original mortgagor;" lu ex parte Carter, (c) and
in Ir,'8ou V. Denn. (d) In these cases the mortgages
were made to the same mortgagees, but the rule ap-
pears to be the same where they are made to separate
mortgagees, provided they are united in the one holder,
before the equities of redemption are separated!
White V. Hillacre, (e) Selby v. Pom/ret. (J)

In White v. Hillacre there was a mortgage of an
estate called Mudgeon by the owner James Hillacre,
then a devise of that estate, subject to the mortgage

;

the devisee had an estate called Westhay, which he
mortgaged, and died entitled to the equity of redemp-
tion in both estates. He devised the one to one set of
devisees, and the other to another set, and after his
death the mortgage of Mud.jeon became vested by as-
signment in the mortgagee of Westhay, and the holder
of the two mortgages insisted upon redemption as to
both

;
but this was duuied, Baron Alderson holding that

the rule did not apply to a case where the equity of
redemption belongs to different persons, adding, how-
ever, this observation, "there might, perhaps, have been
some ground for the plaintiff's argument if the assign-
ment had beenmade in the life-time of Thoma8 Hillacre,'"

the devisee of James .- and Selby v. Pom/ret establishes
thatin such a case the rule would apply : it goes further,

la) 2 Ed. 78.

\c) Amb. 733.
:«)3Y.&C.597-

(6) 2 Ves, Jur, 377.
(rt) 2. Cox, 425.
(f) 7 Jur. N. S. 835.

1
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indeed, for it was applied in that case against assignees
in bankruptcy, although the mortgages did not become
united until after the mortgagorwas adjudged bankrupt.

The question then seems to turn upon the effect of
placing the writs of execution in the hands of the
sheriff before the assignment by Carling to the plaintiffs,

for if Roots had sold to Lawrason at the date of the
sheriff's sale, which was after the two mortgages had
coalesced in the plaintiffs, the rule would apply in

favour of the plaintiffs.

As to that, I do not think the lodging of the writ
with the sheriff can have the effect contended for. The-
lands are bound thereby, but that is all ; the equity of

redemption was still in Roots, and the purchase by
Lawrason did not relate back to the lodging of the writ.

I have referred to Vint v. Padgett, and Tassell v.

Smith; (a) but, while affirming the rule as settled by
authority, they turned upon points which do not arise

in this case.

Lawrason does not set up that he is a purchaser for

value without notice, and according ts the cases to

which I have referred, such a defence would not avail

him. It is, however, certainly a great hardship if a
purchase for value without notice will not protect the

purchaser, for the purchaser of one parcel subject to a
mortgage, cannot be taken to know that his vendor has
mortgaged anoth sr property for another debt.

No point is made in argument upon the registry laws.

I will, therefore, only observe that if the plaintiffs had
regi-.tered their assignment from Carling, Lawrason
would have had notice of the fact which constitutes the

pip *> tiff's equity, in respect of the debt due upon the
mortgage to Ellis ; the assignment of the Carling mort-
gage did ffect the land thereby mortgaged with an
equity beyond any charge created by the mortgage

(a)4jur. N. S. 1090.
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itself, and no doubt was capable of registration. If
counsel for Lawraaon desire to speak to this point,
they can do so, that is, if the sheriff's deed is regis-
tered. It is not among the papers.

It is contended that the plamtiffs are not in fact
assignees of the Carling mortgage, Garling 1; .ving
assigned to Jane and Catherine Ellis ; but I think,
upon the evidence, there was no perfect assignment to
them. There was a contract on behalf of the estate, of
which the plaintiffs are the executors, for the i^nrchase
of that mortgage from Carling, and an assignment was
prepared, not by them, or on their behalf, to Jane and
Catherine Ellis, which was signed and sealed, and in-
tended to be delivered by Carling. It was not in
accordance with the contract and, in law, was to
strangers

; it does not seem to have reached them,
but upon the error being observed, it was returned to
Carling, who retained it, and executed the assignment
under which the plaintiffs claim. If the paper had
been a perfect instrument, it would probably have
passed nothing, at least in equity, as Jane and Cathe-
rine Ellis would, upon the evidence, have been trus-
tees for the representatives of the estate of Ellis.

Upon the principal point in the case I will only add,
in the words of Lord Justice Turner in Tassell v.

Smith, " The case is governed by the authorities,
though there may be some difficulty in the question,
whether the rule established by them is a just result
of the principle on which they proceed."

Subject to the question which I have suggested upon
the registry law, provided the sheriff's deed to Lawra-
son be registered, a fact which will appear upon in-
spection, I think the plaintiffs entitled to be redeemed
as to both mortgages.
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Lbary V, EOSE.

Si>ecific performance—Representations made by infant binding on him—Estoppel—Acquiescence.

D.'s father died in 1847, having first made his will purportine to de-
vise all his real estate to his wife in fee; this will was not executed
in proper form, and therefore D. became entitled to the land as
heir-at-law. Three months before D. became of age, he agreed
with P. for the sale to him of the real estate for valuable consid-
eration A conveyance to P. was prepared by D. and executed by
his mother, the devisee under h:s father's will, D. being the wit-
ness to It. P, aftenvards sold and conveyed his interest and D
brought ejectment against the purchaser. On a bill filed to re-
strain this action, It was shewn that D. had at various times ac-
quiesced in the sale after he became of age. Held, that D's con-
duct with reference to the sale to P. was fraudulent, and was to
be considered as an assertion that his mother was entitled as
devisee in fee although he was then not of age, and that such con-
duct and his subsequent acquiescence after his attaining majority
estopped him trom denying the validity of the sale ; and he was
enjoined from proceeding with the action of ejectment, and or-
dered to execute a conveyance to the plaintiff, the vendee of P.

Statemmt.—The^ bill in this case was filed by John
Leary against David Rose and Elizabeth Rose, praying,
under the circumstances therein stated, and which are
clearly set forth in the judgment, for an injunction to
restrain an action of ejectment brought by David Rose
against the plaintiff, and for an order for him to join
in conveying to plaintiff the lands in respect of which
the action was brought.

Mr. Mowat, Q.C., and Mr. Blake, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Roaf for the defendants.

Smitl -. Lowe {a), Franklin v. Thornbury (6), Mocatta
V. Murgatroyd (c), Pearson v. Morgan (d), Thompson
V. Simpson (e), Teynham v. Webb (/), Nicholson v.

Cooper ig), Dunn v. Spurrier (h), Govett v. Rich-
mond (i), Herrick v. Atwood (j). Raw v. Pote (k),

Pickard v. Sears (l), Gregg v. Wells (m), Freeman

(a) I Atk. 490.
{c) I P. Wm, 393.
(e) 2 I. &L. no.
ig) 4 M. & C. 186.
(i\ ** Sim. I.

(A) 2 Ver. 239.

(w) 10 A. & E. 90.

(b) I Ver. 132.
[d) 2 Br. C. C. 385.

(/) 2 Ves. Sr. 198.
(h) 7 Ves. 235.
'

j ) 2 DeG, & j. 21.

6 A. & E. 469.%

**,
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V. Cooke, {a) Banks v. Newton, (b) Wing v. Harvey, (c)

Arnot V. Biscoe, (d) Stone v. Godfrey, (e) Davis v.

Snyder, (/) Chambers on Infancy 438 ; Bart's V. & P.,

p. 10 ; Hovenden on Frauds, 502, were, amongst other
anthorities, referred to and commented on by counsel.

Judgment.—SvRxoQE,
, Y.C.—Alexander Rose, the

father of the defendant David Rose and the husband of
the female defendant, was seised in fee of a farm in the
township of Westminster. He died in February, 1847
having two days before his death, by an instrument
purporting to be his will, in terms devised all his real

estate to his wife in fee. It seems agreed that this

instrument, for sorao reason not explained, was invalid

and that the real estate descended to David, as the heir-

at-law of his father. The will was set up in an action
at law brought by David, and was not sustained.

For a time it appears to have been thought by both
David and his mother that a life estate only was devised
but it was afterwards discovered that the instrument
purported to devise in fee. David, however, claimed,
in conversation among his friends, that he was entitled

by title paramount ; that the farm had belonged to his

uncle, by whom it had been devised to his elder brother,

who had died before his father, and that he, and not his

father, was entitled.

David came of age on the 9th of July, 1855. In
May of that year a bargain was made with Peter Rose,
not a son of Alexander, for the conveyance to him of
the Westminster farm, for the sum of twelve hundred
pounds, the consideration to be paid partly in money,
and partly in land and chattels. In regard to the land
it was agreed that two parcels of land in the township
of Warwick, of 100 acres each, to be selected by David,

1

1

Vi'.i

(n) 2 Exch, 654.
(c) 23 L. J. Ch. 511.

(/) Ante Vol. i., p. 134

(6) 16 L. J. y. B. 142.
(rf) I Ves.Senr. 95. («) lb. 767.

(

.
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should be purchased and paid for by Peter, ona parcel

to be conveyed to Davids and one to the widow ; and
that Pefer should convey some town lots in London, and
remove a mortgage given for part of the purchase money
to one McRoherU, from whom he had purchased the

samo

It is not made very clearly to appear by whom the

treaty for this bargain was conducted, but I think partly

by David, and partly by the widow. David spoke of it

among his friends as made by him.

Onthel3thofMayaconveyancewa£.executedtoPeie}-

ofthe Westminster farm. It is made by Elizabeth Rose,

as widow, and solo devisee of Alexander Rose ; David
Rose is the only witness attesting its execution. It was
registered on the 2nd ofJune following, and must have
been registered on the oath oiDav^d Rose. In January,

X856, Peter Rose conveyed to William Elliott, and on
the 9th of April, 1857, the farm having been advertised

by Mr. Elliott tor sale l)y auction, was purchased at

auction by the plaintiff. David Rose has since brought

ejectment against the plaintiff, and this suit is instituted

to restrain proceedings at law, and to compel David to

execute a conveyance to the plaintiff. The principle

invoked is the familiar one that a party standing by
and allowing another to contract on the faith of that

which he can contradict, cannot afterwards dispute the

fact upon the faith of which the other contracted ; and
the case is also made that David was himself a party to

the arrangement ; and acts of confirmation are alleged,

and evidence is given in support ofthem.

The first branch of the case proceeds upon the ^ ound
of fraud. David was under age at the tiw. of the

execution and registration of the conveyance to Peter
I^ose ; but it is conceded that if an infant is of sufficient

discretion to be capable of eommittin"' fraud. {',e will be
affected by it ; and of this there can be no doubt, as
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was said in the old case of IVatta v. Creaaivell, (a) "If
an infant is old and cunning enough to contrive and
carry on a fraud, his lordship thought in equity he
ought to make satisfaction for it." In that case a loan
of ±300 was solicited and obtained, through an infant
twenty years of age, for his father, the father being
tenant for life, with remainder to the infant. The
infant represented the father to be tenant in fee, and
was a witness to the moitgage deed, and also to the
payment of the money. Lord Gowper thought that his
witnessing the deed would not bind him, because if he
was made a party to t'-^ deed, and execrtf . it, yet that,
though a much stronger case, would not bind him ; a
position shaken, I think, by subsequent authorities ; but
his lordship thought that by reason of his representa-
tions and his being principally concerned in the fraud,
knowing that he was entitled in remainder, he ought
to make satisfaction to the mortgagee ; and he decreed
accordingly.

It is said that in thip case Peter was not imposed
upon, for he knew of Duv.d's claim. It is true that
he knew that David claimed through his brother, and
that he claimed to be entitled notwithstanding the will;
but it does not follow that he knew or believed that the
title was in David as heir, and not in his mother as
devisee. He may be taken to have known at ai* events
that by the death of David's elder brother the estate
devolved, not upon havid, but upon his fathe- ; and
that David was mistaken in his claim of heirship. The
result would then be that David waa entitled as heir
through a different channel from that which he sup-
posed, and through which he claimed; and that
Peter believed him not to be heir, and believed his
mother to be devisee. Both probably believed the 'vill

to be valid. David believed that although valid b . .vas
entitled in another right ; and Peter knew that if valid,
~~ '"'^ """ ciiiincu ill Sill. I am, nowever, stating

(a) 2 Eq. Ca. Ab. 515.
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David's belief from what he had himself i aid « >ito his

title ; but I ou,^ht perhaps to assume thfit Ixfor - thf

execution of iha conveyance he discovered ha mistake;

and that otherwise he would have joined in tho convey-

ance; for upon •!. contrar;, tt sumption he would be

guilty of fraud, xm assent) u;^; to and assiBtiiig at the

conveyance to Peter he must b i tal ^ a to Luve intended

the couToyance to !)e valid, which: it ^vould n't bfs if

heirship '^'rom his brother gave him a tiile paiamomit.

There is this peculiarity about the c£ise !:hat Dadd did

jot ]; ow any Tact that was not also known to Peter.

Thev ma> or may not have differed in regard to David's

titlf. as a master of law ; but whether t);>y did or not, I

oa/mot see that Peter purchased upon the faith of any
fact represented or concealed by David. David's repre-

sentation as to iia own title, assuming iiim to have

continued it up to the execution of the con\ eyance, was
calculated not to induce Peter to take it, S)ut to deter

him from taking it, unless David joined in it.

This case therefore does not seem to me to fall within

the principle to which I have adverted, taking it in the

terms in which it is ordinarily enunciated. But a case

before Lord St. Leonards, when Chancellor of Ireland,

Thompson v. Simpson (a) seems in principle to apply.

Lands were limited to a father for life, with power to

appoint among his children, and in default of appoint-

ment to his children in fee ; the father joined with his

son Robert Thompson in a fine and recovery ; and they

were advised that the consequence of this actwas to vest

the fee in the father. Afterwards the father sold and

conveyed the estate, and the son was not required

to join in the conveyance, but assented i ''xe convey-

ance to the purchaser. Thefine andreC' were not

effectu ! to vest the estate in the '"the- jut both the

father .the son, and doubtless '

,
» chaser also,

believed that they were ; and xj. '^ St. Leonards

declared that he would bind whatevai' tritf^Test the son

(a) 2 J. & L. no.
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had at the time of the conveyance by his assent to it.

I do not see any distinction in principle between that
case and the one before me, unless it arise from David
not being of age. He was not of legal capacity to con-
tract or assent to a contract. Where a contract is made
upon the faith of assumed facts, an infant knowing the
contrary, but yet assenting to the existence of the facte,
the infant is guilty of a moral wrong, for he ought to
disclose them

; but he may intend no fraud at the"tirae,
and may never commit any actual fraud, for his latent
rights may be asserted by the representatives of his
estate; yet if they are asserted afterwards they are
held bound. Does not the fraud then consist, not in the
original standing by when the contractwas made, but in
the assertion of the right after so standing by ? If so
Thompson v. Simpscn would apply. I have no doubt,'
upon the evidence, that David did assent to the convey-
ance to Peter. The acts of assent were much stronger
than in many of the cases cited.

But there are other acts by David which I think
bind him. Peter did not carry out his part of the
agreement

; he failed to pay off the mortgage on the
town lots, and to pay the purchase monev on the
Warwick lands, and left the country. David seems
then to have revived his claim, or to have given out that
he had some claim. A few days before the sale by
auction the plaintiff, with McRoberts, went to look at the
farm

;
they found David in the house, and McRoberts,

who knew David, spoke of the intended sale, and told
him that the plaintiff thought of purchasing, and
said to him that he understood he made some claim, and
if so, that he had better come in (I suppose to the sale)
and make it. David merely said he supposed it did not
make much difference. McRoberts says, on cross-
examination, that he did not understand David to
abandon any claim he had, and that David did not say
anything to lead him to think that he had a claim.

I think this was, under the circumstances, a standin*'
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by,by David alter he came C^Iks, that ought to preclude
him from asserting any clatkl^ There being an intend-

ing purchaser under a conviylnce to which David was a
witness and an asaentinj^ b'ifty, and being so, had
assented to the character ih, which the conveyance
was made, namely by his rtibi^far ba entitled as devisee

under his father's will ; he ill Alked in efioct to disclose

his claim, if he has any, to Btioh intending purchaser,

and he says nothing to lead the Ahquirer to suppose that

he has any claim. I take thibjto be a tacitassent lo the

goodness of the title acquired by Elliott.

There are also acts of acquieiilftll and confirmation by
David after he came of age of fclll sale to Peter. He
gave up possession to Peter, a^d hecessarily as pur-
chaser, for Peier had no okttil' title; he made
enquiries ofMcRoberts whether Pi^ir had removed the

mortgage from the town lots and kl Availed hi'n8elf,80

far as he could, of the benefit of thi§ ij|(ftii8ideration to be
paid by Pet^r ; he selected the khd in Warwick
avowedly as part of the consideratlbh for the West-
minster farm, expressing his prefere^ti^ for it over the

Westminster farm, and went upon it,kbd comuienced to

clear and cultivate it with some assistl^ttce, bat slight

probably, from Peter.

If Peter had completed his part of the Agreement, it

would be too clear for argument, I think, that he would
be entitled to a conveyance from David ot the West-
minster farm ; his failure to do this has brobably been
the motive with David for questioning li6W the title

which he assisted in making to Peter. It , 11 niged by
Mr. Roof, who argued the case for the defetidiknts with

great ingenuity and ability, that if Peter had been

plaintiff the court would not decree him a conveyance,
but upon condition that he should first make good all

•the engagements he entered into by way of oWisidera-

tion, and to this I agree. It is further contende 1 that

the plaintiff stands in no better position th&n Peter.
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The plaintiff does not shew that either he or EUiott
stands in the position of pqrchaser for value, in the
sense in which purchase for vjilue will avail a defendant
against a plaintiff's equity; but the plaintiff's position
18 different, not only upon the record, but substantially
different. His case is that David's conduct is fraudu-
lent, and it cannot surely be an answer to such a case
that the plaintiff does not bring himself within the strict
technical rule in relation to purchasers for value. The
defendant's position is, that the plaintiff must make
good Peter's engagements as a condition of relief.
Suppose the plaintiff, upon his purchase at auction,
had paid his purchase money in full, it would be most
unjust to impose such a condition ; or suppose him to
have paid afterwards the mortgage given on account
of purchase money. Whatever has been innocently
done by the plaintiff, induced by the defendant's con-
duct, the defendant cannot complain of. To make the
plaintiffpay over again what he has already paid would
be visiting the consequences of the defendant's conduct
upon the wrong head. Whether David may have any
equity in relation to purchase money which may yet
remain to be paid, and may be applied to Peter's
benefit, is another question. If he has such equity, it

must be the subject of another suit, in which David
should be the plaintiff.

The bill places the ground of relief in a great measure
upon the footing of specific performance; but the
ground upon which I have proceeded is sufficiently
made by the bill.

The decree will be for a perpetual injunction restrain-
ing proceedings in ejectment, and for a conveyance
from David, v^n'. costs against him.

.1
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Carpenteu V. Wood.

Practice—Taking accounts be/ore the master—General order XLII..
sec. 13.

The XLil. of the Gener,> ^j.^ ^o ^. i j) applies to nil cases where
accounts are directed tu be taken before the mastei

.

This was a suit, instituted by the plaintiff against

the defendant, calling upon the defendant for an account

of certain trust estates vested in the defendant, and

charging him with certain acts of wilful neglect and

default. At the hearing of the cause,

Mr. Start, for the plaintiff, asked that the decree to

be drawn up might direct the master to enquire as to

wilful neglect and default, the order of court, he sub-

mitted, being intended .0 apply to mortgage cases only.

Mr. W. Proudfoot for the defendaut.

Judgment.—Spragge, V. C.—The question raised is,

whether upon the reference to be directed in respect of

the dealings of the defendant with tJie trust estate the

ordinary referpuce only should be made, or whether the
'

master should be dii-ec^od toenqiiire as to wilful neglect

and ' fault. Two sp ific acts of wilful neglect or de-

fault c . J charged in tue biU : one the omission to col

lect a debt alleged to be due froi.r' Messrs. Burton and

Sadlier, iii. other for not continuir r to pay the instal-

ments frcm time to time : lUiug due upon the Hamilton

Industrial Building Society stock ; and a good deal of

evidence has been piveL a relation to these, ;Lnd also

in relation to otl Her d instances of wilful neglect

or default. The ( .u' dd down by Lc d Eldon, that

the plaintiff mub, .tver iiid prove at least one . l ol

wilful neglect or default in order to in a decree

directing an enquiry as to wilful neglect or default, has

been lately affirmed and acted upon by Sir W. Page

Wood, in Sleight v. Lawson, (a) and I am not prepared to

£.'*« ^-^-^^ ,^«AV*^« ^T 4l-»/\ Cv^n^A v« A/\n j\innii»fwriA ivi +r»'ici Kill nVA ^^m

(a) 3 K. & J. 29a.
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sustained iu evidence in the shape in which they are
charged. I say this without meaning to say that there
is no evidence of wilful neglect or default in respect of
either of these transactions ; but it is unnecessary that
I should say more, because I think that the question of
wilful neglect or default is open to the plaintiff iu the
master's office without any specific direction that he
should enquire as to wilful neglect or default. The
18th section of general order number 42 gives the master
thatpower, in my opinion. Af instancing several mat-
ters of enquiry which it is ordered shall be within the
cognisance of the master, the orderprocipd^, "and gene-
rally in the taking of accounts to enquire and adjudge :"

that is in the taking of accounts in the master's office it

shall be within the cognizance of the master to enquire
and adjudge "as to all matters relatingthereto as fully as
if the same had been specifically referred." The taking
accounts of a trust estate received, or which, but for
wilful neglect or default, might have been received, or
any wilful neglect or default in the dealing with a trust
estate e not, it istrue, among theinstances of enquiry
enumt. ;d in the order, but certainly the matters of
enquiry are not intended to be confined*to those enume-
rated. The general words which I have quoted shew
this, and in my opinion are large enough, when an
account is directed of the dealing of a trustee with
trust estate, to authoxise the master and to make it his
duty to enquire as to wilful neglect or default on the
part of the trustee. I believe it has been thought by
some members of the profession that the section to
which I have referred applies only to references in
suits between mortgagor and mortgagee. I see no
ground for this

; unless it be that the instanr g enumera-
ted are more applicable to mch suits than to others, but
they are only instances, and there is nothing in the
section so to limit its application. The scope of the
section, as expressed in the beginning of it, is as seneral
as it could be made. " In the taking of accounts in the
master

'

b office,
'

' I think it embracep c>verykind ofaccount

\i
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referred to the mabter. Taking this view of the authority

and dut of the master, I think it would be neither

necessary nor proper that I should express any opinion

in regard to the wilful neglect or default alleged against

the defendant in his dealing with the trust estate.

•f

Bank of Upper Canada v. Thomas.

Setting off costs when partits jointly and stverally liable.

A decree had been made in a cause giving the plaintiffs relief, and
ordering the defendants to pay the costs, which, however, were not

,

paid ; the plaintiffs .ippealed from a portion of the decree with
which they were dissatisfied, which appeal upon argument was
dismissed with costs, to be paid to one of the respondents, there-
upon the plaintiffs applied to set off the amount so ordered to be
paid against the costs directed to be paid by the defendants in
the court below to the plaintiffs, which was ordered accordingly.

Statement.—The decree in this cause, drawn up in

pursuance of the judgment of the court, reported ante
volume ix., page 821, directed, amongst other things,

that the deed from Thomas to Beatty should be set aside,

and the lands comprised therein sold for payment of the
plaintiffs and other incumbrancers. The plaintiffs ap-
pealed from this portion of the decree, contending that

all that was necessary for this court to do was to declare

the deed void, and permit the plaintiffs to proceed at law
under their execution to enforcepayment of their claim

;

and also that the decree, if a sale should be ordered,

ought to direct the sale to be free from the dower of

Mrs. Thomas, who had joined in the deed to Beatty

with her husband for the purpose of releasing her dower.

Upon hearing counsel, the court dismissed the appeal,

with ^£44 Is. lOd. costs to be paid by the bank to the de-

fendant Beatty. The costs payable by the defendants

Thomas, Stephens and Beatty had not been either taxed

or paid. A motion was by leave of the court made by
Mr. G. D. Boulton, in vacation, for an order to set offthe

costs of appeal against those ordei 1 to be paidunder the

decree, it being alleged that Beatty was about to enforce

payment of the costs in appeal.
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Mr. S. H. Blake, contra, referred to IVilson v.

5M;i<«er(Chamber8 Reports, pp. 76, 160),where his honor
V. C. Spratjge had refused to order a set off under
somewhat similar circumstances. He contended there

'

wasuot any mutuality in the demand and crossdemand,
the costs under thedecree being payable by three defen-
dants to the plaintiffs, while those in appeal were pay-
able by the plaintiffs to one only of the defendants.
He referred also, amongst other cases, to Wright v.

Miulie, (a) Harrison v. Bainhridge. (b) Smith v. Brock-
leaby, (c) to show that the court would not make the order
here sought, where it would prejudice the lien of the
solicitor.

Mr. 0. D. Boulton—The costs under the decree are
payable by the defendants individually as well asjointly,
which is a circumstance that would appear not to have
existed in Wilson v. Switzer, or if it did exist, the
attention of the learned judge, who disposed of that
application, was not drawn to it.

Jutlgment.—YAHKomHSKt,C—In this case the Bank
of Upper Canada appealed from the decree of the court
below. This appeal was dismissed with costs, and the
order dismissing it has been made an order of this court.
The original decree gave the plaintiffs costs against
Beatty and the other defendants. These cost have not
been paid, and it is now sought to set off against them
thecosts under the order in appeal, which has been made
an order of this court. I think the set off should be al-
lowed. It is not the case ofone defendant being deprived
of his costs against the plaintifl,because of another de-
fendant having obtained an order for costs—a setoff
which, though allowed at law, I have refused to order
here. In this case Beatty is singly as well as jointly
liable to the plaintiffs for costs under the decree ; and it

seems most reasonable that he should pay these costs be-
fore he is allowed to collect those awarded to him from
the plaintiftsjor that, if he does not,they should be setoff
theone a r linst the other. I order the set off accordingly.

(a) i^.&S. 266. (6) 2 B. & C. 8oo. (c) i Aust. 6i.
GRANT. X. 23

I
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Langlois V. Baby.

Deed given for illegal purpose—Public policy —Pleading.

The owner of real estate, being under arrest upon civil process, con-
veyed his lands to a person for the purpose of enabling the grantee
to justify as special bail in the action, and after the same had been
settled the lands were re-conveyed ; but, in the meantime, a writ
against the lands of the grantee had been placed in the hands of the
sheriffand a sale was effected thereunder, after such re-assignment,
and a conveyance made to the purchaser (the plaintiff in the writ)
who had notice of the claim set up by the original owner. Held,
that the transaction was one against public policy and morality ;

and that the court would not lend its aid to the grantor in getting
• back his estate ; but, the purchaser at sheriff's sale, having in his
answer disclaimed any interest in the lands other than a lien there-
on for the full amount of his judgment and expenses, the court
decreed the plaintiff relief upon the terms of his paying the
full amount of^such judgment and expenses, together with interest

and the ccsts of suit. And the defendant having also by his answer
alleged that the conveyance was made for the purpose of enabling
the grantee therein to justify as bail ; and that he did justify as
such bail upon tbe lands so conveyad, and submitted that " the

plaintiff.under the circumstances, ought to be estopped andprecluded
from saying that the said lands are not the lands" of the grantee :

held also, that, although the defendant did not object that the act
was against pu \ ilic policy, there was sufficient stated to enable the
court to give effect to the objection of illegality, notwithstanding the
answer did not state that such use would be made of the factsstated.

Statement.—The bill in this case was filed by Noe
Langlois against Charles Baby, setting torth that in

May, 1859, plaintifl was owner in fee of lots 40 & 41,

in the first concession of Sandwich. That on the

second of that month he was arrested for a debt of

$2,000, and, in order to put in special bail, plaintiff

found it necessary or expedient to arrange with one

Dennis Moynahan, to become one of such bail, plaintiff

agreeing to convey to Moynahan the said lots, in trust

merely, to secure Moynahan and one Mercer, the other

special bail, against all loss or liability that might

result from their becoming such bail ; Moynahan to

re-convey the property to plaintiff on the fulfilment

of the object for which the same should be conveyed,

which was accordingly done on the 10th of the same
month, and Moynahan, at the same time, executed

and delivered to plaintiff a declaration of trust or

acknowledgment under seal, in the words following

:

"I hereby etsrtify that I have taken from Mr. Langlois,

of the township of Sandwich, in the county of Essex,
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gentleman a conveyance of lots number 40 and 41in the first concession of Sandwich, aforesaid, for thepurpose of securing myself and JoBeph Mercer, Esnuireof Sandwich, as special bail for the said Za««io^ln anaction in the Court of Queen's Bench, at the IS oiJanes Arthur Ford, in which the .^id^LangMs wa ar

fp on' r.^ /^* ,"P°.^ *^^ termination of the sa7d

from ^if if.' clearing of me and my said co-baUfrom all loss, damage, charge or liability, bv reasonof our becoming such bail, I am to re^convev thelands. In witness whereof," etc.

^e comey the

That 3io2/na/ian registered the conveyance to him
of the lands, but the declaration of trust or acknow-
ledgment never was registered, and that thereupon
Moynahan and Mercer became such special bail.

That afterwards, and in the month of May 1862
Moynahan and Mercer, being relieved from further
habihty as such bail, Moynahan executed a re-convev-
ance of the lands to plaintiff.

The bill further stated that the defendant, prior to
the conveyance by plaintiff to Mcyynahan, had recov-
ered a judgment against Moynahan and one Davis for
about $110; and upon such judgment a writ of ^. fa.
ands had been duly issued, under which the said
lands of plaintiff were sold by the sheriff (after a pro-
test agamst such sale having been served on the she-
riff and Baby, setting forth the claim of plaintiff
thereto) to the defendant,

. to whom the same were
conveyed by the sheriff. That after such sale and
conveyance Baby commenced an action of ejectment
against plaintiff, to which plaintiff put in a defence :

that the lands sold were worth $6,000, and were bid
oil by defendant at the sum of $20.

The bill prayed an injunction to restrain the action
and a conveyance of the land to plaintiff.

The defendant answered the bill, admitting the
seizm of plaintiff and the execution of the conveyance

li

'
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"1

to Moynahan for an alleged considevation of $6,000,
and alleging that the same was not executed solely, if

at all, for the purpose stated in the bill, but the same
was executed for the purpose of enabling Moynahan to

justify as bail in the action ; and that he, at the re-

quest of the plaintiff, had made an affidavit of justifi-

cation as such bail, in which he swore, "that I am a
housekeeper andfreeholder, residing at the town of Sand-
wich, in the County of Essex : that I am worth the sum
of one thousand pounds over and above what will pay all

my just debts," etc.; and that defendant believed the
property referred to in such affidavit was the property
so conveyed to Moynahan by plaintiff, and that inde-

pendently thereof Moynahan could not have made such
affidavit, as independently of those lands he was in-

solvent. That Moynahan made such affidavit at the
request of plaintiff, plaintiff knowing all the facts, and
knowing also that Moynahan could not justify on those
lands if the same were merely his upon the trusts

stated in the bill, and submitted that, under the cir-

cumstances, the plaintiff ought to be estopped from
saying that the lands were not the lands of Moynahan,
but that he, defendant, claimed no interest whatever
in the lands except a lien thereon for the full amount
of his judgment.

The cause was set down for the examination of wit-

nesses and hearing before his Honor Vice-Chancellor

^pragge, at the sittings of the court at Sandwich, in

the fall of 1863, when the plaintiff examined his attor-

ney in the action at law, in which he had been arrest-

ed, and Moynalum, both of whom proved that the
conveyance from plaintiff to Moynahan was made for

the purpose of enabling the latter to justify as bail, as
set forth in the answer.

The defendant did not call any witnesses.

earned judge suggested that a difficulty had presented
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itself to his mind, as to the plaintifiPs right to succeed
under the facts appearing; the question was, whether
the evidence did not establish a case of fraud of such a
character as disentitled the plaintiff to any relief: and
he adjourned the further argument of the cause to be
brought on before him at Toronto, which was accor-
dmgly done, immediately preceding the long vacation;
when

Mr. O'Connor, for the plaintiff, contended that the
defendant was not at liberty now to take advantage of
the illegaUty of the transaction, after having answ'ered
the bill, without setting up that defence and disclaiming
all interest in the property other than a lien for his
judgment debt and costs. The transaction, he also
contended, was not against public policy. Moynahan
having, under the conveyance to him, taken a qualified
interest in the lands so conveyed, citing Fischer v.
Naicker, (a) Thomson v. TJiomson. (6)

Mr. Scott, for the defendant, submitted that the de-
fence was sufficiently raisedby the answer, the plaintiff's
conduct in the matter and the facts in relation to the
whole transaction being distinctly set out in the
answer. Had the bill stated the facts truly, it would
have been open to a demurrer for want o^ equity. It
is illegal to hire bail, but here the bail was in reality
only colourable, while the plaintiff in the action was
entitled to substantial bail. He referred to McGill v.
McGlashan, (c) Curtis v. Perry, (d)

The defendant, however, has no desire to retain
the property, and is willing to ^e-convey on payment
of his claim and the costs incurred in his defence in
this cause.

Mr. O'Connor, in reply

(a) 8 W. R. 655.

(e) Ante vol. vi., p. 324.

(6) 7 Ves. 470.

(d) 6 Ves. 739.
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Judgment.—Sfraooh, V.C—After hearing argument
upon the point which I suggested at the hearing of this
cause at Sandwich, and examining the cases to which
I have been referred, I remain of the opinion which I

then expressed.

It is quite clear that the land was conveyed to Moy-
nahan in order to enable him to qualify as bail for the
plaintiff; and that Moynahan did, as such bail, make
oath that he was possessed of property to the value of
£1000, when, but for such conveyance, he was unable
to make such oath ; and that he took the value of this
property into account in making such oath, having at
the time no beneficial interest whatever in the land.
He gave a declaration of trust to the plaintiff that he
held the land for the' purpose of securing himself and
his co-bail from the consequences of theirbecoming such
bail. The conveyance appears to have been taken with
the double object of enabling, or ratherir.mcing, Moyna-
han to qualifv as bail, and to secure him and his co-bail.

The purpob of the conveyance, so far as it was with
a view to Moynahan's qualifying as bail, was against
the policy of the law. It was immoral, oecause it was
the inducement to an oath which could not be made
with a good conscience. I might use stronger terms,
but this is sufficient. And its object was further objec-
tionable, as imposing upon tiie plaintiff in the suit at
law, as sufficient bail, a man who had only colourably,
not really, the property qualification, which it was an
object of the conveyance to enable him to represent
himself as having.

I cannot doubt that such a conveyance must fall

within the same category as a conveyance to enable
a man to sit in parliament, but intended to convey no
beneficial interest; a like conveyance in England as a
qualification tn kill aame, • a. nnnxjovanor^ ^r. J„P„„„J

creditors, and the hke : and the question that rem "ns
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is, Tvhether the objection appears sufficiently upon the
pleadings

: or if not, whether, being founded upon
public policy, the court will give effect to it, without its

appearing upon the pleadings. Upon this point I am
referred by counsel for the plaintiff to the language of

Sir John Coleridge, in delivering the judgment of the
Privy Council, in Fischer v. Naicker, where the objec-

tion was champerty. The learned judge stated the
question to be, supposing the act open to objection,

whether the point was so raised by the pleadings, or the
points for proof recorded by the court, ihat it could be
properly entered into : and he proceeded, " They, the
court, will observe, however, in passing, that although
it may be admitted that the court would have the right,

perhaps even lay under an obligation, to take cognizance
motti propria of any objection, manifestly apparent on
the face of the proceeding, which shewed that it was
against morality or public policy

; yet when, as here,

that was only to be collected from the evidence by infer-

ence, and was capable of explanation or answer by
counter evidence, it is highly inconvenient as well as
contrary to the ordinance which regulates the practice

of the court, and may lead to the most direct injustice

if the issue has not been presented by the pleadings or

the points recorded for proof." In the report of this

case in the Law Times, the judgment is said to have
been delivered by Lord Kingsdoivn.

In this case it is set up by the answer that the con-

veyance was executed for the purpose of enabling
Moynahan to just'T . as bail, and that he did justify as
bail upon the lauds iou ^eyed. It is true this act is not

objected to as a; tiia't public policy, but is set up by
way of e&toppel, "ne aaswer submitting that under the

circumstances " the plaintiff ought to be estopped and
precluded f om saying that the said lands are not the

lands- 01 said Moynahan,'' except upon certain terms
tacitiii •oiiiii.ucu iiuni unc piamtin, ana upon wiiicii iie

declares himself willing to le-convey.
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So, though the bar to the suit is not placed upon the
correct ground by answer, still the facts constituting a
bar to the suit are set forth ; that appears upon the
face of the proceedings, and further, is made a ground
of defence by answer, which shews that the transaction,
from the effects of which relief is sought, was against
morality and public policy. Quite enough appears, I

apprehend, to bring the case withinihe rule referred to
in the judgment in the Privy Council. The plaintiff

was informed by the answer what facts would be relied

upon, though not that such use would be made of them
as they were open to, and upon which I proceed.

I should feel obliged to dismiss the plaintiff's bill,

but that the defendant submits to re-convey upon
certain terms. I9 one part of his answer he appears
content if reimbursed certain expenses which he says
he incurred in the belief that the land belonged to
Moynahan; but he afterwards claims a lien for the
amount of his debt, interest, costs, and expenses f

his suit against Moynahan. The plaintiff is fortunate
in getting back his land upon these terms, for the
debt against Moynahan is of small amount, while the
land conveyed is of considerable value. The plaintiff

must pay the defendant's costs.

King v. Connor.

Practice—Costs—Chambers.

Where a cause was set down to be heard on further directions for
the purpose of having remedied a defect in the master's report
the court, although it made the order asked, refused the plaintiff
costs other than those of a motion in Chambers ; the order being
such as might have been obtained on motion there.

This was a foreclosure suit, and the usual decree for

an account and enquiry had been issued. The master,
to whom the reference was directed, had taken the

„,. ^„„,
..,,,,_-,

J ,j..^.v lit iiiiiO i'

to appoint a time and place for payment of the amount
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found due. The solicitor of the plaintiff thereupon set
down the cause to be heard on further directions.

Mr. McLennan, for plaintiff. The difficultv which
renders this application necessary is caused by"a defect
in the report

;
it would seem clear, therefore, that the

plaintiff 18 entitled to have the defect remedied by a
supplemental order. It may be questioned, however,
whether what is now asked could not have been obtained
by order in Chambers.

Judgment.Sv^GQE, V. C.-In strictness the appli-
cation should have been made to the judge in Chambers
tor an order supplementing what is nowrequired : as the
matter has been brought on in this manner, and is now
before me, and as no costs appear to have been in-
curred by the defendants, I will make the order asked
but with such costs only as if the application had beenm chambers.

YouNo V. Young.

Lunacy-Setting aside conveyance of land made by the lunatic.

^'beV^X^fT"^'
of valuable lands, became infirm in mind. He

hfn^!!u*i ^1
could control the elements, and asserted power inhimself to recall from death, and in various other ways for severa"

mentaSmftv° ^'l^'^\^°^-^^tly exhibited Tndicatonso
hlJnVr, ^-

yi^'^^ '° ^^'^ ^*3'e the members of his familyby an arrangement between them, entered into possession of h^
real estate and severally worked it and ejoyed its proTs W &P., children of A. Y., and M. his wife, obtained from him convevances to them respectively of all his real estate ShwTre3'ted m presence of^an attorney, and there was some evidence of ^money consideration havin.^ been paid A. Y. for them It was not

ScTintervlr'tVt*
*^«-. --«y-ces wereTxecuted in°a

SuKnrwithtrts,\r^VV^.t k" M^:rere"orde;K ac^ ""''lof N nno f>f A -v • u-1 J ,
were ordered to account

Kntslndpro'^ts
''''"" '^«—«y--es were set aside as

The plaintiff in this cause was Margaret Young
daughter and only heiress of ihe late Mcholas Young
The bill alleged that Adam Younc,, erandfath^r of fh^
piamtitt, tormerly of the township of Crowland, was
seized in fee of 86 acres of lot number 9, in the broken
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front concession of the township of Crowlaijd, also of

about 40 acres of lot number 7, in the same front con-

cession. That in 1837, he, through sickness and intem-

perance, became seriously affected in mind, and the

malady so commencing continued to increase until his

death, so that for many years previous and until that

event, which occmrred in December, 1859, he was con-

sidered by his family and neighbours a lunatic. The
BaidAdam Young had five children, viz., th i defendants,

Walter Young and Philip Young, Nicholas the

plaintiff's father, since deceased, and two daughters,

Eliza, who since died, leaving the infant defendants,

William, Mary, Emeline, and George McCracken, her

heirs-at-law, also Emma Jane Young, who died un-

married and intestate before the fa.i'er.

By an arrangement between the several children of

David Young the above lands were worked by, and

their profits divided among, them during their father's

life.

It was alleged that this arrangement was extended

into an agreement between the heirs, that Nicholas, the

pltintiff's father, should, at Adam Young's death,

become owner in fee of the easterly third part of the

said premises, and that he accordingly spent large sums
in effecting permanent improvements on this part of

the premises.

In August, 1858, the defendants, Philip, Walter,

and Margaret, widow of Adam Young, caused convey-

ances to them, respectively, in certain portions of all the

said premises, which were afterwards executed by Adam
Young. The plaintiff alleged that these conveyances

were executed whou the grantor was incapable of exer-

cising a sound disposing judgment, and that they should

be declared fraudulent and void, and claimed that the

defendaiitB should be made to account for the rents and

profits of the lands since they took possession.
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The defendants, by their answers, alleged that the
derangement of Adam Young's mind was not such as
set forth in the bill ; that he was at the time of the
execution of the conveyances of sufficiently sound and
disposing understanding, and that such conveyances
were executed as desired by the grantor in good faith,
and for valuable consideration.

The defendants also claimed that, in case the convey-
ances were set aside, they might have a lien in the land
for the moneys paid by them for it.

The other facts of the case are fully set forth in the
judgment.

Mr. Blain for the plaintiff.

Mr. Proicdfoot for the infant defendants.

Mr. Blake and Mr. Kerr for Walter, Philip, and
Marg<iret Young.

The Attorney-General v. Parnther, (a) Steed v. Cal-
ley, (b) Waring v. Waring, (e) Dyce Sombre's Case, (d)
Wtlh8 v. Jernegan, {e) Osmond v. Fitzroy, (/) Snooks
V. Waits, (g) Creagh v. Blood, (h) Ball v. Ma7ining, (i)

McDiarmid v. McDiarmid, (j) were, amongst other
authorities, referred to by counsel.

/M%?«en«.—SPRAGGE,V.C,—The question is, whether
the late Adam Young, of the township of Crowland, was
of sound mind on the 9th of August, 1858. Theplaintiff,
who is the heiress at law of Nicholas, one of the sons'
of Adam Young, impeaches certain conveyances of
parcels of land ofwhich Adam was seized, whereby the
same were conveyed to the defendants, Walter and

(a) 3 Br. C. C. 441.
U) 6 Moo. P. C. 341,
{e} 2 Atk. 251.

(^) II Boav. 105.
{») 3 Bligh N. S. 31.

{b) I Keen 620
{d) TO Mtc B. C. 232.

(h) 3 J. & L. ioq,

U) 3 Bligh N. i. 374.
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Philip respectively, they executing contemporaneously
leases for life to Adam and his wif , the defendant,
Manjaret Young ; the other defendants are in the same
interest as the plaintiff. Adam Young died '

i Decem-
ber, 1869.

I think the evidence leaves no room for serious doubt
that Adam Young was for a series of years insane.
The evidence is, that he believed in things that wore
impossil le ; that is, as to his belief, so far as those
who testified upon these points could judg. f his belief

from what he saiu and diti. And his delusion took
various shapes : one was his b( Uef that he could cuiitrol

the elements, cause clouds to alter their course, that
thunder should cease and rain be averted ; another,

that unfavourable weather was the fault of his neigh-

bo*! 's or of some casual passer by. His unsounJnesH
of nind manifested itself also in his disbelief in the

Kdlity of death. On two occasions, on the death of a
^m\ and of a grandchild, he said that although they
were believed to be dead, and were actually bm-ied,

they would come back to him in a few days ; his not

attending their funerals may probably have been incon-

sequence of the same delusion. There were other in-

dications of insanity, among them the following : his

talking of shooting a small steamboat that used to

come up the river to take away produce, and which he
imagined was doing an injury in taking it away ; h s

talking of shooting his neighbours, and his belief that

others were shooting at him.

These delusions were sworn to by a number of wit-

nesses who believed him quite serious in his hallucina-

tions ; and upon whose minds his conduct produced the

belief that he was insane. I do not go upon their

opinions, but upon the facts they dispose to ; though they

added^ as was to be expected, their own opinions of his

insanity. One witness for the defendant, indeed, a Mr.

Reavely, fancies that all this extraordinary conduct and
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language was merely assumed, ana that he was in fact
sane. I see no grouud for this theory. Some otlier
witnet ;8 were called for the defendant, but they do nut
at all shake in ray mind the evidence of insanity deposed
to by the plaintiff's witnesses : some of them had aoeu
compai-ati oly little of the decuuiied : and all of -n, I
think, take a mistaken viewofthe auhject ; they .u'de
that the doinj; of a rational act is proof of soun iuese of
mind oven though the d< .in-,' of irrational acts be proved.

•It as was said by Lord Langdak in Steed v. calley

'

* Apparent sanity on some or many occasions is no
proof that o mind may not be insane ; * * * * an
insane mati nay, and often does conduct himself ration-
ally, both in society and in the transaction of business,
80 long as nothing occurs to call up or suggest the delu-
sive notions which constitute or indicate insanity,;" and
Mr. Smith, the subjt • -f the enquiry in that case, wag
astrongexarapk- of ti laatice ofhis Lordship's remark

;

an various instances are mentioned in the books. One
of these witnesses, Jeremiah Misener, does, without
intending it, exactly describe an insane t:, ui—-he says
that Young would • dk ratioiiallj for hours, till some-
thing occurred to uraw him cT.

This unsoundness of mind commenced a number of
years ago, after a serious illness, and is brought down
to the time of his death. There was, I should say from
the evidence, no restoration to reason. The rule is clear
that after insanity proved, the burtli ;u of proving the
recovery from it rests on those who allege it.—Dyce
Sombre's case. The defendants' evidence fails in this.
On the con trary the plaintiff's evidence proves continued
insanity past the date of the execution of the deeds in
question. Whether there was a lucid interval at that
time I will speak of presently. The evidence was taken
in March, 1863. One of the occasions or which Ymttig
expressed his disbelief in the death of a lember of his
lamiij,- IS stated by a witness at three or fouryears before.
His delusion as to controlling the elements is brought

h'
*

;:?
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down by one witness to within a year of his death. The
weatiier baiug the fault of his neighbours was a delusion

which he manifested a few days after the deeds were
executed. One instance is mentioned, when he was met
on his way to Chippewa to get, as he said, Mr. Cununinf/t

to change the weather ; this was about five years before

the examination, which would be a few months before

the execution of the deeds. The talk of shooting at the

steamer is placed at two or three years before his death.

Reavely states that he continued much the same to his

death ; and Joseph Miaener, another witness called by
the defendants, describes his mind as growing weaker as

he grew older, and wandering upon various subjects.

It must be very difficult, in theface ofthis evidence, to

establish that Young was of sound mind in August,

1868, when the deeds were executed, I have no doubt

that Mr. Deverado, the gentleman who attended profes-

sionally when they were executed, thought that he was
8J. He had heard it reported that he was of unsound
mind, and had some conversation with him to ascertain

whether such was the case; but he had heard little or

nothing in respect of the particular delusions under
which he laboured, and consequentlj' was not capableof

really testing the soundness of his mind ; he conversed

about hunting and fishing, and of persons and scones

connected with them ofsome twenty-five or thirty years

before ; Young himself commencing the conversation,

and talking rationally, and appearing to have a good
memory. In the course ofconversation he observed that

it was time that the business was settled, that it had been

hanging on for a long time, and he directed an old deed

to be got out. Mr. Deverado'a previous acquaintance

with Young had been slight ; he had seen him before

his illness, when he seemed right in his mind ; after his

illnesshe thoughthim peculiar, and that beseemed dull

;

he had never known him to be obscene or profane ; in

trfll'Vi \>a VtaA Kaav> an tr\ « yl«™«—— ..<._f il „ -1 !_•

according to all the witnrsocs who knew most of hina

;
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he had seen him only two or three times between his ill-

ness, some fifteen or twenty years before, and the exe-
cation of the deeds; he had last seen him five years or
more before.

It will thus be seen that Mr. Deverailo was far less
competent than many others to form a correct judgment
as to his mental condition

; and, moreover, that he did
not take the correct course to form suca judgment ; he
said nothing that was calculated to test him.

la the leading case of the Attorney-General v. Parn-
ther, Lord Thurlow referred to Coghlan v. Coghlan, where
he said: " the judges seem to have thought that there
was a clear interval, and this was provod by persons in
the habit ofwatching the patient ; such persons can best
prove whether the derangement had entirely ceased, or
whether there was a perfect interval. By a perfect
interval I do not mean a cooler moment, an abatement
of pain or violence, or of a higher stiite of torture, a
mind relieved from excessive pressure ; but an interval
in which the mind, having thrown off the disease, had
recovered its general habit." I refer also to the quota-
tions from the same case of the Attorney-Ge?:eral v.

Pamther, which is to be found in Nevilla v. Nevilla (a)
in this court.

In Waring v. Waring Lord Broicgham quotes, with
approbation from Dr. WiUis' treatise on mental derange-
ment, that men often mistake for a lucid interval the
mere absence of the subject of delusion from the mind

;

he says that no madman can be said to have recovered
his reason unless he freely and voluntarily confesses
his delusion.

In Dyce Sombre'a case Dr. Lushington, who delivered
the judgment of the court, in commenting upon the
OT ... ^u,.. ^zowrvu.yrij wiio was present proles-

{a) Ante vol. vi., p, m.

h
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aionally at the execution oiDyce iSombre'i will, observes,
" In eatimating the weight to be given to this opinion, we
must bear in mind that the deceased was an utter stran-

ger to Desborough till that interview ; that Deabon ugh
was most imperfectly acquainted with all the circum-
stances which had previously occurred with respect to

Dye. Sombre ; th&t Desborough made no attempt either

to prove the mind of the deceased, or to ascertain

whether he was free from past delueions." All this is

opposite to what was done, or rather left undone by Mr.
Deverado. I may observe here that Mr. Deverado did not

do all that under the circumstances should have been

done, supposing, as he did,tLat Founflr was not insane. He
did not explain to him the object of his visit, and though
he read the papers to him, he did not explain the effect

of them, or ask if he understood them ; the reason he
gives is, that be thought that the object of his visit and
the effect of the papers had been explained to Young
before. He had not received his instructions from

. Young himself, but from one of his sons, so that test of

soundness of mind was wanting. In Dyce Sombre's

case the giving of instructions (in that case for a will)

is spoken of by Dr. Lushington as " often, we might
say generally, the most important part of the transac-

tion, for frequently the execution is little more than a
matter of form. It is therefore necessary to scrutinize

closely the evidence applicable to the instructions—^^we

mean the evidence applying to the state of mini of the

deceased when he gave such instructions."

It will thus be seen that very little weight indeed can
be attached to the evidence ofDeverado in support of the

soundness of mind of the d ceased. What he says is

doubtless true, but it really proves nothing that is

material in this case.

' In addition to the evidenc: to which I have referred,

that theirfatherwas ofunsound mind. He wasreturned
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to the assesaor as insan-j l.v p/j,/,-^ ,-„ 1355 o,. 1956,
and John Sha/er depodoa fliat about a yeai* oefore his
examination he whs pr^dont at a coi^versation about
taking care of lunatics; that IValter Young was present,
and ^hid lie knew what it was, for he had been ahuost
worn out rvith takinjf care of such a person: it is not
suggested that he could have aUudedtc any other person
than liis father.

With airthis evidence before me, I can come to no
other conclusion than that Adnm Young was of unsound
mmd when he executed the conveyances wliich are
impeached in this suit.

It is objected that the plaintiff cannot succeed in any
event, because it is proved by the evidence of Mr, Cum-
minga th&t Fou/i^a executed a will manv vears ago before
hi3 illness. I do not think this objection Ju^ht to prevail.
It is true that plaintiff comes as heiress-at-law, and has
no locm standi unless she be so; b:jt the defendants only
question by their answer whether she is heiress of
Nicholas, herfpther,and put her to the proof of it; they
do not set up that, if heiress, she ia not properly plaintiff
by reason ofthere being a will, or otherwise. The only
issue they raise are the fact of heirship and the sanity
ofthedeceased.both ofwhich are,in myjudgraont,proved
against tbem. Besides, the will itself is not proved,
nothing is proved beyond the facts of the execution^
of a will, which fact came out casually from one of the
plaintiff's witnesses, being of course no part of her case,
and was not proved regularly. No proper secondary evi-

dencewa8givenofitscontents;andit8content8,a8proved,
do not necessarily affect the plaintiff,forit is not proved to
dispose of the real estate in question, or of any real
estate. I may add, that I greatly doubt the existence of
such will, for, if in existence, it would almost certainly bo
jn t..c possession of Quo of the defendauts who contest
this suit, and would have been set up in the answer.

GRANT, s. 24
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It is asked that if relief be granted it be onlyupon the

terms of repaying to Philip and Walter respectively

what they paid as consideration for this land. The
evidence of payment is not very satisfactory, that of

Philip for Walter, and Walter for Philip: that the

amounts of money passed;which were spoken of by them,
is probably true.but whetherthey were tlie propermoneys
of either is doubtful. They had each farmed a portion

of their father's land, and these moneys, I am led to be-

lieve from the evidence, were in great part, if-not wholly,

the profits of this farming ; and if so, they were only
paying a man for his land with the profits of it, which
belonged to himself; that is paying for his land with his

own moneys. But if I am right in my judgment, the

obtaining of these conveyances was a fraudulent trans,

action, and I do not think the plaintiff can be debarred
from relief, except at the price of repaying moneys paid
under such circumstances. There is another reason
against this ; that the money went to the personal estate

of the deceased, and if repaid at all, and I doubt if it

should, it ought to be repaid out of that.

The decree will be to set aside the conveyances iu

question with costs, to be paid by Walter, Philip, and
Margaret Young. The plaintiff alleges in her bill a
family arrangement for the division of the property,

which is denied and not proved. So far as the costs

are increased by such allegation they should be deducted.

With regard to the rents and profits since the death
of Adam Young ; nothing was said about them at the
hearing. What occurs to me is, that the plaintiff and
Walter and Philip, and the issue of the deceased
daughter.are tenants in common; that the possession of
Walter and Philip, claiming under these conveyances,
was an ouster of.the other tenants in common ; and that
they are bound to account for the proportion of the two-
thii-ds remaining, after deducting the widow's dower, to
which the plaintiff and the children of the deceased
daughter are entitled.
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SOUTER V. BURNHAM.

Mortgagor and Afortgagu-Kedimftion-Costs.

""a'di^S dlit; t'lir, I ""''r 'f~--
-f - balance i.

.till, where on a seuleme/Zt of ^mrn^urf? '° '''"'^'' ^is cost.,

vendor and purchaser the former V„.i^*"'^
transactions between

up a statement shew^g a balance dSfSf
'".''"''

^'V^'^'^l"""-
'"*^«

the vendor, who was ofd anSh'erate I^ ^m ?' ^''7. for which
estate, but in taking the accounts fnth;!;^,

a mortgage on his
that at the time o? takina.h-. •'"^'^''"'°*«=«"«'as shewn
the court, up^^a bill1 ed Lv the mnr?

'""'' "^'^ ^s- 4d. was due

;

of the mortVageempeachSJ.hri'''^^'" ''8^'''" 'he executors
ordered his ^ta^'':trp^a^tL^^^tfo?\^hr^.S^^^^^ '^ ^""^•

irfff''"f'r^''^
bill in this case had been filed byWdlamSouter against Mark Burnham and others, exe-

cutors, legatees, and devisees of Zaccheus Burnham,
deceased, se tmg forth that in 1842 plaintiff had pur-
chased certain lands from the testator, upon which he
executed a mortgage for the unpaid purchase money
payable m 1847, upon which the plaintiff had paid
sevfiral sums of money; that in September. 1853
plamtiff agani effected a purchase of certain other landsfrom the testator, when his solicitor made up theamount due on the aforesaid mortgage, and after de-ductmg therefrom, as plaintiff supposed, the sums paidon account and adding to the balance the amount of
such second purchase, made the amount due on the 6th ofhe said month ^417, for securing which, plaintiff exe-
cuted to testator a mortgage on certain lands set forthm the bill, payable in fouryears, with interest annually.

The bill alleged that the plaintiff at that time was,and «<t«t*, very old. illiterate, and unused to business
and trusted to the accuracy of the solicitor, and sup-
posed he had made up the amount due correctly ; and
plaintiff executed this mortgage, without inquiring as
to the amount thereof, fully believing the same to be
oon-ect

;
that in January. 1859. the defendants, the

executors, mstitutedproceedings acainstnlaintiff -t i^^

uponthecovenantinthemortgage,when,l>eingalarmed
and surprised at the sum claimed to be due thereon.
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plaintiff caused the accounts to be investigated, when it

was discovered that the solicitor had, in making up the
amount, committed an egregious blunder and mistake
as in point of fact plaintiff had then paid sufficient to

discharge the first mortgage, and pay the price of the
second purchase effected by him ; that defendants recov-
ered judgment in the action by default, plaintiff, by
advice of counsel, refraining from making any defence.

The prayer was for relief in accordance with these

statements.

The executors answered the bill, stating their igno-

rance of the transactions between the plaintiff and
testator, and insisting on their right to enforce pay-
ment of thejudgment recovered by them in the action.

At the hearing a decree was made, referring it to the
master at Cobourg, to enquire and report what, if any-
thing, was due by plaintiff to the testator ; and what
was the state of the account between the parties at the
date of the execution of the mortgage. In pursuance
of this decree the master, by his report, dated in June
last, found that at the date mentioned plaintiff was in-

debted to the testator in ^25 7s. 4d.

At the hearing on further directions,

Mr. S. Blake, for the plaintiff, asked that the decree

to be now made should direct defendants to pay the

costs of the suit, their testator having, by his gross

neglect, been the sole cause of the litigation.

Mr. Grickmore, for the defendants. The invariable

rule is, that a mortgagee, when a balance is found due
to him, receives his costs ; citing Alexander v. Sims, (a)

Sentance v. Porter, (b) and in Long v. Olen, (c) though
a strong case against the mortgagee, the court only
refused him his costs.

(a) 20 Beav. 123. (b) 7 Hare, 426.

(c) Ante vol. v., p. 208.
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Mr. S. Blake, in reply, referred to Cornwall v.
frown ia)to shew that the rule was not sucli as con.
ended for by the defendant.. Had the mortgage been
taken or the proper amount duo

; no one can doubt that
It would have been paid without suit. Under the cir-
cumstances appearing, he submitted, the proper decree
to make was to give the plaintiff the ousts.

Jmhnnent-SvHAooK, V.C.-At the bearing I hesi-
tated between giving coets against the estate of the
mortgagee, and giving costs to neither party Unon
reflection. I think I shall not be going too'far'in giving
costs agamst the mortgagee's estate.

Not only was his conduct as a mortgagee not reason-
able, but It was unreasonable and oppressive in the
matter of the taking of the mortgage. He claimed
upon previous dealings between himselfand the plain-
tiff, ot which he ought to have kept a correct account,
a large sum, i;417. It was not a case where, upon
large dealings between parties, they settled upon a sum
as due from one to the other, and to secure which a
mortgage was given by the debtor; such a settlement
would almost certainly not be opened by the court but
here accounts were presented by the mortgagee, setting
forth the large sum 1 have named as duo to him by the
plantiff. and the plaintiflF, upon the faith of that sumbemg due, gave the mortgage.

By the decree the amount due upon the mortgaee is .

^

expressly re-opened, and the result is, that instead of
the large sum claimed, only ^26 7s. 4d. is found due.The defendants sued at law upon the covenant in the
mortgage, and recovered the whole face ofthe mort^a-e
and by their answer in this suit insist upon the whole
amount being due. They are not to blame for that
as they were not cognizant of the original transaction.

it i« t.rilo that tUa .^I-:-,i-'-flP ! • - . -

.
^ ""= F'^'nu" claims by bis bill that

v i

i

(a) Ante vol. In., p. 633,
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notlunjf wag due, nnd was so far wrong ; but still I muat

oome to tho conclnsion that it was tho fault of tho

testator, before as well as after ho became ujortj^agee,

thuL has occaeiuned the litigation, for if ho had kept a

correct a<5count, instead of tho j^roasly inaccurate one,

upon the faith of which the mortgage was jriven, there

would, I am justified in inferring, cither havo been no

mortgage at all, or if a mortgage had been given, that

no litigation would havo arisen upon it. It is not a

reasonable inlerenco that because a man, after being

misled by inaccurate accounts, and finding thern grossly

inaccurate, disputes them in toto, and claims that

nothing was due, would make the like claim if a correct

account, shewing the small sum really due, had been

presented to him. I certainly cannot make such an

inference in favor of the mortgagee.

I should necessarily charge his estate with the costs

oftakingthe account, as was done in Betellinv. Gale, (a)

and a6 I think the whole suit was occasioned by his

conduct, judging of it from the light thrown upon it by

the master's report, I think I ought to give the whole

costs of the suit against his estate. In doing so I do

not contravene the case of Long v. Qlenn in this court,

as although no costs were given to either party in a

strong case against the mortgagee, it was because the

bill was a common bill to redeem, and the reference wa»

not of a nature to justify any inquiry bearing on the

subject of costs in the master's oflice, and it was said,

" had the question of costs been included in the refer-

ence to the master in this case, it is qnite possible that

the plaiutff might have been entitled to receive his

costs." In this case the frame of the bill opened the

whole question, and having, as I have reason to believe,

the whole merits of the case before me, I can properly

dispose of the question of costs, and I think I shall do

no injustice in ordering that the whole costs of the suit

l.-U~-n<<. K<> tltn oof nt'o nt'iha mnvfrrairaa Tho •^loinfiflT'a

(a) 7 Ves. 583.
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costs may, of course, bo set otT against the small

balance found against him. If there be a balance

found against the estate, and if the executors do not

admit assets, there must bo an iniquiry upon that point.

The EniNBunoH Life Assuranck Company v. The
Mu.siciPALixr OF THE TowN OF Saint Cathauines.

Injunction—Misapplication oi rahs.

By an iict of the provincial legislature the town of St. Catharines wat
authorised to issue (letientures to the amount of /45.a48 ; for the
liquidation of which a s^^ecial rate was directed to be levied, the
prcxreeds of which where directed to be invested and form a sinking

fund for this purpose : by the same act the town was prohiluted
from passing any by-law to create any new debt extendmg beyond
the year in which such by-law was passed, except for the construc-
tion of water works, until the debt was reduced to /25,oo<i. The
special rate authorised to be imposed had been duly levied and col-

lected, but instead of investing the same to form a sinking fund for

the payment off of the debentures, it was alleged, it had been applied
to the general purpisos of the town, and the debt had not oeen
reduced. The defendants denied the misapplication of the fund,

but did not show how it had been applied ; and with a view of in-

ducing the county council to remove the county town of Lincoln
from Niagara to St. Catharines, the town council of St. Catharines,
without any by-law authorising the same, contracted with certain

builders to erect a gaol and court house for the use of the county,

at an outlay of ;f3,ooo, to be completed in two years. Upon aa
application, made at the instance of certain of the holders of the
debentures issued under the before mentioned act, the court re-

strained the town of St. Catharines from suffering or permitting
the buildings to be proceeded with. On an appea' the full

court, the injunction was dissolved, it appearing thai o contract

which had been entered into between the corporation and the con-
tractor had been cancelled, and that no liability had been incurred
by the corporation e.\tending beyond the year : but if it had been
shewn that any act of the corporation would have had the effect

of incurring a liability, payable in a luture year, the injunction

would have been retained to tne hearing. Ou production of the
contract in court, it appeared that the rescission referred to had
been effected by cancelling the sign.itures to the document, which
bein^ objected to as not legally disdiarging the corporation from
liability, the court, as a condition of dissolving the injunction, re-

quired a formal cancellation of the contract to be made.

—

Van-
KOUGHNET, C. dubitante as to any necessity therefor,]

The defendant in this case were, by the provisions of

an act passed in the reign of her present Majesty, (a)

empowered to consolidate the debt of the town, and

to issue debentures therefor to an amount not exceed-

(a) 20tb Victoria, chapter 90.
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i^^™
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ing i,'46,2i8, which they did, and the debentures weiie

tftkon up by various persons. By the 6th section of the

act the defendants were directed to levy a special rate to

form a sinking fund to pay oflf those debentures, and to

invest the same in certain securities, by the act provided

for. By the 10th section of the act the defendants were
prohibited from passing any by-law to create any new
debt to extend beyond tlje year in which such by-law
was passed, except for the construction of water works,

till they should have reduced the debt to i;25,000.

The plaintiffs, in the month of May, 18G4, filed their

bill on behalf of all holders of debentures of the defen-

dants under said act, setting forth that they were the

holders of two thousand pounds of the debentures ; that

the rate for the sinking fund had been duly levied and
collected each year ; but charged that the same had not
been legally invested, but had been used for the general

purposes of the town, and in endeavours to have the
town of St. Catharines selected as the new county town
of the county of Lincoln ; that the defendants passed a
resolution and madw an agreement with the county of

Lincoln to provide them with the free use of a suitable

court house and public offices, in case St. Catharines
should be selected as the new county town ; that imme-
diately after such resolution and agreement the defen-

dants contracted with persons unknown to the plaintiffs,

for the erection of a court house and public offices for

the county of Lincoln, in the town of St. Catharines, for

the sum of ^3,000 ; that various alterations had been
made by the defendants to the said buildings since tho

contract ; that no by-law had been passed to authorise

the contract, though the same was not to be completed
in one year ; that the debt under the aforesaid act had
not been reduced to £26,000 ; and the defendants, in

inaking such contract, were acting in violation of the

statute. «

The bill further alleged, that on becoming aware of
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these facts in May. 1864. tho plaintiffH through their
•ohc.tor. ad. ressed a letter to Uilliam EWles, u^ayor ofhe town of St. Catharin... ankin^ for infornmtion
regarding the mnkingfund for the payment of the Haid
debentures and also with respect to tho contract forthe Haul huildings. and informing him that unlens snc-h
information was given a bill would be hle.l ; that on tho
21 of tho same month of .May, the mayor of St.
Oatbarines answered such letter, merely stating thatthe smking fund alluded to had been duly levied, and
regularly invested, and that with regard to the iourt
house, there was an agreement ; but that he was notaware of any violation of the act referred to.

The prayer of the bill was for a discovery, and thatthe defendants might be restrained from proceeding
with said court house, and from levying any money for
payment thereof.

-^ » j «-yior

The defendants answered, denying generally the
charges made in the bill, and stated that tho money
levied or the sinking fund had been properly invested,
without saying in what securities, and that the contract
for the building of the court house was not in violation
of the statute.

That no by-law had been passed in respect of the
said building; and no debt created, payable in a future
year, or which the defendants were bound to pay in a
future year.

t j ^ n

Thattheyhad.however,cancelIedtheagreement
since

the fihng of the bill, and that there was none then in
existence, and that they did not intend to make any
further conlract

; that they had not evaded and did not
intend to evade the said act.

That the court house has been a long time building.
„. ., „„a.u uu a greai mjui-y to stay the comple-

tion thereof.
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Upon the coming in of the answer a motion was

made, before his Honor Vice-Chnncellor Esten, for an

injunction to restrain the defendants from proceeding

with the erection of the buildings complained of.

Mr. Hillyard Cameron, Q. C, for the plaintiffs.

Mr. T. W. Taylor, contra.

Jtidomcnt.—Esten, V. C.—The provisions of the act

of parliament, that no new debt should be incurred

extending beyond a year, until the existing debt should

be reduced to ^25,000, must have been introduced for

the protection of the holders of debentures. It formed

part of their security. The debentures were received

on the faith of it, and it ought to be enforced by the

court for their benefit.

The facts of the case are plain. A contract was

made on the 29th October, 1863, and a sum, as I under-

stand, of about $3,400 levied and paid to the contractor,

who must have expended it in the collection of materials

and otherwise, in the way of preparation for the erection

of the building, which was not actually commenced till

the month of April or May in the present year. The

corporation, who appear to have thought, that by for-

bearing to pass a by-law, they had kept within the letter

of the law, must have been advised that the contract

was otherwise objectionable, and accordingly it was

rescinded and cancelled on the 29th June last, and it is

said that no contract at present exists, and no liability

on the part of the corporation, and no right or claim on

the part of Mr. Dolsen. He has no doubt been paid for

all that was done, and if he should do any more, and

the corporation choose to pay him for it, well and good;
'

if they do not, he cannot make them : this I apprehend

to be the state of things. As Mr. Ecclea observes, the

act of the council of 1863 does not commit the council

of 1864 to anything; but the council of 1864, 1865»
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1866, and 1867 will pay Mr. Dohcn what may become
due to him according to the terms of the contract.as modi-
fied from time to time by mutual agreement. Mr. Dolscn
does not doubt, nor doe.s any one else, and accordingly
the erection of the building is proceeding with great
rapidity. Time was asked by the defendants upon the
original application to furnish affidavits , and it was
granted on the usual undertaking, that nothing should
be done in the meantime. On the matter being men-
tioned again, an affidavit was produced by Mr. Camp,
who could find, however, nothing better to say than ha
been already said in the answer ; and during the interval
increased force had been put on the building by Mr.
Z>o/«e«,in contravention of the spirit of the undertaking,
if not of the letter. I think that the proceedings of the
defendants are in evasion of the act of parliament, and
illegal, and that it is the duty of the court to restrain
them. It appears, from the affidavits that have been
produced, that the agents of the plaintiffs in this country
had no idea of these proceedings until shortly or imme-
diately before the date of the letter of Mr. Cameron to

Mr. Eccles, mentioned in the bill. This appears to me
to be a proper case for representation. The suit must
be beneficial to all the bondholders; no difference of
opinion can exist, and if it could, it would be a sufficient

answer that the act complained of is illegal.

I propose to grant an injunction restraining the
defendants from levying any rate, or receiving any
money from any ratepayer for the purpose of paying
any thing to Mr. Dohen, or otherwise, for the erection
of the building, and from permitting the building to be '

erected or proceeded with until further order.

Thereupon the defendants set down the case to be
argued before the full court at the last re-hearing term,

Mr. Hillyard Cameron, Q. C, for the plaintiffs,
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contended that what had been done in this case was a

clear evasion of the general act of the province respect-

ing municipal institutions, (Con. Stat. U. C.,ch. 64) by

which it is enacted (sec. 224, page 576) that " every

by-law for raising upon the credit of the municipality

any money not required for its ordinary expenditure

and not payable within the same financial year, shall,

before the final passing thereof, receive the assent of

the electors of the municipality in the manner provided

for in the 193rd section of this act," as well as of the

act authorising the issue of debentures held by the

plaintiffs. True, it is said the contract has been

rescinded, and that the builder is proceeding with the

works without any contract for them ; but this can

make no difference as to the liability of the municipality

who will, no doubt,accept the buildingswhen complet'^d,

and apply them to the uses for which they were origin-

ally designed. Pym v. Ontario, (a) shews that under such

circumstances the builder would be entitled to execution,

the effect of whicli might be to deprive the holders of

the debentures of the power of enforcing payment of

their claims. No one can doubt that if such a course of

dealing is permitted, the security which the legislatmre

intended should exist for the holders of debentures would

be materially weakened.

Mr. Blake, contra. The act (ch. 54) was intended

for the protection of the rate-payers, and the plaintiffs,

as holders of the debentures, are not entitled to assert

that the action of the council is illegal ; or to question

the bond Jides of their conduct in the transaction. By
the act, the corporation are empowered to levy a rate for

any purpose within the financial year, and if the con-

tract now complained of is contrary to the provisions of

the statute the contractor cannot recover. Pym v.

Ontario does not warrant such a construction as here

contended for ; all he could obtain would be payment up

to the time he is discharged.

In this ease there is uoagreen^ent for payment beyond

(a) 9 U. C. C. P. 304.
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the year, and the plaintiffs, applying for an injunction,
after answer setting up an abandonment and rescission
of the contract, should have shewn that Dolsen was
doing work for which no rate had been levied. He
contended that there was not any evasion of the act of
parliament in what had been done, the only object of the
act being that no permanent debt should be incurred

;

and here it is not shewn that the rates struck for the
present yearwere not sufficient to discharge anydemand
that Dolsen could have against the corporation in any
one year. Suppose the corporation, deeming it for the
advantage of thfftown that a general system of macad-
amizing the streets should be carried out, the whole
expenditure on which would necessarily much exceed
the rates for any one year, but the council, with a view
of keeping within the amount raised, contracted for a
portion of the work to be performed each year, for the
payment of which sufficient was raised by special rate in
the year, no one would argue that the corporation were
not competent to do so, and were not acting clearly
within the provisions of the act. So here, for all that
appears, the council, finding that the contract they had
made was open to objection on this ground, may have
agreed with their builder to execute only such pprtions
of the public buildings this year as the rates akeady
levied would suffice to pay for. The plaintiffs are
interested only in having the special rate for the liqui-
dation of their claim raised ; but the town may raise
any additional sums they please, provided no perma-
nent debt is contracted ; and here it is not shewn that
the council are contracting any debt that can be en-
forced against them.

Mr. Hillyard Cameron, Q.C., in reply. The cancella-
tion which has tajten place is not such as would relieve
the defendants from liability under the contract : the
instrument is under seal, and the only rescission of it

has been by striking out the siprnatures to it. This
would not prevent an action being maintained u; ( ii it.

Without questioning the power of the corporation to
enter into contracts under the general law, they clearly
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had no right to do so m contravention of the act under

which these debentures were issued.

Vankoughn^t, C.—I think that so long as the cor-

relation does not make itself liable for any rate to be

paid in a future year, that it does not contravene the

statute, which, in my opinion, merely intended to pre-

vent t! corporation pledging the rates of futm-e years.

If the corporation chooses to levy within any one year

. a sum of money for or towards the completion of any

work, I see nothing which justifies these plaintiffs in

complaining of it. As to the cancellation of the con-

tract, I doubt if there is a necessity for any more

formal rescission of it ; but in order to aviod any ques-

tion hereafter, it may as well be done as suggested by

my brother Sprkgge, in his judgment, which I have read.

Judgment.—Spragge, V.C—The tenth section of the

act for consolida*^^ing the debt of the town of St. Cath-

arines is manifestly framed for protecting the interests

of the holders of the debentures issued under its au-

thority, and to give the debentures a better market

value. If, therefore, the acts of the corporation com-

plained of impair the security, or are calculated to im-

pair it, the holders of the debentures have an equity to

restrain those acts. A contract has been entered into,

upon which it is contended a legal liability would

arise. That contract it is said has been rescinded, and

it is urged that even if not rescinded, no legal liability

would arise upon it. I think this ought not to be left

in doubt. If it is a doubtful question, to be decided

hereafter, whether a legal liability would or would not

arise, I think the carrying out of the contract should

be restrained : and as to the alleged cancellation, it

does not appear to be bo cancelled, as to be an answer

"at law to an action upon it. But supposing this done,

and if there be no other difficulty it might yet be done,

and the action of the coun be provisional upon its

being done, the contract may be put out of the case.

The contract appears to have been an improper one ;

there was no by-law to warrant it, and the reason for
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there being no by-law would seem to be that such a
by-law would be in contravention of section ten.

Then what is forbidden I y section ten ? Until the

happening of an event which has not yet happened, the

corporation is forbidden to pass any by-law creating a
new debt to extend beyond the year in which the by-law
is passed (with an exception which is not material to

this question.)

Supposing there is no contract, and no debt contracted
payable beyond the current year, is the tenth section

contravened ? Not in terms certainly; but if it is contra,

vened in spirit, and if the acts done are a mere evasion

of the statute, the court may properly interfere, but
then the securities held by the plaintiffs must be thereby
impaired, and impaired in such a manner as the statute

provides against.

Suppose the corporation were to pass a by-law for

the expenditure of a large sum, but which still was to be
met within the current year, it might involve very heavy
taxation ; it might be very improvident, but still I appre-

hend it would not be an act which the debentiure holders

would have any right to complain of in this court.

The matter now seems to stand substantially thus

:

a building intended for a county court house is in course

of construction which, from the terms of the contract, is

not to be finished during the cm-rent year, and so far as

we see, is not to be finished any earlier if the contract

is cancelled than if finished under the contract, and
unless paid for in advance, will not be paid for during
the cm-rent year, and so if this which is being done wei-e

done under the authority of a by-law, it would be illegal.

This, I think, is putting the case as strongly for the

plaintiffs as it can properly be put, and, it must be
admitted, is coming very close Jio a contravention of the'

statute. But still, as it stands, is tljere any thing the

k

V

fe5,i:l

Hi
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plaintiffs have to complain of as affecting their securi-'

ties? Is there any debt created, any liability incurred, not

payable within the year ? If there be, either directly or

indirectly, the plaintiffs have ground of complaint, but

I cannot see that there is; the corporation, no doubt,

contemplates that the building will be neither completed

nor paid for during the current year, and they look to

future assessments in a future year or years to complete

the building. Suppose a building were contemplated

with a centre and wings, and it was the avowed design of

the corporation to build the centre one year, and one of

the wings in each of the following years, providing for

the expense of each year by year, I do not see that the

fact of the whole not being to be completed in the cur-

rent year would make it in contravention of the act : or

suppose the design tobe to put up the shell of a building

one year, and to complete it the next, paying each year

for what should be done in the year, I do not see that the

provision of the actwould be infringed ; there would not,

in either case, be a debt contracted payable in future

years; there would indeed be an inducement or reason

for future expenditure, which might operate upon the

town council of future years to levy and expend moneys

which otherwise they might abstain from doing, but still

the same restriction would exist year by year, no debt

would be contracted, not payable within the year ; the

revenue for coming years would not be forestalled, and

so the debenture-holders would still have the protection

which, as I judge from the terms of the act, the Legis-

lature contemplated they should have.

Mr. Cameron invokes not only the act under which

these debentures are issued, but the general municipal

j,ct. I incline to thinkMr . Cameron's construction of sec-

tion 224 correct and that any appropriation ofmoneys for

pther than ordinary purposes, whether payable within

the year or not, and any appropriation for any purpose

iiot payable within the jiear, requires the express sanc-

tion of tLe iate-payers. I am led to this conclusion

mm^
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from the exception in regard to county councils. But
suppose this construction correct, that provision of the
statute was passed to give the rate-payers a check upon
the improvidence of the councils ; it was not to protect
debenture-holders, and could not be, for nothing they
could do would prevent the appropriation of the moneys,
provided the council and the rate-payers willed it.

They have nothing to say to it one way or the other.

I think, therefore, that upon the due and eflFectual

cancellation of the contract the injunction should be
dissolved. In case the parties diflfer upon the point of
cancellation, the question can be disposed of in Cham-
bers.

I desire to add, that if any act should be done by
the corporation which will have the effect of incurring
a liability payable in a future year, it will, in my
opinion, be proper for the court to interpose.

It is only because I think that at present there is uo
act of the corporation that has that effect that I am of
opinion the injunctiou should be dissolved.

!f!

'I
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In re McSherry.

Lunacy—Rights of purchaser uuder lunatic without notice of his state

of mind.

The father P. and y died during the infancy of y., leaving to them

by his will loo acres of land.

After they attained majority, this land was, by deed, equally parti-

tioned between them. J. was a person of weak intellect, without

knowledge of land or money, and unable to read or write.

P. afterwards obtained from y. a conveyance of his 50 acres, and

executed a bond in his favour, charging these 50 acres with the

payment of /50 per annum during J. 's life. P. then mortaged the

100 acres, and obtained from y. a release of the annuity bond

which was executed in presence of the solicitor of the mortgagees

without any good consideration therefor ; on a petition filed to

have y.'a lunacy declared, the evidence was taken in presence of

the parties so interested in t>'e land. y. was declared a lunatic,

but as no suflScient evidence was produced to prove notice to the

mortgagees or their solicitor of his imbecility when the mortgage

was executed, this declaration was made without prejudice to the

mortgage, but allowing the committee of the lunatic to impeach it

by bill if so advised. '

Statement.—This was a petition in the matter ofJamea

McSherry, of the township ofToronto, in the county of

Peel, labourer, and in the matter of 9th Victoria, chap-

ter 10, and 12th Victoria, chapter 56," and was filed

by Jacob Cook, Thomas King, David Messenger, and

Joseph Wright, of the township of Toronto, justices of

the peace, and set forth that the father of the said

James McSherrg, and of his brother, Peter McSherry,

died, during their infancy, leaving them by his will

the southerly half of lot No. 20, in the first concession

north of Dundas Street, as tenants in common.

From the evidence of e/ocoft Cook, who was an executor

of this will, and other evidence adduced, it appeared

that Pfiter was the elder brother, that James had, from

his childhood been deficient in intellect ; he was sent to

school, and special pains were taken to teach him, but

he proved incapable oflearning to read, or make other

mental improvemen t. His mother also took great pains

in endeavouring to instruct him, and these efforts were

made till he was twelve or fourteen years of age. He
then engaged oometlmes in manual labor, generally on

farms, sometimes working for his brother. He some-
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times came to Mr. Cook, and complained ofharsh nsage
from his brother, and that lie refused to pay him for his
labour. His memory was very defective, and he was
incapable of naming the days of the month or week in
succession. On the 16th of February, 1863, shortly
after /o7«e» became of age, Pcicr had a deed of partition
prepared and executed, by which the 100 acres were
equally and apparently fairly divided between them

;

Jamea retaining the east half.

In February, 1864, Peter procured from Jamea a
conveyance ofthe east half, executing as the considera-
tiou therefor a bond securing £\0 per annum during
Jawea'life. The bond deed of partition, and will were
registered. In February,1863, Petyr McSherry applied
to Messrs. John and Gilbert Elliott for a loan of f500
on his land. Their solicitor, upon investigating the
title, discovered the bond to James, which he required
to be released. A conveyance and release having been
prepared, Peter brought his brother to the solfcitor's
office to execute them. The solicitor explained the
documents to Jamea, who, as he stated in evidence,
aeemed fully to understand their meaning, assented to
and executed the release, and received instead of the
bond, a fresh security for the sum of^10 per annum as
a second charge on the premises, that of the Elliott's
being the first. The solicitor giving his evidence as to
the transactions in his ofiice, said, " I observed nothin<»
which would induce any one to believe that/amc« was in"-
competent to understand whathe was doing. * * * I had
noreason tosuspect it; there wasnothingin his appear-
ance .or manner to indicate anything of the kind • he
seemed an ignorant man, and for that reason I took
pains to explain matters to him. * » * There was
no debating with Jamea as to what he was required to
do

;
I explained to him what was required of him, and he

assented. I cannot say I heard Jamea make any obser-
vations beyond his answers to me. I had no suspicion of
liis uoiijg mentally deficieufc, and my attention wa" -^ot
therefore,called to him particularly. Nothincroce d
to arouse my suspicions. I noticed his hesitancv of

; it

I 4fft
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apeech, but thia did not strike me as any evidence of •

weakness of mind. • * * * I supposed the bargain

had been made between him and his brother, and I

thought it nothing extraordinnry that one brother should

consent to a postponement of a charge in his favor."

The Elliotts' mortgage having become due, a foreclo-

sure suit was instituted against Peter McSherry, and a

decree having been obtained, Jamea was made a party

in the master's office, and served with the usual proces«

but failing to appear he was foreclosed of his interest in

the premises. Before however, the final order was

pronounced, the petition in this matter was presented,

praying that James McSherry might be declared a

lunatic, and that a committee of his person and estate

might bo appointed. His lordship the Chancellor

directed the petition to be served on the solicitor of the

Elliotts and on Peter McSherry.

On the return of the fiat Peter McSherry appeared

in person, and the Elliotts by Messrs. Owynne and

Hoskinsj their solicitors. At the request ot parties hi&

lordship consented to take the evidence vvia voce, and

hear the case himself; and at their request the Elliotts

were allowed to cross-examine the petitioners' witnesses,

and to adduce evidence in their behalf, they agreeing to

be bound by the decision in the matter, so far as it

affected their mortgage.

Besides the evidence above referred to, that of medi-

cal gentlemen, and many others, was produced : Henry

Crewe, M.D.,E.C.S.E., said he " had examined James

McSherry for the purpose of ascertaining his capacity

for business in theordinary affairs of life. In all respects,

social and moral, I found him mentally deficient ; I

ascertained this by various questions on almost every

subject. I was very careful,m my examination of him,

in putting questions to him in all the every day affairs

of life. From this examination I can assert that he is

one of those individuals who have been always exceed-

ingly deficient in mental capabilities. He could not

give any satisfactory answer to any question however
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simple, and he then had very great hesitation in civinc
any answer at all. I do not think him capable of
making a proposition, or of considering a proposition
made to him in any matter of business. I do not think
he possesses any power of judgment. I think that in
ordinary transactions he would be guided more by in-
stinct than by any process of ratiocination. I do not
think he has any great idea of his responsibility ; nor
do 1 consider him capalile of forming any conception of
a Superior Being, or of a future state. His knowledge
of numerals is very circumscribed indeed. I have ques-
tioned him several times to ascertain this ; he would
begin to count, then stop and drop the enumeration, and
begin again, not continuing from the number at which
he had left off. I never could get him up higher than
six or seven. I found that he could scarcely tell one
printed letter from another; of writing ho did not know
one tittle. He does not understand the difference in
value between the smallest and the largest pieces of
com. He would always, when tried, choose thr coin
Iw-gest m bulk, though inferior in value. He would
choose an ordinary copper coin in preference to a small
Sliver one. I tested his memory. He had a very vague
idea of the loss of time. I tested his knowledge and
meinory of the days of the week respectively. He was
unable to give them, and always in error when he at-
tempted it. There is great imperfection in his powers
of speech, arising from some defect in the organization
of the brain. It is not a mere muscular defect. This
imperfection of speech is a symptom of mental imbe-
cihty. It almost invariably accompanies a state of
idiotcy. I have noticed him at times slavering at the
mouth when questioned. This also denotes a deficiency
in nervous power. His eye has that peculiar expres-
sion of idiotcy always noticeable when mental defi-
ciency affects the optic nerves. I consider that this
mental imbecility arises from mal-conformation of the
brain. Judging from my various examinations of him,
and I have had several, I should say that his present
state of mental imbecility has existed from his birth."

Dr. Dixie, in his evidence, said, " I have known
-ff^mea^ McSherry for twenty-two years,and have always
lOOKeu. iipou bim as a. person of weak intellect. This
was patent to the whole neighborhood. He could not
converse sensibly on ordinary topics. If you met him -

I i'
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on a ramy d«y *^nd accosted him, he woui ' remark ' a

fine day.' He could not count continuously ; he could

not read, or recognize the letters of the alphabet. I

was HO fully convinced of hiH imbecility that I did not

examine him with any great particularity. This im-

becihtv is well known in the neighborhood, and has

been for years back. I do not attribute his present

mental condition in any respect to intemperance. His

state of mind seems the same as it was hefore he ac-

quired the habit of drinking. He has no knowledge of

tlie value of money. I would consider him entirely at

the mercy of thope with whom he dealt. This has al-

ways been his state so far as I could know or judge."

The other evidence adduced by the petitioners was of

a similar character with ihat above stated ; after which

the evidence of their solicitor, as above stated, was

given on behalf of the Elliotts.

Mr. George Murray (with whom was Mr. J. McNab\

in support of the petition, cited In re Earl of Porta-

mouth (a). Ingram v. Wyati {b), Thompson v. Leach

(<j), In re Windham {d), and Shelford on Lunacy,

pages 857 and 861.

Mr. J. W. Gfwynne, Q.C., for the Elliotts, contra^

cited Adamt on Equity, pages 290 and 654 ; Ex parte

Tomlinson (c). Re Whitaker (/), Jacobs v. Richards (g),

Campbell v. Hooper (h). Greenslade v. Dure (i), Elliott

V. Ince (j), Exp. Richards Qc), Story's Equity Juris.,

sees. 234-7.

VAKKOuaHNET, C.—In this matter I have,to avoid the

delay and expense of issuing a commission, heard the

evidence to bing the ability of James McSherry to

manage hh j^i. : ^r 'nd property. It seems that the

fd.ther of Jij *: 'i* >d hv. crother Peter left by his will

i^ Hagg, 401.(a) I Hagg. ^%
.(c) Carthevv, 435.
(d) 8 Jurist, N. S. 448 ; 6 L. T. N. S. 479.

(f) I V, & B. 57. (/) 4 M. & S. 441.

ig) 18 Jur. 257-
(i) I Jur. N. S. 294.

(*) 16 Jur. 508.
fj

h) I Jur. N. S. 670.

) Jur. N. S. 597-
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to these two sons a farm of 100 acroB, to be equally
divided between them. On the 16th of February, 1868,
a deed of partition hotwoon the brothers was prepared
in the office of Mr. Hitter, a solicitor of this city, and
was execute 1

1 byJamei and Peter, whereby the east half
of the lot v: .9 nJl itted to Jamet. The division seems
to havt 'teen fair. On the 17th of February, 1854,
Peter procured from his brotherJames adeed of this east-

half, under circumstances which, in my opinion, made
the act of Peter fraudulent, and the deed as between
him and James void. Peter subsequently executed
mortgages on this property, the last one being to certain

persons of the name of Elliott, who, in a suit upon their

mortgage, have obtained a decree for the sale of the
whole farm. They were served with the petition, as was
also Peter McShtrry, to enable them to attend the
inquiry at their own expense, if they so desired. Peter
attended in person, and the Elliotts by their counsel,

Mr. Owynne, to whose assistance I am much indebted,

as through it nothing has been left undone which could
throw light upon the very important enquiry on which
the court has entered. I am of opinion, after hearing
and carefully considering all the evidence, that Jamet
McSherry has from his birth been of unsound mind, and
incapable of managing his affairs—not a lunatic in the
technical sense of the term—but rather an idiot, and yet
not B.

.
entirely uevoid of understanding as to warrant

me i^ declaring him such in the legal and technical
sense.

I think his unsoundness of mind is what medical
writers call connate, and is of the cha; icter described as
fatuous. He was incapable of receiving instruction in
letters of the simplest kind, of learning to read or
write, or of counting. He has neverhad any knowledge
of the value of money, and the most limited knnvledge
of coins. He has learned, from frequently hearinp it, to
know that there were such pieces of money as are com-
monly called quarters, sixpences, ten cents, five cents;
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but he does not seem to have been able even to recognize'

them, or to know whether a ten cent piece was a quarter

of a dollar or five, cents. He knew that he required

money to buy whiskey, or such articles as he wanted,

but the price of the article, the amount to be paid for it,

or the difference he was entitled to have back between

the price of the article and the money tendered for it,

he appears to have, and to have had, no knowledge of. I

examined him myself, and found him utterly wanting in

mental capacity ; he could not remember his father or

his mother's name, or when the latter died, or whether

she was dead or not, though he was a man in years at

the time of that event. In answer to my question,

would he take $20 for his fifty acres, valued at ^500, he

said, "Yes." His whole conversation, as the witnesses

describe it, consisted of monosyllables. He appeared

incapable to originate any idea himself, or carry on a

conversation.

The Consolidated Statutes of Upper Canada, chapter

12, in section 32, provides that the word lunatic is to

include idiot or other person of unsound mind. I there-

fore pronounced and declared James McSherrya, lunatic,

and that he has been so from his birth ; of course neither

the transactions or dealings of Peter McSherry, nor

of the Elliotts, can be impeached in this proceeding

unless they consent to it, and to be bound by any

order I may make in regard to them. As regards

Peter's dealings with his brother, I have already ex-

pressed my opinion.

As to the Elliotts, I find nothing to impute to them

any knowledge or notice of the incapacity of mind of

James at the time they took the mortgage from Peter.

On the contrary, their solicitor has been examined as a

witness, and he swears that the loan by them to Peter,

viiun:u t;uc uiuibna^c mcua

in part through him ; that he prepared the mortgage

and certain releases, which it was necessary to have to
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make a clear title ; and that James McSherry was
required to execute one of them to get rid of an annual
charge created in his favour by his brother Peter;

th&i James was brought to his office for the purpose, by
his brother and one James Cotton; that he never sus-

pected he had any mental infirmity ; that he explained

to him what was required of him, and that he assented

to it; that he read over to him the document and ex-

plained it, and he seemed satisfied with it, and then
executed it by putting his mark to it ; that not having
heard of anything wrong with him, Mr. Gwynne paid

no particular attention to him, as he supposed he and
his brother had arranged the matter beforehand. James
no doubt said "yes," and assented, as Mr. Givynne says,

to all that he asked him to do, and yet all this while,

I have not the slightest doubt, he was entirely igno-

rant of what he was doing, and utterly incapable of

understanding it ; and that his brother well knew this.

His silence and the few monosyllables he used imposed
on Mr. Gywnne : at all events did not, and were not

likely to arouse in him any suspicion.

With this evidence in their favor, and no evidence to

the contrary, it would be impossible toimpute knowledge
of James' mental incapacity, or unfairness, to the

Elliotts. When this is the case, the law seems to be

settled that the mortgagee is entitled to the benefit of

his security. Elliott v. Ince, Greenslade v. Dure,

Campbell v. Hooper.

As I have already said, this question will be more
properly raised on an independent proceeding by a com-
mittee of the estate of the lunatic. The latter being

quite harmless and able to labour, and being in some
kinds of work skillful, I do not think it necessary to ap-

point a committee of his person at present at all events

;

but only a committee of the estate, and that because

there may be a sm-plus after paying the Elliotts' claim.

The money realized on the sale should be paid into

court, or the security given for it deposited here.
(I

I
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GOODERHAM V. RoUTLEDGE.

Riparian proprietor—Grant of easement—Merger'of easement.

The owner of a mill property, with the right to use all the water of

the stream on which the mill was situate, sold a portion of the land,

and by a separate instrument bound himself to permit his vendee to

use a certain quantity of the water for the purpose of driving

machinery to be erected on such portion. The owner of the mill

finding, when he came to work it, that the quantity of water which

the vendee withdrew from the stream reduced it to sugh an extent

as to impair the eflfective worjting of his mill, re-purchased the lot

and easement, receiving a conveyance thereof, and giving back a

mortgage to secure part of the purchase money, (these instruments,

however, were never registered,) and afterwards, the purchase

money having been in the meantime satisfied, procured his vendee

to make a deed direct to R., who had purchased the lot and ease-

ment, with notice, however, of all the facts. On a bill filed by a

person who had obtained title to the mill and premises under a

mortgage executed by the owner before the re-purchase of the lot

and easement. HeM, that neither the original owner nor R.viere

entitled to use the water, the easement having become extinguished

on its re-purchase, and the whole water having passed to the

mortgagee.

Statement—The bill in this cause was filed by William

Gooderham, the younger, against William H. Routledge

and John Church Hyde, setting forth that on the 29th of

September, 1854. Hyde executed to plaintiff a mortgage

of thirty-three acres of land in the township of Toronto,

commonly known as " The Ramsom Mill property;

"

and also another parcel of land adjoining the same, con-

taining seven and one-fifth acres, describing the several

parcel by metes and bounds, and " excepting thereout

the one-fifth of an acre heretofore sold to William

Grayden, also the one quarter of an acre sold to Hiram
Caslor, * * * as marked on a plan

of the property made by John Embleton, and more

particularly described in the deeds to the said parties,"

together with all waj^B, waters, water-courses, easements,

&c., following the form of words generally found in con-

veyances-conditioned for the payment ofall notes, bills,

&c., held or to be held by the plaintiff or his co-partners

' or their representatives ; under which mortgage Hyde

became maeotea lo puuunii in ^i\},\j\j\j ; wucu luc yai.-

ties, being unable to agree as to the amount of indebted-

ness, consented to submit the ascertainment of such
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amount to arbitration ; and the same was accordingly

referredjto arbitration, and an award made by the arbi-

trators in favoi: of plaintiff, and his then co-partner, for

£6000; which amount not being paid by Hyde, a bill

was filed by plaintiff and his co-partners in August,

1858, praying a sale of the mortgaged premises,

which were accordingly sold under the decree of the

court, and purchased by John Taylor, one of the firm,

for ^3000, and duly conveyed to him, and he by deed
of the 20th of March, 1863, sold and conveyed the same
to the plomtiff.

The bill further set forth'that by indenture dated the

25th of January, 1850, Hyde conveyed to Joanna Cos-

lor, one rood and twenty-four perches, being the lot

before mentioned, as excepted and belonging to Hiram
Gashr, and that by a bond dated the 28th of the same
month, Hyde, in consideration of^250, bound himself,

his heirs, &e., to allow Gaslor the privilege of drawing
water from the mill pond for the purpose of propelling

themachinery in the factory, to be erected on the pieceof
land so conveyed to his wife, by a spout or trunk with
an aperture of three hundred inches, and the further

privilege of a road across a portion of the mill property

;

that in October, 1852, Gaslor and his wife reconveyed
the said lot of one rood and twenty-four perches to

Hyde, and the aforesaid easement or privilege so agreed

tobegrantedby suchbond, fl/j/^c giving back a mortgage
to secure part of the consideration ; that on the premises

conveyed by the mortgage to the plaintiff there were
large and valuable saw and flouring mills worked by
means of the said dam referred to in the bond, and which
dam was also a portion of the premises conveyed by
such mortgage ; that the factory erected by Gaslor had
not been worked for upwards often years, and in fact

the same had only been worked for a few months after

its erent.'On. anH n^Aa nnapiv AavrAA nt manViinarir onA- , .. — — .

—

^ — , ...,„,,,,,.,.,
J.

,,,,a

unfit for use, and the plaintiff submitted that under the

said mortgage, the chancery sale, and the conveyances
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above mentioned, the plaintiflFwas seized in fee of all and

singular the lands and premises mentioned and describ-

ed in the mortgage, except the lots referred to therein

as excepted, and the easement or privilege, with respect

to the three hundred inches of water, by the reconvey-

ance by Gaslor to Hyde, became merged in the property

of Hyde, and the same passed, together with the pre-

mises and mill, to the plaintiff; and that Hyde after the

mortgage remained seized ot only the lot of one rood

and twenty-four perches, free and clear of, and without

having any right to such easement or privilege ; that at

the time of the agreement for creating the mortgage by

Hyde, it was expressly understood and agreed that the

land and premises, including the mill dam, unincum-

bered and unaffected by such easement or privilege of

drawing water therefrom, should be conveyed to the

plaintiff, and tha.tHyde should also convey to plaintiff

the said lot of one I'ood and twenty-four perches, and

that Hyde should not retain or have any right to such

easement; submitted that if the court should be of

opinion such easement did not pass to the plaintiff, the

mortgage to him should be reformed so as to carry the

same, for that if such easement were allowed to remain

outstanding, the same would render the mill property

of very little value.

The bill further alleged, that by indenture dated the

Ist of March, 1861, but which was not executed for a

year afterwards, Gaslor and wife, by direction of Hyde,

pretended to convey the said lot of one rood and twenty

four perches to the defendant Routledge, together with

the privileges and appurtenances thereto belonging

;

and thereunder Routledge claimed to be entitled to such

lot and the easement and privilege of drawing such

three hundred inches of water, Hyde, on the occasion of

such conveyance to Routledge, h&ving destroyed the con-

veyance from Caslor and wife to himself: and charged

that such conveyance to Routledge, who was a brother-

in-law of Hyde, was voluntary and withoutconsideration,
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and made to hinder and delay the creditors of Myde;
that Hyde and Routledge were about fitting up the
flume for the purpose ofwithdrawing the threehundred
inches of water from the dam; charged that Routledge
had notice of all the facts and circumstances above set

forth, and prayed inter alia an injunction to restrain

such use of the water ; that it might be declared that
such easement or privilege was merged in the estate of
Hyde and passed to the plaintiff under the conveyances
mentioned, or that the mortgage might he reformed.

The defendants severally answered the bill : Rout-
ledge alleging that he had made advances to Hyde to

the amount of ^ISOO and upwards, and had offered to

purchase the lor with such privilege, which he did in the
full faith and expectation that such privilege belonged
to the lot, which lot, as also the factory theron, would
be entirely useless as a manufactory if separated from
such water power; that the plaintiff, before and at the
time of obtaining his mortgage, was aware that the
defendant claimed such water power as attached to the
lot; and that he was aware of the existence of the bond
from Hyde to Caslor, the same having been registered

on the 26th of ApH], 1855.

The cause having been put at issue, evidence was
given at great length, with a view chiefly, on the one
hand, of shewing the impossibility of working the mills

to advantage if the privilege asserted by the defendants

were conceded ; and, on the other, that the factory and
lot would be rendered utterly useless if such right was
taken from the owner thereof. It was also sworn by
one witness, that a brother of the plaintifi". one of the

firm, had stated that he was aware that the privilege

was not embraced in the mortgage ; this was contradicted
by the brother in his evidence: and it was also shewn
that Hyde had stated to members of the firm that all

the water was conveyed to them, which was not the case,

in a mortgage previously given to Dean, Gillespie d Co.

Hiram Castor was also examined as a witness, and

y. M
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proved that sometimes after he had been working the

factory, it was ascertained that the supply of water in

thedam was not sufficient for the workingofboth the mill

and the factory, and thereupon Hyde determined to

purchase the factory lot and privilege from him, which

he accordingly did; but that subsequently the convey-

ances thereof were destroyed, and a deed made to Rout-

ledge direct, at the instance ofHyde, this being done, as

Hyde alleged, in order to avoid the expense of two

registrations.
*

The other material facts bearing on the case suffi-

ciently appear in the judgment.

Mr. McMichofl, Mr. Fitzgerald, and Mr. Blake, for

the plaintiflF, contended that the object ofthe defendant

Hyde in introducing into the mortgage to the plaintiff

the exceptions it contained, was simply to protect him-

selffrom any liability upon his covenants for title ; the

exceptioTis are simply of certain lots which had been

previously conveyed by Hyde to the respective pur-

chasers, naming them, and amongst them ^'also the one

quarter of an acre sold to Hiram Gaalor" but no men-

tion is made of any exception or reservation of any por-

tion of the water ; and it must be taken that only those

portions of the property were excepted which are men-

tioned. Then the conveyance to Gashr did not carry

with it any easement or privilege to use the water of

the river—that was secured to him by an instrument

personal in its nature, separate from and subsequent to

the deed of the lot itself. Hyde^ at the time that he

executed the mortgage to plaintifl had re-acquired the

estate and the privilege, and this for the express purpose

of extinguishing the easement.

The evidence of Gashr shews that Hyde's object in

effecting the re-purchase of the privilege was to extin-

guish the easement and to prevent injury to the mill.

The deed passed all the power then used by the grist and

saw mills ; id eat all the power, leaving nothing for the
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former easement
: and Hyde cannot now be heard to eay

that he had. the intention of detracting from his own
deed,although no intimation of it was given to the mort-
gagee : if ho had any such intention it would have been
a fraud upon the plaintiff, and the party guiltj of it will
not be permitted to derive any benefit t'rojx such fraudu-
lent act.

The right to draw off water from the dam having been
afterwards re-purchased by Hyde, had the effect of
extinguishing the easement, which could only be set up
again either by an express grant of it, or by a sale of the
factory lot, and the easement being used with the pre-
raises at the time of the sale.

Great stress was also laid by counsel on the fact
that the mortgage to i)ean, Gillespie dc Co.,had actually
contained an exception of this easement, which was at
that time in Ca^Zor, and which hotHyde had assigned
as a reason why plain tifi''s firm should have made larger
advances than had been made by the other firm

; Hyde
contending that plaintiff had a greater security saying,
" You have all the water ; they had not:' Oale on
Easements, 473, and following pages. Woolrych on
Water Courses,' 295.

Mr. Gwynne, Q. •^., for Boutledge. The conveyance
to Mrs. Gaahr of the quarter acre was comprehensive
enough to carry this easement with it, and it passed
under it. The re-purehase by Hyde from Caslor of the
quarter acre lot had not the effect, he contended, of
merging the interest in the easement; the privilege
which a party has to the use of water is an exception
from the general doctrine as to the merger of easements,
and the easement having once become an appurtenance
to the quarter aero lot, could not be extinguished.

The bill asks in one branch of the prayer to reform
the mortgage to plaintiff. If the factory lot with the

)/

9m^ Y
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privilege is not excepted in Gooderham's deed, then no

decree is necessary, as the description without such

exception is sufficient to cover this property, and if

excepted from the operation of that conveyance, then no

decree for thatpurpose can be founded on parol evidence

such as is adduced in this case.

The legal estate in the factory lot was in Caslor at

the time the mortgage to plaintiff was created, but had

the estate been vested in Hyde,the words of reservation

contained in that mortgage were sufficient to except it

from its operation. The bi 11 alleges that no consideration

was paid by Routledge for the conveyance to him of the

factory lot, and on that ground claims relief; this he

submitted was wholly irrelevant: the objection can only

be urged by a creditor, and when such a bill is filed it

will be time enough to discuss the validity of his pur-

chase. He contended that the privilege to use the water

had never been re-conveyed to Hydeso as to prevent its

being used by Routledge : it was not, as put by the

otherside,the case of a dominantand servient tenement;

the rules applicable in such cases do not affect this case.

He referred amongst other authorities, to Sury v.

Piggot, (a) Nicholas v. Chamberlain, (b) Morris v.

Edgington, (c) Lackersteen v. Lackerstein, {dj Earl

of Bradford V. Earl of Romney, (e) Fowler v. Fowler, (/")

Wilkinson v. Nelson, (g) Adams's Treatise on Equity,

171, and cases there cited. Woolrych on Water

Courses, 293-40.

Judgment.—Speaqge, Y.C.—The earliest transaction

which is material to this case is, the sale by Hyde, the

owner of the premises in question, to Hiram Castor, of

the piece of land which, for convenience, may be called

" The factory lot," together with the easement which

(a) Poph. 170 ; J

{c) 3 ittUiit. 24.

(e) 30 Bea. 431.

(g) 7 Jur. N. S. 480.

S. C. Palmer, 444. (6) Cro. Jac. 121.

{d) 6U?r, N, S. nil
(/) 4DeG. &J. 250.
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i8 in question in this cause ; the land was conveyed
to Joanna, wife of Hiram Castor, by deed dated the
16th of January, 1850, and by bond dated 28th of
January, 1850, from Hijcle to Caslor and wife, he
engaged upon certain conditions to allow to them, for
all time to come, for the use of a clothing factory to
be by them erected, the privilege of drawing and us-
ing water from Hyde's dam for propelling the ma-
chinery of Caslor's contemplated factory, called " his
machinery," by a spout or trunk, with an aperture
measuring 300 inches and no more. Hyde's mill was at
this time, as recited in the bond, in course of erection.

The next material fact is the re-purchase by Hyde
from the Caslors of the factory lot and the easement.
The conveyance is not produced, and was piobably de-
stroyed upon the subsequent conveyance by the Caslors
to Routledge, at the instance oiHyde, in March, 1861.
The date of the re-conveyance is stated in the bill to
have been in October, 1852. It was probably in October,
1853, as that was the original date of the mortgage given
byHyde to Caslor for the re-payment ofpurchase money,
and payment for improvements. The reason of this
re-purchase by Hyde is material. Castor had found the
locality not suitable for his business, and Hyde had
found, when he came to work his mill, which had four
run of stones, that for the greater portion of the year he
required the whole of the water of the river ; and that
the existence of such an easement in the hands of a
third person was of serious detriment to his mill. Upon
the re-purchase Castorremoved his machinery; the shell
of the factory has remained on the lot ever since—not
put to any use, as I understand from the evidence. When
CasW purchased, -H?/(i« was constructing his mill dam, •

and was making a waste gate through the dam, and a
eharinel through the lot purchased by Caslor to a lower
part of the river, in order to divert the water while con-
structing the works of his mill : whether the waste gate
and channel were intended for any other than a tem-

GRANT X. 26
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porary purpose does not appear. When Caslor pur-

chased he drew through the waste gate, and by a flume

the water required for his machinery. After the re-

purchase by Hyde the flume and waste gate remained,

but, as I gather from the evidence, have been disused

ever since ; the mortgage from Hyde to Caslor bears

date the 2nd January, 1854.

Upon the re-acquisition by Hyde of the factory lot

and the easement purchased from him by Caalor, there

ensued a unity of ownership in the mill property,

and what had been the Caslor property ; and it is con-

tended that ipso facto the easement became extin^fuish-

ed ; and such undoubtedly is the general rule. But

Mr. Givynne contends that the use of a water-course

is an exception to'the general rule, and that an ease-

ment of that nature is not extinguished by the unity of

ownership ; and that upon severance of the ownership,

the easement will revive ao an easement. This is true

no doubt of water flowing in its natural and accustomed

channels ; it is appurtenant to the land, and passes

with it as a riparian right. The distinction between

such an easement not extinguished by unity of owner-

ship, and the other class of easements which are, was

thus taken by Whitelock, J., in Shury v. Pigott (a)

:

" There is a difference between a way, a common, and

a water-course. Bractoji, lib. 4, f. 221, 222, calls them

servitutes prcediales, those which begin by a private

right, by prescription, by assent, as a way, common,

being a particular benefit, to take part of the profits of

the land ; this is extinct by unity, because the greater

benefit shall drown the less : a water-course doth not

begin by prescription, nor yet by assent, but the same

doth begin ex jure naturoe, have taken this course na-

turally and cannot be averted." The other judges

agreed in this ; some placing it upon the ground that

'it is a matter of necessity, in which case, whether the

easement be a way or water-course, the right to the

easement will arise or revive, as the case may be, upon

severance of ownership.

3 Buls, 339.
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A case of easement by necessity in a water courflc, not
a natural one, is put by Woolrych in his treatise on
sewersand watercourses. T^opersonsowned adjoining
houses, the one had a gutter in the land of the other-
both tenements fell into the one hand, and afterwards
became again divided, and the one upon whose land the
stream was, stopped the gutter. It was held that the
easement revived after the severance, because of the
necessity of the thing, and Mr. Woolrych adds : " For
thmgs which have an existence during the unity, are not
extmgu.shed by the unity.- an observation which
applies to water coursesflowingintheirnaturalchannel,
as well as to any other easement in water, and probably
on land, which, during the unity of ownership, has been
used with the dominant tenement.

On the other hand, is the principle for which Mr.
Woolrych refers to Lady Browne's case, (a) that if the
owner of property upon whicli there is a water course-
an artificial one in the case he puts-declares his inten-
tion that he will not enjoy the land and water course
together during the unity, it may be thus extinguiehed.
Ihe same point from the same authority is thus put by
Mr. Gale: (b) "When two tenements become completely
united, and as it were, fused into one, the owner may
modify the preyious relative position of the difterent
parts at his pleasure: if he exercises this right so that
the part which previously served the other no longer
does so

:
as, for instance, by changing the direction ofa

spout which emptied the rain water of onfe house on the
adjoining one, it has never been doubted that by so
doijg he destroyed the easement forever. In Lady
Brotvne'8 case, as reported in Noy, it appears that she
had a waterpipe through Whiteacre running to her house
then purchased Whiteacre, and cut andstopped the pipe.

These are cases that go to the extei.1 thp.t eftsoments
which Mr. Gale classes as intermittent easements;' as

(a) Noy's Rep. 84. {b) On Easements, p. 471.
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g

iightd of way, and rights to draw water, may be lost

without the owner of the servient tenement acquiring

ownership in the dominant tenement, by non-user,

accompanied by some act of the owner of the ease-

ment clearly indicating his intention to abandon it.

Assuming then that Mr. Gwynne is right in his posi-

tion, that water courses are an exception to the gen-

eral rule of extinguishment upon unity of ownership,

even where the water course is an artificial one, it is

only where its continued existence during the unity is

matter of necessity ; and it is, not that the easement

revives upon severance, but that it was not extin-

guished during the unity.

To apply these principles to the facts in the case

before me : the easement in question was a right to draw

water, which, previous to the grant to Caslor, had no

existence, in the owner of the factory lot as owner of

the lot ; this is clear from an inspection of the litho-

graph map proved ^n the cause. The easement was

createdby the instruments betweenHt/rfe and thoCaalora.

Upon the re-unity of ownership in Hyde the piece of

land which, for the sake of brevity, I have called the

factory lot, could no longer be called the factory lot with

any more propriety, than it could be called the Gaslor

lot, tliat is as a mere designatibn. Hyde upon re-

acquiring it unequivocally altered its use and character

;

he acquired it for the avowed purpose of doing so : and

by leaving the building to be dismantled by Caslar of

all thi.u gave it the character of a factory, and by con-

tinuous non-user of the water power which he had

granted, he reinstated it in the position in which it stood

before the sale to Gaslor, with the exception of not

removing erections which could not be removed without

expense. He had been taught by experience that he

had to choose between a profitable use of a large and

expensive grist mill, and a comparatively insiguiiicauL

woollen factory ; he chose the former, and necessarily
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abandoned the use of the water power he had granted to
Cmlor, for the purpose for which lio had granted it. It

could not be an easement of necessity to the factory, for
the factory had ceased to exist ; and it was not water
flowing exjure naturce : and the owner of the re-united
property had so dealt with it that, in the words of Mr.
Oale, the part which had previously served the other
no longer did so. This being the case, it falls within
no exception to the general rule.

Further, Hyde could not, and lioutledtje cannot, avail
himself of any supposed right in Caslor. The land only
was in terms mortgaged to him ; and it was perfectly
understood between them that no more was mortgaged

;

and upon the principle of the cases to which I have last
referred, he and those claiming under him can claim no
benefit of an easement, which he clearly indicated his
intention to abandon. The form of the bond in which
Hyde engaged to grant the easement, lends great force

to these considerations : it was recited to be for the use
of a clothing factory to be erected by Ccmlor ,- and what
was stipulated for, was the privilege of drawing the
agreed quantity of water from Hyde's dam, for pro-
pelling Caalor'a machinery. When Caalor'a factory

'

and machinery were gone, and with thepiu-pose on the
part of Hyde of using the water which had been the
subject of the easement, for a purpose inconsistent
with the continued existence of the easement, I feel it

to be impossible to assent to the proposition that it

eontinued, or was revived.

In the view that I have taken of the case, it is not
material whether there was an effectual grant of the
easement by the conveyance to Joanna Caslor, or by the
bond: by the re-conveyance to Hyde and the cancella-
tion of his bond, in my judgment, there was, and was
intended to be, with the unity of ownership, a cesser of

It is also unnecessary to consider the facts of the case

III

m
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in relation to the alleged intention of the parties that

the whole water power should be conveyed to William

Gooderham. The impression left upon my mind by the

evidence certainly was that such was the intention; but

I have not considered the evidence since ; and disposing

of the case upon the ground that I do, I have not found

it necessary to do so.

There is nothing in the case to entitle Rmitledge to

stand upon a different footing from Hyde ,- the decree

mustbe against both, for a perpetual injunction restrain-

ing them from using the water under the pretended

easement. The decree to be with costs.

Stevens v. Cook.

Rescission ofpatent—Error in the Crown—Notice.

In March, 1862, S. purchased land from the Crown, and with his
family we ,t to reside on it, but by mistake settled on the adjoin-
ing land, and made some improvements. In J\ine following C.
applied to the Crown Lands Department toknow whether the land
so purchased by S. was for sale ; the patent had not iusued to S.
and through an error in the department, C. was informed that the

" land was for sale, and immediately became a purchaser thereof, and
received a patent. He did not, however, take possession till De-
cember, 1863, when he brought an action ofejectment against S. and
engaged the defendant, B. to take the timber oflf the lot. At the

* hearing the plaintiff failed to prove notice to C. of his claim and
improvements, but the error on the part of the oflSice being proved,
and the attorney-general being a defendant, and submitting to the
direction of the court, the patent to C. was rescinded, an injunction
granted, and C. required to account for the timber cut.

Statement—^The bill in this cause was filed by Lambert

Stevens, against Richard B. Gook, Thomas Buck, and
The Attorney-General for Upper Canada, and set forth

that in March, 1862, the plaintiff became the pur-

chaser from the Crown of the east half of lot 16, in

the 9th concession of the township of Dummer. The
purchase money was at once paid, but the patent was
not then issued. Immediately after this, the plaintiff,

with part of his family, removed to the lot and built a

log shanty on it, as they believed. Deep snow covered
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the ground so that it -was impossible to find the land

marks, and it was not discovered till the middle of June
following that the shanty and clearing made by the

plaintiff and his family were in fact on the west half of

the lot, but a surveyor having so informed them, plain-

tiff's men at once commenced improvements on the

east half. A few days after, the defendant Cook, with

others, looking for land to buy, visited this lot, and
Cook immediately after applied to the Crown Lands
Department, asking if the east half was for sale. It

had been omitted to strike the lot off the list of lands

for sale in the books of the department, and Cook was
therefore informed that it was for sale, and he im-

mediately forwarded the price asked and received a

patent therefor. Cook did not then claim possession,

but wrote to one William Cook, living near the lot,

asking him to act as his agent in looking after the land

and selling the timber on it. In December, 1868, R.
B. Cook agreed with the defendant Buck for the sale

to him of the timber on the premises, and he, with a

gang of men, commenced to fell and remove it, and
Cook, about the same time, brought an action of eject-

ment against the plaintiff. The bill then filed, an in-

terim injunction was granted, the cause was heard and
evidence taken at Belleville.

Mr. J. C.- Hamilton, for the plaintiff.

Mr. L. Walbridge, Q. C, for Cook.

The bill was taken pro. con. against Buck ; and the

Attorney-General did not appear at the hearing.

.

Martiny. Kennedy, {a) Ai^torney-Oeneralv. McNulty,

(6) Proctor v. Grant, (c) Lawrence v. Pomeroy, (d) Con.

Stat, of C. cap. 22, sec. 25.
tit.

(<i) Ante Vol, 4, p. i.

(c) Ante Vol. 9, p. 224.

(b) Ante Vol. 8, p. 324.

(d) Ante Vol. 9, p. 474.
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Judgment.—Vankoughnet, C.—I think I cannot hold

that defendant Cook, had any notice, or any sufficient

notice of plaintiffs right or claim to the land, by which I

can hold that he is chargeable with fraud in making a

purchase from the CroMJn. 1st. There certainly was no

such improvement on the land as would have sufficed for

constructive notice, had the defendant known that the

improvement was being made thereon. It seems about

an acre of underbrushing had been done, but this, of

itself, would hardly be considered such an evidence of

title as should constitute notice. Squatters are every

day burning brush, and man is constantly encroaching

on his neighbour's lot while the country is still in forest.

There is nothing, however, to shew that the defendant

Cook, knew that his underbrushing was on the land,

unless we believe the testimony of Jackea, the son-in-

law of plaintiff, who gave his evidence in a very unsatis-

factory manner. He, himself, admits that when he

mentioned to Cook that the lot was the east half of

sixteen, and belonged to plaintiff, the witnesses, Rowley,

an(^ Thompson, were with Cook, all together. These

two last named witnesses, who appear most respectable

men, and gave their testimony in a very straight-

forward manner, swore that they never heard Jackes

allude to the number of the lot or Stevens' owner-

ship of it; that they had but a passing word with him,

asking him where they could find water. I think I

cannot place sufficient reliance on Jackes' testimony to

bind the defendant by it. Then Mrs. Jackes, a daughter

of plaintiff, says that the Rowleys, Tlwmpsons, and Cook

were at her father's shanty, when her husband said that

the land close by was plaintiff's, that it was lot sixteen

;

though the number of the lot she only mentioned on

cross-examination, and noton her examination in chief,

important as it was to the plaintiff that she should have

stated it. Now, as regards this testimony, it is remark-

able that Jackes says nothing of this interview or notice.

If it occurred, why did he not mention it ? Why was

he not asked about it ? The wife tells us what her
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husband said, but he does not say a word about it.

Again, the two witnesses, Rowley and Thompson, state

that they did not see Jaekes there at all, and did not
hear any thing said about the land, or its ownership, at

the time Mrs. Jackea refers to. If they did not hear,

why should Cook have heard ? they were all together.

I do not think I can safely rely on the testimony
of Mrs. Jaekes. Then we come to the only other
occasion on which the plaintiff's claim to the land was
mentioned. This was in young Rowley's house, when
plaintiff came in, and the conversation turning on
defendant's search for land, plaintiff said he had bought
lot sixteen, and lived on it, and he hoped no one would
meddle with it. He did not actually live on the lot at

the time, as his shanty was, by mistake, on the road.

What plaintiff then claimed was the whole lot. I should
be inclined to think Cook heard this, though Thompson,
who was present, and cannot be considered as too favor-

able V -vitness for Cook, (having intended to buy the land
himself,) says that he did not hear plaintiff's remark.
It is to be borne in mind that the habit of squatting was
persisted in, notwithstanding repeated notices from the

Crown that they would not treat it as giving any right,

and it is clear that such squatting or improvements as

the plaintiff had made here would never have been con-

sidered as sufficient at any time to establish a claim on
the grace of the Crown. It would have been unimportant,
therefore, if the Crown had been made aware of it ; but
I do not think there is any evidence to shew that defen-

dant knew the improvements were on the east half of

sixteen, unless I believe Jackes\ testimony. The
plaintiff claimed the whole lot : what he said was, that

the plaintiff had bought sixteen, and was living on ii,

To ascertain whether he had bought the east half of

sixteen, or, at all events, whether it was for sale, the

defendant writes to the proper quarter, the Crown
Lands Department, to enquire if the land is still for

sale, and is informed that it is. He might fairly believe,

on this, that the plaintiff had at all events not bought

t»
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the east half, and accordingly he purchases. Mis-

statements are frequently made by persons as to their

claims to lands, and the only way really in which it

can be ascertained whether they have or not bought

from the Crown is by enquiry at the proper depart-

ment. It would be always safer for parties so apply-

ing to state what they have heard, and what claims

have been put forward, to avoid difficulty in the future

;

but I cannot say, under the evidence in this case, that

the defendant misled the Crown. He pledges his oath

that he had no notice of the plaintiff s purchase or

claim, and I think I cannot say that there is sufficiently

clear evidence that he had, to enable me to act upon

it, and I must, therefore, acquit him of fraud ; though

one cannot help fueling a strong suspicion that in those

enquiries about lands which he was seekiug to pur-

chase, he would have heard of the claimants to them,

when claims existed. The other parties who were

with him, however, and who seem very respectable

men, say that they did not hear of plaintiff's claim.

It seems clear, however, that the patent issued in

error. A sale to the plaintiff had been made and

entered in the ordinary way in the sales book of the

department, and the purchase money was paid by the

plaintiff to the government : all that remained was to

issue to him the patent. Unfortunately the officer of

the department whose duty it was to strike this land

out of the list or schedule of lands remaining for sale,

neglec^Bd to do so, and when the defendant Cook

applied to purchase, the land was sold to him as a

matter of course, as it had been to the plaintiff, pre-

viously. Since the decision in Martin v. Kennedy, it

must be considered as the law of the court that any

individual aggrieved by the issue of a patent through

' error on the part of the Crown, may invoke the aid

of the court to repeal it, and that this right is not given

to the attorney-general alone. The attorney-general is

in this ease a party defendant, and submits to such a
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decree as the court may make. I take it to be also

decided that as against the patentee notice of the claim
or right of the party aggrieved at the time of the iosue

of the patent is not necessary td be established, though
one can easily see that great hardship might be occa-

sioned when the patentee, in ignorance of such outstand-
ing claim, had made improvements on the property.
The court in such a case might not choose to interfere.

The statute does not of itself give any protection to pur-
chasers for value without notice. Here there has been
no money expended by the defendant on theland—noth-
ing done. The Crown cannot itself rescind the patent,

there being an adverse claim ; and yet there is error so

manifest, and no injustice done by correcting it, that
the court should interfere if it can. The patent can
only be rescinded on the ground of error. I can only
give relief in this shape, as I cannot hold the defendant
a trustee for the plaintiff, he having obtained his deed
without notice. The decree will be without costs, the

charges of nraud not being proved on the one hand, and
on the other, the defendant having resisted the cancella-

tion of the patent after he became aware of the error,

and his conduct throughout shewing that heendeavored
to grasp the property from the plaintiff.

I have had some doubt as the claim of the plaintiff

to the value of the timber cut by the defendant. It

may be said that there is no certainty that '
^ Crown

will issue the patent to plaintiff ; that they may cancel

the sale to him, and so deprive him of all right in the

land. The effect of the decree, however, is that the

patent is void. The parties, therefore, stand to one
another as if the patent had never issued, in which
case the plaintiff would have the prior equity, as the
first purchaser from the Crown, and would be entitled

to come to this court for protection. I cannot assume
that the Crown will now disregard his right. On the
contrary, I must tr^at him here as the owner nf ths

land, and I therefore order the defendant, Cook, to

account for the timber cutv
'

1 I %

% 4
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Watson v. McCarthy.

Setting aside sale of lands—Collusion— 13th Elit.,ch.^—Amendments

allohved at hearing.

M. mortgaged lands to B. to secure $400, and afterwards caused
the premises, consisting of a park lot, to be divided into village lots

and plans thereof made. M. then became indebted to C. and others
who obtained judgments against him and lodged writs in the hands
of the sheriff of the county in which were the above premises : W.
was also then a creditor of M. by simple contract. B. advertised
the premises for sale under the power of sale contained in his

mortgage, such sale to be in village lots according to the plan there-

of. M.' and the sherifl, in whose hands were the writs of^execution,

Erevious to the day of sale, agreed together that the sheriff should
uy in the premises at the amount due B. and hold the same in

trust for M. It was found difficult at the sale to sell the premises
in village lots, and at the suggestion of the sheriff and with M's.

consent, they were put up en bloc and bought by the sherift for

the amount due B.

W. afterwards obtained judgment and issued execution against
lands, and on a bill by C. and W. against M., the sheriff and B,
the sale was set aside as collusive and tending to delay creditors,

within 13 Eliz., ch. 5.

Where a bill was filed to set aside a conveyance as having been made
to hinder creditors, on grounds which the plaintiff failed to i5ub-

stantiate, but the evidence of the grantee himself shewed that on
other grounds the plaintiff was entitled to relief ; at the hearing
leave was given him to amend, setting forth such grounds, and a
decree was made in his favor; but, under the circumstances,
without costs.

Statement.—The bill in this cause was filed in June,

1862, by Peter Watson and The Bank of Upper Canada,

against John Augustus McCarthy^ Robert Moderwell,

Sheriff of the county of Perth, and the President and

Treasurer of The Stratford and Perth Building Society,

and alleged that McCarthy, being the owner in fee of

park lot number 486 in Stratford, except some parts

of it sold previously for village lots, had by mortgage,

dated the 15th day of March, 1854, conveyed said

premises to the building society, to secure a sum, of

which about ^100 was still due in October, 1861.

The premises were, after the execution ofthemortgage,

surveyed and laid out into village lots, of which a plan

was made and registered. For default in payment of

the mortgage moneys, the building society advertised

the premises for sale in village lots, to take place on

the fourteenth day 'of November, 1861.
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Previous to the sale, the sheriff and McCarthy made
an arrangement with the building socie*^^y to the effect

that the sheriff should, at the sale, buy in the premises
at the sum due the building society, and hold them in
trust for McCarthy.

The manner in which this was accomplished and the
other material facts of the case, are set forth in the
judgment.

Mr. Blake, for the plaintiffs.

Mr. A. Crooks, Q.C., for defendants.

Edmunds, (a) was referred to.

'Prosser v.

Judgment—EsTEH, V. C—In this case the defendant
McCarthy had mortgaged the land in question to the
Stratford and Perth Building Society, to whom about
$400 was due at the date of the sale in question.
After the mortgage, he had caused the property to
be surveyed and divided into small lots, and the plan
was registered according to law. At the time of the
sale, the sheriff held writs against the land of McCarthy
at the suit of one Scott, one Boyd, and the Bank of
Upper Canada; and McCarthy was also indebted to
the plaintiff Wataon on simple contract. The building
society advertised the property for sale, under a power of
sale in their mortgage, in lots, according to the subdivi-
sion which had been devised and executed by McCarthy.
On the day of sale it was exposed for sale according to

the advertisement, in lots, but no bidders could be
procured, although about fifteen or twenty persons were
present. At this point, the sheriff, Mr. Moderwell, who
is a defendant, entered the room and asked what the
matter was, and hearing the facts, proposed that the
property should be offered in one lot, or en bloc, as it is

called. This proposal was acquiesced in by the agent
of the society, provided McCarthy's consent could be

(a) I Y. & C. 48.
•
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procured. His consent in writing was accordingly

obtained, and the property was exposed en bloc, and

after some apparent competition, purchased by the

sheriff for the amount due to the building society. The

property has not been conveyed to him, and he claims

to hold it for his own benefit. He has since the sale

purchased or paid the execution of Scott, and he has

paid the executions of Boyd and the Bank of Upper

Canada. The judgment and execution of the bank

were purchased by, and transferred \,o, the plaintiff

Watson. It was not paid until after tho answer became

due, and by an understanding between tho parties it is

to be considered as not paid, as I understand. Wataon

brought an action for the recovery of his own debt, and

obtained judgment after the sale, and he has a writ

against lands in the sheriff's hands. It appears from

the evidence of Mr. Carroll and Mr. Daly, that the

sheriff, finding that Mr. Carroll, who attended on behalf

of a creditor, and wished to prevent a sale at an under-

value, was offering bids for the property, had a private

conversation with h'm, wb-n an understanding was

arrived at that the sheriff was to pm-chase for the

benefit of McCarthy, subject to his own indemnity,

and that Carroll's client's debt should be paid; where-

upon Mr. Carroll desisted from further competition, and

it appears from the sheriff's own evidehce that he ma,de

known to the audience that he did not intend to derive

any profit from the transaction; that he intended

McCarthy to enjoy any benefit after re-payment of his

advances ; that he announced his intention generally at

the sale; that there was no concealment about it, no

disguise ; that it was pretty well understood at the sale

what his intention was; he adds, indeed, that he does

not think that he stated at the sale that he did not

intend to derive any profit from the transaction, but

,
that he said it to Mr. Daly afterwards. '

These facts,

however, appearing from the evidence of Carroll, Daly

and the sheriff himself, are not stated in the bill. An

agreement is alleged in the bill between the sheriff and
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McCarthy, that the sheriff should purchase the property

as McCarthy's agent or trustee, and should hold it for

his benefit, subject to his own indemnity ; and it is

alleged, that, in pureuauce of this agreement, the sherifi'

procured the property to be exposed for sale in one lot

so as to be enabled to purchase it at a great undervalue.

These facts, however are not proved. Both defendants

deny them by their answers, and in their evidence they

speak only of conversations after the sale, and although

Mr. McGulloch and Mr. Daly speak to statements made

to them by Mr. McCarthy before the sale, which excite

a suspicion that somethingofthe sortmay have occurred,

yet these statements are not evidence against the sheriff.

If these facts had been established, I should have agreed

with the plaintiff's contention, that he was entitled to

equitable execution against what would in equity be

McCarthy's property, and also that such a transaction

would be fraudulent and void against creditors under 18

Elizabeth, chapter 5. Any relief, however, founded on

these facts necessarily fails,as they are not substantiated,

and I alsotVnk that the plaintiffcannot, without amend-

ment, avail himselfof the facts stated by Messrs. Carroll

and Daly, and the sheriff himself. In the present state

of the record, the plaintiffs are confined as a ground of

relief to the improvidence and impropriety of the sale,

which would justify this court in declaring it void as a

breach of trust, and as hindering creditors within the

13th Elizabeth, chapter 5. It is impossible to suppose

that such a sale could for a moment be maintained. The

society advertised the property for sale in lots : this

advertisement of course collected purchasers of lots, but

not capitalists, who desire to purchase en bloc on specu-

lation. Who can say that if the property had been

properly advertised for sale en bloc, it would not have

produced a considerable surplus applicable to the satis-

faction of the subsequent incumbrancers ? To advertise

a sale in lots, and then suddenly, without notice or

advertisement to convert it into & sale en i'Zoc» attractive

of a totally different class of purchasers, is undoubtedly

H W

: .W. .

n«i
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an irregularity that would induce this court to declare

,

Buch a sale void. The Bunk of Upper CamJa could

undoubtedly claim such relief, and if I am to understand

that the plaintiff Wataon stands in the place oi" the Bank

of Upper Canada, and as if their debt was not paid, he

is, I think, entitled to the same relief. Upon this ground

however, the plaintiff Wataon would not appear to be

entitled to relief by virtue of his own debt. Having

obtained judgment after the sale, the surplus, after

paying the executions, would have gone to McCarthy;

and Watson, when he obtained his judgment, could not

attach it in his hands. He can stand in no better

position than McCarthy, who would be precluded by

his c ;nsent from impugning the sale. If the plaintiff

Wataoa were entitled to rely on the facts mentioned

by Messrs. Carroll and Daly, and by the sheriff, he

might be entitled to be relieved on the footing of his

own judgment. It is impossible that a sale could Ije

sustained under such circumstances. Whether t'ae

arrangement with Carroll would be sufficient to vitiate

the bale, it is unnecessary to express any opinion ; but

the purchaser having declared at the- sale that, subject

to his own indemnity, he was purchasing for the benefit

of the owner, and thereby preventing competition, could

never be allowed to hold the property. On the ground

of irregularity in the sale, or of fraud, or of trust :—on

any of these grounds, relief would be given. McCarthy

consented to a sale en hloc, and cannot object to it,

but he consented to a fair sale^en hloc, aad when a fair

sale is prevented by such declarations as the purchaser

admits in his own evidence that he made at the sale,

McCarthy himself could be relieved against it on the

ground I have mentioned; and it appears to me that if

McCarthy is unwilling to proceed, being satisfied with

the state of things, a creditor having obtained judgment

subsequently to the sale, may proceed to impeach it.

In such a case collusionmay exist between the purci^u.-

ser anddebtor, whereby the debtor receives the benefit of
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the pnrclmse, while it keeps his creditors at a distance,

and even if the purchaser should insist upon the pur-

chase for his own benefit, and deny any participation to

the debtor, it is a fraud upon creditors for the debtor

not to assert his rights and recover the property for

their bene.it, or perr ^it them to use liis nanae for that

purpose. If this is trust for McCarthy, then the

plaintiflF's writ has attached upon it, and if it is a right

to annul the sale by reason of breach of trust or fraud,

then the judgment creditor is not an assignee withinjthe

principle of Prosser v. Edmunda. Upon the whole, I

should be prepared to relieve theplaintiff on the footing

of his own judgment as well as that of Tlie Bank of

Upper Canada, by reason of what passed at the sale,

as appears by the defendant'^ own evidence, provided it

is proper to permit an amendment of the bill for that

purpose. I think I cannot inflict any injury upon the

defendant by permitting the bill to be amended, even at

thisstage, in accordance with his own evidence. It may
be necessary to adopt this course as, if the sale be

ai -nulled on the ground of breach of trust at the instance

of The Bank of Upper Canada alone, it would seem

that as McCarthy could derive no benefit from that

decree, so a creditor, having obtained judgment subse-

quently to the sale, would be in the same position. As

to costs, the plaintift, considered asstandingin the place

of The Bank of Upper Canada, would be entitled to

his costs against all the defendants, so far as the suit

sought to impeach the sale on the ground of irregularity,

but so far as it proceeds on the_ alleged agreement, or

trust, the bill should be dismissed with costs, and per-

haps the best order to make is, that each party shall

bear his own costs. So far as the plaintiff is obliged to

amend his bill he stands perhaps in a less favorable

position as to costs. Upon the whole, perhaps justice

will be done by directing each party to bear his own
costs. I have no doubt that Mr. Moderwell's intentions

were friendly towards McCarthy, and that he always

intended to pay the executions in his hands ; and he

GRANT. X. 2T
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8ay8 that in this way ho liaa paid a fair price for the

property ; but I cannot consider the executions as any

part of tiie purchase money. In strictness he acquired

a title paramount to the executions, and was not obliged

to pay them; the Building Society could not have forced

him to pay them. If Mr. Modcrwell means to hold the

property tor his own benefit, it is one thing, but if he

means to bestow the surplus on McCarthy ^ he is benefit-

ing McCarthy at the expense of his creditors.

Pknlet v.'Thk Beacon Assubanoe Compant.

Imperial act 7 &> 6 Vic, ch. no—Incorporated compaHits—Liabilitici

of Stockholders—Practice.

The 68th section of the Imperial Statute, 7 & 8 Victoria, chapter 1 10,

provides a summary proceeding whereby a creditor of anycompany

incorporated thereunder, who has obtained a judgment or decree

establishing his claim against the company and failed to realize

the same, may call on any shareholder or shareholders of the

company, as representing the company and liable for its acts, by

motion or otherwise, according to the practice of the various courts,

to pay his claim. Upon such an application against certain of the

shareholders resident in this country by a creditor who had-obta; >
ed a decree of his favour, held, per, Vankou^hnet. C, that t.:e

statute did not apply to proceedings in the courts of this province.

Spragge, V. C, dubitantt.

Statement—This was an application in thesuit report-

ed,ante vol.vii.,p.l80. The plaintiff having obtained a

decree against the company for the sura of £575 ITs.,

together with some interest and costs of suit applied by-

notice of motion directed to the Hon. /o/m .4. McDon-

ald, James Morton, M. H. Strange, A. J. McDonell,

ThorruiB A. Corbett, and Jamea Harty, for an order to

recover from them, or any of them, the amount of his

claim. An affidavit of JB, P. JeUett, solicitor of the

plaintiff, was filed in support ofthe application, wherein

hestated that tlie company formerly carried on business

in the city of Kingston, in this province : that they

had become insolvent, and that such insolvency was a

matter of notoriety ; that a writ of execution to recover

the amount due :ne piaiutiffs, Lad been iasueu 10 the

sheriff at Kingston, and had by h.m been returned
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*• nulld bona;" that the person uamod in the notice of

mention, and othore, composed the Ijoard of directors in

Canada of the company : thiit the company was duly
registered under the saiil Imperial Act, and tliat the

plaintiff had ineft'ectually endeavored to realize the

amount of his claim payable in this cause.

Jamea Sidney Crocker was examined, and said, that

he "was at one time the actuary and manager of the

company at Waterloo Place, London, England, which
wae the head office. Ho was so engaged till the com-
pany t cased to do business in 1856. The company had
no special act of incorporation, but was registered

under the Joint Stock Company's Act. The business

of the company was transferred to the Times Fire

Insurance Company in 1856. * * * There was
a hranch of the company at Kingston, in Canada.
There were sherifif Gorbett, M. W. Stranqe, Mr John
Moivat, (since dead,) Archibald J. McDi and James
Harty. I do not at present recolU t any particular

acts done by theso parties which uould bind them as

stockholders : but I believe them to have been stock-

holders. The five gentlemen I have named were
appointed directors of the company atKingston. Their
duties were to receive apj)lication8 and to issue policies

and they had full power to manage the business of

the company in this country, and continued to trans-

act 6uch business for two or three years. At the time
of the business of the Beacon being transferred to the

Times Company, its assets, books, and property were
transferred : it did not reserve anything."

The clause in the Imperial Act under which the

plaintiff moved (the 68th) is as follows: "In cases pro-

vided for by this act for execution on any judgment,
decree, or order in any action or suit against the pro-

perty or effects of any shareholder or former share-

holder of such company, or against the property and
eflfects of the company at the suit of any shareholder or
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&C.former shareholder in satisfaction of any moneys, «jiu.,

paid or incurred by him in any action against the Com-

pany, such execution may be issued by leave of the

court or of a judge of the court in which such judgment

or decree shall have been obtained, upon motion or sum-

mons for a rule to shew cause, or other motion or sum-

mons consistent with the practice of the court,"

Mr. A. Crooks, Q.C., for the plaintiff.

Mr. Strong, Q.C., contra.

/tui^ment.—Spraggb, V.C—The defendants are a

joint stock company, incorporated under the Imperial

Statute 7 & 8 Victoria, chapter 110. Every share-

holder is liable for every debt of the company, and

would be 80, 1 apprehend, independently of any provi-

sion in the statute to that effect. The statute makes it

unnecessary to sue all the shareholders, but provides that

suits may be against the company in its corporate name.

If the statute had stopped there, the creditors of the

company would, I apprehend, be at liberty to proceed

against shareholders by scire facias or otherwise, with-

out any express provision enabling them to do so, and

without proceeding first against the assets of the com-

pany. If this be so, the 67th section is a restriction

upon the ordinary right of the creditor ; but whether

it be so or not, the existence of such a provision makes

it necessary for the creditor to come to the court under

the statute ; not in exercise of his ordinary right. .

He comes to the court to have his remedy against

certain shareholders individually, and this he can do

under the statute, only " if due diligence shall have

been used to obtain satisfaction ofsuch judgment, decree

. or order, by execution against the property and effects

of such company." The plaintiff founds his application

under this provision of the statute, upon two alleged facts

deposed to by Mr. Jellett, solicitor for the plaintiff; the
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one being the insolvency of the company, " and its

consequent cessation from business ;
" the other the

issue and return of nuM bona, to a writ ofJieri facias
by the sheriff of the united counties of Frontenac,
Lennox and Addington. The first point, Mr. Jellett
speaks of as a matter of notoriety, and I understand
from his affidavit that he speaks of it only as known
to him as a matter of repute, and as far as he shews,
a matter of repute in Belleville, in which place he is a
practising solicitor. This alleged fact is met by the
affidavit of James Sydney Crocker, manager of the Pro-
vincial Insurance Company in Canada, and of Archi-
baldJohn Macdoncll, ofKingston.who styles himselfone
of the directors of the company in Canada, during the
time it carried on business " here," meaning, I sup-
pose, in Kingston. They both deny that the company
is insolvent.

The other fact, the return of " nuM bona'' to a writ
oifieri facias has been held in England in more cases
than one, not sufficient evidence of due diligence hav-
ing been used to obtain satisfaction against the pro-
perty and effects of the company.

^

In some of the English cases, execution against the
individual shareholders has been refused, where the
affidavits have been stronger than they are in this
case;, and where execution has been granted, the
affidavits have been such as to convince the court
that every diligence had been used unavailingly to
obtain satisfaction of the debt, or of some portion of
it, out of the effects of the company.

I am not prepared, at present at least, to go the
length of saying that the plaintiff is bound to show
more than that he cannot, with all due diligence, ob-
tain due satisfaction from the effects of the company,
within the jurisdiction of the court. I am aware that
in HiteJiins v. The Kilkenny and Great Southern and
Western Railway Company (a), the affidavits negatived

a|N
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the existence of any property or effects of the company

in Ireland, as well as in England ; the company hay-

ing been established for the purpose of making a rail-

way in Ireland, but having its place of business in

England, information upon both points having been

furnished by the secretary of the company ; but the

. court made no comment upon the fact. What the

statute requires is that due diligence shall have been

used to obtain satisfaction of the plaintiff's judgment,

decree or order, by execution against the property and

effects of the company ; which means, I apprehend,

execution issued upon the plaintiff's judgment, decree

or order. If more were required to be shewn, a cred-

itor who has recovered judgment in Upper Canada

would be driven to Montreal and to England, perhaps

to Australia or India, before he could obtain his rem-

edy against shareholders ; and an English creditor

would in like manner be driven to Upper and Lower

Canada, and to all other places where the company

might have property and effects : and the creditor

would have in all these places, not to issue execution

merely, supposing effects found there, but to commence

actions as upon a foreign judgment. I do not desire,

however, to express any decided opinionupon this point,

but as it was raised I give my impression upon it.

There are two other points to which I will advert.

The parties against whom the plaintiff seeks to issue

execution are only shewn to be shareholders by being

shewn to be directors in Upper Canada, the act re-

quiring directors to be shareholders. I incline to

think that those who are appointed, under the deed of

settlement or otherwise, to manage the affairs of the

company in places, where the company may establish

branches or agencies for the more convenient manage-

ment of its business, are not directors of the company
'

within the meaning of the act, where the word, "direct-

»> • --,--3 T __r— t-^ i'U^ ;.^ + .->«v>^/%+o+i/->n nlonqo fljirl

the 27th, and other clauses of the act. I observe, too,

that the aiBfidavit of Mr. Jellet does not state when the

persons named by him as directors were so.
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As I refuse the application upon the insufficiency of

the plaintiff's affidavit, it is not necessary that I should

determine the question of jurisdiction raised by Mr.
Strong. I may say, however, that I incline against it.

There is no doubt as a general rule, that a foreign

corporation may be sued in this court; and I see

nothing in the statute to exempt the joint stock com-
panies incorporated under it. If they can be sued,

it must, I think, be competent to the court to enforce its

decrees and orders against them, and against all liable

under their contracts, by the ordinary machinery of the

court, or by any other machi ery that the statute may
provide. But further. \ is case the jurisdiction has

been submitted to, the , ^ ::'• .ants havinganswered upon
the merits without objection to the jurisdiction ; and the

68th section of the act provides that such execution as is

applied for here, may be issued by leave of the court, or

of a judge of the court in which theplaintiff's judgment,

decree or order shall have been obtained. T do not

think it can admit of reasonable doubt that the defend-

ants' submission to the jurisdiction is binding upon
all the stockholders.

The present application is refused, with costs.

The plaintiff afterwards brought the motion upon
additional evidence before his Lordship the Chancellor.

Mr. A. Crooks, Q.C., for the plaintiff.

Mr. Strong, Q.C., and Mr. S. Blake contra.

King v. The Parental Eyidowment Co., (a) Esdaile

V. Smith, {!).) Bailey v. The Union Provident Life

Assurance Co., (c) Moa v. The Steam Gondola Com-
pany, {d) Lindley on Partnership, (e) were, amongst
other authorities, referred to.

(a) II Ex. 444.
{c) I C. B. N. S. 557-

(«) PP- 453-4-9-

(fc) 18 L. J. Ex. 120.

(d) 17 C. B.

i
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Judgment.—Vankoughnet, C.—This is an application

under tbe Imperial statute of 7 and 8 Vic, ch. 110, to

make liable, by sUmmary proceedings, to pay an amount

found due under a decree against "The Beacon Insur-

ance Co.," certain personswho became, as alleged, stock-

holders in thatcompany, andwhothen were,and still are,

residents in Canada. Iam of opinion that the summary
jurisdiction conferred by that act which is invoked

here, does not extend to the courts in Canada. The act

provides for the fi rmation of joint stock companies in

Great Britain and Ireland only, although of course any

person, whether resident there or abroad, may become a

shareholder in them. It confers certain powers (though

not expressly theppwer in question here) upon Her Ma-
jesty's Superior Courts, which are expressly desired to

mean the Courts ofEngland and Ireland. It provides for

a summaryremedy against the stockholders individual-

ly,when the amount awarded against the company can-

not berecoveredfrom it, and on these summary proceed-

ings it makes a certain description of proof evidence. It

allows these proceedings tobe taken after ten days' notice

to the party to be affected by them. I think it evident,

from the act, that they were not intended for adoption

out of the United Kingdom . But, on a broader ground,

I cannot recognizethe act here. While I admit the power

of the Imperial Legislature to apply by express words

their enactments to this country, I will never admit that,

without express words, they do apply, or are intended to

so apply. A constitutional government such as we have

been liberally given by our sovereign, is an Imperium in

Imperio, which> we know, the higher power interferes

with as little as possible. We are entrusted with all the

work of local self-government ; which the creation and

punishment of offences; with the establishment and

maintenanceof rights personal and otherwise; with the

constructionand constitution of courts, and the regula-

tion of their jurisdiction and procedur( WT^ .... ni

then, suppose that the Imperial Parliament, in conferr-

ing in generaltermsnew powers orjurisdiction upon Her
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Majesty's courts, mean to touch the coui-ts in Canada.
Every year witnesses in the legislature of England some
change in the law. The statute containing it does not
say in express term- that it shall not extend to the colo-
nies, and is confined to Great Britain ; but surely, not-
withstanding that omission, no one would for a moment
suppose it in force here. I take as «n illustration the
26th clause of the act under consideration. It makes it

a penal act for any shareholder, before due registration,

to sell his share in the company, and fixes the punish-
ment and provides for its infliction by justices of the
peace, or Her Majesty's supreme courts, with the assent
of the attorney-general. Can it be said nowadays that
this legislature meant to create a new offence in Canada ?

or to confer jurisdiction upon our magistrates here? or
that they intended to declare what should be received as
sufficient evidence in our courts here ? I think the act
no more touches our courts than it does any foreign
court, and that I have therefore no power under it.

Had I not felt it right to dispose of the case on this

ground, I think there are objections taken by Mr. Strong
which would have rendered it difficult for the plaintiff to
succeed. The Act is, in the English courts, construed,
most strictly. I do not well see, for instance, how, on a
decree against "The Beacon Assurance Company," a
shareholder in the company registered as "The Beacon
Fire and Life Assurance Company," can be made liable.

The actmakes liable any of the shareholders in the com-
pany registered under a particular name. It is not like

the case of an individual submitting to be sued by a
wrong name and thus adopting it, and estopping him-
self from objecting to it. The individuals here sought
to be charged assumed no personal responsibility for the
proceedings taken by the plaintiff against the company;
as against them, he took them at his own risk.

£'..)

'<
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Refused with costs.
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ASHBOUQH V. ASHBOUOH.

Application of principal to education and maintenance of infants.

Although the general rule is that the court will not break in upon
principal money for the maintenance and education of infant
legatees, still in a proper case the court will so apply it, as well as
to the advancement of the infants.

The facts giving rise to the present suit are clearly

stated in the judgment.

Mr. Gwynne, Q.C., and Mr. Dunne, for the plaintiffs.

Mr. Proudfoot, for the defendants.

Judgment.—^mxQQE, V. C—The plaintiffs are two
sons and three daughters and the widow of the testa-

tor, William Henry Stanton Ashbough, the sons and
daughters being all infants. The defendants are

administrators with the will annexed, being twc
brothers of the testator. The two sons, plaintiffs, a"e

appointed executors by the will.

The testator left no real estate. His personal estate

consisted of two sums of ^1260 and ^260 respectively,

and of some furniture and chattels, the latter of which
have been absorbed in the payment of debts and funeral

expenses. By his will he leaves ^£375 to each of his

sons, and £260 to each of his daughters, payable upon
his youngest daughter, (whom he names) becoming of

age
:
and in the event of her death during her minority,

then upon the next youngest becoming of age; and in

the event of any son or daughter dying before his or

her legacy becoming payable, then the same to be equally
di^'ided among the survivors. He gives to his wife the

interest on the above sums durante viduitate, until the

principal should become divisible ; and provision ismade
in that event for certain payments to her, by the children.
The mother andchildrenjoinin representing the insuffi-

ciency of the interest upon 41500 for their support and
the education of the children, and pray thau a portion

of the principal may be applied for these purposes.

It is suggested on the part of the defendants, that

although the court will in a proper case break in upon
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the principal for the advancement of infants, it will not
do so fortheir maintenance and education. The language
of learned judges in some of the cases does certainly
recognize such a distinction ; but Ex parte Green (a)
was an instance of the principal being applied to
mamtenance

; and in Ex parte Chambers (b) where
the will perx^itted the application of principal to the
advancement of infants, the court directed its appli-
cation to maintenance and education, as well as
advancement.

The general point raised by the bUl in this cause was
before this court in the case of Kerr . Kerr, and the
courtfelt iiself authorized to break in upon the principal
of the infant's estate, for the purposes of maintenance
and education.

The circumstance, tuat in the event of the death of
one or more of the children, before becoming entitled to
payment, the others will be entitled by survivorship,
has been held not to be an obstacle to the principal
being broken in upon ; because although some of the
principal will, in that event, have been applied for the
benefit of one or more, who, as the event turns out,
never became entitled to any part of it, still the chances
among them are equal, and therefore no injustice is done
to any. It is as likely in regard to one as to another,
that he will have the present benefit at the eventual
expense of another, as on the other hand, that another
will have the present benefit at his eventual expense.

But it may be that all will die before any portion of
this principal money becomes payable; -and if, in that
event any other person, a stranger to the bequest, would
become entitled, the court cannot, without the consent
of such third person, touch the principal. This was
decided in Ex parte Kebble (c) where in such event the
whoiewas given by the will to the sister of the legatees.

m I

pe^f

{a) I J. & W. 253. (6) I R. & M. 577- (f) II Ves. 604.
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In the will before me there is no such bequest over

;

so that in the event supposed the whole principal will

go to the next of kin. I think Mr. Owijnne is right in

his contention that these will be the next of kin at the
death of the testator, that is, his widow and children.
The property being left undisposed of, in the event
supposed, the next of kin take, subject to thu legacies,

which may fail ; and these must be the next of kin at
the death of the testator, and the same persons being
the legatees and the next of kin, can make no difference.

It does not appear, however, whether they are the
same. There may be other children of the testator, for

neither in the will nor in the bill are they i jscribed as
all the children of the testator. If they are so, then all

entitled are before the court.

The sons and daughters are entitled in unequal shares.
It may be that any portion of the principal applied to
Ihe purposes prayed for, should be so applied in pro-
portion to the shares they are entitled to respectively.

This point may properly come up after the Master's
report upon the inquiries to be directed.

The following appear to me to be proper subjects of
inquiry before the Maste. :

—

ist. Whether the inf? plaintiffs are all the children of the testa-
tor; if not, whether the other or others consent to what is prayed,
assuming them to be c, ,)able of consenting. If there be no other
child, or if consent be obtained, then

2nd. As to the necessity of what is prayed for. It is assumed that
the interest of ^1500 is insufficient for the maintenance and education
of the plaintififs, and it probably is so ; but there should be an enquiry
as to whether the mother or children, or any of them, have any other,

. and if any, what other means of subsistence.

3rd. What will be a proper sum to be allowed for the maintenance
and education of the children and the support of their mother, having
regard to their station in life, and the amount of their fortune.

It is advisable to break in upon the principal no
further than is really necessary.
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ASHBOUGH V. ASHBOUOH.

Costs—Executors.

433

3es^^ii^r« -i;^-s^ -^^ -i^S to^ecrTe."*^
°' •"*^"^'- ''^^ ^°-' -^"-d them their costs

Costs given to plaintiflf. notwithstanding fraud was charged at^ninct

In this suit the bill was filed by the widow, one of the
plaintiffs in the preceding suit and a legatee under the
wi 1 against the same defendants, as administrators
with the will annexed, and charged the defendants with
retaining large sums of money in their hands for con-
siderable periods, and neglecting to invest the same

?,f ^f"?
'''®"^"* securities, and that David

Ashbough had been permitted by the other defendant
Frederick, to retain in his hands for the last four
years $1,000 on interest at 6 per cent., while he, David
had loaned the same at 12 per cent., and that the
defendants had lent the trust funds to their personal
friends on insufficient securities, and at rates of interest
ess than had been offered to them, and with refusing
to furnish accounts, though frequently demanded.
A decree was made ordering the usual account of

the testator's estate, and the Master proceeding under
the reference made all the children of the testator
parties to the suit, and took the accounts of the estate
the result of which was that the plaintiff was found a
debtor to the estate in the sum of $8.82, and that the
estate had been properly administered.

'

The case coming on to be heard on further directions.
Mr. Oivynne, Q.C., and Mr. Dunne, for plaintiffs.

Mr. Proudfoot, for defendants, the administrators.

JudgmenL-SPRi^OQ^XC-The conduct of the adult
defendants has not been quite correct, and their an-
swer IS not in all respects satisfactory.

Under the will thfiy wfir« to inTmaf j>i caa. -t ii.-

suna they mvested ^£250 in a loan to one of themselves
—they say upon ample security, and upon the advice of
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the solicitor to the estate. The charge in the bill upon

this head is that one of them, David Aahboiujh, has been

permitted by Frederick Ashboiufh, the other, to retain

iu his hands for the last four years $1,000 on interest

at six per cent-, and that he has lent t!i<' same money
to other p^-rsons at twelve per cent.

In their answer they deny that David was permitted

to retain in his hands for the last four years $1000 to

be loaned by him at interest at six per cent., a thing

not charged by the bill, it not being alleged that it was
lent for that purpose ; and as to David himself lending

it to others he denies " ever having loaned out the

said sum of $1,000 at twelve per cent.," and asserts

that such a statement is wholly untrue. The denial

is much less explicit than might have been expected,

if the statement was in point of fact wholly untrue.

No evidence has been given upon the poiut, but the

transaction, looking at the bill and answer only, was a

very improper ouq. In Paasingham v. Sherborn, (a)

a lease had been taken by one of two trustees, under a

clause of the will which not only authorised but re-

quested it, and Lord Langdale, while acquitting the

trustees of misconduct in the matter, and speaking of

the lease as not only a proper but a valuable one to

the estate, still made this comment upon it, "that
unfortunate connection of interest and duty conflicting

with one another, is very much indeed to be lamented ;

and if the trustees had voluntarily, spontaneously,

and of their own accord done this for their own interest,

I should have felt there was a good deal of ground for

demanding costs against them."

The bill makes this allegation as to the non-rendering
of accounts :

" From the time of the death of the said

testator up to the present period,noaccount has everbeen

rendered to the plaintiff or to any person or persons on
'lor behalf by the said defendants, of the said trust,

notwithstanding frequent applications have been made
to them by the said plaintiff and on her behalf, but they

(a) 9 Beav. 424.
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have refused and continued bo to do." There is no doubt
that under the will the plaintiff was the proper person
for accounts to be rendered to. The answer is silent upon
this point, and no evidence has been given upon it.

_

The answer is also unsatisfactory in this, lat in
giving credit for interest moneys received on invest-
ments. it omits a sum of $240 paid by one Kirkendall on
his mortgage. Coupling this with the unanswered
allegation in the bill, of the omission and refusal to
render accounts, it looks as if the accounts of the estate
were kept either very imperfectly or not at all.

The mere omission to render accounts upon demand
has been held msufficient to deprive an executor of his
costs, (a) although certainly accounts ought to be kept
and kept accurately, butthe loan by the adult defendants
to one of themselves was so improper, that I think I
ought to refuse them their costs up to the decree.

1 ^^l^^l^^
,;|efendants, on their part, urge that the

plamtiff should not have her costs, she having in her
bill made charges of breach of trust against them.
which have not been sustained. Besides the charge
of a loan of trust funds to one of themselves, the bill
alleges that they retained at various times large sumsm their hands for considerable periods, instead of in-
vesting the same in good securities ; also, that they
have lent various sums to personal friends of their own
on msufficient securities, and at less rates of interest
than could have been obtained elsewhere.

Such charges should not lightly be made; and if
charges of fraud or breach of trust axe improperly in-
serted in a bill, it is a reason for refusing costs to the
plamtiflf

;
but here a portion of the trust fund had been

improperly dealt with, and I should not say that the
charges of other improper dealings with the fund have
been wantonly inserted in the bill, with no motive but
to wound the feelings of the defendants, as is snm.fim-
inecase. Theplamtiifwould^ot be personally cognizant

(a) White v. Jackson, 15 Beav. 191.
~—

,11
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of h' V the fraud was tlea.t with unless informocl by

accounts r udered by the defendants.

I tl ink the plaintiff and the infant defendants should

have their costs, and the adult defendants should

have their costs subsequent to the decree, all as is

usual, as between solicitor and client. Nothing is

asked as to the i;260 invested with David Aahbough,

nor is it stated in the report whether it is a good

investment, and for the interest of the infants that it

should be continued. The proper Qourse would be to

order it into court for re-investment, and the court, I

think, should only abstain from doing this in case

the present investment is a better one than could be

procured elsewhere. This is not suggested, nor is it

probable.

Attorney-General v. City

MOLSON.

OP Toronto and

Dedication of property to public use—Hotv evidenced—When court
will interfere in favour ofindividuals interested to restrain improper
conversion of such property.

A piece of land was in 1818 vested by patent in trustees for the bene-
nt of the inhabitants of the city of T. Acts of the Provincial Par-
liament, afterwards passed, authorized the city to lease this land for
any term of years or absolutely to sell and dispose of it, the moneys
raised to be expended in the purchase, ornamentation, and care
of other lands in the city.

The corporation afterwards had this plot of land fenced in and trees

planted in it. C. was possessed of a dwelling house and lands ad-
jacent to this plot, where she resided.

In 1862 the city corporation agreed to lease this plot to M. who
undertook to erect works on it which would be of benefit to the
city by increasing its revenue. C. then filed a bill to restrain the
completion of the lease and appropriation of the gound, allegmg
that it had been fully dedicated as a public park, and that she, as

an individual, and the public generally (represented by the attor-

ney-general) would be injured by such appropriation.

Held, that the corporation had authority under cap 84, Con. Stats.

U. C, to appropriate this land as proposed.

The bill in this cause was filed by the Attorney-Gene-

ral for upper Canada as informant, and Hannah Maria

Clark, as plaintiff, againot the corporation of the city

,of Toronto, John R. Motson, and, John Clark, husband

of the plaintiff, defendants.

The bill alleged thuL a »lrip uf iaiid iu the eaBtei'U

part of the city was, by patent, dated the 14th day of
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July, 1818, granted to certain persons m trustees for
the beneht of the inhabitants of tl,o then town o/ ^ork
as ft public walk, or uiftU in front of the town, and near
the margin of the bay.

By 16 Vic.ch.219,eec.8,the trnstees were authorised
to transfer this park lot to the Mayor, Alderr.e-i, ,nd
Commonalty of the city of Toronto, to hokU le saaie o^
the same trusts and conditions as expressed in th- paten t

but they were also to have power to make sb-tiV.lterK
tions and improvements in the land as they saw : •;. By
20 Vic., ch. 80, sec. 6, it was enacted that the corpora-
tion of the city should have power to lease for any term
ofyears, or to sell absolutely, the said lands, but the
proceeds of such leasing or sale were to be expended in
the purchase of and improvement of other lands to be
held on the like trusts. This land was accordingly con-
veyed by the patentees to the city corporation. In 1869
this ground was by order of the city council, fenced in
and otherwise improved, and received the name of the
"Fair Green."

In May, 1860, the corporation by a by-law changed
the name to "Prince of Wales' Park." and ordered a
border of trees to be planted, and other improvements
to be made in it.

The plaintiff is the owner ofa dwelling in which she
resides, and other valuable real estate adjacent to the
park which lies between her house and the bay.

It -was alleged that relying upon the above facts as
forming a sufficient dedication of this ground to the
public use as a permanent park, walk, or mall, expensive
improvements have been made on the plaintiff'sgrounds,
and that they would be deteriorated in value, and the
public generally would bemuch injured should the park
ground be converted to other nsos.

On the 10th of February, 1862, the city corporation
GRANT X. . 28
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passed a resolution to lease the park for a long term of

yeara to Messrs. Molson & Bros., ofwhom the defendant,

John H.R. Molson, is one, they agreeing to erect build-

ings upon this and other city property to cost $125,000,

which were to be used as a brewery and distillery, or

similar works.

The bill charged that this would be a mis-appropria-

tion of this property, end would much injure the value

of the adjoining premises,and especially oftheplaintiff6

dwelling.

No evidence was produced at the hearing, tending to

shew that any insufficient consideration had been given

by Messrs. Molson^ or that any improper means had

been used in obtaining the lease; but the plaintiff pro-

duced evidence shewing that certain improvements had

been lately made in her premises, as referred to in the

judgment.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, and Mr. J. C. Hamilton, for the

informant and plaintiff.

Mr. Blake and Mr. G. D. Boidton, for the city.

Mr. McLennan for MoUon.

Judgment—Vankouqhnet, 0.—I loubt very much

whether the City Council intended to allocate perman-

ently,to the purposes ofa parkjthe piece ofgroundknown

ao the Fair Green. I thick they must be treated as con

curring in the report of the Committee on Walks and

G ardens, who recoi .Tiended the appropriation of this

piece of ground to the use of the public; but as it formed

a portion ofthe belt or strip of land originally dedicated

by the Crown as a public walk or mall for the use of the

citizens, it in reality was, without any such action on

the t>art of the citv. already devoted to the use of the

public, subject to be withdraw xi therefrom under the

powers conferred by the Act of 20 Victoria, ch. 80,8ec. 6.
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After the "green " had been fenced in and planted with
trees and on the 13th of August, 1860, the Conncil pass-
edaby-lawfor thesaleofthe land, andimmediately there-
after advertised it for sale in the daily papers of the city.

The plaintiflF, Mrs. Clarke, alleges that on the faith of
the dedication by the city of this piece ofland as a park,
she made npon her property situate to the north of it,

and divided from it by a street, large improvements.

Thisstatement is not borne out by the evidence, which
merely shews that after the city had advertised the land
for sale, a new fence, substituted for an old one, was
built of such a height as to afford from the plaintiff's

grounds a view of the park opposite. In my opinion
however, the Council had power under sec. 331, ch. 64
of the Consolidated Statutes of Upper Canada, to shut
up this piece of ground, or take from it its use and
character as a park. That section gives to the council
power " to alter, divert, and stop up the roads, streets,

squares, &c., &c., or other public communications." I
do not think the word '^square," so used, means a square
of ground in the literal sense of the term, for hardly
such a space would be any where found. Nor do I think
it means merely an open space used as a means of com-
munication liko a street, contended for by Mr. Strong.

The mischiefwhich might be worked by shutting up such
a piece of ground round which parties had built, or over
which alone they had access to a tenement, would be
much greater than shutting up a park or pleasure
grounds. I think it must receive the wide construc-
tion which is given to the word in ordinary parlance,
and that it includes a park ; or an open or enclosed
space devoted to such an use.

If parties, on the faith of a dedication by a corpora-

tion, have built or incurred expenditure, a case might be
jpade for the interposition of this court to prevent the
iT)in»'xr Tirliioli th"" '"rsnl^ "'T'f"!*! l^-- " — — -' --- ii-—

J ,/
•"••^'' ^-I'^'j TrUtUU cUnlniU uj- auj- Uliaiigu III tliU

action of the corporation in regard to it but no such case
appears here, and tlie bill must be dismissed with costs.

.'«
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Webbeb V. O'Neil.

Mortgage—Covenant to release by mortgage—Rights of assignee of
' mortgagor,

A mortgage contained a covenant that the mortgagee would release

any portion of the mortgaged land which the mortgagor might sell

during the continuation of the mortgage, upon payment of /200 for

every acre to be released. An assignee of the mortgagor made a
general payment upon the mortgage, and afterwards, upon selling a
portion of the land, 'icmanded a release therefor from an assignee of
the mortgagee under the covenant contained in the original mort-
gage.

Held, that the benefit of this covenant would pass to an assignee of the
equity of redemption, but the mortgagor, or his assignee, could not
claim a release from the mortgagee unless the latter received the
stipulated amount per acre upon the sale of the particular portion

of the land required to be released ; nc t sneral payment by a mort-
gagor on the mortgage would be sufficient.

In December, 1855, George Munro sold eleven acres

of land to P. R. Lamb, who gave a mortgage back con-

taining the following covenant :
" And it is fmrther pro-

vided that the said party of the third part, (Munro,)

shall release any portion of the said eleven acres of land

(excepting one square acre off the south-east corner)

which the said party of the first part {Lamb) may sell

during the continuance of this mortgage, upon payment

to the said party of the third part of the sum of f200
for every acre, (save as aforesaid) so to be released and

discharged by him the said party of the third part ; and

that the said party of the third part will release the

said one acre at any time £or the sum of ^6300."

Munro subsequently as^'^ned his interest in the land

to the plaintiff, andLamb conveyed his equity of redemp-

tion to O'Neil and another, as tenants in common, who
covenanted to assume the payment of the mortgage debt

and interest. O'Neil, afterwards, by deed of partition,

became solely seised of his moiety, and mortgaged a

portion of it to P. and B. Hughes, to secure ^£300, and

subsequently released his equity of redemption in the

portion so mortgaged.

Before Munro made the assignment to Webber, O'Neii

had paid him generally upon the mortgage several
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hundred pounds, and O'Neil, after the sale to Messrs.
Hui/hes, required Webber, in accordance with the above
covenant, to give a release of the portion conveyed to
Messrs. Hughes. This Webber declined to do.

The plaintiff had filed a bill for the sale of the mort-
gaged prehiises

; and the Messrs. Hughes tiled a petition
in the cause praying that Webber might be ordered to
execute a release of the lots they had purchased from
O'Kcil.

Mr. Read, Q. C, for the petitioners and O'Neil.

Mr. Hector, Q. C, for Lamb, and Mr. 3furphy for
plaintiff, contra.

Jtidgment.—EaTEN, V. C—I have no doubt that the
covenant was to release only upon a sale, on which the
mortgagee should receive £200 per acre, except a- to one
acre at the south-east corner, and to release this acre
at any time, whether sold or not, for ^300. The peti-
tioners therefore cannot claim a release, because no
sum has been paid to the mortgagee on this sale. The
mortgage to them was made to secm-e a debt, or ad-
vance, the whole of which O'Neil received and used for

, his own purposes, and the sale was made in satisfaction
of this debt. The ^6600 was paid on formeroccasions :—
an acre and one-seventh of an acre was sold and re-
leased, and no doubt part of the £600 was paid on this
occasion—the balance seems to have been paid generally
on the mortgage, and the mortgagor cannot, having so
paid money,afterwards on a sale,where no money is paid,
claim a release by virtue of the previous general payment.'

Webber has aright to make the objection; and he
makes it for the protection of Lamb, and it must pre-
vail, because the petitioners have not brfin^ht thcm-
«elves within the terms of the covenant, which^ however,
being founded on valuable consideration, and being to
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be speoifically performed, would, I think, pass to an.

assignee of the equity of redemption : and I think that

tha decree for sale would not affect or stop the operation

of the covenant, although it would bind the property

in favour of any incumbrancers between the original

mortgage to Munro and the conveyance to the peti-

tioners : nor do I think that default in payment of

an instalmentwould affect the operation of thecovenant

;

and I think that Lamb, who has a lien on it for his

indemnity against the mortgage, could never object to

a specific performance of a covenant taken by himself.

The petition must be dismissed with costs.

Heap v. Crawford.

Mortgage—Assignment—Indemnity—Set-off,

Upon the sale of land subject to a mortgage, the vendor covenanted
to indemnify and save harmless from incumbrances, and the pur-
chaser executed a mortgage over the premises bought, to secure
part of the purchase money. The purchaser afterwards learned
that before his purchase, these and other premises had been mort-
gaged to another person to secure a sum larger than what he then
owed. The vendor had since assigned the purchaser's mortgageto
the defendant C. The prior mortgagee having taken proceedings
under his mortgage, and being about to sell the premises covered
by the second mortgage, the purchaser filed his bill against the
assignee of the vendor, and the vendor claiming a right to apply
tV-e amount due by him in discharge of the first mortgage, and
for an injunction to restrain any action to recover the sum due
from him until the premises bought by him should be released,
from the first mortgage. It did not appear clearly that C, the
assignee, was a purchaser of the mortgage for value, but rather
that he held it as collateral security for a debt due, and the vendor
had become insolvent. Under these circumstances an inte.'im

injunction was granted upon payment of the amount due into court.

The bill in this cause was filed on the 16th of June,

1862, by James Heap against David Crawford and

Tliomaa W. Hastings, and set iorth that in 1857,

Hastings sold to the plaintiff half an acre, known as lot

No. 26, on the west side of Hastings-street, in the sub-

division of lot No 11, in the 2nd concession of the

township of Hope, and that by the deed conveying

these premises the said Hastings entered into the usual

covenant against incumbrances.
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The plaintiff had then no actual knowledge of any
other incumbrance affecting the premises, but after-
wards learned, that by a mortgage made and duly
registered in May, 1855, Hastings had conveyed these
and other premises to William Fraser, to secure a
debt, on which there was still due a larger sum than
was due on the plaintiff's mortgage. Fraser had
commenced proceedings in this court for the recovery
of the amount due on his mortgage, and part of the
premises covered by his mortgage had been already
sold under a decree, and he threatened soon to pro-
ceed to sell the premises conveyed to the plaintiff.
Hastings had assigned the mortgage, made by the
plaintiff, to the defendant Craivford, and he had
recovered judgment at law against the plaintiff for the
sum remaining due as purchase money, secured by the
mortgage. Plaintiff offered Crawjord to pay all due
by him, on bemg indemnified against Fraser's mort-
gage, but to this Crawford refused to accede.

Hastings was insolvent, and Grawfoy ^?ld the
mortgage as collateral security for a debt due him by
Hastings.

The bill prayed for an injunction to stay the action
at law until the defendants should indemnify the plain-
tiff against the first mortgage, or until the premises
conveyed to the plaintiff should be released from the
charge created by that mortgage : and a motion was
made upon notice for an injunction to reatain pro-
ceedings upon the mortgage.

Mr. Moss, for the plaintiff.

Mr. T. W: Taylor, contra.

Jiidgment.—YA^KorjoBN^, C—The distinction be-
tween this case and TuUy v. Bradbury (a) is, that the
assignment of the mortgage here was to secure part

(a) Ante vol. viii., p. 561.

!>»•:
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of a J)re-exi8ting debt. The bill a)8o alleges that the

vendor was ignorant of tho prior mortgage when he

took his deed, and gave back the mortgage upon wliich

proceedings are being had against him ; and that the

vendor is insolvent. He charges nc notice io ihe

assigni^o of the mortgage, though if he had, I do uot

mean to say it would make any diflference—they hrA
boththi- eame description of notice, viz.: by regis-

tration, It is diffit ali fo say iliat there is in principle

any distinction beu fin this case and that of TuUy v.

Bradbury. It can uiiij i vt*t on iLa fact that the

assignee is not a purcli;: :/i" of die mortgage, but holds

it metely as collal/aral 'locitrity, and for all that ap-

peatb, he will not, by depriving him of the benefit of

it, be in a worse position aa regards his debtor than he

was bfefore : on the other hand, the mortgagor has not

paid oflf the [rJor mortgage, and as it covers several

parcels of land, and is probably for a sum much larger

than the purchase money of the parcel of land covered

bj the mortgage given to the plaintiff, he never will

rest satisfied that the distinction may not be main-
tained, and a case for relief made out. I will grant

the injunction on payment of the amount of the

defendants' judgment at law into court.

I Ogilvie v. Squair.

Rectification of deed—Equities between parties affected.

D. having a mortgage over 23 acres, filed his bill to foreclose. A. B.
and C. having liens, were made parties, and their position settled
by the master. A. held & mortgage as executor of a deceased
mortgagee.

B. redeemed and applied by petition to rectify an alleged mistake in
C.'s mortgage, so as to make it a lien over an additional 25 acres
prior to A.'s, over the same land.

B. failing to prove that A.'s testator had notice of the error at the
time of taking his mortgage, the relief sought was refused.

The facts of this applicati -r which came on by way
of petition, are sufficiently t orth in the judgment.

Mr, Crooks, Q.C., for the petitioner Mitchell.

Mr. Moss, contra.
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JMd;/w,'(?n*.-—Vankouohnet, C—In this case the
plaint; ir iecame the first mortgagee of twenty-five acres
of land, described as the south-east half of lot No. 10,
&c., and as such filed his bill against the mortgagor for

foreclosure. In the master's office several incum-
bramers were made parties, and the result was that
the a:iasfer settled the priority of all those who had
P"ovea, as follows : the plaintiff first, the executor of
one Donald Cameron second, Mitchell, the petitioner,

third, and Whitney SbudSprattfonvth. Mitchellredeemed
the plaintiff, and he now files a petition alleging that the
description in the plaintiff's mortgage was erroneous and
by mistake

; and that it should have been the south-
east half of the whole lot, thus covering fifty acres,
which the mortgagee professes to convey, and not
merely the south-east half of the east-half, as stated in
the deed, which only gives twenty-five acres, and pray-
ing that the mortgage may be reformed accordingly.

The executors of Cameron oppose the petition princi-

. pally on the ground that notice to their testator of the
error at the time he took, as he did, a mortgage upon
the south-east half of the whole, is neither charged nor
proved, and that it must therefore be assumed he took
his security innocently, and that the mistake being that
of the plaintiff, under whom Mitchell claims the first

mortgage, which he has redeemed, cannot now be used
to cut out Cameron's prior charge upon the twenty-
five acres, omitted, as alleged, from the plaintiff's mort-
gage. I think the executors of Cameron have a right
to this position, and that I cannot now rectify the deed
so as to cut out the charge they have acquired on 'the

twenty-five acres sought to be affected by this petition.

Cameron appears to have been the first mortgagee of
this twenty-five acres, and to have the legal estate in it,

but even if he had but an equitable title I think it

should prevail against the equity set up by the peti-
tioner. Eice V. Rice, (a)

The application must be rejected with costs,

(a) 2 Drew. 73,

1'
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Reid V. Whitehead.

Registered deeds—Tfte law discussed—Notice—Description of lands.

A witness to a memorial was described as " of the city of London."
Another witness described as " of London." Held, to be sufficient
descriptions of the persons named. Also, held, sufficient for the
witness' affidavit, proving execution of the deed and memorial to
state that " he had seen the due execution of the deed."

A memorial described the land in the same words as the deed, which,
however, did not sufficiently identify the premises, and concluded
with a reference to a mortgage not imported into the memorial

;

Held, insufficient.

One of the witnesses swore the affidavit proving the execution of the
memorial of the other witness, Held, no objection to the affidavit.

A subsequent mortgagee, who had not actual notice, held not bound
by the registration of a prior mortgage, the memorial of which
insufficiently described the premises.

The Trust and Loan Company being the holders of a mortgage bear-
ing 8 per cent, interest, transferred the same to a private indi-
vidual ; Held, that tne assignee was entitled to enforce payment
of the stipulated interest, notwithstanding that at the time of the
creation of the incumbrance the company only could legally have
reserved such a rate of interest.

The facts of the case and the authorities referred to

by counsel appear in the judgment.

Mr. Blake and Mr. Wells for the plaintiff.

Mr. Freeland for the defendant Whitehead.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, for The Canada Life Assurance
Company.

Judgment.—Ebtejh, V. C—The facts of this case are,

that in 1853 a mortgage was made of part of the lands
in question in the cause by certain trustees who were
seized of it, to the Trust and Loan Company, to secm-e

the sum of £700, with interest at 8 per cent. This
mortgage was transferred by the Trust and Loan Com-
pany to the defendant Whitehead, and one point for

which the plaintiff contends is, that from the time of

such transfer Whitehead can claim interest only at the

rate of 6 per cent., the capacity to receive 8 per cent,

being confined to the Trust and Loan Company. This
mortgage was registered in 1854. Many objections
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are made to its registration : one, that wherever the
grantors are described in the memorial as "of the city
of London," it is not added "in the province of Cana-
da ;" another, that one witness is described only as
"of London;" another, that in the affidavit of execu-
tion he merely states that he witnessed the execution
of the memorial " by one of the mortgagors." Such
affidavit beingcontained in the same sheetof paper with
the memorial immediately under the few last lines of it,
and the attestation and signature of the grantor and
witnesses; that objection I think unimportant ; and
lastly, that such affidavit does not mention the place
of execution of the mortgage or the memorial. In the
year 1856 one Pomeroy, the then owner, mortgaged the
same, together with other parts of the land in question,
to Whitehead, for securing £1000 and interest. This
mortgage was registered, but the same objections are
made to its registration as to the registration of the
previous mortgage. Some questions are raised with
respect to payments on the mortgage, which are mere
matters of account. In the year 1857, on the 22nd of
September,a mortgage was made byPoweroyof another
part of the land in question to Mr. Bray, of Hamilton,
to secure £900 and interest. Mr. Bray was a broker,
and frequently employed in the purchase and sale of
mortgages. This mortgage was confessedly made for
sale. Bray advanced no money upon it. On the 18th
of May he transferred it to the defendants, The Cana-
da Life Assurance Company. There is some obscurity
as to the mode in which the consideration was paid

;

as to whether it was paid to Pomeroy, Bray's commis-
sion being deducted and paid to him ; or to Bray, and
by him to Pomeroy, he of course in that case deduct-
ing his commission ; or as to . :- jther it was not ap-
plied by the company on a pre ./ious mortgage held* by
them and made by Pomeroy. It is admitted that a
considerable deduction was made from the apparent
amount secured by the mor orage. It is insisted by
the plaintiff that the loan wa -n fact made immedi-
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ately to Pnmeroy, anrl that tho company can claim
only what they advn uced. This mortgage was not
registered until 185!i, but the assignment of it was
registered in 18^7. Pomeiw/ joined in tho psai'om"

'>Tit

as a confirming party. The same objectio id are made lo

its registration as to the registration of the other mort-
gages : but the objection principally relied upon to the
registration ('f this instrument is founded on tho descrip-

tion of the htud comprised in it, which is copied from
the description in the instrument itself ; which de-
scription I owever is not sufficient to identify the pro-
perty, and ( )ncludes with a reference to the descrip-

tion in the mortgage, which is not imported into the
memorial. In 1868 the mortgage, upon which the suit

is founded, was m»(1e by Pomeroy to the pl.'untiflf of all

the lands comprised in the previous instruments, for se-

curing the sum of ,t'2,600 and interest. This mortgage
was dulj, registered before the mortgage from Pomeroy
to Bray, but after all tho other instruments : and the
plaintiff claims priority over them all by virtue of the
registration of his mortgage, relying upon its priority

to the -registration of the mortgage to Bray, and upc u
the defects in all the registrRtioni . The del adants on
the other hand, insist tha. ;e pi..mtiff ht.u notice of
the previous mortgages when he received his own
mortgage and advanced hisn-o^ey. I think that the
objections to the registration of tne two mort^' ges held
by Whitehead ought not to prevail. It is unci abtedly
essential that the requisites of the Registry A: snonld
be strictly observed, and any material ilur« a that
respect will vitiate the regis h-ation. '» n; les, ad-
ditions, and plr ces of abode both of p ies id wit-

nesses must Le particularly stated in the memorial. The
object is, I apprehend, to enable all whom it may con-
cern to trace the instrument and detect frauds. For this

purpose it is extremely important that every facility

should be afforded for tracing both parties and witnesses.

„...B...„" -.vice, HGiT=YCi, luiuiBuua aii iiioiance oi a
substantial compliance with the requisites of the act.

The description of the place oi abode is sufficient for all
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practical .urposea. . The mo8t meagre is of the places
of abode of the witnessea, namely, " of London " and
" of Hamilton." But no real difficulty could be ex-
perienced in tracing persons from any insufficiency in
such description. In o.iu of tho cases the description
"ot Birmingham" was held to be sufficient, whatever the
description " of London " or of "Westminster" might
be. A different decision would, I apprehend, affect
numerous titles, and if such a decision is to b( •)ro.
nouuced, it must be by a different tribunal.

These remarks, I think, dispose of all the objections
to the m.unorials. The other objections apply to the
affidavits. If the matter was res Integra I should be
strongly dispo od to think that it was not sufficient for
the affidavit to • ;>te that the witness had "seen the duo
execution of the 3d." 1 should have thought that it
shoulu describe the -t performed, as in an ordinary
affidavit of execut

, so as to enable the registrar to
,indgeofits8ufflcio„cy. B "n this respect the affidavit
lollows the form prescribe. the act of parliament-
it 18 probably a form commonly used—the affidavit is
not the act of the party, bnt of a witness; and it is a
mat -X transacted between the witness and the regis-
trar, not intended for the information of the public but
for the satisfaction of the public officer. It would be
perhaps not too much to hold that all the provisions
respecting the proof are directory. The mention of
the place of execution is, I think, intended to enable the
regifc rar to judge of the nature of the proof required in
that particular case, and which is different according as
die instrument is executed in or out of tipper Canada
The legislature have not thought it of sufficient import-
ance to require it to be stated in the memorial, although
It might afford some clue to the discovery ' the niatru-
nient, or the defection of any fraud connecr-d with it
I do not think that any defects in the affida-fa - fi^ig

case affect the validity oftho registrations to which they
relate. In all the cases which were cited the office-copy

fji
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of tho affidavit was the thinr rogistered— it answered
to the rnomorial iu the regiBnation of deeds, and was
nothing like tho affidavit of execution, which is a more
preliininarj^ to the registration of the memorial, the
principal thing.

It was also objected that one of the affidavits of exe-
cution by a subscribing witness was taken before the
other subscribing witness.—I think this unimportant.

For tliese reasons I think that Whitehead is entitled
to maintain his priority over the plaintiff. The only
material objection to the registration of the deed from
Bray and Pomeroy to the Canada Assurance Company
is, that the description of the land contained in the
memorial is insufficient. I think the objection is well
founded, and that the defect upon which it is founded
invalidates the registration, supposing the mortgage
from Pomeroy to Bray, to which reference is made
in the description iu the deed in question, to con-
tain a material extension or variation of the descrip-
tion in this deed. This description is not sufficient
to identify the land, and concludes with a reference
to the description in the mortgage, which therefore,
if it materially varies or extends the description in the
deed in question, is imported into and forms a material
part of it. The description in the memorial follows the
description in the deed to which it relates in words, but
departs from it in substance, inasmuch as it does not in-
corporate the extension or variation in the description
in the mortgage, to which it refei-s. I have not seen
the mortgage, but assume the statement in the bill on
this point to be correct. Supposing, therefore, the des-
cription in the mortgage to materially extend or vary
the description in the deed in question, and the descrip-
tion in the memorial to follow the words of this descrip
t n without incorporating the extension or variation

" "

^ think tho registration iueflectual.

lusion on the authority of the case of

fi. n^«^Q *
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Repina v. The lieffiitrar of Middlesex, (a) with which I
think Mr. Jarman'a note is inconsistent. Apart from
the objection to the registration, I think the deed would
operate as an immediate conveyance from Pomeroy to
the company, on the authority of the case of Hunter v.
Kennedy. (6) I think the evidence insufficient to fix
the plaintiff with notice of the prior incumbrances.
In this view his security would be pontponed to White-
head'

a moitg&geB, but would have priority over the mort-
gage of the Canada Assurance Company; and it is
unnecessary to inquire whether thecompany were aware
at the time of their alleged purchase of their mortgage
from Bray, of the real facts connected with it, so as to
make the transaction in fact an immediate loan to
Pomeroy, insteadof apurchase of a subsisting mortgage.
Were it necessary however to express an opinion on the
subject, I should be of opinion that the evidence was not
sufficient for this purpose, unless it appeared that the
money paid or advanced by the company was appliedm or towards satisfaction of a previous mortgage of
Pomeroy, held by them, which is a fact asserted in the
bill, and apparently admitted in argument, but not so
far, as I can see, proved by the evidence.

The decree therefore will be that the plaintiff redeem
from Whitehead, and that the company redeem from the
plamtiff. I see no reason to doubt that Whitehead is
entitled to the eight per cent, reserved by the mortgage
transferred to him by the Trust and Lqan Company

The defendants, the Canada Life Assurance Com-
pany, being dissatisfied with the decree so pronounced
by his Honor, the Vice-Chancellor, set the cause down
to be re-heard before the full court.

i^

Mv m.
^g, for the plalntr

{a) 19 L. J. N. S. Q. B. 537. (b) I Ir. Chy. 148.
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Mr. Strong, Q. C, and Mr. Burton, Q. C, for the

defendants who re-heard.

The other defendants did not appear.

The judgment of the court was delivered by

Vankoxjghnet, C—The first act for the registration

of deeds in Upper Canada was passed on the 10th of

August, 1795, and contains this recital: "Whereas

the lands now holden within this province, under the

authority of the Crown, will be shortly confirmed by

grant from his Majesty, under the seal of the said

province, and whereas it seems to be a desirable measure

to estabUsh a register ofdce in each county and riding

within the said province, that when the said lands shall

be so confirmed, if any or any part of the same shall

be transferred or alienated by any deed of sale, con-

veyance, &c., a memorial of such transfer or alienation

shall be made for the better securing and more per-

fect knowledge of the same."

I think that it has always been judicially considered

<-^at the object of the legislature in establishing in this

country a system for the registration of instruments

transferring or affecting property, was to enable any one

dealing with tliat property, from time t© time, to know

whether it was affected by any existing deeds or con-

veyances, and to compel the registration of so much of

such deed or conveyance as would afford this know-

ledge, on the penalty in default thereof of its being

held void ; and all the statutes subsequently passed

relating to registration evidence the same purpose.

The provisicns of the statute 7th Anne, ch. 20, for

the registration of deeds affecting lands in the county of

Middlesex, are the same as those in force here, so far as

regards the requisites for registration ; and the Irish

Registrar Act, 6 Anne, ch. 2, contains similar provisions.
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The objects rf all these acts appear to have been
identical.

In LeNeve v. LeNeve (a) Lord Hardwicke had occa-

sion to consider the English Act and its objects: and
the Master of the Rolls in Scmfton v. Qaincey (b), had
the same duty cast upon him. In the case of Warbur-
ton V. Loveland (c), commented upon by my brother

Spragge in Waters v. Shade (d), Chief Justice Tindal

delivering to the House of Lords the unanimous opinion

of the judges, upon the construction and effect, of the
Irish Registry Act, enters fully into the consideration

of the scope, policy, and object of that statute ; and his

remarks are in every way applicable to the statute law
on the same subject in force here. He says : " We
think it cannot be doubted but that the statute meant
to afford an effectual remedy against the mischief
arising to purchasers for a valuable consideration,

from the subsequent discovery of secret or concealed

charges upon the estate. Now it is obvious that no
more effectual remedy can be devised than by requir-

ing that every deed by which any interest in lands or

tenements is transferred, or any charge created there-

on shall be put upon register under the per- 1 that if it

is not found Qu-reon the subsequent purchaser, for a
valuable con&ldciation, and without notice, shall gain

the priority over the former conveyance, by the earlier

registration of his subsequent deed." Again he says:

"The language of the act throughout, and more par-

ticularly in the fifth section, seems to establish this to

have been its leading object, that, as far as deeds were

concerned, the register should give complete information;

and that any necessity for looking further for deeds than

into the register itself should be superseded ; and it is

manifest that no construction of the act is so well cal-

culated to carry into effect this, its avowed object, as

that which forces all transfers and dispositions of

every kind, and by whomsoever made, to be put upon

(a) I Vesey Sen. 64.

(c) 2 Dow & Clark, 480:

GRANT X.

(6) 2 Vesey Sen. 413.
(d) Ante vol. 11., p. 457.

29

>.^dii.
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the face of the registei*, so as to be open to the inspec-

tion of all who may at any time claim an interest -

therein." Again he says*: " It is further urged in ar-

gument, that the Irish Registry Act never intended

the register to contain a perfect history of the title, for

that devises are not required to be registered by that

act, and therefore the conveyance by the heir, although

registered, may be always set aside by the devisee,

claimingunder a will subsequently discovered. It must

be admitted that such is the necessary construction of

the act, and it is to be regretted that it is defective in

that particular. But, having that defect, affords no

argument for so construing it in another of its provi-

sions as to make it inefficacious against a former unre-

gistered conveyance. If the act does not go far enough,

at least the interpretation of the court of law should

make it perfect as far as its enactments do extend."

In speaking of the interpretations of statutes he says :

" The only principle of decision is the fair construction

of the statute itself, to be made out by a careful exam-

ination of the terms in which it is framed, and by a

reference, in all cases where a doubt arises, as to the

object which the legislature had in view when the sta-

tute was passed. When the language of the act is clear

and explicit, we must give effect to it whatever may
be the consequences, for in that case the words of the

statute speak the intention of the legislature. If in any

case a doubt arises upon the words themselves, we

must endeavor to solve that doubt by discovering the

objectwhich the legislature intended to accomplish by

passing the act;" and he recognizes the rules for the

construction of statutes laid down in Heydon's case (a),

and the distinction made in the report, and which he

says never should be lost sight of in any case, and was

peculiarly applicable to the case then in hand (as it is to

the case now before us), " that the office of judges is

always to make such construction as shall suppress the

mischief autl ailvauce the remedy, and to suppress subtle

inventions and evasions forcontinuance of the mischief,

(.1) 3 Rap- 7-
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and pro privo commodo, and to add force and life to the
cure and remedy according to the true intent of the
makers of the act ^ro bono publico ; " and headds : " this
principle of construction has always been adopted by
courts of justice."

Applying the observations made, and the principles
enunciated in the cases referred to, to the one now under
our consideration, I can come to no other conclusion
than that the decision ofmy brother Esten should be up-
held. I should have come to the same conclusion
without the aid of the case of Regina v. Rtgiatrar of
Middle8ex,{a) or indeed of any decided case, for I think
it gives true effect to the language, intent, and object of
the act of parliament. The 3rd eu b-section of section
19 of chapter 89 of the Consolidated Statutes of U. C,
provides that every memorial for registration " shall
mention the lands contained in the instrument or will,
and the city, town, township or place in the county or
riding where the lands are situate, in the same manner
in which the same are described in the instrument or
will, or to the same effect." I take these words to mean
that the description of the land, as contained in the
instrument, or such a description as shall identity or
make them known as fully as that description itself,

shall be contained in the memorial ; and that is required
in pursuance of the object and purpose of the act, as
already explained. Now what are the facts here?
The instrument sought to be registered purposes to
assign a {)art of lot ten, in the city of London, as de-
scribed in a certain indenture of mortgage thereto
attached, and which was not on the registry books.
The memorial uses precisely the same words, but with-
out shewing what were the lands described in the deed
referred to. The assignment and thedeed,taken together,
shew the lands, and for this purpose they become incor-
porated and form one instrument, but the assignment by

tuc Luciiiuiiiu uj>' iisuii, wouiu not siievv wiiat

(a) 15 Q, B. 976.
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lands were assigned, or were affected by the deed

assigned ; and the memorial therefore has not done its

work. It does not mention the land contained in the

instrument sought to be registered, for that instrument

adopts and incorporates, by reference tu another deed,

where the description is to be found ; and the me-
morial, in order to describe the laods trnlv, should

have gone to that instrument to which it referred and
taken from it the description, stating that it had

been bo taken. What information as to the piece of

land affected is afforded to an inquirer bj' telling

him that part of lot ten, as described in another deed

not on registry, is conveyed? Would a registry so

constituted afford facilities to enquirers as to lands

affected by conveyances ? Would it give information ?

Would it not rather ciieate doubts and difficulties in the

investigation of titles and the transfer of property:

evils which the legislature manifestly intended to pre-

vent.

It seems to me that to uphold such registration as the

present as sufficient would be to -ender the 'd2t worse

than useless—it would be to make it a snare. I take

the case of Regina v. Registrar of Middlesex, already

cited, to be a clear authority, if authority be wanting, as

to the form this memorial, to be valid, should have
assumed. It was ingeniously argued that solongas the

land, by whatever description, imperfect in itself, and the

city and county where it wassituate were mentioned, the

register was perfect ; but I don't agree in that construc-

tion of the statute. The legislature provides that the

county, city, &c., in which the lands are situate, shall

be stated in the memorial. This may have been ex

abundante cautcla, for it is difficult to see how in this

country land can be described without such particulars,

though there may possibly be a case where some long

recognized or well known description of a particular

tenement, without naming the city, town or township or

county, may suffice. Of courao there is also the case of
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a general conveyance or devise of all a man's lands,
and it may be intended that in such a case registra-
tion maybe had in each county where lands are situate,

though one does not very well see how a memorial for

that purpose is to be framed. But however this may
be, the necessity for stating the place where the lands
are situate does not relieve the party from the neces-
sity of also mentioning the lands conveyed, or affected
by the ins+xument sought to be put on registry. Here
tht V are only partially mentioned, but not to such an
extent as to enable any one, looking at the memorial,
to discover from it what lands they are, but he is told
that if he goes somewhere else and can get an inspection
of a particular deed, not in his own control, and which
liemay have no right to look at or call for, ha can find out.

This is not, I think, what the legislature intended. I
think it meant that as full information of the description
of the land as could be procured through the instru-
ment to be registered, should appear on registry, and
here the party making registration could by means of
that instrument, and the reference contained in it to
the prior deed, extract from the latter the necessary
information. It is not required that the precise words
of description in the instrument should be used, but
words to the same effect will suffice—here the same
effect would have been given to the description in the
instrument of assignment by taking the description
from both deeds, and referring to them as containing
it, and as this might have been done, it should have
been done ; for registration, to work out the policy of
the law, must be effected whenever ','i I v'-^eible, and
must then comply with the requisKos in that behalf.

•1^*
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PoRTMAN V. Paul.

Practice—Adding parties after decree—When permitted.

A. having a mortgaste, filed his bill to foreclose against S., alleging
that the mortgagor had died intestate, leaving him his heir-at-law,
and so entitled to the equity of redemption. After decree. A.
discovers that the mortgagor had by will devised the mortgaged

E
remises to C, and by petition, seeks to add him, and that ha may
e held bound by the past proceedings in the suit.

Held, that the plaintiff had not exercised due diligence in framing
his proceedings, and leave to add C, by special order was refused.

TIlis is a foreclosure suit brought by the Hon. M.
B. Portman and others, against Anson Paul, as the

alleged beir-at-law of the mortgagor now deceased.

The bill was taken pro confesso, and the usual decree

made ; after which the plaintiflFs filed this petition, al-

leging that they had lately discovered that by a will

made by the mortgagor, the mortgaged premises were

devised to other persons, whom the plaintiffs now seek

to add as parties defendant, to be bound by the pro-

ceedings already had in the cause.

Mr. English, for the plaintiffs.

Judgment.—Vankougfnet, C.—In this a decree in

the ordinary shape foi foreclosure has been made
against the defendant, as the heir-at-law of the mort-

gagor, and as owner of the equity of redemption in

that right. Since the decree, the plaintiffs allege that

they have discovered that the mortgagor died, leaving

a will, and that the equity of redemption is in certain

devisees thereunder, and they now apply by petition

to have a reference to the master to ascertain who are,

or is entitled under such will or otherwise to the equity of

redemption, and to make him or them a party or parties

to the bill, either with, or in substitution for the defen-

dant. I think I should not make any such order. If

parties will not take the trouble (more or less accord-

ing to eireumstances) to bring the proper parties before

the court, they have only themselves to blame ; but

they have no right to cast that labour upbn the court,

and turnjt into a court of enquiry for their convenience.
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The plaintiffs here have chosen to run the risk ofthe

heir-at-law being the owner of the equity ofredemption,

and have obtained a decree against him as such, and

now seek by it to bind other parties who may turn out

to be the owners, not claiming in any way under the

defendant, and who had no notice of the proceedings in

the cause. Suppose they had selected the wrong party

as heir-at-law, because he had happened to have the same
name, and he having taken no notice of the proceedings,

because he had no interest in them, the plaintiffs

obtained a decree, master's report and final order for

foreclosure, or all but that ; could they then ask the

court to put the heir in the place of the stranger in

the suit, and bind him by the proceedings ? If the

plaintiffs find that they can get on by adding parties

in the master's oflSce under the general orders, well and

good ; but I decline to make any order on this peti-

tion. I quite agree with the observations ofmy brother

Eaten in Patterson v. Holland, (a)

Cunningham v. Cunningham.

Account for rents and profits—Conveyance subject to payment of debts

of grantor—Leave to amend—Costs.

Conveyances in fee were made by a father to his two sons of portions
of his estate, taking back from them a life-lease for his own secu-
rity, and a bond conditioned for the payment of his debts by his sons.
They both went in'-o possession, and after a portion of the debts was

Eaid off, one of the sons died, having devised the greater part of
is portion to his brother, to pay some of the remaining debts out of

the profits. The father, however, claimed and entered into posses-

sion of his deceased son's portion under the life-lease, and subse-
quently put ihe surviving son in possession, in order that he might
pay off the debts ; but he having applied the rents and profits to his

own use, a bill was filed by the infant heir-at-law of the deceased
son, seeking an account, but as the bill did not set out the case truly,

the existence of the life-lease being ignored by it, the court refused
a decree in the existing shape of the bill ; but gave leave to amend,
and, under the circumstfincef, without costs.

The circumstances giving rise to this suit are fully

stated ill the judgment.

(a) Ante vol. vm. p. 238.
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The cause came on for the examination of witnesses

and hearing before his Lordship the Chancellor, at

Brantford.

Mr. Fitzgerald for plaintiff.

Mr. Wood for the defendants George Cunningham
the elder and George Cimninghamthe younger.

Mr. V. McKenzie for the infant defendants.

The bill was taken pro confesso against the other

defendants.

Jtidgment.—VankoughneTjC.—The case made by the

bill is,that George Gunningham the elder, being seized of

the north half of lotmumber thirteen, in the first con-

cession of Oakland, and owing certain debts, according

to agreement in that behalf with his two sons, Henry
Cunningham, since deceased, and George Cunningham
the younger, conveyed to Henry the south half of the

said portion of land, and to his son George the residue

or north half of it, taking back from them a bond, by
which they bound themselves to pay those debts ; that

the sons took possessici of their several portions and
paid off certain of the debts, when Hem-y died, having

first made a will, by which he devised to his brother

George the said south half (with the exception of a
Email parcel on which were the house, barn and garden)

unMl he should, out of the produce and profits thereof,

have paid off one-half of the amount for which Henry
was liable under the bond to his father; that George

entered into possession of tiie land so devised to him
by Henry, isind received the profits thereof, and refused

to account therefor or furnish any statement of the

debts paid under the bond. The bill was filed by the

heir-at-law of Henry, and to it are parties, defendants,

George Cunningham the elder, and his son George

;

the executors of Henry ; his mother and his brothers

and sisters, and prays an account.
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The defendant George Cunnimjhuvi the younger sets

up by his answer a lease to his father for his life, exe-

cuted by himself and his brother Henry, contempo-
raneously with the deeds and the bond, and alleging

that he holds the lands devised to him by Henry under
that life-lease, and by virtue of a lease thereof from
his father to him ; George Cunningham the elder also

in his answer sets up the lease, and alleges that shortly

after the death of Henry he took possession of the
land conveyed to Henry under the said lease, and
demised the same to his son George. He also alleges

that the consideration for the deeds to Georce and
Henry was this life-lease, and the payment of his debts
as evidenced by the bond. The bill is pro con/esao

against the other adult defendants.

The cause coming on for examination and hearing,
the deeds from the father to the sons and the life- lease

back from them to him are proved, as is also the bond
which is joint and several, obliging the sons to pay " all

just debts and demands which the father may owe to

any person or persons at the date of the bond, and to

save the father, his heirs, executors and administrators,

from all trouble and costs in consequence of said debts
and demands." George Cunningham the elder is called

as a witness for his son George, and he swears that

"immediately after Henry's death he asserted his right

to the land in question under the life-lease to himself,

and that he thereunder put his son George in possession,

telling him to go on and work the land and pay off the
debts ; he said it was part of the arrangement between
himself and his sons at the time of the execution of the

conveyances that they were to retain possession of the
land and by the use of it to pay off the debts ; that they
had no other means of paying them, and that if he
had interfered with them in the enjoyment of the land
they could not have paid them, and that he took the
life-lease for his own security."
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Upon this state of facts it seems to me the plaintiff

cannot succeed upon his present bill, which completely

ignores the existence of the life-lease. Acconiing to

the allegations in the bill, the case would be simple

enough : conveyance in fee to Henry, devise by him to

Geonje as a trustee, and entry by George. But up
comes the life lease ; the assertion of, and acting upon
it, by the old man, the father, and subsequent entry by
George under his father. Were the case to rest there,

the conclusion would be that Henry and George, in

consideration of the remainder, . lad undertaken to pay
off the father's debts in other words, that they had
taken the fee subject to a life estate of thcii father in

it. If this were so, there would be no pretence for

filing a bill against George for an account. But there

is this intermediate element in the case, " that it was
understood and arrange 1 Jbat out of the produce of the

land the sons were to p..;- .»> debts, and that the old man
was not entitled to int irieco with them." This agree-

ment was partly acted ob in Henry's life-time, and is

admitted now by the fatbci. in his deposition signed by
him. Whether this deposition, so signed after the entry

by George, the son, under his father, claiming to act

upon his life-lease, would bind George, so as to take the

case out of the Statute of Frauds, or remove the objec-

tion that it is the introduction of a parol term, or

whether the part performance in Henry's life-time is

sufficient to enable the court to act upon it, are questions

for the consideration of the plaintiff, should he be advised
to amend his bill, upon which, in its present shape, he
cannot have a decree as he does not set out the case

truly ; and the case, as made by him, is entirely dis-

placed by the answers and the evidence in support of

them. On the other hand, the answers have not set out

the case truly,—the parol arrangement is not referred

to by them ; the life-lease is set up as if the father had
had the right to use it free from any stipulation as to

possession by his sons : freed iu fact from this parol

agreement, which he admits on his examination. Under
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these circnrastanco tho case must =itand over, and I

shall allow the plaintiff to amend within one month,
and V Ithout coHts, in consequence of the defendants not

having discloHcd the w.ole truth, and of the plaintiff

being an infant, and not himself or his representatives

cognizant of the frtcts. The plaintiff, howeve'- must
paythe infant defendants thiir costs ofthe hearing before

amending. If thiH is not done and the bill amended
within the month, then it is to be dismissed with costs.

The defendants, ' e.ory the father and Gi''>> je the son,

may perhaps be u le to establish such default in Henry
as to have disentitled him to the use of tho place, and
to have justifiod the father ii cting upon his lease, and
George the son in claiming under him.

The net profits of the land, at the most, is all that

Oeorge could be accountable for.

The bond being a joint and seven. ' nd, George is

liable alone, and tl estate of Henry i., liable alone for

the whole of the dt jts of the father,with the right of

claiming contribution, of course, the one by he other.

It creates much difficulty in any arrangemeui between

the father and Henry's estate alon .vithout ihf^ ahsent

of George the son. All these questions and difficulties,

and perhaps others, have to bo well considered by the

plaintiff before proceeding further with the suit.
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n.',' McQiESTiEN V. Winter.

Injnuclion—Redemption—Parties.

W. sold certain land to A/., giving a bond for a deed : M. assigned to
plaintiff his interest in this bond, as also certain chattels in security,
but retained possession of the instruments. Subsequently M
assigned absolutely the bond to C, to whom (with notice of the
urior security) U'. conveyed the premises, taking back a mortgage
for unpaid purchase money, upon which H'. filed a bill of foreclo-
sure against C, making the plaintiffs, and their co-partners in
business, defendants as incumbrancers by reason of a registered
judgment, but they omitted to set up any interest in the premises
by reason of the security given to them by A/., in which suit the
bill was taken pro eon/esso, and a final order of foreclosure was
obtained against all the other defendants. On a bill filed against
IV., seeking to redeem, or that he should pay off the claim of the
plaintiffs under the security from M.

Held, that M. was a necessary party to the suit ; and also, that W.
had a right to pay them off their claims against A/., and to call
for an assignment of the other securities held by them for such
claim, the amount of which M. was bound to pay to the plaintiffs
or W., m case of his paying.

Statement.—Thk was a motion to restrain the de-

fendant from proceeding to take possession under a
writ of habere facias posaeasionem, under the circum-
Btances stated in the head note and judgment.

Mr. Proudjoot, in support of the application, cited
Coiiaina v. Smith, (a) Honeycomb v. Waldron, {b)

Mr. Fitzf/erald, and Mr. McKemie, contra, referred
to Winterbottom v. Tarjloe, (c) Fell v. Brown, (d) Palk
V. Clinton, (e) Gzirney v. Seppinga, (/)

Jtid(jment.-YAiiKovansET, C—In this case the plain-
tiffs filed a bill claiming to redeem the defendant, or that
the defendant shall pay off the amount for which the
premises were pledged to the plaintiffs by one Montford
in security, and they now move for an injunction to
restrain the defendant from taking possession of the

(a) 13 Ves. 164.

(c) 2 Drew, 279.

(e) 12 Ves. 48.

{b) Str. 1063.

(rf) 2 B. C. C. 276.

(/) 2 Ph. 42
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pi-emises under a writ for possession issued on a judg-
ment at law in his favour. The defendant Winter,
being the owner of the premises, sold them to
one Montford, giving him a bond to executo to him a
deed in fee simple thereof, on payment of the balance
of the piu-chase money. Montford being indebted to
the plaintiffs, assigned to them his interest in this
bond as well as certain chattels to secure tho debt, but
retained possession of tlie bond. Substquently he as-
signed absolutely the bond and uli his interest there-
under to one Cole, to whom subsequently, and as Cole
swears, with knowledge of tlie previous security to the
plaintiffs, If7M<er conveyed the premises, takiugrback a
mortgage from Cole to secure the balance of purchase
money then unpaid. This mortgage money falling

due, IVinter filed a bill to foreclose, making the
plaintiffs and certain persons, partners of theirs in
business, parties defendants as incumbrancers by rea-
son of a registered judgment. Though so made parties
to the suit, these plaintiffs did not set up any interest
in the premises by reason of the mortgage thereof to
them by Montford, but allowed the bill to be taken as
against them and their co-partners, defendants jwo
confesso. A final order for foreclosure was made against
Cole and all the other defendants (of whom there were
several as incumbrancers) except the plaintiffs and
their co-partners. Why foreclosure absolute was not
had against them also does not appear. Winter thus
became possessed of all Cole's equity in the land, or
rather shut it out, and that of all others except the
plaintiffs. Whether the plaintiffs may not have shut
themselves out from relief, by reason of their not hav-
ing set up in.the foreclosure suit the rights which they
claim in this, is not necessary to a decision of this mo-
tion, as I am of opinion that Montford is a necessary
party to the suit. I think it char that the defendant
has a right, if the plaintiffs can make out a title to re-

lief, to pay them off their claim agaiubt Montford, and
to call for and obtain an assignment of the securities

which they hold from Montford for this claim or debt.
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and that Montford would be entitled to and must paj'

off the debt eithe»- to the plaintiflfs or the defendants,

and to have reconveyed to him these securities other

than the land, or to be foreclosed as to them. This
should all be accomplished in one suit, and th; more
certainly so after the plaintiffs have allowed the de-

fendant to bring already one suit to a conclusion with-

cat asserting in it, as they might and should have
done, the rights they now insist upon. I therefore re-

fuse the present motion.

Gordon v. Gordon.

Pltading—Demurrer.

In a bill for dower the plaiptiflf alleged that her husband was in his
lifetime, at the time of his death, and also at the time of making
his last will, seised or entitled in fee in possession

; and in anothtr
part of the bill that the husband had, in his '•fetime, contracted
for the sale of the premises out of which dower was sought.

Held, bad on demurrer, it nowhere appearing that the husband had
been seised during coverture, or that the contract of sale had not
been entered into before marriage.

Statement.—ThQ bill in this case was filed by Sman-
nah Gordon B,g&insi Murdoch Gordon, WiUiam Hill, the
Hon. Malcolm Cameron, Malcolm Colin Cameron and
The Edinburgh Life Assurance Company, setting forth

that the plaintiff was the widow of Donald Gordon,
who was in his lifetime, at the time of his death, and
at the time of making his last will, seised or entitled

in fee in possession of or to certain lands in the town-
ship of Goderich (describing them); that the testator

duly made and published his last will and testament
dated 12th August, 1859, devising certain lands to

plaintiff and his three children, and he ihereby ap-
pointed the defendant Gordon, with others, his execu-

tor, all of whom, except Gordon, renounced probate,

and the defendant, Gordon, alone proved tLo will ; and
that the testator died 21st July, 1860, without alter-

ing Ox revoking such wili ; that no devise in lieu of

dower was made to plaintiff, nor was any settlement
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or provision made in Leu thereof, and plaintiff, on the
decease of her late hiif band, over and above the devise
contained in his wij', became and waa entitled to
dower in all the freoiiold estates of the testator ; that
on the 7th of May, 1861, one Woods recovered judg-
aient against defendant Gordon, as executor, for i;287,

damages and costs, on which a./i./rr. lands was in due
course issued, and placed in the hands of the proper
sheriff.

The bill further alleged that the testator had, in his
lifetime, contracted for the sale of the said premises to

the defendant, the Hon. Malcolm Cameron, who after-

wards had sold the said premises to defendant Hall

;

and after stating several circumstances not material
to the point in issue, alleged a sale and conveyancj by
the sheriff under the before mentioned judgment to the
defendant Hall, who subsequently conveyed the same,
by way of mortgage, to the defendants The Edinburgh
Life Assurance Company; charged several acts of
mal-administration against the defendant Gordon, as
such executor, and prayed, amonpst other things, a
declaration that plaintiff was entitled to dower, and
that the same might be assigned and set out for her.

The defendants, The Edinburgh Life Assurance
Company, demurred for want of equity.

Mr. Strong, Q. C., for the demurrer. The statements
in the bill do not shew whether the widow is entitled to
dower at law. For all that appears the husband may
have been entitled to only an equitable estate ; it is

no where alleged that he was seised of a legal estate of
inheritance ; the words of the bill are, that he was
'* bcized or entitled in fee simple in possession." Now
it is unnecessary to quote the rule that the statements
must be taken most strongly against the pleader, and
for the purposes of this argument we have a right to
presume that he was only equitably entitled ; if that

i ir

n
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were so, he did not die so chtitled, and the widow is

only dowable of equitable estaies where the husband

dies owning such equity ; if, on the other hand, the

allegation is taken to mean a legal seisin, then it is

not alleged in any part of the bill that he was so seised

during coverture ; besides, it is stated that he had

contracted to sell ; this may have been before his mar-

riage with the plaintiff, and in that case she would

not be entitled.

Mr. Gwynne, Q. C, contra. The whole frame of the

bill shews that a seisin in law was what was intended,

and the allegation that the premises were sold under

common law execution is sufficient, with the other

statements of the bill, to shew that the interest held

by the testator was h legal, not an equitable one only.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, in reply.

Balls V. Margrove, (a) Vernon v. Vernon, (6) William-

son V. Flight, (c) Benson v. Hadfield (d) Mitjord's

Pleading, page 62, Daniel's Chancery Practice, (Am.

ed,) page 421, were ^ith other authorities referred to.

Spragqe, V. C.—I have read over the allegations of

the bill which state the plaintiff's title to relief, and

still think, as I intimated wasmy impression at the close

of the argument, that the plaintiff's title is not stated

with sufficient certainty. It was necessary to shew a

legal title to dower. Her title is so stated in the first

paragraph that the title of her husband might be either

a legal or equitable title, and the rule is clear that in

such case the bill is demurrable ; Balls v. Margrove.

This is not helped unless by the allegation in the eighth

paragraph, that by the deed from the sheriff, made upon

the sale by him, and by force of the statute in that

(fl) 3 Beav. 284.

(c) 5 Beav. 41.

{b) 2 M. & Cr. 145.

(rf) 5 Beav. 546.
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behalf, the legal estate became v^estetl in the purchaser,
which it is argued could not be unless the deceased
ownor,thehu3bandofthoplaintiff.had himself the legal

estate. This is, however, rather the allegation of what
the effect of the sheriffs deed was, and so a conclusion
of law than an allegation of a fact, rendering certain
the statement of title which, without it, was uncertain.
Still it comes very close to what Lord Langdale, iu

tho case cited, calls ''such controlling expressions in

the bill as will alter the construction arising from the
former allegation."

But the statement of title is open to another objection.

There is no allegation that the contract of sale was
after the marriage of the plaintiff. If before, she would
have no title to dower. Upon this ground, and I

incline to think upon the first also, I must hold the
bill demurruble. For the strictness and certaint'- with
which the title of the plaintiff must be stated I would
refer to the following cases, in addition to those cited

for the demurrer, Cressett v. Mytton, (a) and Oell v.

Hayward. {b)

[a) 3 B. C. C. 481.

OBANT X.

(6) I Ver. 312.

30
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Glass v. Frkckleton.

Mortgage by detd absolute—Judgment creditor of alleged mortgagee—Parties amendment.

G., a creditor of F., under a judgment recovered in 1856, filed his bill
to redeem W., the alleged mortgagee, under a deed of conveyance
to him from P., absolute in form. A creditor of W., under a
judgment recovered in 1859, and kept alive by

fi. fa. lands, was
made a party in the Master's oflSce as an encumbrancer subsequent
to plaintiff.

Held, that he could not properly be thus made a party ; but the
plaintiff was allowed to amend his bill by making him a party, in
order that an opportunity might be afforded him of contesting the
plaintiff's right to treat the conveyance from F. to W. as a mortgage
as against him.

Where a conveyance absolute in form was executed as a security
only, upon a verbal undertaking of the grantee to reconvey upon
payment of his demand.

Held, that ajudgment creditor of such grantee could enforce his judg-
ment beyond the amoitot of principal and interest due the grantee,

Statement.—This was a suit by a judgment creditor

seeking foreclosure, the decree in which had been pro-

nounced by his Honor V. C. Spragge, as reported,

ante volume VIII., page 522.

On proceeding under that decree in the Master's

office, one Buckley was made a party defendant as an
encumbrancer subsequent to the claim of tb j plaintiff;

thereupon Buckley presented a petition setting forth the

facts, which are stated in the judgment, and praying

that under the circumstances that he might be declared

prior to the plaintiflF as encumbrancer on the premises
in question.

Mr. Fitzgerald for the petitioner.

Mr. Bums contra.

Judgment.—Vankouohnet, C—The plaintiff in this

case files a bill against the two defendants, treating one
as mortgagorand the other as mortgagee of the premises,

and claims a right as judgment creditor of the mort-

gagor to redeem Wilson, the alleged mortgagee, under
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a deed of couveyance to him from Frcckleton, absolute
in form. Defendants make default, and a decree pro
confesHo goes against them. The petitioner Buckley,
a judgment creditor of Wilson under a judgment
recovered and registered in September, 1859, and now
alive by virtue of fiji.ja. against lands, issued prior to
the Ist September, 1861, is brought into the master's
office as an encumbrancerunderthatportionofthedecree
which directs the Master to make enquiries as to

encumbrances subsequent to the plaintiff. The plaintiff

recovered judgment against Frcckleton on the 18th
of December, 1856. It is objected by the petitioner
Buckley that his encumbrance is not subsequent to the
plaintiff's—in other words, that he is an encumbrancer
prior to the plaintiff, his lien being on Wilsons estate
and not on Frcckleton's the mortgagor and vendor, and
so not affected by the decree ; and that at all events
the deed to Wihon, being absolute in form, he is entitled

to prosecute his judgment against the land as Wilson's
he having no knowledge or notice of the transaction,
being merely a mortgagee, as now admitted between the
two defendants, and 5wcA:% is much in the position of a
mortgagee of Wilson, with notice that Wilson's title

was only a mortgage. As a judgment creditor he can
claim no more than his debtor has a right to in the
land; he is bound by the same equities. A case,

however, might be made out of a judgment creditor

advancing money or goods, or incurring a liability

which thejudgment was to secure upon the faith of the
absolute ownership of the land by his debtor, and the

understanding that the judgment was to be a charge
upon i't when the court might think it inequitable to

interfere, and would leave the creditor to enforce his

judgment at law. I think it clear that the petitioner

cannot properly be made a party in the Master's office,

and that the order of the Master making him such party
must he disftharcrfid with flnstn unlf^an iha nloinfiff will

amend his bill by making the petitioner a party thereto,

as be should have done originally, in order that he

lit
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might contest the plaintiff's right to treat the convey-
ance as a mortgage, as against him ; and this I give
the plaintiff leave to do : for this purpose setting aside
the decree, the plaintiff paying all costs.

In pursuance of the permission thus given to the
plaintiff, ho amended IiIh hill by making Jiuckley
a party defendant, who put in an answer thereto
setting up a claim similar to that put forth in his
petition, and the cause was brought on to be hoard
upon the pleadings and evidence, when the same counsel
appeared for the parties respectively. The points relied
on by counsel appear sufficiently in the judgment of

Judgmcnt.-YAmovQHtiET, C.-In this case the defend-
ant Freckleton, being seised in fee of certain lands, con-
veyed them in fee by deed, absolute in form, to one
John Wilson, against whom subsequently the defendant
Buckley recovered a judgment. The plaintiff is a
registered judgment creditor of Freckleton, and as such
files his bill for the sale of Freckleton'a interest in this
land, alleging that Wilson only holds the land by way
of security. Wikon is the only witness examined, and
he swears that the deed to him was made merely to
secure to him the judgment of .€50 and interest, and
that he holds it only as such security. The judgment
of Buckley is for an amount larger than the sum
payable to Wilson on the security, and he contends
that he cannot be cut down to that sum, but is entitled
to have his judgment paid in full. He argues that
evidence given for that purpose (after registration of
his judgment) of a party agreement, not reduced to
writing, cannot affect the legal interest which, by virtue
of such registration, he has acquired upon the estate
absolute at law of Wilson. But the evidence is not of
an agreement made subsequently to the registration of
Buckley's judgment. The evidence is that the deed to
WiUon was made upon that agreement, which was not
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however reduced to writing. The agreement existed
all the while, but was ati.l is incapable of registration,
and could not have been enforoed without written
evidence, which is not furniahod l)y Wilson under oath
and Bignaturo. Thejudguicnt at law has been enforced
against this land speciHcally, and before any action
has been taken on the writ of^n' facias against this
particular land, nm-klc,/ has notice of the agreement
under which the deed to Wihon was executed.

Under these circumstances, and acting upon the
doctrine propounded in MeMastcr v. Pitipps, (a) I think
the defendant Buckley is entitled only to such interest
as Utlson himselt took in the land, and that lie must
submit to take from theiplaintiff the amount so secured
to WiUon for principal and interest, and his costs.

NiCKLES V. McRoBERTS.

Lost deed—Suit to compel execution of new ones—Costs.

^;iw^,°"''i'''^?"°^t!'^''''' '"PP°" ^""^ maintenance, conveyed to McR.certain land. The arrangement fell through, and the land ifwas
alleged, was re-conveyed by the deed, which w -upposed "havebeen lost, and which contained a covenant fo i & assuranceBefore such re-conveyance, however, G. made a similar arranw^

land to R. This arrangement was also abandoned and a new onesimilar in its object, was entered into between G. and N. which

l?,nnftl""
?'"""*^' °^ '*.'

^'*^f''
•'^"^ '^^ conveyance executed pur-suant thereto was consK' ;red ctlectual. With full notice of this Kalso entered into an arrangement with G.. and, with his assent tiwka conveyance from R. which gave him the legal estate. N. having

died, his son filed a bill, alleging the loss of the conveyance byMcR., and seeking to com pel ine execution of another deed by him to

^^A^Jr ^f °"u=
'" ^ 'conveyance to himself as claimingunder G., praying also that A', might be ordered to join in suchconveyance. At the examination of witnesses the supposed lostdeed came to light, m the hands of the attorney with whom it hadbeen deposited, but its genuineness was denied by McR K hadsupported G. for some time, and in his answer sought to avoid theconveyance to AT. by alleging insufficient support of G. Underthese circumstances the bill as against McR. was dismissed with

costs: uui It ac:ng considered, that under the pleadings, reliefmight properly be given as against A'., although the bill was not

(n) Ante. vol. 3, p. 353.
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filed principally with that object. K. wat ordered to convev to the
plaintifl on receivitiR conip«;nHation in reiipect of hid support of Ci
not exceeding the amount which N. had agreed lo nay in the even
of his failure to provide O. with support, the plaintifT. as aKaini

event
nst

A'., being allowed only such costs as he would have been entitled to
if the suit had been instituted against him alone upon the equity
existing l)€tween himself and A'.

The facts of thia cnso are sutticlontly stated in the
head note and judgment.

Mr. Fitzgerald for the plaintiff.

Mr. Blnkc for defendant Kennedy.

Mr. S, Blake for defendant McRohertt.

Judffmmt.—SpRAQOK, V. C.—Thia case is bronght on
for hearing under peculiar circninstancos. The bill al-

leges the loss by the plaintiff of a conveyance from the
chtendont Mclioberta to the defendant Graham, of &
certain parcel of land which had been conveyed by Gra.
ham to McRoberts, the consideration being the support
and m&mtenance ofGraham by McRobertsnnd the pay-
ment by McRoherta ofcertain debts duo by Gralmm. The
arrangement fell through, and the alleged lost deed,
which bears date the 9th ofJune, 1852, would therefore
be merely a reconveyance from McRoberts to Graham.

Before this, however, Graham had made an arrange-
ment with one Rogers of the like nature with the one
made with McRoberts; and McRoberts, at the instance
of Graluim, conveyed the same parcel of land to
Rogers by deed of 17th January, 1852, which it is

alleged he afterwards re-conveyed to Graham himself.

The alleged lost deed contained a covenant for further

assurance
; and the object of the bill as against

McRoberts is *o compel the execution from McRoberts
to Graham of another conveyance itj place of the lost

deed, or a conveyaiice to the plaintiff' as claiming under
Graham. The defendant Kennedy claims under a
conveyance from Rogers, and has the legal estate.

McRoberts denies having ever executed the alleged lost
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(loed. The bill praya that Kmnrdu may be ordered to
join in the conveyance to the plaintiff. The alleged
lost deed was i)laced in the hands of Messrs. mUon
and Hii{ihes, of London, in 1852, at lirst with a view
to procuring its registration. Mr. Huiihes, the gentle-
man personally communicated with, advised that ano-
ther conveyance should be procured from Mcltoberts,
and applications wore made to McRoherta for that
purpose, who after taking time to consider and advise
about it, refused. Mr. Hughes was then instructed by
the plaintiff, who, with Graham, had seen him on the
subject, to bring an action against MrRoberts, upon
his covenant for further assurance, and an action was
accordingly commenced, which was brought in the
name of Graham. At the examination of witnesses be-
fore me at London evidence was given of searches
having been made in the office of Mr. Wilson (Mr.
Huffhcs having in the meantime been appointed a
county court judge) for the missing deed. Among
others, Mr. Hughes was called : he had not been re-

quested to make any search ; he was afterwards re-

called and stated that he had made some search;
other witnesses were examined, and Mr. Hughes made
another and more effectual search for the missing
deed: he found it in the draft of the declaration
against McRoherts, and produced it in court.

Both before and after its production evidence was
given as to its genuineness. McRoherts repeatedly and
emphatically :lenied having ever executed it ; and his

son William McRoherts, who attested the execution of
the conveyance from his father to Rogers, and whose
name appears as a subscribing witness to the deed in

question, denied that it was his signature, though
with less positiveness than the denial by his father.

If the deed was not genuine, the case fails of course
as against McRoherts ; and if genuine, its findin" and
production satisfy that, which it was the object of the

suit to obtain against him. But the plaintiff urges that

'W
n
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McRoberts ought not to have his costs, and indeed
ought to pay the costs of his being made a party, be-
cause, as the deed he had given could not be found
after diligent search, he was bound under his cove-
nant to execute another. If the missing deed found
and produced by Mr. Hughes is not genuine, that
ground fails, of course : and if genuine, still it turns
out that it was all the while in existence, and in the
office of the solicitors with whom the plaintiff
had deposited it : and the gentleman in whose
hands it had been placed had not only, not been
asked to search for it before the bill was filed,

but not even before, the case was called on for exami-
nation. If he had been applied to, it is to be assumed
that he would have found the missing deed, and this
suit would not have been brought ; at any rate in its

present shape. I think Mclioberts entitled to his
costs. I do not indeed very well see of what use a
conveyance from McRoberts could be to any one ; for,

at the date of the missing deed, he had conveyed to
Bogers, and thenceforward had neither the legal estate,
nor any beneficial interest.

The primary object of the bill fails. But as to
Kennedy, it makes a secondary case, though scarcely
a case independent of the one arising out of the al-
leged execution and loss of the deed of June, 1852,
but at the same time Kennedy has an equity quite
from that deed.

Gh'aham appears to have made successive arrange-
ments of the like nature, first with McRoberts, next
with Rogers, then with William Nickles the father of
the plaintiff, and lastly with Kennedy; the two first

were of short duration and were mutually abandoned.
The agreement with Nickles was acted upon for up-
wards of six years, during all which time Graham was
supported by Wmixim Nickles or the plaintiff, and
the conveyance from Graham to William Nickles was
intended to be an effectual conveyance, and was no
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doubt supposed to be so. Kennedy, as the evidence

shews, was cognizant of all this ; and with notice of

it, took a conveyance from Rogers, which gave him
the legal estate with the assent of Graham.

If I were to dismiss this bill as against Kennedy, as

well as against McRoberts, I should think it right to do

so without costs as against Kennedy, for I think his

conduct disentitles him to costs. My doubt has been

whether I may not properly give relief against Kennedy
though the bill is not framed with that object, or at

least not principally with that object. I :' ^ine to

think that I may. Kennedy has evidently understood

the bill as stating an equity against him, founded upon
the prior contract with William Xiekles, and its being

acted upon, and with notice to him, Kennedy.

The bill states shortly the conveyance from Graham
to Nickles to have been for a valuable consideration.

Kennedy's answer states what the consideration was,

and seeks to avoid it by alleging insufficient support to

Gvaham, thus raising an issue upon which evidence has

been given as to whether or not Graham was in fact

supported by Nickles ; and upon that, the evidence is

in favor of Nickles. The evidence of notice to Kennedy,

besides the admission in his answer, is ample.

I suppose Kennedy, by raising the question of the

support of Graham by Nickles, puts his defence upon

this, that he has the legal estate, and as good, if not

a better equity than Nickles, because support was a

necessity for Graham, and inasmuch as it was not

afforded by Nickles, he might properly support him,

and get the legal estate in himself, for his protection

;

but the evidence is against him upon this point, that

is, upon the fact of sufficient support by Nickles.

If the bill had been against Kennedy alone, and the

only issue, that which is in truth the real issue between
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the plaintiff and Kennedy, I eould not but hold the
plaintiff entitled to a conveyance from Kennedy, and I
think I may properly decree that relief upon these
pleadings, instead of putting the plaintiff to file a new
bill, seeing, as I do, that Kennedy understood such to
be the real issue between him and the plaintiff. It is
indeed as between them a contest which shall get the
parcel of land, the price being the support of an old
and intemperate man, for what is probably the short
remainder of his life.

Kennedy \iQ.H supported Oraham for some time, and
has relieved Nickles from the cost of supporting him
during that time. It may be referred to the Master
to mquire what sum should be allowed to Kennedy in
respect of such maintenance. Upon payment of that
sum, or its being set off ;jro tanto against costs, plain-
tiff to be entitled to a conveyance. The plaintiff to be
entitled to such costs against Kennedy as he would
have been entitled to if this suit had been against him
alone, and only upon the equity which I have referred
to between these two parties.

In proceeding to draw up the decree upon this judg-
ment.theRegistrar settled theminutes.referringitto the
Master generally to settle the amount of remuneration
payable to Kemiedy for the support of Graham. This
the plaintiff objected to, insisting that under no circum-
stances ought the Master to be at liberty to allow more
than at the rate of ten pounds per annum, that being
the amount agreed on between William Nickles and
Graham, that the former should be bound to pay for
the support of Graham in case Nickles failed to furnish
him therewith

; and accordingly, a motion was made
before his Honor Vice-chancellor Spragge to vary the
minutes m this respect, when it was determined thatm settlmg a sum to be allowed, the Master must be
restneted by the decree to the sum of ten pounds
which had been agreed upon between the parties.
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Chisholm v. Barnard.

Administration suit—Allowance to executors.

A retaining fee paid by the executors to their solicitor in an admin-
istration suit may, under certain circumstances, be a perfectly
reasonable disbursement.

Where executors without any authority assumed to act in the
management of the real estate of their testator, they were made
to account for their acts, as if they had been duly empowered to act
as trustees. In such a case it is their duty to keep accounts, and
be ready at all times to explain their dealings with the estate.

While the court will not exact from trustees, in the management of
the estate, more careful conduct than a prudent man would bestow
in the management of his own property, still it requires from them
full explanation of all their dealings, and the causes which may
have led to outstanding debts not having been collected, or to the
disappearance of property belonging to the estate.

Five per cent, commission on moneys passing through the hands of
executors, oiay or not be an adequate compensation, or may
be too much according to circumstances ; but, in no case will an
executor be entitled to allowance for services performed by an
agent, and which were so performed by him gratuitously.

Statement.—Thiswas an administration suit, a decree

in which had been pronounced, referring it to the Master

to take the accounts of the suit, who made his report

thereunder, which was appealed from. The grounds

of appeal and the points urged by counsel appear suffici-

ently in the judgment.

Mr. Dunne for the appeal.

Mr. Grickmore for the executors, contra.

Judgment.-YA.VKOvaHSZT, C.-I agree with the Master

in his disposition of the item of taxes and repairs. The

tenant was not bound to pay the one or the other, and

consequently the estate was bound to pay, and it could

make no difference whether the executors received from

the tenant the full rent and the amount paid for taxes and

repau's, or whether they authorized him to pay for them

out of the rent and hand them the balance. I think, as

I stated at the time, that the charge for the retaining

allowed ; it was not an unreasonable disbursement for

them to make. There is a great dea^ of trouble in
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conducting administration suits at times, and many
things are done and much time employed often for
which no direct charge can weU be made. I think
however, that some of the items with which it is sought
to charge the executors require further investigation
As I understand the case, the executors, without any
authority to do so, assumed the management of the
real estate. That this was for the benefit of the parties
intei, .ted I d>) not doubt, but having assumed such
management, they must account for their trust as if
they had been duly empowered. Now it seems that
one of the lots war. leased to . man named Little, and
that at the expiration of his tenancy for a year there
was due $120. The agent for the executors at that
time swears that he called the attention of the acting
executor. Chisholm, to this debt, and that Chisholm
said to let It lie and he would see little in parliament
about It. Little being then a candidate for admission
there :~nothmg more is heard of it. I think that the
executors, acting as trustees, are bound to give some
explanation why this rent was not recovered ; to shew
that they tried to get it and could not, and why It
appears as an asset of the estate, and it devolves upon
them to account for it. So also with regard to the five
or seven acres of growing wheat left by Riddell when he
gave up the place. It i. shewn that he abandoned this
to the executors. They must account for it. Then as
to the balance of rent claimed to be due from Robson Ithmk some explanation is required from the executors
It appears that for one lot, at all events, Robson
was to pay $60 a year.' and there is evidence to
Shew that it was worth $90. This $60 a year is
not accounted for. It would seem that Robson was
able to pay. The claim for timber cut on the premises
IS sustained by evidence sufficient to put the execu-
tors on sheir defence as to it. It does not appear
under what circumstances the executors permitted nil
tms timber to be cut and removed, and the evidence
shews that its loss was a damage to the premises. The
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Master appears to have acted under the impression that
it was the duty of the guardian to make out that the
executors could have realized every asset of the estate,

and wilfully made aw y with any portion of it which
had disappeared, and that uuiess this was done he was
bound to presume that they had acted rightly, and
could not better have discharged their duty. This is

not so. While the court will not exact more from
trustees than such conduct as a prudent man would
pursue in the management of his own property, yet it

requires fromthem full explanations ofall their dealings,
and of the causes why outstanding assets were not col-

lected, or property of the estate had disappeared ; and
a trustee who cannot satisfactorily account for the one
or the other will be chargeable with them. It is the
duty of every one assuming the position of a trustee to
keep accurate accounts, and to be ready at all times
to explain his dealings with the estate, and to be able
to shew why he has not got in any portion of it, whether
due to it in the shape of rents or otherwise. The case
must, therefore, go back to the Master.

As regards the allowance of a commission to the
executors, I am not prepared to say that the amount
fixed by the Master is too large. I think nothing
should be allowed to the executors during the time
Wright managed the estate for them, unless it can be
shewn that they had labor and trouble during that
time in the management. The discharge given to
Wright assumes that all this fell upon him, and that
he discharged it gratuitously. Of course the executors
cannot have any allowance for work done by him
without charge. Five per cent, commission on moneys
passing through the hands of executors and trustees
may or may not be an adequate compensation, or may
be too much, according to circumstances. There may
be very little monoy got in, and a great deal of labor,

anxiety, and time spent in managing an estate, when
five per cent, would be a very insufficient allowance.
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!^

These executors appear to have managed this estate
since 1848. What amount of personal trouble and
time they expended I know not, and therefore it is that
I am unable to say whether the sum allowed by the
Master is or is not fair. But with the observations I have
made as to the period of Wright's agency, I leave him to
re-consider it. On the otheritems I agree with the Master.

Dunn v. Attorney-General.
Foreclosure when Crown interested in the equity of redemption.

Where the Crown holds (he equity of redemption of mortgaeed
premises no absolute order of foreclosure can be pronounced butonly that in default of payment the mortgagee be at liberty to
enter mto possession. "j' lu

Statement.~In this case the plaintiff held a mortgage
covering premises which had, since the making of it,

become vested in the Crown.

On a bill being filed against the Attorney-General of
Upper Canada, to recover the amount due, a question
arose at the hearing as to the form of the decree to be
drawn up.

Mr. J. C. Hamilton, cited Reeve v, Attorney-General,
(a) Hodge v. Attorney-General, (b) and Miller v. Attor-
ney-General, (c)

Mr. McGregor contra.

Judgment—VA.'SKOvonKm', C, stated that this court
has no authorityto decree relief in such cases against the
Crown except such as is possessed by the Com-t of Chan-
cery in England. If a decree were made for sale, the
interest of the Crown might thus be wholly vested in
the purchaser, but if foreclosure be asked, the court can,
on default, only order that the plaintiff be at liberty to
enter into possession of the mortgaged premises, and
hold and enjoy the same, and receive the rents and
profits thereof until the Crown think proper to redeem.
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Hancock v. Maulson.

Mortgage—Proof of claim in Masters office.

To shew the balance due on a mortgage, the party proving the claim,
in addition to swearing to the balance, produced certain books in
the Master's office, and made affidavit that by these books the
balance claimed on the mortgage could be discovered. Neither
party asked him any question in reference to them, nor was he
asked to explain them ; and the Master stated that on looking at
the books he could not from them understand the account.

Held, on appeal from the ruling of the Master, that the oath of the
claimant, standing unimpeached, though not' supported by the
partial statement furnished by him, but which he offered to make
complete, if required, from the books, the Master should have
acted on it, and allowed the claim.

The point involved in this appeal appears in the head-
note and judgment.

Mr. Mowat, Q. C, for the appellant Woodside.

Mr. Roof for Miller, encumbrancer, added in the
Master's office. •

Mr. Fitzgerald for other parties.

Judgment.—Yankovoknet^C—I think upon the evi-

dence before bim, the Master should have ranked the

sum claimed on Woodaide's mortgage next after the
plaintiffs mortgage in priorit3\ The mortgage, though
made to Woodside, was for the security ofthe City Bank,
to cover an indebtedness of Maulson to that institution

at the time of about ^£3,548. Woodsidf, both in his

affidavit and his evidence before the master, swears
that of this sum so secured, the sum of $2,175 still

remains due, and it is this sum Woodside or the City
Bank claims should be allowed them lu priority of the
other defendants, Miller and Robertson. Woodside
accompanies his first affidavit with a list of the notes

represented as the notes of one Miller, endorsed by
Maulson, and as covering this balance claimed on the
mortgage, and he accompanies a second affidavit with
a long list of other notes, at one time in possession of
the bank, and used by Maulson in his transactions with
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it. Woodside also produces in the Ma?ter'8 office the
books of the bank in which MauUon's account and
discount transactions are entered, and he swears that
by these books can be discovered the balance now
claimed on the mortgage. Neither party ask him any
questions in reference to the books, nor is he asked to
explain them, and the Master says that on looking at
the books he cannot, from them, understand the account.
Without explanation from Mr. Woodside, or some offi-
cer of the bank acquainted with the transactions, and
the mode of keeping the books, the latter would not,
by themselves, afford the explanation. The most that
can be said, howe-^er, of the partial statement of
Maulson'a account and bill transactions, attached to
Woodside'a first affidavit is, that it does not explain, or
by itself prove, Mr. 'Woodside'a deposition, that the
balance now claimed is part of the originar amount
secured by the mortgage, but it does not disprove it, as
there is nothing unlikeiy or improbable in the balance
claimed to be due of the original debt buir^g covered in
the bank by the notes of Miller, used by Maulson in his
banking operations, and the same may be said of the
books unexplained in evidence. This, however, cannot
set aside Woodside'a positive oath, which the other
incumbrancers claiming priority over him might have
got rid of, if they could by cross-examining Woodside,
and by the books, or otherwise, disprove the allega-
tion. This, however, they did not attempt, and standing,
as I think, unimpeached, though not supported by the
partial statements furnished by Woodside, and which
he offered to make complete, if required, from the books,
the Master should, in my opinion, have acted upon it,

and allowed the claim. The appeal, therefore, must
be allowed.
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BURNHAM V. BURNHAM.

Promissory notes—Renewal—Indorser's indemnity.

The plaintiff indorsed notes for 11^. B.. since deceased, which were
discounted at two different banks. To indemnify plaintiff against

nZl,?'^.°"K'"^"*^J''- ^ '"o^'K'-'Red certain real and personal
property o him. The notes were subsequently paid, when due. atthese banks, with the proceeds of other notes of W. B.. indor^dby plaintiff, and discounted at a third bank.

Held, that the indemnity secured plaintiff against his indorsements at

: .
V®1"^st, on paper discounted at the third bank to keenoutstanding the amounts of the former notes.

Semble, that the indemnity given to an indorser will protect him
against liability on any other securities, in whatever shape towhich he may become a party at the request of the maker tokeep the amounts of the notes outstanding.

.This was a suit by Elia8 Burnham against Susan
Burnham, executrix of her late husband William
Burnham, deceased, seeking an account and payment
of what was due to plaintiff in respect of certain notes
endorsed by him for the said William Burnham, under
the circumstances stated in the head note and judgment.

Mr. A. Crooks for plaintiff.

Mr. Fitzgerald for defendant.

Jttdgment.SpRxao^, V. C—The question is as to
certain promissory notes of which the late William
Burnham was maker, and the plaintiff indorser, dis-
counted at the Ontario Bank. The plaintiff is in effect

mortgagee of certain real and personal estate of William
Burnham, conveyed to the plaintiff to indemnify him
and Zacchem, and Harris Burnham, for their indorse-
ments upon certain paper of WiUiam Burnham, at the
Bank of Upper Canada and the Niagara District
Bank. The notes at the Niagara District Bank have
all been paid off, and those at the Bank of Upper
Canada partially so.

If the notes at these two banks were retired by the
proceeds of notes discounted at the Ontario Bank for
the purpose, I think the plaintiff is entitled to

"
^Id the

GRANT X. ^l
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property conveyed to him to indemnify him against the
notes at the Ontario Bank, and against any renewal of
those notes. The substance of the contract of indemnity
was that William Bumham shouhl pay, and that his
indorsers should be protected from paying the moneys
for which the notes were a security. There could be no
question that it would extend to renewals at the same
bank; and as little doubt, I think, for the principle is
the same, to notes at other banks, or any other securi-
ties, in whatever shape, to which the indorsers or any of
them might become parties at the request of William
Bumham, to keep the same moneys outstanding.

Then as to the fact ; the defendant, after the death
of her husband, was applied to by the Ontario Bank for
payment

;
and she prqposed that the plaintiff should be

released, and that the bank should take the securities
which he held for his indorsements for WilliamBumham.
This is stated by the cashier of the Ontario Bank, and is

confirmed bythedefendant'sbrother-in-law,vlujj<crt,who
says she described the property, and it is the same pro-
perty, which was conveyed to the plaintiff to indemnify
him for his indorsements at the Bank of Upper Canada
and at the Niagara District Bank; and ^wsien adds, that
the defendant proposed to the Bank to assume the
plaintiff's liabilities, and take an assignment of the
securities held by him. The defendant might certainly
have made such a proposal to the bank even if the notes
at the Ontario Bank had not grown out of the transac-
tions at the other banks ; but she seems to have put it

upon the footing that the plaintiff held the securities as
well against the notes she was proposing to settle as
against others

; and she proposed to the bank to take
those securities instead of his personal liability.

The plaintiff himself was called by the defendant to
prove that the notes at the Niagara District Bank were
paid by William, Bumham. It is objected that what
he stated by way of explanation is not receivable. I
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think that it ifl, BO far us he speaks of the source from
which the money, were obtained with which the notes
at the Niagara District Bank were paid. So far then
as notes at the Niagara District Bank were retired, at
or after the discount of the notes at the Ontario Bank
we have evidence which tlio defendant has thought fit to
call lor and use, that they were retired with moneys
obtamed by William Burnham for the discount of
notes indorsed by the plaintiff, at the Ontario Bank.

There is also a letter of William Burnham',, dated
the 6th of June, 1860. in which he speaks of one of his
notes tor $2000 to fall due on the 18th of the same
month, and which he proposes to retire by a discount of a
note at another bank, and asks the plaintiff to indorse
It; and in a letter of the 14th of the same month he
speaks of a note for $1000, falling due on the 25th
which he proposes to retire by the proceeds of two
notes for $500 each, which he says he can get discounted
at the Ontario Bank, and asks the plaintiff's indorse-
meut.

1 think the proper inference which, as a judge offact
I may properly draw from all these circumstances is'
that the notes at the Ontario Bank were indorsed by
the plaintiff, not in the way of incurring a new liability
for an additional sum: but of keeping alive the old
liability in a different shape, and that the moneys for
which he originally held the indemnity remained still
unpaid.

As to -one of the parcels of land, the one in the
township of Hamilton, there is no evidence as to
whether it was conveyed by way of indemnity or not—
the conveyance is absolute ; a paper is put in purporting
to be executed by the plaintiff", declaring it to be held in
trust to indemnify against all paper indorsed at any
bank; and the bill states that it was so. I do not
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know who produced the paper ; , r l» not mentioned in
UiB W.fjFmdant'H affidavit upon piNjs ntion, nor in any
way pro od

; hut it is in favor of the defendant as solo
devisee of her husband ; that the plaintif! admits that
he docs not hold the lund absolutely. I think it should
be taken as subject to the admitted truaf.

The decree will be for the application, of the real and
personal property RRsigned, to the purposes of the trust;
and if insufficient, for the usual administration inquiries
against thedefendantnsexocutrix; the plaintiffofcourse
accounting for the chattel property which has come to
his hands.

Taylor v. Craven.

Practice—Master's report—Costs,

Where the costs of certain proceedings were allowed by the Master
against the estate of a deceased person not a party to the suit atany time, without shewing why they were so allowed, the court atthe hearing on further directions, notwithstanding the report hadnot been appealed from, refused to carry out that portion of theMaser's finding, and directed the question to be spoken to and
add'.tional information furnished to the court.

This was an administration suit, in which the Master
haa made his report, and the cause was subsequently
brought on for hearing on further directions.

Mr. Blevina for the plaintiff.

Mr. Strong, Q. C, for infant defendants.

Mr„ Hodgins for James Craven. *

Judgr/i^v.. -"^'iKiioUGHNET, C—There seems to have
been scmo - .frinion and n^^" -ppprehension in this case
fromfirstU)iaei andonthemotionbeforemeforadecree
on further direntinnA th*» rtrtnnool f/>« fU^^^^i.;.. j ^

J i.2— — s.t.._.v» ivi viic ^ai fciCB UU XiUL

appear to have understood what the real position of the
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case was
;
and, with the imperfect materialH which

have been furnished to me (a defect. I must obHerve.
too frequent,) I am not sure that I understand it. The
bill (which ..r any of the pleadings, I have not seen)

r* f ;j.r '^^'^"'*' ^^ ^""'' ^'"^'^'•' «'«t^r of the
testate^- WV/,«m Cracen, claiming payment of a legacy
bei-ieathed to her and charged on the estatedemiaed byhim to las brother John, and for the administration of
his estate. The two questions presented to me were as
to whether the legacy was a charge on more than the
estate which John took under the will ; and whether
the real estate of the testator, or a sufficient part of it
should not be sold to pay the costs of the suit, it havin"
been assumed on the argument that there were no debts
payable by the testator at the time of his death As to
the first question. I am of opinion that the legacies
directed to be paid by John were chargeable only on
the life estate demised to him, and not also on the
remainder demised to his son. As to the second
question, if there had been no debts of the testator for
which his real estate was liable, I should have required
authority to show that the costs of an unsuccessful
litigation to establish a charge on the realty, and for
the administration of his personal estate, which had all
been properly disposed of before the bill was filed, could
have been levied out of the real estate to which he was
eatitled at f ae time of his dt ath. On looking, however
ut the Master's report of the 20th February, I861'
made upon an order of the court of the 29th October'
1860, referring back to him his report of the 24th of
September previously, I find that the Master reports
that there is due to James Craven, one of the devisees
from the estate of the testator, the principal sum of
^107 6s.; and by the decree, on further directions dated
the 2nd of April, 1861. it is ordered that two sums of
^69 and ^14, found due by the Master's rciiort of the

..„^!.„„^,^^r liuiLL luv uufonuanis, n Uiiam Wein»
and Anne Weins, his wife, as administrators of the

r
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estate of John Craven, deceased, and derived from the
rents and profits of the land devised to John Craven
for his life, be deducted from fclie amount found due by
the estate of William Craven to James Craven, and
that for payment of the balance a competent part of the
real estate of William Craven be sold. How the rents
and profits of the land so devised to John Graven for
life accrued after his death, and, so far as I can make
out, received by his widow and administratrix Anne
Weins, (for I assume her to be his widow, though this
does not appear from any papers furnished to me.) or
these rents and profits, if they accrued in John's life-

time and were received by her after his death, could be
made applicable to the payment of the debts of William
Craven, I do not at present understand. The decree
making them so, has not, however, been appealed
against

; i„nd indeed none of the proceedings or facts
which I have briefly noticed above were brought to my
notice or discussed on the motion. Having thus called
them to the attention of the parties interested, I think
it desirable that the question of costs should be again
argued and spoken to, and that I should also be informed
whether there is an outstanding claim by James Craven
against the estate of William as found by the master,
or whether it has been satisfied, as the court might
fairly presume it to have been from the absence of all

allusion to it on the argument, its existence being of
every importance to the question of the liability of the
real estate to costs in the suit.
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Cull v. The Grand Trunk Railway Company.

Railway companies' rights as to constructing bridges over navigablestreams-im Vic, eh. 36. and 20th Vic, ch. 12, considcred~The
Attorney-General, when a necessary party.

The Grand Trunk Railway Company, in 18^:; erected a fixpH hri^„»
over a navigable river, near the outlet. The pk miff fhen mvn!^land on the bank of the r.ver, on which he had eS^a fac

"^^^
and contemplated building a dock and mills. It was materilwo

bine^ciai^rs Z'^s:r'''^'' - -'- - ^-"-oit
At the time the bridge was built the 20th sec. of i6th Vic ch ?7 waom force, but before the bill in this cause was filed 20th Vic' ch 12was passed by the 7th sec. of which it was enacted -It shall be
,

lawful for the Governor in Council upon the report of the saidboard, (,..., the board of railway commissioners,) fo authorize anvrailway company to construct fixed and permanent bridces or^nsubstitute such bridges in the place of the swmg! draw or movab ebridges on the line of such railwav. within such time as <heGovernor m Council may direct, and for each and everyday afterthe period so fixed, during which the said company shlu use suchswing, draw or movable bridges, the said company shall forfeitand pay to her Majesty the sum of fifty pounds. Provided it sha 1not be lawful for any railway company to substitute any swinidraw or other movable bridge in the place or stead of an7fi3;
LTof"fhi

^"d««^''-«.-dy built and constructed, withourthe con'sent of the Governor in Council, previously had and obtained
°

This section was not specially set up in answer, but was relied utjonin argument as permitting a permanent and fixed bridge nca^esauthorized by the executive.
u»iuge in cases

The plaintiff relied on the former act as providing for a draw-brid~which would not impede navigation, and prayld that theromoanvmight be required to remove the present fixed bridge and toSin Its stead a draw-bndge, which would not impede fhe navSnor plaintiff -s business. Also, that an account might be °aken of a^lOSS sustained by the plaintiff by reason of impedfments caused by

byTe'comVany.'"'
'''' ^'^' ^"^^ ^^^"^ "^'^^^ ^« madeUd'olim'

"'Itr^f.
'•/''^

''y^^J^^
not navigable the bridge had been properlyerected if navigable, the company were wrone in erectinr/h-

bridge, but that this was cured by the latter statmffn^^l!
plaintiff was not entitled to the relief asked

*' ^"'^ '^'''

Semble, that in such a case the bill should be by the Attorney

feS'o/fhVru'bTc.'^^^"^'
^° ''-'-^ ^-" P--^ foMhtSr^-

Statement.—The facts of the case and the relief
sought, are clearly set forth in the judgment.

Mr. Hillyard Cameron, Q. C, Mr. Mowat, Q. C, and
Mr. irlorpky for plaintiff.

Mr. McDonald and Mr. Bell for defendants.
I
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Jwi(?TOe«t.-SpRAGGE, V. C.-In theyear 1855 the G'rawt?

TrunkRailway Company erected, as part of their railway

communication, a bridge across the River Don, near its

chief outlet into Lake Ontario, through the bay of

Toronto. The bridge so erected was a fixed permanent

bridge, as distinguished from a swing or draw-bridge.

The plaintiff's case is, that at the time of such bridge

being erected he was lessee, by lease renewable in

perpetuity, of several acres of land on the westerly side

of the river Don, on which he had erected a starch

factory, and contemplated the construction of a dock,

andwhich premiseswere also suitable for the erection of

mills and other works ; that the river Don was and is a

navigable stream, wijth sufficient depth of water from

the bay to a point above the plaintiffs premises to float

the largest vessels which navigate the lakes ; and that it

was material to the plaintiff to have the navigation

unimpeded, in order to the most beneficial use of his

premises, for the purpose for which he was using them

or might thereafter use them.

At the time of the construction of the bridge the 20th

section of 16th Victoria, chapter 37, was in force, which

provided as follows, "that it shall not be lawful for the

said company to cause any obstruction in, or to impede

the free navigationofany river, stream or canal, oyer,

across, or along which their railway shall be carried,

and if the said railway shall be carried across any

navigable river or canal, the said company shall leave

such openings between the piers of their bridge or

viaduct over the same, and shall construct such draw-

bridge or swing-bridge over the channel of the river, or

over the canal, and shall be subject to such regulations

with regard to the opening of such draw-bridge or swing-

bi^idge, for the passage of vessels and rafts, as the

/-< :_ r(«,^^«ii r.11011 fJivQ/if ar\fi mq.Vo from himfito

time ; nor shall it be lawful for the said company to con -

struct any wharf, bridge, pier, or other work, upon the
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public bank or bed of any navigable river or stream, or

upon the lands covered with the waters thereof, until

they shall have submitted the plan of such work to

the Governor in Council, and the same shall have been

approved by him in Council, as aforesaid ;
" so that if

the Don was a navigable stream, within the meaning

of the act, the railway company ought to have con-

structed a swing or draw-bridge, and the construction

of a fixed bridge was not a lawful act within the pow-

ers conferred upon them. The prayer of the bill is,

that it may be declared that the said company were

bonnd, "pursuant to the provisions of the said act, to

have erected a swing or draw-bridge over the said

Rivtr Don, if they desired to cross the same with the

said line of railway, so that the navigation thereof

should not be stopped or obstructed, and that they are

bound to make good the loss sustained by your com-

plainant, and that the said company may be decreed to

remove the said fixed bridge so constructed by them,

and to erect instead thereof, one of such a description

as directed by the said act; and that an account may

be taken of all sums of money which your complainant

has been obliged to layout and expend by reason of

the obstruction of the said river, caused by the said

defendants, as aforesaid, and of all loss and damage

sustained by your complainant thereby, and that the

said company may be decreed to pay your complain-

ant the amount which shall be foubd due on taking

the said account, and also the costs of this suit, or

that the value of your complainant's said premises

may be ascertained by the Master, and the amount

thereof paid to your complainant by the said defend-

ants, with his costs."

The bill was filed in August, 1857. In May of that

year the statute 20 Victoria, chapter 12, was passed,

which altered the law in relation to the construction of

bridges along the line of railway. By the 7th section

it is enacted, " It shall be lawful for the Governor in

Council upon the report of the said board, to authorize
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or require any railway company to construct fixed

and permanent bridges, or to substitute such bridges,

in the place of the swing, draw, or movable bridges on

the line of such railway, within such time as the

Governor in Council may direct, and for each and
every day after the period so fixed, during which the

said company shall use such swing, draw, or movable

bridges, the said company shall forfeit and pay to her

Majesty the sura of fifty pounds. Provided, it shall not

be lawful for any railway company to substitute any
swing, draw, or other movable bridge in the place or

stead of any fixed or permanent bridge already built

and constructed, without the consent of the Governor

in Council previously had and obtained."

It is contended for the plaintiff that this enactment

did not authorize the retention of a fixed bridge over a
navigable stream ; but only required the retention of

such fixed bridges as were previously lawful. I do not

think the act admits of this distinction. It is general

in its terms, and evidently contemplates the substitu-

tion of fixed for movable bridges across navigable

streams ; for it does in terms provide for such substi-

tution, and it would be assumed that it was only across

navigable streams that movable bridges had been

erected. It would be insensible, at the same time, to

enable railway companies and to make it their duty to

do the opposite, »and substitute movable for fixed

bridges. The conclusion is inevitable that that part

of the prayer of the bill cannot be granted which asks

for a direction that the present fixed bridge be re-

moved, and a movable bridge substituted in its place.

The plaintiff objects that this enactment is not set

up by the answer. It is not, in terms, but the bill

treats the erection of a bridge across the Don river as a

lawful act bv the comoanv.insistiner onlv that it should
i' S. t' • • • I'

be a drawbridge, and refers to 16 Victoria, chapter 37,

as providing for the case. It must be open to the defend-
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ants to shew that the statute relied upon is no longer

law, and what the law is. What the answer says is,

that a drawbridge is not required from the situation

of the bridge, and,that if a drawbridge were erected, it

would endanger the safety of passengers and traffic,

and be injurious to the public.

The short sum of the case so far appears to be this

:

If the Don be not a navigable stream, the Eailway

Company properly erected a fixed bridge, and of

course cannot do otherwise than continue it. If the

Don be a navigable stream, the company, in the then

state of the law, did wrong in erecting a fixed bridge

;

but nevertheless, in the altered state of the law, cannot

do otherwise than continue it ; and this court cannot

interfere with its continuance.

It remains to consider whether the plaintiff has any

other remedy in this court. The erection of a fixed

bridge was lawful or unlawful, according to whether the

Don was not, or was, a navigable stream ; but I ought

not to pronounce any opinion upon the latter point,

unless, in one event, the plaintiff is entitled to some

remedy in this court. Suppose the act unlawful, by

reason of th<^ river being navigable, the ordinary

remedy of the plaintiff would be, at law, for the conse-

quential injury sustained by him ; and the company

could not, in such case, protect itself under the acts

authorizing the construction of the railway. On the

other hand, supposing the erection of a fixed bridge law-

ful, the river being not navigable, the plaintiff's remedy,

if any, would either be at law or by arbitration under

the statute,—v;ould probably be confined to the latter.

Cameron v. The Ontario, Simcoe, and Huron Railway

Co., (a) Wallace v. The Grand Trunk Railway Co., (b)

Knapp v. the Great Western Railway Co. (c) I see

no equity for coming into this court. It is said that the

(a) 14 U. C. Q. B. 612. (b) 16 U. C. Q. B. 551.

(c) 6 U. C. C. P. 187.
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plaintiff has no adequate remedy at law, and the bill

prays an account of all sums of money which the

plaintiff has necessarily expended by reason of the

obstruction to the navigation occasioned by the bridge,

and of loss and damage sustained thereby. I do not

think there is any precedent for such an account in a

case in any way analogous. I do not find any reason

alleged by the plaintiff for not prosecuting his remedies

at law or under the statute. There are allegations of

proposed compromise and compensation, but they are

only introduced by way of accounting for the delay in

coming into this court : they are put expressly upon
that ground. In fact the whole bill proceeds upon the

plaintiff's right to have the bridge removed, and the

court having no possessjon of the matter, for an account

of the losses sustained by the plaintiff by its unlawful

erection, I do not understand the bill as seeking for

an account as a substantive relief.

I think the bridge cannot be removed, and that the

plaintiff's case therefore fails, and that his bill must
be dismissed.

I have had some doubt as to the proper order in

regard to costs. I um not satisfied that the plaintiff

has been well used in the matter by the railway com-

pany ; but I think he was wrong in filing his bill, and
upon the whole, that the defendants are entitled to

the costs of defending themselves. The bill therefore

must be dismissed with costs.

I should be glad to see the plaintiff obtain redress in

some quarter, for I cannot but think that the value of

his property has been diminished by the construction of

the bridge, though probably not to the extent claimed

by him. Still, the evidence leads me to think that

vessoiS n&vigEiiQg tue lake) bbougu noii ox ithe largest

class, could, but for the bridge, ascend the river as far

as the plaintiff's premises. Probably they could not do
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BO but for the dredging of a channel by the defendants

from the mouth of the river to deep water in the bay

;

but this dredging appears to have been only through

a deposit of soft mud brought down by the river itself.

In this country there are probably many streams which

are not presently navigable by reason of fallen trees

or other substances, perhaps with accumulation of sand

or other material obstructing the navigation ; or, as in

the case of the Don. with a deposit of mud or sand at

their mouths. I should incline to think that such

streams may properly be called navigable, and that

such obstructions as I have referred to may properly

be looked upon as only temporary impediments to

navigation.

It has not been made an objection that the Attorney-

General ought to be a party. I incline to think that

he ought. The 7th section of statute 21 Victoria,

chapter 12, was so manifestly passed for the protection

of the public that it cannot be a question merely be-

tween a railway company and an individual whether

a bridge over a stream shall be a fixed or movable one.
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Denison V. Fuller.

Specific performance—References as to title—Assignee of purchaser-

-

Parties—Costs—Parol contract partly performed.

In May, i860, a purchase was made by parol of a lot of land in
addition to three other lots previously bought by the same pur-
chaser from the same vendor, and the purchaser went into pos-
session and erected thereon a coach-house and stable, and the other
portion of it was used as a lawn to the house which he had erected
on the other lots, which had been duly conveyed to him. In the
year i860, and again in 1863, the purchaser repeatedly asked for
a deed, oftering to give the vendor his promissory note for the
purchase money, but which he refused to accept : a bill for speciiic
performance was subsequently filed by the vendor.

Held, that the purchaser, by his conduct, had waived his right to
compel the vendor to make out a good title ; but that he was at
liberty to shew that the vendor had no title, in which case he
would be entitled to get rid of his contract ; the onus of proof under
such circumstances being shifted from the vendor to the purchaser.

A purchaser of land agreed, before conveyance, to assign his
interest

: in a suit subsequdntly brought by the vendor to enforce
specific performance, the assignee was made a party defendant,
and a decree was pronounced against him, with such costs as were
occasioned by making him a party ; in the event of his co-defen-
dant (the purchaser) failing to pay the general costs of the suit
which were awarded against him.

Statement.—The bill in this cause was filed in August,

1863, by Robert B. Denison, against TJiomas Fuller and
Thomas Henry Ince, setting forth that about the first of

August,! 859, the plaintiffand Fuller entered into a verbal

agreement for the sale by plaintiff to Fuller of a certain

freehold building lot in the City of Toronto, setting

forth in detail the metes and bounds thereof,the purchase
money for which Fuller agreed to pay plaintiff at the

expiration of three years, with interest annually in the

meantime, plaintiffagreeing to Sidmit Fuller into posses-

sion of the premises ; and upon payment of the purchase
money and interest plaintiff to convey to Fuller in fee

:

that plaintiffaccordingly , in part performance ofthe con-

tract, admitted Fuller into possession, and he had since

remained in possession of the premises, and in receipt

of the rents and pi'ofits, without ever having demanded
any abstract of plaintiff's title ; and had also erected a

building and fences upon the property, and had exercised

other acts of ownership thereon; and plaintiff submitted

that, under the circumstances, the agreement had been
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partly performed, and that Fuller had accepted the
title

: alleging a demand and refusal ofpayment of the
purchase money.

*

The bill fuvtliBx alleged, that by iin indenture be-
tween the defendants, Fuller leased the premises to
Ince for three years, with a right of purchasing the
fee by signifying his desire of so doing during the con-
tinuance of the term, which privilege Ince had availed
himself of, and prayed specific performance, or in de-
fault, rescission of the contract.

The defendants answered the bill separately ; Fuller
denying any agreement to purchase, but alleging that
he had the option of so doing, and admitting his lease
to and agreement with Ince, as stated. Ince also ad-
mitted his agreement with Fuller as stated by the
plaintiff, but denied any acceptance of the title. The
cause having been put at issue by filing replication,

evidence was taken viva voce before his lordship the
Chancellor, which showed the dwelling-house of Fuller
was on lots 1, 2, and 3, the stable and coach-house on
lot 4 (the lot in question), which formed a lawn for

the dwelling; that the four lots were all embraced
within one fence, and that although the stable and
coach-house could be removed from lot No. 4 to the
other lots, the effect would be to spoil the property.
The defendant hice was also examined by the plaintiff,

and he proved that he was in under a lease with right

of purchase, and that he had signified his intention of

purchasing in pursuance of the agreement between
the defendants.

Mr. Donovan for the plaintiff.

Mr. Blake for defendant Fuller.

The defendant Ince in person.

At the conclusion of the argument, which turned
principally on the question as to whether Fuller bad
waived his right to call for a good title,

liml
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Jxulgment.—Vankouqhnet, C, said he thought the

plaintiff waa entitled to a decree for specific perform-

ance; for payment of t'lOO, and interest from the 16th

of May, 1860, and the costs of the suit.

That he thought the defendant Fuller had waived

all inquiry as to title and was not entitled to it. The
lot in question is one of several lots bought from the

same person, the plaintiff, and apparently under the

same title, and to three of which title has been made;

it was bought as necessary to the others to form one

plot of ground, on which the defendant Fuller had
erected a dwelling-house. On this particular lot he

has erected a stable and coach-house, and the residue

of it forms part of the lawn adjacent to the house. In

1860, and again in 1863, he asks for a deed of the lot,

offering his note for the purchase money, and his con-

duct throughout, his lordship thought,, showed his lu-

tention to accept the title and not to insist on an exhi-

bition of it. If he could shew that the plaintiff has no

title, he may get rid of his contract, but that the onus

was shifted on to him.

As to the propriety of making the assignee a party,

his lordship thought the plaintiff in doing so took the

safer com-se. It appears that Mr. Ince had contracted

to purchase from the other defendant, and the plain-

tiff having notice of that, and of Ince's consequent

claim, was justified in bringing him before the court.

It is Ince'8 own fault that he has intervened in an un
settled disputed matter. He must stand or fall with

the other defendant. His lordship did not think he

was entitled to any costs, nor did he think he should

pay any, except such as might have been occasioned

by making him a party, in case the other defendant

should not pay them with the plaintiff's general costs

of the cause which were awarded against him.
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Montgomery v. The Gore District Mutual Insurancb
Company.

Rcghiry laws-Lien ofMutual Insurance Companies onproperty insured

^
Un,Lr^r,n!Hl'°",?^.S''''f''l' ''• °^ ^^^ Consolidated Statutes ofUpper Canada, all the right or estate of any party effecting aninsurance with a Mutual Insurance Company'^ in the p "irty

L/ainst t^'^'VTf ^''?'^""«
*l!«

.^^'"«' i-"bjected toS^Zagainst the assured under such insurance
; and a purchasertakmg a conveyance from the assured, nil take subfect to thecharge of the company although without notice, and that a .houghsuch charge does not appear on the registry affecting the propert?the registry laws not providing for the registration of such Targe:

Statement.— "^liQ bill in this case was filed hy George
^ontffomerrjagaimtthe Gore District MutmlFirehmir-
ance Company, and stated that one/«;«t's Barclay, on the
6th of May, 1849, being seized in fee of a lot of land in
the town of Woodstock, on which were erected certain
brick and frame tenements, effected an insurance upon
such buildings for the sum of $2,000 with the defendants,
an incorporated company, for the term of three years
from the date thereof, whereupon Barclay, previously to
hisreceivinghispolicy of insurance, made and deposited
with the defendants his promissory note for $168, being
the amount of premium on such insurance ; that in
February, 1868, plaintiff became the purchaser from
Barclay of the said land and premises for a valuable
consideration, and caused the conveyance thereof to be
duly registered in the proper office, at which time the
policy of insurance so issued by the defendants had
ceased to exist, the same having expired on the 26th of
May preceding; at the time of such purchase plaintiff
was ignorant of the fact of such insurance having been
el'ected

;
that since that period plaintiff had been called

upon to pay an assessment due on such premium note
of Barclay, the defendants claiming that under and by
virtue of the statute, entitled, " An Act Eespecting
Mutual Insurance Companies," and of the conditions

1.,,,, .„ vUv.i Dteiit puiiuj ui ins'i "iiuce, an ine right
and estate of the assured, at the time of effecting the
insurance, on the buildings so insured, and the lands

grant, X. 32
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on which the same stood, were pledged to the defend-

ants, who claimed the right to sell, demise or mortgage

the same, or any part thereof, to meet the liability of

Barclay on such policy, for his proportion of any losses

or expenses accruing to the company during the con-

tinuance of the policy, to the amount of his premium
note and the assessment thereon. That at the time

plaintiff so purchased he had not any notice, nor was

he in anyway aware that Brtrt^j J/ was indebted to defen-

dants in anyway; that thu defendants never registered

their said policy or any other instrument in the proper

registry office, which the plaintiff submitted they might

have done under the provisions of the Registry Act,

Lad the defendants been desirous of giving notice to

intending purchasers of their alleged lien or claim

upon the land ; and plaintiff insisted, that under the

circumstances, the defendants were not entitled to

claim any such lien or right on the said lands and

premises, or any portion thereof, for any sum which

might be due to them by Barclay under the said policy

of insurance : and ^ layed an injunction to restrain the

defendants from proceeding to a sale or other dispo-

sition of the estate, and for further relief.

To this bill the defendants demurred for want of

equity.

Mr. Roof for the demurrer.

Mr. Barrett contra.

Jit/^gment—Vankoughnet,C.—Theprincipal question

raised on the demurrer in this case is one of great in-

terest to the public. It is whether or not mutual fire

insurance companies, organized under the statutes of

the province relating to these bodies, are bound to

register the policies of insurance granted by them,

in order to nreserve their lien on the nremises insured

against a subsequent purchaser from the assured

without notice. Section 67 of chapter 52 of
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the Consolidated StatiitcH of Upper Canada provides
that "all the rifiht and estate of the asHured, at the
time of insurance, to the buildings insured by the
company, to the lands on which the same stand, and
to all other lands thereto adjacent, mentioned andde-

.
clared liable in the policy of insurance, shall stand
pledged to the company ; and the company may sell
demise, or mortgage the same, or any part thereof to
meet the liability of the assured for his proportion of
any losses or expenses accruing to the company dur-
ing the continuance of his policy, which sale, demise,
or mortgage, shall be made in the manner specified in
the policy of the assured:" The statute which gives
such hen to such companies was passed in the sixth
year of his late Majesty King William IV.. and chap-
tered 18. The time when the policy of insurance in
question in this case was effected appears to have been
in 1849 ; but both before and since the statute of 1836
the registry law of Upper Canada required that all
deeds and conveyances in anywise affecting in law or
equity, any lands in Uppor Canada, executed after a
grant of such lands by the Crown, must, to insure pri-
ority against a subsequent deed, be registered before
that deed. In this case the policy of assurance has not,
nor has any claim of the company arising out of any
such assurance been registered ; but the plaintiff, who
purchased from the assured a title on registry, has
registered his deed from the latter. The policy' of the
registry laws is, thatevery writing affecting lands shall
he pnt on record. It is a wise policy, which the courts
should in every way advance when there is machinery
for the purpose provided. Nothing can be more
important than to have in public offices a faithful re-
cord of title, so that no one in dealing with it may be
surpiised, and that, so far as such record affords evi-
dence, the owner of the title may by it be compensated— t— ,^..,.,- V'. vtccQa, ci;;., v.iiich loo oiieu go Hstray.
I shall, so far as I can, extend the operation of this
law, and subject to it every case that can be reasona-
bly affected by it. While titles are comparatively
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young it may be insisted on with great advantage, and

it is the duty of the court, and the obvious intention of

the legislature, to secure in the future as perfect a re-

cord of title as may be possible. Every succeeding year

will attest its value in a country where land passes from

one to another as rapidly as it does here, and almost

as an article of commerce. While avowing these views,

I regi'et, contrary to my first impression, to have to

come to the conclusion that such a policy of assurance,

or such an assurance as is made the subject of consider-

ation here, does not fall within the operation of the

registry laws. In the first place the legislature, in the

act creating the lien, do not appear to contemplate that

it should. They subject the right and estate of the as-

sured in the land at the time of insurance to the claims

of the company. Now, the insurance may be eftected

without the issuing of a policy. The policy is but evi-

dence of the insurance. Section 21 of chapter 62 says,

" Every person who becomes a member of the com-
pany 1 y effecting insurances therein shall, before he
receives his poHcy, deposit his promissory note," etc.

It is quite true that if the party does noL deliver his

note he cannot claim the benefit of the insurance, but I

take it that the note being delivered, and all other con-

ditions complied with, the insurance is effected, though
the policy may not be handed over, or even prepared.

But, however this may be, suppose the policy made
out, how are the company to register it ? It is not

pretended that they are to register anything else. The
moment the policy is prepared, subject to the delivery

of the note, and perhaps to the payment of the instal-

ment by him, as provided for in the 22nd section of the

act, it becomes the property of the assured. What
right have the company to register it,and how can they

register it ? It is not a deed to them ; it is a deed by
them. It is the property of the assured from the

moment it is ripe for delivery. But the chief difficulty

lies in the machinery by which registration is to be

effected. The registry laws require that the instrument
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of which the memorial is to be put on registry shall, for
the purpose of procuring such registration be produced
to the registrar, and that he shall thereon, immediately
after the registration, indorse a certificate thereof. I
do not see how the company, after the policy has become
complete, and the property of the assured.'can insist on
retaining it for the purpose of registration, and if they
cannot do so, they are not blameable because it is not
registered

;
and they cannot therefore be deprived of the

lien which the law, without insisting on registration, has
given to them. It may well be worthy the attention of
the legislature whether some provision should not be
made for a registration in such cases, particularly as
any one of these localised companies may now effect
insurances in any part of the province ; and it is sub-
jecting a purchaser to great inconvenience and expense
to require him to ascertain from every company of the
kind whether or not the premises he has bargained for,

however distant from the seat of business of the com-
pany, is concerned in it by insurance.

The other grounds advanced in the bill for the
interfei-ence of this court to prevent the threatened
enforcement by the company of their lien are, that the
company have given a notice that on a particular day
they intend to sell, mortgage or demise, the insured
premises under the policy which they describe as of a
wrong date. The section of the Consolidated Statute
already quoted provides that the company may sell,

mortgage, or demise, '' in the manner specified in the
policy of the assured." Now, it does not appear
whether any manner was specified in this policy, or
what it was if specified ; or that any notice was
required, or that if required, the notice given is not in
accordance with the provisions of the policy. I cannot
therefore grant relief on this ground, but must allow
the demurrer. Without fullv canaii^avinrf tha=o ^ui^^

tions to the bill, and being at the time inclined to think
that the policy of assurance might,and therefore should,

iMlil
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have been registered by the company, and that at all
events no harm conld bo done by preventing for a time
the then threatened sale of the property, I granted for
the purpose an injunction, which should now, however,
be dissolved. Looking merely at the papers which
were then presented to me, but which, ofcourse, cannot
be considered now, outside of the pleadings, I thought
the notice of sale given by the defendants bad.

Hill v. The Buffalo and Lake Huron Railway
Company.

specific performance-fWatercourse defined—Costs.

'^\VZ^f\Z^
land agreed to convey to a railway company a portionthereof, the consideration for which was paid, on which to erect an

tTrouSX^h-
°°

K°"^J*'°° '^V""^ '^^•"P^^y would make a cSer°through such embankment. The building of the railway oassedfrom such company into the hands of another, who buTt^rembankment but without,making a culvert there n. they hav nR hTdno knowledge of the stipulation in respect thereof, and the ownerhaving omitted to give them any noticfh^ regard o it durine?he

KmlnL'o'fT'^- Upona^ill filed by'hiS for the spic Soperformance of the covenant to construct such culvert

romn/nV'f-^^'
^"""^ Circumstances it would be a hardship upon thecompany to decree specific performance, there h&ving been nowiful default on their part, and the cost of now constructfng the

^ll%--^°^^^ ^ "'^^ 8r«a*' ^"'^ t''^' the parties ought now to blplaced in the same position as if such agreement had not beenentered mto m order that the company might proceed under theprovisions of the Railway Clauses Consolidation Act; the courtretaining the bill until such proceedings were taken, giving to each

f^hJr n^rP^
'° ^PP'^' Y^ "P'^^^

the circumstancef refusbg toeither party any costs of the litigation.
"

Statement.—Ihh was a bill by Richard Hilt
against the Buffalo and Lake Huron Railway Company,
praying, under the circumstances set forth in the judg-
ment, a decree for the specific performance ofan agree-
ment by the company to construct a culvert in a portion
oftheir works adjoining the premises of the plaintiff.

Evidence was taken at great length before his Honor
Vice-chancellor Esten in Toronto, and again before
bis Sonof Yiee-Chanceilor Sprugge, at the sittings at
Brantford, the effect of which is stated in the judgment.
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Mr. Roaf for plaintiff.

Mr. E. B. Wood for the defendants.

Judgment.— ^F^KQQ,^, V. C—This case presents
some peculiar features. The plaintiff in 1853 was the
owner of Park Lot No. 87, in the village of Mitchell,
through which the line of the Buffalo, Brantford and
Goderich Railway was surveyed to run. By indenture
dated the 21st of July in that year the plaintiff con-
veyed to the company (which, for the sake of brevity,
I will call the old company, and the defendants the
new company) for the expressed consideration of
£1 4s., a strip of land four rods wide.

On the 29th of November, in the same year, the plain-
tiff was served with a notice under the statute, requiring
a strip on each side of the strip already conveyed, the
two strips being together of the same width as the strip
grauted, and the company offered by their notice to
pay ^18 therefor. The notice is accompanied by the
usual surveyor's certificate, that the sum offered was in
his opinion a fair compensation. At the foot of the
certificate is this note by the surveyor : " The within
named sum of ^618 is deemed sufficient compensation,
only provided the railway company provide a water
course, mill-race, or tail-race under the railway, having
a clear water-way eight feet wide ; the bottom of such
culvert or other water-course being on a level with the
surface of the waters of the Thames, where said river
crosses the southern boundary of the said lot No. 37."
The additional strips were required because the strip
already conveyed was not of sufficient width for the
purposes of an embankment, required in that part of
the road. The bargain for their purchase was made
with the plaintiff by Thomm Matheson, then an agent
under William Smith, a director of the old company,
for acquiring land along the lino of railway.

The engineer of the company had contemplated
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making a culvert where the railway crosses the plain-
tiff s land, but of smaller dimensions than the one de-
sired by the plaintiff; ,and Matheson offered the plaintiff
first $500 for the additional strip, and then by authority
of the engineer, a further sum of $100 ; but the plain-
tiff insisted upon the culvert, preferring the ^18 with
the culvert, to the sum offered in lieu thereof and
accordmgly the plaintiff executed a covenant to convey
the strips to the company for ^18, which was paid •

the covenant containing a proviso that the railway
(jompany should provide a water-course, which is de-
Bcnbed in the same terms as in the surveyor's note
This covenant, witnessed by Matheson, was placed in
the hands of Smith, the director, where it got among
some cancelled bonds, and remained unnoticed until
after the commencement of this suit. The embank-
ment was never proceeded with by the old company •

but was constrncted by the new company in the sum-
mer and autumn of 1857. No culvert or water-course
was made in the embankment. The company built a
bridge over an allowance for a street called St. George
Street, which was about at right angles with the line
of railway, a very short distance westward of the spot
where the culvert was to be constructed ; and the water
which was intended to pass through the culvert passes
under the bridge instead. The old company made
some preparations for the construction of the culvert
and drew some materials to the spot. St. George
btreet is still in a state of nature. The embankment
was constructed without, so far as appears, any know-
ledge

1^ the new company of the contract between the
plaintiff and the old company, and without any notice
of the plamtiff's right. It is about thii-ty feet high
and about one hundred feet wide at the base. It is in
evidence that it would have cost at least $2,000 to build
the culvert at the proper time, and more than twice
that sum to construct it now. The bill is for the snecific
performance of the alleged contract, and the words
used seem to me sufficient under the case of Sanderson
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V. Cockermouth, (a) to sustain such a bill, if the

contract be one proper to be specifically performed.

The plaintiff seems to have contemplated the erection

of a grist mill on lot 37, before the line of railway was
run. A stream of water called Whirl Creek runs
through park lot No. 28, which lies north of 37, nearly
parallel with the railway, and falls into the River

Thames by two mouths forming an island at the head
of St. George Street. The Thames, after running to

the westward, crosses the south-westerly angle of the

plaintiff's lot; and the plaintiff's intention was to tap
Whirl Creek, and bring its waters, or as much of them
as he might require, down in a southerly direction

through his lot and so into the Thames. He had levels

taken of the fall between Whirl Creek and the point of

issue on the Thames, which was found to be between five

and six feet, and he had commenced the digging of a
ditch down the allowance for St. George Street, to form
a channel for these waters. St. George Street divides

park lots 28 and 29, neither of which was ever owned
by the plaintiff. There is what some of the witnesses

call a watercourse, or bed of a stream, or channel, the

course of which is in the main southerly, and from the

direction of Whirl Creek to the Thames, at the lower part

of St. George Street, it curves into lot 37. The plaintiff

was also getting out timber for a mill, ar -^ ^ have no
doubt was quite in earnest in his intention to put one
up. It was under these circumstances that he claimed

to have a culvert through the railway embankment. The
engineers themselves intended at first to construct a

small culvert to carry off the water from the north side

of the embankment, so as to prevent its being injured

thereby; and the plaintiff claimed in effect, as a

riparian proprietor, to have a larger one constructed.

I do not find that he made any misrepresentation to

the engineers, as the defendants charge that he did ;

(a) II Bea. 497.
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but he practically asserted, and they conceded to him,
rights which he did not possess. There was nothing on
the ground to shew that the newly dug ditch was along
the line of a street, and the engineers would naturally
conclude that the plaintiff owned the land through
which he was digging. St. George Street seems
indeed to have been treated very unceremoniously on
two occasions

: first, by the plaintiff, as I have stated,
and afterwards by the defendants, in using it as an
outlet for waters instead of constructing a culvert.

Whether the plaintiff would ever have thought of
constructing a mill unless ho could have adirect race-
way as he contemplated, instead of having only the
irregular natural channel, I very much doubt ; but he
now seeks to shew that the natural channel furnishes
sufficient water, and for a sufficient length of time, to
give him what is commonly called a mill privilege ; and
he desires to establish this in order to shew that he
ought to have specific performance in this court of his
contract.

A good deal of evidence upon this point has been
given, which is extremely, I must add, unaccountably,
conflicting. Upon the whole, I should say the plaintiff
does not make out his case. At the wish of both
parties I made a visit to the spot; and there met,
though not by appointment, a brother-in-law of the
plaintiff, one of his witnesses, I believe, and one of the
witnesses for the defendant. Both accompanied me in
my inspection. I made a note of what I observed.

My inspection led me toconcur in the opinion given by
some of the defendant8'witnesse8,that the channel which
runs through the plaintiff's lot is not the bedof astream
at all, but only a channel worn by the occasional over-
flowing of Whirl Creek, and in part, perhaps, of the Eiver
Thames. It is in evidence that when the waters of the
Thames are swollen by rain the waters of Whirl Creek
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are penned back, and are apt to overflow ; and on such
occasions the overflowing water has naturally found its

way through the lowest land, and has Arorn a shallow
channel in its course. I apprehend that the owner of
land through which such a channel may run has no
rights in regard to it as a channel for running water.
It is not the channel through which the waters of the
stream are accustomed to flow. The distinction is well
expressed in an American case, ShieUla v. Armt, (a)

where CJiancellor Pennington says, " There must be
water as well as land, and it must be a stream usually
flowing in a particular direction T it need not flow con-
tinually

; many streams in the country are at times
dry. There is a wide difference however, and the dis-

tinction is well known, between a regular flowing stream
of water, which at certain seasons is dried up, and those
occasional bursts of water, which, in times of freshet,

or melting of snow, descend from the mountains and
inundate the country."

The question now is, whether the court ought to

direct the culvert to be constructed. The statute con-
stituting the new company, 19 Vic, ch. 21, enables the
new company " if they think fit," to enforce contracts

respecting lands required for the railway, entered into

with the old company ; and provides that, when they
shall elect to enforce any such contract, they shall be
liable thereon to the same extent as the old company.
There is no express provision in regard to the contin-

gency of the new company not electing to adopt any
such contract; but the provisions of the Railway
Clauses Consolidation Act in relation inter alia, to
" lands and their valuation," are incorporated into the

act ; and I suppose that in cases where the contracts

of the old company were not adopted by the new com-
pany, the new company was left to acquire the lands

which were the subject of them under the powers of

the general act.

(a) 3 Green's Chy. Rep. 246.
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I think it very likely that the officers of the new com-
pany believed that the conveyance of July, 3853,
covered all the land purchased from the plaintiff, and
I think the supposition not a very violent one, when I
find the plaintiff alleging in his bill that he had ex-
ecuted a conveyance to the new company of the ad-
ditional strips in question. But supposing I must take
thenew company to have adopted the contract for these
strips of land, I still am satisfied that, as a fact, they
did so in ignorance of the stipulation for the construc-
tion of a culvert. I cannot therefore treat this contract
as standing uponthe ordinary footing. Therj is no con-
tract wittingly entered into by the party against whom
specific performance is asked, and therefore if I find
that its execution would entail hardship upon the defen-
dants, or would be unreasonable, I must not judge of the
hardship by the same rules which govern ordinary cases.

I think it would be a hardship upon the defendants to
decree them specifically toperform this contract. There
has been no wilful emission to perform it, and it could
now be performed only at about double the cost at which
it might have been done if the new company had known
of the terms of the purchase from the plaintiff : and
here I cannot quite acquit the plaintiff of blame ; he
knew the enterprise was in new hands, and when a
solid embankment was being constructed he would only
have been acting reasonably and prudently if he had
called their attention to the stipulation. The new com-
pany inadvertently missed the election given to them by
the statute, in the belief, as I have no doubt from the evi-
dence, that the land had been paid for by the old com-
pany. On the other hand, the plaintiff no doubt sup-
posed that the covenant given by him forthe conveyance
of the additional strips, had passed into the hands of the
new company, and if it appeared to be necessary in order
to do justice to the plaintiff that the culvert should be
constructed

,
i should be disposed to direct it, though with

some hesitation, for the defendants need not have under-
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taken to construct it ; and it is only by implication

that I can take them Id have undertaken to do so.

I think both parties have been under misapprehen-
sion, and that I shall, under the circumstances, best

do justice between them, if I leave them in the same
position as if the arrangement with Matheson had not
been made ; or, if necessary, reinstate them in that

position.

Upon looking at the Railway Clauses Consolidation

Act, under the head " Lands and their Valuation," I

do not find any time limited within which proceedings

are to be taken, and I think it will be convenient that

the course there prescribed should be followed, only
modifying the notice to be given by the company, ac-

cording to the circumstances.

I think it well to retain this bill until after these

proceedings are taken, and to give to each party liber-

ty to apply. I think it is a case in which costs should
not be given to either party.

Buchanan v. Cunningham.

Fraudulent conveyance—j^lh Elizabeth, ch. 5—Cross relief.

A suit having been instituted by judgment creditors to set aside
certain conveyances made by their debtor as having been made
fraudulently and with a view to hinder and delay creditors, the
debtor attempted, by way of defence, to show facts which, if

established, would tend to annul the judgment altogether or to
reduce its amount ; such facts having been discovered since the
trial at law and when it was too iate to obtain a new trial

:

Held, that the proper means of obtaining such relief was by cross
bill ; the order of court (Gen. Or. 12, sec. 4, pf June, 1853) permit-
ting cross relief to be given to a defendant against the plaintiff,
applying only where the defendant is entitled to some relief grow-
ing out of the same transaction as forms the foundation of the
suit, but not where the object of the defence is to obtain relief not
growing out of such transaction, but against it.

The bill in this case was filed by Messrs. Buchanan^

Harris and Company, against John Thomas Gunning-

ham, James Cunningham hie ^on,* William Riley, his
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son-in-law, and yohn George Bowes, for the purpose of
enforcing payment of a judgment recovered by the
planit.ffs against the defendant Jo/<n Thomas Cunnina-
ham, out of his lands alleged to have been conveyed by
him to his son and son-in-law in fraud of his creditors.

The defendants answered the bill, and replication
iiaving been filed, evidence was taken before his Honor
Vice-chancellor Eaten, at Guelph, the effect of ..hich
as also the leading facts of the case, are fully stated
in the judgment.

Mr^. Crooks, Q. C, and Mr. Cattanach, for th-^
plaintiffs.

Mr. English for defendant Bowes.

The defendant John Thomas Cunningham in perjion.

^urf^m.n^-EsTEN, V. C.-In January of the year
1867, the defendant JTo/m Thomas Cunningham entered
into a guarantee with the plaintiffs, who were whole-
sae merchants, trading in Hamilton, to secure any in-
debtedness to them of one John Gillespie, his nephew
who was a retail merchant trading in Guelph. In the

T^l^ °Vff
*^^' indebtedness amounted to about

;
^t the same time John Thomas Cunningham

was mdebted to the defendant Bowes in about the same
amount, and to persons of the name of Davis, mer-
chants,tradingin the United States, in the sum of $500and upwards

:
and it would seem that he had pur-

chased a mortgage for abouc $700, made by a person
of the name of ^mith in favor of a person of thename of Murray, and had passed notes to Murray
for the consideration which remained unpaid, for it
appears from the evidence of Mr. SandUands that
afterwards John Thomas Cunningham received the
notes from Murray and returned him the mortgage .

so tha. txie indebtedness of Cunningham in the lat-
ter part of the yelr 1858, must have amounted to
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about $7,000. Davis and Bowes were both suing him in
iha autumn of 1858 : Davis' action was brought to trial

at that time, and tiio matters in question in that action
were referred to arbitration, which was conducted and
brought to a conclusion in the month of January, 1859

:

Bowes obtained judgment against Cunnimfham in the
autumn of 1858, which was set aside for irregularity at
the time. About the same time the plaintiffs, after

an ineffectual negotiation between them and Cunning-
liam, for his securing Oillespie'a indebtedness to them,
presented notes to Cunninghain in terms of his guar-
antee for his indorsation, which he refused. It is quite
clear that in the latter part of the year 1868, Cunning'
ham was pressed by all his creditors except, perhaps,
Murray, At this time he owned the lands in question
in this cause, consisting of ninety-two acres of farm
land, situate within the limits of the town of Guelph,
and of lot 6, in Oliver's survey, lot 1016, and lot 385,
which were town lots in the town of Guelph. These
la ids were estimated by competent witnesses, who
were examined on this point, as worth at that time from
ten to twelve thousand dollars. He owned at the same
time some chattels, the value of which it is not easy
to determine, but which are suggested to have been
worth about $700, and were certainly, I think, not
worth more; and some notes, bills and debts of the
nominal amount of about $7,600 but of doubtful actual
value, together with a note of his son James Cunning-
ham of $560, and the Smith mortgage, above mentioned,
which was no doubt good for the full amount. Under
these circumstances John Thomas Cunningham first

sells to his son certain farming implements and goods
on and about the 92 acres for the sum of $560, and
takes his note for that amount, being the note before

mentioned. It seems doubtful whether these goods
are not to some extent the same with the goods and
chattels before mentioned to have been valued at $700.
John Thomas Cunningham's next step is to sell and
convey to his son the ninety-two acres for tho price n
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or sura of $14,720, for which ho takes a mortgage.
This price is fixed by vahiing the lands at $160 per
acre. The witnesses who were examined on this jjoint
yahio them at about half that amomit. This mortgage
18 not registered, but the conveyance was registered
almost immediatoly. The son is a young man, a
farmer, possessed of no means, apparently, but what
he acquires by the labour of his hands, and by the
cultivation of the farm. About the same time and
as part of the same transactions, John Thomaa Cun-
ningham sells and conveys the lot No. in Oliver's
survey, 1016 and 385, to his son-in-law Riley, for the
prices or sums of $1,800 as to lot 6 ; $1,000 as to lot
1016, and $6,000 as to lot 386. These lots are valued
by Davidson and Kuoivles at less than half these sums
in 1859, on the usual terms of credit. Riley gave a
mortgage to John Thomas Cmmimiham for $2,800 in
respect of lots 6 and 1016, and a mortgage for $5 000m respect of lot 385. The conveyances to Riley were
registered, but not the mortgages. RUn, marrie(? the
defendant's daughter on the 17th of March, 1359.
Upon this occasion Cunnimiham made a present of lot
67 to him. On the 9th of January, 1859, Bones
obtained judgment against John Thomas Cmminqham
Between this time and the v,}, of February,
Cunningham ascertained that a mortgage could be
seized under execution. Upon receiving this informa-
tion he indorsed a receipt on his son's mortgage for
$11,720, thereby reducing that mortgage to $3,000, in
which state it was delivered to the sheriff, who caused it
to beregistered, and Cunningham took a fresh mortgage
from his son for $11,720, payable at the end of se-en
years, with two per cent, interest. The son saysthat the
onginalmortgagewasamerematterof form, not intend-
ed to be registered, and not bindingupon him at all unless
he should die without issue, in which case it might be
enforced against the lands ; and that the new mortgage
was held upon tl . BBuie terms. An award was made in
favour of Davia in the arbitration wLxoh has been men-
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tionecl. but not being paid, an action was commenced
upon It, and judgment obtained, under which Cunning-
ham, havmg undergone an examination before the
county judge, was arrested on a capias satisfaciendum.
Upon this occasion he procured Itiley to make a mort-
gage of lot 1016 to i),,n-«,for securing $r,24, the amount
of his indebtedness to Davis, and thereupon returned
to lidey the original mortgage for $2,300, and Ililea
says that he understands he in to have the bind on
payment only of this mortgage, for $224. The lot
No. 885 does not appear to have been conveyed at the
same time with the other two lots, but some time in
February. A mortgage was made for securing the
consideration, $6,000. Cunninflharn says that liiley
was to have ten years to pay it, with interest. This
mortgage has disappeared. Riley knows nothing of it.
Cunningham says that when he went to the States in
September, 1859, to avoid being arrested he iJt it
under a bed-tick, and has never seen it ^luce. but has
not inquired of his family about u. The plaintiffs
commenced an action against Cunningham on the 1st
of March, 1859, and having obtained judgment, is-
sued execution against goods, which was returned nulla
bona, and then issued execution against lands, which
remained in the hands of the sheriff unexecuted, on
account of the conveyances in question. In the au-
tumn of that year they commenced proceedings in or-
der to arrest Cunningham, who underwent three exam-
inations before Judge McDonald at their instance, and
a judge's order was obtained under which a capias ad
satisfaciendum was issued, when Cunningham only
escaped arrest by departing the country; under these
circumstances the present suit has been instituted by
the plaintiffs against John Tfumas Cunmngham, James
Cunningham, and Riley, inmeachiag the conveyances in
question as fraudulent anc - i as?iinst creditors under
the statute 18 Elizabeth, ch. 6. and as colorable and
actually fraudulent. I confess that my opinion is in
favor of the plaintiffs on both points. John Thomas

GRANT X. 33

I^V
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Cunningham, owing about $7,000, makes over property
of the value of about $10,000, which is at hand, and
perfectly available for the payment of his debts, to

his son and son-in-law respectively, when he is pressed
by his creditors, taking in return mortgages at long
dates, one of which bears only two per cent, interest.

Supposing these transactions to have been real, their

necessary effect is to delay creditors in the recovery of
their debts, since instead of converting the lands im-
mediately into money, and thereby obtaining satisfac-

tion of their demand, they must wait in one case seven
years, and in the other five and ten years respectively

before the mortgages can be fully realized, and that
which is the necessary consequence of an act must al-

ways be deemed to have been intended. It is true that
Cunningham claims to have had at this time other
property, consisting of chattels, a mortgage, notes and
debts, of an apparent amount suflScient for the satis-

faction of all his debts without resorting to his lands at

all. The chattels were of little value, and as to the
mortgage, notes and debts, the existence of such pro-

perty, which the creditors must realize if at all with
much difficulty, delay and expense, cannot protect such
a disposition as was made of the lands, in the present

instance from the charge of fraud under the statute 13

Elizabeth, chapter 5, even on the supposition that

anything like the apparent amount of the property

could have been realized ; but with the exception of

Smith's mortgage, it is extremely doubtful whether
anything could have been realized from the property .

of any material importance. I think, therefore, that

these conveyances would be clearly void under the

statute 13 Elizabeth, chapter 6, unless the supposed
purchasers can claim the benefit of the exception in the

act in favor of bondfide purchasers without notice. The
son could never claim to stand in this position. By
his own confession the property was a gift to him, ex-

cept in one event, namely, his death without children,

in which case the mortgage was not to be binding on
him, but might be enforced against the lands. It is
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possible that the transaction detailed in the evidence
may have been intended between the fatherand the son.
The same circumstance, however, does not occur in
the sale to Riley, and the question therefore arises
whether this transaction was or not bona fide or pre-
tended and colorable. If it were a real bonafide sale,
then Riley became entitled in fee simple to the lands,
and John Thomas Cunningham became entitled to
mortgages amounting to $7,800, which he would enforce
with more or less indulgence when they became due
The amount was fully double the value of the land •

it
was out of the question that RUey, a painter, making
by his trade not much more than enough to support
his family, should ever pay it out of his own means •

it
seemed impossible to realize it in any way from the
lands themselves

: RiUy does not dispute about the
price: he immediately accepts them at the price named
by Cunningham. One mortgage is destroyed on another
being given of little more than a quarter of its amount •

and the other mortgage is not forthcoming, and no
mquiry is made about it. Parties, although standingm the relation of uncle and nephew, or father-in-law
and son-in-law, do not usually ask or agree to give
double the value of the property bought and sold, and
when It appears impossible that the price should ever
be paid, the inference is inevitable that it was not
intended to be paid. I have no hesitation in pro-
nouncing this transaction colorable and fraudulent,
and probably the transaction between the father and
son was of the same nature. I therefore think that
neither James Cunningham nor Riley is entitled to the
benefit of the exception contained in the statute in favor
of bona fide purchasers for value without notice, and
that these conveyances must be declared null and void
against plaintiffs, and other creditors oi John Thomas
Cunningham, who must be paid their debts in the order
of their priority, and the necessary sums raised for
that purpose with costs, to be paid by the defendants,
the Cunninghams and Riley, if necessary. The plaintiflfs
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must pay Boxoes his costs, and recover them from the
other defendants, unless the estate is sufficient. If

Riley has made any permanent improvements on Lot
No. 6, it would seem right to allow them, although the

transaction was in its inception, as I consider, colorable

and unreal, yet as to lot No. 6 it was made a gift to

him on his marriage, and he might consider himself
the owner of it, and have made improvements upon it

on that supposition. He is also entitled to complete

protection against the covenant he has given to Davis.

The answers present a subordinate case on the suppo-

sition that the conveyances are to be declared void,

impeaching thejudgment itselfobtained bythe plaintiffs,

and seeking to annul it altogether, or to reduce its

amount on the ground of facts discovered since the trial

at law, when it was too late to obtain a new trial. The
facts said to be newly discovered are payments improper-
ly appropriated,which,ofcourse,ifproperly appropriated,

would reduce the amount of the judgment, and time
given to the principal debtor, which would operate the

discharge of the surety. It is obvious that such a defence

amounts to a bill to be relieved against the judgment,
and it is compared to a bill for a new trial, which it is

said cannot be maintained at this time of day, and that

it was so stated in evidence on the commission issued

with a view to the improvement of the practice of courts

of equity in England. I dare say that a bill simply for

a new trial cannot be maintained at this time of day,

when the machinery for obtaining a new trial at law
is so complete, a court of law being the proper forum for

the adjudication of such cases. But that relief cannot
be obtained in a court of equity against tht judgment
recovered against equity and good conscience, on the

grounds of facts or evidence discovered since the

trial, and too late to be used on the application

for a new trial, is a proposition to which I cannot
accede. I have no doubt that a court of equity would
not grant relief in such cases, unless it appeared that
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the new facts or evidence were unknown, and could
not, with reasonable diligence, have been discovered in
time to be used at the trial, or upon the application for
a new trial. Thus, in the present case, if the wrong
appropriation of payments, or the time given to the
principal debtor were unknown to the surety, and could
not, with reasonable diligence have been discovered by
him m time to bo used on the trial, or on the application
tor a new trial, I think he could maintain a bill to be
relieved against the judgment on these grounds. The
question is whether, if he desires to obtain such relief
he must not institute a suit f that purpose. I think
such a course would be ar. The recent discovery
ot the tacts or evid. ,ould be part of the case
presented by such a bill. The defendant could have
instituted such a suit whether thepreseut suit had been
instituted or not. It does not appear to me that the
general order of the court ai^plies to such a case.
Ihat order is applicable to a case in which the
detendant is entitled to some relief growing out of the
same transaction as forms the foundation of the suit.
Thus, if the defendants were entitled to any relief on
the foot ofthejudgment upon which the bill is founded,
he could obtain it in this suit without the necessity ofa
cross bill. But when the object is not to obtain relief
growing out of the transaction which forms the subject
ofthe suit, but to obtain relief against that transaction,
to have it, in oti.jr words, annulled and declared void,
wholly or in part, I think a cross-bill is still necessary'.
The issues proper to such a suit are not properly raised
m the present case. Neither tJie facts of the wrong
appropriation and time given, nor the fact of their
recent discovery, or in issue in the present casein such
a manner that they coulu bo properly contested by the
plaintiffs. I think, therefore, that even if these matters
could properly be raised by way of defence to the
present suit, it would be necessary, under the circura-
stances, that a suit in the nature of a cross- bill should
be instituted. It would be premature, therefore, to
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express any opinion on these points, although they
were argued to some extent at the hearing. I may add
that the defendant, Jbft» Thomas Cunningham, seemed
to complain of the conductof the plaintiffs in promoting
the formation of a partnership l)eti\'eon Davis and
Gillespie, and after the stock o? Oillespie had thereby

become the joint property of that firm, then, upon
its dissolution, of proceeding against him, John Thomas
Cunningham, to enforce their claim. Bnt I can see no

j jst grounds ofcc nplaint that John Thomas Cunningham
has in these transactions. Davis and GillespiegAve their

notes for the stock to John GiUsepie, who endorsed th«ra

to the plaintiffs, in reduction of his indebtedness to

them, and they were subsequently retained. It is said

that they wore wrongly appropriated, but in this case

the mattei* would be properly discussed in the cross suit,

although I suspect that in any event John ThomM
Cunningham has had the benefit r)f this transaction in

reduction ofhis liability. The decree, therefore, iu the

present suit will be such as I have mentioned.
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CUNNINOFAM V. BuCHANAN.

Injunction-Action at law-Practice-Principal and surety.

"^S !° .^"/«=*'"" r '^'' '° ^"""'"g '"to equity to obtain reliefEn «?\^'"^^"* ^^'^'^'^ ^"'^^''^y °^'''"''«'="tion issued agaiS™h ""'=^J"lg'««^' "Pon a state of facts which, had they been

K^n!,; ?'tr^e''t^'";i"'''"*«<i^8°°d defence t^ the action "s

r„ thP ^^Hn'„'^'"^*i't'
'^^? ^'^ ^^"'^ '^^''''^' had they been proved

Lp?,t^« ,oh
•.'^7''^ ^^^^ 1°'"°?='' ^ K°°d defence: but that at the

• hSre obSH?n ^"f Vu^ *""" ^" •^""'d. upon this disclosure,

wi^h r<Sfnn!Ki T^ ""'^^
^u^

"^^^ 'S'^°'^°' °f them and could no

tT^«
"[efsonable diligence, have ascertained them. When a long

facts te is blundt^'^'l!''" r'^f ^PP'y'"8 did ascertain suc^lacts he IS bound to make out as clear a case for an injunction ashe would to obtain a decree to unravel the transactions wh°ch^court of competent jurisdiction has by its judgment clewed

A surety has no right to complain of the appropriation of paymentsby the creditor,when the principal makes no appropriat onofS
fhilnSet^ss'^

^^P^°P"^'^^ 'y ''^ -'^''- - ^« P'e- "n

^nncf-"" f\°°'
^•°"'?'^ !° ^^?^ *he surety information as to the

?r. Hn,^h/H 'fKP"""P^'- u ".^•'^ principal's statements or creditare doubted, the surety should inquire into them, and the very

lu?ety on'th^"S'' "
'='"'' ''"'^' '''' "^'^'^^^ should' puUh^

'^^^.^Zflt''^
°- ^

?'"^'^'I.°'"
?bstaining from seizing under execution

ft!« ?f
P^'^'^'Pa'- h's «nterest in the stock in trade does not of

inH ^H^.^T''
"" ^1°"?'^ ^°'" l"«P«nding execution against the surety.

^LiL fK •

** '"? y u'^"^'
'^** Jhe creditor shall forbear his remedy

against him until the exact value of such interest is ascertained

Sto^meraf.—After judgment had been pronounced in
the preceding case, John Thomas Cunningham, in pur-
suance of the suggestion given by his Honor The Vice-
Cbancellor, filed a bill to be relieved from the judgment
of Buchanan, Harris and Company, on the grounds
mentioned in thejudgment, and amotion was now made
before His Lordship the Chancellor for an injunction
to restrain the defendants from proceeding thereon.

The plaintiff in person.

Mr. A. Crooks, Q. C., for defendants.

Jw^menf.—Vankoughnet,C.—Thi"sisamotionbythe
plaintiff, in person, to restrain the sale ofhis land undera
writ olfierifacias, now in the hands of the sheriff of the
county of Wellington, upon ajudgment at law, recovered

it ' ji 1
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by the defendants against the plaintiff, as surety for

one John Gillespie; upon a balance of account due by
the latter to the defendants. The sheriff, or thfe de-

fendants, finding it difficult to procure execution of the
writ at law, in consequence of certain conveyances of

his lands, made by the plaintiff, filed their bill against
him in this court to have those conveyances set aside
as fraudulent against creditors. That cause being at
issue, a great deal of evidence was taken, and finally a
decree was made in it by my brother Esten declaring
the conveyances fraudulent against creditors. In his

defence in that suit the present plaintiff endeavoured
to impeach the judgment at law upon some, if not all,

of the grounds upon wl^ich he seeks relief now, and the
learned Vice-Chancellor was ofopinion that. : the plain'

tiff could establish a case for opening up the matter^
which had been so far concluded by the judgment at
law, he could not do so by way of defence in the suit

then before him, but must make it the subject of a cross
bill ; and hence the filing of this bill now. To entitle

the plaintiff to any such relief as he asks for on this

motion, he must first establish that there are facts

which, if they had been proved in the action at law,

would have constituted a defence there ; and secondly,
that at the time of the trial there, and at the time he
might upon their disclosure, have obtained a new trial,

he was ignorant of them, and could not, with reasonable
diligence, have ascertained them. The factswhich the
plaintiff alleges he can prove in support of this motion
form no independent ground of equity. They would,
if they had been established in the action at law, have
constituted a good defence there, and the defendant
was bound therefore to have availed himself of them
there, 12 he could or might with reasonable diligence

have done so. The guarantee of the plaintiff to the
defendants, and the facts connected with it, are set out
in the judgment of my brother Esten, already referred
f._, a _ ..,,r.i!, l.Ilvi -Jivi c, untj iclci LU SUCH Ui llieUl aS
will make plain the grounds upon which I dispose of
the present motion.
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The various heads of relief made by the plaintiff
may be classed as follows

:

Ist. That an extension of time for payment beyond
that stipulated for in the guarantee was given by the
defendants to John Gillespie from time to time.

2ndly. That money and notes paid by tlie said John
Gillespie to the defendants, or to the firm of Buchanan,
Harris dt Co., at periods when the defendant, Isaac
Buchanan, was in the firm, and when he was not, were
wrongly applied by that firm, and this in two ways,
1st, that payments made by Gillespie aCler the plain-
tiffs guarantee were applied to a prior indebtedness of
ais

;
and 2nd, that while made to the firm during a

period when Isaac Buchanan w.s not a member of it,

they were yet applied to his indebtedness to the firm
ofwhim Isaac Buchanan was a member.

Grdly. That in fact the entire indebtedness of Gilles-

pie was paid off, and if not entirely, that at all events
it was reduced much below the amount claimed on the
judgment, and this by payment before the verdict at
law, for it is not pretended that any have been made
since.

4thly. That the guarantee shewed that Gillespie

had goods, viz., his share of the stock of Davis and
Gillespie, out of which defendants might have made
the debt, but that they purposely refrained from doing
so by a fraudulent -rrangement, whereby Gillespie left

the firm, and his interest in the goods became the
property of the defendants, and that any debt due by
Gillespie was settled thereby.

6thly. That the guarantee was obtained fraudu-
lently from the plaintiff; inasmuch as the defendants
withheld from him the fact that John Gillespie was at
the time largely indebted to them on account of Gilles-

pie <& Brother, and on his own account.
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ethly. That under a writ against the goods and
chattels of Gillespie, in respect of the same indebted-
ness, the household furniture of Oillespie was seized
and secretly sold at a great undervalue, viz., at £75,
which sum even has not been credited, and that the
goods were delivered back to Gillespie after this mock
sale. The plaintiff also alleges that the. defendants
have the books of Gillespie, and are collecting in his
debts, and that he is entitled to the benefit thereof as
surety. He also claims that he is not liable for any
of the goods advanced to Gillespie in 1856, as in Jan-
uary of that year the defendants wrote Gillespie that
they would no longer sell him goods except for cash.

Lastly. That none of the facts which present the
heads above stated were known to the plaintiff till

October, 1861 ; that they were peculiarly within the
knowledge of the defendants and Gillespie, and that
they both refused him any information, and that there-
fore he was not able to make any defence at law.

To take these different heads in the order in which
I have placed them : as to No. L—It does appear that
a greater extension of credit was given by the defend-
ants from time to time to Gillespie than was stated in
the plaintiff's letter of ^^aarantee of the 16th of Janu-
ary, 1857, by renrving again and again notes which,
according to the curse of dealing between the defend-
ants and Gillespi,

, were taken on the sales to him of
goods, and I should have thought this sufficiently
established, or at all events, admitting sufficiently of
inquiry for the purposes of this motion were it not for
two letters which the plaintiff himself has produced,
one from the defendants to Gillespie, dated the 13th
of May, 1857, and the other from the plaintiff to the
defendants, dated the day following. These letters
ara respectively as follows

:
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" Hamilton, Wh May, 1857.

Mr. John Gillespie, Guelph.

Dear Sir.—We have your letter of the 12th inst.,
and in case of any misunderstanding regarding the
renewals we sent to you on 8th inst., or signature, we
enclose a letter, which please get Mr. Cunninffham to
sign. You will please bear in mind that we have no
desire to extend the time of your credit, but simply
that, instead of allowing money to lie idle in your store
until the drafts drawn on you mature, we are anxious
that you remit us toward said drafts semi-monthly or
monthly, and we have no doubt you will find the plan
very convenient for you. Please return us the letter

.
within duly signed in course, and we are,

Yours truly,

Buchanan, Harris & Co.,

Pr. Plummer Dewar."

" Guelph, lith May, 1857.

Buchanan, Harris, & Co.

Gentlemen,—Eeferring to my letter of guarantee to
you of the 16.h January, 1857, for Mr. J. Gillespie, I
hereby agree that in case of your now or at any future
time giving the said Gillespie an extension of time by
renewing his bills, such as those three dated 1st May,
1857, @ 4 mos. for ^250, 4 mos. for i'250, and 5
months for £261 168. 2d., they shall in every case and
may be deemed by me as coming under said letter of
guarantee of 16th January, and you will please consider
this letter your authority for renewing said notes of
1st May, or any other bills at a future time which may
be deemed uecessary to renew.

I am, Gentlemen, your obt. servant,

John Thomas Cunningham."

Now as the first goods sold to Gillespie after the
guarantee of January were sold on the 9th of April

following, this letter of the plaintiff's of the 14th of
May could not have relation to any indebtedness past
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due, for which he was then liable, and must therefore
be applied to future indebtedness or fiiture bills. It

cannot be read as confined to the three notes specified

in it, but as a general license to the defendants to re-

new as often as they pleased, for the words are ap-
plicable to •' any other bills at a future time which may
be deemed necessary to renew." This letter was not,
however, remarked upon by the defendants in argument^
nor is it set up in the answer of the defendant Isaac
Buchanan, perhaps because they considered the plain-
tiff too late, under any circumstances, for relief ; but
so long as it stands unexplained, I must hold it con-
clusive against the objection that extension of time
was given without the consent of the surety.

As to No. 2, 1 think the plaintiff has no right to com-
plain of this appropriation by the defendants of the
moneys and notes received by them from Gillespie, wbo
madeno appropriation of them himself, thus leaving the
defendants at liberty to apply them on his indebtedness
as they pleased. As to the moneys received by the one
firm being applied to the credit of the other, an exami-
nation of the accounts shews that the plaintiff, if

otherwise he could object, has no ground for it. The
debt due hy John Gillespie d Jompany, it is admitted on
all sides was paid, and therefore, none of the credits
in question were applied to it. When Issac Buchanan
went out of the firm in September, or the beginning of
October, 1856, the amount due by John Gillespie to the
firm was about £180. Isaac Buchanan re-entered the
firm in August, 1858. Between these two dates, in

this interval, the whole additional indebtedness of
Gillespie, so far, at all events, as the accounts in question
here are involved, was contracted. During this interval
divers sums werepaid to the then existing firm, and after

Isaac Buchanan re-entered, the notes for ^61,860, made
by Davis and Gillespie, y/ere paid by the latter to the
defendants

; so that no matter whether the notes so

received were made to cover the prior indebtedness to
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the firm when Isaac Buchanan was a member of it, or
the moneys received in the interval, when he was
absent from it, wore so applied, there would still

remain the same uncovered balance for wh' \ the
plaintiff was liable. Besides all this, Gillesi , the
party paying, made no objection to such appropria-
tions, and acknowledged the account of December,
1857, (which shewed them,) to be correct, as is sworn
by Watson.

As to 3, 1 do not see that there is any sam of money,
or any note, paid over by Gillespie to the defendants
which has not gone^ to his credit, or that there is any
overcharge in the' account against him. Gillespie

swears that the only sums paid by him after January,
1858, were in all i*97 Gs. 2d., or thereabouts ; the
plaintiff also claims that the i'75, proceeds of sale of

Gillespie's goods, should be credited, and so it should
if it has not been, but the plaintiff may not be entitled

to the benefit of it if the claim on the judgment against
Gillespie was for a larger or other amount than that
against the plaintiff. This sale howevor took place on
the 23rd of April, 1869, before the trial of the action at
law, or at all events before the application for a new trial,

and plaintiff does not swear that he was not then aware
of it, or could not claim it as a credit then, if entitled to

it all. In connection with this, I may as well dispose

of head No. 6. It appears from the aflfidavit of the

bailiff that the goods fetched their full price, and that

on this ground there is no cause of complaint, and, so

long as the price was credited, it cannot matter to the

plaintiff what was done with the goods afterwards.

Again, he does not swear that he did not know of all

this at the time.

As to No. 5—It does not appear that the defendants

applied to the plaintiff, or used any improper means to

obtain his guarantee. He seems to have volunteered it.

At all events he does not shew that the defendants had
any conversation with him on the subject. It was

ks.'i

w
it,i\
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14

1
ibal.ly obtained by GilUspie. If he had any doubts

as to (.dleapie'a credit, or as to any statement Gillespie
may have made to him, he should have inquired into
his position with the defendants, who were not bound
to send him the information if he did not seek it ; and
in truth there is no foundation for the charge in respect
of any indebtedness on account of Gillespie dt Co.; for
that was closed in 1856 by notes indorsed by the plain-
tiff. The plaintiff must also have known that Gillespie
was dealing with Buchanan, Harris db Co., and nothing
more easy than for him, before signing a guarantee,
to ha\o inquired what Gillespie owed them. The very
fact of a guarantee having been required should have
put him on the alert, unless he was prepared, as he
probably was, to place every confidence in Gillespie.
There is no statement, certainly no evidence, from
which I can infer any wilful or designed suppression
of facts by the defendants, {a) As regards the propo-
sition that plaintiff iv not liable for the goods furnished
to Gillespie in 1858, amounting to about ^260. because
they were furnished after a letter from the defendants
to Gillespie that they would only supply him for cash
it 18 answered by the fact that the guarantee was not
withdrawn, and that it was quite optional with the
defendants, while they held it. to advance on the security
of it or for cash, as they pleased. At all events it
would have been a defence at law, if a defence. These
goods sold were not sold for cash, but on credit in the
usual way.

^

I have left head No. 4 to the last, because though
it may furnish no ground for interposing by injunction,
it may yet form the subject of substantial relief. I
think the plaintiff cannot now have the operation of
the judgment at law stayed by reason of it. It does
not appear what the arrangement was at the dissolution
as to Gillespie's interest in the stock of merchandise of

Ui) Williams V Rawlinson, 3 Bing. 71 ; Stone v. Compt
JN. C. 142 ; Hamilton v. Watson, 12 CI, & F. 109.

on, 5 Bing.
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Daria d Oillfspie. Gilleajne says, in his cross-exam-

ination, that Daria was to pay ail the debts of the firm.

Was the whole stock made over to Davis on that con-

dition ; or was it released to him by the intervention

of the defendants at a greatly reduced value, or upon
the understanding that Oillespi/s share was to :,«> , \'l

for his benefit, or for the benefit of the de'jndants'/

How this was is not shewn ; the mere fac , t)iat the
defendants abstained from seizing it under thtir execu-

tion against Gillespie, would not of itself fui sh a
ground for suspending their execution against plain-

tiff. We know the difficulties attending the seizure of

one partner's interest in a stock in trade, which is first

subject to the partnership debts, and the surety could

not claim that the creditor should forbear his execution

against him till the exact value of his interest was as-

certained. But it may turn out, upon proper inquiries,

that the defendants have so acted or agreed to this re-

lease as to have made themselves liable for it to a

greater or less extent, or accountable to the plaintiff as

surety for any benefit they may have derived, or might
have derived, or shall derive, by reason of it. And so

also with the book debts alleged to have been assigned

to, and to be in course of collection, by the defendants.

The plaintiffmay establish that he is entitled to these

amounts as a surety, and as having paid the debt of

Gillespie; but at present there is no evidence as to the

one or the other to warrant interference ^^ . th the claim

at law.

I think the plaintiff establishes that, if the allega-

tions made by him, as to the dealings between Gilles-

pie and the defendants, had been facts, they have only

come to his knowledge since the judgment at law,

and as recently as October, 1861 ;• and that consid-

ering the hostile attitude of the defendants, and of

Gillespie to him up to that date, and their excl\isive

knowledge of the transactions, he could not be

reasonably expected to have ascertained them
sooner ; and that so far as they were therefore

grounds of defence to the defendants' claim at

'Im IIL
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law, he would, but for the reasons I have given, have
been entitled to the aid of this court ; but when so
long a time has elapsed since the plaintiff did ascer-
tain them, I think he is bound to make out as clear a
case for an injunction as he would for a decree to un-
ravel the transactions which a court of competent ju-
risdiction has by its judgment closed ; and for this
purpose the clearest evidence is required. I cannot
make it a consideration in the plaintiff's favor that he
is conducting his own case, and, being a layman, is

ignorant of the principles of law and of the practice
which govern the court, beyond the influence which
this properly has in inducing the Judge to look more
carefully into all the facts, and consider more closely
any ground of relief they may afford, than he would
feel it necessary to do where the caee was conducted
by skilled counsel on both sides.

Barnes v. Boomer.

Vendee of the Crown—Arbitration—Excess of authority- Decision ofCrown Lands Deparfmcnt—Computation of time.

Where a party having a possessory right assigned the same to ano-
ther who applied to, and was, by the Crown Lands Department
allowed to become the puschaser of the land, after deliberately
considering the claims of both parties •

'

H.W following the case of Bo«/<o« v. Jeffrey (i U. C. Appeal Rep.,
p 11), that this court had no jurisdiction to review such decision
of the department.

Where the Crown Lands Department in Deciding to allow one oftwo applicants to become the purchaser of land, directed that theamount properly payable by him to :he other should be ascer-
tained by arbitration, and the arbitrators by their award found a
certain sum due, but directed that in the event of the party towhom It was payable, failing to deliver up possession to the other
in two months, that $400 should be deducted from the amount sofound to be due.

HtfW that this was an .:jt in excess of their authority ; their dutyunder the circumstances, being simply to find the amount paya-
ble by the one to the other.

By the terms of an agr- -ment : dated the 20th of September, money
was to be paid withu, one month, and on the 21st of October themoney was tendered by the party who was to pay

i/Wrf sufficient the day of the f>xecution of the instrument being
excluded in the computation 1 time.

The bill in this case was iiied by Edward Barnes
against William R. Boomer, Alfred Boomer, George
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E. Boomer, (devisees of'Jo/i?i Boomer deceased.) George
Taylor and John McKay, (his executors,) and Her
Majesty's Attorney-General for Upper Canada, prayings
under the circumstances therein stated, and which are
sufficiently set forth in the judgment, that the patent
issued to the devisees might be declared to have been
issued in error, mistake or improvidence, and that the
same was void

;
or that tlio defendants Boomer might

be declared trustees fur plaintiff; or failing in that
relief, that the plaintiff might be declared entitled to a
lien on the lands in question for their unpaid purchase
money agreed to be paid him, with interest thereon and
the value of the improvements made by plaintiff on the
premises since the date of the agreement (:^Oth Septem-
ber, 185^,) and for an injunction to restrain the action
of ejectment brought by such defendants against the
plaintiff.

The plaintiff having filed affidavits corroborating

substantially the allegations of the bill, a motion was
made for an injunction to stay the action.

Mr. A. Crooks, Q. C, for the plaintiff.

Mr. Rector, Q. C,. contra.

Judgment.—Speagge, V. C.—I have come to the con-
clusion that no injunction ought to issue in this case.

I cannot say that the patent was issued in error,

mistake or improvidence. The Crown, under no
misapprehension that I see, decided to allow the
testator Boomer to become the purchaser of the land
in question ; the contest was between the plaintiff and
Boomer, under assignment from the plaintiff, and at

one time the claim of the assignee was disallowed by
the Crown

; but the plaintiff at no time attained the

position of a purchaser from the Crown so as to bring

himself within the case ofDoe Henderson v. Westover.ia)

(a) I U. C. Appeal Rep. p. 429.

GRANT X. 84
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Upon a review of several claims the Commissioner ot
Crown Lands allowed tiieclaim of Boomer rs purchaser,
and in order to do justice to the plaintiff, directed that
the amount properly payable by Boomer to the plaintiff
should be ascertained by arbitration. The plaintiff
complains of the manner in which that arbitration was
conducted, and that he was unrepresented before the
arbitrators, and that the award does not do him justice.
Dpon the whole ofthe evidence upon this point, I think
that if it was so, it was the plaintiff's own fault. There
is, however, one part of the award in which I think the
arbitrators erred in exceeding their authority, and also
in awarding what was not just between the parties. I
allude to their award that $400 should be deducted
to deliver up possession to Boomer in two months; their
duty was simply to ascertain the amount due between
the parties

;
to affix a penalty for the non-delivery of

possession within a limited time, or oven to limit a time
within which possession should be delivered, was beyond
their authority.

I refer to the point here, not because I think that
the conduct of the jarbitrators in the matter of the
award would afford any reason for staying proceed-
ings at law

; but because, if the parties are disposed
to act reasonably, there may bo no occasion for further
litigation. I wished to see the instructions from the
Crown Lands Department to their local agent Mr.
Huber

: copies of letters containing these instructions
have been laid before me, and it appears that the agent
acted in accordance with his instructions.

The Crown having deliberately, upon a consideration
of the claims of both parties, decided upon selling to

one; and there being no contract with the other, it not
being shewn that the Crown acted in ignorance or
misapprehension as to any material fact, the case comes
within the principle of Boulton v. Jeffrey, and the
court has no jurisdiction to review that decision.

The injunction must be refused.
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After the motion for an injunction had been thus
refused, the plaintiff prosecuted his suit, and the same
was brought on for the examination of witnesses and
hearmg before his honor Vice-Chancellor Spragge.

Mr. A, Crooks, Q.C., and Mr. Blake, for the plaintiff.

Mv Hector, Q. C, for the defendants, Boomer and
Taylor.

Mr. Hodgins for the Attorney-General.

The defendant McKay had not put in an answer
and as agamst him the bill was taken pro confesso.

Judgment-SmKQG^, V. C.-This is a bill to repeal
a patent issued to the defendants Boomer as heirs of
John Boomer. An application was before me for an
injunction to restrain ejectment brought by the Boom-
ers to recover possession under their patent. I refused
the mjunction, and gave my views upon the cause,
which I have carefully perused, together with the
documentary evidence, and see no reason to change
the view which I formerly expressed.

It is contended that the Crown, in granting pa-
tents, is bound by the principles which govern this
court m decreeing specific performance ; and that it is
competent to this com-t to review the decision of the
Crown, even when it has decided deliberately, and
with knowledge of all material facts between rival
claimants. Boulton v. Jeffrey concludes this court
upon that point. I was referred to a statute passed
since the decision of the case of Boulton v. Jeffrey (a),
the twenty-first section of which provides that when
patents have issued through fraud or in error or im-
providence, this court, and the superior court in Low-
er Canada respectively, shall have jurisdiction to
decree such patents to be void : but that act conferred

(i6 Vic. ch. 159.)
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no new jurisdiction upon this court, and leaves Boulton
V. Jeffrey as binding as before.

But it is said that error is shewn in this, that the
Commissioner of Crown Lands, by whom the claim of
the Boomers was alloweu, professed to be guided by
the principles of this court ; and that he erred in not
following these principles. What passed was this

:

an agent of the plaintiff preferred his claim before the

Commissioner, who said that the original transfer

from the plaintiff was, as he considered, such an in-

strument as this court would enforce, if Fergmson's
affidavit was true ; and that if it were not true, the

proper course was to have Fergusson indicted. This
may have been a mere expression of opinion by way
of strengthening the decision at which he arrived,

without his meaning to say that if it were not so he
would decide otherwise.

The transfer and affidavit of Fitzgihhon, alluded to,

are not before me, but what purport to be copies are.

The Boainera rest upon an agreement of the same
date : and here I must notice another objection, t^^at

this court cannot look at anything that was net before

the Crown ; that if upon the evidence which was before

the Crown the patent was wrongly issued, it is not
open to the patentee to shew by other evidence that

it was rightly issued. But I think the question is

whether the patent was rightly issued .: not whether
the Crown proceeded upon all the evidence that is now
adduced, or upon some evidence which turns out to be
erroneous ; unless indeed this court has reason ta
think that the decision of the Crown might have been
different if the facts before the Cxown had been pre-

cisely the same as before this court. This case affords

a good illustration of this. The agreement, the due
execution of which is not questioned, is as follows

:

" Wellesley, September SOth, 1863.

I, Edward Barnes, agree to p.p.1! m ' right, title and
claim in lot No. 10, in the fourteenth concession of
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Wellesley township, county of Waterloo, for the sum
of two hundred and twelve pounds ten shillings, cur-
rency, to Henry Hawkins and Charles Randle, of the
same place

;
fifty pounds to be paid within one month,

and the remainder hy the first of .April next, 1854, at
which time full possession is to be given.

his

Edward X Baknes.
mark

Henry Hawkins.Witness present,

Edward Welsh. CHARiE3 Randle."

The transfer alluded to, purports to be an assign-
ment from Barnes to Hawkins and Randle, and bears
the same date and purports to be executed by Barnes,
and to be witnessed by Adam Fergusson and James
Geddes.

Now suppose the money paid according to the agi-ee-
ment, or payment tendered, can the court doubt that
if the Crown would decide in favor of .. vkins and
Randle, or their asoignee upon the assignment, they
would do so upon the assignment ?

It is clear from the correspondence that the Crown
did not assume that Barnes had actually received the
purchase money

: the question was whether he had
agreed to sell

; and whether the assignees of the pur-
chasers, or Barnes himself, had.the best claim to the
patent, and that appeared by the agreement, as wsU
as by the assignment. In saying this, I am assuming
the assignment not genuine; but it probably is genu-
ine. I find a copy among the papers put in.

I .think, in order to sustain the patent, it is not
necessary that I should go further than to say that
the Crown could properly issue a patent upon the
agreement and the evidence in connection with it.

The plaintiff's position is, that the agreement was
not delivered, but placed in the hands of the witness,
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Welsh, as an escrow to be delivered to the one party rr,:

the other, according to whether the ^50 was or t. as not
paid within the month, and there is evidencu of this.

The bill further alleges that time, a., to that ;,' v, lent,

waii of the essence of the contract : but the bill does not
m«ke that case ; it states the agreement, as " entered
into" by the plaintiff, and proceeds simply upon the
def;i";it by Hdirkim ^',ud RarMe in payment of the two
sums of which tii pixrcliase money oonsibted. But sup-
pose the plaintiff '3 paidti .ti admissible upon the plead-
ings; it is shewn by t-l.:^ eTideaco that one Fergusson, on
the 20th of October, te :< i ',re<l the £50 to the plaintiff; he
did this as on bcbaif of Hawkma and Randle, though
without any authority from them. On the following
day Hawkins himself tendered the money. On both
occasions the plaintiff refused to receive it, saying that
he had repented of his bargain and would not carry it

out
;
on the latter, he said that the time had expired :

when Fergusson made the tender, he told the plaintiff
thfj.t was the day on which the money was due. I
incline to think there was a sufficient tender on both
days; on the 20th if, as I think, Fergusson's tender was
recognized by the parties to pay; on the 21st, as being
within time. It appears from the evidence that the
month was understood by all parties to be a calendar,
not a lunar month. Welsh, who held the agreement,'
Hawkins and Randle certainly so understood, and I
think the plaintiff also ; for when Fergusson told him
the 20th was the day the money was payable he did not
dispute it, but on the next day said the time had expired.
In computing time upon such an agreement the day of
its execution is excluded, and consequently in this case
the 21 at of October was within time.

But suppose the 20th th - st day, could it possibly
be said that the Crown vo^..i be so tied down by strict

legal rules as to be unable to say that the contract was
carried out ''n its spirit, and that the assignees ought
to have the patent? I shall go further and say that
the Crown could not in reason say otherwise.
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Aa 1.0 me second payment ; that payment by Hawkina
and Jxamlle, and delivery of possession by the plaintiff
were to be contemporaneous. From the 20th of October
the plaintiff denied their right as purchasers; they, on
tbeic. parf

,
constantly asserted it

; got their names put
on the books of the local, Crown Lands Agent, and
paid tho mstalments to the Crown; the plaintiff also
attempted to pay them, but was refused. When John
Boomer became purchaser, the plaintiff still repudiated
his bargam; and in July, 1865, a formal letter was
addressed to him on behalf of Boomer, claiming the
premises, and offering to fulfil the agreement on his
part, upon the plaintiff giving up possession ; and
offering also to compensate him for improvements
made by him after his agreement with Hawkins and
Randle.

Under these circumstances, I do not see (though it
IS not necessary in my view to decide the point,) upon
what grounds specific performance could have been
refused to Boomer. It is said that he ought to have
filed a bill in this court for specific performance, and
that his omission to do so, and the delay that has
occurred, are reasons for repealing the patent. There
ate two answers to this ; one, that the patent not having
issued, it was a proper matter for the consideration of
the Crown

;
the other, that the Crown being able to

exercise a wide discretion in the matter, wider probably
than this court, and the merits being with the defen-
dant, he was right in pressing his claim upon the
consideration of the Crown.

I omitted to notice one objection to the decision of
the Crown, that it was ex parte. It is clear, and indeed
could not be otherwise, that any tribunal exercising
judicial functions and adjudicating upon the rights of
others, cannot do so ex parte ; and if it does adjudge
ex parte, that of itself will avoid the decision, without
reference to what may be the merits of the case, but
that doctrine does not seem to me to apply here. The
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officer of the Crown was not adjudicating upon rights:
the plaintiff was not. a purchaser from the Crown, he

'

was at most a claimant upon its bounty ; and it was
only the liberality of the Crown, in dealing with per-
sons of his class, that enabled him to sell to another
that which constituted his claim ; and further, his
case had been and was before the Crown ; at one time
it had been allowed, and that of Hawkins and Rajidle
disallowed. Upon reconsideration this decision was
reversed. The omission was to notify him in order
that he might be heard upon the reconsideration of
the case. I do not think it falls within the principle
to which I have adverted.

It is objected further, that Boomer was a speculative
purchaser, so as to bring him within the principle of
Prosser v. Edmunds; I do not think the evidence
shews this.

There is some evidence of the Boomers having claimed
before the heir and devisee commission, and of the com-
missioners having reported in their favor, after hear-
ing the plaintiff's case; but this has not been regularly
proved, and I have therefore not noticed it. It was
observed in argument that they did not fill a character
which would entitle them to claim ; but upon looking
at the act I think that they did. No doubt they did, if •

Haivkins and Randle were the nominees of the Crown,
and the papers put in, I think, shewed them to be so.'

I think the plaintiff makes out no equity to have
the patent repealed, and that the defendants are
entitled to their costs.

In regard to the arbitration, I have nothing to add to
what I have already said, except this, that the evidence
since given shews that the plaintiff had abundant time
and opportunity to name an arbitrator, and establish
his case. I am not satisfied that justice has not been
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done to him; and if it has not, it has been, as I have
already observed, entirely his own fault.

The bill prays in the alternative, that failing the
relief principally sought, the plaintiff may be declared
entitled to a lien and charge for the unpaid purchase
money, and the value of the improvements made by the
plaintiff. The plaintiff cannot, I think, bo entitled to

,

this, unless there has been default in the defendants.
The sum awarded was $919, from which the arbitrators
directed to be deducted their own fee of arbitration $9,
and the costs, fees and charges of the arbitration and
award. The award was made on the 24th of October,
1859 ; on the 22nd of December, in the same year, it

was directed by the Crown Lands Department that the
amount awarded should be paid into the bank of Upper
Canada to the credit of the Commissioner, to be held
subject to the order of the party entitled to receive it

;

and on the 13th of January, the sum of $884 was paid
into the bank accordingly : whether the difference, $35
was the correct sum to be deducted does not appear

;

but in a letter of the 6th of February following, (set

out in the bill,) the department appears to recognize
the sum paid in as the proper sum, but whether it is

so or not the difference is too trifling for this court to

direct an inquiry about it; nor would there be any
justice in doing so, for the patent did not issue, as
the bill states, until the autumn of 1860, the plaintiff

in the meantime, and afterwards, retaining possession

of the land.

At the same time, I think th>»t no obstacles should
be placed in the way of the plr».';iiff receiving so much
of the money paid into the bfouk as he is properly en-

titled to. The defendants should assent to his receiving

it, less the costs of this suit and of the action of eject-

ment, and possibly some f. -ther deduction mav be

proper in respect of the col Mnued possession. The
money stands to the credit of the Commisrdioner of

I

'11

^

'

f
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Crown Lands, an 1 he, no doubt, will make a proper
disposition of it. The defendants certainly ought not
to receive it

; and if they should, it would be nroper to
consider whether the plaintiff shonl .^i ue aetlared
entitled to a lien for th. amount, less proper deductions.

The hill may be retained for three mouths, with
liberty to ipply. If no application be made, to stand
dismissec! with coats.

Vanston v. Thompson.

Execntors—Trustecs—WilMdefault—Interest on », jneys not received.

Although the court will order executors or trustees to make eoodmoneys lost by neglect or default, it will not also charge them with
interest on those sums.

On this case coming on for further directions.

Mr. Becker, Q. C, for the plaintiff, asked that
interest might be allowed against the defendants on
certain rents and profits of the realty losf to the estate
by the default of the d idant

Mr. Roaf, contra. The utmost the court will do
under the circumstji fes i- i

; rder defendnnts to mak
good to the estate the moKoys thus lost : i . case has
gone the length of compelling them also to pa; interest.

Jiuhiment.—^mKQOK, V. €.—At tl. '-eari' ; of this
cause, on further directions I dispoe-. I ti 'ase with
the exception of one point. The do ; ,>e diivcted the
defendants to be charged with the amount of certain
re..is which, but for their wilful neglect or default,
they might have received ; and Mr. Becker, for the
plaintiff, asked on further directions that they should
be charged with interest upon these amounts. I stated
my impression to be against the claim, and Mr. Becker
"^as to fuiniah authorities if he couid find any in sup-
port of his position.
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None have bnen furnished to mo. The authorities
that I have seen are the other way, Lawaon v. Copeland
(a), and Tehbs v. Carjjenter (h), were both, like this,
cases where executors were chatRed with the amount
of rents which, but for their wilful neglect and default,
they might Jiave received : and in each case interest
on the amount was asked for and refused by the court.
The general rule seems ta be that the court coi'-nts
itself with charging trustees with the principal only of
what they migl^ have received, but have not received;
and does not, in iidditiou, charge them with interest'.

GOTT V. GOTT.

Alimony—Reto ig fund in court for payment of.

^'&
m'''^

''
u
"*' ' ''"'' ^''''* ""^^P^" 33, section 2, Consol.Mats U C, chapter 24. sect o) authorizes the arrest of a

defendant^ in an ahmony suu . not more than the amount oftwo years allowance for future alimon and arrears still if the
court has obtained possession of funds of the defendant by reason
of any default on his p.irt it will, in a proper case, refuse the pav-mt u of them over to him without first securing the future pay-ment of ahmony *^ '

Statement.—Thia was a motion by the defendant
for payment out to him of the proceeds of the bond or
debenture mentioned in the report of this case ante
volume ix., page 165, and was adjourned by bis Lord-
ship the Chancellor into full court.

Mr. C. Cooper for the application.

Mr. Read, Q. C, cojitra, opposed the motion, except
upon the terms of defendant securing the plait tiO' the
future paymen . of the allowance fixed by >he Master.
From what has already been done by the defendant,
it is certain that if this money were now paid out to
the defendant, he would set the plain (iiT at defiance,

(4) a B. c. C. 159. (b) 1 Mad. 290.
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by making away with the fund, and thus deprive her

of ail nit'Hug of support.

/«(/</meH«.—Vankoughnet, C—This iH an applica-

tion hy thf defendant to have paid out to him certain

funds now m court, the proceeds of a hond hrought into

court under a writ of sequestration, issued for tlie non-
payment by defendant of arrears of alimony decreed
to the plaintiff, on payment of the arrears of alimony
and costs, and thus, as he contends, purging his con-

tempt. Although it is quite true that the court would
have no means of fastening upon the defendant's pro-

perty in his own hands, alimony payable in future,

yet when the property of the defendant has come into

possession of the court by the default and contempt of

the defendant, in disobeying the order and process of

the court, the court can restore it him when and on
such terms as it thinks right. He is not entitled, as

a matter of strict right, to purge his contempt by
merely doing now that which in contempt of the court

he neglected or refused to do before. The court may
deal with him as it thinks just, and nothing certainly

would boem more just than that the court should com-
pel him to secure the payment of the future alimony,

hypothecating for the purpose the property of his

which it holds, or a sufficient portion of it ; it is what
the defendant himself in fairness should do. It is the

only tangible property he has, and having once al-

ready attempted fraudulently to make away with it, to

avoid this very claim for alimony, he will probably do

the same thing again, and perhaps more successfully,

if the court puts it in his power so to act. In Maynard
V. Pom/ret (a) the Lord Chancellor Hardwicke kept on

foot a sequestration, issued for default of answer, in

order to secure the attendance before the Maste of the

defendant, as an accounting party. In speaking of this

case in Show v. Wright (h), Lord Loughborough says,

H/gOto lilu viU\jiQ icxiylu Ul ^-iUVIIig llilll lllUUgli lUU

sequestration issued as mesne process to compel an

(a) 3 Atk. 468. (6) 3 Ves. 23.
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answer which is the sequestration here, yet it shall

remain, if there is any duty to bo performoil ; but that

was going a gwd way." I do not think we are Roing

beyond the jurisdiction asserted in the case before

Lord Ilardicicke, although we apply its exercisu in a

different way when we order, as we now do, that tlie

fund in court, or a compotent part thereof, be invested

to secure the payment of accruing alimony, or if the

defendant prefer it, that a life annuity be purchased

for plaintiff, all arrears of alimony and costs to be first

paidt The affidavit shewing the release hy James Oott

of any claim on the fund should be filed, and then the

balance of the fund, if not required for the purposes

mentioned, can be paid over to defendant. We cannot,

on this motion, inquire into the propriety of maintain-

ing the decree.

Subsequently a motion was made by the defendant

to reduce or discontinue the alimony, on the ground of

adultery, alleged to have been committed by the plain-

tiff subsequent to the decree.

Mr. C. Cooper for the application.

Mr. McLennan for James Gott.

'k. <

Mr. Read, Q.C., for the plaintiff.

Judgment.—Esten, V. C.—This was an application

by the defendant for the reduction or discontinuance

of alimony, on the ground of subsequent adultery; and

a cross application by the plaintiff, for the payment of

arrears out of the fund in court, being the proceeds of

a debenture belonging to the defendant, which had been

seized under a sequestration, and paid, and the moneys

lodged in court. Although, otwithstanding the pecu-

liar circumstances of this case, subsequent adultery

might afford a sufficient ground for reducing or discon-

B
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tinuing the alimony, it is sufficient to observe that it
is not established by proof. The only witnesses whose
evidence is material are Collins and Barrett, but their
evidence cannot be regarded. The marriage may be
invalid, but it is a marriage de facto; has never been
annulled by sentence, and the defendant was perfectly
aware of the circumstances which may render it in-

• valid when he persuaded the plaintiff to become his
wife. I should not think it riirht to interfere on this
ground. The question is, what disposition is to be
made of the moneys in court. I should have thought,
on the authority of the cases of Maynanl v. Pomfret,
and Shaw v. Wricjht, that it would be proper to detain
these moneys to answer the claim for alimony past and
future. The defendant was decreed to pay ±'65 in
respect of past alimony, and £'25 per annum in respect
of future alimony. He paid £36, and no more. The
plaintiff, might, I presume, have issued n fieri facias,
aud seized the debenture, out of which her arrears would
have been paid, and probably the court might have
ordered the surplus to remain in court to answer future
payments. At all events the plaintiff preferred a
'=!equestration, under which the moneys are in court, and
the cases which I have cited shew that moneys thus
brought within the power of the court, it will devote to
the satisfaction of the plaintiff's demand, whether the
writ that has been issued was mesne process, or by way
of execution after decree ; and it can make no difference
whether that demand is a sum in gross, or an annual
payment, where, if the court were to deprive the plaintiff
of the advantage which she has obtained through the
defendant's default, it would deprive her of all the future
fruits of the suit, and enable the defendant to frustrate
its decree. Howevor, I am relieved from making any
disposition, as that has already been done by the full

court, which directed that the fund in court should be
invested, and a competent part of it applied towards
satisfaction of the plaintiff's alimony. If this order had
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not been made, I should probably have pronounced one
to the Bame effect. Both applications must be dis-
missed, and the defendant's with costs.

ElDOUT V. HOWLAND.

specific performance— Trustees to sell—Personal confidence.

Land was vested in trustees by a deed which provided " that all orany part of the said messengers, tenements or prem'ises, shall ormay be absolutely sold and disposed of by the said trustees or the
survivor of them, his executors or administrators, with the consent
in writing of the parties of the first and second parts (the ccstuis que
trustent) or the survivor of them, ?.nd after the decease of the said
paries of the first and second parts, then in the discretion of the
said parties of the third part, for any price which they, the trustees
or trustee shall think reasonable, and that in case of such sale
the money to arise or be produced from the same shall be paid
to the said trustees or the survivor of them, his executors or
administrators, without any necessity or obligation on the part of
the purchaser or purchasers thereof to see to the application of
such money or any part thereof, so as he. she or they; shall take
the receipt or receipts of the said parties of the tRird part or the
sur.ivorof them, his executors or administrators, or other only
acting trustee or trustees for the tipie being for the same money.''
One of the trustees died and the other was released from the trust
and two others were appointed by the court in their stead.

Held [Per Vnnkoughnet, C, Esten and Sprngge, V. ^X. dubitan-
tibusq on objections taken to an attempted sale of the trust estate
vested in the miv trustees, with the consent of the cestnk que
trustent, that the ^ ower to spll was a personal trust and not trans-
ferable to the new trustees : but it appearing that the sale which
had been effected, with the consent of the cestuis que trustent, wasm reality a sale to one of themselves the court dismissed a bill
hied by the vendor seeking to enforce a contract for sale; but,
under the circumstances, without costs.

Statement.—'l\\i%yiB.B&hi\\hy Samuel G. Ridoutag&msi
William P. Howland, setting forth that plaintiff had
agreed with-defendant for the sale to defendant in fee of
certain real estate in the city of Toronto,^ for $8J0, but
which agreement defendant refused to carry into effect,

alleging as aground for such refusal that plaintiff's title

was defective,inasmuch as the same was derived through
one John Ridout, whose title was derived under a convey-
ance from one John W. Gwynnc and others to one
Grant Powell and one Lawrence W. Mercer, (deceased,)

new trustees appointed by this cuuit to the marriage
settlement of the said John Ridout and wife, defendant
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alleging that suclx new trnatoes did not under the con-
veyance to thein take the power of sale which ha4 been
vested in the trustees originally named in the settlement
or any other power of sale, there being infants interested
in the trust property under such settlement ; and tlie

defendant further alleged, as a defect in plaintiff's title,

that even if such power of sale existed in the new
trustees, the said John Ridout could not become a
purchaser, on the ground that he and his wife are, by
the provisions of the settlement, necessary consenting
parties to any such sale: and also, that by the trust

deed to plaintiff, plaintifi" should not sell either of
the lots therein comprised, (one of which is the land in

question,) for less than aESOO, without the consent of the
said John Ridout, his heirs or assigns ; that it was and
is necessary for the plaintiff to procure the consent of
certain judgment creditors of the said John Ridout,
who have writs of execution against it.

The plaintiff contended that the objections to title

were ill-founded, inasmuch as the new trustees had full

power to sell, and John Ridout could properly purchase
the land for which he had paid more than the value
thereof: and prayed specific performance of the said

agreement.

The defendant submitted to perform the contract, if,

under the circumstances, the court should be of opinion
a good title could be made.

The cause catnaon for hearing originally before his

honor Vice-Chancellor Esten, who dismissed the bill

with costs, grounding such decision principally on the
fact, that John Ridoufs consent to the sale to one E.
Pojvell, was in fact a purchase by him, and that the
transaction was an evasion of the trust. The plaintiff

thereupon set the case down to be re-heard before the
full court.

Mr. Hurd for the plaintiff.

Mr. Fitzgerald for the defendant.
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Judgment.—YAijKovoBNET, C.—This was a bill filed
to enforce specific perf >rrnance of an agreement to pur-
chase certain lands which were conveyed i n trust as a mar-
riagesettlement to certain trustees, Jo/m W. Gwynneand
William D. Powell, with the following power: ''that all
or any part of the said messuages, tenements or premises,
shall or may be absolutely sold and disposed of by the
said trustees or the survivor of them, his executors or
administrators, with the consent in writing of the said
parties of the first and second parts (being John
Ridout and wife, in regard to whose intermarriage the
settlement was made) or the survivor of them, and after
the decease of the said parties of the first and second
parts then, in the discretion of the said parties of the
third part, for any price which the said trustees or
trustee shall think reasonable, and that, in case of such
sale, the money to arise or be produced from the same
shall be paid to the said trustees or the survivor of them
his executors or administrators, without any necessity or
obligation on the part of the purchasers thereof to see
to the application of such money or any part thereof,
so as he, she, or they, shall take the receipt or receipts
of the said parties of the third part or the survivor of
them, his executors or administrators, or other only
acting trustees or trustee for the time being, for the
same money." William D. Powell, one of the trustees,

died, and since his death the surviving trustee, Owynne,
has been relieved of his trust by the court, and
two persons, Grant Powell and Lawrence W. Mercer,
appointed bythecourttoexecutethetrnsts; and to them
Gwynne, in accordance with the direction of the court,

conveyed the legal estate in the premises in question.
Subsequently these new trustees sold the trust property,
of which these pi'emioes form a part, to one Eliza
Powell, but as is admitted, for the use and benefit of the
said John Ridout, the real purchaser, to whom she
immediately afterwards conveyed. This course appa-
rently was adopted to get over the difiicuity thousrht to

exist in consequence of the consent of John Ridout to

GRANT X. 35
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a sale by the trustees bein^ required. The plaintiff
being indorser on promissory notes of John Ridout
for his accommodation to the aasount of $5,000, John
Ridout and wife conveyed to him, as security, the land
thus sold by the trusteec, with power to Samuel to
sell and convey the said lands, which consisted of lots
eleven and twelve on William Street, in Toronto, either
together or separately, and either by private sale or
public auction, &c.," but no sale to be made for any less
a price than $4,000 for the two lots, or in like propor-
tion for the lots separately, or either lot, &c., withont
the consent in writing of the said John Ridout, his
heirs and assigns." Sa7nuel Ridout, with the consent of
John Ridout, has bargained to sell one of the lots,
number eleven, for $860, to the defendant, who is willing
to pay his purchase money and take a conveyance if

Samuel and John Ridout can make him a good tr^e.
At the time of this bargain and consent there were in
the hands of the sheriff of the county in which the said
lands lie, several writs of execution against the lands of
both John and Samuel Ridout.

The defendant questions the title on three grounds:
Ist. That the trust to sell was one of personal confi-
dence, and could not be transferred. 2nd. That the
sale by the trustees being in reality a sale to John
Ridout, whose consent thereto was required by the
trust deed, is invalid or liable to be impeached. 8rd.
That Samuel Ridout could not sell to the defendant
without the consent of the execution creditors of John
Ridout.

^
In the first deed is a provision to this effect:

" That if both of the trustees or the survivor of them,
in case one shall die, shall by infirmity or absence from'
the province be rendered incapable of performing the
trusts, &c., that it shall bo lawful for the said trustees,
or the survivor of them, to appoint by an instrument in
writing under his or their hand and seal, two or more
trustees to Ap.t in tha\^ ofoo/^l ^.^A 4.1._;.. i, -i. u- ,

the same trustees be invested with all the powers and
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authority vested and imposed in and upon the said
above-mentioned trustees, in as full and ample a man-
ner and governed and restrained by the same condi-
tions as they the original trustees are, until the
disability to the said parties of the third part, acting
under the authority thereby vested in them, shall
cease and determine

:
" and then it provides for the

trustees so appointed accounting with the original
trustees for all their acts. Looking at this whole deed
I have seldom, if ever, read a power from which the
word "assigns" is absent, which implies less of per-
sonal confidence, than does the one here : and yet, in
the state of the authorities, I cannot compel the de-
fendant to take the title against the objection raised
by him upon the exercise of the power of the new
trustees. The power is to " the trustees or survivor of
them, his executors, or administrators;" not to him
and his heirs merely, as was the case in Cooke v. Craw-
ford (a), in which it was held that a devisee of the
power could not act. It is, however, like the case of
Wilson V. Be7inett (b), where the power to sell was un-
der a will given to the trustees: "and the survivors or
survivor of them, his heirs, executors, and administra-
tors, to sell, etc., as they shall see fit." The surviving
trustee then by his will appointed three persons his
executors, and to them devised the trust estates to
hold, upon the same trusts as he himself had held
them

;
one of these executors being also his heir. One

of the executors, not the heir, reivunnced probate of
the will and disclaimed. The othw iwo esecutorc sold
certain of the trust estates, and th ; mirchaser object-
ing that they could not make him a good title, a spe-
cial case was submitted for the opinion thereon of the
court. It was first argued before V. C. Knight Bruce,
without its then appearing that one of the vendors
was the heir of the last of the origteal trustees, the
testator ; and His Honor thoiiwht f.hnf. tht. yi.^hi- ^f +u-,„— — .,j-,.„ ,.^ fiiij

vendors to make a good title withcat tbe_ffor.fiiirrAn»^

(«) 13 Sim. 9 1.
(6i ii Deg.& 3:477
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of the cestuis qui trustent too doubtful to be enforced.

The case having been amended by stating the heirship
of one of the vendors, was again argued before Vice-

Chancellor Parker, who, however, refused to force the
title on the purchaser as being too doubtful. The au-
thorities are all reviewed in the recent case in the
Queen's Bench of Stevens and Austin (a). The law, as
left by that case, is in a very unsatisfactory state. It is

probable that in confiding the power in this case, the
grantor relied less upon the personal discretion of the
trustees named, by reason of her own consent and that
of her husband being required to a sale; and through-
out the deed care is taken that the husband shall have
nothing to do with the property beyond the mere
naked right to give such consent, and to exercise the
discretion which it was meant to call for. If so, it

would render it in some degree doubtful whether, on
the second objection alone, thr purchaser should be
compelled to take the title, notwithstanding the cases
of Howard v. Ducane (b), Beadin v. King (c), Orover
V. Hugell {d), Greenlaw v. King (e), cited in argument.
It is not necessary, however, to consider this or the
third objection. I think the bill should be dismissed
without costs.

Judgment.—EBTEVi, V.C—After looking at a variety
ofcases.and maturely consideringthe matter,mybrother
Spragge and myself are of opinion that upon the second
objection, viz., the husband, who is to be a consenting
party, being the purchaser, the title is too doubtful to

force upon a purchaser. Upon the first point, upon
the authority oi^Drayson v. Pocock (/), we incline ta
the opinion that uponfan ordinary power or trust for

sale, where a sale isfpositively directed, and the trustees

are merely to exercise! their judgment as to the terms
of sale, a trustee appointed by the court can exercise

the power ; and that sufficient doubt would not exist to

(a) 7 N. S. 873.
(c) g Hare, 517.

{<) 3 Beav. 49.

th\ T Tiif X, T>,
\'- r ~ — ...

id) 3 Russell, 4
if) 4 Sim. 283.
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induce the court to refrain from compelling the
specific performance ofthe agreement. It is unnecessary
to express any opinion whether this particular power
IS or is not pursued. We have not, however, seen the
deed containing the power to sell.

Per Curium.—Bill dismissed without costs.

Williams v. Haun.

Appealfrom Master—Practice.

Where in taking the account upon a mortgage the Master had taken

5^ M^f ^^""'' '^^ niortgagee with rests, and on appeal fromthe Masters report It appeared that at the date of the mortgaS
fh^^? "'^' '^"^ ^^ ^^^ mortgagee to the mortgagor, and thltthe mortgagee went mto possession of the property part of thearrangement being that he should apply tL rints' &c to hepaymg off of two prior mortgages, but it was not shewn thithev
S.r"ff.!*'''*"°?,°^'^"

""""^y^ being recevedL tha the

Salr^Lf Th.V°°T^/^""-''5°u"''^u^^^«
b««" compelled to acceptpayment. Thecourt.if desired by the mortgagee.ordered a referenrpback to the Master to ascertain this fact

'^•°'^''erea a reterence

^ilf^^TP?"^ "^^^ '^^^^'^^ back to the Master at the instance ofbe defendant, a mortgagee, to ascertain a particular SLdthe Master, without being directed so to do, caled uJon the de-fendant for an affidavit shewing what nioneys he had recefved &c •

''°i*''l'^l^^^'**°*
^'^^ '^'^ °^" affidavit shewing that the monevs'with which he was chargeable had be«i receivid by him at datessubsequent to what the Master had previously found byTis reportand which he varied accordingly

: Held, on appeaJ, that the Eer
rvierdT?.^'sTe?;r

'^^°="' ^^^^ ''^- -^^P^' -^ -ntUk'^toVl

Statement.~Thk was a redemption suit, and the Mas-
ter having made his report, finding a sum due by the
mortgagee.he appealed therefrom,on the ground that the
Master had improperlycharged him with interest on the
moneys received by him on account of the mortgagor.

Mr. A. Brooks, Q. C, for the appeal.

Mr. Roaf, contra.

Liveaey v. Livesey, (a) Brooke v.-
,
(h)

Twyford v. Trail, [c) were referred to.

t/»a<7//i^/u-.—Vankouohnet,C.—l.'he arrangement be-

{«) lo Sim. 331. (6) 4 Mad. 212! (cTs M^ & C. 645.

m
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tween these parties.mortgagorand mortgagee.was some-
what singular. It appears that on the 15th of June, 1857,
the plaintiff conveyed to the defendant the premises in
question to secure to him his indebtedness, and also on
the same day executed to him a chattel mortgage : that
immediately, as I judge, the defendant was by the plain-
tiff put into possession of both realty and personality

;

and yet, from the Master's report, I find that on this
same day, while the entire indebtedness of plaintiff to
defendant was£^124,15s. 5d.,the defendant was charge-
able with ^185 Os. 5d., realized from the plaintiff's
property, leaving a balance due the plaintiff of ^60 58.;
at least the Master fixes that date as the one on which
the defendant should be made chargeable, as he received
certain property then and realized out of it the amount
charged against him, though he actually may not have
received it till subsequently. Had this been the whole
transaction between the parties, the defendant would
on the day in question have been the plaintiff's debtor,
and liable to pay interest on the amount then due
by him, and on any sums subsequently received out
of defendant 's prcv.virty. But it seems to have been
part also of the arrangement, that the defendant
was, out of what he received from the property, to
pay off two prior mortgages. This I take to be the
effect of the arrangement, as stated by the Master
and the parties. The defendant taking and holding
possession under such circumstances, must be treated
as a bailiff or receiver for the plaintiff, and as such
bound to apply all moneys which came to his hand,
or with which he was properly chargeable, to the
paying off the outstanding mortgages as fast as they
could be paid, and for any neglect or delay in such
application he is chargeable with interest, and with
any loss that may have arisen therefrom ; but he is not

"

chargeable with anything more. He did not contract
to invest the moneys of the mortgagor that came to his
hands

:
the most he can be considered as having under-

taken to do was to apply the moneys as quickly as they
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were properly applicable, and until such application
could be made he should not be charged with interest
on moneys in his hands awaiting a proper disposal. I
cannot tell whether he could at once have applied the
money with which he has been charged to the reduc-
tion of the incumbrances, a consideration which does
not appear to have engaged the attention of the parties
or of the Master

: the mortgage money may not have
been due, and the mortgagees could not be compelled
to take the moneys in advance. If the appellant
desires it the case must go back to the Master on this
ground.

The defendant availed himself of the option given
to him by this judgment of having the report sent
back to the Master, who, on proceeding under the
order, required the defendant to produce a statement
shewing the amount of moneys received by him on
account of the plaintiff, and how the same were
applied, which the defendant accordingly filed and
verified by his own affidavit, and the Master proceeded
to retake the accounts between the parties, and in
consequence of the statements then laid before the
Master, he varied materially his report in respect to
the amount due by the defendant. Thereupon the
plaintiff appealed from the report, contending that
the Master was not at liberty, under the order refer-
ring back the former report, to vary the dates thereby
fixed for the receipt of the moneys by the defendant,
and that in any event the Master had improperly
received the defendant's own affidavit, unsupported by
any other evidence, for the purpose of doing so.

Mr. Roaf for the appeal.

Mr. A. Crooks, Q.C., contra.

JkZflfment.—Vankoughnet,C—This case was before
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me some time since, on an appeal by the defendant
from the Master's report, and was sent back by ma to

the Master on grounds appearing in the judgment
then delivered. It was not on that appeal, nor on
any other objected by the defendant, that the Master
had charged him with the moneys arising from the
sale of the chattel property mortgaged to him as
received by him at too earl;/ a period, and the Master's
report in that rcbpect stands confirujed.

On the case coming aj^ain before the Master mder
the order referring it back to him, the Master called

upon the defendant for an affidavit shewing what
moneys he had r<- -oived, &c., and the defendant filed

an affidavit (unsiipported by any other testimony than
himself) shewir!/:' tl>at the proceeds of the sales of the
chattels were xvc.wtd by him at times different from,
and subsequent to, rhat which the Master had by his

previous report fixed, and the Master in this respect
has, acting upon that affidavit, altered in effect his

former report. This, I think, he should not have done.
The report was not sent back to him to make any such
alteration. The defendant submitted to that portion
of it without any objection, and it would be highly
dangerous to allow him to escape from it on his own
affidavit. The appeal therefore must be allowed, and
the report go back to the Master.

The defendant subsequently brought the matter
before the full court in re-hearing term, when the
decision of His Lordship was affirmed ; but permission
was given to the defendant to again go before the
Master, with liberty to produce evidence upon the
point in question, otherwise the petition for rehearing
to be dismissed with costs.
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Robertson v. Soobie.

557

Mortgage—Deed absolute in form -Trustee and cestui qu, rust.

In 1836, R. being under obligations to S. as accommodation indcrser
and being about to leave Canada, conveyed land to S. by a deed
absolute in form. A bond was executed contemporaneously ex-
plaming the transaction nd providing for re-ccnvrvance of the
premises on satisf .on to ,S. of any damages or lo,ss that .night be
occasioned to him reason n( his liability as such indorser A
tenant occupied th, jremises till 1845. treating R. as landlord andpaymg the rent to S. as his agei In 1846 S. sold the premises,
the purchaser not having an^ m eofRs claim to them

Jli' T *
mI*''"'^ ^^1^^ repr. .c.iative of R. to redeem, that no

reJief could be granted as against tne purchaser, but that the re-
presentative of S., he being also dead, was bound to account as
mortgaKee from the time that he went into possession.

The bill in this cause was filed bv the Executor of
the late Peter Robertson against Just, < Scobie, execu-
trix of the late Hw/' Scobie, and Cha, , McBeth, who
purchased the pre lises referred to in the judgment
from the testator, Scobie.

The facts are fully set forth in ihe head note and
judgment.

Mr. Blake and Mr. Kerr for the plaintiff.

Mr. Brough, Q. C, for defendant Mrs. Scobie.

Air. Hillyard Cameron, Q. C., and Mr. Ro'^f for
McBeth.

Jw(/(/men«.—Vankoughnet, C—In this case the facts
on which the liability of the estate represented by the
defendant, Mrs. Scobie, rests are few and simple. In
July, 1836, one Peter Robertson proposing to leave, as
he then or immediately afterwards did leave, Canada, to

look after the estate of his brother, who had died in the
island of St. Kitts, arranged with the deceased Hugh
Scobie to convey to him a property which he had pur-
chased in Canada, being the north-half of Lot number
13. in thu Eih nnji/i£ioai"r>v, ^f WT^r^i /:t™;ii;-«i •- __.!_._

that he Scobie might be secured against certain obliga-
tions undertaken by him for Robertson, and might, as
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agreed, manage it in his absence the more eflfectually.

Accordingly by an indenture of bargain and sale, ex-

pressinga nominal consideration of five shillings, dated

the 30th day of July, 1836, this conveyancewas effected.

Scobie was at the time indorser on promissory notes of

Robertson, the last ofwhich fell due on the Ist April, 1842,

for £40, as part of the purchase money payable by

Robertson on the land ; and he was also surety for the

payment by Robertson to his vendor Bannerman of ^57

10s., payable on the Ist April, 1844. Contemporan-

eously with the deed Scobie executed to Robertson a

bond of the same date, by which, after reciting his

aforesaid liability, Scobie became bound to Robertson

on being relieved and saved harmless from such liability

to re-convey the land. These two documents appear

to have been deposited with one Thornberry, a witness

to both of them, and to have been retained by him till

about the middle of July, 1838, when they were de-

livered to Scobie. About the time of the execution of

these documents.but ofdate the 1st August subsequently,

was made a lease from Robertson to one Neil Mattheson,

of the property referred to, for two years, at an annual

rental of £12 IDs. This lease was in the handwriting

of Scobie. At the same time Mattheson purchased from

the lessor certain chattel farm property. Robertson

went to St. Kitts and died there, without ever having

returned to Canada. Scobie's only claim on the land was

in respect of the liability already mentioned. Mattheson

entered into possession under his lease and remained

in possession without any change of landlords or rights

till 1845. On the 2nd July, 1841, Scobie writes to

Robertson urging him to make arrangements to dia-

charge this liability which he, Scobie, had assumed for

him. He does not then pretend to be in possession

of the land, on the contrary, he treats Mattheson, as

in bis former letters, as the tenant of Robertson.

On a perusal of the wbulc cuffcapondencs snu evi-

dence, it appears to me th /« Scobie did not until 1845
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pay off any portion of tbo liability which ho had in-

curred from Roher'son, or before that year aflsume to
act as owner or possessor of the premises, but treated
Mattheson as the tenant in possession of Uohertson. In
1846 Scohie, dealing with the property as his own, sold
it to the defendant, Charles McBeth, who, it is now
admitted, was a purchaser for valuable consideration
without notice, and against whom therefore the bill

must be dismissed with costs. On the argument the
defendant, the devisee and executrix of Scobie, elected
to treat Scolne as a mortgagee of the property under the
conveyance to and the bond by him, and set up as a
defence the Statute of Limitations. Holding, as I do,
that it is not proved that Scobie had ever entered into
possession of the land or into the receipt of the rents
and profits thereof prior to 1845, this defence must
fail, and the defendant, as representing his estate, be
held liable to account for the proceeds of the sale of the
lands by the testator. It is alleged that nothing was
due to Scobie at the time of this sale, as he had made
out of Mattheson, the tenant, all that he had paid by
reason of his liability for Robertson. This will form
the subject properly of inquiry before the Master, and
on it will depend the question of rents, costs, etc.

Reserve further directions and costs.

i 11

**.
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Smith v. Bogabt.

yoint liability, as sureiies—Pleading—Demurrer.

J. «&• A/, being liable as indorsers. agreed that the maker of the notes
should convey to the holder thereof certain property in discbarge
of his indebtedness, which property vas to be sold, and if the same
did not realize suflScient to pay the amount for which they b-d
;. dorsed, that they wouM pay the difference. Subsequently the
holder of the notes sold the property to one of the indorsers, but
he never paid the purchase money or any portion of it. in conse-
quence of which he was sued and judgment recovered against him
for part of the purchase money, and an action was also brought
against J &• M. on their agreement to pay, in which action iudg-
ment was recovered and writs against lands were sued out on both
judgments, and placed in the hands of the sheriflfs of several
counties in which the defendants had equitable estates ; whereupon
a bill was filed against both the defendants to enforce these several
judgments, to which they severally demurred on the ground of
misjoinder

; Held, that the bill against the two jointly was proper
and the demurrers were overruled with costs.

'

Statement.—Thia was ti bill by Hobert Hall Sjnith,

against Mo»e« W.Bogart&ndJohnBogart, setting forth

that one Charles Eligh,hemg indebted upon certain pro-
missory notes made by him and indorsed by the defen-
dants, it was agreed that the mortgages should be made
to the plaintiff for the amount of the notes, and held
by him collaterally with the said notes. That Eligh
afterwards proposed to the defendants, and it was
agreed between them and him, with the assert of

plaintiff, that Eligh should convey to plaintiff certain

property belonging to Eligh in consideration of being
released from the said debt, and that plaintiff should
sell and dispose of such property as soon as ';ould con-
veniently and advantageously be done, so that it

should be sold and disposed of within the term of three
years from the 13th day of February, 1861, and that
the defendants should, in case the property when sold

did not realize and produce a suflBcient sum to pay
the amount of $4,890.85, with interest at the rate

of six per cent, per annum, from the said l";th day of

February, pay over to plaintiff the amount still due on
the said debt, after deducting the sum realized out of

tne property, ^n pursuance oi tuis ugrcoment Eligh
did convey to plaintiff certain property described
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in the bill, and that tlier^-yoy H satisfied and paid
hj8 said debt

:
that defendpot?, in further pursuance of

such agreement, executed ti.eir bond to plaintiff and
thereby bound themselves to carry out the agreement;
and the u^fendants afterwards, by articles ofagreement
made between them and the plaintiff, and bearing date
the 16th day of October, 1863, agreed with plaintiff
for the purpose of procuring a better price for the
property, that the said premises should be sold upon
the following conditions: ten per cent, of the purchase
money to be paid at the time of sale, twenty per cent
on the firet day ofFebruary thet. next, and the balancem two equal annual instalments, with interest at seven
per cent, per annur^j, to be secured by mortgages upon
the property sold; that the plaintiff should beat liberty
to sell and dispose of the mortgages to be so taken, and
apply the net proceeds on the sale thereof, together with
the portions of the purchase money which should be
paid at the time of the sale and on the said Ist day of
February, on the amount due upon the said bond.
That in com.pliance with such agreement, the "laintiff*
on the lOth day of November, 1863, offered the lands
for sale, and thedafendant, Mosea W. Bogart, attended
at the sale and bid for the whole of the property and
was declared to be the purchaser thereof, and he
executed agreements for the purchase of the several
lots as they were respectively sold, the whole amount of
the pi^rchase money being far less than the amount
secured by the bond : that Moaea W. Bogart did not
pay the deposit payable at the time of sale, nor did he
pay any portion of the purchase money, except a small
sum realized upon execution : that plaintiff subsequently
commenced proceeding at law upon the agreement and
upon the bond, and in respect thereof recovered judg-
ments, one on the 9lh of March, 1864, in her Majesty's
Court ofQueen's Bench, against thedefeudant Jlfo«e« W.
Bogart, for $663.47 and on the writ sued out thereon, a
Sum of $12.20 was made: that on the 17th of October,
in the same year, a writ oi fierifacias 4ot the residue

' rr
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was issued against tlie lamia of the said defendant,

directed to the Sheriflf ot the nnited Counties of York
and Peel, in which counties tlio said defendant was
seized of an equitable estate in certain lots in the

village of Newmarket, in the County of York
; and

that on the 28th of May, 1864, the plaintiff' recovered

in respect of the said bond a judgment in the same court

against both the defendants for the sum of $5,584.9

damages and costs: and on the 17th of September, in

the same year, the plaintiff" caused a writ oifieri facias

to be issued to the Sheriff"of the County ofGrey against

the lands and tenements ot both the defendant, and the

same was still in the hands of tlie said sheriff for

execution; that on the 22nd of October, 1864, tl;e

plaintiff" caused a writ of Heri facias to be issued to the

Sheriff of the United County of York and Peel against

the lands and tenements of the defendants, and the

same was still in his hands for execution, and that the

said John Bogart had in the said counties divers lands

and equitable interests in, and charges upon, lands.

That both the said judgments remained unpaid and
unsatisfied, save and except as to the sum of $12.26,

and that plaintiff had not executed to the defendant,

Moses W. Bogart, any conveyance of the said premises

so purchased by him : and plaintiff submitted that he

had a lien in respect of the whole amount due to him
upon the said lands conveyed by Eligh, and that he had
also a lien upon all the lands owned by the defendants,

or either of them, in either oNhe said counties of Grey,

or York and Peel. And prayed paymjnt of the amount
due the plaintiff, or in defanlt sale of the lands, &c.,

affected by such writs.

To this bill the defendants severally demurred, Moses

W. Bogart assigning as grounds of demurrer, that it

appears by the said bill that the same is exhibited

against this defendant and John Bogart for several and
distinct and independent matters and causes which have
no relation to each other, and in respect whereofthe said
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complainant in the said bill is alleged to have recovered
two several and distinct judgments at law, and which
two several judgments appear by the said bill to relate
to aeveral and distinct matters, and to be founded on
several and distinct causes of action, and in respect of
one only of which judgments is this defendant liable,
or hath he any concern with the said John Bogart,
and such several and distinct matters ought not to
have beenjoined together in one bill.

And the defendant, John Bogart, demurred on the
pound that it appears by the said bill that the same
IS exhibited against thedefendant and Mo»ca W. Bogart,
for several distinct matters and causes, in many where-
of, as appears by the said bill, this defendant is not
in any manner intr rested or concerned, by reason of
which distinct matters the said complainant's said bill
is drawn out to a considerable length, and this defen-
dant is compelled to take a copy of the whole thereof,
and by joining this defendant, and distinct matters
together, which do not depend on each other in the
said bill, the pleadings, orders, and proceedings will
in the progress of the said suit, be intricate and prolix,
and this defendant put to unreasonable and unneces-
sary charges in taking copies of the same.

1 a-*'
a

Mr. Doji^ovan in support of the demurrers.

Mr. iJoa/ contra.

^/ttd^mene—VANKouaHNET.C—JoAn and Motes Bogart
being liable to the plaintiff as indorsers upon the paper
Of one Eligh, agree with plaintiff that ElighshfiM convey
to him certain'property in discharge of EligKa indebt-
edness, and that plaintiff shall sell the property to
the best advantage, within three years, and that in
case it does not realize the amount for which the de-
fendants were indorsers, they would pay the balance.
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Subsequently the defendants agreed that the plaintiff
should sell the premises on time, receiving ten per cent.
of the purchase money down, and take mortgages for

the biilance, which the plaintiff was to be at liberty to
sell or realize.

Accordingly, the plaintiff offered the property for

sale, when the defendant, Moses Bogart, became the
purchaser of it for a sum less than the amo.unt due to
the plaintiff. He neither paid the ten per cent., nor
executed any mortgage ; in fact he did not obtain a deed.

The plaintiff subsequently sued Mosea Bogart, and
recovered judgment for a portion of thepurchase money.

He afterwards sued Moaes and John upon their
agreement with him to pay, and recovered judgment
against them. Writs against lands upon these judg-
ments have issued into the Counties of Grey, and York
and Peel, in which it is alleged each of the defendants
has equitable estates which should be subjected to the
judgments, and the plaintiff claims a lien thereon, and
on the lands conveyed to him by Eligh, and sold to
MoseB Bogart. As the debt of John and Mosea appears
to be a joint debt, and the payment of any portion by
one would go in relief of the other, and as they are
both parties to the agreement and transactions out of
which judgment was recovered, and as John is inter-

ested in seeing that the monies which may be paid by
or recovered from Moaea in respect of his purchase are
applied in reduction of the debt due by both, and that
the property be realized for that purpose, I do not
think there is any misjoinder of which either of these
defendants can complain, or any matters introduced
into the bill in which they have not a joint interest,

and I therefore overrule the demurrers, with costs.
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Weir v. Weir.

Alimony'-Cohobitation.

The right of a wife is to reside with her husband in his home or in thejoint home of both : where, therefore it aorx r«l »h\f ^^^ i? u 5
resided with his children;(by a fo7meV^':^e^and comS^^^^wife to hveat lodgings, the court, although no violence or othe?.ll-treatment was shewn on the part of the husband towards hiswife, made a decree for alimony in h.r favour ; and tbS al houKhIt was shewn that during such time the husband had b^en in "hehabit of visiting and remaining with his wife.

This was ft suit fur alimony, under the circumstances
stated in the head note, and came on for examination
of witnesses and hearing before his Lordship the ,Chan.
cellor at the sittings of the Court at Ottawa in' Octo-
ber last.

Mr. Radenhurst for the plaintiff.

Mr. McLennan for the defendant.

Judgment.—YAiXKouoHNKT, C—This case is some-
what a singular one. The plaintiffsues her husband for
alimony on the main and indeed only ground on which
the right to it here can rest, that the defendant will not
receive her into his own house and home, or does not re-
ceive her thereunder such conditions as enables her or
makesitherduty to remain therewith him. Thefactsare
shortly these. The plaintiff and defendant were married
some five or six yeai-s ago. The defendant then and ever
since, has had his home at a place called Spencerville,on
the line of the Ottawa and Prescott Railway, and a few
miles in rear of Prescott. At the time of his marriage he
wasii widower, with a family by his former wife, some
ofwhom had reached man's estate, and the others were
in near approach to it. To his family his marriage
with the plaintiff was most distasteful. His sons and
daughters lived with him ftt what was known as the
homestead—tlie home referred to—and from the evi-
dence given by some of them before me they appear to
have resolved from the first that the plaintiff should

GRANT X. 3g
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neither enter nor live in their father's honse. It dooa
not appear that the defendant herself was unwilling to

receive her there, but, overborne by his children of the
former marriage, he scema to have acquiesced in their
objections, and not to have exercised either his parental
authority or his rights as magister domi to secure ft)r his

wife a place in his home. The result has been that for

years he has been supporting and maintaining her at
hotels, occasionally visiting her and having with her the
intercourse which marital relations justify. In answer
to the plaintiff's appeal for a fixed alimony this inter-

course is set up in bar, and it is said that it amounts to,

and answers all the obligations which are understood
by co-habitation, and which marital rightsdemand. On
a motion before mo to dismiss this bill for want of
prosecution {interivi alimony having been granted), and
again at the hearing of the cause, I stated emphatically
my opinion that co-habitation did not mean simply the
intercourse of the parties, and the more especiallv
when that was accidental and occasional, as in this case,

and that it means the living together of the man and
woman as husband and wife in the home of the fortner,

or in their joint home, wherever that might be, and that
it never could be tolerated that a man, a husband, might
dwell in his own ascertained home and compel his wife
to live in an inn or boarding-house, or other place,

visiting her as he pleased, and be at liberty to say that
she was in full possession of her conjugal rights,

and that he was doing his duty to hei , Fancy tbr a

moment what the state of society might be if such a

monstrous doctrine were admitted? A man living,

perhaps, in luxury, in his own house, stopping short of

that crimo which might entitle his wife to a divorce

absolutely, and yet leaving her to live at a place of

public entertainment, not only without his society and
the privacy and comfort of that home for which every,

married woman bargains when she casts her lot in with
him she weds, but exposed to an acnnaintance with any
and every one who may in such a place intrude himself
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upon her. Forsaken, deserted and alone, under such
circumstances can any man dare to say he enjoys those
rights which the married state confers upon her ? In a
suit m the ecclesiastical courts in England, for the
restitution of conjugal rights, the common sentence of
the court IS, "That the husband receive his wife home
as hiB wife, and treat her with conjugal affection." It is
argued here that because the wife has in the different
places in which the defendant has procured her an abode
receivedhimas herhusband. andhad sexual intercourse
with Inm she has submitted to her condition and debarred
herself from complaining. I think not. She has shewn
but a desire to maintain her marital connection with
her husband, to yield to him as such, to afford him no
cause of complaint, and to provetohim her affection and
her desire to continue to him the duties of a wife at any
sacrifice T iis the courts in England could not
have enforced upon her any more than upon him : for
while they can enforce co-habitation they cannot com-
pe intercourse. I do not think that her submission
in this respect can be urged against her plaint, or treated
as any condonation of the wrong which her husband
does her in not taking herto his home. It is also alleged
that the defendant is quite willing to receive her into
his house, but how ? While there is proof that h . oe
himself brought her there, and that he again toiu her
she was welcome to come; what we find was, on the
occasion he did bring her there, and would probably be
again her treatment if she ventured a visit, the eldest
son of the defendant, a young man of 24 years of age
tells us—he says, when his father and the plaintiff ar-med in a carriage in the yard adjacent to the house
he, the son, took the horse by the head, turned him
round, and led him, and the carriage, with the plaintiff
and defendant in it, out of the premises. In fact he
turned them out again ; he would not let the plaintiff
enter

,
and he swears that neither he nor his brothers and

.5-,.vx a rrih Uii vu liuf tiiere. In fact, as i understand him
she has only to enter to be ejected. The defendant sub- m

itjLU »
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mits to this action of hie cbildren. Is tho plaintiflf

bound to do so? I think not. If the defendant

cannot protect her in his own bouse, she is justiiied

in keeping out of it, and compelling the defendant

to make to her a proper allowance to support her

elsewhere. She is willing to go to him. It is his

duty to receive her, and to maintain her in his house
free from assault, and from the insults of others,

even though these be his own children. If bis parental

authority be not sufficient to restrain them, then his

duty is to remove them out of his wife's way. His
first duty is to her, to cleave to her, leaving all others

beside ; and if he is not prepared to do this, then he

subjects himself to the only penalty which this court

can inflict, as it does now, namely, an order to pay to

her a fitting sum (to be settled by the Master) for her

permanent maintenance, by way of alimony.

I have delayed judgment in this case in the hope

that the parties might come to some arrangement

among themselves ; though I confess, from what I heard

in evidence, and what I saw myself in the case of the

defendant's gross misconduct, I had but faint hopes

of bis doing anythmg that wab proper.

Ball v. Jabvis.

Mortgagor—Mortgagee—Sold by mortgagee,

A mortgagor wrote to his mortgagee stating that a sale had been
arranged of a portion of the property for

;f loo, and urging the
mortgagee to join in releasing the same to the purchaser on pay-
ment o(^ that sum. Subsequently the mortgagee joined in such
release upon receipt of /50 only.

Held, that the mortgagor was entitled to credit on his mortgage for
£iQO, that being the sum mentioned in his letter.

This bill was filed by a mortgagor against the mort-

gagee, stating the purchase by the plaintiff from the

defendant of 400 acrf-g in the township of Colchester,

and of certain lands in the townships of Gosfield and

Mersea. and the execution on the same day of three

several mortgages by the plaintiff to the defendant

:
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mu of tho Colchester IhiuIh to seunro the sum of A'2O0

:

the Go8fiold liindH to eecuro i'SOO, and tl.o Mer^ea
IhiuU to Hocuro tl.o outu ..f i'300 ; that shortly
aftoi wards tho plaintiff nohl his equity of rt-lomption to
one Ja».09 Cra.vford, who oxocutod to the phiintiff a
l)ond to indemnify him aj^ainst these mortgages; that
Jarno8 Crawford afterwards convoyed the equity of
redemption, subject to tiicflo mortgages, to W G
Crawford

; tliat W. G. Crawford sohl 100 acres of tho
Colchester lands to one Katon, which lands tho defendant
released from his n»ortgago; that VV. G. Crawford
sold one of the Mersea lots to one French, which
the defendant released, from his mortgage

; that the
defendant Imd commenced an action of covenant upon
the mortgages against the plaintiff, and pravin^r that
It nnglit be declared that, bythedcalingofthe(We''ndant
with tho njortgaged property, tho plaintiff had boon
relieved from all liability upon tho covenants, and for
an injunction to restrain tho action.

Tho defendant answered, claiming that ihe plaintiff
had assented to tho sales of the lands mentioned in the
bill.

Mr. Proiuifoot and Mr. Blake, for the plaintiff.

Mr. O'Reilly, Q. C., and Mr. Jarvis for tho defendant.

Among the cases cited was Hendrie v. Palmer, (a).

Judrf,nent.—YAmiovaHHKT,C.~l regret to have to de-
cide against the defendant upon the contention raised in
thiscase, because I think he was misled by the plaintiff's
letter of the 24th February, 1862, and that looking at the
whole of the plaintiff's conduct, it was an afterthou<^ht
claiming a credit, as he does, for the i'50 not paid over
by one Crawford on the sale by tljo defendant of the
mortgaged lot. It seems tliat the defendant, being

(a) 37 Beav. 349, S. C. 28 Beav. 34.
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mortgagee and the plaintitfmortgagor of the Colchester
lands as well as ofother lots, and the plaintiflf appearing
as mortgagor merely for tlie benefit of one Amhridge,
in order that the name of the latter might not appear
in the transaction, Crawford had arranged for the sale of
one of the lots in Colchester for MlOO, and on proposing
to the defendant to release it to the purchaser, in order
^hat the sale might be carried out, the defendant
objected, saying that he was willing that both of the lots
should be sold and released a^ the price fixed upon it

in the mortgage. The plaintift', the mortgagor, and as
such, the subst'tuto and trustee for Amhridge in the
matter, wrote the defendant the following letter

:

"•Hamilton, 2Mi February, 1862.

George S. Jarvis, Esq., Cornwall.

Dear Sir.—Mr Cratvford has informed me that he
has an opportunity of selling one of the Colchester lots,
and that you hesitate to relea&o one lot unless i'200 be
paid, in which case you would release both of the
Colchester lots. He states you appear to think there
IS a legal difficulty in the way.

'* As to the latter, I would state that I am sec'ty. of
the W. P. Building Society, which is closing up, and
that acting under high professional advice, we have
frequently released portions of the property which we
were advised we could do without in any way interferino-
with or prejudicing the position of our mortgage. *

"Mr. Crawford tells me it is not convenient to pay
more than f100, as he has to provide for the taxe's
before 10th March next, and as I am informed the lot
sold is the worst of the two, I think you should
endeavour to meet Mr. Crawford's wishes. You would
get the ;S100 and the taxes removed, which, I believe,
is what he intends. As to Mr. Crawford's giving you
bank stock, I imagine he does not hold any, as I believe
cashiers of banks are never permitted to hold stock in
the bank of which they are cashiers.

I remain, «fec. Fred. A. Ball."

Subsequently Crawford remitted to the defendant
^50 as, or as part of, the purchase money received on
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the lot, which the defendant then released to the pur-
chaser. The plaintiff says that notwithstanding the
wide language of his letter, and notwithstanding the
evidence given before me that he knew that Crawford
was bargaining for the sale of the lots, and that he
interfered therein, leaving it to Crawford, yet that he
did not consent to this particular lot being sold on any
other terms than the receipt by the defendant as the
purchase money for it of ilOO, to be credited on the
mortgage. I must hold that he has a right to take
this position, otherwise the latitude to be given to the
language of his letter would amount to this, that ii

Crawford chose to sell the lot for Is., without the con-
sent of the plaintiff, the defendant would be at liberty
thereupon to release it, and to hold the plaintiff respon-
sible for the whole of the mortgage money and hand
over the balance of the lands ; or, disposing of them all
at the instance of Crawford, have none at all to hand
over on redemption, orpayment of the mortgage money.
Before the court can come to the conclusion that the'
mortgagor consented to put himself in this position
the evidence in support of it must be clear, and I can-
not say that the letter referred to furnishes it. The
plaintiff might be quite content to let Crawford pay the
prices at which the land should be sold, these being
within reason and not nominal, and yet not content
that the defendant should part with his lien or charge
on them, which he held as well for his own benefit as
for the protection of the mortgagor, until he had re-
ceived thepm-chase moneys. In this particular instance
he assented to the defendant making a title on getting
ilOO. The defendant did so on getting only ^50

;

and I must therefore charge him with the difference,'
which, with a proper allowance for interest, and the
costs of this suit, following, as I think they must do,
the result,, will de deducted from the amount of the
defendant's claim at law, the balance onlv to be Ifivi^d

for under execution. Whether the defendant has any
remedy against the land released or the vendee, I can-
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not cpnsider here. I do not feel called upon, under the
circumstances in evidence, to direct any inquiry as to
further dealings by the defendant with the mortgaged
lands.

Kkonsbien v. Gage.

specific performance—Public road.

The owner of real estate had permitted for many years a public road
to be used across his land, which he subsequently agreed to sellno by-law had been passed by the municipal council of the locality
for closing up this road, although a resolution of the council hadbeen passed f( r the purpose.

"'if:J^^ IP^'^.'' ^\T^
'^^ Master's report that under the circum-

stances he should have reported that a good title was not shewn.

Statement.—"^he bill in this case was filed by the
purchaser against the devisees of the seller, stating au
agreement dated the 28th of May, 1862, by which the
seller agreed to convey to the purchaser, in fee simple,
free from all incumbrances, including dower, 15 acres'
of land for $1000, to be paid in the manner therein
specified, all of which was paid in the manner agreed
upon, and that a road had been open to the public for
many years across the land agreed to be bought, which
the municipal council had passed an informal by-law
to close, and praying that it might be referred to the
Master to inquire whether a good title, free from incum-
brances, as stipulated in the agreement, could be made
by the defendants, and if it could, that the agreement
might be specifically performed, but, if such good title
could not be made, then that the agreement might to
rescinded, and the purchase money be repaid, with
interest

,
and until paid, be declai'ed a lien upon the

property
;
or that the agreement might be performed

with compensation for the defect in the title, and that
the defendants should pay the costs of the suit.

A decree was made declaring that the agreement
ought to be specifically performed if the defendants
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could make a good title, and referred it to the Master
at Hamilton, to inquire whether a good title conld be
made to the premises, and it so. when it was lirst shown.

In proceeding upon the reference, it appeared that
the road across the promises had been used for many
years, and statute labour done upon it, althou-h it was
not an orginal road allowance, and that the township
council had some years before passed a by-law for closing
theroad, which was defective for want of the seal of the
municipality. Theabstract produced by thedetendants
to avoid this difficulty stated, that - If the court should
be ofopinion that the by-law, coupled with the resolution
and order, is void or inoperative for want of a seal, the
defendants contend that a court of equity will compel
the corporation to affix its corporate seal to said
by-law, or to pass a new by-law to the same effect,
on the following grounds: Because the necessity
which existed formerly to use the right of way across
said premises has been removed by the road allow-
ance having been put in a proper state of repair:
that It was agreed by said corporation and the testator
that when said road allowance was made tit for travel
the said right ofway should be closed, and in pursuance
thereot, and as part consideration therefor, the said
testator, his servants, horses, and waggons, did a lar^e
quantity of work on said road allowance, which is now
and was at the time of the sale to the plaintiff, open fo^
travel to the public, and in a proper state of repair, and
said road allowance was accepted bv said corporation
and said right of way was in fact closed."

Evidence was produced in support of these allegations
in the abstract, and the Master, thinking that a contract
had been proved with the corporation for closin.^ the
road, which the defendants were entitled to enforce
found that a good title eouia be made to the premises'
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From this report the plaintiff appealed.

Mr. Froudfoot, for the plaintiff, contended that the

title in this road was vested in t'le municipality or the

Cruvi n. If in the former, no contract had been shown
binding on the municipality which oould be enforced by
the defendants; that the agreement with the members
of the ni 'licipality, such as it was, only extended to

closing the road, not to pass the title to the seller;

that if the title were in the Crown, there was no shadow
ot a right in the defendants to c 'npel or to procure a

conveyance of it.

Mr. Moss, for the defendents, argued that the road
was vested in the municipality, and that a contract was
proved which this court would enforce; that there was
an agreement to close the road, which he insisted was
equivalent to a contract to sell the fee, and expenditure
incurred upon the faith of it ; that if the defendants
were in a position to call upon the municipality to

perform the contract, the report was correct in certifying

that a good title was shown.

Mr. Proudfoot in reply.

The following authorities were among those referred

to in the argument. Consol. Stats. U. C, ch. 64, sees.

313-336 ; Sug. V. & P. 13th ed., pp. 293, 296.

Judgment.—Vankoughnet,C—lam inclined to think
that the soil in the road in question here is vested in the

Crown. I must, upon the evidence, find that the road
was a public highway; statute labourseems to have been
performed upon it for years. The vendor, in his

application to the conncil to have it shut up, treated it as

a highway. The answers of the defendants admit it to

have been such. Section 314 of chapter 64. Con-
solidated Statutes of Upper Canada, enacts that unless

otherwise provided for, the soil and freehold of every
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highway shall be vested in her Majesty. Section 336
vests every public road in the municipality, subject tJ
any rights m the soil whieli the individuals who laid out
such roads reserved. How ' ,is road was originally laid
out does not appear. Thatiflaid out by any individual
he reserved any rights in the soil, is not shewn. It is
not provided for otherwise than by the 314th section in
whomtliesoiland freehold of the highway is vested, and
that It IS or was a public hij;hway under section 313
I already have found. In whom then is the freehold
ifnot in the Crown? It is quite consistent with this
thattheroad should be vested in the municipality, which
is charged with the custody and repair of it

'

If the
soil be in the Crown, it is clear that the vendor cannot
make a good title to it. If it be not in the Crown it
mustbe either in the municipality or in someindividu'al,
perhaps the vendor. If it be in the vendor, he does not
shew It. If it be in the municipality, thev have not

,

agreed to surrender it. The most they have agreed to
18 that the road, as a road, may be closed ; but even if
this would cover all their right in the road and soil, I
think it very doubtful, upon the evidence, whether the
alleged agreement by them could be enforced. Tlie
consideration alleged to have been given by the vendor
was one agreed upon in communication with individual
members of the council. It was never embraced in any
resolution, much less in any by-law. It is admitted
there never has been any by-law enacted, for want of
the seal of the corporation, which now refuses to act
upon the resolution for shutting up the road, and in fact
requires it to be opened. Sections 187, 188, 189, of
chapter 54, dictate in what form the powers of the
council are to be exercised. Where, in the investigation
of a title, it appears there is some outstanding estate
which it is in the power of the vendor to get in or get
rid of, the Master will properly report, that subject to
this being got over, a good title can be made ; but then
it must be clear that this estate can be got in. Now I
do not think it at all clear that the vendor is in a

i
, n
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position to procure tbrtlie vendoe an unincumbered title

to the parcel of land covered by the road, and when this
is the case, I think the Master should report that a good
title is not shewn.

I therefore allow the exception.

The Master subsequently found that the defendants
could not make a good title to the premises, and, upon
further directions, a decree was made rescinding the
contract, and ordering the re-payment of the purchase
money, with interest.

Clouster v. McLean.

Appeal from Master—Form of report— Practice.

Where it appears by the will of a testator that the legacies left bv it
were payable with interest, and the order in which they are pay-
able, It IS not necessary for the Master to state those facts in his
report

;
but he should state whether any payments have beenmade on account of them.

Where in a suit against executors a decree was made referring it to
the Master to admmister the estate, the Master is not required to
take any account of such portions of the estate as are left to
trustees to be administered.

Statement.--Tl\\\& was an appeal from the Master's
re]>ort, made in pursuance ofa decree to administer tho
estate of the testator in the pleadings mentioned.

The grounds of appeal are stated in the judgment.

Mr. Fitzgerald for the appeal.

Mr McDonald con tra

.

Spragge, V, C.—The objections specified in the
notice of apj;eal are for omissions to find matters
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referred to the Master, rather than for erroneous find-
ings.

As to most of them, the answer is that the point
objected to was not presented for the decision of the
Master. Where this appears to be the case, and the
report, together with previous proceedings, furnishes
sufficient material for further directions, I think I ought
not to send it back to the Master.

The will of the testator leaves a portion of his estate
therein specified to be disposed of by certain trustees
therein named. The bill ia filed against theexecutors,
to whom the will commits the administration of the
residue of the estate.

The first, sixth, and seventh grourds of appeal relate
to that part of the estate left to be administered by the
trustees, not by the executors. I think the decree must
be understood as referring to the Master to inquire
only as to that portion of the estate with which
the defendants have to do, and therefore that those
objections must be overruled.

The second objection is as to an omission. It is refer-
red to the Master to take an account of the testator's
legacies

;
he has omitted the one to Margaret M'Tavish.

The will shews this legacy, and the omission was not
brought under the Master's notice. I should not, on
this ground alone, refer the report back to the Master.

• The third objection is, that the Master should have
reported more than he has done, in respect to the
legacies; they are by the wUl made payable with
interest. He is directed to take an account of them

;

if some were paid in whole or in part, it would be
proper to show this, but it is not suggested. The
omission complained of is, that the Master has not
reported that which the court sees by the will itself.

I

L..l1
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Still the form of the report as to legacies makcB it

difficult for the court to act upon it. The Master
reports that the testator's legacies are those mentioned
in schedule A, and that the payments made by the
defendants on account thereof are as stated in that
schedule. No payments are stated in the schedule. I
do not know whether no pay^ients have been made, or
whether the alleged payments have been omitted. The
Master must state how this is.

The fourth objection is, that the title of the cause in

the report contains the name of only one of the two
plaintiffs. This would ri ^ber shew no report than an
erroneous one. This must be corrected.

The fifth objection relates to a mortgage for ^100
and interest, made by J. B. Robinson, junr. It is

placed among the assets, with a note by the Master,
that it is alleged by the defendants not to belong to the
estate, and he refers to a consent as to the Pame by
solicitors for plaintiff and defendant, attached to
accounts filed. The Mastershould find the fact whether
or not this mortgage belongs to the estate.

The eighth objection is, that the Master does not
report as to the outstanding estate, which consists of
debts, whether such debts are good, bad, or doubtful.
It appears that this point was not raised before the
Master, and I do not think that a report upon that
point is necessary, to enable the court to give proper
further directions, unless some of the debts are bad,
though it is, I believe, usual to report as to the quality
of the debts. As his decision upon this point was not
asked, I should not call for a report upon it, if the
report were not referred back for other reasons. The
report assumes that the debts are good : if otherwise, it

would be necessary to pursue the inquiriefo as to the real
estate. I observe that the report omits to state as to
the great proportion of the debts whether they are
secured in any way. As the report must be referred
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back, it will be proper for the Master to report this,
and also to state whether the debts are considered
good, or otherwise.

The ninth and last objection is, that the Master doeh
not report the order in which the legacies are payable.
The will makes them payable in an order prescribed,
and that, I think, is sufficient. It is said, and not
denied, that they are scheduled in the same order.

The report seems defective in two points not objected
to. A debt to one Spalding was proved before the
Master, and afterwards paid by the defendants. I do
not understand from the report whether the amount of
it is credited to the defendants, the amount is not
stated. There also seems to be an error in relation to
the Weatman mortgage. The report states the personal
estate to consist of a balance in the hands of the de-
fendants, and of the several debts set out in schedule
B. The Weatman mortgage forms part of the personal
estate, the balance of which is reported as in the hands
of defendants, and is also reported as an asset in sche-
dule B., this would make a discrepancy by that amount.

I cannot dispose of this appe&l without observing
that, with three gentlemen to attend to the inquiries
directed, and to examine and settle the report, the
Master, and a solicitor for each side, it is strange the
report should be so imperfect. No costs to either party.

Wm
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Pherrill V. Pherrill.

Appealfrom Master—A ssi/rnmcnl by devisee— Partition,

One of the devisees of an estate sold her interest therein to her
brother, and executed with her husband an instrument in the
form of a power of attorney, authorizing the assignee for his own
benefit to demand and receive of and from the executor, &c., all

'

. moneys which might become due and payable to her and her hus-
band, or either of them, by virtue of all devises and bequests under
the last will and testament of her father ; in fact, at the time of the
execution of this instrument, she was entitled to a share of Another
brother's portion of the estate by assignment from him.

Held, on appeal from the report of the Master, that the instrument
executed by the husband and wife had not the effect of transfer-
ring the share of the wife in the portion of the brother so assigned.

Statement.—This was . a suit of partition of the real

estate of the late Stephen Pherrill, in which a decree had
been made referring it to the Master to ascertain the
interests of the several claimants, and he made his

report finding the proportion in which each party was
interested. From this report the plaintiff appealed,
on the grounds stated in the judgment.

Mr. Morphy for the appeal.

Mr. McLennan contra.

JM<f^men«.—Vankouohnet, C—Under the will of her
father Mrs. Rutherford was entitled to a share in certain
lotsknown as the homestead. David, her brother, was de-

visee in tail of a portion of this property. This portion,

by arrangement between the parties, was set apart and
confirmed to him : the other devisees on the partition

agreeing to pay him a certain sum in addition. Subse-
quently and by deed dated 23rd November, 1850, Mrs.
Rutherford (with her husband) conveyed to the plain-

tiff, her brother William, her share of the property which
she took under the will. Adna Pherrill, another
brother, claimed that he was entitled to 100 acres of the

nomesiead under an agrcciiiciit with the testator, evi-

denced by his bond, and in consideration that his claim
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brothers and ei6eer.,bc,on Ibestb ofJuno IBS^hrrHI of .b»tda.o.™ii„.,„i,hod .0 hi,srzfs .::t

p™r 7- "r™^ '" "" "'° ™"'''» <"•"» I'""adproporty, d.TOt.nB that anch »haro or the proccod, ,sale thoroof, and all proceed, accrued therewUb !?,„,«
I>e equally onjoyod by hia sisters or their lo™ opre
sena.,ve.,t„getherwi,l,hisbro,her)r,7«„„,,,r^plZ;-
o Ins representatl™, share and share aliLo.

'

oHhe8th November 1853. Mrs. /(,„/,„y„rrf and her husbandevented a,, ,nslrun,ent in the shape of a pre "f

Denem to demand and receive of and from theexeentor and executrix, or either of them or from.«eh other person or persons as n,av be le^dre, r^entafvesof the last will and testament of IheZZ"
.11 and whatsoever moneys which shall or may l" or'

(W Mrtuc of all da„c> ami hcqtieus under the last said

properly) and on payment of the moneys and proceedsef sale or d.sposal of the devises and beqnests'tZfn
before mentioned by the .aid execn.ors, or e hoTofbem, or the said legal representatives, or either othem, acquittances or other discharges of the sLnetogrant,'&c

Tothisinstrumen.isattachedacer iSe
Mrs Ruthetford bad been by him examined apart fromher husband and had freely consented to fJZlthZ
es at«-n t.einst.umont mentioned. Whatm.^be h„value of this instrument, executed as it is by a married

rZ-'prafetf'.T'" 'f'^ ™- The'ontention
ot the plaintiff is, that under it has passed to him

of ho deed of release executed by her brothel AdZ
ot the 8th November, 1853, in Hrat^p ;. h
reasonable to infer that the intent of th"; par^d;;wZ

GRANT X.
g^

I

I
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paw that Iiitof«>i»t, tor ifitwasonlj iutt led bjitto

confirm the deti. J oftho23rdNovoiuber,185u; the whole

of tlic Hrat part of the itistrument was unticcoasary and

U8olefi8,a8 the aecond part of it, distinct as it is from the

other, expressly confirraB the latter deed, and onipowcre

theplaintiiftouseallpropermoanstogivoeffecttoitand

realize its fruits. No explanation is furnished beyond

what the deeds themselves shew, and I have therefore

to interpret them by their own words. After some

hesitation I Itave come to the conclusion that the instru-

ment of the 8th of November, 1853, does not pass to

the plaintiff the interest of Mrs. Rutherford in the

property relinquished and assigned to her by her brother

Adna. The descriptive words used are " all and

whatsoever moneys which shall become duaby virtue of

all devises and bequests under the last will and testament,

of lots" so and so. It is true that it Joes not say

devises to us, but still the words amount to nothing

more than saying all moneys which shall become payable

to us under the said will. Now, does Mrs. Rutherford's

interest in Adna's share become payable to her under

the will ? I think not. As to it, she is, as regards the

will, as much a stranger as any one not named in the

will, to whom Adna had assigned,would be. In dealing

with real estate, or interebts in it, parties must use apt

words to dispose ofor effect it, and it is their own fault

if they are careless as to them. Here I do not feel that

I can strain the words beyond the limits which the

parties have assigned to them, and therefore, I think

that Mrs. Rutherford BtiW retains her interest in Adna's

share of the property to the extent assigned to her by
him, and tL. "^ ihe report must go back to the Master for

correction in t.
* v oect

I think thf t till I^rwi'ft interest '
» the homestead was

disposed of by the agreement of June, 1852. The
legatees therein named must mean the legatees otlier

thau David. It cannot be supposed that David was to
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pay Inmsolf a portion of tLo f276. aud yet it is
2--cllegateeH"wb,>areto,ayit.

I tLk tbwhole agreem.ut BlK.va his interest ^va3 disnosed ofand it must roy ru.
^^^I'vsea oi,

Patterson v. Johnson.

Injunction— Tradt fixturts.

toiler and engine, an.! introd^cei in,o1h!.\':'''>r'" \^ '^'^"'1 «
a wood-cutter and a planina machine iS nf t' '"»?

"""^^ '^'^'««'

and driven by such encine h,?^^»r» .
^ ^^^'^^ ^^" ^^orl^ed

machine shop except by beiUnior,mr "° ^^'^ '^"^'='^'^'1 '° '^e
being in eve^' other^av SconnL . , ".k

^^"''' ^^^" '" -"otion
;

machinery, and capable of Sr^r^n "".'''
•V"'"

^">' "^ '^e fixed

machinery or doin^anvdamZtnT^'' T"^°"' disturbing the
Held, on a motion tolLo^e anTniunctoVwh^^^^^ H^ "'^k«/«r^.. that these articles we;:^SSe'L?tJal fixture?"'^'

becoming part of the realtvrnn.TH-rj^^f'"?'"'"^ chattels or

Statement-In this case an ex parte injunction hadbeen granted restraining the defendant from removing
certam articles placed in the machine shop, in the
pleadings mentioned by the def( ndant since he hadgone IT ^, possession of the premises, he having pur-
chased from the mortgagor his equity of redemption inthe property upon which the shop was erected. The de-
fendant now moved upon affidavits to dissolve this
injunction, on the grounds stated in tb, bead note andjudgment.

Mr. Tilt, for the motion.

Mr. Crombie contra.

Judgment.-YxmovoEmr. C.-Tbis was a motion to
dissolveane^^ar^dnjunction.restrainingthedefendant

i
I
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from removing from the premises certain machinery,

among which are three lathes, a wood-cutter, a planing

machine, and a circular saw. It is as to these articles

that a dissolution of the injunction is sought. The

plaintiff is the mortgagee of the land, and the defendant

the assignee of the equity of redemption. The defend-

ant, and not the original mortgagor, erected upon the

land a machine shop, in which he placed a boiler, engine,

and the articles above mentioned, with some others.

Such of the machinery as can be treated as having been

affixed to, and thus become part of the realty, are

doubtless covered by the plaintiff's mortgage, though

placed on the land subsequently to its execution. But

the defendant contends that the articles above named

never were in any way affixed to the realty—never

became a portion of it ; were but deposited in the

machine-shop—worked there from time to time, but in

no way attached to it except by belting or some such

meanswhen in motion—in every way disconnected with

it, or any of the fixed machinery, and capable of being

removed without disturbing it or doing any damage to

the realty in any way—in fact portable. This conten-

tion of the defendant is, I think, established, although

the affidavits on behalf of the plaintiff would lead to the

contrary conclusion, and give the idea that all these

portions of the machinery were fastened in and to the

building, so as to be immovable without drawing nails

or bolts. Yet I think the defendant's affidavits more

explicit and reliable as to the exact state and position

of the machinery, and accordingly I will, for the present,

assume them to be true, giving to the plaintiff the

opportunity to cross-examine the defendant's witnesses

if he desire it, he proceeding promptly to do so.

Assuming, then the state of facts represented by the

defendant to be true, I am of opinion that I cannot treat

the machines in question a9 'nart of tiie rcaltv, but

must consider them as chattels removable at the will of
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the owner, subject to sale by him and to execution
against his goods. I have read carefully and with great
interest^the judgments of the Queen's Bench here in
Gooderham v. Denholm, (a) and of my brother ^Spm^^/e
in McDonald v. Weeks, (b) I think there is strong
reason and good sense in the remark i of my brother
Spragge in the latter case. It does seem in many cases
that could be put, but a flimsy distinction that articles
are fixtures, when nailed or screwed or bolted into a
building, and are not so when their own weight gives
them steadiness in their place without such aid. Take
the case of a house which by its own weight sustains its
position on the ground ; the owner does not want a
cellar perhaps, has no need to let it into the ground,
or to require any foundation for it other than the
surface of the ground itself. Could it be said that this
was a chattel which did not pass under a deed of the
land, which theowner evidently intended to improve and
benefit by the erection of it? But while there might
be little difficulty in treating such a structure as plrt
of the realty, the character to be given to such articles
of less bulk, such as machines used on the realty or in
connection with the fixtures (in the literal sense of the
term,) erected on the land, is not so plain. Where such
an article as a boiler or engine is built into a house or
fastened upon the land, it may well be called a fixture

:

it literally is so, and the owner may be considered as
haying devoted so much of the realty, at all events,
as is necessary for the use of such machinery, to the
purpose of it, and of having thus intended to benefit
the realty. But there is great difficulty in extending
this character to articles of machinery which have not
been actually affixed to the land, such as those in
question here. As I understand the evidence, the
defendant erected a machine-shop, into which he fastened
a boiler and engine. With this engine, to the extent

III!

(a) i8 U. C. Q. B. 203. (b) Ante vol. viii,, p. 297.
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of its power, he could drive any machinery for which

the building was adapted, and which he chose to

introduce into it. He has there at present a circular

saw, a wood-planer, and lathes. He may choose to

abandon this description of machinery and introduce

something else. He has not in any way declared h's

intention of making these part of the realty : he has

not in fact made them part by attaching the one to the

other. The articles are all portable—can be moved by

hand from place to place in the building, and out from

the building. It is true they are there to be used with

certain fixed machinery with which they can be con-

nected from time to time for the purpose of moving

them. But can I say that for this reason they have

become fixtures? I have had the advantage, since tlie

decisions in our own courts above quoted, of examin-

ing the following recent authorities bearing more or

less upon this question.

Wilson V. Whately, {a) Jenkins v. Gething, (6)

Haley v. Hammersley, (c) in which Lord Campbell

approves of the judgment of Vice-Chancellor Wood, in

Mather v. Fraser, (d) Bates v. Beaufort, (e) Gibson v.

Hammersmith, Sue. (/) While in many cases artichs

which have been merely attached to the freehold by nails

orscrews have been held removable as chattels, when this

can be effected by simply drawing the nails or screws

without doing damage, I find no case in which portable

machines, such as the present, have been treated as

fixtures irremovable, when they have not been fastened

or attached in some way to the land. This distinction

seems to be preserved, not merely for convenience, but

because the law leans in favor of trade by treating, when
it properly can, articles used in trade as disposable

chattels. While, as I have already remarked, on the one

(a) I John & H. 436.
c) 7 Jur. N. S. 765.
e} 8 Jur. N. S. 270.

(6) 2 John & H. 520.
(d) 2 Kay & J. 536.

(/) 9 Jur. N. S. 221.
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hand, the distinctiou between articles rested by their
own weight in a particular position

,and articles sustained
in it by nails or bolts seems a flimsy one, and not readily

sustained by any principle, (a distinction, however, not
always observed, as pointed oat before ;) on the other
hand, .vhere this evidence of intention to make any
article, in itself a chattel, a part of the realty, and
when the act of aflSxing it there are wanting, it will be
almost impossible, in any case, to say what things
remain chattels, and what have become part of the
freehold.

I think I must treat the machines in question here as

chattels.
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-A.iT I2SrE>E3S

TO THE

PRINCIPAL MATTERS.

ABSOLUTE DEED.
(by way of mortgage.)

1 1. G., a creditor of F., under a
ygment recovered in 1856, filed

lis bill to redeem W., the alleged
Wtgagee, under a deed of con-
kyance to him from F., absolute
jiform. A creditor of W., under
tdgment recovered in 1859, and
bpt alive by H. fa. lands, was
We apartyin the Master's office

San incumbrancer subsec^aent
|» plaintiff. Held, that he could
t properly be thus made a par-
;
but the plaintiffwas allowed

Bamend his bill by making him
[party, in order that an oppor-
piity might be afforded him of
kntesting the plaintiff's right to
hat the conveyance from F. to
If. as a mortgage as agaiast

Glass V. Freckleton, 470.

1 2. Where a conveyance abso-
ile in form was executed as a
ecwity only, upon a verbal
-••.VI taiUiiy ui Hit; gmncee no
"Mvey upon payment of his
Hand. Held, that a judgment

creditor of such grantee could not
enforce his judgment beyond the
amount of principal and interest
due the grantee. lb.

See also "Mortgage," 18.

ACCOMMODATION IN-
DOESER.

See "Assignment for benefit of
creditors," 2.

ACQUIESCENCE.
See " Specific Performance," 7.

ACTION AT LAW.
See " Injunction," 6.

ADDING PARTIES.

(afteu decree.)

See "Practice," 17.

. AGENT.
An agent being appointed to

receive money for another, must,
in the ordinary course of busi-

i
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ness, be his agent also to give a
receipt for the money.

Bedson v. Smith, 292.

(purchase by party in name of.)

See " Principal and Surety," 2.

AGREEMENT.
(to extend time for payment op

mortgage money.)

See "Mortgage, &c.," 4.

ALIMONY.

1. The defendant was the own-
er of real estate of the annual
value of about ^112 10s., but
subject to a debt of £100. He
had also household furniture and
farm stock, and he worked his

farm : the plaintiff, with her
eight children, lived apart from
the defendant, on account of his

cruelty, and with no means of

support, save such as might be
obtained by way of alimony. On
a reference to the Master to fix

permanent alimony, he allowed
£S7 10s. per annum. On appeal
this sum was increased to i£80
per annum.

McCuUoch V. McCuUoch, 820.

2. Although the statute (22nd
Victoria, chapter 33rd, section 2,

Consol. Stats. U.C., chapter 24,

section 10) authorizes the arrest

of a defendant in an alimony
suit for not not more than the
amount of two years' allowance
for future alimony aild arrears,

stiil, if the coiu't has obtained
possession of funds of the defend-
ant by reason of any default on

his part, it will, in a proper casi

refuse the payment of them ovrf

to him without first securing th

future payment of alimony.

Gott V. Gott, sd

3. The right of a wife is to rJ

side with her husbaud, in hi|

home or in the joint home
both : where, therefore, it at

peared that the husband resicle|

with his children (by a forme

wife), and compelled his wife t|

live at lodgings, the court, al

though no violence or other ilj

treatment was shown on the pari

of the husband towards his mii
made a decree for alimony in he

favour; and that, although

was shewn that during such timi

the husband had been in thl

habit of visiting and remaininj

with his wife.

Weir V. Weir, 56SJ

See also " Income."

ALLOWANCE TO EXECUTOI

See " Executors " 5.

ALTERING MORTGAGE.

Before the face of a mortgag,

is altered by reducing the amoun

secured, there must be clear ev^

dence by which to act.

Eraser v. Locie, .20^

AMENDMENT.
(at THE HEARING.)

See "Absolute Deed,"!,

"Conveyance," 2.

" Practice," 16.
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ANCIENT DOCUMENT.A

J. McK. having an order in

I

council for 100 acres of land, ex-
ecuted in February, 1827, to

Shore a bond for a deed. The
petition for a location and the

I bond were executed bymai'k.and
[in the bond the obligor is de-
i scribed as of York, labourer. In
Hay the patent issued to McK.,
and was in the possession of

Shore shortly after its date. Shore
went into possession in 1828,
cleared about seven acres, and
after three years left it in the pos-
session of the plaintiffs, who had
the benefit of it up to within a
short period of the death of Shore,
which took place in 1849. The
plaintiffs claiming as heirs at law
of Shore, filed their bill to obtain
a conveyance of the land, and pro-
duced the patent. The defend-
ants, Shortis and McCabe, pro-
duced a conveyance purporting
to have been made by, and signed
"James McKenny," now of the
township of Niagara, &c., yeo-
man, to James Smith, dated 7th
September, 1833 ; and a convey-
ance from Smith to Shortis, dated
in May, 1849 : both of which were
registered. No oral testimony
was given of the identity of the
grantor in the deed to Smith with
the locatee of the Crown, and no
evidence of its custody during
the thirtyyearswhich had elapsed
since its alleged execution : but
the signature and death of one
of the attesting witnesses were
proved and the absence of the
other witness was accounted
for. Held, first, that the deed
from McK. to Smith did not

come within the rule that an
ancient document proves itself.

_
Second, that there was sutfi-

cien prima facie proof of its exe-

cution.

Third, that such proof must be
taken to include that the party by
whom the deed purported to be
executed was not only a person of

that name, but that identical per-

son inwhom was vested the estate

which the deed purported to con-
vey.

Fourth, that a purchaser, al-

though he may have had notice,

is entitled to the benefit of the

position of the party under whom
he claims, where such party was
a purchaser for value without no-

tice. Under the circumstances
above set forth the bill was dis-

missed, reserving liberty to the

plaintiffs to file a new bill or to

proceed at law without prejudice.

Rogers v. Shortis, 245.

In a proceeding to obtain re-

lief in such a case, the proper

course of procedure is by bill and
not by petition of right. Semble

lb.

As to whether the presumption
that a man is presumed innocent

of fraud until proved guilty is

sufficient to rebut the presump-
tion of the execution of a fraudu-

lent deed raised by the proof of

uhe handwriting of an attesting

witness.

—

Quare. lb.

ANTE-NUPTIAL SETTLE-
MENT.

Amemorandum was produced,

which was partially destroyed by
fire, the purport ofwhich was, that

W. undertook to settle the pro-

L
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perty of his intended wife as her
guardians should require; this
was proved to be in the hand-
writing of W., and to have been
seen in a perfect state since the
decease of W., and, as the wit-
ness believed, signed by W.,
and that before the marriage he
had produced and read a paper
similar, so far as the memoran-
dum went, to it. After the mar-
riage the wife's property was all

sold, and the proceeds appHed
by W. to the purposes of his busi-
ness, who subsequently, and while
in a state of insolvency, assigned
to the cashier of a bank a policy
on the life of himself, (W.,) in
trust, to pay certain bills of his
in the hands of the bank, and after
payment thereof, to hold the
moneys to be received on the
policy for the benefit of his wife
and children, but in the event of
his wife and children, but in the
event of W. paying off the bills

to re-assign the policy to him,
or as he should appoint. W.
having died, the trustee received
the insurance money, paid these
bills, and claimed aright to apply
the surplus in paying off other
liabilities of W. to the bank.
Upon a bill filed by the widow and
children ofW. against the trustee,
the courtthought the ante-nuptial
agreement sufficiently establish-
ed, and ordered the trustee to
pay over the balance with inter-
est ; and that the trustee, being
the cashier of the bank, who
had thus received the benefit of
the moneys, he sufficiently repre-
sented the bank, and it was
therefore not necessary to make
the institution itself a party to

ARBITRATION.

the suit ; but under the circum-
stances, directed all parties to the
cause to receive their costs out

i

of the fund.

Whittemore v Lemoine, 125.

APPEAL FROM MASTEE'S
REPORT.

See " Alimony," 1.

" Mortgage," 7.

" Partition."

" Practice," 6, 11, 12, 19,

20, 21, 22.

APPROPRIATION OP PAY-
MENTS.

1. An appropriation of pay.
ments made by the creditor for

the first time on bringing the

account into the Master's office

and apparently on the very day
on which it is brought in is too

late.

Eraser v. Locie, 207.

See also "Principal and Surety,"

8,4.

ARBITRATION.

(construction of submission to.)

1. When the parties bound
themselves to submit to the de-

cision and award of three arbi-

trators, concerning all matters

in difference, provided the award
were made in writing by the

arbitrators, or any two of them,

and it afterwards appeared that

one of the three arbitrators dis-

sented from an award made by

the other two, and that the arbi-

trators had made no decision

regarding a promissory note in

difference between the parties,
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JBMISSION TO.)

ASSIGNMENT.

which had been brought under
their notice, the award was set

liside.

Kemp V. Henderson^ 51.

2. Where the Crown Lands

I

Department in deciding to allow

one of two applicants to become

I
the purchaser of land, directed

[that the amount properly pay-

I

able by him to the other should
be ascertained by arbitration,

and the arbitrators by their

award found a certain sum due,

but directed in the event of the
party to whom it was payable,
failing to deliver up possession

to the other in two months, that
:$400 should be deducted from
the amount so found to be due.
Held, that this was an act in

excess of their authority ; their

[duty, under the circumstances,
being simply to find the amount

I payable by the one to the other.

Barnes v. Boomer, 532.

ASSIGNMENT. 593

ASSIGNMENT.

(for benefit of creditors.)

1. S., by deed of assignment,
executed by two of his creditors,

conveyed all his real and per-

sonal estate, except his house-
hold fm-niture, to trustees, for

payment of his debts, stipulating

that after paying all expenses,
and until the trusts should be
carried out, or the property ex-

hausted, the trustees should, be-

fore payment of any of the debts,

pay to him, out of the moneys
.
realized from the estate the sum
of £375 a year for the support of

his wife and family; that* credi-

tors, to have the benefit of the

deed, must execute it within a
limited time; that no dividend
should be paid to the creditors till

a sum had been realised sufficient

to pay them 2s. 6d. in the M, and
that the creditors should release
S. from all future liability. Two
creditors only executed this deed,
and subsequently S.made another
deed to the same trustees, con-
taining a similar release from his
creditors, who should become par-
ties to it, and upon similar trusts,

with the exception of the reserva-
tion in his own favour, which was
considered questionable. The
trustees acted under the second
deed, and though both were in-

operative to pass real estate, they
proceeded to sell the lands ; and
the plaintiffs, the City Bank,
became the purchasers, but the
purchase was afterwards aban-
doned because of this defect in
the deed of assignment. After-
wards a creditor who had lodged
an execution in the sheriff's hands
subsequently to the deed of as-
signment, filed a bill praying lo

have the first deed set aside, or
in the alternative that he might
be allowed to share in the pro-
ceeds of the estate without com-
plying with the stipulation for

a release. Held, (in accordance
with the Bank ofToronto v. Kccles,

reported in Upper Canada Appeal
reports, volume ii., page 53,) 1st.

That the stipulation for release
did not invalidate the deed.
2ndly. That the provision for the
payment of a dividend might,
under certain circumstances, be
considered unreasonable and
fraudulent ; and Srdly. That the
second deed was not objectionable

I:

ili

iiil

m-

m
kik
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by reason of anything appearing
on its face ; although the validity
of the first deed might be open to
question. Under these circum-
stances the plaintiff was allowed
to share under the deed in such
portions of the property as had
not already been divided among
the creditors assenting thereto,
upon his executing the deed. All
other creditors who had not de-
prived themselves of the right to
come in admitted on same terms.

Mulholland v. Hamilton, 45.

2. E. L. being embarrassed in
business, in June, 1857, made an
assignment of his goods, lands,
(!kc.,to trustees, giving preference
to certain creditors. Afterwards
E. L.,wishing to resume business,
proposed that the goods and per-
sonal estate should be re-conveyed
to him, and time given under
certain conditions for payment
of the debts, the lands being con-
veyed to two creditors in trust
for all. This was agreed to by
the trustees and most of the
creditors, and re-conveyances
were executed. The plaintiffs

were indorsers on paper of E.L.,
held by M., a creditor, preferred
in the first assignment. M.
refused to execute the re-convey-
ances unless the plaintiffs re-

newed their liability to him on
paper then overdue, which they
did, and M. then signed the re-

conveyances. Plaintiffs had
afterwards to pay the notes held
by M., whereupon they filed their
bill, claiming to stand in the
place of M.,as preferred creditors,
unucr the ongizial assignment.
Held, that under the circum-
stances they could not claim such

BUILDING SOCIETTI.

priority, or the priority provided
for them by the first assignment,
but must rank pari passu with
the other creditors.

Lawson v. Moffatt, 828.

(by devisee.)

See "Partition."

(of right to impeach a

mortgage.)

See " Mortgage," 2.

OF MORTGAGE AND PAYMENT WITH-
OUT NCJICE.)

See " Mortgage," 8.

See also "Mortgage," 11.

I'BIOB

THE ATTOENEY-GEJuilRAL.
(when BILL SHOULD BE FILED BY.)

See " Eailway Companies," 1.

AUTHOEITY.

(excess OF.)

See " Arbitration," 2.

AWAED.
(want of finality of.)

See " Arbitration," 1.

BEIDGES.

(construction by railway com-

panies over rivers.)

See " Eailway Companies," 1.

BUILDING SOCIETY.

Held, following the ruUng of

the Court of Queen's Bench in

tne Farmers' and Medianm
Building Society v. Langstaff,

reported U. C. Q. B., volume is.,



COLLUSION.

ge 183, that a building society

nay properly sue in their name
irithout using the name of their

bresident and treasurer for the

rpose.

The Canada Permanent Build-

ng Society v. The Bank of Upper
Canada, 208.

BY-LAW (VOID.)

See " Municipality."

CHAMBERS.
See " Practice," 15.

CHAMPERTY.
See " Mortgage," 2.

CHANCERY ACT.

(11th clause of.)

See " Improvements."

CO-HABITATION.

See " Alimony," 3.

COLLUSION.

M. Mortgaged land to B. to

I

secure $400, and afterwards

caused the premises, consisting

of a park lot, to be divided into

village lots, and plans thereof

made. M. then became indebted
to C. and others who obtained

judgments against him, and
lodged writs in the hands of the

sheriff of the county in which
were the above premises: W.
was then also a creditor of M.
rby simple contract. B. advertised

i

ibe premises for sale under the

power of sale contained in his

I
mortgage, such sale to be in

CONSTRUCTION. 595

village lots according to the
|)Ian thereof. M. and the sheriff,

m whose hands were the writs of

execution, previous to the day of

sale, agreed together that the
sheriff should buy in the premises
at the amount due B., and hold
the same in trust for N. It was
found diflBcult at the sale to sell

the premises in village lots, and
at the suggestion of the sheriff,

and with M.'s consent, they were
put up en bloc, and bought by the
sheriff for the amount due B. W.
afterwards obtained judgment
and issued execution against
lands, and on a bill by C. and
W. against M., the sheriff and
B., the sale was set aside as col-

lusive, and tending to delay
creditors, within 13 Eliz., ch 6.

Watson v. McCarthy, 416.

COMMISSION TO EXECU-
TORS.

See "Executors," 6.

COMPENSATION.

(for deficiency in QUANTITY OF
LAND AGREED TO BE SOLD.)

See " Specific Performance," 6.

COMPUTATION OP TIME.

See " Time."

CONSTRUCTION.

(of AGREEMENT.)

See " Specific Performance," 2.

m

I

Ik . r
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CONTRACT.

(conditional rescission of.)

See " Specific Performance," 2.

COVENANT.
See " Execution Creditor.'

" Mortgage, etc.," 5.

CONVEYANCE.

(setting aside, when obtained by
fraudulent misrepresentation.)

1. L., as (laughter of a U. E.
Loyalist, hail been granted a lot
of land, but left Canada for the
United States of America in
1826, where she had resided ever
since. Various persons took pos-
session of the land, and improved
it so that it was worth ^2,500.
C. sent his agent to L. a Michi-
gan, to treat for the purchase of
her interest in the land. This
agent made numerous false re-
presentations as to the position
and value of the land, and as to
the intentions of his principal in
regard to the purchase, and
thereby induced L. to convey
her interest in the land to C. for
an inconsiderable sum. On a
bill filed to set aside this con-
veyance, a? having been obtained
through fraud and misrepresen-
tation, held, that the representa-
tions made by the agent were
material, and to be considered in
weighing the bona fides of the
contract, which under the cir-

cumstances was ordered to be
cancelled.

Latham v. Crosby, 308.

(subject to payment op DEnTS.i

2. Conveyances in fee weri
made b^ a father to his two g„nj
of portions of his estate, tukinj
back from them a life-lcano fol
his own security, and a hon\
conditioned for the payment ol
his debts by his sons. They botli

went into possession, and afters
portion of the debts was paid oft]

one of the sons died, havinn
devised the greater part of liiai

portion to his brother, to paj
some of the remaining debts oiJ
of the profits. The father. \m\
ever, claimed and entered into

possession of his deceased son'fta

portion under the life lease, and]
subsequently put the survivingl
son in possession, in order tlintf

he might pay off the debts ; aiull
he having applied the rents and!
profits to his own use, a bill wasl
filed by the infant heir-at-law ofl
tho deceased son, seeldng anf
account, but as the bill did not|
set out the case truly, the exist-

ence of the life-lease being ig.,

nored by it, the court refused al
decree in the existing shape ofl

the bill ; but gave leave to amend,
[

and, under the circumstances,
f

without costs.

Cunningham v. Cunningham,
459.

'

COSTS.

See " Ante Nuptial Settlement."
j

" Conveyance," 2.

"Easement."

" Executors."

" Infants," 2.
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CEOSS RELIEF.

See " Specific Performance," 3,4.

CROWN.

(foreclosure against the.)

Where the Crown holds the
equity of redemption of mort-
gaged premises no absolute order
of foreclosure can be pronounced,
but only that in vlefault of pay-
ment the mortgagee be at hberty
to enter into possession.

Dunn V. The Attorney Gen-
eral, 482.

(vendee op the.)

Where a party having a pos-
sessory right assigned the same
to another who applied to, and
was, by the Crown Lands De-
partment, allowed to become the
pm-chaser of the land, after deli-
berately considering the claims
of both parties.

Held, following the case of
Boulton V. Jeffrey (1 U. C. Ap-
peal Rep. p.^ Ill,) that this court
~.... ,j.^ j uriaui-ci,iuii lu ruviuw
such decision of the department.

Barnes v. Boomer, 582.
GRANT X.

CROWN LANDS DEPART-
MENT.

(decision op.)

Sec •' Crown (Vendee of.)"

CROWN PATENT.

(setting aside.)

1. The lessee of the Crown
conveyed his interest to other
persons ; the right to one portion,
after going through several hands
became vested in one F., who
died, leaving a widow and several
children ; the widow having mar-
ried again, joined with her hus-
band in assigning the portion of
the land bought by F. to one C,
who subsequently agreed to sell

to S. On applying to a convey-
ancer to prepare the necessary
writings he recommended that a
transfer should be taken directly

from the lessee of the Crown to
S., for the purpose of simplifying
the titl^, which was accordingly
done, and thereupon S. applied
to the Crown Lands Department
to purchase, producing to the de-
partment his transfer, a certifi-

cate of a surveyor, and an
affidavit by himself that there
was not any adverse claim, no
mention being made of the pre-
vious transfers, or the possession
of the intermediate transferrees,

or of the fact that the uncle of
P.'s heir-at-law had intimated to
S. that the heir did claim it.

Upon this application S. was
allowed to purchase, and a patent
therefore was issued to him in
January, 1853. In 1863 a bill was
filed by the heir-at-law of F.,

38

IP

± :;)

11!
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seeking to set aside this patent,
as having been obtained through
the fraudulent concealment of
the facts by S., when applying
for the grant to himself. It

appeared that the plaintiff had
left this country before attaining
his majority, and went to reside
in California, and immediately
on his return instituted proceed-
ings. The court under the cir-

cumstances, although acquitting
the defendant of all actual or in-
tentional fraud in the matter,
declared the patent void, in order
that the Crown, with a full

knowledge of all the facts, might
deal with the case as should be
deemed right, and ordered S. to
pay the costs of the suit : the
delay which had occurred in
commencing the suit being ac-
counted for by the inability of the
plaintiff, arising from his poverty
and his absence from the juris-

diction.

Fricht V. Scheck, 254.

2. In March, 1862, SL pur-
chased land from the Crown, and
witli his family went to reside on
it, but by mistake settled on the
adjoining land, and made some
improvements. In June follow-
ing C. applied to the Crown
Lands Department to know
whether the land so purchased
by S. was for sale ; the patent
had not issued to S., and, through
an error in the department, C.
was informed that the land was
for sale, and immediately became
a purchaser thereof, and received
a patent. He did not, however,

gaged the defendant, B., to take
the timber off the lot. At the
hearing the plaintiff failed to

prove notice to C. of his claim
and improvements, but the error
on the pArt of the office being
proved, and the Attorney-General
being a defendant, and submit-
ting to the direction of the court,

the patent to C. was rescinded,
an injunction granted, and C.
required to account for the timber
cut.

Stevens v. Cook, 410.

DAMAGE.
(when appreciable in kquity.)

See "Injunction," 2.

DEBTS.
(conveyance subject to payment

OF.)

See "Conveyance," 2.

DEDICATION.

(op land to USB OF PUBLIC.)

uaa.x: jjOSScSSiOii Uutli JL/CCCiabOf

,

1863, when he brought an action
of ejectment against S., and en-

A piece of land was in 1818
vested by patent in trustees for

the benefit of the inhabitants of

the city of T. Acts of the Pro-
vincial Parliament, afterwards
passed, authorized the city to

lease this land for any term olf

years or absolutely to sell and
dispose of it, the moneys so raised
to be expended in the purchase,
ornamentation, and care of other

lands in the city. The corpora-
tion afterwards had this plot of

land fenced in and trees piauied
in it. C. was possessed of a

dwelling houseandlauds adjacent
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to this plot, where she resided.

In 1862 the city corporation

agreed to lease this plot to M.
who undertook to erect works on
it which would be of benefit to

the cityby increasing its revenue.

C. then filed a bill to restrain the

completion of the lease and ap-

propriation of the ground, al-

leging that it had been fully

dedicated as a public park, and
that she, as an individual, and
the public generally (represented

by the Attorney-General) would
be injured by such appropriation.

Held, that the corporation had
authority under cap. 84, Con.
Stats. U. C, to appropriate this

land as proposed.

The Attorney-General v. The
City of Toronto, 436.

DEED.
(given for illegal purpose.)

The owner of real estate, being
under arrest upon civil process,

conveyed his lands to a person
for the purpose of enabling the

grantee to justify as special bail

in the action, and after the same
had been settled the lands were
re-conveyed; but, in the mean-
time, a writ against the lands of

the grantee had been placed in

the hands of the sheriff, and a
sale was effected thereunder,

after such re-assignment, and a
conveyancemade to the purchaser
(the plaintiff in the writ,) who
bad notice of the claim set up
by the original owner. Held, that

ibe transaction was one against

public policy and morality ; and
that the court would not lend

its aid to the grantor in getting
back his estate ; but the purchaser
at the sheriff's sale having in his
answer disclaimed any interest
in the lands, other than a lien

thereon for the full amount of
his judgment and expenses, the
court decreed the plaintiff relief

upon the terms of his paying the
full amount of his judgment and
expenses, together with interest

and the costs of suit. And the
defendant having also by answer
alleged that the conveyance was
made for the purpose of enabling
the grantee therein to justify as
bail ; and that he did justify as
such bail upon the lands so con-
veyed, and submitted that " the

plaintiff, under the circumstances,
ought to be estopped and precluded
from saying that the said lands are
not the lands" of the grantee:
held also, that although the de-
fendant did not object that the
act was against public policy,

there was sufficient stated to
enable the court to give effect to
the objection of illegality, not-
withstanding the answer did not
state that such use would be
made of the facts stated.

Langlois v. Baby, 358.

[Affirmed on re-hearing before
Vankoughnet, C. Spragge and
Mowat, V. CC. See vol. xi.,

page 21.]

DEFICIENCY.

(in quantity of LAND SOLD

—

COMPENSATION FOR.)

See " Specific Performance," 6«

nIiUi
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DEMUEEER.

In a bill filed by the adminis-
trators with the will annexed and
creditors of B.it was alleged that
on a sale of lands by B. to K. the
latter executed a mortgage to
secure the purchase money, but
that by the fraud and design of
B. such mortgage was withheld
from registry, and that the lands
were subsequently sold by K. to
two purchasers—who, before the
conveyances to them were execut-
ed, or, at all events, before the
payment of their purchase money—had notice and were wellawar^
that K. had not paid his pur-
chase money and had given a
mortgage therefor, and that they,
fraudulently intending to cut out
such mortgage, had caused the
conveyances to themselves to be
registered. The bill further alleged
that neither of these purchasers
hadyetpaidtheirpurchase money
and claimed that the mortgage to
B. should be fastened on the land
as a charge prior to their convey-
ances, and failing that relief,

that the amount payable by them
to K.in respect of their purchase
money respectively might be
ordered to be paid to the plaintiffs
on account of the mortgage
money due under the mortgage
from K. The purchaserdemurred
generally to such bill for want
of equity, which on argument
was overruled : the court holding
that the jjlaintiffs were not bound
to wait till the purchase money
payable by the purchasers was
over-due before taking proceed-
incs : and f.hafr. in oaaa nfnnfinn.

before the execution of these
conveyances the mortgage would

DEMURRER.

take precedence thereof; or if
only before payment the pur-
chase money payable by the
purchasers could be claimed by
the plaintiffs.

Ferguson v. Kilty, 102.

In a bill fordower the plaintiff
alleged that her husband was in
his lifetime, at the time of his
death, and also at the time of
making his last will, seised or en-
titled in fee in possession ; and in
another part ot the bill that the
husband had, in his lifetime, con-
tracted for the sale of the prem-
ises out of which dower was
sought.

Held, bad on demurrer, it no-
where appearing that the hus-
band had been seized during
coverture, or that the contract
of sale had not been entered into
before marriage.

Gordon v. Gordon, 466,

J. dc M. being liable as in-

dorsers, agreed that the maker
of the notes should convey to the
holder thereof certain property
in discharge of his indebtedness,
which property was to be sold,
and if the same did not realize
sufficient to pay the amount for

which they had indorsed, that
they would pay the difference.

Subsequently the holder of the
notes sold the property to one of
the indorsers, but he never paid
the purchase money or any por-
tion of it, in consequence of which
he was sued and judgment re-

covered against him for part of
V-'" purchase money, and au ac-

tion was also brought against J,

<& M. on their agreement to pay,
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in which action judgment was
recovered and writs against lands
were sued outon bothjudgments,
and placed in the hands of the
sheriffs of several counties in

which the defendants had equit-
able estates ; whereupon a bill

was filed against both of the de-
fendants to enforce these several
judgments, to which they sever-
ally demurred on the ground of
misjoinder; Held, that the bill

against the two jointly was pro-
per, and the demurrers were
overruled with costs.

Smith V. Bogart 560.

See also "Practice," 7.

DESCEIPTION OF LANDS.
1. Held, that a general descrip-

tion beingwholly insufficient and
the particular description by
metes and boundswhich followed
not being a faba demonstratio
added to a complete description

but an entire description in itself,

governed
Hart v. Brown, 266.

3. Whetheraboundaryintend-
ed by a grant from the Crown
might be varied or departed from
by subsequent acts and acquiesc-

ence of parties interested in the
position of such boundary, who
would be accordingly bound.

—

Qucere. lb.

3. A subsequent mortgagee,
who had not actual notice, held
not bound by the registration of
a ppor mortgage, the memorial
of which insufficiently described
the premises.

Eeid V. Whitehead, 446.

EASEMENT.

DOWEE.

601 ! >

(sale of right to, under fi. pa.)

A right to dower is not salable
under execution against the lauds
of a dowress. Till dower is as-

signed she has not either an es-

tate in the land, or even a right
of entry ; neither does her in-

terest come within the meaning
of the words, (in Con. Stat. U. C.
ch. 90, sec. 5,) " a contingent, or
executory, or a future interest, or
a poEsibility, coupled with an in-

terest."

McAnnany v. Turnbull, 298.

See also " Demurrer," 2.

EASEMENT.

1, A bill was filed by the own-
er of a mill, alleging a verbal
agreement with the proprietor of
land adioining, for the light to
pen back the water of a stream
running through his land, and
which was used for driving the
mill of the plaintiff, in consider-
ation of which he was to open up
a road across his farm, for the
use and convenience ofsuch land-
owner ; but no writing was ever
drawn up evidencing the agree-
ment. The owner of the land
subsequently sold and conveyed
this estate, and his vendee insti-

tuted proceedings against the
mill-owner for damages by rea-

son of the penning back of tlie

water, which had the effect of
nvorfln\iTiiir» a por-
tion of his land. The evidence
in the cause being positive as to

the agrement to permit the pen-
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ning back of the water, and the
road across the farm of the plain-
tiff having been used by the pro-
prietor of the land, and his .ven-

dee, the court decreed a specific

performance of the parol agree-
ment, but, under the circum-
stances, without costs.

Nicol V. Tackaberry, 109.

2. The owner of a mill pro-
perty, with the right to use all

the water of the stream on which
the mill was situate, sold a por-
tioi, of the land, and by a separ-
ate instrument bound himself
to permit his vendee to use a
certain quantity of the water for
the purpose ofdriving machinery
to be erected on such portion.
The o\ -ner of the mill finding,
when he came to work it, that
the quantity of water which the
venaee withdrewfrom thestream
reduced it to such an extent as
to impair the ofiBctive. working
of his mill, repurchased the lot

and easement, receiving a con-
veyance thereof, and giving back
a mortgage to secure part of the
purchase money, (these instru-
ments, however, were never reg-
istered,) and afterwards, the pur-
chase money having been in the
meantime satis^ed, procured his
vendee to make a deed direct to
R., who had purchased the lot

and easement, with notice, how
ever, of all the facts. On a bill

filed by a person who had obtain-
ed title to the mill and premises
under a mortjgage executed by
tlje owner before the re-purchase
of tho lot and easement. Held,
that neither the original owner
nor R. were entitled to use the

ESTOPPEL.

water, the easement having be-
come extinguished on its re-pur-
chase, and the whole water hav-
ing passed to the mortgagee.

Gooderham v. Kentledge, 398.

EQUITABLE DEFENCE.
(effect of raising it at law)

If an equitable defence be pro-
perljraised at law, and adjudicat-
ed upon, the adjudication cannot
be reviewed in this court ; but a
party will not be so precluded
when the defence is not properly
raised at law, andjudgment,there-
fore, passes against it.

Craig v.TheGore District Mutual
Fire Insurance Company, 137.

EQUITY OP REDEMPTION,
(sale ob under execution against

executor op mortgagor.)

Held, in accordance with the

decision of the Court of Appeal,
in the Bank of Up^er Canada v.

Brough, reported in the Upper
Canada Appeal Reports, volume
ii., page 95,that an equity of re-

demption in lands is not salable

under an execution issued against
the executor of mortgagor.

Howell V. Bank of Upper Can-
ada, 57.

(assignee op.)

See " Mortgage, &c.,*' 4.

ERRORS IN THE CROWN.
See " Crown Patent," 2.

ESTOPPEL.

See "Specific Performance, " 7.
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EVIDENCE.

See " Mortgage," 1.

EXAMINATION OF WIT-
NESSES.

See" Practice," 8

EXECUTION CREDITOR.

A mortgagee, after the death
of the mortgagor, has a right to
prove upon the general estate for

the whole amount of his claim,
and to hold his security for any
amount that the general estate

may be insuflScient to pay; "nd
the fact that a simple contract
creditor has obtained judgment
against the personal representat-

ive, upon which he had placed an
execution against lands in the
hands of the sheriff, will not af-

fect such right.

Stewart v. Stewart, 169.

EXECUTORS.

1. Where executors had impro-
perly dealt with a portion of the
funds of the estate, by allowing
one of their number to retain it in

his hands at a low rate of interest,

the court refused them their costs

prior to decree.

Ashbough V. Ashbough, 433.

2. Costs given to plaintiff, not-

withstanding fraud was charged
against executors, which was not

eBtablished under the circum-
stances appearing in the judg-
ment.

—

lb.

3. A retaining fee paid by the
executors to their solicitor in an
administration suit may, under
certain circumstances, be a per-
fectly reasonable disbursement.

Chisholm v. Barnard, 479.

4. Where executors withoutany
authority assumed to act in the
management of the real estate of
their testator, they were made to
account for their acts, as if they
had been duly empowered to act
as trustees. In such a case it is

their duty to keep accounts, and
be ready at all times to explain
their dealings with the estate.

—lb.

5. Fivepercent. commission on
moneys passing through thehands
ofexecutors may or may not bean
adequate compensation , or may be
too much, according to circum-
stances; but in no case will an
executor be entitled to allowance
for services performed by an agent,
and which were so performed by
him gratuitously.

—

lb.

6. Although the courts will or-

der executors or trustees to make
good moneyp lost by neglect or
default, it wi.. uot also charge
them with interest in those sums.

Vanston v. Thompson, 54!2.

EXTORTION.
(fraud and.)

See "Fraud and Extortion."

FIERI FACIAS.

(sale of widow 3 rilGHTTO DOwEE
UNDER.)

See "Dower."
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FIXTURES.

See"Injunction," 7.

FORECLOSURE.

In a bill for foreclosure of a
mortgage, it is not necessary to
state the property or the parties
to be within the jurisdiction of
the court. If it be necessary that
the one or the other should be
within the jui-isdiction that will
be presumed in favour of the bill
till the contrary appears.

Duncan v. Geary, 84

FBAUDULENT CONTETANOE.

FRAUDS.
(statute of.)

The ''Mortgage, &c." 6.

FRAUDULENT CONVEY-
ANCE.

(against the grown.)

See "The Crown."

FUND IN COURT.

(retaining foe payment of ali-

mony.)

See "Alimony," 2.

FRAUD.

See "Infants," 2.

FRAUD AND EXTORTION.

Where a party desires to im-
peach an instrument on the
ground of fraud and extortion,
the more convenient course is to
institute proceedings in order to
annul it, as it is rarely that effect
can be given to a defence on such
grouHuS in a suit to enforce it. i

Kains v. Mcintosh, 119.

1

1. There being disputed ac-
counts between A. and B., an
action at law was commenced by
the former against the latter prior
to February, 1869. In Decem-
ber of that year B. executed a
mortgage for ±'130 to one H., to
secure to him the payment of
^80, but principally with the
object of raising money upon it

with which to pay off another
indebtedness. There being a
mistake in the description, and
B, requiring more money than
this mortgage would cover, an-
other mortgage (for A'2O0) was
executed for these purposes.
Both of these instruments were
held by H. for sale in order to raise
the required amount, and he with-
held them from registration till

he could find a purchaser. On
the 22nd of September, 1860, A.
recovered a judgment, which he
registered the same day. Hear-
ing that A. was about to enter
judgment, H., on the day of enter-
mg the judgment, and before the
entry thereof, though so far as
appeared, without the knowledge
of B., registered the mortgages
for the avowed purpose of retain-
ing his priority. Shortly after
the registration H. returned the
first mortgage to B., intending
to use the second one only snd
endeavoured immediately after-

wards to sell it, and had con-
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tracted to do so for the bonajide
purpose of raising money where-
with to pay off the claim of A.,
though the object was not ac-
complished. Besides, the lands
covered by the mortgages, B.
owned other available real estate
worth more than sufficient for
payment of his debts, as also
a quantity of household furni-
ture. On a bill filed against
B. & H., impeaching the mort-
gage as having been made vol-
untarily, without consideration,
and with intent to defeat and
delay creditors, held, that these
charges were not supported, but
the plaintiff was allowed to re-
deem on payment of the amount
for which the mortgage was a
subsisting security, and paying
H. his costs of suit.

[Eaten, V. C, dissenting, who
thought for all in excess of ^30,
and interest, the mortgages were
fraudulent and void.

J

Dickinson v DuffiU, 76.

2. S., by arrangement between
himself and H., the owner of the
equity of redemption under a
mortgage made by G., released
the security without any con-
sideration paid therefor by H. or
G., and discharged H. from lia-

bility. On a bill filed by an ex-

ecution creditor of S., charging
that at the time of this release
S. was indebted to him, and was
in embarrassed and insolvent
circumstances, praying that the
discharge might be declared
void, as being within the
statute iSth Elizabeth, chap-
ter 5, under the provisions of
the Provincial Act, 20th Vic-

FBAtmULENT OONVEYANCB. 605

toria, chapter 7, and for fore-

closure of sale, and an order
against H. (,0 pay the deficiency.
Held, that the interest of a mort-
gagee is of a nature to bring it

within the Statute of Elizabeth,
if it can be seized under the
20th Victoria, or can be com-
pulsorily applied to the payment
of the debts, and that a discharge
of it without consideration is "a
gift or alienation" within the
prior statute : that the mortgage
would have been seizable had it

not been discharged : that when
the mortgage is actually seized
by the sheriff, and the mortgage
debt is to be received, the sheriff,

perhaps, must sue, and the credi-
tors are, under the statute, en-
titled to the same remedies (with
that one exception) as an or-
dinary assignee : that when the
mortgage debt is to be realized
otherwise than by the sheriff
suing, it lies upon the court to
see that it is realized for the bene-
fit of the party entitled ; that the
discharge of the mortgage, and
the arrangement between H. and
S. had the effect of releasing G.
from liability, though the release
n.ight be declared void, and the
mortgage set up again, and there-
fore, that G. would not have been
a proper party.

Bank of Upper Canada v.

Shickluna, 157.

8. Where a person in business
being liable to a bank as endorser
for others to about ^6,500, and on
his own account to about ^3,500.
and liable otherwise to a large
extent, made a gift of a mortgage
which he held upon real estate



FRAUDULENT MISREPRE-
SENTATIONS

See " Conveyance," 1.

606 FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE. WERFECT DESCRIPTION, ETC.

for ^250, by releasing the claim
to the owner of the equity of re-
demption, (his assets at the time
being much more than £10,000,)
and subsequently his indebted-
ness to the bank was doubled,
and afterwards a judgment was
obtained by the bank, and execu-
tion issued out against him for
^6,856, in respect of moneys
due at the date of the release.
Held, that these facts did not
bring the case within the 18tb
Elizabeth. lb.

FRAUDULENT PREFER-
ENCE.

See " Injunction," 1.

4. A suit having been insti-
tuted by judgment creditors to
set aside certain conveyances
made by their debtor as having
been made fraudulently and with
a view to hinder and delay credi-
tors, the debtor attempted, by
way of defence, to shew facts
which, if established, would tend
to annul the judgment alto-
gether or to i-educe its amount

;

such facts havingbeen discovered
since the judgment at law, and
when it was too late to obtain a
new trial : Held, that the proper
means of obtaining such relief

was by cross bill ; the order of
the court (Gen. Or. 10, sec. 4, of
June, 1853,) permitting cross
relief to be given to a defendant
against the plaintiff, applying
only when the defendant is

entitled to some relief growing
out of the same transaction as
forms the foundation of the suit

;

not where the object of the de-
fence is to obtain relief not grow-
ing out of such transaction, but

GENERAL ORDERS.
See " Practice," 14

GENERAL AND PARTICU-
LAR DESCRIPTION.

See "Description of Land," 1,2.

against it.

Buchanan v.

618.
Cunningham,

GUARDIAN.
The guardian ad litem of an

infant, tenant for life, without
the sanction of the court, exe-

cuted a lease for years, dm-ing
ciie existence of which the infant

died, and an application having
been made in the cause for an
order on the tenant to deliver up
possession, he was ordered to do
so, and on payment into court

of the amount of rent in arrear

he was permitted to remove the

buildings and erections put by
him on the property, (doing no
damage to the realty,) but the

court refused to allow him out of

such rents for any improvements
made by him upon the premises.

Townsley v. Neil, 72.

ILLEGAL PURPOSES.
,

See "Deed."

"r\T? a/-iT»TTimTnvr

OF PROPERTY.

See "Foreclosure," 1.
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IMPROVEMENTS.
(payment for.)

The allowance for improve-

ments under the 11th clause of

the Chancery Act (7 Wm. IV.,

ch. 2) is discretionary with the

court under all the circumstan-

ces. Where, therefore, upon a

reference to the Master to take

the usual accounts under a de-

cree for redemption, where the

mortgage had opcome absolute

before 1887, the Master Had al-

lowed to the mortgagee in pos-

session the price of certain val-

uable improvements, amongst
others, building a brick dwelling

on the mortgage premises, the

Master stating that he made
such allowance solely under the

provisions of the statute : the

court on appeal referred the mat-

ter back to the AJaster, leaving

it open to him to allow or dis-

allow such improvements.

Harrison v, Jones, 99.

INCOME.

The rule as to allowing one-

third of income for alimony, how
far applicable to this country

considered.

McCuUoch V. McCulloch, 320.

INCORPORATED COM-
PANYS.

The G8th section ot the Im-
perial Statute, 7 & 8 Victoria,

chapter 110, provides a summary
nrncPfidincr whfirfthv a oreditor

of any company incorporated

thereunder, who has obtained a

judgment or decree establishing

his claim against the company
and failed to realize the same,
may call on any shareholders of

the company, as representing the

company and liable for its acts,

by motion or otherwise, accord-
ing to the practice of the various

courts, to pay his claim. Upon
such an application against cer-

tain of the shareholders resident

in this country by a creditor

who had obtained a decree in

his favour, heU, per Yankpugh-
net, C, that the statute did not

apply to proceedings in the courts

of this province. [Spragge, V.C.,

duhitante.'}

Penley v. The Beacon Assur-

ance Company, 422.

INDEMNITY.

See " Mortgage," 11.

INDORSER.
See " Promissorv Notes."

INFANTS.

The general rale is clear that

an infant plaintiff is, equally

with an adult, bound by pro-

ceedings in a suit instituted by

him.
McDougall V. Bell, 283.

On a bill filed by one of two
infant plaintiffs in an adminis-

tration suit, (after attaining ma-
jority,) seeking to impeach the

proceedings therein on theground
of fraud.

Held, that the fact that the

plaintiffs in that suit, as also

the trustees and the executors,

had been represented by one

\Ji4\

I". ',

m
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solicitor
; the omission from the

decree of any direction as to
wilful neglect or default on tho
part of the defendants therein; a
material difference between the
decree, and the decree on fur-
ther directions as to tho lands
directed to be sold for satisfac-
tion of debts; a purchase by the
solicitor so acting for the several
parties of a valuable portion of
the estate, did not of themselves
evidence fraud and collusion;
and the plaintiff having in the
same bill asked to have it de-
clared that certain lands were
hold in trnst for him, and that
he was entitled to a conveyance
thereof or an order of the court
vesting the same in him, and
to have certain title deeds deliv-
ered up to him, it appearing
that the plaintiff would, in a
suit framed for that purpose,
have been entitled to this relief,
made a decree in his favor to
this extent, notwithstanding the
misjoinder of parties not inter-
ested in this portion of the relief
prayed, who did not object : the
court desiring not to put the
plaintiff to the necessity of filing
a new bill, but under the circum-
stances ordered the plaintiff to
pay the costs of all parties. lb.
Although the general rule is

that the court will not break in
upon principal mouey for the
maintenance and education of
infant legatees, still in a proper
case the court will so apply it,

as well as tQ the advancement of
the infants.

INJimCTIOIf.

INJUNCTION.

1. A debtor while indebted to
one creditor, and alleged to be
insolvent, assigned a note to
another creditor for a bond fide
debt. Subsequently both credi-
tors brought actions to recover
their respective demands, but in
order to enable one of them to
obtain a first judgment, no de-
fence .vas entered to his action"
while the other action was de-
fended. The court (following
the decision of Yotmg v. L^ristie,
reported ante volume vii., p. 312J
refused an injunction to restrain
the first judgment creditor from
enforcing the execution sued out
on his judgment.

McKenna v. 'iraith, 40.

Ashbough V. Ashbough, 430.

See also " Specific Perform-
auce," 2, 7.

2. The owner of land through
which a stream flowed into land
owned by another, on which a
former proprietor had erected a
milldam, by which the waters
of the stream were forced back
and overflowed about two acres
of the adjoining land, damaging
It to the extent of about £2 per
annum, brought an action of
trespass against the former owner
of the mill premises for the value
of the land so damaged, in which
he established his legal right,
and now applied for a perpetual
injunction. Held, per curiam
[EsTEN, V. C, dissenting,] that
the small amount of damage oc-
casioned to the owner was not a
sufficient reason for withholding
the aid of this court, and that
iu-^ i-TiaiuLiu, imviug esiaDJisuea
a clear right both at law and in

this court, was entitled to a per-
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petual injunction to stay further

I

trespasB.

Wright V. Turner, 67.

3. Althonghplaintiffshadheen
guilty of great delay in applying
to thi3 court for an injunction to
restrain the sale of lands under

1
an execution at law, yet a suffi-

cient case having been made out
for an inquiry, the court granted
the writ on an interlocutory

I motion
; the Dlaintiffs undertak-

I

ing to proceed to an examination
of witnesses within one month
after answer filed and hearing
the cause forthwith thereafter,

I

paying the costs at law incurred

^

by reason of postponing the sale,

I

and paying interest Yrom the
time the sale was to have taken
place until the time of making
the decree in the cause, in the
event of the sale failing to rea-
iiz'j enough to pay the full

amount of the claim under the
execution.

The Canada Permanent Build-
ing Society v. The Bank of Up-

I

per Canada, 208.

4. The fact that a riparian
proprietorhas recovered nominal
damages at law establishing his
legal right does not necessarily
entitle him to an injunction to
restrain the injury complained
of. The exercise of this juris-

diction is discretionary, depend-
ing very much on the reality and
irreparable nature of the injury
complained of, and, when no
„„„.,, jm-co ciiata, uu lUU UUIUUCe
of inconvenience ; where, there-
fore, a railway company had

INJUNCTION. 609

constructed tanks which were
filled from a stream running
through the plaintiff's land for
the use of their locomotives, in
doing which they did not ab-
stract more than one eightieth
or one hundredth part of the
water in the stream, the court
refused to restrain the company
from using the water of the
stream, and dismissed a bill filed
for that purpose with costs ; not-
withstanding that the plaintiff
had, for the same act, recovered
a verdict at law, with one shil-
liL;» damages.

Graham v. the Northern Rail,
way Company, 269.

6. By an act of the provincial
legislature the town of St. Cath-
arines was authorized to issue
debentures to the amount of
£46,248; for the liquidation of
which a special rate was directed
to be levied,the proceeds ofwhich
were directed to be invested, and
form a sinking fund for this pur»
pose; by the same act the town
was prohibited from passing any
by-law to create any new debt
extending beyond the year in
which such by-law was passed,
except for the construction of
water works, until the debt was
reduced to £25,000. The special
rate authorized to be imposed
had been duly levied and collect-

ed, but instead of investing the
same to form a sinking fund for

the payment offofthe debentures,
it was alleged, it had been applied
to the general purposes of the
town, and the debt had not been
reduced. The defendants denied
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the miBappHcation of the fund,
but (lid not shew how it had been
applied; and with a view of in-

ducing the county council to re-

move the county town of Lincoln
from Niagara to St. Catharines,
without any by-law authorizing
the aame, contracted with cer-

tain builders to erect a jail and
court-house for the use of the
county, at an outlay of ^£8,000,
to be completed in two years.
Upon an application, made at

the instance of certain of the
holders of the debentures issued
under the before-mentioned act,

the court restrained the town
of St. Catharines from suifer-

ing or permitting the build-
ings to be proceeded with. On
an appeal to the full court,

the injunction was dissolved, it

appearing that the contractwhich
had been entered into between
the corporation and the contract-
or had been cancelled, and that
no liabilitj' had been incurred by
the corporation extending be-
yond the year ; but if it had been
shewn that any act of the corpo
ration would have had the effect

of incurring a liability, payable
in a future year, the injunction
would have been retained to the
hearing. On production of the
contract in court, it appeared
that the recission referred to

had been effected by cancelling
the signatures to the document,
which being objected to as not
legally discharging the corpora-
tion from liability, the court, as
a condition of dissolving the in-

junction, required a '' rnial can-
cellation of the coii itii, '••> be
made. [Vankoughnet, C, dubi-

INJUNCTION.

tante as to any necesBity there-
for.]

The Edinburgh Life Assuranct
Company v. The Municipality
of the town of St. Catharines
879.

6. A party to an action at law
in coming into equity to obtain
relief against a judgment therein
and a stay of the execution is-

sued against him on such judg.
ment upon a state of facts which,
had they been proved, would
have constituted a good defence
to the action, is bound to estab-

lish that there are facts which,
had they been proved in the ac-

tion, would have formed a good
defence , but that at the time of

such trial, and at the time he
could, upon this disclosure, have
obtained a new trial, he was ig-

norant of them and could uot,

with reab )nable diligence, have
a8certiftine(i them. When a long

time has elapsed since the party
so applying did ascertain such
tacts he is bound to luake out as

clear a case for an injunction as

he would to obtain a decree to

unravel the transactions which
a court of competent jurisdiction

has by its judgment closed.

Cunningham v. Buchanan, 523.

7. The purchaser of the equity

of redemption in certain mort-

gage premises erected thereon a

machine siiop, wherein he placed

a boiler and engine, and intro-

duced into the building three

lathes, a woodcutter, and a plan-

ing mftchine, all of which were

worke'^ and driven by such en-

gine, but wave in no way attached
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to the machine shop, except by
belting or similar means when in

motion ; being in every other
way unconnected with it or any
of the fixed machinery, and ca-
pable of being removed without
disturbing the machinery, or do-
ing any damage to the realty in
any way. Held, on a motion to
dissolve an injunction which had
been obtained ex parte, that the
articles were removable as trade
fixtures.

Patterson v. Johnson, 583.

The distinction between chat-
tels affixed with nails or other
fastenings, and those resting by
their own weight, remaining
chattels or becoming part of the
realty considered and doubted.
lb.

McDonald v. Weeks (ante Vol-
ume VIII, page 297), considered
and approved of. lb.
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INSURANCE MONEY.

(application of, paid to mobt-
oagee).

See " Mortgage," 8.

INTEREST.

(on moneys not received bt
executors.)

See " Executors," 6.

JOINT LIABILITY.

(of SURETIES.)

See " Demurrer," 3.

JUDGMENT CREDITOR.
See " Fraudulent Conveyance."

" Absolute Deed," 2.

KIRK SESSION.

See " Presbyterian Church."

LACHES.
See " Injunction," 8.

"Wild Land Taxes," 9.

•• Crown Patent."

LEASE, (VOID.)

(PAYMENT FOR IMPROVEMENTS MADE
UNDER.)

See " Guardian."

LOST DEED.

G.,in consideration of his sup-
port and maintenance, conveyed
to McH. certain land. TheW
rang* ment fell through, and the
land, it was alleged, was re-con-
veyed by a deed, which was sup-
posed to have been lost, and
which contained a covenant for

further assurance. Before such
re-conveyance, however, G. made
a similar arrangement with R.,

and McR., at the instance of G.,

conveyed the same land to R.
This arrangement was also aban-
doned, and a new one, similar in

its object, was entered into be-

tN.een G. and N., which lasted

for upwards of six years, ;ind the
conveyance executed pursuant

<*^rcco was considered effectual.

TT :iu iun Liuiiuu ui iilib, r».. uiau

entered into an an-angemeut
with G., and, with his assent,
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took a conveyance from R. ^hich
gave him the legal estate. N.
having died, his son filed a bill,

alleging the loss of the convey-
ance by McE., and seeking to

compel the execution of another
deed by him to G, in place of the
lost one; or a conveyance to
himself as claiming under G.,
praying also that K. might be
orrlered to join in such convey-
ance. At the examination of
witnesses the supposed lost deed
came to light, in the hands of
the attorney with whom it had
been deposited, but its genuine-
ness was denied by McR. K. had
supported G. for some time, and
in his answer sought to avoid the
conveyance to N. by alleging in-

sufficient support of G. Under
these circumstances the bill as
against McR. was dismissed with
costs; but it being considered,
that under the pleadings, relief

might properly be given as
against E., although the bill was
not filed principally with that
object, K. was ordered to convey
to the plaintiff on receiving com-
pensation in respect of his sup-
port of G., not exceeding the
amount which N. had agreed to
pay in the event of his failure to
provide G. with support, the
plaintiff, as against K., being al-

lowed only such costs as he
would have been entitled to if the
suit had been instituted against
him alone upon the equity exist-,

ing between himself and K.

Nickles v. McRoberts, 473.

LUNATIC.

(setting aside conveyance.)

1. A. Y. being the owner of
valuable lands, became infirm in
mind. He believed that he could
control the elements, and asser-
ted power in himself to recall
from death, and in various other
ways, for several years previous
to his death, constantly exhibited
indications of mental infirmity.

While in this state the members
of his family, by an arrangement
between them, entered into pos-
session of the real estate, and
severally worked it and enjoyed
its profits. W. and P., children
of A. Y., and M. his wife, obtained
from him conveyances to them
respectively of dll his real estate,

which were executed in presence
of an attorney, and there was
some evidence of a money con-
sideration having been paid A.
Y. for them. It was not shewn
conclusively that these convey-
ances were executed in a lucid

interval. A. Y. having died in-

testate on a bill by the heir of

N., one of A. Y.'s children, these

conveyances were set aside as

fraudulent, with costs, and W.
R. and M. were ordered to ac-

count for rents and profits.

Young V. Young, 865.

2. The father of P. and J. died

during the infancy of J., leaving

to them by his will 100 acres of

land. After they attained

majority, this land was, by deed,

equallypartitionedbetween them.

J. was a person of weak intellect,

without knowledge of land or

money, and unable to read or
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write. P. afterwards obtained
from J. a conveyance of his 50
acres, and executed a bond in
his favour, charging these 50
acres with the payment of ^50
per annum during J.'s life. P.
then mortgaged the 100 acres,
and obtained from J. a release
of the annuity bond which was
executed in presence of the
sohcitor of the mortgagees
without any good consideration
therefor : on a petition filed to
have J.'s lunacy declared, the
evidence was taken in presence
of the parties so interested in the
land. J. was declared as a lunatic,

but as no sufficient evidence was
produced to prove notice to the
mortgagees or their solicitor of
his imbecility when the mortgage
was executed, this declaration
was made without prejudice to
the mortgage, but allowing the
committee of the lunatic to im-
peach it by bill if so advised.

In re McSherry, 390.

MEROEB. 613
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MAINTENANCE.
See " Mortgage," 2.

MARRIED WOMAN.

(answer op.)

See "Practice," 4, 5.

MASTER.

(takino accounts before.^

See " Mortgage," 12.

" Practice," 7.

ORANT X.

MASTER'S REPORT.

(appeal FROM.)

A decree for sale of property
was directed at the suit of a
surety of the mortgagor. In
proceeding to take the accounts
it appeared that the mortgagee
had paid off several prior incum-
brances, and themaster in taking
the account allowed him credit
for the sums so paid, although
no direction to that effect was
given by the decree ; the surety,
insisting that as between him
and the mortgagee he was en-
titled to receive credit for the
gross amounts produced at the
sale, without any reference to the
sums so paid to the prior incum-
brancers, appealed from the
Master's finding in that respect

;

the court dismissed the appeal
with costs.

Teeter v. St. John, 85.

See also "Mortgage," 7.

"Practice," 6, 11, 12,

18, 21.

MASTER'S* OFFICE.

(proof of claim in.)

See " Mortgage," 12.

" Practice," 22.

. MERGER.

(of easement.)

See " Easement," 2.

89

Pi)

4h:
I;
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MISEEPRESENTATIONS.

(conveyance set aside on ground
OF, made by agent.)

See " Conveyance," 1.

MONEY.
(op united states.)

See "United States of America."

MORTGAGE, MORTGAGOE,
MORTGAGEE.

1. In a suit by a prior against a
mesne incumbrancer on the ar-

gument of the cause, by consent,
an affidavit was read which stat-

ed an agreement on the part of
the prior incumbrancer to be
postponed to the latter; when
the court gave liberty to the
plaintiff to cross-examine the
deponent upon statements con-
tained in his affidavit, which
permission not being acted upon
by the plaintiff, his bill was dis-

missed with costs.

Miller v. Start, 23.

2. Where an assignment was
executed by a puisne incum-
brancer to another, for the pur-
pose of filing a bill to impeach a
prior mortgage on the ground of

fraud, and which bill was ac-

cordingly filed ; the court, with-
out determining what might
have been the result of a suit

brought simply to redeem, or
one instituted by the puisne in-

cumbrancer himself, dismissed
the bill with costs, notwithstand-
ing the right to redeem formed
one alternative of the prayer, it

being evident from the whole I

MORTGAGE, ETC.

proceeding that the alleged fraud
was the ground upon which the
plaintiff principally relied.

Muchall V. Banks, 25.

3. A mortgage was held by an
assignee for the benefit of the
assignor ; (the mortgagee) and
the mortgagor, without notice of

such assignment, paid to the
mortgagee the amount due on
mortgage, and obtained from
him a discharge under the
statute. Upon a bill filed by the

representatives of the assignee,

who claimed the assignment to

have been absolute, seeking to

enforce payment of the mortgage
by sale or foreclosure, the court

declared the mortgagor had acted
hona fide in paying off, and
obtaining a discharge of the
security from the mortgagee,
and ordered the plaintiffs to ex-

ecute a release of the mortgage,
it being doubtful whether under
the circumstances the discharge
from the mortgagee would have
the effect of re-vesting the pro-

perty in the mortgagor.

McDonough v. Dougherty, 42,

4. On the purchase of an
estate, subject to a mortgage,
the purchaser agreed to pay off

the security, and subsequently
agreed with the mortgagee for

an extension of time for five

years, within which to pay off

the incumbrance, agreeing in

consideration thereof to pay an
increased rate of interest, and
covenanted that he would " ivell

and truly inay., or coAise to he vaid.

unto the said W. M., {the mort-

gagee,) his executors, administra-

tors or assign^, the said .interest
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BIORTGAOE, ETC.

upon the said sum of i'900, quar-
terly, as aforesaid, so long as the
said forbearance shall continue,
and until the saidprincipal money
is fully paid and satisfied:' On
a bill filed to enforce payment of
the incumbrance, held, that the
assignee was personally bound
to pay only the interest on the
debt, and that by reason of the
extension of time to the assignee,
who had become the party
primarily bound to pay, the per-
sonal liability of the mortga
therefore had been discha^

Mathers v. Helliwell, . :^.

5 . M. being owner of the equity
of redemption verbally assented
to an arrangement that "In
consideration of the said Mclnnes
having promised to give his per-
sonal covenant for the payment
of the said balance of i'300 (due
on the mortgage) in three years
from 10th February last, with
interest to be paid half-yearly as
a collateral security, I will pro-
cure him an extension of time,
as aforesaid, on receiving said
covenant from him," which was
embodied in a memorandum
signed by the solicitor of the
mortgagee, but without authority.
Proceedings were accordingly
delayed on the mortgage for

three years, on the faith of this

promise ; and the mortgagee
subsequently instituted proceed-
ings in this court to obtain a sale

of the premises, and that M.
might be ordered to pay any
deficiency arising on such sale

of the premises. i/ejM, that there
was not any absolute binding
agreement to give the time

:

that as part of the agreement

MORTGAGE, ETC. 615

(that as to giving the covenant)
was to be performed within a
year, but the mortgagee's part
embraced a period of three years,
(as did also M.'s in regard to the
time for payment,) whether the
Statute of Frauds would stand
in the way of the plaintiff's re-
covery, Qucere. That had M.
performed his part of the agree-
ment, the mortgagee could have
been compelled to execute his,
ad that a personal order for
payment of the deficiency is only
aade by the court to avoid cir-

cuity of action, and in aid of a
legal right, but only when that
right is clear.

Christie v. Dowker, 199.

6. The owner of an equity of
redemption filed a bill impeach-
ing the mortgagee's title, on the
ground that no money was ad-
vanced, but the court being of
opinion that the evidence was
sufficient to establish the fact of
payment, directed, at the option
of the defendants, that the bill

should be dismissed with costs,
or the usual decree made for re-
demption upon payment of what
should be found due upon a re-

ference to the master.

Bedson v. Smith, 292.

7. Two years after a mortgage
had been in part paid off, the
mortgagor applied to the mort-
gagee to re-borrow the money,
agreeing verbally to return the
receipts for the money paid, so
that there should not remain
any evidence of payment; and
that the amount so re-borrowed
should be considered as of the
original charge created by the

11'

him
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mortgage. Some, but not all,

of the receipts were returned to
the mortgagee, and the money
re-advanced by him upon the
terms proposed by the mort-
gagor. Under this state of facts,
the Master in taking the accounts
directed by the decree, allowed
the mortgagee the full amount
of the mortgage. On an appeal
from the Master's report ; Held,
that the principle upon vvhich he
had taken the account was cor-
rect; and that the mortgagor was
estopped from proving the pay-
ment of any portion of the
original sum advanced. [Van-
koughnet C, dnbitante.]

Inglis V. Gilchrist, 301.

8. Where a mortgage deed
contains no provision as to the
application or appropriation of
insurance money coming to the
Lands of the mortgagee before
the time appointed lor payment
of the money secured by the
mortgage, he is not bound to
apply it in reduction of the sum
secured, or the interest accruing
thereon, until the expiration ofthe
time allowed for payment of the
mortgage money.' In such a case
the mortgagor would be entitled
to have the money expended in
rebuilding the premises, and re-
placing all parties as near as
may be in the situation in which
they stood before the fire oc-
curred.

Austin V. Story, 306.

9. R. mortgaged lot 16, to E.
to secure ^£2047. R. afterwards
mortgaged lot 17 to C. to secure
£100. E.'s equity of redemp-
tion in lot 17 was attached by

MORTGAGE, ETC.

Ji. fa. lands in 1861, but before
sale of it E. purchased and re-

ceived an assignment of C.'s

mortgage ; after thib the sheriff

sold E.'s equity of redemption in

lot 17 to L. On a bill filed by
the representatives of E. to fore-

close both mortgages, held, that
they were entitled to tack and be
redeemed, if at all, as to both
mortgages.

Hyman v. Roots, 340.

10. A mortgage contained a
covenant that the mortgagee
would release any portion of the
mortgaged land which the mort-
gagor might sell during the con-
tinuation of the tnortgage upon
payment of ^9200 for every acre
to be released. An assignee of

the mortgagor made a general
payment upon the mortgage,
and afterwards, upon selling a
portion of the land, demanded a
release therefor from an assignee
of the mortgagee under the co-

venant contained in the original

mortgage. Held, that the bene-
fit of this covenant would pass
to an assignee of the equity of

redemption, but the mortgagor
or his assignee, could not claim
a release from the mortgagee
unless the latter received the
stipulated amount per acre upon
the sale of the particular portion
of the land required to be re-

leased ; no general payment by
a mortgagor on the mortgage
would be sufficient.

Webber v. O'Neil, 440.

11. Upon the sale of land sub-

ject to a mortgage, the vendor
covenanted to indemnify and
save harmless from incum-
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brancGB, and the purchaser exe-

cuted a mortgage over the pre-

mises bought, to secure part of

the purchase money. The pur-
chaser afterwards leo'-ixed that
befon: his purchase, these and
other premises had been mort-
gaged to another person to secure

a sum larger than what he then
owed. The vendor had since

assigned the purchaser's mort-
gage to the defendant C. The
prior mortgagee having taken
proceedings under his mortgage,
and being about to sell the pre-

mises covered by the second
mortgage, the p'^rchaser filed his

bill against the as&ignee of the

vendor, and the vendor, claiming

a right to apply the amount due
by him in discharge of the first

mortgage, and for an injunction

to restrain any action to recover

the sum due from him until the

premises bought by him should

be released from the first mort-
gage. It did not appear clearly

that C, the assignee, was a pur-

chaser of the mortgage for value,

but rather that he held it as

collateral security for a debt due,

and the vendor had become in-

solvent. Under these circum-

stances an interim injunction

was granted upon payment of

the amount due into court.

Heap V. Crawford, 442.

12. To shew the balance due
on a mortgage, the party prov-

ing the claim, in addition to

swearing to the balance, pro-

duced certain books in the

Master's office, and made affi-

fluvif fVipf VyiT fVlpoo ImnVo -fVip

balance claimed on the mortgage
could be discovered. Neither

party asked him any question in

reference to them, nor was he
asked to explain them ; and the
Master stated that on looking at

the books he could not from them
understand the account. Held,
on appeal from the ruling of the
Master, that the oath of the

claimant,standingumimpeached,
though not supported by the
partial statement furnished by
him, but which he offered to

make complete, if required, from
the books, the Master should
have acted on it, and allowed
the claim.

Hancock v. Maulson, 483.

13. In 1836 E. being under
obligations to S. as accommoda-
tion indorser, and being about to

leave Canada, conveyed land to

S. by a deed absolute in form.
A bond was executed contem-
poraneously explaining the trans-
action and providing for recon-
veyance of the premises on
satisfaction to S. of any damages
or loss that might be occasioned
to him by reason of his liability

as such indorser. A tenant
occupied the premises till 1845,
treating R. as landlord and pay-
ing the rent to S. as his agent.
In 1846 S. sold the premises, the
purchaser not having any notice

of R.'s claim to them. Held, on
a bill filed by the representative

of E. to redeem, that no relief

could be granted as against the
purchaser, but that the repre-

sentative of S., he being also

dead, was bound to account as
mortgasee from the time that he
went into possession.

Robertson v. Scobie, 557.
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14. A mortgagor wrote to his
mortgagee stating that a sale
had been arranged of a portion
of the property for ^100, and
urging the mortgagee to join in
releasing the same to the pur-
chaser on payment of that sum.
Subsequently the mortgagee
joined in such release upon
receipt of £60 only. HeU, that
the mortgagor was entitled to
cr-dit on his mortgage for £100,
that being the sum mentioned in
the letter.

Ball V. Jarvis, 568.

See also " Absolute Deed."
" Collusion."

"Execution Creditor."

" Fraudulent Conveyance."
" Improvements."

"Master's Eeport."

"Notice."

" Eedemption."

MUNICIPALITY.

(injunction against.)

Where parties complaining of
the illegality of a by-law of a
municipal corporation permit a
term of the courts of common
law to pass without moving
therein to quash it, this court
will refuse to interfere by injunc-
tion to restrain the municipality
from proceeding to enforce the
provisions of their by-law.

Carroll v. Perth, 64.

(misapplication of rates by.)

See "Injunction," 6.

notice.

MUTUAL INSURANCE COM-
PANIES.

By the 67th section of chapter
52, of the Consolidated Statutes
of Upper Canada, all the right
or estate of any party effectin?
an insurance with a Mutual In-
surance Company, in the pro-
perty insured, at the time of
effecting the same, is subjected
to all claims against the assured
under such insurance ; and a pur-
chaser, taking a conveyance
from the assured, will take sub-
ject to the charge of the company
although without notice, and that
although such charge does not
appear on the registry affecting
the property ; the registry .aws
not providing for the registration
of such charge.

Montgomery V. The Gore District
Mutual Insurance Company,501

NOTICE.

A bill was filed impeaching
sales to pii fchasers on the ground
of notice of the prior incum-
brance—a mortgage for unpaid
purchase money—and praying
to have the conveyances to the
purchaser postponed to such in-

cumbrance, or in the alternative
that the money still due might
be paid to the plaintiffs. On the
hearing it was made to appear
that the purchases were made
bond fide and without notice

;

that one of the purchasers had
paid nearly all his purchase mo-
ney at the time of sale and given
his promissory notes for the bal-

ance ; and that the other had
given a mortgage to secure his
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unpaid purchase money ; and
both submitted at the hearing to

pay such amounts as v/ere still

unpaid to the plaintiffs or as the

court might direct. The court,

under the circumstances, grant-

ed the alternative relief prayed;

directing the money due by the

one purchaser on his mortgage
to be paid to the plaintiffs, and
the amount due on the notes of

the other to be also paid to them
on production of the notes to be

given up to the maker ; but or-

dered the plaintiffs to pay to the

defendants, the purchasers,their

costs of suit, and refused to the

plaintiffs any costs as against

the vendor, he never having op-

posed the relief to which they

^ere entitled.

Ferguson v. Kilty, 102.

See also " Crown Patent," 2.

"Description of Land," 3.

OIL WELL.
See "Specific Performance," 2,

OPENING PUBLICATION.

See " Practice," 9.

OVERFLOWING LAND.

See " Injunction," 2.

PAROL CONTRACT.

See " Easement."
" Mortgage," 7.

" Specific Performance," 8.

PARTIES.

See " Absolute Deed," 1.

" Ante Nuptial Settlement."

"Redemption," 3.

" Specific Performance," 3, 9.

PARTITION.

One of the devisees of an estate

sold her interest therein to her
brother and executed with her
husband an instrument in the
form of a power of attorney, au-
thorizing the assignee for his

own benefit to demand and re-

ceive of and from the executor,

etc., all moneys which might be-

c /me due and payable to her
and her husband, or either of

them, by virtue of all devises and
bequests under the last will and
testament of her father ; in fact,

at the time of the execution of

this instrument she was entitled

to a share of another brother's

portion of the estate by assign-

ment from him. Held, on ap-

peal from the report of the Mas-
ter, that the instrument executed

by the husband and wife had
not the effect of transferring the

share of the wife in the portion

of the brothes so assigned.

Pherrill v. Pherrill, 580.

PARTNERSHIP.

By articles of agreement en-

tered into by several persons, it

was siipulated that one of them
should furnish the premises, in

which to carry on the business

at a stipulated rental, and capi-

tal for carrying on the business

m
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at a certain rate of interest, and
that he should receive a stipu-
lated sum annually for his time
and expenses, and the others
certain stipulated sums together
with a certain proportion of the
net profits. Held, this contract
had the effect of creating a spe-
cial agency, not a partnership,
between the parties.

Munson v. Hall, 61.

PAYMENT.
(into court.)

Although the rule of equity is

that money in the hands of a
stakeholder held for the benefit
of others, whose rights are to be
disposed of by the court, will
usually be ordered into court,
still in such case it must be clear
that some of the parties litigant
are entitled to the fund or a por-
tion of it. Where, therefore,
certain moneys, the proceeds of
a policy of insurance which had
been deposited with the attorney
of a bank, for the purpose of be-
ing held in trust for such bank
and with the proceeds to pay off

the liabilities of the part^ ;uak-
ing such deposit to the bank,had
been paid to and were btill in
the hands of the attorney and
the depositor, without shewing
what amount was due the bank,
applied to have the money paid
into court by the attorney, the
court, under the circumstances,
refused the application.

Corbett V. Meyers, 36.

PEESONALITY.
(exemptiok of from payment of

DEBTS.)

See " Y^ill," 1.

PERSONAL CONFIDENCE.
See " Trust 38 to Sell."

PETITION OF EIGHT.
See " Ancient Document."

PLEADING.

See "Deed."
" DemLi-Tcr."

" Redemption."

POWER OF SALE.

(setting aside sale under.)

See " Collusion."

(op mortgage—AFTER ASSIGN-
MENT.)

See *' Mortgage," 3.

PRACTICE.

1. The absence of a venue in
the margin of a bill is not a
cause of demurrer. Nor is the
description of thepremises which
omits the township or county.

Duncan v. Geary, 34.

2. Semble, that no venue being
stated in the margin of the bill is

an irregularity, and may be taken
advantage of by motion to com-
pel the insertion of a venue.

—

lb.

3. This court will, in a proper
case, set aside a deed for lands
improperly sold by the sheriff

under common law process, and
will not leave a party to his re-

medy at law alone.

Campbell v. Smith, 206.
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4. Until the time for answer-
ing lm6 expired, the plaintiff Is

not at liberty to sne out an order
for a married woman, defendant,

to answer separately from her
husband ; and in such a case, if

the wife put in an answer jointly
with her husband, it is bindinoj

upon her, whether the suit be in

respect of the wife's separate

estate or not.

Clarke v. McElroy, 210.

5. Where husband and wife

had jointly answered and de-

murred to a bill which demurrer
was overruled, and the order
drawn up allowing the same, ex-

tended the time for the husband
to put in his answer, but was
silent as to the answer of the wife,

or the joint answer of husband
and wife, held, notwithstanding,

that under such order the hus-

band and wife were at liberty to

put in a joint answer.

—

lb.

6. Where the correction to be
made in the Master's finding is

simple, a reference back to him
for that purpose need not be di-

rected ; the necessary alteration

can be made by the order drawn
up on the appeal.

Teeter v. St. John, 85.

7. Where a bill has been amend-
ed, although usual, it is not ab-

solutely necessary that a demurr-
er should be addressed "to the

amended bill."

Ferguson v. Kilty, 102.

ft. TO'lifvyg tlip, ''la.vtipp. to °

cause had produced and examin-
ed their witnesses at Toronto, all

of whom resided at a distance
therefrom, and in close prox-
imity to one of the circuit towns,
the court while awardi ig the
general costs of the cause to the
defendant, refused him the costs
of the attendance of his witness-
es.

Ledyard v. McLean, 139.

9. After judgment had been
given in a cause, an application
was made to open publication,
on the ground that since the
decree had been pronounced, it

was discovered that a material
witness in the cause was benefi-

cially interested in the setting
aside a will which it was the
object of the suit to have declared
void, and had entered into an
agreement to indemnify the plain-

tiffs from the costs : but as the
result would have been the same
had that witness' testimony been
out of the case, the court refused
the motion ; but ofi'ered the de-
fendant, who applied liberty to

give evidence to establish the
fact of interest in the witness,
in order that in the event of the
cause going to appeal, his evi-

dence should not appear there
as that of an unbiassed witness.

Waterhouse v. Lee, 176.

10. A trustee of lands for pay-
ment of debts paid the debts
without exercising the power of

sale for that purpose, and took a
release from the cestui que tnist

to himself, which release was
held void, and an account direct-

ed. Under the circumstances,
neither fraud nor neglect to ac-

count having been established

m
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against the trustee, who had ac-
counted as such in the Master's
office, and the property or the
produce thereof being forthcom-
ing for the benetit of the estate,
the court directed the trustee to
receive his subsequent costs as
in ordinary cases, as between so-
licitor and client.

Hope V. Beard, 212.

11. An appeal from the Mas-
ter's report, after it has been ab-
solutely confirmed by lapse of
time, will not be entertained
without leave first given on
special application.

Thompson v. Luke, 281.

12. Parties who have no fur-
ther interest in the 'matter to
which the Master's report relates
cannot appeal from it. lb.

13. Where the only defence
set up by the defendant failed,

and the ground on which the
court decided against the plaintiff

was not taken, or even pointed
to in any manner by the answer,
the court, though it dismissed
the bill refused the defendant
his costs of the suit.

McAnnany v. Turnbull, 298.

14. The XLII. of the General
Orders (sec. 13) applies to all

cases where accounts are direct-
ed to be taken before the Mas-
ter.

Carpenter v. Wood, 354.

15. Where a cause was set

down to be heard on fnrther di-

rections, for the purpose of hav-

phacticb.

ing remedied a detect in the
Master's report, the court, nl-

though it made the order asked,
refused the plaintiff costs other
than those of u motion in Cham-
bers; the order being such as

might havt) been obtained on
motion there.

King V. Connor, 364,

16. Where a bill was tiled to

set aside a conveyance as having
been made to hinder creditors,

on grounds which the plaintiff

failed to substantiate, but the
evidence of the grantee himself
shewed that on other grounds
the plaintiff was entitled to relief,

at the hearing leave was given
him to amend, setting forth such
grounds, and a decree was made
m his favor; but under the cir-

cumstances without costs.

Watson v. McCarthy, 416.

17. A. having a mortgage,
filed his bill to foreclose against
B., alleging that the mortgagor
had. died intestate, leaving him
his heir-at-law, and so entitled

to the equity of redemption.
After a -decree, A. discovers that

the mortgagor had by will de-

vised the mortgaged premises to

C, and by petition seeks to add
him, and that ho may be held

bound by the past proceedings
in the suit. Held, that the

plaintiff had not exercised due
diligence in framing his proceed-
ings, and leave to add C, by
special order was refused.

Portman v. Paul, 458.

18. Where the costs of certain

proceedings were allowed by the
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Master against the estate of a de-

ceaied person not a party to the
auit at any time, without shew-
ing why they were so allowed,
the court at the hearing on fur-

ther directions, notwithstanding
the report had not been appeal-

ed from, refused to carry out
that portion of the Master's find-

ing, and directed the Question to

be spoken to and additional in-

foi'ination furnished to the court.

Taylor v. Craven, 479.

19. Where in taking the ac-

count upon a mortgage the
Master had taken the same
against the mortgagee, with
rests and on appeal from the
Master's report, it appeared
that at the date of the mortgage
a balance was due by the
mortgagee to the mortgagor,
and that the mortgagee went
into possession of the property,
part of the arrangement being
that he should apply the rents,

&c., to the paying off of two
prior mortgages, but it was not
shewn that they were due at the
time of the moneys being re-

ceived, 80 that the holder of the
incumbrances could have been
compelled to accept payment.
The court, if desired by the
mortgagee, ordered a reference

back tu the Master to ascertain

this fact.

Williams v. Haun, 553.

20. Where a report was refer-

red back to the Master at the
instance of the defendant, a
mortgagee, to ascertain a parti-

cular fact, and the Master, without
being directed so to do, called

upon defendant for an affidavit

shewing what moneys ho had
received, &c. ; and the defendant
filed his own affidavit shewing
that the moneys with which he
was chargable L. \ been received

by him at date, subsequent to

what the Master had previously
found by his report, and which
he varied accordingly : Held, on
appeal, that the Master was
wrong in thus proceeding, and
the report Wac* sent back to be
reviewed in this respect.

—

lb.

21. Where it appears by the
will of a testator that the lega-

cies left by it were payable with
interest, and the order in which
they are payable, it ia not neces-

sary for the Master to state

those facts in his report ; but he
should state whether any pay-
ments have beenmade on account
of them.

Clouster v. McLean, 80.

22. Where in a suit against

executory a decree was made
referring it to the Master to

administer the estate, the Mas-
ter is not required to take any
account of such portions of the

estate as are left to trustees to

be administered. lb.

See also " Fraud and Extor-
tion."

" Incorporated Company."
" Master's Report," 1.

" Mortgage," 6.

"Notice,"!.
" Principal & Surety," 1, 6.

" Wild Land Taxes," 10.

5

Hi,
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PI. .^EMPTION.

(riout of.)

See " Grown Patent."

PEESBYTERIAN CHURCH.

(of CANADA, IN CONNECTION WITH
THE CHURCH OP SCOTLAND.)

In 1833 lands situate in Co-
bourg were convoyed to certain

parties, and "the Kirk session of
the Presbyterian Church of C<in-

ada in connection with the Church

of Scotland in Cohourg" upon
trust for the use of that congre-
gation, who erected a church
thereon and used and enjoyed
the same until the disruption of

the Presbyterian Church of Can-
ada in 1844, similar to that

which had previously occurred
in Scotland. In Canada, as
there, the Presbyterian Church
became divided into two churches,
one retaining its identity with
the Presbyterian Church of Can-
ada, in connection with the
Church of Scotland ; the other
forming a new church, called
" The Presbyterian Church of

Canada," similar in principle to

the Free Church of Scotland,
and to which the congregation
at Cobourg almost unanimously
adhered, and they continued to

use the same church as hitherto

until 1857, there being in the
interval no congregation of the
Presbyteria,n Church of Canada
in connection with the Church
of Scotland. In this year certain
rPDIflpn+.a nrnfoaoinrr t.n \\a]r\nrt +ni-c ^ _j .... 1 __ „,..

that church applied to the sur-

viving trustees to have the trust

estate devoted to the purposes
intended by the donor, by allow,

ing them the use thereof for

the purpose of rt^ligious wor-
ship, which was refused. On
an information and bill filed

by the Attorney-General and
certain persons so claiming to

be entitled to the use of the

said trust estate the court d.>

clared that the only persons
entitled to the use of the said

church were those in commun-
ion with the Church of Scotland,

and the fact that there had
ceased to be a " Kirk session

"

at Cobourg was immaterial.
Held, also, that the congrega-
tion, for the use of whom the

trust had been originally created,

having ceased to exist, any new-

congregation in connection with

the Church of Scotland, which
might be afterwards organized,

were proper objects of the gift

;

and to be such, it was not neces-

sary that the present should be a

continuation of any previously

existing congregation.

The Attornev-General v. Jef-

frey, 278.

PRESUMPTION OF INNO-
CENCE.

See " Ancient Document."

PRINCIPAL.

(application of, to support of

INFANTS.)

See " Infants," 3.

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT.

See " Partnership."
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PRINCIPAL AND SURETY.

1. By an agreement entered

into by the lender, borrower,

and surety that a judgment
against the surety shouhl " stnnd

(18 additional or collateral security

for thepayment ofsuch mortgages,

to pay and make up any dejlcien-

eii that might arise or exist should

it at any time become necessary to

sell the said farms, tCr." Held,

that the surety was entitled to

have an account taken, the pro-

perty sold and credit given on
his judgment for the amount
realized before he could be called

upon to pay anything : and that

the surety was not bound in the

first instance to pay off the cre-

ditor and take an assignment of

the mortgages for the purpose
of proceeding against his princi-

pal, the mortgagor.

Teeter v. St. John, 85.

2. A party secondarily liable,

and entitled on payment of the

debt to an assignment of the

security held by the creditor,

had agreed that that estate

should be sold first, and his own
estate liable only for the balance,

and such estate was sold in a
suit brought by the creditor, to

which both the parties primarily

and secondarily liable were par-

ties, and which estate was pur-

chased by the creditor in the

name of an agent : the party so

liable, having forborne to apply

to discharge the sale in that

suit, and two years having
elapsed, during which time the

creditor sold the property, can-

not, as a defence to a suit to

enforcn payment of the balance,

insist that the sale in the former
suit was invalid.

Kains v. Mcintosh, 119.

8. A surety has no right to
complain of the apr- ^T>>-iation of

payments by the (.nMl'!;-'-. when
the principal n-ik's no ppro-
priation of then , i it left 'Jiem

to be appropriately ^i
,, thec ditor

as he pleased on ; ; iuaebted-
ness.

Cunningham v. Buchannan, 523.

4. A creditor is not bound to
send the surety information as
to the position of his principal.

If the principal's statements or
credit are doubted, the surety
should inquire into them, and the
very fact that a guarantee is

called for by the creditor should
put the surety on the alert.

—

lb.

5. The mere <"<ict of a creditor

abstaining from seizing under
execution against the principal

his interest in the stock in trade,

does not of itself furnish a ground
for suspending execution against

the surety, and that the surety,

claims that the creditor shall for-

bear his roi ledy against him
until the exact value of such
interest is ascertained.

—

Tb.

See also "Master's Report," 1.

PROMISSORY NOTES.

The plaintiff indorsed notes

for W. B., since deceased, which
were discounted at two different

banks. To indemnify plaintiff

against these indorsements W.
B. mortgaged certain real and
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personal property to him. The
notes were subsequently paid
when due, at these banks, with
the proceeds of other notes of W.
B. indorsed by plaintiff, and dis-

counted at a third bank. Held^
that the indemnity secured plain-
tiff against his indorsements at
W. B's. request, on paper dis-

counted at the third bank to keep
outstanding the amounts of the
forjaer notes.

Burnham v. Burnham, 485.
Semble, that the indemnity

given to an endorser will protect
him against liability on any other
securities, in whatever shape, to
which he may become a party at
the request of the maker to keep
the amounts of the notes out-
standing.

—

lb.

PUBLIC POLICY.

See " Deed."

PUBLIC EOAD.
Sea "Specific Performances," 11.

PURCHASE.
(by agent.)

See "Conveyance," 1.

PURCHASER.

(for value without NoriCE.)

See "Ancient Document."

(rights of, under lttnatic, with-
out NOTICE of his state OF
MIND.)

See "Lunatic," 2.

railway companies.

(assignee of, made party to

suit for specific perfor-

MANCE.)

See " Specific Performance," 9.

RAILWAY COMPANIES.

The Grand Trunk Railway
Company, in 1865, erected a
fixed bridge over a navigable
river, near the outlet. The plain-
tiff then owned land on the bank
of the river, on which he had
erected a factory, and contem-
plated building a dock and mills.
It was material to him to enjoy
the navigation unimpeded, in
order to have the most beneficial
use of the premises. At the time
the bridge was built the 20th sec.
of 16th Vic. ch. 87, was in force,
but before the bill in this cause
was filed 20th Vic, ch. 12, was
passed, by the 7th sec. of which
it was enacted, "It shall be
lawful for the Governor in Coun-
cil, upon the report of the said
board, (i. e., the board of railway
commienoners,) to authorize any
railway company to construct
fixec" and permanent bridges, or
to substitute such bridges in the
place of the swing, draw, or

movable bridges on the line of

such railway, within such time
as the Governor in Council may
du-ect, and for each and every
day after the period so fixed,

durini^which the said company
shall use such swing, draw, or

movable bridges, the said com-
pany shall forfeit and nav to hsr

Majesty the sum of fifty pounds.
Provided, it shall not be lawful
for anv railway company to sub-
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stitute any swing, draw, or other
movable bridge in the place or

stead of any fixed or permanent
bridge already built and con-

structed, without the consent of

the Governor in Council, pre-

viously had and obtained." This
section was not specially set up
in answer, but was relied upon
in argument, as permitting a
permanent and fixed bridge in

cases authorized by the executive.
The plaintiff relied on the former

act as providing fora draw-bridge,
which would not impede naviga-

tion, and prayed that the com-
pany might be required to re-

move the present fixed bridge,

and to erect in its stead a draw-
bridge, which would not impede
the navigation, or plair tiff's busi-

ness ; also, that an account might
be taken of all loss sustained by
the plaintiff by reason of impedi-
ments caused by the present

bridge, and that the same might
be made good to him by the com-
pany. Held, that if the river was
not navigable the bridge had been
properly erected; if navigable,

the company werewrong in erect-

ing the bridge, but that this was
cured by the latter statute, and
that the plaintiff was not entitled

to the relief asked. Semble, that

in such a case the bill should be
by the Attorney-General, the

statute referred to having been
passed for the general benefit of

the public.

Cull V. The Grand Trunk Eail-

way Company, 491.

REDEMPTION.

EEDEMPTION.

627

im

RE-BORROWING.
" Mortgage," &c., 7.

1. Where a suit is brought for

redemption, and the defendant
sets up an absolute conveyance
by way of answer, to which the
plaintiff simply files a replication,

without amending his bill to im-
peach the conveyance, he cannot
do so in evidence. Where, how-
ever, a cause was brought to a
hearing under such circumstan-
ces, and the evidence was such
as to create a strong suspicion of
the bona fides of the transaction,

the court gave the plaintiff, who
had purchased from the alleged

mortgagor, liberty to amend by
making the mortgagor a party,

with a view of impeaching the
deed, and reserved the costs until

the cause came on again : and the
bill having been amended in ac-

cordance with such permission,
and again brought on for hearing,

the court, although unable upon
the evidence to grant the relief

asked, refused the defendants
their costs up to the original

hearing, in consequence of the
untruthfulness of their answers.

Finlayson v. Mullard, 130.

2. Although the general rule

is, that in a suit to redeem, if a
balance is found due to the de-

fendant, he will be ordered to

receive his costs, still, where on
the settlement of ' certain land
transactions between vendor and
purchaser, the former, together

with his solicitor, made up a
statement, shewing a balance
due to him of ;£417, for which
the vendor, who was old and
illiterate, executed a mortgage
on his estate, but on taking the

t
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accounts in the Master's office,
it was shewn that at the time
of taking the security only
^26 7s. 4d. was due ; the court,
upon a bill filed by the mort-
gagor against the executors of
the mortgagee, impeaching the
whole transaction for fraud,
ordered his estate to pay all the
costs of the litigation.

Soutcr V. Burnham, 375.

3. W. sold certain land to M.
givmg a bond for a deed: M.
assigned his interest in this
bond, as also chattels in security,
but retained possession of the
instruments. Subsequently M.
assigned absolutely the bond to
C, to whom (with notice of the
prior security) W. conveyed the
premises, taking back a mort-
gage for unpaid purchase money,
upon which W. filed a bill for
foreclosure against C, making
the plaintiffs, and their co-part-
ners in the business, defendants
as incumbrancers, by reason of
a registered judgment, but they
omitted to set up any interest in
the premises by reason of the
security given to them by M., .a
which suit the bill was taken
pro confesso, and a final order for
foreclosure was obtained against
all the other defendants. On a
filed bill against W. seeking to
redeem, or that he should pay
off the claim of the plaintiffs
under the security from M.
Held, that M. was a necessary
party to the suit ; and also, that
W. had a right to pay them off
thfilV f^lnima onninc*. Tl*" J A_l

REGISTRATION OP DEEDS.
'

claim, the amount of which M.
was bound to pay to the plain-
tiffs or W., in case of his paying,

McQuestien v. Winter, 464.

RECTIFICATION OF DEED.

D. having a mortgage over 23
acres, filed his bill to foreclose.
A., B. and C. having liens, were
made parties, and their position
settled by the Master. A. held
a mortgage as executor of a de-
ceased mortgagee. B. redeemed
and applied by petition to rectify
an alleged mistake in C.'s mort-
gage, so as to make it a lien over
an additional 25 acres prior to
A.'s, over the same land, B. fail-

ing to prove that A.'s testator
had notice of the error at the
time of taking his mortgage, the
relief sought was refused.

Ogiivie V. Squair, 444.

EE-DIVISION OF ESTATE.

See "Residuary Estate."

REFERENCE AS TO TITLE.

See " Specific Performance," 8.

call foran assignment of the other
securities held by them for such

REGISTRATION OF DEEDS.

1. A witness to a memorial
was described as " of the city of

London." Another witness de-

scribed as " of London." Held,
to be sufficient descriptions of

the persons named. Also, hekl

sufficient for the witness' affida-

vit, proving execution of the
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BESIDUART ESTATE.

deed and memorial to state that
" he had seen the due execution

of the deed."

Eeid V. Whitehead, 446.

2. A memorial described the

land in the same words as the

deed, which, however, did not

sufficiently identify the premises,

and concluded with a reference

to a mortgage not imported into

the memorial : Held, insufficient.

lb.

3. One of the witnesses swore

the affidavit proving the execu-

tion of the memorial before the

other witness, held, no objection

to the affidavit. lb.

See also "Mutual Insurance Com-
panies."

RELEASE.

(by MORTGAGE OF PORTIONS OF

MORTGAGE PREMISES.)

See " Mortgage," 10.

RENEWALS.
See " Promissory Notes."

RENTS AND PROFITS.

(account of.)

See " Conveyance," 2.

RECISSION.

(conditional, of contract.)

See " Specific Performance," 4.

(of patent.)

See "Crown Patent," 2.

RIPARUN proprietor. 629

of his estate, after certain other
'

specific devisees, he directed to

be divided between his two
brothers and' sister, amongst
whom, after the death of testa-

tor, the property was divided, in

which division by mistake the

lot devised to the son was in-

cluded, which was allotted to one
of the residuary devisees as part

of his share, who devised the

same, and who, on discover-

ing the mistake which had been
committed applied to those in-

terested in the residuary estate

to have the mistake rectified,

when it appeared that some of

the other residuary devisees had
sold portions of the shares allot-

ed to them, by reason of which
a re-division of the estate was
impossible, and a bill was there-

upon filed praying for compensa-
tion for the loss sustained by
reason of the mistake in thus

allotting the devised lot. The
court, under the circumstances,

ordered a valuation to be made
of the residuary estate, as its

present value, one-third of which,

with interest from the date the

first division was made, to be

contributed ratably by the other

residuary devisees, or their rep-

resentatives, or, if desired by
either of the parties, with an

account of rents and profits re-

ceived.

Stinson v. Moore, 94.

RESIDUARY ESTATE.

A testator devised to his son a

certain named lot; the residue

QRANT X.

RIPARIAN PROPRIETOR.

See " Easement."

"Injunction," 4.

40

I
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SALE.

(0RDE3 TO PAY DEFICIENCY ON.)

See " Mortgage," &c., 5.

(of LANDS FOR TAXES.)

See "Wild Land Taxes."

(by moetoaoeb.)

See " Mortgage," «fec., 14.

SPECIFIC PERFOEMANCE. .

SETTLEMENT.
See " Ante Nuptial Settlement.'

SET-OFF.

(of costs, when parties jointly
and severally liable.)

A decree had been :.viade in a
cause giving the plaintiffs relief,
and ordering the defendants to
pay the costs, which, however,
were not paid ; the plaintiffs
appealed from a portion of the
decree with which they were dis-
satisfied, which appeal upon ai--

gument was diamissed with costs,
to be paid to one of the respond-
ents, thereupon the plaintiffs
applied to set off the amount so
ordered to be paid against the
costs directed to be paid by the
defendants in the court below to
the plaintiffs, which was ordered
accordingly.

Bank of Upper Canada
V. Thomas, 366.

SHEEIFF.

(SETTING ASIDE SALE OF LANDS BY,

UNDER FI. FA.)

See "Practice," 3.

(seizure of mortgage by.)

See "Fraudulent Conveyance, "2.

(his duty at sales for wild
LAND taxes.)

See " Wild Land Taxes," 3, 6, 7.

(breach of duty on p'rt of.)

See " Wild Land Taxes," 4.

SETTING ASIDE CONVEY-
ANCE.

See " Conveyance," 1.

SETTING SALE OF LANDS
ASIDE.

(made under power in mort-
gage.^

" See Collusion."

SPECIFIC PERFOr.MANCE.

4. A supposed equity in a per-
son who died in 1808, where the
possession of the property since
that time has been enjoyed by
another, claiming it as his own,
and having a perfect legal title
to it, is no ground for refusing to
enforce an agreement in which
the condition precedent was,that
a party should "shew, make, and
complete a perfect legal title,"
as, even in the event of such
equity existing, a court of equity
would not enforce it after such a
lapse of time, and under such
circumstances.

Dewitt V. Thomas, 21.

2. The vendor of real estate
had dieu before the execution of
the conveyances, and his infant
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heirs filed a bill for a specific

performance of the contract,
which the defendants, the ven-
dees, admitted and expressed
their willingness to carry out
but for the obstacle created by
the death of the vendor leaving
his heirs-at-law infants. The
court under the circumstances
made a decree for specific per-
formance of the agreement, but
without costs to either party

;

the costs of the infants to be de-
frayed out of the balance of pur-
chase money payable by the
defendants.

Weihe v. Ferrie, 98.

8. The court in adapting itself

to the exigencies of manlund as
they arise from time to time,will
deal with new subjects as they
present themselves so as best fo
effectuate the intentions of the
parties, and will not allow rules
and principles applicable to a
different state of circumstances,
to interfere with the exercise of
its jurisdiction whenever in the
opinion of the court it can be
usefully exercised, and where
money has been expended upon
the faith of an agreement, al-

though otherwise the court might
not have enforced the contract,
it will not entertain objections to

the form of the contract when it

can execute it, and in doing so,

will construe the agreement lib-

erally. Where, therefore, the
owner of land made a demise of

fifty acres for fourteen years at

a nominal rent, for the purpose
of boring for oil, and contemuo-
raneously executed an agree-
ment by which the owner agreed

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE. 631

to convey at any time a roadway
from any wells the lessee might
dig or bore to a certain road,and
"also sufficient land for the ivork-

ing of such well or ivells" the les-

see agreeing to pay "§100 /or the

first tvell he might work for oil,

and the sum of $50 per acre for
the land necessary for ^corking

such oil ivell on said roadway,^'

and "the stim of $50 for any nil

well he s^ ill ivork after the fst
one, and the sum of $25 per acre

for any land necessary for work-
ing said well or wells and the

roadivay." The lessee having
divided a portion of the fifty

acres into acre lots, having a
frontage of from eighty to one
hundred feet, sold his interest in

one such acre to a third party,

who went into possession and
opened a Wv " : acted an oil re-

finery and constructed the neces-

sary tanks and works for sepa-
rating the oil from the water
with which it is mixedwhen taken
from the earth, and declared his

option of purchasing within the
time specified. The owner of

the feehaving sold and conveyed
his interest in the whole fifty

acres, his vendee objected to con-
vey the acre except upon terms
not warranted by the agreement,
and subsequently refused to con-
vey more than in his opinion was
absolutely necessary for working
the well in its then state, the

produce of which had become
greatly diminished, and filed a
bill asking to have the agree-

ment construed, and an injunc-

tion against the occupant con
tinuing the refinery on the pre-

mises. The evidence in the
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cause showed that by construct-
ing tanks one above another a
great saving of space would be
gained, but at an expense greatly
exceeding ihe value of the crude
oil, and thai the refinery occu-
pied a space equal to about one
twenty-fourth of the whole acre.
The oom-t aas of opini.vn that,
under the agreement, ;' „ pur
chaser was not entitled to 5^;acf

for a refinery on the prec3i»?es,

but it appearing that the mulii >.j

of another well within (:beh'vaic.i

of such acre would tend lo Injure
the well already sunk, and that
an acre was not too large a pz^jce
for the purposes contemplated,"
refused the injunction as asked
for, «nd the purchaaor by his
answer having asked cross-relief
by way of specific performance of
the agrtfiaent, a decree was
made accordingly; the deed to
be prepared under such decree
to provide for payment of the
Bums stipulated for in the event
of 'he opening of any future wells
upon such acre ; but in such a
case the party so claiming spe-
cific performance will be liable to
pay for any other well or wells
opened and worked upon the
whole fifty acres, by other per-
sons; the assignee in this re-
spect standing in no better
position than his assignor, the
original lessee, and the contract
not containing any stipulation
or agreement for the laying
off of the fifty acres into sub-
divisions ; and the Master having
requured a list of all persons who
had opened and vorked wells
upon the property with a view
to making them parties in his

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.

office ; and taking an accov ut of
what tli'oy owed respectively in
order that they mif^lft be bound
thereby, t>ji that rh. lefendant
might tliu-' acquire -j. lien on
their portions of the lawd fr, the
sums so to lo paid hy defmd-
iint. Held, on motion by wa/
of appeal from this directioJi ot

the Master, that such other par-

I

-hascrfi f.v ere not proper parties :

^

nor could the defendant thus
acquire any lien upon their pro
perty, or in the absence of a re-

quest, any claim against thf

parties for the re-payment of the
amounts advanced on their ac-
counts, there being no legal lia-

bility on his part to make such
payment. And, Quare, if even
he could thus acquire such lien

or claim, whether they would in
that case have been proper par-
ties.

Ledyard v. McLean, 139.

4. In 1850 S. agreed with M.
for the purchase of 100 acres of
land, and they entered into a
written contract. S. having paid
part of the purchase money, ap-
plied to M., offering the remain-
der, and requiring his convey-
ance. 'M. then stated that he
had no title to convey, offered to

pay back the money received,
and allowed S. to remain in quiet
possession of the land. This
wfl=i done, and the written »on-
i':; i' was given by S. to M. -

I scinded. M. then conr <

the land to his son, who, wiit..

knowledge of these facts, broughi;

ejectment against S. At the
trial the written agreement was
put in as evidence against S.»

if
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and was lieid to be an admission
by him of the title of the plain-
tiff at law, and a verdict was ac-
cordingly recovered against S.
On a bill for tie specific perform-
ance 0* the original contract,
;md to striY the action at law,
h<;ld, that the rescission of the
contract was only conditional,
M. then undertaking not to dis-

turb the plaintiff in possession

;

that the use made of the contract
at the trial at law re-established
it as against M. and his co-
defendant, and that the plaintiff

was entitled to a decree for

specific performance, and to a
perpetual injunction against the
action at law.— [Spragge, V. C.,

dissenting.."

Stuart V. McNab, 234.

6. Where a purchaser filed a
bill alleging that his vendor
could not make a good title to
lands agreed to be sold, but at
the hearing waived a reference
as to the title, admitting the
same to be good, the court or-

dered the plaintiff to pay costs.

Tisdale v. Shortis, 271.

6. A parcel of land having
been surveyed and laid off into

building lots, the same was after-

wards offered for sale by public
auction, when M. became the
purchaser of two such lots at an
aggregate sum of £70. The
plan, by which tho'property was
sold, contained a memorandum
on the margin that the same
was drawn upon a scale of four
chains to the inch; in reality
the plan had been made upon a
scale of three chains to the inch,

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE. 633

which, however, was not dis-
covered until after the convey-
•ance had been executed, and the
purchase money paid. There-
upon the purchaser, M. filed a
bill praying re-payment of a pro-
portionate amount of the pur-
chase money; or a conveyance
of a sufficient quantity of the
adjoining land to make up the
deficiency. The court, under
the circumstances, considered
that the plaintiff was not entitled
to the relief asked, and dismissed
his bill with costs ; but Setnble,

that if the conveyance had not
been made, or the purchase
money not fully paid, he would
have been entitled to be relieved
in this court.

McCall v. Faithorne, 824.

7. D.'s father died in 1847,
having first made his will pur-
porting to devise all his real
estate to his wife in fee; this
will was not executed in proper
form, and therefore D. became
entitled to the land as heir at
law. Three months before D.
becamb of age, he agreed with
P. for the sale to him of the real
estate for valuable consideration.
A conveyance to P. was prepared
by D., and executed by his
mother, the devisee under his
father's will, D. being the witness
to it. P. afterwards sold and
conveyed his interest, and D.
brought ejectment against the
purchaser. On a bill filed to
restrain this action, it was shewn
that D. had at various times
acquiesced in the sale after he
became of age. Held, that D.'s
conduct with reference to the sale
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to P. was fraudulent, and was to

be considered as an assertion
that his mother was entitled as
devisee in fee, although he
was then not of age, and that
Buch conduct, and his subsequent
acquiescence after his attaining
majority estopped him from
denying the validity of the sale

;

and he was enjoined from pro-
ceeding with the ejectment, and
ordered to execute a conveyance
to the plaintiff, the vendee of P.

Leary v. Eose, 346.

8. In May, 1860, a purchase
was made by parol of a lot of
land in addition to three other
lots previously bought by the
same purchaser from the same

. vendor, and the purchaser went
into possession and erected there-

on a coach-house and stable, and
the other portion of it was used
as a lawn to the house which he
had erected on the other lots

which had been duly conveyed
to him. In the year 1860, and
again in 1863, the purchaser re-

peatedly asked for a deed, offer-

ing to give the vendor his pro-
missory note for the purchase
money, but which he refused to
accept: a bill for specific per-

formance was subsequently filed

by the vendor. Held, that the
purchaser, by his conduct, had
waived his right to compel the
vendor to make out a good title,

in which case he would be en-

titled to get rid of his contract

;

the onus of proof under the cir-

cumstances being shifted from

Dennison v. Fuller, 498.

9. A purchaser of land agreed,
before conveyance, to assign his

interest : in a suit subsequently
brought by the vendor to enforce

specific performance, the assignee
was made a party defendant, and
a decree was pronounced against
him, with such costs as were
occasioned by making him a
party; in the event of his co-

defendant (the purchaser) failing

to pay the general costs of the
suit which were awarded against
him.

—

Ih.

10. The owner ofland agreed to

convey to a railway compaay a
portion thereof, the considera-

tion for which was paid, on which
to erect an embankment, on
condition that the company
would make a culvert through
such embankment. The build-

ing of the railway passed from
such company into the hands of

another, who built the embank-
ment, but without making a cul-

vert therein, they having had no
knowledge of the stipulation in

respect thereof, and the owner
having omitted to give them any
notice in regard to it during the

progress of the works. Upon a
bill filed by him for the specific

performance of the covenant to

construct such culvert. Held,

that under such circumstances it

would be a hardship upon the
company to decree specific per-

formance, there having been no
wilful default on their part, and
the costs of now constructing the

culvert, would be very great, and
that the parties ought now to be

placed in the same position as if

such agreement had not been
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entered into, in order that the
company might proceed under
the provisions of the Railway
Clauses Consolidation Act ; the
court retaining the bill until such
proceedings were taken, giving
to each party liberty to apply,
but, under the circumstances,
refusing either party any costs

of the litigation.

Hill V. The Buffalo and Lake
Huron Railway Company, 506.

11. The owner of real estate

had permitted for many years a
public road to be used across

hia land, which he subsequently
agreed to sell; no by-law had
been passed by the municipal
council of uhe locality for closing

up this road, although a resolu-

tion of the council had been
passed for the purpose. Held,
on appeal from the Master's re-

port, that under the circum-
stances he should have reported

that a good title was not shewn.

Kronsbien v. Gage, 572.

See also "Trustees to Sell."
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STAKE-HOLDER.

See " Payment into Court."

STATUTES.

(13th ELIZABETH CHAP. 5 ANJ

'

PROVINCIAL 20th VIC. OH. 57.)

See " Collusion."

"Fraudulent Convevance "2 2 '.

(IMPERUL ACT 7tH AND 8tH Vlt

CH. 110.)

See " Incorporated Company."

(THE 16 VIO. CH. 37, AND 20tH
VIC. CH. 12 CONSIDERED.)

See " Railway Companies," 1,

STOCKHOLDERS.

(liability of UNDER IMP. STATUTE,
7 and 8 vie. ch. 110.)

See " Incorporated Companies."

SUPPOSED EQUITY.

See " Specific Performance," 1.

SURETIES.

(joint liability op.)

See " Demurrer," 3.

TACKING. •

See " Mortgage," 9.

TAXES.

(sale for—effect of a mort-
gagee purchasing it.)

Property which was subject to

; mortgage, having been allowed

to run into arrears for taxes.was
offered for sale by the sheriff,

under the wild land assessment
law, at which sale the mortgagee
became the purchaser, and sub-

sequently obtained th? usual
conveyance from the sV^riff.
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The mortgagee aftciwarda insti-
tuted proceedings agaiust the
mortgagor, to enforce payment
of the mortgage money and in-
terest, whereupon the mortgagor
filed a bill in this court to re-
strain the action so brought
against him, assertjr.g that the
salii by the sheriff Lad the effect
of discharging him irum all lia-
bility in respect / Lho mortgage
debt. The court, under the cir-

cumstances, refused the applica-
tion, the effect of such purcliase
by the mortgagee being not
greater than a decree of foi-eclo-

sure; where, ifafter a final decree,
the mortgagee proceeds to en-
force payment of the moit/^age
money, it will optn up the fore-
closure : and (Semble) that after
such a sale the mortgagor might
have treated the mortgagee as
liable to be redeemed, and have
filed his bill for that purpose.

Smart v. Cottle, 59.

TITLE.

See " Specific Perforraance,"l,8.

TRADE FIXTURES.

See " Injunction," 7.

TRUSTEES.

(to sell.)

TIME.

(computation of.)

By the terms of an agreement,
dated the 20th of September,
money was to be paid v'Mn one
month, and on the 2:st of Octo-
ber the mon was tendered by
the party who was to pay. Held,
sufficient, tho day of the execu-
tion of the instrument being ex-
cluded in the computation of
the time.

i- "rnes v. jjoOiiiCT, 522.

Land was vefited in trustees by
a deed which provided, " that all
or any part cf the said messuages,
tenements or premises, shall (

may be absolutely sold and dis-
posed of by the said trustees, or
the survivor of them, his execu-

I

tors or administrators, with the
' consent in writing of the partir;;
of the first atid second parts (the
cestuis que triutent) or the survi-
vor of +hem, an(^ after the de-

ase of the sai^ parties ot the
tibt and second parts, then in
the discretion of the said parties
of *]ir third part, for any pr^o
wiiich chey, the tri, +ees or trua-
tee, shall think reahjnabL; and
in case of such salr ,,e money
to arise or be r rodu, >d fiom the
same shall ? ai<' o the said
trr tees or t; ar ir of them,
his executor; au.., nistrators,
without any nacessity or obliga-
tion on the part of the purchaser
or purchasers thereof to see to
the application of such money or
any part thereof, so as he, she,or
they, shall take the receipt or re-

ceipts of the said parties of the
third Dart, nr th( sur

them, his executors or adminis
'tvators, or other only acting
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trustee or trustees for the timo
being for the same money." One
of the trustees died, and the
other was released from the
trust, and two others were ap-
pointed by tho court in their
stead. Held (per Vankoughnet,
C, Esteu and Spragge, V. CC,
duhitantihm] on objections taken
to an attempted sale of the trust

estate vested in the new trustees,

with the consent of the < ^tuis

que trtistent, that the power to

sell was a personal trust and not
transferable to the new trus-
tees : and it appearing that
Lue sale which had been ef-

fected, with th consent of

the cestuia que tt ent, was in

reality u sale to one c' themsel-
ves, the court disn^" d a bill

filed by the vendoi seekinf' to

en'' )rce a contract lor sale t

under the circumstances witu. t

costs.

Eidout v. Rowland, 547.

TRUSTEE AND CESTUI QUE
TEUST.

1. In a suit by cestui que trust

against his trustees seeking,

amongst other things, to obtain
a conveyance of lands, it was
alleged that three lots of land
had been convi '-ed to trustees

for the plaintiff and his sister,

one of such lots having already
been conveyed by the trustees to
« T _Xi.l-. -, J r It
Si yULCUiiiiid: Ui!/ iiliC ir^(|UU5!( 01 uue

j

ceatuis que trustent. The con-

yance to the trustees was not

produced, and the memorial
shewed only a conveyance to the
trustees, without expressing any
trust. The court, under the cir-

cumstances, presumed that a
trust had been declared as to all

the lots, and gave relief to the
plaintiff as to the two lots still

vested in the tru^^ ^a, and which
the court held mi^at be vested in
the plaintiff by the decree in the
cause, under the statute.

McDougall V. Bell, 288.

2. While the court will not ex-
act from trustees, in the manage-
ment of the estate, more careful
conduct than a prudent man
would bestow in the management
of his property, still it requires
from them full explanation of all

their dealings and the causes
which may have led to outstand-
ing debts not having been col-

lected, or to the disappearance
of property belonging to the
estate.

Chlsholm v. Barnard, 479.

See " Ante Nuptial Settlement."

" Executors," 6.

" Presbyterian Church."

"Mortgage, &c.' 13.

TEUSTAND LOAN COMPANY.

See " Usurious Contract,"
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UNDUE INFLUENCE.
See " Will," 2.

UNITED STATFSOF
• AMERICA.

(mobtqaoe payablb in lawful
MONEY OF.)

A mortgage being payable in

lawful money of the United Siatt.i

of America, the holder thereof, in
seeking to foreclose, is entitled
only to claim the amount in the
current money of that country,
or its equivalent at the time of
default made in payment, or at
any time subsequently at his
option.

Morrell v. Ward, 281.

Crawford v. Beard, 15 U. C.
C. P. R., page 87, approved of

and followed. lb

USURIOUS CONTRACT.

1. Although the court will not
interfere with any bargain that
parties competent to contract
may, since the repeal of the usury
laws, make for the payment of

interest, still in case any dispute
in reference to such contract
exists, it is the duty of the court
to see that the parties to any
agreement for the payment of

exor) 'ant rates of interest,

clearly understood what the bar-
gain m before effect will be
given to it. Where, therefore, on

^ he loan of money it was agreed
to pay at the rate of two per cent,

a month in advance, and the
lender in making up the account
contended that the agreement
being that it should be paid in

advance was the same of two and
a-half per cent, a month, and in-

sisted upon his right to charge
that sum, the court directed the
Master to allow at the rate of

two per cent, the effect of the in-

terest being payable in advance
not having been explained to the
borrower.

Teeter v. St. John, 85.

2. The Trust and Loan Com-
pany being the holders of a mort-
gage bearing 8 per cent, interest,

transferred the same to a private

individual. Held, that the as-

signee was entitled to enforce

payment ofthe stipulated interest

,

notwithstanding that at the time
of the creation of the incum-
brance the company only could

legally have reserved such a rate

of interest.

Reid V. Whitehead, 446.

VENDEE.

lOP THE CROWN.)

See "Crown."

VENDOR.

(death OP, BEFORE CO.uPLETION

See " Specific Performance," 2.
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VENUE.

See " Practice," 1, 2.

WILD LAND TAXES. 639

WATER-COUBSE.

(defined.)

See " Specific Performance," 10.

WILD LAND TAXES.

1. In 1851 a party purchased 50
acres of lands, upon which he
settled and paid the asBessments

for 1852, and subsequent years,

but the assessment for 1851 had
not been paid, for the amount of

which {£'2 Is. 9d.) twenty-four

acres of the property were sold

in 1859 by the sheriff, under the

warrant of the treasurer for the

wild land assessment, when the

same were purchased by one of

the bailiffs in the employ of a

former sheriff. The portion sold

was worth £1 10s. per acre.

Although there was not any
direct evidence of combination

amongst the audience to prevent

competition, still their conduct

was such as to lead to that opinion.

The court under the circumstan-

ees.foUowing the cases ofMassing-

berd v. Montague, (ante volume
ix., page 92,) and Henry v. Bur-

ness, (ante volume viii., page

345,) set the sale for taxes aside

upon payment of the amount
which would have been required

to redeem the land within the

VCCii t
cvi-L\.^ iiiwi •- -rt; rruiw •••••»••, •

j

of the amount might be aj ;<iied

in part payment of the amount

due upon a mortgage created on

the land by the [jurchasor at the

sale for taxes.

Templeton v. Lovell, 204.

2. Where at a sheriff's

sale of land for taxes practices

were indulged in by the audience

which had the effect of chocking

fair and free competition, ana
the lands offered for sale were

sacrificed, the court, in the

absence of any direct proof of

combination, granted relief to the

owner of the land by setting aside

the sale.

Logie V. Young, 217.

8. Semble.—It is the duty of the

sheriff when he sees the intention

of the legislature thwarted, by
such practices, to declare to those

guilty of them that he will not

continue the sale under such cir-

cumstances, and that he will post-

pone it until a fair sale can be

effected. lb.

4 At a sale of land for taxes,

the sheriff not having made him-

selt acquainted with the land, ita

situation or the quality of the soil,

was unable to correct an errone-

ous impression that prevailed

among tiie audience at the auction

as to the vfiiue ot' a lot, in con-

sequence of which property that

was worth ig400 was sold as if

doubtfully worth £20. On a bill

filed to set aside the sale, held,

that such omission of duty on the

part of the sheriff was not a suffi-

cient ground to disturb the sale to

an innocent purchaser.

Logie v. Stayner. 222.
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5; Hakl, that it would not be
inferred that a sale which took
place according to adjonrnment
in the month of November, was
necessarily affected by practices,
on the part of the audience to pre-
vent competition, whichhadbeen
carried on at tlie sale in the month
of October preceding, and from
which the sale in November was
adjourned.

—

lb.

6. Qtuere—Whether a sheriff I

at a sale of land for taxes ought
to permit a whole lot or piece of
land to be sold in tlie first in-
stance, where the value is greatly
disproportioned to the amount of
taxes due, without adjournihg the
sale, or taking some steps to pro-
tect the interests of the owner.

Scholfield V.Dickenson, 226.

7. (pmre, also, whether a she-
riff is justified in proceeding with
a sale of land for taxes, when the
audience evinces a determination
to purchase nothing but entire
lo*^; or act in any other way in-

consistent with a proper sale. Ih.

WILt.

his land, hdi,^ he was precluded
by his laches from obtaining
j-elief, supposing him to have
been otherwise entitled to it.

Ih.

10. It appearing on the evi-
dence, though not mentioned in
the pleadings, that the purchaser
of land at a sheriff's sale for taxes
was a mortgagee of the property,
hdd, in dismissing a bill filed to
set aside the purchase on the
ground of undue practices at the
sale, that it was unnecessary to
reserve liberty to file a bill im-
peaching the sale on the ground
that he was disqualified as mort-
gagee to effect tlie purchase for

his own benefit. Ih.

WILFUL DEFAULT.

See " Executors," 6.

WILL.

8. The several caes which have
occurred where sales for taxes
have been set aside, on the
groundof intimidation, or other
undue practices preventing fair

competition, approved of ai;d

concurred in. Ih.

9. Where theownerofland had
not paid any taxes thereon for

ten years, and did not redeem
within the year, and suffered four
years after the sale lu elapse be-
fore taking any step to impeach
the sale which had been made of

(construction of.)

1. Where a testator directed
his debts to be paid out of his

"estate" and then bequeathed
to his widow an annuity of ^8100,
to be paid out of the proceeds of
his "estate," and also bequeathed
to her all his personal property;
and further directed that the
whole of his property should be
sold by his executor at the death
of his widow, and finally em-
powered his executor to sell such
portions of his property as he
might think best, for the purpose
of liquidating any just claims due
by the testator, at any time
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i was precluded
Tom obtaining
him to have

entitled to it.

ng on the evi-

t mentioned in

it the purchaser
f's sale for taxes

)f the property,

r a bill filed to

irchase on the

practices at the

unnecessary to

file a bill im-
on the ground
ulified as mort-
e purchase for

lb.
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WILL.

that the execute" might find it

necessary to do f . . Held, that

the debts were charged upon the

real estate as the primary fund.

Harrold v. Wallis, 167.

(setting aside)

2. The mere fact that the in-

fiuence was exercised by a wife

or other person over the mind ot

a testator is not of itself sufiicient

to invalidate a will; such influ-

ence must amount to a control

over his mind subjecting his men-
tal will to the desire of another,

80 that the document executed as

his will is not in reality his will,

butthat of another ; the question

in such case is, in what sense is

the document the will of the

testator? Where therefore the tes-

tator, an infirm man, 82 years of

age, within the year preceding

his decease made four wills, the

two last on the 27th July and

8th September, and on the 14th

of the same month died, and it

was shewn tha?', for some time he

had been in a s ate of physical

weakness, and suffering from

disease of the brain ; the medical

and other testimony, however,

going to establish that at the

WILL. 641

time of the execution of the will

he was of a sufficiently sound and
disposing. mind to make a will;

that the will of the 27th July
was made by him while absent

from his house, the latter while

there, and under the control of

his wife, who it was shewn had
him entirely under subjection,

and by whom the instructions

for this will wei'e given, and in

whose presence the document
was presented to him for execu-

tion, the evidence also shewing
that for a long time he had been
unable to resist her views with

regard to any matters of busi-

ness : and there being nothing to

indicate any desire on his part

to change the disposition of his

estate made by the will of July

:

the court, upon a bill filed for

that purpose, set aside the will of

September, as having been ob-

tained by the exercise of undue
influence by the wife, and estab-

lished that of July as being the

proper last will of the testator,

and ordered the widow who
was largely benefitted under the

will of September, to pay the

costs of the cause.

Waterhouse v. Lee, 176.
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